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PREFACE.

It was stated in Volume I of the " Catalogue Raisonne of the

Buhar Library" [Calcutla, 1921) that the cataloguing of the Arabic

manuscripts had been begun in 1905 to 1906 by Maulavi Abul KJiair

Muhammad Yusuf , and that what Shams-ul- Ulama' Dr. Hidayat Husain
was appointed to do was to T-evise and complete what the other

had begun. A comparison of Maulavi Abul Khair Muhammad Yusuf's

and Shams-ul-'Ulama' Dr. Hidayat Husain's notices has shown that

the Shams-ul-'Ulama' had much more to do than revise and complete

his brother-scholar's work : he had to write a new catalogue. I have

tlierefore omitted Maulavi Abul Kliair Muhammad Yusuf's name fr6m

the title-page.

The manuscripts deserving of special mention on account of their

excellence in calligraphy and illumination are :— Man La Yahduruhu'l

Fakih (No. 50), Dala'il al-Kliairat (No. 60), Munajat Amir al-Mu'minin

(No. 64), as-Sahifat al-Kamila (Nos. 65, 66 and 68), al-Ikbal bi Salih

al-A'mal (No. 75), al-Asfar al-Arba'a (No. 331), Kalimat Maknuna
(No. 409), and Diwan 'Ah (No. 426).

From the point of view of uniqueness or rarity the following

manuscripts, among others, deserve special mention :—Sharh Mishkat

al-Masabih (No. 35), Kurb al-Isnad (No. 49), Kifayat al-Athar (No. 51),

Riyacl as-Salikin (No. 72), at Ta'hkat 'ala'l Hashiya al-Kliidrlya

(No. 91), Nahj al-Mustar.shidIn (No. 94), Anwar al-Malakut (No. 95),

at-Takdisat (No. 102), Miftah as-Sara'ir (No. 128), Sharh Zubdat
al-UsGl (No. 146). Kanz al-Fawa'id (No. 181), Madarik al-Ahkam
(No." 183). al-Iktifa' fl Fadl al-Araba'at al-Kliulafa' (No. 200), Is'af

Ikhwan as-Safa' (No. 201), al-'Umda (No. 203), Kitab al-Yakin

(No. 204) al'-Kashkiil fi_ ma Jara 'Ala Al ar-Rasul (No. 205), Miftah

an-Naja' fl Manakib Al al-'Aba' (No. 208). Manakib Ahl Bait

(No. 210), Tarajini al-HufTaz (Nos. 252-253), Tabakat al-Hanbahya

(No. 265), Zahr ar-Rivad (No. 269), al-Hashiya 'Ala Hashiyat

al-Kliata'i (No. 401). Rasa'il Ibn al-'Amid (No. 412) and I'lam

Nahj ai-Balaglia (No. 413, II).

The Arabic collection cannot boast of possessing any MS. of an
early age, but the following works may be of some interest for the

students of Arabic palaeography :

—

Name. Date.

Sharh Mishkat al-Masabih (No. 34) . . A.H. 802 (?)

Hashiya 'Ala Sharh Mukhtasar al-Muntaha
"

(No. 138) .'. .. .. „ b45

Az-Zlcb al-Mulakhkhas (No. 347) . . ;, C. 700

Kitab at-Tahbir (No. 358) .

.

. . „ 808

Sharh Tajrid al-'Aka'id (No. 452) .. „ 899.

Shams-ul-'Ulama' Dr. Hidayat Husain has compiled his Catalogue

on fuller lines than those of Volume I, devoted to the Persian
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manuscripts. Biographies have been given ; also references to earlier

biographies, and to notices of manuscripts in other collections.

The following are references used :
" Asiatic Society Cat." =

Shams-ul-'Ulama' Mirza Ashraf 'All's Catalogue of the MSS. in

the Asiatic Society of Bengal; " Bankipur Cat." = the " Mahbiib

al-Albab " by Klian Bahadur Maulavi Kliuda Bakhsh ; 'Rampur
List " = the iiand-list of the Rampur State collection; "Hyderabad
List " = the shorter hand-list of the Hj'derabad State collection

published in 1900, not the fuller list in two volumes published in 1916.

Our thanks are due to the Government of Bengal for placing

the services of Shams-ul 'Ulama' Dr. Hidayat Husain at our disposal,

and to the Government of India for their generous provision of

the funds required.

J. A. CHAPMAN.

Imperial Library, Metcalfe Hall,

Calcutta, Mth December, 1923.



SCHEME OF TRANSLITERATION.

_L_ — 'a, 'i, 'u.

^
= cb.

r

7.= kJb.

i=- dh.

u* = sh.

^ = d.

Jj = t.

£ = z,

^ -- *a, 'i, 'u.

^ = gi-

i3
= k.
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Various Readings and Orthography of the

Kur'an.

No. 1.

foil. 51; lines 24; size9|x7; 7iX5|.

KITAB AT-TAISIR.

A well-known treatise on the seven principal "Readings " of

the text of the Kur'an, by ^^_^>.i=,ii I ^^_^iIo>.il j>^», ^^j (^^^ yr^ y. '

Abu 'Amr 'Uthman bin Sa'id ad-Dani al-Kurtubi. He was born
in Denia in Spain in A.H. 371, A.D. 981 and made the pilgrimage
to Mecca in A.H. 397, A.D. 1006. He remained four months at
Kairawan and a year at Cairo. On his return he settled in his

native town and died there in A.H. 444, A.D. 1053. For details

of the author's life see al-Makkarl, Vol. I., p. 550
; Yakut, Vol. II.,

p. 540; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 197; Noldeke Gesch. d. Qoran'
p. 336; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I., p. 407.

Beginning:

—

,, , ..,, • • - ,, , „ • • ,, J.

The author says in the preface that he composed the present
short work on the seven " Readings '

' of the text of the Kur'an
at the request of his friends and pupils, and concerning each reading
he quotes two reliable " narrations " of that " Reading." Before
dealing with the "Readings" of the text of the Kur'an, the
author gives a short account of the " Seven Readers " of the text
of the Kur'an and some of their pupils.

For chapters of the work see Berlin Cat. No. 579.

For copies see Bodleian Cat. Vol. II., p. 87a; Cairo Cat. Vol.
I., pp. 34, 40, 43 ; Gotha Cat. No. 550 ; India Office Cat. No. 41

;

Berlin Cat. Nos. 579-589; Brill's Cat. ISSn, No. 319; Rosen,
Marsigii Collection. No 56; British Mus. Cat. pp. 696, 716, 3786;
Br. Mus. Supp. No. 84; Rampur List, p. 48; Hyderabad List,

Fann Tajvid Nos. 1 and 26; and Bankipur Cat. p. 95.

Lithographed, Dehli. A.H. 1328.

Headings of chapters are in large character. The last folio

has been supplied in a modern hand. Slightly injured by worms.
Written in Naskh. Not dated, apparently 1 4th century.



Commentaries on the Kur'an*

No. 2.

foil. 452; lines 29; size 141x10; llX7|.

Jer^Ji y[i^ ^c cJUiOl

AL-KASHSHAF 'AN HAKA'IK AT-TANZIL.

A well-known commentary on the Kur'an, by J^4,.sv/<> ^.J^'il) yj

^.yivii^vll j^ j^ Abu'l Kasim Mahmiid bin 'Umar az-Zamakh-

shari. He was born at Zamaklishar in Ivliawarizm in A.H. 467,

A.D. 1074. The early part of his life was spent in travelling for the

sake of study. He made the pilgrimage to Mecca, and on account

of his lengthy sojourn there, he obtained the surname of Jdralldh

the neighbour of God. He died in the town of Jurjaniya in A.H.

538, A.D. 1143. He was a Mu' tazila and his commentary is full

of the doctrines of the sect. For his life see Ibn KhaUikan (Teheran

edition) Vol. II., p. 197; Mir'at al-Janan, (library copy), Vol. IT.,

fol. 163; Taj at-Tarajim, p. 53; Nuzhat al-Alibba', p. 469 ; al-

Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 87 ; Brockelmann, Gesch. d. x\rab. Litter.

Vol. I., p. 289.

Beginning :

—

This commentary is well known in the Islamic world and is

specially famous for the light that it throws upon the grammatical,

rhetorical and philological aspects of the Kur'an. Ibn Khallikan,

(Teheran edition), Vol II., p. 198, says that " az-Zamaldishari

began his preface with the words ^j^L'il ^^-^ i^ ^ ^*^l (praise

be to God who created the Kur'an). But when his friends said to

him, 'if you use the word /d^ (created), no orthodox Muhammadan

will use it', he changed the word ^ji^ (created) to J-*^ which also

according to Mu'tazila doctrines, means created, though this word
has different significations to the orthodox people. Later on this

word J-fL^ was replaced by orthodox people to J)i' revealed.'
'

This work was completed in Rabi' II, A.H. 528, A.D. 1134. See

Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 179.

Foi copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 709-87 ; Paris Cat. Nos. 597-

C03 ; Munich Cat. Nos. 84-6
;
British Mus. Cat. pp. 62-7 ; British

Mu8. Supp. No. 104; India Office Cat Nos. 52-6; Algiers Cat.

Nos. 320-5; Aya Sofia Cat. Nos. 242-52; Kopruluzadah Cat. Nos.

124-37; Yeni Jami Cat. Nos. 84-91; Nuri Osmanlya Cat. Nos.

396-414; Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 189; Rampur List p. 38; Asiatic



Society's Cat. p. 4; Bankipur Cat. p. 638 and Hyderabad List,

Fann Tafsir, No. 7.

For supercommentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., pp. 179-198
;

and Berlin Cat. Nos. 788-799.

This work has been edited by W. N. Lees and Mawlavis
Khadim Husain and 'Abd al-Hai, Calcutta, 1856-59. Also print-

ed with the glosses of 'Ali bin Muhammad al Jurjani, Cairo, A.H.
1307.

Foi. 2 has been bound the wrong way round. Injured at the

end by damp. Damage by worms commences from fol. 321 and
goes on increasing up to the end. On the title page the MS. bears

a few seals among which we observe the sea,ls of Shah Jahan also.

The words of the Kur'an are written in red ink, there are gold

and coloured lines round the pages and the whole MS. has been
bordered with modern paper.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated, apparently 15th

century.

No. 3.

foil. 197; lines 21; size 9| X 5f ;
6i X 3i.

THE SAME.

An incomplete copy of the work noticed above.

It begins with the commentary on J(i.i])l 'ij^^ and ends

abruptly with the commentary on the verse iaxli ljIj^; s.i]j, ^^ j.

The woxds of the Kur'an are in red ink and the first two foil,

are ornamented with gold and have a beautiful 'Univdn at the

beginning.

Written in fine Naskh. Not dated, apparently 17th century.

No, 4.

foil. 438; lines 27; size 8|x6; 61x4.

ANWAR AT-TANZIL WA ASRAR AT-TA'VIL.

A most popular commentary on the Kur'an by AUIj.xC|^>j>iI^^li

^^LojlxII ao.s^ ^j j^ ^i Nasir ad-Din 'Abdallah bin 'Umar bin

Muhammad al-Baidavi. He was born at Baida, a little town in

Ears. His father, 'Umar bin Muhammad, was a grand Kadi of that

orovince. He himself held the OfHce of Kadi of Shiraz for a



considerable time. It is regrettable and surprising that there should

be so great an uncertainty as regards the date of al-Baidavi's

death, whose name is uni\rersally familiar to all students of Arabic

literature. According to Taj al-'Urus, Vol. V., p. 11, and Iktifa'

al-Kunu', p. 114, he died in A.K. 691, A.D. 1291; Mir'at al-

Janan (library copy). Vol. II., fol. 3n6, and Habib as-Siyar, Vol.

Ill,, juz' I, p. 77, place the date one year later, i.e. A.H. 692,

A.D. 1292; TarJidi-i-Guzida (Gibb Memorial edition), p, 118 calls

him Nasir ad-Din Abii Sa'd (according to Haji Kliallfa, Vol, T,, p.

469, Abu Sa'id) 'Abdallah bin Muhammad bin 'Ali al-BaidavI;

and gives A.H. 605, A.D. 1208, as the date of his death, Miftah-

as-Sa'ada, Vol, I,, p. 436 mentioned two dates—A.H, 641, A.D.
1243, and A.H. 685, A.D. 1286; as-Suyuti, in Bughyat al-Wu'at,

p. 286, points to A.H. 685, A.D. 1286^, and A.H. 691, A.D. 1291.

But in my opinion his death took place in A.H. 685, A.D. 1286,

as this date is given by Miftah as-Sa'ada (Vol. I., p. 436) on the

authority of as-Salah as-Safadi (d. A.H, 764, A,D. 1362) who
again bases the authenticity of this date, A.H, 685, A.D. 1286,

on the authority of Najm ad-Din Sa'id ad Dehli, nearest in

point of time to al-Baidavi. See also Nuzhat al-Jalis, Vol. 11., p,

88; Subki, Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. V,, p, 59; Rawdat al-Jannat,

p. 685 ; Elliot History of India, Vol, II., p. 252 ; Brockelmann,
Gesch. d. Arab. Litter, Vol. I., p. 416; Rieu, Persian Cat., Vol. II.,

p. 823; and Casiri, Eacuria Cat., No. 1296.

. Beginning:—

This commentary is chiefly based on az-Zamakhshari's al-

Kashshaf, but in it the author has added much matters in refuta-

tion of Mu'tazilite doctrines, and other matters drawn from other
sources. It is the favourite commentarv of the Sunnis in the east.

See Haji Klialifa, Vol. I,,-'p. 469.

For copies, see Berlin Cat. Nos. 817--823; Leyden Cab. Nos.
1676, 2696, India OfRce Cat. Nos. 70-93; Madrid Cat. No. 124;
Munich Cat. No, 88; Escuria Cat, Vol. I., No. 1296; RampurList,
pp. 20-22; Bankipur Cat., p. 11; Asiatic Society's Cat., p, 1;
and Hyderabad List, Fann Tafsir Nos, 30-34.

For glosses see Haji I£]ialifa, Vol. I., p. 473 ; Berlin Cat. Nos.
835-869 and Rampur List, pp. 27-30

The work has been edited by Fleischer in 2 Vols., Leipsic, 1844-
48; and in Bulak with the supercommentary by Shaikhzada al-

Kjiafaji, A.H. 1283, A.D. 1866; and in Constantinople," A.H. 1303,
A.D. 1885 (with the commentary of Jalalain in the margin). It

has been lithographed in Lucknow, A.H. 1282, A.D, 1865 and in
Bombay A,H, 1277, A,D, 1860,



D.S. Margoliouth has translated and explained the commentary
of al-Baidavi on Sura II, called Sura al-'Imran, which is printed
under the title of Chiestomathia Baidawiana, London, 1894.

The first 3 foil, have been recently added. Gold and blue

lines are round the pages with a beautiful 'Unwdn at the begin-

ning. The verses of the Kur'an are in red ink. The first and last

foil, bear the seals of Sulaiman Jah and Amjad 'Ali.

Written in good Nasldi. Not dated, apparently' 16th century.

No, 5.

foil. 208 ; lines 25 : size 10 X 6; S X 4i.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA ANWAR AT-TANZIL.

A supercommentary to al-Baidavi 's commentary on the

Kur'an (see No. 4) by ^^^ijiUii^ )!
I ^lu^^jz ^j ^^^^^ j ^^^y) ^J^A^'^ f^-^^

'Isam ad-Din Ibrahim bin Muhammad bin ' Arabshah al-Isfra

'ini. He was a professor in the college built by Shahrukh
Mirza in Hirat during the reign of Sultan Husain Baikara,
A.H. 873-911, A.D. 146S-1505. But owing to some reason
or other he gave up the appointment and went to Bukhara where he
died in A.H. 944, A.D. 1537. See Hablb as-Siyar, juz' III, Vol.

liL, p. 343; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II.,

p. 410.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 836-7 ; British Mus. Suppl.
No. 117.; India Office Cat. No. 84; Aya Sofia Cat. Nos. 324-
34 ; Rampur List, p. 27 ; Bankipur Cat

, p. 125 ; Hyderabad List.,

Fann Tafsir No. 52 ; and Asiatic Society's Cat,, p. 2.

The first 84 foil, are in one hand and the rest in another. The
foil, are not in proper order ; foil. 33-48 should come after fol.

24,fol. 49afterfol. 32, fol. 196 after fol. 194 and fol. 197 after

fol. 195.

Wrongly designated on the title page as Rawdat al-Jannat
by Jamal ad- Din al-Kararaani.

Written in ordinary Nas-talik. Not dated, apparently 18th
centurv.



No. 6.

foil. 402; lines 22; size 9iX4|; 6|X3.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA ANWAR AT-TANZIL.

A supercommentary to al-BaidcavI's commentary (see No.

4) of the Kur'an, by ^^^lx»J\ ^jo.!! ^^j^^ ^^^ ^iXisJI jyxc lU Mulla

' Abd al-Hakim bin Shams ad-Din as-Siyalkuti. He was born and
brought up at Siyaikut in the Punjab, He was the pupil of

Mawlana Kamal ad-Din al-Kashmiri and was regarded by his

contemporaries as a most sound and perfect scholar. During the
time of the Emperor Jahangir (A.H. 1014-1037, A.D. 1605-1628)
he was teaching students in his native land, but in the Emperor
Shah Jahan's reign (A.H. 1037-1069, A.D. 1628-1659) became to

Dehli. The Emperor received him with marked consideration

and favour, bestowed on him several villages as JaHglr and or-

dered him to teach students and compose books. He died on the
18th Rabi' I. A.H. 1067, A.D. 1656. Azad Bilgirami in Subhat
al-Marjan. p. 66, has enumerated 15 works of this author. See
Khulasat al-Athar, Vol. II., p. 318 ; Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 401

;

and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 417.

This copy is defective; two foil, are missing at the begin-

ning. The first line of the MS, runs as follows :
—

In the preface of the lithographed copy we find that the
author dwells upon the benevolence and justice of Shah Jahan,
to whom he dedicated this work.

For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 90-1
; Aya Sofia Cat.

Nos. 301-2; Ragiib Cat. Nos. 140-1 ; Cairo Cat, Vol. I,, p. 166;
Asiatic Society Cat., p. 2; Rampur List, p. 28; Hyderabad List,

Fann Tafsir No. 53,

It has been lithographed, Dehli by Muhammad 'Abd al-Majid.

Foil. 13-18, should come after fol, 10; and foil. 11 and 12
after fol, 18. Some foil, are missing after fol. 223 and after

fol, 395, Two foil, are blank after foil. 12. The words of al-

Baidavi are introduced with the word sJy in red ink. Wrongly

described on the first fol. as jUir u^^^r^.J6. Slighty injured by

worms. The MS. ends abruptly with the following words :

—

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik, Not dated, C. 18th century.



No. 7.

foil. 593; lines 21 ; sizelliXT; 8|X4.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA ANWAR AT-TANZlL.

A fraorment of a supercomtnentary on al Baidavl's commen-

tary known as Anwar at-Tanzil fsse No. 4) by ^^^1 ^i^^ ^^r^

.^Jl o^lAs».Ik*= ^^j ^^sv.^ ^ Shiliab ad-Din Ahmad bin Muham-

mad bin 'Umar al-Khafail al-Misrl. He first studied under his

uncle, Abu Bakr ash-Shanawanl and then became a pupil of Shaikli

al-Islim Muhammad ar-Ramli and other eminent 'Ulama of his

time. After finishing his studies, he proceeded with his parents on

a pilgrimage to M ecca. From there he came to Constantinople and

soon became a Kadi in Romailia. Sultan Murad being convinced

of his ability, appointed him a Kadi of Salonica. Later on he

was given the Kadiship of Egypt, but owing to some reason or

other he was dismissed from his post. He then undertook a

journey to Constantinople. First he went to Damascus and then

to Aleppo and from there he arrived at Constantinople. Yaha bin

Zakariya, the chief 77iujtl of the Capital, refused to receive him,

but later on he became favourably disposed towards him and al-

Khafaji was again given the Kadiship of Egypt. He died on the

12th Ramadan, A.H. 1069, 23rd May, A.D. 1658. For details

of the author's life see Ivjiulasat al-At_har, Vol. L, p. 331 ;
his

autobiography at the end of his work, called Raihanat al Ali-

bba, p. 350; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 571; and Brockelmann,

Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 285.

The MS. is imperfect at the beginning and the first words

are :

—

It contains only a portion of the glosses on Surat al-Bakr.

For copies see Yeni Cat. Nos. 108-1 17 ; Ra'jiib Cat. Nos. 103-

110; Algiers Cat. Nos. 338-9; H37derabad List, Fann Tafsir,

No. 35 : and Bankipur Cat., p. 473.

This suppercommentary is known by the name of ' Inayat

al-Kadi wa Kifayat ar-Radi and is published in 8 Vols, at Bulak,

Egypt, A.H. 1283, A.D. 1866.

Wrongly designated on the top of the first fol. as (S-jj^I^-

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik in different hands. Not dated,

apparently 18th century



8

No. 8
foil. 30; lines 21; size 9iX5J; 7f X3|.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA ANWAR AT-TANZIL.

A supercommentary to al-Baidavi's commentary (see No. 4)

of Surat al-Hamd by ^ykly^-s^]] *-x:^JI j>>.^ ^i s^ls^ )L< MuUa
Hamid bin *Abd ar-Rahim al-Jawnpurl. He was an emment scho-

lar of Jawnpur. As he could not prosper in his native land, he
came to Dehli where he was included by Shah 'Alam (A.H. 1173
-1202, A.D. 1759-1788) among the learned men of his court.

Later on he became a tutor of the prince i\.bu Nasr Mu'In ad-Dln
Muhammad (Akbar II, A.H. 1221-1253, A.D. 1806-1837). In the

last part of his life, he returned to his native place where he died.

See Taj alii Nur, p. 93.

Beginning :

—

The author says in the preface that during his lectures on-
al-Baidavi, he found that many commentators of it had not paid
sufficient attention to some abstruse passages of the book and had
remained very far from grasping the real sense of them. Conse-
quently he had been led to prepare a supercommentary of al-

Baidavi in oider to explain the more subtle and difficult points of

the said work.

Half of fol. 10a and the whole of fol. 106 are blank. The
last «ix foil, have been replaced, evidently not long ago.

Written in Nasta'llk. Not dated, apparently 18th century.

No. 9.

foil. 406; lines 25 ; size 14X9i; 10^X6.

JAMI' AT-TAFASIR.

A fragment of a commentary on the Kur'an, imperfect both
at the beginning and at the end.

Beginning :

—

^ iSJJid >(jJiDI ^Jk.o-a. ^1 ^^M. Jyi s.lj JUi ^^^ J.i lx4.j j^jL] x^'x'I

On fol. 16 i^^-^.'iJ] 'iyy*^ commences and its commentary

runs as follows :

—



* J) iiis\sv.Jl , '&.L*

It ends abruptly with the commentary on the Sura ^^^^'1^

hf] IJbiU 131 ^^iJJI ^ litLsv.^
J
and the concluding words of the MS. are :-

A note, in red ink, in a hand differing from that of the MS.

on the top of the first extant fol. of this commentary, calls it ^^U

^Ui^x^~i c^J^^^^j^UXJ I Jami-' at-TafasIr known as Tafslr Shahl,

There is in the Rampur Library a commentary on the Kur'an

entitled Tafsir Shahi. Unfortunately that commentary is also in-

complete and covers the first three chapters. Its author is Ahmad

bin 'Abd Muhammad bin Sultan ^41i bin Fathallah al-Badakhshi-

Ifc was written in A.H. 1057, AD. 1647; as the chronogram !sU

,j^lii3 in the following passages of the preface indicates:—

* "Oil •. »

y^jx^li3 aLi ^^ Jj ^il ^^^^sif .>^I ^i ^u^ovc ^Si ^L&j—uJo

Shah 'Abd al-'Aziz in his work, Tuhfa Ithna 'Asharlya, p 233

also cites Tafsir Shahi.

The verses of the Kur'an are sometimes written in red ink,

and sometimes overlined with red ink. In foil. 67-88a, 69-70, and

285&-287 the copyist leaves larger space between the lines than

usual in the MS. One volume of the MS. seems to have been

completed on fol. 26a and another on fol. 260a, because from foil.

27& and 2616 the commentary commences with the usual headings

of a new volume. Foil. 266, 27a, 2606 and 26 It? are blank but

without causing any break in the MS. Slightly injured by worms.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 10.

foil. 221; lines 17; size 6X3^; 4|-X2^.

TAFSIR SURAT YUSUF.

A commentary on the 12th Sura of the Kur'an, called Sura

'Yftsuf, containing also an account of the prophet Yusuf.

Regarding its author, Dr. Loth, in his Catalogue of the India

2
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Office, No. 114, says, " It is ascribed to the celebrated Ghazali (d

A.H. 505)." On fol. 135« the author mentions as his own work
the Kitab al-Ahya' (admitted on all hands to be a work of al-

Ghazali) ; so there can be no doubt that the book under notice

was, indeed, written by that al-Ghazali. His full name was as^.^^

^1^1 ^«.:sv^ ^.: j..<^:sv^ ^^l::^ ^jl ^^j^i' ^^i\ ^iU))! Hujjat al-Islam

Zain ad-Din Aba Hamid Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Gliazali.

He was born in AH. 450, AD. 1059 (not in A.H. 441, A.D.
1049 as given by Huart in his History of Arabic Litera-

ture, p. 265) at Ghazala, a dependency of Tus in Ivliurasan.

After studying in his native land, he went to Jurjan for further

studies and then proceeded to Naisabur where he sat at the feet of

the Imam al-Haramain Abu'l Ma'ali 'Abd al Malik alJuwaini,
died, A.H. 478; A.D. 1085 (for his life see De Slane, Ibn Khallikan,
Vol. II., p. 120), under whose instruction he became a profound
scholar. After the death of his master he attached himself to the
famous Vizir Nizam al-Mulk (for his life see De Slane, Ibn
I-Lhallikan, Vol. I., p. 413) who in A.H. 484, A.D. 1091 (not in A.H.
446, A.D. 1054 as written by Huart, p. 265) appointed him as the
Principal of the Nizamiya College at Bagdad. But in the month
of Dlm'l Ka'da, A.H. 488, November, A.D. 1095, he gave up all

the occupations in which he had been hitherto engaged and gave
himself up to asceticism and dervishhood. He then undertook
the pilgrimage to Mecca and, on his return, proceeded to Syria
and stopped for sometime at Damascus. He then set out for

Jerusalem, where he applied himself with ardour to the practices
of devotion and visited the holy monuments and venerated
spots of that sacred ground. He next passed on to Egypt and
remained for some time at Alexandria, and finally returned to his

native land, where he died in A.H. 505, A D. 1111.

The word Ghazali is also pronounced with double Z as
Ghazzali. De Slane in the translation of Ibn Khallikan 's Bio-
graphical Dictionary, Vol. I., p. 80 says. " Ghazzali is a derivative
from Ghazzal (cotton spinner), formed after the system generally
followed by the people of Khawarizm and Jurjan, who form
Kassar (a fuller) from Kassarl; and form 'Attar (a druggist) from
'Attarl. Some pronounce Ghazali with a single Z, deriving it from
Ghazala, the name of a village in the dependencies of Tus ; but
this pronunciation differs from the one in general use, though as-

Sam'anl has adopted it in his Ansab." For his life, see Ibn
Khallikan (Teheran edition) Vol. II., p. 37 ; Subki, at-Tabakat al-

Kubra, Vol. IV
, pp. 101-182; Yakut, Mu'jam al-Buldan, Vol. III.,

p. 560; Nafahat al-Uns, p. 422; Gosche, Ghazzali's Leben und
Werke, in Abhandlungen dcr Berliner Akademie, 1858. pp. 230-
311 ; Munk, Melanges de philosophic, p. 336; Schefer Chrestoma-
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thie Persane, Vol. II., p. 212; Huart, History of Arabic Litera-

ture, p. 263 ; Nicholson, Literary History of Arabs, p. 338

;

Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., p. 419; and Mac-

donald, Development of Muslem Theology, pp. 215-241.

Beginning:

—

,

In Rampur List, p. 31, this commentary is named ad-Durr

al-Baida.

For copies see India Ofifioe Cat. No. 114- Hyderabad List,

Fann Tafsir, No. 6 ; Rampnr List, p. 31.

The verses of the Kur'an are marked partly with red and

partly with black ink. Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in Naskh. Not dated, apparently 17th century.

Copyist obi j.^1 l>«<aj' ^^f^-- ^i^' ^^ j^skj] ^.=>.^JI ^_j^.

No. 11.

foil. 102; lines 16; size 7|X4i; 5|X3.

^Aia»J) ^j^LaJt JjUi ^ j,J^\jJ\

AD-DURR AN-NAZIM Fl FADA'IL

AL-KUR'AN AL-*AZlM.

A treatise on the excellence and the mystic virtues of the

Kur'an by l_;1^sx.'I ^.ib >

—

i» r^JA ^;^:svJl (Jjj^*" ^, o.«.^I ^j vi>.dJsv.-<

Muhammed bin Ahmad bin Suhail al-Jawzi known as Ibn al-

Khashshab. He flourished in A.H. 650, A.D. 1252. See Brockel-

mann, Vol. I., p. 414. InMadinat al-'Ulfim, fol. 181a, this work is

attributed to 'Afif ad-Din Abu Muhammad 'Abdallah bin Asa'd

bin 'All al-Yafi'I ash-Shafl'!, died, A.H. 767, A.D. 1365 or A.H.

768, A.D. 1366. See for his life No. 196. But Elhs in his Cat.

of the Printed Books, Br. Mus., Vol. IT., p. 140 says that it is

wrongly ascribed to 'Abdallah bin As'ad al-Yafi'i.

Beginning on fol. 476:

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 452; Leyden Cat. No. 2195;

Paris Cat. No. 643; Derenbourg, No. 1329; and Bankipur Cat. p.

272. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 167.

Printed, Cairo 1880; and lithographed, Lucknow, 1885.

The MS. is incomplete and ends abruptly with these words :

—

* ^btj ijyi LjJac I^'G u_?^ljiil /» 4)
J

<S-^'y
(J.>'> J^^< j' Ja^'^j

_j' ^i^
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Foil. 91-102 are a little defective on account of the pasting of
some strips of paper over the writing. Foil. l-i5a contain a com-
mentary in Persian by Burhan bin Shihab ad-Din 'Abdallah al-
Jami on an-Nasafi's treatise called al-Akca'id. Foil. 456-46a are
blank but without causing any break in the MS. Foil. 486-47a
contain no text but the names of the owners.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th centurv.

No. 12.

foil. 454; lines 19; size 9^X51; 6|x3.

AL-ITKAN Fl 'ULUM AL-KUR'AN.

A work on the exegetic Sciences of the Kur'an by J^^A-'Iyl

^_^] s^:3^ ^j ^Xj ^) ^j ^^^^yi ^>.c ^.>n Jn^ Abirl Fadl

Jalal ad-Din ' Abd ar-Rahman bin Abl Bakr bin Muham-
mad as-Suyuti. He belonged to a Persian family who had
been residing for three hundred years at Suyut in Upper Egypt

;

but he himself was born at Cairo in A.H. 849, A.D. 1445.
" He

studied under renowned teachers in every branch of Islamic learn-

ing. In A.H. 869, A.D. 1464 he v/ent on the pilgrimage to Mecca.
On his return, through the influence of his master, 'Alam ad-Din
Bulkini, he was appointed the senior professor of jurisprudence
at the Shaikhuniya Madrasa at Cairo. He lost his post in A.H.
908, A.D. 1501. On the death of Ibn Ballan, the successor
to his professorial chair, the same appointment was again offered

to him, but he refused it. He died in retirement on 18th
Jumada I, A.H. 911^ 17th October^ A.D. 1505.

as-Suyuti most probably wrote a larger number of books
than any other Islamic writer. Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab.
Litter, Vol. II., pp. 143-158 contains the names of three hundred
and sixteen works written by as-Suyuti. Fliigel (Haji Khalifa

Vol. VI., p. 666) has drawn up a list mentioning five hundred and
sixty one of his works.

An autobiography of the author will be found in Husn al-

Muhadara, Vol. I., pp!^ 15.3, 203 and Vol. II., p. 65. Also consult

al-lihitat at-Tawfikiya al-Jadida, Vol. XII., p. 105 ; at-Ta'likat

as-Saniya 'Ala'l Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 11 ; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No,
506 ; Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p. 143; and
Goldziher, Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie, LXIX (1871),

p. 28.
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Beginning :

—

« J] ^IJsS] XJ.AX ^£ Jyil ^ci^i) 41) j^sJ)

This work was completed by the author in A.H. 87S, A.D.
1473.

Foi copies see BerKn Cat. Nos. 423-24 : Leyden Cat. No. 1096
;

Paris Cat. Nos. 656-8; Aya Sofia Cat. No.^ 63; Algiers Cat.'

No. 314; Cairo Cat., Vol. I., p. 120; Rampur List^ p. 19; Banki-
piir Cat., p. 9; and Asiatic Society Cat., p. 1.

This work has been edited by Mawlavis Basheerood-Deen
and Noorul Haqq, with an analysis by A. Springer in the
Bibliotheca Indica, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1852-54, and also

in Cairo. A.H. 1278 (A.D. 1861) and in A.H. 1306 (A.D. 1888),
Foil. 1-9 are somewhat worm-eaten, foil. 26, and 36 are

completely pasted over with thin paper. Marginal corrections are
occasional. It has been compared with the original from which
it has been copied. Stained with damp.

Written inNasldi. Dated A.H. 1067.

Commentaries upon the Kur'an according

to the Shi^a School.

No. 13.

foil. 309; hnes 21 ; size 10^X7; 6|x4|.

JJLiUaJl J«^ ^UN'I ^n^iii

TAFSiR AL-IMAM J'FAR AS-SADIK.

A commentary on the Kur'an, by s^^sx^ ^^j jjLoII ^a*^- ^^^^

\_^ e/^ e/^.-"'*^' e/-! ^_5^ i^fi y**-^' allmam Ja'far as-Sadik bin

Muhammad al-Bakir bin ' Ali bin al-Husain bin 'Ali. He was born
at Madina in a!h. 80, A.D. 699' or A.H. 83, A.D. 702 and
died, according to Ibn Kutaiba, Kitab al-Ma'arif, p. 110, in the

same city in the reign of Abii Ja'far al-Mansur (AH. 136-158,

AD. 75i-775) in A.H. 146, A.D. 763, or according to other

biographers in A.H. 148, A.D. 765. He is reckoned as the sixth

lynam and was very famous for his lea,rning. See Kitab al-Ma'arif,

p. 110; Mir'at al-Janan (library copy). Vol, I., fol. 1026; Ibn
Kliallikan (Teheran edition). Vol. T., p. 112; Khazinat al-Asfiva',

Vol. I., p. 37; Safinat al-Awliya', p. 25; Tarikh Guzlda "(Gibb

Memorial edition), p. 205; and Rawdat al-A'imma, p. 140.

The commentary is preceded by an introduction, foil. 1 to 9a,

treating in general the various useful subjects connected with
the meaning of words and with the abrogated and abrogating
verses of the Kur'an.
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The introduction begins :

—

^Jl ,3^sv^ ^C ^/xsvJ) \.Jij.«.ilAA.C j^-^ (J)-J>-«"'1 i3JjSVo.il L_?LCXi| fX'M.Si.'i

The commentary begins on fol. 96 as follows :

—

I

^ijj.a. (J(J> (^i^-'l L^'^^j^^
^^^

f^^-
'"^'"' f"^ *^^^ J

^AiA^ l-jLij;]) isvJU

* J] 4Jjl JvJ£

C

This commentary is narrated by Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin

Ja'far an-Nu'mani on the authority of his father and others from
the said Imam. an-Nu'man! was a pupil of Muhammad bin

Ya'kub al-KulainI who died in A.H, 328^ AD. 939 or A.H. 329,

A.D. 940 (vide Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 550) and was a recognised

authority on Hadith. He died in Syria. For other particulars of

his Kfe see Ami al-Amil, p. 58; Muntaha'l Makal, p. 252; Shu-

Dhur al-Ikyan, Vol. II., fol. 17 ; and Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 555.

Dr. Loth in his catalogue of the India Office, No. 50, states

that Abu'l Hasan 'Ali bin Ibrahim (bin Hashim al-Kummi),
who flourished in the fourth century, is the author of a commentary
founded chiefly on the alleged sayings of Imams Abu Ja'far

(Muhammad Bakir) and Abu 'Abdallah (Ja'far as-Sadik). The
general description of the book, which is given in the said cata-

logue, shows that the MS. under notice is identical with that of

the India Office, and I am of opinion that the narrator of the

commentary is Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin Ja'far an-Nu'mani
and not 'All bin Ibrahim bin Hashim al-Kumml as supposed by
the learned doctor. No doubt al-Kumml is also an author of a

commentary which begins as follows :

—

^^ "i ^^ u^-'
)) ^sW J^vJl JSA.^i| :y=Ji] Js^l^yl) 4JJ J>/>.s\i

f U *w5

But his commentary is not founded on the authority of Imam
Ja'far. See Kashf al-Hujub, p 131. The only commentary
which is composed on the sayings of the said Imam is by an-

Nu'manl, See Kashf al-Hujub wa'l Astar, p. 130 ; and also Bihar
al-Anwar, Vol. I., p. 7, in which the author, Muhammad bin

Muhammad at-TakI al-Majlisi, has included this whole commen-
tary in the 19th Vol. of the said book which deals with Kitab al

Kur'an.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 50 ; and Asiatic So-

ciety Cat., p. 2.

This MS. is much worm-eaten and papers have been past-

ed on many foil. The text of the Kur'an is marked with red line.
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Written in ordinary Naskh. The Colophon runs thus :
—

'ifu»j ^ i>j>.il U«- y^'^
J!
ji^^k '^^ J^j^^\ ^_5<^'-*-^ i^y^ ^j^^ii^Jl

KflJ; ^ <SjUxi ^^U 4JL))o>^U ^Jbl^rJl ^i-i
^J^.

^^> ^^^^ (rJj^ril ^-^lyi

No. 14.

foil. 307; lines 17; size 9^X64; 6|X4.

TAFSIR AL-IMAM AL-'ASKARI.

A com)nentary on the Kur'an by j^^sv^ ^j ^- ^^5 ^^^'
c'-*^'

^yUxi) al-Imam al-Hasan bin 'Ali bin Muhammad al-'Askarl.

He was born at Madlna in A.H. 231, AD. 845 or A.H. 232, A.D.

846 and died, A.H. 260, A.D. 874. He is considered by the Shi'a

theologians as the eleventh Imam. See for his life Ibn Khallikan

(Teheran edition), Vol. I., p. 147, Mir'at al-Janan (library copy),

Vol. I., fol 217; Tarildi Guzlda, p. 207; and Safinat al-Awliya',

p. 29.
'

Shl'a scholars differ in opinion about the authorship of the

present commentary. Some authorities consider it to be fraudu-

lently attributed to the said Imam, while trustworthy authorities,

like Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Babuya al-Kumml, known

as ash-Shaikh as-Saduk, d. A.H. 381, A.D. 991 (see for his life

No. 50) and others believe it to be the work of the said Imam.

al-Majlisi in his famous work Bihar al-Anwar, Vol. I., p. 9, has also

supported the latter view and said that the commentary is one

of the known and reliable books and that many learned scholars

profusely quoted from it. See also Muntaha'l Makal, p. 288 ; Kashf

al-Hujub Wa'l Astar, p. 129. Shah 'Abd al-'Aziz ad-Dehlavi, in

Tuhfa Ithna 'Ashariya, p. 119, considers it to be a spurious work.

The MS. is defective at the beginning and begins abruptly as

follows :

—

The beginning of the commentary of Surat al-Hamd on fol.

10a runs thus:

—
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lUI^ UJ! ^il J~^; f'^ c^^l ^>i^' ^(-^^l J^" ^^Ui)v;4lij..6^l

For copies see Hyderabad List, Fann Tafsir, No. 112.

It has been lithographed in Teheran under the editorship of

Yusuf bin Ibrahim al Kajurl A.H. 1268 (A.D. 1851).

The 6 foil, of the MS. at the beginning are much defective.

Two foil, are annexed at the end of the MS., which contain a dis-

cussion about the authorship of the commentary.

Written in fine Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

No, 15.

foil. 454; lines 33; size 14X81; 10X5i.

MAJMA' AL-BAYANLi ^ULUM AL-KUR'AN.

Vol. I.

The first volume of a commentary on the Kur'an by

^^,^1 J^Jikll J.J .A«.:sv.il' ^.; J..Aail ^^'-cy' Abu 'All al-Fadl bin

al-Hasan bin al-Fadl at-TabarsI. He was an eminent and reliable

' Uiama of the Shi'a sect. He went from Mashhad to Sabzawar
in A.H. 523, A.D. 1128 where he remained till his death in A.H.

548, A.D. 1153. See Muntaha'l Makal, p. 241 ; Ami al-Amil, p.

56; Shu^ur al-' Ikyan, Vol. I., fol. 534; Rawdat al-Jannat, p.

512; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., p. 405.

Beginning :

—

Haji Khalifa, Vol V., p. 400. has wrongly assigned the author-

ship of this book to Abu Ja' far Muhammad bin al-Hasan bin * All

at-Tusi, who died in A.H. 458, A.D.' 1065 or A.H. 460, A.D. 1067

(see No. 52) and not in A.H. 561, A.D. 1165 as given by him.

For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 61-3 ; British Mus.
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Cat. p. 671; Bodl. Cat. Vol. I., p. 50; Rampur List, p. 40;

Asiatic Society, Govt. Collection Nos. 889-890 : Hyderabad List,

Fann Tafsir, Nos. 15-16; and Bank ipur Cat., p. 767.

The first two pages of the MS. are decorated with a beauti-

ful ' Unwdn aL the beginning. Throughout the M8., on the

margins, there are gold lines placed between coloured lines. Foil.

2 and 3 are somewhat damaged in the middle. Kur'an verses

are written in red ink. This volume ends abruptly witli the

commentary of the last but a few verses of i suu^j '^)y'*'- ^^ bears

the seal of Wajid 'Ali Shah.

Written in elegant Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 16.

foil. 453; lines 33; size 14X8,1; 10X5^.

THE SAME

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above. This volume
is a commentary on the remaining part of the Kur'an up to the end,

by the same author.

Beginning :

—

The lower part of fol. la is blank, as the commentary on
Sura Yusuf ends here. There are similar blank spaces on foil.

75a, 1736 and 2626. On fol. 16 begins the commentary on Suia
ar-Ra'd scj!] 'i^y^ with the following line :

—

Foil. 171a, 263a, 3566 and 357* are blank. At the end there is an
index of all the Surahs. This volume also has the seal of Wajid
'All Shah, the last King of Oudh.

The two volumes constitue a complete and apparently correct
copy of this work. Both the volumes have been lithographed at
Teheran.

Written in the same hand and same year as the preceding
volume.



No. 17.

foil. 537 ; lines 26 ; size 10i-X7|^
;
8ix4i.

JAWAMI' AL-JAMr.

A commentary on the Kur'an by ^-^sJI
j^.; J>-aAi! ,^^^ yj

^^^yh!) J^Jisd) ^ Abu 'All al-Fadl bin al-Hasan bin al-Fadl

at-Tabarsi, died, A.H. 548, A.D. 1153. For his life see No. 15.

Beginning :
—

,^LaJI
J

JUa}] ^a^L) UjJIc ^ , ^^^] AjUX) Ix^J] ^_5-J.J| 4JJ L>.-a.isu'l

The author says in the preface that, after writing Majma' al-

Bayan, he read for the first time az-Zamakhshari's al-Kashshaf,

and took extracts from it, which he published as a separate book
under the title al-Kafi ash-Shafi. Finally, at the request of his

son Abu Nasr al-Husaini, when the author's age passed 70, he com-
bined the contents of both his works in a more abridged form and
named it Jawami' al-Jami'. Sometimes this work is also desig-

nated as Jami ' al-Jawami '. Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 401, wrong-
ly attributes the work to Abu Ja'far Mahammad bin al-Hasan
bin 'All at-Tusi (died, A.H. 458, A.D. 1065 or A.H. 460,' A.D.
1067, see No. 52, and not in A.H. 561, A.D. 1165 as given by
Haji Khalifa).

The author, regarding the period of composition, says in the

epilogue as follows :

—

4Jjl ijJ^*J (l^i-o ^Iti ^ rR-^ »<f^ j^^ r^ ll/*
' v»::^wil A^ ^^ <SjU^.^,A.i..

J

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 64.

It has been lithographed at Teheran.
The verses of the Kur'an from the beginning up to fol. 13o

are written in red ink, and after that they have been written in

black ink, but marked with a red line. The MS. contains many
marginal notes.

Written in fair Naskh. Dated A.H. 1082.
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No. 18.

foil. 398; lines 15; size 10^X61; 61 X 3|.

KANZ AL- 'IRFAN Fl FIKH AL-KUR'AN.

A commentary on the Kur'an by Ji^ ^^J jI^Lo jujI ojx^I

^^^LsvJl ^j.«))l ^;_j.Ji-^l 41)1 ^£ ^i^il Abu ' Abdallah Mikdad bin Jalal

ad-Din ' Abdallah as-Suyuri al-Asadi al-Hilll. He was a pupil of

ash-Shahid Muhammad bin Makkl^ died, A.H. 786, A.D. 1384.

He is the author of many works. He composed his work Sharh
Nahj al-Mustarshidin in A.H. 792, A.D. 1389. The date of his

death is not known. See Ami al-Amil, p. 71 ; Shudhur al-'Ikyan,

Vol. II., fol. 428; Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 566; and Brockelmann
Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p. 199.

Beginning :

—

^yiS.^ Sli^
J

lifjOJ ^^M, (Jj^i L_5lvXJI J^J-jkT ^^^ Jy] ^!] 411 j^^sJI

It is a commentary of those verses of the Kur'an which deal
with injunctions and prohibition?. See Kashf al-Hujub wa' 1

Astar, p. 475.

For copies see Hyderabad List, Fann Tafsir, No. 93.

The verses of the Kur'an are marked with red lines. The
upper part of each fol. has been pasted over with a different kind
of paper. The last fol. has been recently replaced.

Written in fair Nasta' Ilk. Not dated. 0. 19th century.

No. 19.

foil. 368; lines 20; size 9i X 7 ; 6|x4i.

NUR Ara-THAKALAIN.

Vol. I.

The first volume of the comments^ry on the Kur'an by jsJwC

^_s^j'J>^^ \^^^J^^ ^^'""^ ^^. ,^5^ 'Abd 'All bin Jum'at al-'Arusi al-

Huwaizi. He was an inhabitant of Shiraz and a pupil of Baha'
ad-Din al-'Amili (died, A.H. 1030, A.D. 1620). The date of his
death is not known. See Ami al-Amil, p. 48 ; Shudhur al-'Ikyan,
Vol. II., fol. 353; Najum as-Sama', p. 98; Rawdat al-Jannat, p.
358 ; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p. 412.
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Beginning:—

This work is based on different reliable sources, such as

Tahdhib al-Ahkam by Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin al-Hasan bin 'Ali

at-Tusi, died, A H. 458, A.D. 1065, or A.H. 460, A!d. 1067, see

No. 52, Kitab al Ihtijaj by Ahmad bin 'All at-Tabarsi. Majma' al-

Bayan and so on. This commentary is in four volumes and our
copy contains the commentary of the Kur'an from the beginning

up to the end of Stirat al-An'am.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 106,

Foil. 11-14 are missing, and fol. 37 has been bound by mistake
in a wrong way. There are seals of Amjad 'All Shah and others.

Marginal corrections are occasional.

Written in ordinary Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

j^y< ili^^] cyli/o-LJI
J

yx,<,^JA *^^s>.ij AJkiJiy ^ <jJ 4Jjl tAr ^_J•yiys:>J]

No, 20, V

foil. 395; lines 12; size9x6|; 7x4i.
^

ZAIN AL-FATA FI TAFSIR HAL ATA.
"*

A commentary on the Sura of the Kur'an, |^>I J^Jb
^J^***,

by
^^o^lx]] ^^b ^i o..o.^sx^ j^j j.^.:^^! j>~.6Jsxyo y) Abu Muhammad Ahmad
bin Muhammad bin *Ali al- ' Asiml.

It begins abruptly :

—

1

The author says in the preface that after finishing his comment-
ary on the Sura ar-Rahman, he composed the present book at

the request of his friends. Foil. 26- 13a contain traditions regard-

ing the excellence of 'Ali bin Abi Talib. The work is divided into

ten chapters as follows :

—
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Fol. 136. U'v^ ) »>-" ^k^ ^'^ } J^>j^' y*^ ^* J;^' J.^1"

Fol. 38a ^-^hh } ''^)y'^^ ^^^ <^\jc] 4':^ ^ ^^^ J.^1

Fol. 416 i^^ J<c 'i^y^\ ^sSb sl\yi ,^-ix.| ^rj^ ^.A^UlI J>„^l

Fol. o3of. l^/L^k^ L^ilJ /j.xaU^ x\^.^il issb ,]ai^^j^ ^.:L'I J.,aflJi

Fol. 81a s^\s- 4Jjl ^Hw ^^A':>j^) sJJi^ 4',^^ ^^AioJi) J^^aiJl

Fol. 3r)4a i^i^c 41)1 ^il«, _j^>;J' ^_^^U /'<^ ^ ^^jUil J-aiJI

The last four chapters do not exist in the present copy. Foil.

3866 and 387a are left blank. The latter part of the MS. is worm-
eaten .

Written in ordinary Naskh in different hands. Dated

A.H. 1271.
* Traditions.

No. 21.

foil. 290 ; lines 7 ; size 7^ X 4 ;4| X 2.

SHAMA'IL AN-NABI.

A collection of Traditions concerning the person, manners and

character of the Prophet by j^^JI ^^*^c ^ o>.a.sw^ j^^^ y) Abu

Isa Muhammad bin 'Isa at-Tirmidhi. He was born at Bugh near

Tirmidh, a small town on the bank of the Oxus in Central Asia. He
studied Traditions under al-Bukhari (died, A.H. 256, A.D. 869) and
travelled all over the Islamic countries in search of Traditions. He
died in his native land in A.H. 279, A.D. 892. About the pronun-
ciation of the word Tirmidh, Dr. Slane in his translation of Ibn
Khallikan, Vol. II., pp. 602 and 679 says :

'' The word Tirmidh is

pronounced differently. Some say Turmidh, and some Tirmidh
;

the inhabitants themselves pronounce it Tarmidh ; the pronuncia-
tion which was long familiar to us was Tirmidh ; but persons, who
pretend to exactness and possess information on the subject, pro-

nounce it Turmudh. Each of these pronunciations has its partisans,
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who give reasons in support of their respective opinions." See

also Sam'ani, Kitab al-Ansab (Gibb Memorial Series), p. 1056 and
Yakut, Mu'jam al-Buldan, Vol. I., p. 843.

For a further account of his life see Ibn Khallikan (Teheran

edition), Vol. II., p. 59 ; adb-Dhahabl, Tadhkirat al-Hufifaz , Vol. II.,

p. 207; Itahaf an-Nubala', p. 380; Bustan al-MuhadithIn, p. 108
j

al-Hitta fi Dhikr as-Sihah as-Sitta, p. 103; Wiistenfeld Gesh. No.

75 ; and Brockelmann Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., p. 161.

Beginning :

—

It is a most reliable work of its kind, and is divided into 55

chapters.

For copies see India Oflfice Cat. No. 133; Berlin Cat. No.

9634; Rampur List, p. 94 ; Hyderabad List, Fann, Hadith,No. 124;

and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 9.

For commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 70; and
Berlin Cat. Nos. 1635-9640.

It has been printed in Cairo, A.H. 1273, 1306 and with an
Urdu translation in Calcutta, A.H. 1252. For other editions see

Ellis, Cat. of Arabic books, Vol. II.. p. 197 and Iktifa' al-Kunu',

p. 133.

The first two pages are beautifully decorated with a fine

' Unwan at the beginning. Gold and coloured lines are in the

margin. Here and there are some glosses. Vocalised throughout.

Headings of chapters are in red ink. A list of contents has been
recently added at the beginning.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 22.

foil. 9; lines 4; size 11^X6^; 8x3|.

<6j.^\ ijJl»J|

AL-HULYAT AL-MUBARAKA.

A description of the personal features of the Prophet. It is

an extract from the chapter called 4JjI J^; ^jLL ^ >Uw U ljU

,U.j <!uJU: 4Jjl ^<J.«o of the famous work called Shama'il an-Nabi, by

-.tU.xJl \^»^ ^. ^*s\Ai i,--*j^ y^} Abu 'Tsa Muhammad bin *Tsa at-

tirmidhi, died, A.H. 279, A.D. 892. See No. 21, for both the

author and the entire work.
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Beginning on fol. 2a :

—

« Jl |JLv
J

Axle 41)1 ^1^ ^iil rf-Jji.^ ^ (-J^^; ^^1^ J
^ta ^I ^iL ^U.

From fol. 4a the description of the personal features of the

Prophet begins. It has an interlinear Persian translation.

On fol. la the utility of writing out and reciting an account

of the personal features of the PiOphet, is expounded in Persian.

It contains only one Tra,dition. The title page has several seals,

among which we notice the seal of Muhammad Shah, dated A.H.

1133. The first two foil, are beautifully decorated with two fine

'Unwans at the beginning. Gold rules, and coloured lines are

found all through.

Written in fine large Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

Scribe >lUJIy.l.

No. 23.

foil. 723 ; lines 2 1 ; size 10 X 6^ ; 8^ X 4^.

SHARH AS-SUNNA.

A large collection of authentic Traditions by ^j-^sx^'I j>.ojsx^ yj

. -yL>JI >Lail jy>.^.< j> Abu Muhammad al-Husain bin Mas'ud al-

Farra' al-Baghavi. He was born at Baghshur, between Hirat and
Merv, and was a pupil of al-Kadi Husain bin Muhammad. He
died in Merv, according to some in A.H. 510, A.D. 1116, and ac-

cording to others in A.H. 516. A.D. 1122 For details of his life

see Ibn Khallikan (Bulak edition, 1299), Vol. I., p. 182; adh-

Dhahabl, Tadhkirat al-Huffaz, Vol. IV., p. 54; Subki, Tabakat
al-Kubra, Vol. V.. p. 214; Suyiiti. Tabakat al-Mufassirln (Meurs-

ing edition), p. 12; Bustan al-Muhaddithin, p. 52; Ithaf an-

Nabala', p. 244; and Brockelmann. Gesch. d. Arab Tjtter., Vol. I.,

p. 363.

Beginning :

—

f"
olJI J uXr^ <tl Jo J ^ ]:^^ J^ivL J ^•y-] AS}s^^\

This work is divided into three parts, bound together in one
volume. The first part commences on fol. 26 as follows :

—

•
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The third part begins on fol. 445& as follows:

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No 1295
; Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 357

;

Yeni Cat. No, 235 ; Rampur List, p. 90 ; Asiatic Society Cat.

(Govt. Collection) No. 556. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol IV., p. 37.

The headings of all the chapters are written in large red or

black letters. The beginnings of the separate Traditions are also

written in red ink. Fol. 241a and the greater part of fol. 4446

and of fol. 445a are blank but without causing an interruption in

the book. It is slightly worm-eaten and pasted over in many
places.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Dated A.H. 1090 (A.D. 1679).

No. 24.

foil. 207 ; lines 25 ; size 7| X 5^- ;
Oi x SJ.

ASja-SHIFA' FT HUKUK AL-MUSTAFA.

A book on Traditions relating the character, the habits and

the prerogative of the Prophet by ^^.yAsoJI ^^yo j oiUc J^Jisil] yj
^_jULil ^x^l Abu'l Fadl '13'^ad bin Musa al-Yahsubi as-Sibti al-

Maliki. He was born at Sibta (Ceuta) on the 15th Sha'ban in AH.
476, December 1083. He came to Spain in pursuit of learning

and studied at Cordova, He was appointed Kadi of his native

town. In A.H. 532, A.D. 1137 he was transferred to Grenada in

the same capacity, but he did not remain there for long. He died
at Morocco on Friday^ the 7th Jumada II (but according to some
biographers in Ramadan), A.H. 544, 13th October, A.D. 1149.

The word Yahsubi, pronounced also Yahsabi and Yahsibi, means
descended from Yahsub (or Yahsab or Yahsib) bin Malik, the

progenitor of a Himyarite tribe. For further particulars of his

life see Ibn Kjiallikan (Teheran edition), Vol. I., p. 428 ; adh-Dha
habi ; Tadhkirat al-Huffaz, Vol. IV., p. 99 ; Bustan al-Muhadithin,

p. 129; Itahaf an-Nubala', p. 329; Wiistenfeld Gesch. No. 246;
and Brockelmann, Gesch, d. Arab, Litter., Vol, I., p. 369.

Beginning:

—

The book contains four parts, each of which is called Kism,
and is subdivided into several chapters. A list of the Kisms and
chapters is given in Berlin Cat. No. 2559. It is the most authen-
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tic and reliable work of its kind. Hajl Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 58

says that " no similar work is composed in Islamic literature."

For copies see Berlin Cat Nos. 2559-63; Paris Cat. Nos.

1953-6; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No 159; Munich Cab. No. 447;

Cairo Cat. Vol. I., pp 245, 288 ;
Gotha Cat. No. 71!) ; India Office

Cat. No. 163; Leyden Cat No. 2000; Bankipar Cat. p. 598;

Asiatic Society Cat., p. 27; and Hyderabad List, Fann Hadith,

No. 106.

For commentaries and abridgement, see Haji Khalifa Vol.

IV., pp. 56-62
; and Berlin Cat. Nos 2564-2566.

It has been printed in Constantinople in AH. 1264 '(A.D.

1847); 1290 (A.D. 1873), 1203 (A.D. 1876), in Cairo A.H. 1276

(A.D. 1859), and lithographed in India, A.H. 1287 (A D. 1870).

The MS. is vocalised from beginning up to middle of fol.

1696. The headings are generally written in red ink. Coloured

marginal lines are to be found here and there. It is stained by

damp. Foil. 201-207 are bordered with thick paper. Marginal

corrections are occasional.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Dated A.H. 1178. Scribe.>-.^!

^(jQ 4Jjl U'r-^ 8.j,i^ <S.ijJ->< \^^. ^T-* '='-!' mT^'-"'

No. 25.

foil. 436; lines 23; size 12^x6; 9iX4|.

SHARK ASH-SHIFA'.

A portion of an extensive commentary on ' lyad bin Musa's

work called ash-Shifa' (see No. 24), by ^ o.*.sv^ ^j o^^^^I ^^j^^^-" s^V^

^j.^J] ^^_^^lsiAx}\j^ Shihab ad-Din Ahmad bin Muhammad bin

' Umar al-Khafaji al-Misri, died in A.H. 1069, A.D. 1658 (see for

his life No. 7). The text of ash-Shifa' shows that this copy com-
mences with the commentary of the latter half of the 5th chapter

called <jJ isUiSEvJI '^jj,^ ^cSi U ^ j-woj of the 2nd section ^_^'-i" ^W^
Uia. I'ilL. ^«,lsvJI dJ iJl*J 4JjI J-i^tJJ ^ of the first part.

It begins abruptly :
—

Compare Vol. I., p. 549, line 19th of the printed copy of

the same, Constantinople, A.H, 1317. It ends with the commen-

tary of the chapter ^J iuj]!l ^.^ji^ j iuj))! ^^ ''icU^^^c ji » (J.-^

txiS IjbjA,^ «jlsvj| of the fourth section ^c 41)1 ^lil Uji ^lyi l-jUJI

4
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uu[ysxxJI ^ (jjc^j of the first part. Compare Vol. II., p. 594

of the same edition. This commentary is called Nasim ar-Riyad,
and was composed in A.H. 1058, A.D. 1648. i

For copies see Algiers Cat. Nos. 1673-6
; Yeni Cat. Nos. 238-

40
;
Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 443 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 828.
It was printed in four Vols, in Constantinople. in A.H. 1267,

and again in A. H. 1317.
From the beginning up to fol. 17, the borders are partly past-

ed with thick paper. The text of ash-Shifa' is overlined with red
ink up to fol. 3796.

Vi is slightly worm-eaten.
Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

Scribe 4JjI i_^sv.-<

No. 26,

' foil. 353; lines 33; size 14|x8i: 12x6^.

JAMI' AL-USUL LI AHADITH AR-RASUL.

Vol. I.

The first volume of an extensive collection of Traditions by

^yys^\ yyl1i\ ^li —
''>ij^-^

Maj dad-Din Abu's Sa'adat Mubarak bin

Abi'l Karam Muhammad bin Muhammad ash-Shaibani, known
as Ibn al-Athir al-Jazarl. He was born in AH. 544, A.D. 1149
in the city called Jazira bin 'Umar, situated on the Tigris,

and hence he is surnamed al-Jazari After passing his early

youth in that place he went to Mosul and entered into the
service of Mujahid ad-Din Ka'imaz (for his life, ^ee De Slane,

Vol. II
J

p. 510), the Lieutenant-Governor of that place, and
was employed by him to write his correspondence. After the
imprisonment of Ka'imaz he served 'Izz ad-Din Mas'ud bin
Mawdud, the Lord of Mosul. After that prince's death, his

son Nur ad-Din Arsalan Shah (see De Slane, Vol. I., p. 174) treat-

ed Ibn al-AthIr with much consideration and showered his favours
upon him. Ibn al-Athir served him for some time in the capacity
of Secretary of State, ti:! a disease prevented him from further
fulfilling the duties of his office. He gave up that appointment
and confined himself to his house where he wrote many useful
books. He died at Mosul on Thursday, the 29th Dhu'l Hijja,
A.H. 606, June, A.D. 1209.

There were three persons known by the surname of Ibn al-
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Athir, These three persons were brothers and well-known authors.

One of these was our author who was the eldest brother. The
second brother was the well-known historian, the author of al-

Kamil; his full name was Abu'l Hasan 'All bin Abi'l Karam
Muhammad bin Muhammad as]i-Shaibani, known as Ibn al-Athir

al-Jazari ; he died in gha'ban A.H. 630, May-June, A.D. 1233 (for

his life, see De Slane, Ibn Khallikan, Vol. II.. p. 288). The third

brother was piya' ad-Din Abu'l Fath Nasrallah bin Abi'l Karam
Muhammad bin Muhammad ash-Shaibani, known as Ibn al-Athir

al-Jazari, the author of al-Mathal as-Sa'ir fi Adab al-Katib

wa'sh Sha'ir, and died on Monday, the 29th of Rabi' 11, AH. 637,

28th November, A.D. 1239 (for his life, see De Slane, Vol. III., p
541). For further information about our author, see Ibn Khallikan

(Teheran edition), Vol. II., p. 12; Subki, Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol.

v., p. 153; Nama-i-Danishwaran, p. 634; al-Fawa'id al-Bahiya,

p. 19; Itahaf an-Nubala', p. 343; De Slane, Translation of Ibn

lihallikan, Vol. II., p. 551 ; Huart, History of Arabic Literature,

p. 229; and Broekelmann, (iesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., P- 357.

Beginning :

—

The whole work is divided into three parts, called ar-Rukn

^(yi. The first part or JJI ^^JK fol. 16, deals with miscellaneous

subjects concerning the science of Tradition. The second part or

^^iLxJl
^^J'^,

fol. 16a, contains Traditions arranged in alphabetical

order. In this ])art the author inserts the contents of the six

authentic collections of Tradtions by al-Bukhari, at-Tirmidhi, Abu
Da'ud, an-Nisa'i, and Ibn Maja. The third part is devoted to

biographical notices of Companions of the Prophet and the Tradi-

tionists in alphabetical order.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1311-14; Paris Cat. Nos..

728-9; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 143; Yeni Cat. Nos. 181-93;
Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 294; Bankipur Cat., p. 143; Asiatic Society

Cat., p. 7 ; and Rampur List, p. 72. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol.

IT., p. 501, and Iktifa' al-Kunu', p. 131.

The volume under notice contains the first part and Tradi-

tions of the .second part up to the letter Z >(JaiI > j^. Fol.

3006 is blank but without causing any break in the MS. Headings
of all chapters are in red ink. There are coloured rules in the
margin throughout. Foil. 7 to 17 of the MS. are a little damaged
in the middle by insects.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1115 Scribey<-ol
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No. 27.

foil. 230 ; lines 27 ; size 12|x 8^
; lOJ x 6i.

THE SAME.

Vol II.

This volume contains a portion of the third part and also a

portion of the second part of the work, of which the previous book
(No. 26) is only the 1st volume. By mistake, the portion which
belongs to part III, has been placed at the beginning of this volume
and it terminates abruptly on fol. 1106.

Beginning :

—

4.>LJ)))^ i^imj]j >uj)j ^-^'b ^^^' ^' ^.i^icui jy] ^ ^liJi ^iui

J) <^\y\ i*j;l
^^J^

L

From fol. Ula, part II, ^^i" ^^JK commences abruptly as

follows :

—

This fol. is very much damaged It seems to me that many
foil, are missing from this volume.

The first volume (No. 26) terminated with letter Z (^lliJl --^),
and in the present volume the letter 'ain {^^iJ^^ '—V^) commences

from fol. 1666. Fol. 43 should come just after fol. 40, fol. 49
after fol. 4 7, fol. 54 after fol. 52. fol. 53 after fol. 54, and fol. ISl

after fol. 174. Worm-eaten
Written in bad Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 28.

foil. 210 ; lines 25 ; size 10 X Ih ; 7| X 5^.

tajrTd al-usul ft AHADTTH AR-RASUL.

Vol. I.

An abridgement of Ibn al-Athir's Jami' al Usui (see No. 26),

^y jitv*^^ ^^•»^' ^.i-S"^"' (Hi^Lh' itt'- (i^'^H'^ M/'? •^' *^ i^'^''
'

[r^

^_j-j;W^/^"Sharf ad-Din Hibatallah bin ' Abd ar-Rahim bin Ibrahim

al-Juhani al Hamawi, known as Ibn al-Barizi. He was born in
A H. 645, A.b. 1247. He remained for a long time the Kadi of
Ha mah, and died there in A.H 738, A.D. 1337. For details of
his life see Subki, Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. VI

, p. 248; Brockel-
mann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p. 116.
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Beginning :

—

• J| ^iL.yJl ^»/^ ^J^ |.ii«-')j SyUaJI^ 1^^^' ^^^^ 1^^^ v; 4X1 .ws^il

The author has (following the plan of the original book of

which his is an abridgement) arranged all chapters in this book in

alphabetical order. He has not quoted the full names of his

authorities, but uses abbreviations which are written throughout

the book in red ink. These abbreviations are explained on fol.

2a. Foil. 2a to 4a contain live^ of al-BuIdiari, Mushm, at-Tirmi-

dhi, Abu Da'ud, and an-Nisa'i, the best known and most reliable

authorities of Traditions.

For other copies see Munich Cat. No. 129; Cairo Cat. Vol. I.,

p. 278; Berlin Cat. No. 1317; Kopruluzadah Cat. No. 257; Yerii

Cat. No. 173 ;
Nuri Osmaniya Cat. No. 714.

A few foil, at the beginning are much injured by insects. The

headings of all chapters are written in bold character. This

volume ends with those Traditions which come under the heading

of 0U2J' 1

—

ijs^.

This copy seems to be a correct one, as it has been twice col-

lated, once in AH. 947 (A.D. 1540) with its original (which has

been compared with the copy of the jurist Nur ad-Din al-Husain

bin'Abi Bakr ar-Ramli) and again with the said jurist's copy it-

self, as the Colophon says :

—

Ixsxxt 'i^x^^ J^^l J^.y J
^^ -^^-iJI Ai^l ^Ic ^^^ J Jjy

ILj^l] e^y J s3li^_ ail ^U ^V'y^ ^' u/ lif^"*^' ui'^hy' '^'

La*ju.s3 AxJ ^^*J;I ^ (^ 'ix^ j^^) ^; ^^ j^ ^jLJI ^;-^^^l ;^i

^^x..^l] Ujj.^ L<4UJI AjjiiAJI 'i^^^ ^j^^ »> JV; ^^-^ ^^ ^ "^"^^

« 4jjl <^.«^; ^Le^'lyj ^jI ^^I

Written in fine Naskh. Dated A.H. 940. Scribe

No. 29.

foil. 169; lines 25; size ll^XS; 9^X6.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above commencing

with Traditions coming under the letter o^
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Beginning :
—

•^ I ^jlj^l i_>W ..LUS Aj.» , jUril

About one fol. at the end has not been copied, as the follow-

ing remark of the scribe indicates :
—

* <!Lj Jo J.^1 Jy^j ItiU iJjj j^^J ^y^'xJ] ^'i] ^A> latt^/

The MS. proper begins from fol. 9&. The preceding foil, have

been added through a mistake. They (foil. 1 to 8) are pages from

the well-known book on Traditions called as-Sahih by Abu'l

Hasan Muslim bin al-Hajjaj al-Kushairi an-Naisaburi, died on the

25th Rajab, A.H. 261, 6th May, A.D. 875. These foil, contain a

few chapters of the section of Kitab al-Iman of the said work.

Fol. 1& contains traditions quoted from the middle of a section

called iisJ) JA.^ ^.^j-^' ^^^ ^'•'*
^t/' ^^ di^^^^ ^^. and these be-

gin with the following :

—

^jSl' J.i& (J^ uJ^j.3ju«
J 4JjI (j^'^j ^ ^i^^ v>::-Jj' (_|x=k. jj iiU/o U J(i »j

Compare Sahih al-Muslim (lithographed with the commentary of

an-Nawawi, Delhi, A.H. 1280), p. 44. Fol. S ends abruptly with

traditions of the chapter called ^^UjI'I ^ 'i^j.^^}) ^^Lj i_>L; from the

said work, with the following words :

—

Compare Sahih al-Muslim, same edition, p. 79.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated, apparently 16th

century.

No. 30.

foil. 109; lines 17; size lO^XS^; 7fx3f.

<iJ •iikoJljU^'^l ^Ua/^ wo h^^\ ^yH,\ (j^l'M*

MASHARIK AL-ANWAR AN-NABAVTYA MIN SIHAH
AL-AKHBAR AL-MUSTAFAVlYA.

An authentic collection of Traditions alphabetically arranged

by ^_^o.Vl ^\k^\ ^-«:sJJ ^^ cy^^sx^ j^j ^^'^•*^' (j/--'^' y^^) Radi ad-

Din al-Hasan bin Muhammad bin al-Hasan as-Saghani al-Hindi.

He was born at Lahur, A.H. 577, A.D. 1181. His pedigree can
be traced up to the Caliph ' Umar (A.H. 13-23, A.D. 634-644).

He is called as-Sag^ani as one of his forefathers emigrated from

I
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Sagtan, in Mawara 'an-Nahr (Transoxiana) and settled at Lahur.

From the early part of his life he devoted himself assiduous-

ly to the acquisition of learning under his father, and after

having completed his studies went to Ba.i^dad in A.H. 615,

A.D. 1218. He twice visited India on affairs of state from the

Bagdad Court. The first time he visited India was in A.H. 617,

A.D. 1220, and after remaining there for seven years returned to

Bagidad in A.H. 621, A.D. 1227 Thedateof his second visit is not

known, but he came on the same orrand and went back to Baghdad
in A.H. 637, A.D. 1239 where he died, A.H. 650, A.D. 1252.

His corpse, according to his instruction, was carried to Mecca, and
I a rred there. See Taj at-Tarajim, p. 17 ; I' lam al-Akhyar,

(library copy), fol. 275; al-Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 29; Subhat al-

Maijan, p. 28 ;
and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I.,

p. 360.

Beginning :

—

This work contains 12 chapters ujI^j])!, and, according to

Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 547, it contains 2246 Traditions. The
author instead of giving the full names of al-Bukhari and Muslim
uses the abbreviations Kh ^, and mlm *J|-<, for them respectively.

The letter K ^j, after a Ti adit ion iadicates that both of them
agree about its authenticity.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 1322; Paris Cat. No. 737 ; Br.

Mus. Cat., p. 713a ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 145 ; Algiers Cat. No.

476; Yeni Cat. Nos 280-4; Cairo Cat Vol. I., p. 308; Upsal.

Cat. No. 394; and Rampur List, p. 113.

For commentaries and glosses see Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p.

547 ; and Berlin Cat No. 1327.

It has been lithographed with an Urdu translation, called

Tuhfat al-Akhyar, Lucknow, AH. 1319.

Foil. 1 to 13 contain marginal notes, written in a minute char-

acter, mostly taken from books not specified. It is vocalized

throughout. Worm-eaten. Foil. 95-104 are much damaged; the

ink has eaten away the paper in many places. Headings of chapters

and abbreviations are in red ink. Coloured lines are in the margin.

On the title page it bears the seal of Kadi al-Kudat Hamidallah
which has the date A.H. 1208 (A.D. 1793)'.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century.
I

Scribe 4i)I ^js^ijlc ^i ^^_^ ^yxs^
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No. 3L
foil. 217 ; lines 32 ; size l^ X 9| ; 10| x 7.

KITAB AT-TARGHiB WA'T TARHIB.

A collection of Traditions from reliable sources by s-e,.^^ y!

jS.xJ] ^-j-^-" ^^ i^-i (f:^*^' ^^^ Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-'Azim

bin 'Abd al-Kav! al-Mundhiri. He was born in Sha'ban,

A.H. 581, November, A.D. 1185 in Egypt. Ho studied at Mecca.
Damascas, Harran. Edessa and Alexandria. For about twenty

years, he remained a professor of Traditions in a college called

Kamiliya in Cairo, and he died in that city on the 4th of l]|hu'l

Ka'da, A.H. 666, 3rd November, A.D. 1258. For further parti-

culars of his life see Fawat al-Wafayat (Bulak edition, A.H. 1299),

Vol. I., p. 296; adh-Dhahabi, Tadhkirat al-Huffaz, (Hyderabad
edition), Vol. IV., p. 228; Subki, Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. V.. p.

108; Suyuti. Husan al-Muhadara, Vol. T., p. 163; Wiistenfeld,

Gesch. No. 342; and Brokelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I,

p. 367.

Beginning :

—

L_>(iL>J) J ^lyi y>jJ] ^3 J>.JU.svil ^^iil Sx*^J\ ^'H*^! 4JJ J^.0^1

« ^] JJJ^JI

In this book Traditions prompting to good actions are placed

separately, but side by side with those advising the avoidance of

evil. The author wrote this work at the request of some of his

friends, after he bad written other books on Traditions. This MS.
is divided into two parts, bound together. The second part begins

on fol. 105& as follows :
—

f

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1328-31 ; Paris Cat. Nos, 740-

1; Yeni Cat. Nos. 175-6; Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 284; Rampur
List, p. 70 ; and Bankipur Cat

, p. 97.

Printed in the margin of Mishkat al-Masabih at Dehli, A.H.
1327.

Headings of chapters and the word 'An ^^, with which the

Traditions begin, are in red ink. The margins of fol, 178a' contain
in a different hand some Traditions which the copyist has omitted.

Throughout the MS. coloured lines are in the margin. From fol.

214a up to the end of the MS., there are short lives of Tradition-
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jsts in alphabetical order. The first eight foil, are somewhat

damaged at the bottom. The MS. is slightly worm-eaten. The

second part is in bolder characters than the first one, but is in

the same hand.

Written in ordinary Naskh. No dated. G. 18th century.

Scribe ^Uil ix^'i ^L. ^_^^ ^H^.

No. 32.

foil. 799; lines 15; size 9|X5; 5fX3.

MISHKAT AL-MASABTH.

A very popular collection of Traditions, by o>^s».^ ^isi^ ^j
VywiJI ,,_^ks3Jl 4Jj! JA£ ^jj> Wall ad-Din Muhammad bin *Ab-

dallah al-KhatIb at-Tabrizi. He was an eminent Traditionist

and flourished in the first half of the 8th century, Hijra. See

Itahaf an-Nubala', p. 149 ; Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 567 ;
Huart,

History of Arabic Literature, p. 228 ; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d.

Arab. Litter., Vol. TL, p. 195.

Beginning :

—

The work is an enlarged recension of an older book by al-

HusainbinMas'ud al-Farra' al-Ba^avi, died, A.H. 516, A.D. 1122

(see No. 23), entitled Masabih as-Sunna. At-Tabrizi completed

this work on the last day of Ramadan, AH. 737, A.D. 1336.

See Haji Khalifa, Vol. V.
,
p. 567.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 1292; Gotha Cat No. 597;

Cairo Cat., Vol. T,, p. 420; India Office Cat. No. 152; Rampur
List, p. 113; Hyderabad List, Fann Hadith, No. 77; Bankipur

Cat., p. 711; Asiatic Society Cat., p. il; and Calcutta Madrasa

Cat., p. 7.

For commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., pp. 567-572.

It has been repeatedly printed and lithographed in Egypt and

India, see Ellis, Catalogue of Arabic Books, British Museum, Vol.

II., pp. 124-5. It has been translated into English by Captain

A. N. Matthews and printed, Calcutta, A.D. 1810.

A table of contents has been added by a modern hand at the

beginning of the volume. The headings of all chapters and the

word ^c with which a tradition commences, are written in red ink.

Coloured and gold lines are throughout in the margin. The first

two foil, are decorated with a beautiful 'Univdn at the beginning

5



The MS. is slightly worm-eaten. The borders of foil. 796-799

have been altogether supplied with a different kind of paper.

Written in a very fine Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 33.

foil. 353; lines 25; size 101x6; 7^X31.

THE SAME.

Another copy oi the above work. It begins in the same man-
ner as the former one. It has a beautiful ' Unicdn at the beginning.

Headings of chapters and beginnings of all Traditions are in red ink.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century,

No. 34.

foil. 440; lines 30; size 9i-X5i; 7^X4.

SHARH MISHKAT AL-MASABIH.

A portion of a commentary on Mishkat al-Masabih (see No.

32) by ^<>J:i2JI l>.«.sv^ ^.; 4JjI :>.xz ^.; ^Jt'^=^ Hasain bin 'Abdallah bin

Muhammad at-Taiyibi. He was a contemporary of Wall ad-Din

Muhammad bin 'Abdallah al-Kliatib at-Tabrizi, the author of

Mishkat al-Masablh, and it was at at-Taiyibi's suggestion that at-

Tabrizi composed his work Mishkat al-Masabih. He died in

A.H. 743, A.D. 1342. See Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 567; and
Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., p. 364, Vol. II

.

p. 64.

This portion begins with the commentary on the chapter on

marriage ^Hiil t-jUf as follows :

—

The commentator has adopted several abbreviations for the

authorities which he consulted in writing this commentary. The

letters lai^ stand for iwl) JU^
; ^=^ for 'ix.^!) -rj-^t f^

for J.^^ ^.r^»
^

for ^jtiJl
, »^^ for v_.^^y

^'\>^J^^ , *•> for ^j}^^ h^ , y for

,J-^.jy -?i-^' , u-^J for ^..LaijJ) ^--iUiil
^

lx« for ^iiJ' apd i h.^ for

This commentary is called al-Kash:f *an Haka'ik as-Sunan.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 1293; Paris Cat. Nos 751-2;
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India Office Cat. No. 157; Ra?^ib Cat. No. 321 ; Yeni Cat. Nos.

245, 259; Rampur List, p. 103; Hyderabad List, Fann Hadith,

No. 82 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 10.

Lithographed at Dehli.

The text of the Mishkat is introduced with the word sJji

The headings of chapters and the abbreviations which the com-
mentator has used for his different authorities are in red ink.

The MS. is slightly worm-eaten. The first two foil, are partially

pasted with thick paper. The last fol is a little damaged and
also pasted with paper. From the beginning up to fol. 119 the

transcript seems to be of the 8th century Hijra. From fol. 120

up to the end the MS. is in a different hand.

Written in Naskh. The date is not very legible. Only the

words j^jjij' and ijUiLJ' can be deciphered. Scribe lV^-sx-* ^^jjjj4.ri.

No. 35.

foil. 218; lines 27; size 14ix8i; lOIXoi.

SHARK MISHKAT AL-MASABIH.

A concise commentary of the Mishkat al-Masab!h (see No. 32)

based chiefly on at-Taiyibi's commentary (see No. 34), by ^^ ^^
^la^fsvll u_iLj^^il o.j.>^ib 1 Sjjx.Jl ^c ^j j..6.sv.^ 'All bin Muhammad
bin 'All, known as as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani, died, A.H, 816,

A.D. 1413. See for his life No. 289. 'Ali al-Kari in his com-
mentary of Mishkat al-Masabih, Vol. III., p. 1>, had denied

the authorship of this commentary by as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-

Jurjani and gave two reasons in support of his statement. The
first reason is that this commentary is not mentioned in the list

of the Ayorks by al-Jurjani, and the second is that it is incon-

ceivable that an author of such erudition and distinction could

have been satisfied by merely abridging the work of at-Taiyibi

without adding any comments of his own. These are the words
of 'Ali al-Kari :

—

yjy^i'^ Ij^^ U^i^I ^^Ajiail j.^i' r-^aliv-J, SLxi" (LvJil^w ^« iJ>] (.xi(j , i.3(i.Jj..'0
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I am personally inclined to ascribe the authorship of this com-
mentary to al-Jurjanl, notwithstanding the two above argu-

ments which 'All al-Kari puts forward against such an assump-
tion, for the following reasons :

—

as-Sakhavi in his work ad-Daw al-Lami' mentions, on the
authority of a great-grandson of al-Jurjani this book among
his other works. Then, again, it is not correct to say that the

book is a mere abridgement of at-Taiyibi's work. al-Jurjani has
added remarks and comments of his own, though, indeed, their

number is small. Further Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 568, remarks
that as-Saiyid ash-Sharif wrote a commentary on al-Mishkat.

Though the book begins abruptly, its identity has been
established by the fact that a passage which the Mirkat al-Mafatih

quotes from al-Jurjani's commentary. Vol. III., p. 16, is also found
in this book, on fol. 155&.

The commentary without any preface begins on fol. 4& as

follows :

—

* ^^ ^^^ C^;l ^^

Foil, l-ia contain a treatise by al-Jurjani on the science of

Tradition and the technical terms used in it. This treatise

begins :

—

In ad-Daw al Lami' where the works of al-Jurjani are enu-

merated, it has been named as ^j:^:^^^:^!] J^-^' ^^> ^^\jJaLf Lelliu'l

For copie? see Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 332.

All the quotations from the Mishkat al-Masabih follow after

the word <s.i^i which is written in red ink. The MS. is somewhat
soiled by damp. Foil. 1-9 and 240-248 have been partially bord-
ered with modern paper. The commentary on the last chapter

of the Mishkat iU))l xj.ib L_jly l_?Ij commences on fol. 2486 but it

ends with the following words :

—

fij jI^JL JLjj sAc 4JliI ^^Lc ^^_^i-'l
f,^^ ^ ij-y» * i^L-* ^^ Jt> ^1

It is noted on the title page that Saiyid Jamal ad-Din is the

author of the work.
Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 36.

foil. 518; lines 27; size 12|x7|; 9^x5|.

SHARH MISHKAT AL-MASABIH.

A portion of a commentary on Mlshkat al Masabih (see No.

32) by ^^^'' ^;^' ^^^^ i^^^=^ ^i ^^ 'All bin Sultan Muhammad
al-Kari al-Harawi. He was born at Hirat, but the greater part of

his life was spent at Mecca where he studied Traditions and other
branches of learning under eminent 'Ulama', like Ahmad bin Hajar
al Makk! (see No. 44), etc. He is the author of many useful books.
He died in Mecca in A.H. 1014, AD. 1605, and neither in A.H.
1016, A.D. 1607 as given by Haji Khalifa, Vol. IT., p. 548 nor in

A.H 1044, A.D. 1634 as in Haji Khalifa, Vol I
, p. 242 For fur-

ther particulars of his life see Khulasat al-Athar, Vol. III., p. 185
;

at-Ta'likat as-Saiiiya, p. 10; Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 399; and
Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter.. Vol. 11., p. 394.

This portion commences with the commentary of the chapter

called ^JLa^\j^ Ixi i._?L> and begins abruptly as follows :

—

* J] ^^LL

See printed copy of this commentary Vol. II, p. 168. It

also ends abruptly with the commentaries on Traditions, implor-
ing the mercy of God and asking forgiveness for sin, as follows :

—

« Uil ^ u_^Lo ^1 JU 'iss^]j 'flxA» sJ 4I1I t^xvi" (^Lju Uj f^ ^:J^ j ^^^ J-it*

This commentary is called Mirkat al-Mafatih and is said to

have been completed in A.H. 1008, A.D. 1599. See Haji Khalifa.
Vol. v., p. 568.

For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 158-60; Br. Mus.
Suppl. Cat. Nos. 140 ; Algiers Cat. No. 510 ; Ra^ib Cat. Nos. 319-
20; Yeni Cat. Nos. 246-54; Cairo Cat Vol. I., p 416; Rampur
List, p. 110; Hyderabad List, Fann Hadith No. 78 ; and Bankipur
Cat. p. 725.

It was printed in Egypt in five volumes, A.H. 1309.

Foil. 31-40 should go just after fol. 489 and some foil,

are missing after foil. 466, 506 and 517. This commentary in-

cludes the text of the Mishkat, overlined with red ink. From fol.

4 99 up to the end of the volume the inner edges are pasted with
thick paper, and consequently many words cannot be read. The
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MS. is slightly worm-eaten and gold and coloured lines are round

each page. Erroneously inscribed on the first fol. r- r-^ ^-f-
iJsv.M j.jkc i'^X-^is-o

Written in ordinary Nasldi. Not dated. C. 1 8th century.

No, 37.

foil. 233; lines 24; sizeGixoJ; 7 X 3|.

'U-MDAT AL-KARI SHARH SAHlH AL-BUKHARL

An incomplete volume of an extensive commentary upon Abu
Abdallah .Muhammad bin Isma'il al-Buldiari's (died, A.H. 256,
A.D. 869) famous Avork on Tsaditions called al-Jami' as-Sa,hih by
^^.ijvx.') ,^_^y^ j^-i J>-<..=-' |-> j^».3:v,« ^A3^,-« yi) |,.oi' ^'J>.j Badr ad-Din Abu
Muhammad Mahmud bin Ahmad bin Musa al-' Aini. He was born
on the 17th Ramadan, A.H. 762, 22nd July, A.D. 1360 at 'Aintab,
on the north of Alleppo, and hence he was surnamed al-'Aini He
studied law under his father who was a Kadi of 'Aintab. After the

death of his father he visited various S^n^ian towns, undertook a
pilgrimage to Mecca, and returned from there in A.H 788, A.D.
1386. He settled finally at Cairo and served the Government
there in various capacities. In A.H. 829, A.D. 1425 he became
the supreme Kadi of the Hanafites, and held this appointment for

twelve consecutive years. He died on the 4th Dhu'l Hijja, A.H.
855, 29th December, A.D. 1451. For further particulars of his

life see Husan al-Muhadara, Vol. I. p. 218; al-Khitat al-Jadlda,

Vol. VI.,' p. 10; al-Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 86; Wiistenfeld, Gcsch.
No. 489; Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 213; and Brockelmann,
Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p. 52.

This commentary was published in Constantinople in A.H.
1308 (A.D. 1890) in eleven volumes. The MS. under notice com-
prises portions of the 2nd and 3rd volumes. It begins abruptly

with the commentary on the chapter called x^i^J' cj^j-il^.-o u.-tXi', the
first line of the MS. being:—

In the printed copy this chapter occurs on p. 504 of the 2nd
volume. Our MS also ends abruptly at fol. 232 with the follow-

ing words :
—

See Vol. in., p. 17, line 22 of the printed copy.
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The commentator commenced his work in A.H. 821, A.D.

1418, and completed it in A.H. 847. A.D. 1443.

For other copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1206-9; Paris Cat-

Nos. 698-700; Algiers Cat. Nos. 448-458; Ra^o^iib Cat. Nos. 300-

5 ; Yeni Cat. Nos. 213-16
; Nuri Osmaniya Cat. Nos. 854-61 ; Aya

Sofia Cat. Nos. 671-8; Rampur List, pjp. 97-8; and Hyderabad
List, Fann Hadith, No. 32.

For other commentaries on al-Bukhari see Haji Khalifa, Vol.

II., pp. 512-541
; and Berlin Cat. No. 1225.

The last fol. of the MS. has been bound in by mistake.

It is a page of some work dealing with the law of inheri-

tance. The text of al-Bukhari is overlined with red ink. The
borders of many foil, have been supplied with thick paper. A line

or two at the top of foil. 26, ib, 5a, Qa and 7a are unreadable on ac-

coimt of some paper being pasted. The ink is faded on foil. 3a and
2326. The MS. is slightly worm-eaten. By mistake this MS. has

been named on the title page Kitab Farjari Sharh Sahih Bukhari

-;(.rb.j -i^-'O j-j^ ic/fv' 't''"'^^' I^ bcars a seal of Aurangzib.

Written in ordinary Nasldi. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 38.

foil. 342; lines 19; size ll|X7i
; 7|-X3|.

MUKHTASAR AL-BUKHARI.

An abridgement of the famous collection of Traditions, com-

monly known Sahih al- Bukhari.

The name of the author could not be traced.

Beginning :
—

The author says in the preface that after omitting isndds, he

ertirely rearranged Sahih al-Buldiari on the method of Misjikat

al Masabih (see No. 32)^ '

All the margins have been bordered with a different kind of

paper. The headings of chapters and the beginnings of Tradi-

tions are written in red ink. The MS. is slightly worm-eaten.

Written in elegant Nasldi. Not dated. C. 16th century.
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No, 39,

foil. 495; lines 21; size 8|X6; 6^X3^

AL-JAMI' AS-SAGHIR.

A collection of Traditions from authentic sources arranged

alphabetically by ^^ /j ^I ^- ^*^y ^¥^ ^^>'' J% Jy.^^ y}

Jb^j^I J.A.SX.* Abu'l Fadl Jalal ad-Din ' Abd ar-Rahman bin Abi

Bakr bin Muhammad as-Suyuti, died, A.H. 91 L A.D. 1505. For

his life see No. 12.

Beginning :

—

L«)l) sj^i 0.XSO ^ H^ '^l< Ji" ^^!; ^_jl^ Li^'J ^^'' it) J*-*.^-!

* -JI l^ijj^^I

The preface shows that this book is an abridgemont of Jami'

al-Jawami' by the same author.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1353-60; Paris Cat. No.

766; Yeni Cat. Nos. 194-7; Cairo Cat., Vol. 1., p. 321
;
Br, Mus.

Suppl. Cat. Nos. 147-50; Rampur List, p. 76; Bankipur Cat., p.

145; Asiatic Society Cat. p. 7; and Hyderabad List, Fann
Hadlth, Nos. 85-88.^

For commentaries on this work see Hajl Khalifa, Vol. II., p.

550 and Berlin Cat. No. 1368.

It was printed in Bulak, A.H. 1286.

The first 200 foil, have been supplied in a modern hand.

The headings and the first word of each Tradition are in red ink.

Written in ordinary Naskb. The colophon runs thus :

—

0>A3BU« ri^^' -H*^' '^. s^^ *'^V ^^'^ 3 ^y^ } '^' '^'*'^^ (^

No. 40.

foil. 270; lines 27; size 10JX6|; 7iX4|.

AL-KHASA'IS AL-KUBRA.

A work on the special attributes of the Prophet that distin-

guished him from all other human beings, by ^joJI JH.a. JJiiJI^I

^^1 s^:sy^ ^yo ^1 j^ ^^^^]^xc Abu'l Fadl Jalal ad-Din 'Abd

ar-Rahman bin Abi Bakr bin Muhammad as-Suyuti, died on the
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I8th Jumada 1. A.H. 911; 17th October, A.D. 1505. For his

life see No. 12.

A few pages are missing at the beginning ; and the identity

of the book is established by a comparison with passages from the

printed copy of the same work under the title of Kifayat at-iahb

al-Labib fi Khasa's al-Habib.
"•

It begins abruptly:—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 2567; Paris Cat. No. 1978;

Algiers Cat. No. 1687; Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 338; Kopruluzadah

Cat. No. 283; and Hyderabad List, Fann Hadltii, Nos. 268-9.

Printed at Hyderabad, Deccan.

Foil. 756 and 106/; are blank with the remark ^x^^ u^^.

Foil 109 127 and 128 are missing. Fol. 110 is placed after foL

111 Fol 124 should come just after fol. 121. Fol. 169 js placed

after fol. 170 of which again the second page wrongly comes be-

fore the first. In foil. 336 and 34 rubri^ks are omitted. J^oll.

35-36 are a little damaged by the pasting of papers. The headmgs

of each chapter and the beginnings of the Traditions are m
red ink. Marginal glosses are here and there. A list of the

chapters of the book is affixed in a modern hand.

Written in Naskh, but in different hands. Not dated, C.

17th century.

No. 41.

foil. 81 ; lines 19 ; size 10^ X 6^
; 7 X U.

AL-FAUZ AL-'AZTM Fl LIKA' AL-KARIM.

A treatise describing the condition of a man after his death, by

Fadl Jalal ad-Din 'Abd ar-Rahman bin Abi Bakr bin Muhammad

as-Suyuti, died, A.H. 911, A.D. 1505. For his life see No. 12.

Beginning :

—

'

li^j^ ^JLc ,H^il^ «yL^il; ^'^ii ^'1 '^k-'J ^^^' >^ Sri"-^''
^ '^^'

The preface says that the author has abridged the present

book from his more detailed work on the same subject called

Sharh as-Sudur fi Sharh Hal al-Mawta wa'l Kubur.

From colophon, we know that the composition ot this work

was concluded in A.H. 882, A.D. 1477.

For copy see Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 168

6
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The headings of chapters are written in red ink. The whole
MS. has been bordered with modern paper. It is much injured
by insects.

Written in bad Naskh. Not dated. C. ISth century.

No. 42.

foil. 228; lines 19; size 12-ix7|; 8J X 4-]-.

AL-BUDUR AS-SAFIRa" FI UAIUR AL-AKHIRA.

A work describing in detail the nature of a man's existence

after he will emerge from his grave, by |^*=>^!jj.= ^^s!) JM^ J.^]y)
^_^yx^] ^..^^ ^.; ^Xj ^) ^.; Abu'l Fadl Jalal ad- Din, 'Abd ar-

Rahman bin 'Abl Bakr bin Muhammad as-Suyuti, died, A.H. 911,
A.D. 1505. For his life see No' 12.

Beginning:—

The author states in the preface tlmt he wrote the present
book in fulfilment of the promise wliich he made in the preface of

Kitab al-Barzalvh of writing a book about man's resurrection, his

state in the next life, etc. The book is founded solely upon the
Kur'an and Traditions.

For copies see India Office Cat. No 176 ; Aya Sofia Cat. No.
1676 ; Algiers Cat. No. 85,3

; Cairo Cat. Vol. IT, p. 146 ; Hyderabad
List, (Library of Failsuf Jang) No. 514. Also see Haji Ivjialifa,

Vol. IT, p. 30.

It was lithographed, India, A.H. 1311.
It is divided into 169 chapters and an epilogue. A list of

them is annexed at the beginning of the volume. The headings
and the beginning of each Tradition are in red ink.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Dated 16th Rabri, A.H.

i:U2. Scribe ^j'.Ja'I Aij^xi] So.:^\ ,.'j>^} ^_^^^^.

No. 43.

foil. 142; lines 8; size 8,i X 5| ; 6X3^.

SHARK AL BARZAKH.

A book describing the condition of a man in the grave, by
an unknown author.
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Beginning :
—

I

Tlie author of this book, after following the general custom

of Divine praise and asking His blessings for the Prophet^ says :

—

I think that it is most proba])ly an abridgement of as-Sayuti's

work called Sharh as-Sudur fi Sharh Ahwal al-Mawta wa'l Kubur,

as the arrrangements and wordings of the chapters generally tally.

Haji KJialifa Vol. II., p. 266 also mentions an abridgement of

as-Suyuti's at Tadhkira bi Ahwal al-Mawta wa'l Akhira by an un-

known author. Wrongly designated on the first fol. cub' j^^^

^(L:^^I. In the colophon it is named as ^bi-* ^' ^j^-; xi J^
Written in Nast'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century. Scribe

No. 44.

foil. 344; lines 28; size 10ix6i; 6| X 3|.

AR-ZAWAJIR 'AN IKTIRAF AL-KABA'IR.

A work describing the grievous sins an'! founded upon Tra-

ditions, by ^_^^^ .i.xj.^M^sv=^ ..; b ..; j.4,.3:v-< ^.\ ^*^' Ahmad

bin Muhammad bin 'All bin Hajar al-Haitami al-Makki. He was
born in Egypt in A.H. 909, AD. 1503 according to an-Nur as-

Safir (the library copy, fol. 127a). But Rieu in his Arabic Suppl.

Cat No. 192, has given two dates, viz. A.H. 907, A.D. 1501, and
A.H. 911, A.D. 1505, as the date of his birth. The latter date

is given also by Brockelmann in his work Gesch. d. Arab. Litter.,

Vol. II., p. 388. He studied in Cairo and, after making several

pilgrimages to Mecca, he at last settled there in A.H. 940, AD.
1533. He is called mujtl of Hijdz. He died, according to an-Nur
as-Safir (the library copy fol. 1266) in A.H. 974, A.D. 1566. But
both Rieu (in his Arabic Suppl. Cat. p. 117, on the authority of

Kawakib as Sa'ira) and Brockelmann (Vol. II., p. 388) fix the year

of his death at A.H. 973, A.D. 1565; and Khulasat al-Atliar,

Vol II., p. 427, gives the date of his death as A.H. 994, A.D.

1585. He was given the surname of al-Haita-ni from his early

dwelling place, Mahallat Abi'l Haitam, in the Gharblya province

of Egypt. For other particulars of his life see an Niir as-Safir
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(the library copy) foil. 1266-135a; at-Ta'likat Ala'l Fawa'id al-
Bahiya, p. 101; Itahaf an-Nubala', p. 221; Wiistenfeld, Gesch-
No. 529; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p.
387. See also the preface of the 1st Vol. of Tuhfat al-Muhtaj,
printed at Cairo in A.H. 1282, where a detailed life of al-Haitami
is given.

Beginning :

—

The author says in the preface that he made use of the work
of Abu 'Abdallah adh-Dhahabi (died, A.H. 748, A D 1348), called
Kitab al-Kaba'ir wa Bayan al-Maharim on grievous sins and
began to write this work in A.H. 953 (A.D. 1546) in Ummal-Kura
(Mecca). The book consists of an introduction, two parts, and
an epilogue. The introduction or A^j^iiJI, beginning on fol. 2a^

gives the definition of grievous sins. The first part or JjV ^^Wl be-

ginning on fol. 166, treats of the " mental sins" mLU'I yUj^I. The
second part or ^iClfl ujUM bagianing on fol. 776, deals with the
' external sins " ytliiil yljJJ). The 2nd part is subdivided into

separate chapters in the order usually adopted by Shafi'i jurists

in their law book. The epilogue or LJtivJI deals with four subjects
as below :

—

I. Repentance, beginning on fol. 3246.
II. The day of judgment, beginning on fol. 328a.
HI. Hell, beginning on fol. 335a.
IV. Paradise, beginning on fol. 338a.
For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. II., p. 160; India Office Cat.

No. 185; and Bankipur Cat., p. 342.

This work was printed at Bulak, A.H. 1284, and at Cairo,

A.H. 1310. The first fol. has a 'Uiiwdn and the space between the
lines on the first two pages is gilded. It has gold and coloured
lines in the margin. Headings of chapters are in bold letters and
marked with red ink. At the end of the MS. some prayers for

protection from cholera have been inserted.

Written in minute mixed Nasta'lik and Naskh. Not dated.
C. 17th century.

No. 45.

foil. 6; lines II ; size 12X61; 8^X41.

KITAB AL-ARBA'TN.

A collection of forty Traditions without the Collector's name.
Beginning:

—
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aL,**-* JLc *JUJI
J

'i^LaJ] ^ jjOJUU iuiUJI j aJ(.jJI ljm 4JJ j^-s?JI

These Traditions deal with different religions subjects, such
as prayer, reciting the Kur'an, giving alms, etc.

For a copy, see Berlin Cat. No. 1542.

The MS. has been bordered with modern paper. It is dam-
aged on account of ink which has caused foil, to stick to each
other. Gold and coloured lines are round each page. Vocalised

throughout.

Written in large letter in fine Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th

century.

No. 46.

foil. 287; lines 17; size 8X5; 6i X 3|.

AL-FATH AL-MUBIN Fl SHARH AL-ARBA'IN.

^,A»J;Vl ^^-4 ^J ^^^' <*

An elaborate commentary upon the forty select Traditions
of Yahya bin Sharaf an-Nawawi (died, A.H. 676^ A.D. 1278) by

^_^^' ^^^A^il^^js. ^i ^^c ^i jasv^ ^j ^.0.5^1 Ahmad bin Muham-
mad bin 'All bin Hajar al-Haitami al-Makki, died, A.H. 973, A.D.
1565. See for his life No. 44.

Beginning:

—

The author says in the preface that the forty Traditions
which an-Nawawi (died, A.H. 676, A.D. 1277) collected were most
authentic and contained much matter about Tslam and that he
consequently ventured to write a short commentary upon them
to elucidate their meanings and to explain in a concise manner
the injunctions and prohibitions which they contained.

The first Tradition begins on fol. 246 as follows:

—

This MS. contains 42 Traditions instead of 40.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1493-6; Paris Cat. No. 748;
India Office Cat. Nos. 169, 170; Cairo Cat., Vol. I., p. 379; Ram-
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pur List, p. 102; Bankipur Cat. p. 375; Hyderabad List, Fann
Hadlth No. 258 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 9.

For other commentaries and glosses see Haji Khalifa, Vol. I.,

p. 238, Vol. IV., p. 33; and Berlin Cat. Nos. 1488-1504.

The book has been printed in Cairo A.H. 1307 (A.D. 1899)

with the glossary of al-Mudabighi.

Some foil, are missing after fol. 286. The MS. is pasted here

and there with thick paper. The text is written in red ink up to

fol. 278&, and afterwards marked with red lines.

Written in different kinds of bad Naskh. Not dated. C.

18th century.

No. 47.

foil. 100; lines 23; size 11X7; 7^X31.

TADHKIRAT AL-MAWDU'AT.

A treatise on Traditions falsely attributed to the Prophet,

by ^_5-^J^' i^_^^ ^J j^^^ j^-> ^xj-sv.^ Muhammad bin Tahir bin 'All

al-Fatani. He was born at Patan in Gujarat, A.H. 914, A.D.
1508. After completing the course of education in his native

land, he proceeded to Mecca for higher studies. He studied

Traditions there with eminent scholars, such as Ibn Hajar al-

Haitami, who died, A-H. 973, A.D. 1565 (see No. 44) and others.

He acquired much learning from 'All bin Husam ad-Din al-Muttaki,

who died, A.H. 975, A.D. 1567, and also became one of his devot-

ed disciples in the Kadiri and Shadhili orders. After his return

to his native land, he tried his utmost to spread learning and to

uproot the doctrines of Muhammad al-Jawnpuri who had claimed
to be the Mihdl of his time. These doctrines much prevailed

amongst the Buhras, a tribe of Gujrat to which Muhammad bin

Tahir belonged.

Li A.H. 980, A.D. 1572, Akbar (A.H. 9G3-1014, A.D. 1556-

1605) set out to conquer Gujarat. After its conquest he conferred

honour on Muhammad Tahir by tying with his own hand the turban
on his head, as, he thought, it was incumbent on him (Akbar) to

spread the true principles of Islam. When Kjian A'zam 'Aziz

Muhammad Kukaltash was appointed governor of Gujarat he
helped Muhammad Tahir in uprooting the new doctrines of the said

Mibdi. But when 'Abd ar-Rahim Klian Khanan came as gover-

nor after the said Khan 'Azam, Muhammad Tahir suffered much
trouble at the hands of the followers of the Mihdi, and proceeded
to the Court of Akbar in Akbarabad for redress. On his way
he was murdered at Ujjain by some followers of the Mihdi in A.H.
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986, A.D. 1578. He is the author of many books. The word
Fatan is an arabicized form of Patan, otherwise called Naharwa-
la. For other particulars of his life see Akhbar al-Akhyar, p.

272; Subhat al-Marjan, p. 43 ; at-T'alikat as-Saniya, p. 67 ; Abjad
al-'Ulum, p. 895; Itahaf an-Nubala', p. 397; and Brockelmann,

Gesch. d. Arab. Litter.", Vol. 11., p. 416.

Beginning :

—

The author says in the preface that 'Abd ar-Rahman bin 'All

called Ibn alJauzI, died, AH. 59 7, A.D. 1 200, had written a book
on this subject; but as the latter had included many authentic

Traditions in the category of forged ones, he compiled the present

book from reliable sources, in order that it might be of some use

to the students of Traditions. The book is divided into a pro-

logue and several chapters, a list of which is prefixed at the

beginning.

For copies see Rampur List, p. 69; Asiatic Society's Cat., p.

6; Hyderabad List, Fann Hadith, No. 133.

It has been lithographed in India.

Foil. 2 and 3 of the Hst should go after foi. 5. The MS. is

defective at the end and is worm-eaten. The borders have been

supplied with thick modern paper. A few foil, are missing after

foJ. 1.

Written in bad Nasldi. Not dated, apparently 15th century.

vio. 48.

foil. 105; lines 23; size 10|X6|3 S^X^.

TADHKIRAT AL-MAWpU'AT.

A work on spurious Traditions by ^j^'^^ ^^^sv* ^^'kL«, ,^j ^_yj:

^^^^I 'All bin Sultan Muhammad al-Kari al-HarawI, died, AH.
1014, A.D. 1605 (see for his life No. 36).

Beginning :

—

,

* ^l *^.jJiil ^xl\ ^^U'il] J)il ^cXJ! 4JU^-6.sv.'l

The author in the first 13 foil, describes the punishment of

those who compose spurious Traditions and at the end of the said

foil, says that his intention in writing this work is to collect all

those sayings which have been wrongly attributed to the Prophet.

This work i3 divided into several chapters called t-jL;. and these
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chapters are arranged in alphabetical order. The full title of the

work is ci^tx^^JI i^.i^jt.^^i'l ^-wJ ,^ vijUJuJi cuU^i). See Haji

Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 472.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 1636; Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p.

404; Vol. VII., pp. 122, 401, 514; Aya Sofia Cat. Nos. 938-9;
Algiers Cat. No. 552; Bankipur Cat., p. 709; and Hyderabad
List, Fann Hadith, No. 177.

It was printed in Egypt, A.H. 1289, A.D. 1872 and litho-

graphed at Lahore, A.H. 1302, A.D. 1884.

The headings of chapters are in red ink. Colured lines are in

the margin.

Written in ordinary Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

« jOI w^;^.I ^"^ ^ ^J^ ^^^ ^'« (J^ J ^J^ji] S^\ icV^-fi »rsuft) ^wi*^ J

Shi'a Traditions.

No. 49.

foil. 164; lines 15; size7|X4|; 5|X3.

KURB AL-ISNAD.

A collectiv-n of Shi'a Traditions. Biographers difEer about

its authorship. Some attribute it to ^.j j^r^ ^f! ^^ ^^^ cr^*^'^'

^^_^cJI ^^i^i^] ^l^ ^, i^'U ^^j i^jj^isJl Abti'l 'Abbas 'Abdallah

bin Ja'far bin al-Husain bin Malik bin Jami' al-Himyari al-Kumml,

and others to his son j^^^-i" ^^'^^-^^''^-^^ i^/-
^' "^^

e/"^
s.oJS^^^su^y)

Abii Ja'far Muhammad bin 'Abdallah bin Ja'far al-Himyarl al-

Kummi. See Bihar al-Anwar, Vol. L, p. 5. The former was the

author of several works. He came to Kufa about A.H. 290, A.D.
902 and many people heard Traditions from him. He is regarded

as a trustworthy authority by Slii'a Traditionists. The date of his

death is not known. For further details of his life, see Sprenger,

Fihrast Tusi, p. 189; Rijal an-NajjashI, p. 152; Shudhur al-

'Ikyan, Vol. I., fol. 360; Muntaha'l Makal, p. 183; and Kashf al-

Hujub, p 411.

The latter, viz. Abu Ja'fer Muhammad bin 'Abdallah was also

a reliable authority on Traditions. The date of his death, also, is

not known. See Rijalan-Najjashi, p. 251 ; and Muntaha'l Makal,

p. ?579. This work is divided into three parts.
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The first part beginning on foj. I :

—

* J I <Jj(xJ ^ J_j.2j ^Jx ^IS"
J(j' <j.j;j| ^^ytju^ ^J'^^

; J'^ ^-^^
er?'

It narrates those Traditions which the author has attributed

to al-Imam Ja'far as-§adik (died, A.H. 148, A.D. 765), who was
the eldest son of al-Imam Muhammad al-Bakir (born, A.H. 57,

A.D. 676 and died in A.H. 113, A.D. 731, or A.H. 114, A.D. 732

or AH, 117 A.D. 735 or A.H 118, A.D. 736; vide Ibn KhaUikan

.

Teheran edition, Vol. II., p. 23). For the life of al-Imam Ja'far

as-Sadik see No. 13. This part commences with various kinds

of prayers which the Imam Ja'far has narrated on the authority

of his father. Towards the end it deals with miscellaneous reli-

gious subjects.

The second part commences with Traditions which al-Imam
Musa Kazim has narrated. He was the son of al-Imam Ja'far

as-Sadik and is considered the seventh Imam. He was born in

Madina', A.H. 128, A.D. 745 or A.H 129, A.D. 746 ; and died in

A.H. 183, A.D. 799 or AH. 186, A.D. 802. For details of his

life see Ibn Kliallikan (Teheran edition), Vol. II., p. 256.

The second part beginning on fol. 746 :

—

(.ij^^ .JIaw.]) (..ft.^JU ix^ ^i
^s'^y^ (^'ri' v<^' v_s'^

jUm-))! <^yi uj'j

This part begins with matters connected with ablution and prayer
without any heading up to fol. 88.

The other chapters are as below :

—

fol. 89a.

„ 89a.

„ 90a.

„ 906.

„ 906.

„ 91a.

„ 916.

„ 92a. iiy.^1 ^
„ 936. ij/yi

7
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fol. 94a. (•^•^" ^U

„ 95a. ^T*jiJI_j ^^I L_>(j

„ 996. ^^<^' "r^^

„ 100a. ^HiJI j.^ ;^^ '^ ^^

„ 10 1&. Ji!^,UJI ^ilkll L->L»

„ 103a. j^jsrsvil i-jb

„ 104a. P T^^ itT^ iJ'^^H^ ^^

„ 106&. (.^Aa) (J^:S0 Le. ^Jaa-UI L_jb

„ 107&. AJ f^j^i J '-r'r*^^ ^ (J'^J-i
'-^^ (J'^^^-l ^ *-r*'-?

„ 109a. jjw^l u-jL}

„ 110a.
'"-^J^J

hVxsiJ] AJJj'^J U.-i U-jUaJI ^^ AawjJ J.is:x.J t-o L^l)

„ 110&. Aj^syi vL;

„ Ilia.
li/i^-!^' »^s-* ^'^ ^ ^^

„ 1116. ijGISlJI i_jL>

„ 112a. 0..awt..«*JI ^^ :j^jLc (_jb

„ 1126. ^^UVI ^» >U U L_jb

„ 1126. ^^jit^J
LAaJl ^^ *jJ!j.s:Jl L_)b

„ 113a. ^tjL*ii'I ^/o ;».:su L« ljU

1136. ^
,, 1136. cuIjt^J ^ >UU i_;b

The fAirtZ pot**^ narrates the Traditions which the author at-

tributes to al-Imam 'Ali ar-Rida bin Musa al-Kazim. He was
born in Madlna^ some say in A.H. 151, A.D. 768; and others in

A.H. 153, A.D. 770 and died at Tus, A.H. 202, A.D. 817 or A.H.
203, A.D. 818. He is considered the eighth Imam. For details of

his life, see Ibn Khallikan, Teheran edition, Vol. I., p. 348.

This part beginning on fol. 138a :

—

This part deals with different religious subjects without any
headings. Foil. 115a, 160, 1616, 162, 1636 and 164a contain
lacunae.

For copies see Asiatic Society (Go Ft. Collection) No. 746.
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I have seen another copy of this book m the private collection of

Shams al-'Ulama' Nasir Husain, Lucknow.
Written in ordinary Nasldi. Not da,ted. C. 19th century.

No. 50.

foil, 535; lines 25; size 12|-X7|-; 8^X5.

MAN LA YAHDURUHU'L FAKTH.

One of the four celebrated collections of Shi'a Traditions by

^^^..^11 ^^_^'ii^ aj^j'j ^^i. ^x^^*csJ] ^^j ^^^U ^j cWsuo jkx^ y] Abu Ja'far

Muhammad bin 'All bin al-Husain bin Babuya al-Kummi as-Saduk.
In his prime of life, A.H, 355, A.D. 966, he went from Khurasan
to Baghdad, and many learned men of the place became his

pupils. Malik Rukn ad-Din Dailami (A.H. 320-366, A.D. 932-

^976) had a great regard for our author and used to treat him with
great respect. It is said that he was the author of three hundred
books. An-Najjashi, in his Kitab ar-Rijal, p. 276, enumerated
193 works of this learned author. He died in Rai, A.H. 381,

A.D. 991. For further particulars of his life, see Tusl's al-Fihrist,

p. 304; Muntaha'l Makal, p. 282; Ami al-Amil, p. 65; Najjashi,

Kitab ar-Rijal, p. 276; Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 557; and Brockel-

mann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., p. 187.

Beginning :

—

i—xJi^c L^O"^' J
•—^-I ti/'*^' J ^—X^l J

L-Js*.^] .^^Jl fiVA

J) \c'Myy« ^ |.Xaw.sv1| J i_c^' i^ 0*^3x.<i ,Aj«..a. y] <S.xfliJ) jjjJiA.JI ^kAJ) (jl'i

^J.i»(..w U <S.iU J.JU UI d.s^j^ Jdil it^^ t_?tX<iI )j.ib > '9.X.y^2^
i^_s^'^^ ^iy!-^-

This work is one of the four Canonical Books (al-Kutub al-

Arba'a) which are held in the highest veneration by the Shl'a

sect. The other three books are' (I) al-Kafi fi 'Ilm ad-Din by
Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin Ya'kub al-Kulaini, died, A.H. 328,

A.D. 939, or AH. 329, A.D. ' 940 ; (2) al-Istibsar; and (3)

Tahdhib al-Ahkam, both by abu Ja'far Muhammad bin al-Hasan
bin 'Ali at-Tusi, died, A.H. 458, A.D. 1065 or A.H. 460, A.D. 1067.

See for his life No. 52.

It is divided into four parts which are bound together. The
first part begins on fol. 2a and deals with ablution and prayer. -The

second part begins on fol. 2116 and treats of legal alms, fasting

and pilgrimage. The third and fourth parts treat of civil and
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criminal laws. The third part begins on fol. 3256 and the fourth
part begins on fol. 4296. The number of Traditions which this

work contains is 5963. See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 563.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 4782-3
; Petersburg Cat. No.

250; Paris Cat. No. 1108; Br. Mus. Cat., p. 415; India Office

Cat. No. 289; Bodl. Cat. Vol. IT., p. 91; and Bankipur Cat.

p. 766.

Lithographed, Lucknow, A.H. 1306-7.

It is a splendid copy. The first fol. of each part has a
beautiful 'Unwan, and the fourth part, beginning fol. 4296, besides
having the usual 'Unwan on the first fol., has also another 'Unwan
on fol. 444a. The tops of several chapters of second, third and
fourth parts are thickly gilded. Marks of pause are in gold and
the names of the Imams are either in gold or red letters. Vocaliz-
ed throughout. On the margins, there are some occasional notes
and gold and coloured lines are throughout the MS. It bears the
seals of Sulaiman Jah and Amjad 'Ali, etc. The work ends on fol.

51 6a and foil. 5176-535 contain a treatise by the same author on

the o-viLI of this work. It begins as follows :

—

^.^.-^
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AJL-uaJ) jvy^ .,.'* jiJ-^il rif-^ ..;-« r*^- f*-<* j' f'')-" >(•«-{ )i' I **-i
y».s:v.i aLuLxi

i.ull'1 ^1^)11 LVI ^i ix»iyi /:i.=))| ^< ^AJ] jU.xl] ^i ai.b'1 i*.:Uil

- II ) -

^U (LuJki,^ . <5Jl . 0>as\.<i J.C 4JL)I ^l,g , 4JL) JvaSv'! . <L;LJl,c . 4Jljl ^5Lv aJI ,

No. 51.

foil. 171; lines 10; sizeTfX^J; f)iX2|.

KIFAYAT AL-ATHAR Fl'N NUSUS AL'AL
A'IMMATA'L TTHNA 'ASHAR.

A \A ork dealing with those Traditions which are exclusively

applicable to the twelve Imams and show their superiority over

others. With regard to the authorship of the work, reliable au-

thorities differ in their opinions.

(1) Some say that s.iy.Aj ^.; ^^sj^asv.') .j ^^b ^:> So.:^^ ja.^^^ yj

;^j«aJl ^^^"-'^ ' Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin 'Ali bin al-Husain bin

Babiiya al-Kummi as-Saduk, died, A.H. 381, A.D. 991 (for his life

see No. 50) , was the author of the book.

(2) Others consider <

—

s^^xj] jl^iooJI ^^U*.'yl) .: ^.i.s\-« ^^j a*sv.^

j.jJiJI ^x^L> Muhammad bin Muhammad bin a-Nu'man al-

Baghdad!, known as ash-Shaikh al-Mufid, to be its author. ash-

Shaikh al-Mufid was born in A.H. '336, A.D. 947 or A.H. 338,

A.D. 949. While he was young he accompanied his father to

Baghdad. He became a great orator and debater. He is a re-

cognised authority among the Imamites. He died in A.H. 413,

A.D. 1022. For further ])articulars of his life see TCisI, al-Fihrist,

p. 314 ; Muntaha'l Makal, p. 291; Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 563;

and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., p. 188,

(3) But according to Muntaha'l Makal, p. 224, the real author

of the book is ^_^5.'I ^-JJ' •.'}sv.il ^_^b j ^-^.^sv.^ ^^j ^^^ 'All bin

Muhammad bin 'Ali al-Khazzaz ar-Razi al-Kummi, He was a

pupil of ash-Shaikh ag-Saduk, died, A.H. 381,' A.D. 991 (see No.

50) and was an undisputable authority in matters connected with

religion. He is also the author of Kitab al-Idah fi Usui ad- Din,

This third opinion is corroborated by Rawdat al-Jannat, p.

388 and Kashf al-Hujub, p. 471. Dr. Ahlwardt in his Berlin Cat.

No. 9675 has been quite misled about the authorship of this work.
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Beginning :

—

U) (i^t'' u'^^J'^ fh^^^^ i-_^JU,J) *J^.ciI L>-a.iyi 4JJ c3.A.svJ|

•Uiwl'l xV'^-" ' ^'j'^^-^-'l j^^/>.i^^l ^cXit. ^^ ^] ^'-^^
k,^''^-"

(^'' ^^

* J I ;I^1'I U))! ,^ (^j^'x!) ^
The author in the preface says that he had found a class of

people of ordinary learning who thought that there were no reli-

able Traditions about the eminence and superiority of the luiams,

and consequently he composed the present work from trustworthy

sources in order to prove their eminence. The beginning of our

copy differs from that of Berlin Cat. in the first few words but

after the word l\*j Ul the two copies are identical.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 9675 ; and Asiatic Society,

Government Collection, No. 825.

There are lacunae of about a line in foil. 16a, 196, 22a,

25a, 266, 426, 48a, 50a, 53a, 556, 566, 59a, 63a, 666, 686, 706,

72a, 736, 846, 90a, 956, 99a, 1026, 1146, 119a, 1226, 123a, 1256.

1306, 1376, 1456, 1486, 1516, 152a, 1546, 1586, 1656 and 170.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. I9th century.

No. 52.

foil -i07 ; Ihies 25 ; size 12x7; 8| x 4.

AL-ISTIBSAR FlMA UKHTULIFA FIHI

MIN AL-AivHBAR.

One of the four famous collections of the Shi'a Traditions.

This collection was made by ^^_^wvj.L.'I
^^_J^ ^^j ^^-^'^I ^-: s.c:sx^jsix.:^ y^)

Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin al-Hasan bin 'All at-Tusi. He was
boin in A.H. 385, A.D. 995, lived chiefly at Baghdad and died in

Najaf in A.H. 458. A.D. 1065 or A.H. 460, A.D. 1067. Haji
Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 401, wrongly assigns A.H. 561 as the date of

his death. He was the greatest doctor of the Shi'a sect in his time
and was designated by the title of Shaikh at-Td'ija. He has
given his autobiography in Kitab al-Fihrist, p. 285. Also consult

Rijal NijjashI, p. 287; Muntaha'l Makal, p. 269; Rawdat al-

Jannat, p. 580; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol.

I., p. 405.

Beginning :

—

f"
^'.,iM^i] (J\
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This work is one of the Four Canonical Books (al-Kutub al-

Arba'a) of the Shfa Sect. It is divided into three parts. The

first and second parts treat of in^bfj^ and the third part, which

begins on fol. 2196, deals with uijU-oU^. The first is subdivided

into three hundred chapters or ^-r^^y). The second part contains two

hundred and seventeen chapters. The third part has three hund-

red and ninety-eight chapters. All these chapters are arranged

according to the system prevalent In books of jurisprudence. The
number of Traditions, which the work contains, is five thousand

five hundred and eleven. See Kashf al-Hujub wa'l Astar, p. 42.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1272-6; and Bankipur Cat.

p. 30.

It has been lithographed, Lucknow, A.H. 1307.

Foil. 16 and 4046 are beautifully decorated. Foil. 4046-407

is an appendix in which the author gives his Isnads for Traditions,

omitted in the book. The inner margins of foil. 1-9 and 397-407

are pasted over with thick paper. Marginal notes are on the earlier

portion of the MS. Gold and coloured lines are in the margins

throughout.

Written in good Nasldi. The 1st and 2nd parts were copied

in A.H. 1046 and the third parfc in A.H. 1048. Scribe ^^^--o c>j,«<

No. 53.

foil. 252; lines 25; size 13X6; lOiXnUi.

KITAB AL-HADTTH.

A portion of a work on Imamite Traditions, defective both

at the beginning and end. It is most probably a commentary on

the famous work of Muhammad bin Ya'kub bin Ishak al-Kulaini,

died, AH. 328, A.D. 939, or A.H. 329, A.D. 940, which is known

al-Kafi fi 'Ilm ad-Din. It begins abruptly as follows :—

« Jl 41)1 til

After seven lines a new chapter begins thus :

—

'L..jj=J] ^ U»j^ ^-:j c^.^^' i^^ ^ (.1;^^' o^w^I J
i^*xil J^ vb

It ends abruptly with the chapter called ^^.^^ ^j^~' y^9^ d^i^ ^^-i
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Foil. 1-5 and 205-252 have been bordered with thick paper and
a portion of fol. 4 has become defective on account of paper
pasted over it. Some portions of the text also, from foil. 223 to

252, are similarly defective. Gold rule and coloured margin all

throughout. Written in two hands, foil. 1-101 in one hand and
the rest in another.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. Circa 17th century.

No. 54.

foil. 62; lines 30; size 10^X61; 7|X4|,

RAWDAT AL-JANAN.

A portion of a work on Tmamlte Traditions. It is imperfect

at the beginning and end. On the first fol. it has been named, in

a modern hand, ^^^-J^^'' <^^; v^*
It begins abruptly as follows :

—

^LiJ J(.»
^ii>J) ^^c ^[c ^ i-'^'^} ^^ 4jjl ^: ,^.:1 ^ ^U-i-'l ^.jl ^

It is divided into the following chapters :
—

fol. la. J^yA^^ 4^^^

„ 3?). A,<tl^I ^ o-iri'I vlj

„ 4a. - ^^i^l ^^i-?
^-i-^' V'^

5a. Cl>)'Ij.:sJI ^U

„ 5a. ^'i^yW L_?'-!

„ 5&. t^r>.-^^-^' i
^t^-^''

; >^-^^' ^^^^

„ 7a
'

,11^^) v'bl 4.L?

„ %a. 'iSjil\ *Xiv
^

^2jij ^__^U l^,JiJO -^t^. _.! ^f^jf-flij ^y^}-^'^ v'-?

„ 96. eisUjj;.'! t^b
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fol. 22a
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Written in good Naskli. Not dated. C. 1 7th century.

Prayers.

No. 55,

foil. 145; lines 15; size 10ix7|; 7^X3|.

foil. l-9a I.

kAAxJ I >ja!I *i—^> 'i^

HIZB AL-BARR AL-KABlR.

A book of prayers by^»Lvsv..'Uj.c ^.; juji ^j.c j U ^svJI ^i

^i^^t_^'l ^ij;_^^.'I Abu'l Hasan 'Al! bin 'Abdallah bin 'Abd

al-Jabbar al-Husaini ash-Shadhili. He settled at Alexandria, and
many people became his disciples He died in A.H. 654, A.D.
1256, or according to some in A.H. 656, A.D. 1258. For details,

see Nafahat, p. 659; Safinat al-Awliya', p. 180; Brockelmann,
Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., p. 449 and Z.D.M.G., Vol. VII.,

p. 13.

Beginning :
—

* J.!] ,.,<^X^̂
yi -:j.il ^^^U 131^., ^Jy^^y., ^^L

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 3875 ; Leyden Cat. No. 2200
;

and Asiatic Society Cat., p. 31.

Lithographed in a Collection of Prayers called i 9.j|k'c^«,si.-< at

Cairo, A.D. 1865.

Vocalised throaghout.
Written in ordinary Naskh Not dated. C. 19th century.

foil. 9a- 12 II.

HIZB AL-LUTF.

Another prayer by the same author.
Beginning :

—

* J) ci^^J) ^I .

For copy see Berlin Cat. No. 3896, 2.

localised throughout.
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Wribteji in the SAine hand and in the same year as those of

the preceding one.

foil. 176-145 III.

KITAB AL-FAWA'ID WA'S SALAT WA'L AWA' [D.

A work on prayers by i a-^J^i. '
^j.c ^j j.*^! ^j >\^,^\ ^j-A-^ vW-^

^^xsvil ^^o.j;/ylI ^^.=^^'1 Shihab ad-Din Ahmad bin Ahmad bin

'Abd al-LatIf ash-Sharji az-Zabidi al-Hanafi. He was born on
the 22nd Ramadan, A.H. 812, 29th January, A.D. 1410 in Zabid,,

studied in Mecca, A.H. 834, AD. 1431, and died at Zabid in

A.H. 893, A.D. 1488. See Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter.

Vol. II., p. 190; and Br. Mus. Suppl. No. 672.

Beginning:—
*^JI '&^]^z ^yj>.^ .<' i^] ^c Ji ^.^'.svAj xA.0.^0 Jk-6.iU.J' (-_>; jUJ iXo.s^il

This work contains altogether 100 .^jl^it'I or chapters. See

Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 482.

For copies see Gotha Cat. No. 1271 ; Derenbourg, No. 779;
Cairo Cat. Vol. II.. p. 207, Vol. V.. p. 349; and Rampur List,

p. 154. In Paris Cat. Nos. 765, 955, 2, Abu'l Hasan 'Ali al-'AlavI

i« mentioned as its author.

Printed Cairo, A.H. 1297, A.D. 1880.

An incomplete list of contents is given in foil. 13 and 14a.

Foil. 146, 15, 16 and 17a are left blank, evidently for writing the

contents of the book. The word -^sXsil] and the numbers of the

chapters are written in red ink.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 56.

foil. 160; lines 18; size8Xoi; 6x3|.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the work noticed in No. 55, III. It begins

on fol. 176 and ends also on fol. 151a as the previous one. Foil.

1-1 2a contain some Persian letters, Persian verses and several

figures of amulets. Foil 126-146 contain a prayer in the form of a

poem called <j,jjj.i-sv.i:svil >bj.

Beginning :

—
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In Rampur List, p. 157, this prayer is attributed to Hujjat
al-Islam Zain ad-Dln Abu Hamid Muhammad bin Muhammad al-

Qliazall, died, A.H. 505, A.D. 1111 (for his life see No. 10).
Tathographed, Cairo, 1865, and also in Bombay with a commentary.
Foil. 15- 17a contain figures of amulets and several prayers.
Foil. 1516-160 contain miscellaneoas matters, such as figures of
amulets, Persian lines and prescriptions. There are corrections in
the margin occasionally.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

(^y= ^^ Sas?^ ^ ,^_j^Lcj jiJy'i!\ *J; ^] j^'ikJ] Ih 1^ , sAc 4jjl ^^
^-r^^r^^ '^-^ij* ^^ ^lA^J] , ^jjJ^v^Jl ^J>.oJSvi ^ s.is!]^l j <)J 4Jjl r^c

No. 57.

foil. 149; lines 13-17; size 4Jx2|; 3ixl|.

foil. 1-101. I.

AL-HISN AL-HASIN MIN KALAM SAIYID AL-MURSILIN.

A famous book of prayers by ^ j>.^:sx^ 'i^^ y) i^-.'-^'' ^t^'^

^_^JLix^jJ) (^_^-i;'i'l ._£;jrsi.ll ^; j>,<».s».-« Shams ad-Din Abu'l Khair.

Muhammad bin Muhammad bin al-Jazari al-Karashi al-Dimashki.
He was born in Damascus on 25th Ramadan, A.H. 751, 27th
November 1350. In A.H. 793, A.D. 1391 he became a Kadi there,
and died on the 5th Rabi' I, A.H. 833, 3rd December 1429, in

Shiraz. For details see ash-Shaka'ik an-Nu'maniya, Vol. I., p. 98,
Ithaf an-Nubala', p. 391; Bustan al-Muhaddithin, p. 79; at-

Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 57; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 474; Brockel-
mann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p. 201 ; and Huart, Arabic
Literature, p. 356.

One fol. is missing from the beginning. Our copy begins:

—

(.i^jl^i!) ^< i^\^j^\ ^ 'is^.i.^\]] <uj ^,.::^]^i^ ^^-«L..'I ^y^DA^l] <diAi

« ill <LsVJk;SU,^x'

I

r
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For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 345-47 ; Paris Cat.

Nos. 1169-71 ; Lithman, Princeton University Library List, p. 79
;

Cairo Cat. Vol. T., p. 336; Munich Cat. No. 130 ; Hankipnr Cat. p.

171; Hyderabad List, Fann Ad'iya, No. 1; and Rampur List,

p. 78.

For commentaries, etc., see Haji Klialifa Vol. III., pp. 71-74.

Lithographed, Lucknow, A.H. 1306. For other editions see

Ellis, Cat. of the Printed Books, Br. Mus. Vol. II., pp. 228-229.

Foil. 2b-3a contain the names of the works (with their

abbreviations) cited in this book. Coloured and gold hnes are on

each page. Abbreviations are written in red ink throughout the

book. Here and there are corrections in the margin. Infol. 101a,

the author gives the time and place of its composition, viz. in

A.H. 791 at Damascus when it was beseiged by Tamarlane. It

was composed in order that the author might be saved from the

atrocities of Tamerlane by virtue of this work.

Written in fine Naskh. Dated A.H. 921. Scribe JL^ ^j oU^

foil. 102-149. IT.

MIFTAH AL-HISN AL-HASIN

A commentary by ^j^^^ ^^) Ibn al-Jazari on his own work

noticed above. See No. 57—I.

Beginning :

—

This commentary was composed in A.H. 831, A.D., 1427,

after the lapse of forty years at ghiraz. See Haji Khalifa, Vol.

III., p. 73.

For a copy see Rampur List, p. 117.

Quotations from the text are headed with the word iJys in red

ink. Coloured and gold lines are round each page. Fol. 1026

has a beautiful 'Unwan. On the last fol. there are names of two
previous owners of the book.

Written in minute Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

* (.aLw^ (jJUo^ l^^t..a^ (JJU.*A»AJ .
^ j^: (JJ^*u •Jax.d.Jl l^Mi Ja*wL)

^^

A
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No. 58.

foil. 63; lines 8; size 101X68; 5iX3i.

THE SAME.

Another imperfect copy of the work noticed in No. 57— T.

Beginning :

—

^'I , <!Usv^^ Jv^sv^ (J^^' ^."' ^^ J^
f*^''

^^^'^ '^^^ ^' ^' *^' ^'

Jl ^*

It ends abruptly on fol. 406 as follows :

—

The prayer containing this line comes under the heading, J^-

jj] J^ajwU ^jJ jl *4J ^^-i'- See lithographed copy, Lucknow, A.H.

1306 p. 51. Lacunae are numerous. Foil. 41-42 contain ^^L^iJ>
,

. Iiii— ;Ui etc, Fol. 43a contains some verses of the Kur'an from

the chapter f^ij^ i_>Uxi! ci^lJ cJILj Jl. Foil. 44-53a contain verses

of the Kur'anand some prayers, and foil. 54&-63 some other

prayers with a Persian introduction. Foil. 436, 536-5 4a, 596,

60a, and 61a are blank. Borders are replaced by modern paper.

Written in bad Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 59.

foil. 98; lines -23; size 7^X41; 5X3.

SHARK AL-HISN AL-HASlN.

A commentary on al-Jazarl's prayer book called al-Hisan al-

Hasin. by ,J^'^=^ ^-* MuUa Hanafi. His full name, I think, was

Mulla Muhammad al-Hanafi at-Tabrizi. He is the author of

Sharh ar-Risalat al-Adudiya, Eisala fi Hall Ashkal Ta'rlf al-

Kadiya, Sharh Risalat al-Wajib, and other works. According to

Hajl Kjiallfa, Vol. I
,
p. 210, he died at Bukhara in about A.H.

900, A.D. 1494. But according to Brockelmaim, Vol. II., p. 217, he

flourished in A.H. 950, A.D. 1543. See also Berlin Cat. No. 5296.
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Our author should not be confounded with another scholar called

Muhammad al-Hanafl. His full name was Muhammad bin
Hamzat al-HanafI al-'Aintabl. He was the author of a commen-
tary on Tafsir al-Baidavi and Glosses on al-Khayali. He died in

A.H. 1111, A.D. 1699." See Silk ad Durar, Vol. IV., p. 38.

One or two foil, are missing from the beginning of the MS,
It begins abruptly as follows :

—

For other commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. III., pp. 71-74.
The identity of the book has been established by comparing

some of the passages of this commentary with the passages cf

Mulla Hanafi's commentary found in the margin of al-Hisn al-

Hasin, lithographed, Najm al-'Ulum Press, Lucknow, A.H. 1306,

Fol. 236 is blank with the remark o^tjjV' -i^-«. Some foil, are

missing after fol. 30. The three foil, at the beginning are alss

misplaced. Foil. 18 and 47 as well as the last fol. bear the seal

of ^y^'^^ 4Jjl s^L^, dated A.H. 1208. The book is worm-eaten and

pasted with thick paper. Passages of the text are sometimes
marked with black lines, but not always. The space for writing
the word Aiy is blank throughout the book. Erroneously named

Written in Nasta^ik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 60.

foil. 99; lines 12; 7^X41; 5i X 3^.

DALA'IL AL-KHAIRAT.

A famous book of prayers by ^j ,^UjJ.« ^.j cX^sv.^ ^! j,a.c yi\

Jjj^sJI^Xj ^^^jI Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin Sulaiman bin Abi

Bakr al-Jazuli. He was an eminent Maghribi saint and was
poisoned, from the effect of which he died on the 16th Rabi' I, A.H.
870, 7th November A.D. 1465. For details see Ithaf an-Nubala',
p. 79; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p. 252,

Beginning:

—

J
aJI .^^ ^ ,v.s\.^ Gjkx«. ^^^Ic 4JLJI ^^ ,

r^.'^J^
1^*-=^'"'' ^' r*H
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Haji^Klialifa^ Vol. III., p. 235^ regarding this work, says :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 3919-20; Br. Mus. Cat. pp.
94-101 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat No 251 ; India Office Cat. No. 3f;0

;

Gotha Cat. No. 807 ; Cambridge Hand List, p. 72 ; Cairo Cat. Vol.

II., pp. 4-8, 235, Vol. VII
, p. 339 ; Munich Cat. No. 172 ; Vienna

Gat. No. 1706; Paris Cat. Nos. 1180-90; Upsal Cat. Nos. 400-1
;

Rampur List, p. 150; Bankipur Cat. p. 273; and Asiatic Society

Cat. p. 33.

Printed, St. Petersburgh, 1842; Cairo, 1287, 1291, 1304, 1305^

1307,1308. Lithographed,Dehli, 1288; Cawnpur, 1298. Forother
editions see Ellis, Cat. of the Printed Books, Br. Mus. Vol. II.,

p. 363.

The headings of foil. 16, 166, 266, 366, 476, 586, 716, and 836,

are very beautifullj'^ decorated. There are marginal notes in

Persian. On foil. 146 and 15a are beautiful drawings, represent-

ing the Ka'ba and the sacred shrine of the Prophet. All head-

ings are in white ink on gold surface. The word >.^L'I throughout

the book is written in red ink. Each line of the text is separated

from the other by a line in gold. Gold and coloured lines are in

the margin.

Written in very fine Naskh. Not dated. Circa 17th century.

No. 61.

foil. 96; lines 10; size 8X5; 6x3|.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the book noticed above. Headings of foil.

16, 1?6, 25a, 346, 44a, 556, 67a and 78 are decorated. On foil.

136 and 14a are coloured drawings, representing the sacred tomb
of the Prophet and the Ka'ba. Coloured lines are round each
page. Each line of writing is separated from the next one by four

parallel lines. The words ^«.sv^ and *^il are written in red ink.

Double coloured and gold lines are round each page.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

* Sb I rV I d.'i.'^ J>j;w\ Xt^^i_ (Ui.i: f,yi_
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No. 62.

foil. 106; lines 9; size 10X6.^; 7|x4|.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the work noticed above. It has an inter-

Jiiieary Persian translation in red ink. It ends in the middle of fol

.

1036. Foil. 1036-106 contain nncther prayer, which is named as

J^j)!^]! ,xi». >(.cj i.e. the prayer which one should read after finish-

ing the Dala'il al-Khairat. This prayer begins on fol. 1036 :
—

* ^il lijjSz) *l«_j Ssiiz 4jl)I ^^ 1^^'^'^ ^' ^y^-'--:
fj-^' fi^^

Foil. 16, 2a. 216, have 'Univans. Borders of foil. 16, 2a, 216,

22a, 316, 32a, 526. 53a, 626, 63a, 836, 84a, 976, 98a, 1056, and
106a are decorated. Foil. 196 -and 20a contain coloured drawings
representing the sacred tomb of the Prophet and the Ka'ba. On
the borders of several foil, and also on the last fol. the name
cjji ^3lr is written as that of the owner of the book. Double

coloured and gold lines are in each page.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. G. 18th century.

Shi'a Prayers.

No. 63.

foil. 54; lines 9; size 6fX4i; 4|-X2|.

KITAB AD-DU^4'.

^'•' ^< ^'A book of prayers attributed, on the title page, to

^..U 'All bin Abl Talib, died, A.H. 40, A.D. 660.

Beginning:—

The title-page bears names of previous owners of the MS.
Corrections in the book are made in red ink. Vocalized through-
out. Gold and coloured lines are round each page.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.
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No 64.

foil. 6; lines 0: size 7 X 3| ; 5ix2|.

cJ- J J"

MUNAJAT AMlR AL-MU'MTNlN.

A prayer in five lined stanzas, attributed to 'All bin Abi
Talib, d. A.H.. 40. A.D. 660.

Beginning :

—

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 371, IV; and Rampur
List p. 158.

It has been lithographed together with other prayers in a

book called ^^JLnJI Aij.3^.^), Bombay, A.H. 1305,

The 5th line of each stanza is written in bold characters.

The first page has a beautiful 'Unwan. It has minute decorative

paintings of nature in gold. The name of the copyist is written

as ^.*^*x..«v.».Jl cuyb by forgery. The title page has the seal of

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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Scholais dififer as regards the name of the transmitter of this

book to posterit^^ Some say that 'Umair bin al-Mutawakkil bin

Harun ath Thakafi was the narrator of this book while others

think that 'Umair's father al-Mutawakkil bin Harun narrated it.

For a full discussion, see Mantaha'l Makal, p. 251. See also

Tusi's al-Fihrist, p. 262, and Kashf al-Hujub, p. 367. This vvork

is also designated a.s-Sahifat as-Sajjadiya, because as-Sajjad was
one of the names of the said Imam.

With regard to the source, origin and number of prayers

which the book contains, see India Office Cat. No. 334. There is

a supplement or cuLasvJU.') which begins on fol. 126&«,nd is divided

into two parts. The first part contains seven general prayers.

The second part contains seven other prayers for each day of the

week.
For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 3769; India Office Cat. No.

334; Paris Cat. Nos. 1174-75; Cairo Cat. Vol. II, p. 219; Br.

Mus. Suppl, No. 247 ; Rampur List, p. 154 ; Hyderabad List, Fann
ad'iya, No. 13; and Bankipur Cat. pp. 455, 458.

Printed, Calcutta, A.H. 1248 ; lithographed, Bombay, A.H.
1300. See also Ellis, Cat. of Arabic Books, Br. Mus. Vol. I., pp.
265-266.

The first two foil, are splendidly gilded with a beautiful ' Unwan
at the beginning. The headings of all the prayers are also gilded.

Vowel-points are to be found throughout. On foil. 8-9, a list of

prayers is given. One prayer of the supplement, named ^ <j.jLc j

,il^'I ,4j.Lc ^^isxyc J I yi'd has been omitted by mistake in the body

of the book and consequently it has been copied in the margin of

fol. 129a. An interlineary Persian translation is written in red ink.

It is noted in the margin of fol. 139a that the Persian translation

was completed in A.H. 1101. Many useful notes in Persian are

also in the margin. Gold and coloured lines are round each page.

Two foil, are also added at the end of the MS. which contain some
more prayers, written in a different hand, but not with so much
care and labour as the work itself. One fol. is added at the

beginning which also contains two prayers.

Written in fine Naskh. Dated A.H. 1094.
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No. 66.

foil. 137; lines 13; size 8J X 4f ; 6X3.

THE SAME,

Another copy of the preceding work. It begins and ends as

the above one. It is a very beautiful and elegant copy. The
heading of the first fol. is decorated. The heading of each prayer
is written in white ink on a gold surface. In foil. 1, 2, 7 and 8

the words JCi" and iiilci^ are in gold ink. Prayers are written on

coloured paper. The first, seventh and thirteenth lines are written

in bold characters between gold lines in each page. Vowel-points

are throughoi^.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 16th century.

Scribe _ .,ifc k-J^.* r-^ ^-.o-sv^ f.^) ^A..

No. 67.

foil. 176; lines 11; size 4iX2i; 3i X If

.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the previous book. It begins and ends as

the two previous MSS. The first two pages are ornamented with

a beautiful 'Unwdn at the beginning. Gold and coloured lines are

round each page. Headings of the prayers are in red ink. Slight-

ly worm-eaten. Vocalised throughout.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

* it. I I r <u«

No. 68.

foil. 103; lines 14; size 6X3^; 3|x2.

THE SAME.

Another, but imperfect, copy of the same. It begins abruptly

with the heading of the second prayer as follows :

—

* i}\ i^yXi
J

J-.6.SV*.; LijJx ^ ^_c'^l '^ J^^svil
_j (^ J ^^ 4Jjl

Fol. 87a contains a note on the utility of the prayer called
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Margins of foil. SSa, 98a and 1006 contain three prayers.

Foil. 1006-102 contain a poem with the following heading: —

• ^:ijU.liJI J ^JIamJ! <u1x ^ Jlls
-7^ r

The first couplet of the poem is :

—

The poem altogether contains 27 lines and is given on p. 120

of the Sahifa 'Alaviya, lithographed, Bombay, A.H. 1305.

For copies of the poem see Berlin Cat. No. 3900, and Rampur
List p. 158.

Fol. 103 contains another prayer with the heading >Icl> *LaIrl

Headings of prayers are in gold ink. There are marks of

pause in gold or red ink. Gold rules and coloured margins through-

out. The margins bear corrections. Foil. 2, 5, 10, 13, 17, 22,

26, 29, 42, 45, 49, 54, 58, 61, 64, 71, 74, 77, 82, 85, 88 and 95

are of coloured paper. All the folios of the book are sprinkled

with gold. Vowel-points throughout. Fol. 1036 has been pasted

over with different paper, and hence the name of the copyist and
date of transcription cannot be ascertained.

Written in very fine Naskh. C. 16th century.

No. 69.

foil. 12; lines 10; size 4x2|; 3x1^.

AD'IYA AIYAM SABA.

A treatise containing seven prayers, each of which is fixed for

a special day of the week. These seven prayers have been copied

from the 2nd part of the supplement of as-Sahifat al-Kamila (see

No. 65) by al-Imam Zain al-'Abidin d. A.H. 94, A.D. 712. See

No. 65.

The prayer for Sunday begins as follows :

—

fol. 2a. J\ <iOl^^ ^' j-^;' ^
v.f'^'

^'
f^''

For Monday :—

fol. 3a. ^I ^^y*.^"^ jt:iS ^^i^ 1^^' ^4^J
^

^^^'^ ^ -^*^'

For Tuesday :

—

fol. 5a. ^i!
^ji,^^

)ii>A.^ AasvA^J Ui" i^is>~ A«.sv.Jl
J

4JLJ lN^sx
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For Wednesday :

—

fol. 6b.
.

jjrii ^3U^ ^y'x!)
J
L.U1 JjI'I J*^ ^^] 4Jl) ^^^I

For Thursday :

—

fol. 8a. jr-^ s:^jyM Ulk« JA!) ^^^Jt^^l ^jj) 4JJ j«*svi!

For Friday :
—

fol. 96. ^il >U^^" ^.
^'--ixiVI Jv Jy'' ^^-'' 41) J^^il

For Saturday :

—

fol. 11a. J I ^jjwsaJI iilfi^
^
^A.^x».o.'f i^i^ 41 1 *Av,.;

On the last fol. there is another prayer for U^ ^JJ (driving off

cholera). Double gold rules are in the margin. Vowel-points
throughout. The heading of each prayer is gilded. Slightly

worm-eaten. Fol. 9 should come before fol. 8, fol. 11 after fol. 8.

Some foil, are messing after fol. 7.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 70.

foil. 193; lines 17; size 8f X5|; 6^x31.

SHARK AS-SAHIFAT AL-KAMILA.

A commentary on al-Imam Zaiu al-*Abidin's work on prayers

called as-Sahifat al-Kamila (see No. 65), by J->.su« ^ yl) j-».sv^

oUI^/i ^^^Jj^svil Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad al-HusainI ad-

Damad, He was a native of Astrabad but settled at Isphahan.
He studied at Mashhad and became a great scholar in all branches
of philosophy and theology. He received the surname of Damad
from his father who was the Damad or son-in-law of the famous
mujtahid 'Ali bin 'Abd al-'AlI, and was known as Damad. Our
author is consequently well-known as Saijdd Bakir Damad. He
died at Najaf in A.H. 1040, A.D. 1630 or A.H. 1041, A.D. 1631.

For his hfe see Nujum as-Sama' p. 46; Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol.

II., fol. 63; and Rieu^ Persian Cat. Vol 11., p. 825.

Beginning:

—

^-».^u« ^^j y^^As:^ iSi)^^^ lIjj-^' "^-^^ >(.ji£i'I ^_^£ ^^1 r^sy.l\ Jsiii S^
j
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Passages of the original text are written in red ink. Poll.

176 to 182a (middle) contain tiie cidiJsvL* or supplement of as-

Sahifat al-Karaila, One prayer called J^^^yc mj J^ij^-iLfl ^ iJlsi}

which in otlier copies occurs after the prayer named ^ iJlcj

ij.s^jj.c 4I1I ^jj^sv*-- has been omitted in this MS. From the middle

of fol. 182« to the middle of fol. 1906 are written fifteen other

jirayers. The remaining foil, up to the end of the MS. contain

four dififerent prayers named ; ,^. x411 prayers have vowel-points,

and also the commentary up to fol. 5. Foil. 139& and 142a
contain big lacunae. The title page bears an undecipherable seal

with the date A.H. 1239. Much injured by insects.

Written in good Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 7L
foil; r?

; lines 19; size 9X5; Gx2|.

THE SAME.

Another incomplete copy of the above commentary. It begins
as the previous copy, and ends with the commentary on the

thirty-eighth prayer called ;Uv^i' I ^ <j..''xj. The concluding words
are :

—

* ,jkiv^.-c k]^,.£ ^\ ^L^>
« t^i'-^t-: 4I1I J

Only a few words of the text, wJiich are occasionally marked
with red lines over them, are quoted in this copy with the word
t^y in red ink. Seals of Sulaiman Jah, Amjad 'All and Wajid
'All of Lucknow are on the title page and last fol. Slightly
worm-eaten.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 1 8th century.

No. 72.

foil. 502; lines 25; size 8^x4|; G^X 2f.

RIYAl) AS-SALIKTN FI SHARK SAHIFAT SAIYID

AL-^4B1DIN.

A commentary- on al-Imam Zain al-'Abidin's famous work on

pravers called as-Sahlfat al-Kamila (see No. 65) by ,.> Ic ,.<j».JI ^s.-s



Sadr ad-Din ^Ali bin Ahmad bin Muhammad Ma'sum al-Husainl

ash-Shirazi, known as as-Saiyid 'All Khan a!-Madani. He was
born on the 15th Jumada I, A. H. 1052 (A.D. 1642) in Madina.
He received his early education from the learned men of Mecca and
Madina. In A.H. 1066, A.D. 1655, he left Mecca for Golconda,
the Deccan (India) to meet his father, who having married the

daughter of 'Abdallah Kutub Sliah (A.H. 1020-1083 A.D. 1611-

1672), the ruler of the Deccan, had settled there at that time. He
arrived at Golconda on Friday the 22nd, Rabr I, A.H. 106S,

A.D. 1657. After the death of Kutub Sliah, when Sultan Abfrl
Hasan (A.H. 1085-1098, A.D. 1672-1687) succeeded him, the

family of as Saiyid 'Ail Khan was maltreated by the new Sultan.

Accordingly he fled to Aurangzlb (A.H. 1069-11 IS, A.D. 1659-

1707) who Avas then engaged in the conquest of the Deccan and
was then at Burhanpiir. Aurangzlb received him with honour and
conferred upon him the niansab (i.e. rank) of the command of

1,500 men. When Aurangzlb proceeded to Aurangabad, he was
accompanied by as-Sayid 'All Khan, and the latter was left in

charge of the place when Aurangzib went to Ahmadnagar. Subse-
quently Aurangzlb placed him in charge of the famous Fort of

Berar, named Mahur, and he was made dlwdn of Burhanpur
thereafter. After some time he took leave of Aurangzib and pro-

ceeded with his whole family on pilgrimage to Mecca and Madina,
whence he also proceeded on a visit to the holy places of Baghdad,
Karbala, Najaf, Tus, etc. Afterwards he went to Isphahan, and
met Sultan Husain Safavi ^A.H. 1105-1135, A.D. 1694-1722), but
as he felt that he was not duly received and respected by the

Sultan he went to Shiraz, where he nassed the remainder of his

life in teaching pupils a? a professor of the Madrasa Mansurlya.
He died in A^H. 1117, A.D. 1705, or AH. 1120, A.D." 1708.

and not in A.H. 1104, A.D, 1692, as given by Brockelmann, Vol.

II., p. 421, as the present work, according to Kashf al-Hujub, p.

300, was completed in A.H. 1106, A.D. 1694. He is the author
of many works. Some of them are Anwar ar-RahV jl Amca' aJ-

BadV (a work on Arabic rhetoric, composed in A.H. 1095), Siddjat

al-'A-sr a literary history of his contemporary writers), Sharli cd-

Irshad (a commentary on ad-Dawlatabadi's work on syntax called

al-Irshad), Tirdz al-Lughdt (dictionary of Arabic), Kitdo Ahwdl
as-/Sihdba loaH Tdhiln lod^l 'Ulamd' (a biographical work about
the Companions of the. Prophet, Followers of those Companions
and 'Ulama'). See Aral al-Amil, p 51 ; Rawdal al-Janmit, p. 421.

Shu(lhur-al-'Ikyan, Vol. I., fol. 402; Subhat al-Marjan, p. 85, and
Nujfim as-Sama', p. 176.

Beginning :

—
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iiursv.^ -- ^ i AjC't^il o^ljr! AM**^ iUKil rf.5Asv^iI ,^_jir Mfllc

This is a very extensive commentary in fifty-four parts, each

called a i^^^. Each 'Lijj has a new preface. Our copy only con-

tains the commentary on twenty-six i.^jj The 7th and 8th Raw-

das have been included in the sixth Rawda, and hkewise the 17th.

Rawda in the 16th Rawda without any separate preface. Most of

the Rawdas bear the date of their composition at the end.

Lithographed at Teheran, AH. 1271.

Passages of the original text are in red ink. The first two

pages are illuminated with an 'Unwdn at the beginning. Gold and

coloured lines are in the margin. The inner edges of the pages

have been supplied with a different kind of paper, and likewise the

outer edge of foil. 481-502. Marginal notes are occasional. Each
Rawda has a colophon. Fram the colophon of the commentary
on tiie preface, fol. 4Pa, it appears that this portion was written

by order of the author. It runs thus :

—

The earlier portion (foil. 1-295) of this copy is very correct.

It bears corrections and signature of the commentator who
revised it himself in A.H. 1098 as the following note on fol. 49a

indicates :

—

9 a Ai^ J^l X^j^cJl
. ^j ,.,^ ,.,vi^ '^A^ ,

^--<^• ^^^ ; '^^-M ^'^^

On fol. 295 the following remark, probably, in the handwrit-

ing of the author is found :

—

From the colophon of the 2r)th Rawda, fol. 502?>. it appears

that it was composed in A.H. 1101,

10
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Written in two different hands of Naskh. The earlier portion

was copied by iil^^lj^ ^j o.^sv,« ^j>-iJ! ^^j o.*^I and on fol. 168rt the

date of transcription is given A.H. 1098. The latter portion is

not dated. C. 17th Century.

No. 73

foil. 309; lines 16-20; size 8X6; afX-t.

MJSBAH AL-MUTAHAJJID AL-KABlR.

A collection of prayers by ^J^ ^^•'. ^^^- '
^^J. J>^.e,^sx,< .kx^ y)

^^*vyk') Abu Ja 'far Muhammad bin al-Hasan bin 'All at-Tusi, died,

A.H. 458, A.D. 1065, or A.H. 460, A.D. 1067, See No. 52.

Beginning :

—

The author has abridged this book in a concise form and

named it^rJi^-^'' as-.^ZJI --tjya,*. See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 528.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 3513 ; and Asiatic Society

Cat. p. 36; also see India Office Cat. No. 371-XI.
Our MS. is divided into two volumes bound together. The

first vol. ends on fol. 175&, and the second vol. begins on fol.

176 as follows :
—

Foil. 1-2, 98-118, 170-176, 202-209 and 304-309 have been
recently replaced. The rest of the foil, are in two old hands.
From the beginning up to fol. 224a, with the exception of foil,

recently added, it is in one hand, and the rest with the same
exceptions is in another. Foil. 225-303 are much injured by
insects. Marginal corrections are numerous.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :
—
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(Jo yXXJ] i,S\^!\ .-0 ^ Q f '-
I k>.X.; <)tj(.^ . ^,mXC «Jk^ (JJk*«, v._^Ck > ,*Ai j-« ^^,^xJ| .

No. 74.

foil. 307; lines 21; size 11^X7^; 8X4|.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the work noticed above. It begins in the

same way as the other. A few lines are missing from the end.

Headings are in red letters. Foil 303-304 are pasted over at the

bottom with thick paper, and consequently the last lines of those

foil, cannot be read. Foil. 295-307 are somewhat soiled on account

of damp. Double coloured lines are round each page. A list of

contents has been added in a different hand at the beginning.

Among other seals and signatures, we notice the seal of Muham-
mad Shah.

Written in good Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 75.

foil. 524 ; lines 21 ; size 8iX4i; S^XS.

AL-IKBAL BI SALIH AL-A'MAL.

A book of pious rites and prayers for individual days through-

out the year by ^: y*^ ^^ ^^^^< ^^ ^ ^>'l ^; ^'Ji^) y)

^^-^sv-l ^yj<-i iT'j^^ ^-: o-^s^-o Abu'l Kasim Radi ad-Din 'All

bin Musa bin Ja'far bin Muhammad bin Ta'us al-'Alavi al-Hasanl.

He was born on Thursday, i.5th Muharram, A.H. 589 (A.D. 1193),

remained for about fifteen years in Baghdad, and then went to

Hilla, and from there to Mashhad, after which he returned to

Baghdad. He is the author of many books. He died on Mon-
day, 5th Dhu'l Ka'ada A.H. 664 (A.D. 1265). See Ami al-Amil,

p. 55; Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 392; and Shudhur al 'Ikyan, vol.

I., fol. 513.

Beginning :
—

I

,
,LJj SJ.L Sii] . y^j^iil

,
,^ ,

J , .it. [^ dJlU: (U. ^j-SJ) 4JjI ^-t^I

The author, in this book, has given prayers .ju^jI'I and ceremonies
cuIoUa-'Ij each of which is to be uttered and observed on one parti-
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cular day of the year only and not more than once in a year.

The colophon indicates that at first the author divided the book
into two parts. The first part contained the religious observances
for the months of Dhu'l K'ada and Dhu'lHijja, and the second
part included the ceremonies from the month of Muharram up to

the month of Sha'ban. Subsequently the author changed the
order. In the first part (foil. 1-355) he wrote the observances
for ?*ruharram till Ramadan, and in the second part (fol. 356-524)
from Shawwal up to the end of Dhu'l Hijia. See Kashf al-Hujub,

p. 55.

A list of all the chapters is given on foil. 26-8a. The ink of

the first page is much faded. Fol. 156 and a portion of fol. 356a
are blank. The first two pages are decorated with a beautiful
'TJnwdn at the beginning; gold-ruled margins are to be found
throughout. Headings are in gold letters. Prayers are vocalised.

The name of the book as given on the title page, viz, ^ J: olj-iiJl ^j

^__jLsv,'l j^ ^} JUji))l ^^i, is erroneous. Names of different

owners are found on the title page. The title page and the last

page bear, among other seals, the seal of -.jli ^[Jls^^]. Foil. 355

and 524 indicate that the MS. was compared hy s^cs^< ^^^r^'l L»i'^,<=

V

—

s . y •

Written in beautiful Naskh on gold-sprinkled paper. The
colophon runs thus :

—

,.^ys^]j ^txj 4Jj' ^1 oUxi) J^i'l OJ ^J^ I *-VA i.x^ I r.Lu.i) ^^Usii ,^i:

No. 76.

foil. 191; lines 21 ; size 121x7; 9X4i.

THE SAME.

Another but imperfect copy of the previous book. After

quoting three lines from the beginning of the preface and after

leaving a blank space, it begins abruptly on foil. 2a as follows :

—

This vol. deals only with the observances of the month of

Ramadan. As the month of Ramadan is considered very sacred

by Muhammadans, some one probably made this copy for his

personal use. The first two pages are illuminated. It has a
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beautiful ' Unwan at the beginning. Prayers are vocalized. The
MS. is somewhat stained with damp. Marginal notes are occa-

sional. The inner edge of the pages is pasted over with thick paper.

Headings of chapters are in red ink. On the title page the book

is erroneously named -jiJUa' ^jJi ,^<i'' ^U

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 77.

foil. 388; lines 15; size 7^X4^; 6X2|.

MUHAJJ AD-DA'WAT WA MANHAJ AL-'IXAYAT.

A book of prayers by ^_5«'_^-« ^^. ^-^i'^^ ^^j-^; j**^^'-'*-!'

ws^.'l r-y"^'^ iT"/-^ i^-!
^*^'* i^'j^*-^ c/"^

Abu'l Kasim Radi ad-

Din 'All bin Musa bin Ja'far bin Muhammad bin Ta'us al-'Alawi

al-Hasani, died, AH. 664, A.D. 1265.' See for his life No. 75.

Beginning :

—

(«_XiJ J^^. <Jt>vJ,«.^ ,^1 SjLxr: ',cj
_. J^=J'^^ I^! ^^l\ 4JJ S^^'\

In this work the author has collected all those prayers which

are attributed to the Prophet and to the Imams. Before each

prayer, the name of the person, from whom that prayer emanated,

is mentioned. See Kashaf al-Hujub, p. 572. Haji Kjialifa, Vol.

VI
,
p. 273, names this work as cr>t.jU/! ^^ , ^]yr-^] ^^
All headings are in red ink. Double colourd margins are on

the border with a beautiful 'Umvan on the first page. On the

margin there are various corrections, and occasionally some notes in

Persian. From the colophon, it appears that the author complet-

ed this book on Friday, the 7th Jumada I, A.H. 662, and that

he died on Monday, the 5th Dhu'l Ka'ada, A.H. 664. The book

is erroneously named on the title-page ^^^^l^^'I ^j^L' cijly:^'! ^
A lacuna occurs on fol. 19a.

Two foil, are added at the end, which also contain some
prayers in a different hand.

Written in beautiful Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—
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No. 78.

foil. 3S ; lines 9 ; size 6x 3| ; 5X 2|.

KITAB AL-AD'IYA.

A collection of different prayers.

foil. 1-14. I.

A chapter of the Kur'an called al-Kahaf,

foil. 14&-15a. II.

A prayer ascribed to al-Imam Zain al-'Abidin, died, A.H. 94,
A.D. 712 (see for his life No. 65).

Beginning :

—

foil. 15&-27&. ' III.

Another prayer by an unknown author.

Beginning :

—

The heading, in Persian, is in a modern hand. The name
given to it is probably due to the fact that it contains the names
of the twelve Imams.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 371, XVII ; and Munich
Cat. No. 187.

foil. 276-316. IV.

A prayer by ^l^k^)^] h^^ ^u.^ ^_ j^^I Ahmad bin

Jashan 'Alaviyat al-Isfihani. An-Najjashi (died, AH. 405, A.D.
1014), in his work Kitab ar-Rijal, p. 64, has mentioned the author
and this book, and has named it al-I'tikad Jlaxrill. See also Kashf
al-Hujub, p. 214.
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Beginning :

—

foil. 3l6-36a V.

A prayer which ought be recited in the morning and evening

by al-Imam Zain al'Abidin. See No. 65, fol. 19a.

Beginning :

—

* J) S^'iy^ ;UiiI , (JxlJI ^4^ ^^•^^^ ^ ,^s^l]

foil. 366-38a VI.

J^^)\ ^\ ^i til ^^J\ aJl= ^^Uj

A prayer by al-Imam Zain al-Abidin for recitation at the time
of seeing a new moon. See No. 65, fol. 85a.

Beginning :
—

* -J) ^^JI ^bJ) ^cxk».il jii^Jl Ui

We find also this prayer on p. 157 of as-Sahifat al-'Alaviya
lithographed, Bombay, AH, 1305.

Foil. 1 and 6 are recently replaced. Gold and coloured lines

are on each page with a beautiful 'Univmi on fol, 156. Marks of

pause are in gold. The title page contains some of the names
of God.

Written in Naskh, The colophon runs thus :

—

* j|* I ^ v_ryr^^-''' ^-:^-^l^^l ij^\ «3va.3:v.-o ^JjAil J>,4.sv..-o ^-J^-'^-a. vl f-iSS

No. 79,

foil. 47; lines 11; size 6|X4^; 5ix2i.

KITAB AL-AD'IYA.

A treatise containing five different prayers.

foil 1- 24a. I.

DU'A' AL-JAWSHAN AL-KABlR.

A prayer by al-Imam Zain al-'AbidIn, died, A.H. 94, A.D.
712. See for his life No. 65.
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Beginning :

—

* J] *A.iac b *^53^ 'o ,.;,r U *j;i^^^ tj ^^^^^^ li, 4Jl|I t^. u_X«.'w».L; c_Ci(^I ^^il *^iil

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 3649; Munich Cat. No. 191 ;

India Office Cat. No. 371, III ; and Rampur List, p. 144.

We notice this prayer in as-Sah!fat al-Husainiya, pp. 154-182,

lithographed in Bombay without any date and in Lucknow with
a Persian interlineary translation, A.H. 128S.

foil. 2 4a- 3 5a. II.

DU'A' AL-JAWSHAN AS-SAGHTR.

A prayer ascribed to j^.; '^jI^'I ,i^.pi. .; Jiti.'l j^^^^ ^svil^jl

>t\.;U.'l ^y^ ^^_^b
1^.;

,jL; j.^si^ Abu'l Hasan Musa al-Kazim bin Ja'far

as-Sadik bin Muhammad Bakir bin 'Ali Zain al-'Abidln. He was

born in A.H. 129, A.D. 746 or A.H. 128, A.D. 745, at Madina
and died in A.H. 183, A.D. 799 or A.H. 186, A.D. 802. He is

the seventh Imam according to Imamiya sect. See Ibn Khallikan,
Vol. II., p. 256; Safinat al Awliva', p. 26; and Tarikh Guzida,

p. 205.

Beginning :

—

For other particulars see India Office Cat. No. 371, III.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 371, III; and Rampur
List, p. 144.

Lithographed, Lucknow, A.H. 1871. For other editions see

Ellis, Cat. Vol. II., p. 489.

foil. 3 5a- 3 9.
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• Beginning :

—

^x«ii ^-i^UJi ^r--'' ^-^'' ^^^^' J^ ^M ; ^j^ r^ >• J- r^'

This prayer is identical with the prayer noticed under the

heading X<\ ^^j';^ >^-^ See No. 78, III.

foil. 466 -47a. V.

DU'A' AL-MPRAJ.

Another prayer with the above title.

Beginning:

—

* ..'1 j^Ax.« Ji" i.oy^i(j -^Jy' ^^-< k u^f^l ^Jl (K^l

Six hnes are written in Persian before the prayer commences,

in which it is stated that the Prophet had taught this prayer to

'All bin Abl Talib, d. A.H. 40, A.D. 660, and that its advantages

are numerous.

foil. 47a-476. VI.

DU'A' KADA' AL-HAWA'IJ.

Another prayer with the above title.

Beginning :
—

This prayer was taught to 'Ali bin Abi Tahb by the Prophet

and came from the former to Salman al-Farisi, d. A.H. 33,

AD. 653.

On the lower margin of fol. 47, a short prayer is written with

the following remark :

—

... ^l^WI J^^sv><l ^.^1^ ^i^JI M'i ...... -t-W ^H^^' •'^^
(i/'*

i-^^"*

Gold and coloured lines are round each page. The first fol.

has a beautiful 'Unwdn. Here and there are corrections in the

margin. Slightly worm-eaten. On foil. 17-24, the upper edge of

the pages is partially supplied with different paper, and wholly so

from fol. 25 up to end of the MS.
Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

11
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No. 80.

foil. 32; lines 11-14; size 8^X6^; 5f X2|.

KITAB AL-AD'IYA.

A collection of prayers.

Fol. 1& contains a few verses of the Kur'an.

foil. 2-6a. I.

A prayer without any name.
Beginning :

—

Marks of pause are in gold. Foil. 2, 3a, 4a, a^d 6a have gold

lines.

foil. 6-1 la. II.

Another Prayer.

Beginning:—
* ^il ^^^\ ^^•" ^J^^ (^^' '-^' y^ ^'' ^'' ^ cJ-'J'^' ^ ^^^'

In the margin of fol, 11a this prayer has been named

^jJJ) ^^ >Lcj. In Persian in a different hand some one has written

the manner of its recitation. Foil. 10-15 are coloured paper-

See India Office Cat. No. 372, II.

foil. 11-12. III.

Another Prayer.

Beginning :

—

» Jl j^] jUlSa}) jxdJ] jIj^] jiyJ] (^^-^J! ^^^' c^k
It is also on coloured paper. See No. 79, VI.

foil. 126- 15a. IV.

Another Prayer, a^

Beginning :

—

For a copy see India Office Cat, No. 371 ,
VII.

It is written on coloured paper. Fol 156 is blank. Fol. 16a

contains a few verses of the Kur'an between golden embroidery
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with a beautiful 'Unwan. Fol. 176 also contains two verses from
the Kur'an and the rest is blank.

foil. lS-20a. V.

Another Prayer.

Beginning :

—

» J] *a1c ^^^ ij^.yifi J
^iifti" (T-y ^iSi] ri-^I fJ^A-JI 41)1 *«0

Fol. 206 contains a prayer with the following remark below

foil. 21-23. VI.

DU'A' AL-JAWSHAN AL-KABIR.

A prayer By Zain al-'Abidin, d. A.H. 94, AD. 712. Sea for

his life No. 65, and for this prayer No 79, I.

Beginning :

—

* ^J) ^i^j b ^^.»-^v^ b 4JjI b cJCo^b <_XiU<l ^J| *4JUI

It is an incomplete copy. There is a blank space from the
middle of fol. 23a to fol. 29a. Foil. 296-30a contain a short prayer
against pain in the eyes, with the history of the origin of this

prayer in red ink. Fol. 306 is blank. Fol. 31a, again, contains
another short prayer for removing the influence of charms to-

gether with an account of the origin of this prayer written in red
ink. Fol. 316 is blank. Fol. 32 contains another prayer to undo
the influence of incantations. All the pra^'^ers are vocalised.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 81.

foil. 415; lines 8 ; 8|x5; 6^X3^.

KITAB AL-AD'IYA.

A book containing a collection of prayers.

Foil. 1-73 contain the following siiras of the Kur'an :

—

(1) ^j^i h^^ foil. 1-10. (2) ^^;^l '^;^ foil. 106-15.

(3) cisliUlI ^jy^ foil. 156-26. (4) ^UjJ) ^j^^ foil. 27-30a.

(5) &*<^I iT,^ foil. 30a-33a. (6) ^^^AjUJ I S;^ foil. 336-356
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(7) ^ilyi»;^ foil. 356- 40&. (8) iJlJ) ^ij^^ foil. 406- 44a.

(9) ^jfj^ '^;y^ foil. 446-53. (10) ui5^i*.'l !i;^*v foil. 54-65a.

(11) j2i^]'^jy^ foil. 656-706. (12) ^^1') is;^«. foil. 706-736.

From fol. 736^ the several prayers begin as follows :

—

foil. 736-79. I.

DU'A' SABAH.

A morning prayer, generally attributed to 'Ali bin Abi Talib,

d. A.H. 40, A.D. 660.

Beginning :

—

* J] AsvJUj /^JaJ^-: ^LyaJI ^U'-' ^^ ^'« ^i jK^^'^

For copy see India Office Cat. No. 371, IV.

In the margin of foil. 736 and 74a remarks are quoted in Per-

sian on the utility of this prayer, from Muhammad Bakir bin

Muhammad Mu'min al-Khurasani's work called Mafatih an-Najat.

foil. 80-1466. II.

TA'KlBAT.

A collection of several prayers. The first prayer begins as

follows :

—

These prayers are taken from Sadik bin Ahmad' s prayer-book

called an-Nukhba. In the margin of the MS. the use and merits

of most of these prayers are written.

foll..l4C6-1666. III.

Another prayer.

Beginning :

—

This prayer is taken from the prayer book of Muhammad Bakir
bin Muhammad Taki al-Majlisi (d. A.H. 1110, A.H. 1698), named
Mikbns al-Masabih.'
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\

foil. 1666-183. IV.

DU'A' KUMAIL.
Another prayer.

It begins on fol. 1686 as follows :
—

It has a Persian preface beginning on fol. 1666 :

—

cii^I jlxiji L-^JUa^ t^T^ j^-*^"^ ^ '..::-«.! ^_5^'^ t**^ t_r'^^ e;'^'-?

It has also an interlineary Persian translation. Litho-

graphed, Lucknow, A.H. 1288." See also Ellis, Cat. Vol. XL,

p. 489.

fol. 184a.* V.

Another prayer for escaping evil dreams.

Beginning :

—

Foil. 184a- 1 8 46 are on cLL*. Foil. 185-188 contain some

other prayers with a Persian preface.

foil. 1886-266. VI.

This portion contains the following prayers, attributed to

al-Imam Zain al-'Abidin. »^ee No. 65 :

—

foil.
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foil. 230a-234.

„ 234a-236.

„ 236a-239.

„ 2396-240.

„ 2406-242.

,, 2426-251.

,,
2516-252.

., 2526-261.

^QaxiJl^ji ^ ^)L^\\ Axle AjUj

ixiUJ) ,^Uj ail! JL Ij)

J^jJLfl is^U^

11/

r"^

„ 2616-264. w^-:i'U ^Ui-'l

,, 2646-2666. LJb ^1 l^^ <u Jvi ^1 (^^ L>)

All these prayers are found in the work called iftxsuAJt

ajoIs^.JI. See No. 65. The headings of prayers are mostly
written in red ink on gold ground. Vocalised through out
with an interlineary Persian translation in red ink.

foil. 2666-274a. VII.

Another Prayer.

It begins on fol. 268a as follows:

—

» Jl AjJ U ^ ^^-y.^] ^UXj i_OUI ^1 ^1
This prayer has a Persian preface, and is named in :jhe head-

ing ^si v.^^ JUr) ^Uj »j. It has also an interlineary Persian trans-

lation written in red ink.

foil. 274a-31l. VIII.

A prayer attributed to al-Imam Zain al-'Abidin, d. A.H. 94,

A.D. 712. See for his Hfe No. 65, and for the prayer No. 79,1.

Beginning :

—

foil. HI 2-331. IX.

^leJ

A prayer attributed to al-Imam Miisaal-Kazini, d. A.H. 18J,

A.D. 799. See for his life and the prayer No. 79, II.
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Beginning :

—

J] ajjIjx 1 juk«, ^^^jLc ^_j-alil ^jx ^ J" ^__yv'l

foil. 33l6-333a. X.

Another prayer.

This prayer is without a title.

Beginning :
—

This prayer is to be recited on the 19th night of a month.
It has also an interlineary Persian translation in red ink. At the

end of this prayer, the manner of its recitation is indicated in Per-

sian.

foil. 3336-375. XI.

Two prayers for removing the effect of enchantment.

The first prayer begins :
—

The second prayer begins on fol. 33Ha as follows ;- —

It has a Persian preface and an interlineary Persian transla-

tion in red ink. Though from the title it would seem as if these
foil, contain one prayer, yet there are two prayers as mentioned
above.

foil. 3756-384. XII.

A prayer which should be recited on the 10th Muharram at

the time of visiting the tomb of ' Ali bin Abi Talib.

Beginning :

—

It has a Persian interlineary translation in red ink. The
heading is in Persian.

foil. 3846-4106 XIII.

A prayer to be recited when visiting Imam Husain'a shrine.
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Begiuning :

—

It has a Persian interlineary translation in red ink. The mode
of its recitation has been written in Persian.

foil. 4106-415. XIV.

Another prayer which should be recited on the 10th day of

Miiharram.

Beginning:

—

* J I 41)1 '"ij-ii^ ^jI cb;L b uJ^Jiir ^^LJI

There is a Persian interlineary translation in red ink. It has
also a Persian preface. Foil, la and 2a are splendidly decorated.

A list of contents has been added in the beginning. Double
coloured lines are in the margin.

Written in fine Naskh. Not dated. C. ISth century.

No. 82.

foil. US; lines 8-13; size 6X4; 4ix2.

KITAB AL-AD'IYA.

A collection of various prayers.

Foil, l-la Contain a Persian treatise, named at the beginning

<jj^^. e:^,<iy I'L^M, attributed to Farid ad-Din Mas'ud surnamed

Ganjshakar. He was a disciple and Khalifa of Kulb ad-Din
Bakhtiyar, settled at Ajwadhan, now known as Pakpatan in the

province of Multan, and died in AH. 664, A.D. 1265. See Safinat

ai-awliya,' p. 96 ; Journal Asiatic Society, Vol. V., p. 635 ; Thorn-
ton's Indian Gazetteer under Pank Putten ; and Rieu, Persian
Cat. Br. Mus. Vol. I., p.. 416.

Beginning :

—

At the end of fol. la it has been named ^jAs^\^ ^Si j
^o sJL,j

J>-^yLi jy.^ ijJi. Fol. 76 is blank. Foil. 8-13 contain an incom-
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plete treatise on sexual intercourse, and at the end there are some

prescriptions for .-/U^I, increasing the sexual power. From fol.

14a different Arabic treatises commence as follows :—

foil. 14-17. 1-

A morning prayer. ^

Beginning :

—

The whole prayer is vocalised. Fol. 18a contains two Persian

notes with the title (a)^-^^ ^j^^ ^'^^ 0^) "^j^^ ^^ Ji^

%^^ ^U3 4JL)) ^yi ^^r^-^y ^' ^r^i^^
<J^i^^.

foil. 18&-42. TI-

A collection of prayers without any name.

Beginning :

—

It has a Persian interlineary translation. The words ^^ -

- .ji ill J) )) - s^^- and « U2.'l are written in red ink throughout the

book. Fol. 42& contains another short prayer. Fol. 43 contains

a prayer with the remark ^1^ ^- j;;^^ *^ ^^^^^ ^•^- ^:-^ '^"^

;Ui r^ s^,. Foil. 44- 46a contain another prayer with the following

heading &i^ii jUl ^^^. ^^^'^. Fol. 46a has another prayer with

instructions in Persian. Fol. 47 has a diagram with the remark

v^AiJf JU. ^:>.i,*^ Vr-i=. Fol. 48 has v^^j^-'I J^-; ^^^^^ with

instructions in Persian. Fol. 49a contains ciJ^JJi ^^^.

foil. 49&-56. III.

A prayer attributed to 'All bin 'Abi Talib, d. A.H. 40, A.D.

.*A/»*«J| >A^' ^^>^

660.

Beginning :

—

^ ,

12
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See for this prayer No. 64. It has an interlinear}^ Persian
translation. In some places red ink is used, and in others black.
The 5th line is in red ink. In the margins there are Persian lines

in praise of 'Ali bin Abi Talib. Many words on the borders of

foil. 51-53 have been cut away at the time of binding.

foil. 57-67. IV.

A mystic poem with the above title.

It begins on fol. 59a :

—

^J^so J ^^y^ v_^lkij ^(i ^J*.^' ^^AaIJsU Jy^yJ] Gl

For a copy see India Office Cat. No. 372, IV.

Foil. 57-58 contain a Persian poem with the heading >(xj jLL/I

y^kj**' which begins :

—

After each Arabic line, a Persian translation in poetry is

given. In the margin opposite each line writing in red ink in-

dicates the use of the line and also the number of times it should be
recited. On fol. 67a there is one couplet without translation.

Some foil, are missing after fol. 67. Fol. 68a contains a poem and
two figures of amulets.

foil. 686-70. V.

A prayer in verse called ci>U.lL«.

Beginning :

—

It has a Persian translation in verse,

foil. 71-79a. VI

Beginning :

—

Another Praver.

Fol. 796 contains two verses. Fol. 80a has a note with tho

headings v.^:,^) ^^1 oix<ixai c:^.a.
Jir^- ^^^- ^^^ contains some

lines and a prescription for gonorrhoea. Foil. 82-85 give some
lines of the famous poem known as <ujyiJI jJ^x^aJ).
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Beginning :- -

^il^ ^l_k:I
J ^'^^-^ ; (i^ .—^ ^^~*^' ^

These lines are on coloured paper.

For copies see Rampur List, p. 154.

foil. 86-99. VIT.

Seven prayers, one for each day of the week, by ^ji^^ ^^r^"

^jlj>ix'I Jj^'l ^^y-^ JUr ^^1 J ^Jtij-'l J->.r ^t,s^^ yi\, Muhi ad-Dln

Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-Kadir bin Abi Salih Musa al-Jili aU

Bagdad!, died, A.H. 561, A.D. 1166. See ipor his life No. 119.

Beginning :

—

« Jl ^=.yl ^^y.\ Jx^JI yi )'l Ji )' ^^.j^il ^a

The prayers are as follows:

—

fol. 86a. '^^i'l ^y, ^;;

., S8a. ^ill ,. ,,

„ 89fc. ,'tiJiiii „ „

,,
906. >t*^;i'l „ .,

„ ^\h. ^^i.i.11 ,, ,,

,,
93(1. i*/>,stw'I „ ,,

,, 98rt. ',j:^y^]
;, ,,

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 3771.

Foil. 100-101 quote verses from the Kur'an.

Foil. 102-107 contain two »/svi: in Persian, and the last one,

which begins on fol. 104a, bears the title (SjjJ'j luis '"ij^Jl. Foil.

107&~I09 contain another prayer with the following heading in

Persian :

—

Foil. 110-111 contains seven t^i , and also mention an 8th

one, named ^^UiJLu,) '^.CiJb kJs, which has been omitted in copying.

Foil. 112-1 14a give some Urdu verses in praise of 'Ali bin Abi
Talib. Foil. 1146-1 15a are blank. Fol. 1156 contains the dates

of birth and death of the twelve Imams and others. Fol. 11 6o

contains the names of the Suras which ought to be recited at the

time of seeing a new moon. Fol. 1166 contains two figures of
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amulets. Fol. 117 contains the first four verses of a prayer which
begins as follows :

—

Fol. 118 should go before fol. 44. Pages in the inner edge are
pasted over with thick paper.

Written in different hands. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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y -;

*jJl,^ Jx'I ijuUr sM);

v_/ • • U^ • *^ •• • y y

The headings are in red letters. Prayers are vocalised. Fol.

4b contains a beautiful 'Unwan. Gold and coloured lines are round
each page.

Written in the same manner as the above.

No. 84.

foil. 24; Hues IS; size 9X6; 6^x4.

foil. l-12a. I.

ARBA'IN SURA.

A collection of forty chapters or ^^y^ from the Old Testament.

Beeinnins; :—

ol.
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foil. 126-24. II.

SUHAF IDRIS.

The Arabic version of the book of Enoch, the prophet.

Beginning :

—

,

It contains 28 chapters each called sJij^sx^. The heading of

each 3Jiifs>^ is in red ink. It has a beautiful ' Unwdn at the begin-

ning and gold coloured lines are throughout the book. The fly-

leaf bears the seal of Muzaffar Husain bin Masih ad-Dawla, dated,

A.H. 1277. Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in the same hand and same year as those of the above.

Scholastic Theology,

No. 85.

foil. 197; lines 17; size 7iX3|; 5^X2^.

KUNUZ AL-JAWAHIR.

A work on scholastic theology preceded by a discourse on

medical science. The name of the author is not mentioned in the

book itself or its preface. On the title-page, some one has named
the book Kunuz al-Jawahir and Kunuz as Sihha, and has given

Fakhr ad-Din ar-RazI as the name of the author. Fakhr ad-Din ar-

RazI was a well-know Q author, whose full name was j«x:sv.^ ^j^xir^ivi

•JJI WO.C ^ Fakhr ad-Din Muhammad bin 'Umar ar-Razi, and who

died, A.H. 606, AD. 1209. See for his life No. 317.

But from the perusal of the following passages of fol. 192a, it

appears that the author flourished during the reign of the Caliph

Muktafibillah (A.H. 530-555, A.D. 1136-1160):—

,^ .*-^j '^'j-?' '^i/
^-^^ ^'^^ ^^^ ^^^jJ^' e;^-^- {i) ^-r^^^^

.Uill UXAjJliiJ \jj^:ic ^ ji3l Li" ^*« J
s^ ill' ^_J^^ ^1 Jj^; ^ic

« ()Glj^^y_j eJlh J^laj |j;JL«-Jl 4JliI ^^ fjls,^ J^-^ CV^ j >Uiiv.il

So, I think, ar-Razi cannnot have been the author.
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The first fol. is defective, and begins as follows :

—

^- jsij^ii Ai\ j^ <^ J
,^*Ji ^'1 - »^^*-'i^ ... ^ -^-^1

'yjS L^UXII e:.o^ si .
i^-j (»4J'-^'* J^ ^•'1 ^^^^1 ^.-^

The chapters are as follows :

—

fol. 3a. ^^J>}
i-**^ U^> ^^M\ ^i i^b"^^ ^^^

^uijii jii. :w ^
^ijoiii ^^ ^ Jj ill 3uil

„ 3a. J^iiX' &jij

3a. ^t-ii'l^ ;^ ^ J;^' J-^'

„ 8a. w''^^' ^^ ^ ^^' ^-^-^'^

„ 14a. J^
14a. L^-i^ ^.^ ^ ciiiUi*.'! JJ^ ^i J^))! J.^1

„ 156.
P^-^' ^-ir^ <^ v^^' ^--^'^

18a. L>jUacJ)I j^^ ^ ui^''^'^' J-^'

„ 19&. ci/^'lr^'^ CJ-l-^^'^ t:|y'
^'^''

„ 24a. t-^r^

„ 24a. u^' vi/^.-! ^' J^^' ^-^^^'

256. -^'j^^; ''^^^^^ ^ ^^'' J^^''

276. .ohUi!
J
c^^iil AHjja^ ^ i^^Li'l J.^'1

„ 456. t^i;>^l ^ ii^^-;yi c/^t^^l ^ u/^-^''
J-^iJI

67a. ti;^^^ -^i' ; ^^^=^^'^^^ ^ ^j^<^^) ^tx'!

,^
67a. LJIj^^-^I i^v^^'l iii^^^^Ui ^ J^DI J^iil

^^ 70a. *ii^j,yi ^^^ ^Sjjii^ i^- v^^ u^^^^'
^'^'

726 ^U^l X:i- ^» ^ d^W^/l ^5 Xs:-U)| iJUJ!

726. ^^^> ^ 3 ^^ ^' ^''^ ^-^ <J-''"
^'^''
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fol. 72&. A]IJ Joj^y ^i J^J!) J^il

,,
80a. <sJlA.^ ^.^,.<iJ^ ^^'' t-jW'

,, 80a. i:yU^.'i
J
^^L,^l ^,^; ^« J^^' J^il

,, 856. uuIa.^.') ^_^Ijj ^^ ^xas:JJ] jijb; ^ v_5-*'^'' iJ'^-S-''

„ 89a. ^Jll^iUi^i J^yi J^iil

„ 1006.
"

J^^i

,, 1006. <s.;uL:i^. ju/i jii.Lij;r^ j^]'i j.^'1

,, 1066. ' _ J^M

-•o^K^
,
J ^»Ls<.')

,
-.J))! y^] ...lu , J

I
^jLw,'! ujWI

„ 1156. cylj^^^Jl

„ 1286. u_j|^ji *....«, U,j J CL*)^;JI ^^J iX\{%\\ aJUJI

,,
1286. U^itU^ L'L^')^ »yviil ^Lj ^ J^))) J,^I

„ 131a. L'L«yl^ x^aJJ) iaj;'i=^ i
i<^'-^'' l)"-^''

„ i34af. J'-'y _j
>^>->^'

^-r^^L'^ ^ ^.^(.I'i j.^n

,,
1 47a. ^H^&ji^^^^yl ^^j ^tlllL^Uil

,, 147a. iU(jj_j ^_^yiybU3^ J^m J^^'I

,, 1506. "M^'r-*^' v_5"^y ^2^ j^J iC'*'-*^'
J^-^iaiJl

,, 155a. Lj,.u!jJL!^^ is^^iju>.'l
^^_^j J^ill J>„aA.'l
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iuXsu' I ^ l:i> Ij^svju-' I ^ ^jI^ i ill' I (J,^A;)

fol. 159&. cjUj))I ^^--0 vjj^jj^^ ij^sv*^ J^i jy^ ^
,,

1636. 'L<]^iJ) ^i ^.i^ilii) J.^'1

„ 167a. ^^ILai <)ui^ U^'l ^> ^lyi v_^Ui

„ 167a. Ljji) 'ixitU^ Jj3] J^k!]

„ 1 686. bj,y I c^3 ^^ ^i ^iti-'
I J^k! I

1736. ,.,^-^J <^j>^ , 'i^iJil]
,
J

,

^.^--olsiJI t_jU'l

,, 1736. I^-uaU ^ Lo^,.^'I ^U.> ^i J^V) J.^'1

,, 176a. ^«l^-iJI Jy^st: ^ ^'^^^-^ J^i.M

,, 1786 l^lykxi
J iJ«^'I iyj LjJtU ^ JjlM (J.^iJl

Gj.jk*v t-UJki ^ U]j,«M 'iyc^ hJii^ s nil] fj.,^!]

,, 1806. ^HavJ) (i.jjic j^su<

, , 183a. L:;^li'
I
'sSja! ^ ^^k'. ^' t-i^' ^^ ' J-^^ '

,,
188a. (jy-^* *^*^

'"i*^
iUils\_'I ^Lj J *jI*JI i_.>WI

„ 188a. ii^^] ui^txl'I ^i J^DI J.^iiJ)

,, 190a. h^^!] iJI^ ^i ^iUU! J^i')

,, 1926. >Uiiv.'l i^i^l ^i v^itl') J.^'1

Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 259, mentions Kunuz al-Jawahir. but
without quoting the beginning or giving the author's name.

Headings of chapters are in red ink. Marginal corrections
are occasional Foil. 196 and 197 are pages from the jadwal which
the author had written for this book. It has several seals and
names of previous owners, among them is also a seal of Jahangir.
Worm-eaten. The MS. ends with the following line :

—

*—^^' ^i/y^ J^^^-'' ^ fv^'*'-*"'
f"*/'-^ '^j '^. ^jAAa^'H A^3] li'^yc t^^Lai]

J

* ^Ss^j ^^ 4Jjl ^yM. Jy«-I i^Ji] J

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

13
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No. 86.

foil. 95; lines?; size6iX4|; 4x2i.

^jjlh u-^bjl 'ij,.ic ; J^;>^l ^i.a\

I'LAM AL-HUDA WA 'AKlDAT ARBAB AT-TUKA.

A treatise on the fundamental articles of the Muhammadan
faith, called the 'AkdHcl, by ^^^j^j-i^^ j>^^^.o ^^.j^^ i^^-^^ "t'W-**' Shihab

ad-Din 'Umar bin Muhammad as-Suhrawardi. He was born, A.H.

539, A.D. 114 4, studied under his uncle Abu'n Najib Abu'l Khair

who died in A.H. 563, A.D. 1168 (videde Slane, Translation of Abn
Khallikan, Vol. If., p. 150), and also sat at the feet of as-SaiyidMuhl

ad-Din 'Abd al-Kadir al-Jilan! al-Hasani al-Husaini died, A.H. 561,

A.D. 1165 (see No. 119). He also met with other learned men of

his time and acquired considerable proficiency in the sciences of

jurisprudence and controversy. He was an eminent siifl and died

at Bagdad in Muharram, A.H. 632, September 1234. Brockel-

mann, Vol. I., p. 440, has erroneously named him 'Umar bin 'Abdal-

lah as-Suhrawardl. SuhrawardI means belonging to Suhraward
which is a village near Zanjan in Persian 'Irak. For details of his

life see de Slane Translation of Ibn Khalhkan, Vol. 11., p. 382,

Nafahat al-Uns, p. 544 ; Safinat al-a.wliya', p. 112; and Brockel-

mann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I., p. 440.

Beginning on fol. 136 :

—

* ill kil jyi (Jjtl yl.^ ^ X./>.ii| 'ijUuc ^)j ^_fSJ] jUJ .x«..sJI

For the chapters of the work, see Berlin Cat. No. 1742.

The book was composed in Mecca. See Haji Khalifa, Vol. I.,

p. 361.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 1742 ; and Cairo Cat. Vol. VII.,

p. 554.

Foil. 1-9 contain a short dissertation on the unity of God,

without giving its author's name.

Beginning :

—

* J) *si.x.J| ^ V^«.J) J i^j-^^l J ^^^^

For copy of this treatise see Berlin Cat. No. 2475.

Foil. 11-12 contain an account of the author of Plam al-Huda

from Nafahat al-TJns in the handwriting of Sadr ad-Dinal-Buhari,

the donor of the Bohar Library. A list of the chapters of Tlam
al-Huda is also added at the end of the volume in his handwriting.
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Written in ordinary Nasta'llk. Dated A.H, 1306. Scribe

No. 87.

foil. 242; lines 23 ; size 6|X 3| ;
4^X 2.

SHARH TAJRlL AL-'AKA'TD.

X commentary upon the theological treatise of Nasir al-Din

Abfi Ja'far Muhammad bin Muhammad at-Tnsi (d. A.H. G72,

A.D. 1273), entitled Tajrld al-Kalam, by ^-i ^-^ ^j>'I J^^
^^.'I^ikJI ^ ,^j.lc j^j k—fl--^. Jamal ad-Din Hasan bin Yusuf bin

'All bin al-Mutahhar al-Hilli. He was born on the 20th Ramadan
A.H. 648 (A.b. 1250), at Hilla. He studied religious subjects

under his father, and philosophy, logic, etc., under Nasir ad-Din

Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin Muhammad at-TusI. He was the

greatest Slii'a doctor of his time, and was commonly designated

as al'Allama. His v/orks chiefly dealing with religious subjects, are

often referred to as authorities of undisputed merit. Muham-
mad bin al-Hasan al-Hurr al-'Amili in his work Ami al-Amil, p.

40 enumerated no less than 69 works of this learned author. He
died on the nth Muharram, A.H. 726, (A.D. 1325). See Habib

as-Siyar, Vol. III., p.* 112; Ami al-Amil, p. 40; Muntaha'l Makal.

p. 105; Kisas al-'Ulama', p. 145; Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 171; and

Brockelmann, Gesch. der. Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 164.

Beginning :

—

The full name of this commentary is Kashf al-Murad fi Sharh

Tajrid al I'tikad. The author completed it on the 16th Rabi, I,

A.H. 694 (A.b. 1294). See Kashf al Hujab wa'l Astar, p. 469;

and iiaji Klialifa, Vol. II., p. 194.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 471, XIV; and Bankipur

Cat. p. 402.

It has been Hthographed, Teheran, A.H. 1310.

The text is introduced with the word JU, and the com-

mentary begins with the word Jyl, both written in red ink.

Foil. 1-40, 44, 45 and 236-242 have been bordered with thick

paper.

From foil. 2-9, 11-13 and 15, one side has been pasted over

with thin paper. Much injured by insects.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 88.

foil. 336; lines 21; size 8x5; 5iX3i.

AL-HASHIYAT AL-JADlDAT AS-SADARIYA.

A supercommentary on Kushji's commentary upon Nasir ad-
Din at-Tusi's theological treatise entitled Tajrid al-'Aka'id, by

^\]ji^] jj^^^ j^A'' ^^^ j^.'^ ^i t^suo ^_^] js^ ^ Mir Sadr ad-

Din Muhammad bin Mir Ghayath ad-Din Mansur ash-Shirazi. He
was born in Shiraz, A.H. 828, A.D. 1424, and was an eminent
pbilospher and theologian of his time. He was slain by the
Bayandari Turkomans in A.H. 903, A.D. 1497, and not in A.H.
930 (A.D. 1523) as given by Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 200. See
at-Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 39; Rawdat al-Jannat p. 135; and
Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 204. He is often
confounded with Mulla Sadr ad-Din Muhammad bin Ibrahim ash-

Shirazi (a pupil of Mulla Bakir Damad) died in A.H. 1050, A.D. 1640.

Beginning :

—

It was dedicated to the Ottoman Sultan Bayazid Khan II,

(A.H. 886-918, A.D. 1481-1512) and it is the second commentary
by ash-Shirazi on Kushji's commentary, and was written in reply to

the second commentary (<it.jJilsi.il isjoj^svil iuilLsJ)) of Jalal ad-Din

Muhammad bin As'ad ad-Dawwani, d. A.H. 908, A.D. 1502 (see

for his life No. 98). See Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 200.

For copies see Munich Cat. No. 295 ; India Office Cat. No.
424 ; and Rampur List, p. 494.

Foil. 1-38 have been supplied in a modern hand ; also foil.

78-84 are written differently from the rest. The top borders of

foil. 77-85 have been largely pasted over with modern papers. Foil.

39-40 have been bordered with different paper. On foil. 41-106
the lower borders have been pasted over with different paper.

Blank spaces left in the MS. for the insertion of the word <t'y in

red ink have not been filled in.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.
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No. 89.

foil. 38; lines 28; size 7xH; 5x3.

HASHIYAT AL-KHIDRT 'ALA SHARK AT-TAJRID.

A supercommentary on the commentary of Kushji upon Nasir
ad-Dm at-Tusi's treatise on scholastic theology entitled Taj rid al-

Kalam, by ^.^ixil s^ -> j,«>;sv-o ^,.^^ ^^.^Jlt Shams ad-Din

Muhammad bin Ahmad ^l-Khidri. He was a pupil of Sadr ad-

Din Muhammad binGhayath ad-Din Mansur, died, A.H. 903^ A.D.
1497 and not of Sa'd ad-Din as supposed by Haji Khalifa, Vol.

II.
,
p. 269. He flourished during the reign of Shah Isma'il Safavide

(A.H. 907-930, A.D. 1502-1524). He is the author of many works.

The date of his death is not known. Brockelmann, Vol. I., p.

511 has wrongly named him Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Hafari.

The word al Khidri has been spelt as al-Khafari by Loth, in the

India Ofifice Cat. No. 416; and as al-Khudri by Ahlward, Berlin

Cat. No, 1762. I have followed Fliigel transliteration in Hajl

Khalifa, Vol. II,, p. 203. See Rawdal al-Jannat, p. 135; and
Kashf al-Hujub, p. 179.

Beginning :

—

The author wrote the glosses only on the third part, tUaSJf

\j^^li) of the commentary treating of metaphysics uijUj) ^^

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 1762; India Office Cat. No.
416; and Hyderabad List, Fann Kalam, No. 37.

Blank spaces left in the MS. for the insertion of the word iJyi

in red ink have not been filled in. Foil, 37-38 contain quotations

from different authors on various problems connected with theo-

logy. On the top of the first fol. the MS. bears the seal of Hakim
Masih ad-Dawla 'Ali Hasan Khan, with the date A.H. 1264.

Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated, C. 17th century.
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No. 90.

foil. 73; lines 17; size 7^X4i-; 5-' X 3.

AT-TA'LlKAT 'ALA'L HASHIYAT AL-KIDRlYA

'ALA SHARH AT-TAJRID.

Annotations by ^^_^svJi)ilil ^x^^l ^j ^c ^j_ (j'jr" '^- 'Abd ar-

Razzak bin 'All bin al-Husain al-Lahiji on al-Ivliidn's supercom-
mentary on KuslijI's commentary on the book of scholastic theo-

logy called Tajiid al-Kalam. Al-Lahiji was a pupil of Sadr ad-Din
ash-Shirazi, and a professor in the College at Kum. His poetical

name was Faiyad, and he was the author of a large diwan. He
died about A.H. 1050, A.D. 1640. See Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 352

;

Kisas al-'Ulama', p. 109; Nujum as-Sama', p. 88; and Kasiif

al-Hujub wa'l Astar, p. 173.

Beginning :

—

In this work the author wrote glosses on the supercommen-

tary of al-Khidri which deals with the third chapter ,,^^'(11 1 iX^'iJ]

(S.j(.A^
J
^LaJ) ijuLyj] i relating to divinity of Sharli at-Tajrid.

For copies see Hyderabad List, Fann Kalam, p. 6, Nos. 37

and 38, where the book is called jShawdrik al-Ilhdm /» Shark Tajrld

al-Kaldm.

The quotations from the commentary are marked with red

ink up to fol. 17a. The rest are without any marks. Gaps of

about l^th of an inch in length occur between the passages of the

glosses and the supercommentary. Foil. 59-68 are a little damaged
by insects, and pasted over with thin paper. Fol. 62 should go

before fol. 61 ; fol. 65 should come after fol. 58, and some foil, are

missing after fol. 62. According to a note on fol. 1, the MS.

belonged to Hakim Muzaffar Husain, son of Masih ad-Dawla.

This note is dated 26th December 1869. The title page also

contains the names and seals of previous owners.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th centur3^
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No 91.

foil. 42; lines 20. ^ size ^X^•, 4-i x 1|.

AT-TA'LIKAT AL'L HASHIYA AL-KIpRIYA

'ALA SHARH AT-TAJRiD.

Annotations by ^;l^x.iJLjJiUj| ^j ^..a^sv.^ ^^jtJlj^x^
^'*ii/ (»i^'»-i' '' r^^^

Mirza Ibrahim bin Mulla Sadr ad-Din Muhammad bin Ibrahim
ash-ShirazIon al-Kidrl'ssupercommentary on Kushji's commentary
on at-TusI's work on scholastic theology entitled Taj rid al-Kalam.
Mirza Ibrahim was a pupil of his father, the well-known
philosopher of his time. His views in respect of Sufism were quite
contrary to those of his father who was a great supporter of Sufi

doctrines. He is also the author of a Persian commentary on the
Kur'an, called 'Urwat at-Wuthka. He died in the reign of iShah

'Abbas II, A.H. 1052-1077, A.D. 1642-1007, in A.H. 1070, A.D.
1659. See Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 331; Kisas al-'Ulama', p. 122;
and Nujum as-Sama', p. 88.

Beginning :

—

In this work the author annotates only the third chapter on

divinity called s3ls.^j ^i(^) cuLyl^ ^^^}ll!] j^-ij] The quotations

from the supercommentary are marked with a gap of about I inch
in length, which, evidently, the copyist left blank in order to write
the word sJyi in red ink. Marginal notes are here and there. The
inner edge of each fol. is supplied with a different paper. Worm-
eaten in places, some of VNhich have been pasted with thick paper.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18tb century.

No. 92.

foil. 197 ; lines 24; size 9^X51; 61x3.

HASHIYA MIRZA JAN ALA'L HASHIYAT AL-KADlMA.

Glosses on ad-Dawwanl's supercommentary on KiishjI's

commentary on Nasir ad-Din at-Tusi's theological treatise entitled

Tajrid al-Kalam, b}'' -;I^^'I 4JjI l_^a>^
e;'^'; ^^^ ^^i^za Jan Hablb-

allah ash-ShirazI. He was an eminent philosopher of his time. In
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the later part of his life he went from Shiraz to Bukhara. He died

in A.H. 994; A.D. 1586. See Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 205; and
Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 144.

Beginning:

—

* ii) i—iuiai >U^I Ix^ L_jytf^A.iI u-Xj ^J

This glossary is very popular among scholars. It deals only

with the 2nd chapter, called o^[^^) ^
yt>]ys^l '» ^Jtiil J^iio-'l of

ad-Dawwani' s work.

For copies see Berlin Cat., No. 1761 ; India Office Cat. No.
421; Bankipur Cat. p. 178; Rampur List, p. 294; and Hydera-
bad List, Fann Kalam, No. 8.

The quotations from the text, Tajrid al-'Aka'id, commence

with the word k^i.,a<.il Jli'—those quotations which refer to Kushji's

commentary begin with ^ \i^] jLi'
, and those from ix^Lsv'I

d^lSi}] are headed by sJ^i. The words Jtj and sJy are in red ink.

From the beginning up to fol. 886, there are numerous marginal

notes. Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in clear but coarse Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1081.

No. 93,

foil. 59; lines 17; size9ix6; 7X3|.

MINHIYAT ' ALA'L HASHIYAT AL-KADIMA.

Notes on the glosses of Mirza Jan to ad-Dawwani' s super-

commentary on Kushji's commentary on at-Tusi's theological treat-

ise, called Tajrid al-Kalam. The name of the author of the Notes
is not mentioned, but as fol. 28a says that the writer of these notes

was a pupil of ad-Dawwani, and as the word Minhiya or Minhiyat
is a technical word in India used for the glosses and notes which
an author writes upon his own work, I am of opinion that the au-

thor of these notes is •,].iJiJ] 4JjI ^..^^=-- ^J^]\Ji.o Mirza Jan Habib-

allah ash-Shirazi, died, A.H. 994, A.D. 1586. For his life, ,seeNo.

93.

The work begins abruptly :

—
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Ifc contains a short explanation of some of the difficult passages

of <)ujj>ail LJilsu'l ,lc hJil^sJ] by Mirza Jan.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1312.

No. 94.

foil. 26; lines 18; size 8^X51; 6x3.

NAHJ AL-MUSTARSHIDIN.

A short treatise on the Fandamental Principles of the tShi'a

Creed by ^s«.'I^J) ^j ^^U ^.; .^iw^j ^j ^z'-'*^ e/--^' J*^^ Jamal

ad-Din Hasan bin Yusuf bin ' Ali bin al-Mutahhar al-Hilli, died,

A.H. 726, A.D. 1326. See for his life No. 87.

Beginning :

—

The author wrote this treatise at the request of his son. It

is divided into the following chapters, called J^-^ :

—

J Jot.' I ^ ^^^'^ J.^'1

*<—J > *»^

14

ol.
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At the end of the work the author names his other three works
on scholastic theology as follows :

—

See also Kashf al-Hujub, p. 597.

Headings of chapters are in red ink. Foil. 12 and 13 are in

different hands. The title page contains some lines of as-Sayid
Murtada and others.

At the end it has a seal containing the follo\;^ing words :

—

One side of the border has been changed with thick paper.

Marginal notes are here and there. Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in fine Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

Scribe ^^Ic ^.<j.') cjlji ^j <3.^sv^ ^jj,il Jn^ ^ ^^ ^^^] cL^Uj:

No. 95.

foil. 144; lines 13-17; size 6ix5; 4|X3i.

ANWAR AL-MALAKUT FT SHARK AL-YAKUT.

A commentary on Abu Ishak Ibrahim Naw BaWit's treatise

on scholastic theology, called al-Yakut, by ^ ^^-^^ ^jjJI JU^
^^csJl j^J] ^j ^^^ ^j k^*«yj Jamal ad-Din Hasan bin Yusuf bin

*Ali bin al-Mutahhar al-Hilli, died, A.H. 726, A.D. 1326. For
details of his life, see No. 87.

Beginning :

—

The book is divided into 15 sections called cVwaiU.') each of

which is subdivided into several chapters. The sections. are as
follows :

—

fol. 26. ajJ^ U
j
j^xl) ^i Jjil) j^fiJI

>> 126.
•

i^jfJ] jjSt^^asJ] ^ ^IjJ] i^u2JUJl
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fol.
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on scholastic theology called Masalik al-Afham. al-Ihsa'i was a
pupil of 'All bin Hilal al-Jaza'iri. He proceeded to Mashhad in

A.H. 878, A.D. 1473, and remained there for some time. He is

the author of many works. For his life, see Ami al-Amil, p. 61

;

Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 523 ; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab.
Litter. Vol. II., p. 200.

Beginning :

—

* J I *J^flJ| J.^1] J
*J;JaxJ) J^JaJI J

*J;^s^/! ^J\ Ijlj *4J|

The author had written another commentary on his treatise

Masalik al-Afham and named it 'ix^^ls^ -illi" ^-^ ^sdj] j^)

^l^i])! ^R.^- but when in A.H. 894, A.D. 1488, he visited 'Irak,

many students read with him this commentary, in which he had
treated many theological matters cursorily. On his explaining
those theological matters, the students requested him to write
those points in detail ; and in compliance with their request he
wrote the present work. Many points in this book have been
explained according to the views of the Sufis. Consequently many
'Ulama of the Imamiya sect held that it was not a reliable book.
See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 488 and Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 525. This
commentary was completed at Mashhad in the last part of

Jumada II, A.H. 895, A.D. 1489, See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 488.

Quotations from the original text are introduced with the

word <jJy, and those from the first commentary with the word JU,

and the passages of the second commentary with Jj.i»'. The first

page is illuminated. Gold and coloured lines are on each page.

On foil. 1-23 and 273-306 the borders have been altogether

changed with thick paper. Foil. 24-60, 245, 246 and 260-265
have been partially changed. Between foil. 221-222, 224 and 225

some foil, are missing, and four blank leaves have been inserted

for this purpose. It is worm-eaten, and foil. 297-305 are much
damaged whilst many words are unreadable on account of pasting.

Written in fine Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus :

—

AjJr \^] ,'i , 1 ol^/o>.ll c L::^lai isx^i .-« AAiiij Si y ^jUx^j ^ i^^^ } ^.)^

-iJu'JJs ... Jac)!) J^^l^] 'i.\sx.< JiiJi^ , .
. j>J>Jt L«^»csv^ ^ \.::^i jj» . ...
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No. 97.

foil. 351; lines 23; size 9JX6; 5|X3^.

HASHIYA SHARK AL-MAWAKIF.

A supercommentary on al- Jurjanis commentary on al Tji's

work on scholastic theology called al-Mawakif by ^j ^s-4^ er^-="

^Vxki] J.-1.SV.* „; zUl cy«.sv^ Hasan Chalabi bin Muhammad Shah

bin Muhammad al-Fanari. He was born in A.H. 840, A.D. 1436,

studied with MuUa Khusru and others, served for. some time as a

professor in Halabiya College at Adrianople, and also as a professor

in Iznik College at Constantinople. He died in A.H. 886, A.D.
1481. Hasan C^ialabi must not be confounded with Akhi Chalabi

Yusuf bin Junaid at-TukatI, died, A.H. 905, A.D. 1499. For
details see ash-Shaka'ik an-Nu'maniya, Vol. I., p. 287 ; al-Fawa'id

al-Bahiya^ pp. 30, 94; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter.

Vol. II., p. 229.

Beginning :

—

f

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1807-9; India Office Cat.

Nos. 446-7; Casiri, Nos. 1495; 1532; Yeni Cat. Nos. 738-40;
Rampur List, p. 29 ; and List of Arabic and Persian MSS. Asiatic

Society of Bengal, 1908, No. 321.

For other glosses and supercommentaries, see Hajl Khalifa,

Vol. VI., pp. 236-241; and Berlin Catalogue, No. 1812.

Printed at Cairo in A.H. 1272.

Quotations from Sharh al-Mawakif are headed with the word
i^!yi in red ink. It is worm-eaten but mended with thin paper.

The inner edges of all foil, are changed with a different paper. The
first fol. has been supplied by a different hand.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus:

—

J<c Liyxx!] iLsv.,ff| &jIa.xm3 . ,fJj*^ J
ij:^M ^Ic \,„.^:^^l] u-.-^j^.^wy^

i^At**^^

^T-^aJI JUsp-i) Jyi*«,i) y) J,-o.sVv« ^iy!] (J.J ( i.a.a-. ^iJJ y^i Js ^ilA«.J) Lfli'Lw
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No. 98.

foil. 145; lines 17; size9|x5; 6| x 2f

.

HASHIYA .SHARH AL-MAWAKIF.

A supercoramentary on al-Jurjanl's commentary on al-Tjfs

work on scholastic theology called al-Mawakif by s^]\ j.^.^^ ^x^

^^bUJI ^jj^!] ^x^s\!] .L^l uv^:s^« ^j Mir Muhammad Zahid bin

Muhammad Aslam al-HasanI al-Harawi al-KabulI. He was born
in India, and studied under his father and other scholars. He
went to Shah Jahan (A.H. 1037-1069, A.D. 1628-1659) who made
him one of his officials and sent him to write the account of

Kabul in A.H. 1064, A.D. 1653. After the death of that mon-
arch, he also served Aurangzib (A.H. 1069-1119, A.D. 1659-1670)

and died in A.H. 1101, A.D. 1689. For details of his life see

Subhat al-Marjan, p. 67 ; Ma' athir al-Kiram^ p. 206 ; and Hada'ik
al-Hanafiya, p. 428.

Beginning :
—

* ^i] *iLc]II >UJUJ| iLi.w,J| i.}l^ v_Juej fC cy^^" ^ Li ( G^svi

This w^ork deals with the supercommentary on the first part

of the second chapter of Sharh al-Mawakif on Universal matters

( <)Lx.UJI >^^}M ). The author dedicated it to Emperor Aurangzib.

For copies see India OflRce Cat. Nos. 451-2; Rampur List,

pp. 292-3
;
Hyderabad List, Fann Kalam, No. 34 ; and Bankipur

Cat. p. 726.

This supercommentary is very popular in India and several

scholars wrote glosses on it. In the Rampur List, pp. 290-2,

eighteen glosses are mentioned.

Foil. 142-5 are in different hands. Quotations from ^j-^

i^_i>.j'I^J) are introduced with the word s-'y^ in red ink. Much

injured by insects. Marginal glosses are numerous. It bears a

seal, dated A.H. 1277.

Written in Nasta'llk. Not dated. C. 18th century.-
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No. 99.

foil. 231; lilies 17-31; size 8|X3; 5X2i-.

Foil. 1-67. I.

SHARH AL-'AKA'ID AL-'ADUDlYA.

A commentary on Adud ad-Din al-Iji's treatise on theology,

called al-'Aka' id al-'Adudiya, by ^_^b>^'I ~y^J ^> u^*s\-o ^^-vil J^-^^

Jl.ix'l Jalal ad-Din ?vluhammad bin As'ad asSiddiki ad-Dawwani.

He was born in A.H. 830, A.D. 1427 at Dawwan, in the district of

Kazarun where his father was a kadi. He lived m Shiraz as Kadi
of Fars and as a professor of the Madrasat al-Aitam. He died in

A.H. 907 or 90S, A.D. 1501 or 1502. See Habib a.s-Siyar, Vol.

IIT, Juz IV., p. Ill; at-Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 39; Rieu, Persian

Cat. Vol. II., p. 4426; and Brockelmann, (lesch. d. Arab. Litter.

Vol. II., p. 217.

Beginning :—

According to Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 217, this commentary
is the last work of ad-Dawwani who completed it in Rabi' I, A.H.
905 (A.D. 1499).

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 1999; Leyden Cat. No. 2026;
India Office Cat. Nos. 455-8; Derenbourg, No. 706 j

Ramuur
List, p. 309 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 367 ; and Hyderabad List, Fann
Kalam, No. 22.

For glosses and supercommentary see Haji Klialifa, Vol. IV.,

p. 217 ; and Berlin Cat. No. 1999.

It has been printed with a supercommentary in the margin at

Constantinople, A.H. 1232, A.D. 1817, at Cairo, A.H. 1296, A.D.

1879; at St. Petersburg A.H. 1313 and at Dehli A.H. 1289. See

Ellis, Cat. of Arabic books in the British Mus. Vol. L, p. 473.

The original text is written in red ink. It contains profuse

notes in the margin, and many slips and leaves have been inserted,

containing many notes from different works mostly specified where

the note ends.

Written in fine Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus :

—

Lcy*«^J| i*JsiJI ixJvi^JI IfL^i) f-J^jki] XjJLSXxI) A.SV«^iJl ZiSib 0Oj.*J *J

SAxJiJl ^.j j^ ^.y^ ,.iuc 'i'x^ll!] HjJLJI J LkiHsi.i) h^-Ji^i] ooliixJI T- y^.
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JLu ^-i(.si.i| Sxxi] Si ^^ic Ai*«,JI ^] 'ijk}] yc ci5(i)'I ^c Lil-jjAa^ A: 'isL

Foil. 676-68 contain lives of the Prophet and his four im-

mediate successors in Persian ; some lines from the Mathnavi of

Mawlana Jalal ad-Din ar-Rumi, d. A.H. 672, A.D. 1273, and so on.

Fol. 69 contains the meaning of the word *i^i from Jami' Rashidi

in a few words and the rest of the fol. is blank.

Foil. 70-73. II.

AL-FAWA'ID AL-KHAKANIYA.

A short treatise on divine existence bj' ^-«-a. iJi'j.-* ^j j^^ y]
Abu Nasr bin Mawlana Hasan.

Beginning :

—

This treatise was written at the request of Sayyid Subhan
Kuli Muhammad Bahadur Khan, In the course of his discussion

the author quotes the name of al-Karabaghl, who died about

A.H. 1034, A.D. 1624 (see No. 99 IV), as his authority. This gives

a rough idea of the time of the composition of the book. The
lower part of fol. 7 26, about one-third of it, is blank.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century.

Foil. 7 4- 7 5a contain Arabic and Persian quotations from

different authors.

Foil. 756-76. TIL

AL-'AKA'ID AL-'ADUDlYA.

A short dissertation on theology by ^j j/-^'' ^.^
li/r'.'^''

'^'^

^^^iUJl ^^j^suDl ^Uii) jyjx ^ s^ 'Adud ad-Din *Abd ar-Rahman

bin Ahmad bin 'Abd al Ghaffar al-Tji ash-Shafi'i He was born
after A.H. 680, A.D. 1281 at Ij, a dependency of Shiraz, and stud-

ied with Taj ad-Din al Hanaki, a pupil of al-Kadi Nasir ad-Din
al-Baidavi (died A.H. 685, A.D. 1286). He was a'great doctor of

law and a Kadi. He died in A.H. 756, A.D. 1355, at the fort

of Diraimiyan, where he was imprisoned by the ruler of Kirman.
See Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. VI., p. 108 ; Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III.,
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Juz' I, p. 125; Wiistenfeld Gesch. No. 417; and Brockelmann,

Gesch d. Arab. Litter. Vol. U., p. 208.

Beginning :

—

Hajl Kliallfa, Vol. IV., p. 217, say.s that it is a very useful

treatise, and thai it was the last composition of al-KadI 'Adud ad-

Din al-Iji. For commentaries, etc.. see the same Vol., pp. 217-219,
and Berlin Cat. No. 1999. The margin of fol 15b contains a short

note from the commentary of Muklitasar al Wikaya on the six

known creeds such as al-[£harijl, Rafidi, f^tc. The margin of fol. 76

contains a short life of Ash'ari from Kitab al-Ansab of as-Sam'ani,

died, A.H. 562, A.D. 1167. Foil. 77-80a contain Arabic and
Persian quotations from different authors.

Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1098.

Foil. 80-231. IV.

AL-HASHIYAT AL-KHANKAHlYA.

A supercommentary _to ad-Dawwani' s commentary (see No.

99, I) on Adud ad- Din al-Iji' s treatise on theology called al 'Aka'-

id al-Adudiya (see No. 99, III) by ^^ciiljii) ^^U. aa.;ss.^ ^^j ^—^'^y,

^^siUJ] a.csvjl Yusuf bin Muhammad Jan al-Karaba.gi,! al-Mubam-

mad ash-Shahi. He was born at Karabagli, a village of Hamadan,
and he was one of the eminent scholars of his time. He died about
A.H. 1034, A.D. 1624. See Khulasat al-Athar, Vol. IV., page 510.

Haji Klialifa, Vol. IV., p. 217, says that Karabag^i died about
A.H. 1030, A.D. 1620.

Beginning :

—

The author dedicated this work to the famous saint Abu
Hamid Kbalilallah, whom he visited in his KJiankah or monastary
at Samarkand, and hence the book is called al-Hashiyat al Khan-

kahiya. The following remark of the colophon ^JLc (jil^U J^.I ljji>

^\^cyi] L^IU-'I i.?!^ Lo^^I shows that this supercommentary was

the first work of al-Karabagti, while the commentary was the last

composition of ad-Dawwani. It was composed, according to the
note on the last fol. in the beginning of Rabi'I, A. II. 999, A.D. 1590.

al-Karabag^i, besides this supercommentary mentioned above,
wrote another supercommentary on the same work, in which he

15
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answered various questions which al-Khalkhall (d. A.H. 1014,
A D. 1605) put about al-Karabaghi's first supercommentary. The

second supercommentary is called ^Ji\y>J] sJ)-.) J ^JiL:sJ^ ^x3.

See Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 217.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 459; and Hyderabad
List, Fann Kalam, No. 22.

It has been lithographed with marginal notes by Muhammad
Rakim Sahibzada, Lucknow, A.D. 187;'), and also at Dehli in A.H.
1289.

The quotations from the commentary are introduced with the

word ^y. Profuse notes are in the margin. Many slips of paper,

containing notes, are inserted in the book.

Written in good Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus :

—

C/* U'-J*^^^^ C-^"''
^_5' ^^'^•'^•! z*^^-*^' M/^' 0>.*jsx^ ^yo J

I
^J>L>.I| 4Jjl jUc

tj/* (^*""^" J O'^'*^ -? '
'^" ^'^"^ )y^ w>i« ^J Ja.Ll*JI ^^iJUtJ] ^J-i;*-*!' j^M.

* ikSxJJl
J

'iyLall J^sl Uj.::^C,!? ^L; rfj^^il i^jJ^-*^)

iNo. 100.

foil. 62; lines 15; size 8^ X 5| ; 4| X 2^.

HASHIYA SHARK AL-'AKA'ID AL-JALALlYA.

An incomplete copy of a supercommentary on ad-Daw wanl's
comm'.^ntary (see No. 99) on al-'Aka'id of Adud ad-Din al-Tji (see

No. 99, III). The name of the author of the supercommentary is

not mentioned anywhere in the body of the text. On the title

page, in an old hand, the name of the author is written as al-

Khatib ( ^..^jjlasx.'
)
). On fol. 50& the author refers to another work

of himself, called i a.i»lj.JI -- ^ 'LJiL^^ a supercommentary to as-

Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani's commentary on Adud ad-Din al-Tji's

al-Mawakif, a famous work on scholastic theology. As Mawla
Muiii ad-Din Muhammad bin al-I£hatib is the only supercommen-

tator of t

—

h.s\yj]
-^ j^ who bears the appellation al-K_hatib, I am

inclined to think that the writer of this supercommentary may be
the same scholar. He wrote several supercommentaries on famous
works and died in A.H. 901, A.D. 1495. See Haji Khalifa, Vol.

VJ., p. 238.
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Beginning :

—

ad-Dawwani is quoted as i^^x-'l ^ \l^il . Quotations from the

commentary are headed with the word i-^^s in red ink. The greater

part of fol. 60a is blank. Marginal notes are in the earlier

portion of the MS. It is incomplete at the end. Outer edges from
fol. 15 up to the end of the MS. are changed with thick paper.

The inner edges of all the foil, are also supplied with the same kind
of paper. Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 101.

foil. 132 ; lines 1 5 ; size 10 x 6| ; 7^ X 3|.

AT-TAKVIMAT.

A work on scholastic theology by ^_^AjjAv,isv.' I o.,6.£svv« f^.yU ^^-^-^

jUbil Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad al-Husaini ad-Damad,

died, A.H. 1040, A D. 1630. See for his life No. 70.

Begin uing :
—

In this work the author discusses the glorification and sanctity

of God, and proves the origin of all existence to be in God. It is

sometimes designated by the name Takvim al-Tman. The work is

divided into five parts^ each called a (J--^i, and subdivided into

many chapters called ci?Uj j.i3j. Detached paragraphs are introduced

with the word -asv^^
f

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 581, III and IV.

Our copy is defective at the end, as the fifth part is absent
from it. It contains the preface which is not found in the India
Office copy. See India Office Cat. No. 581, III. Fol. 4a is blank.
It has glosses here and there. Borders have been supplied with
modern paper. Coloured lines in the margin. Foil. 111-132 are
stained with damp. The title page contains some quotations from

a book (not specified) about bj^j ij*^ and \ iy< S*^-

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 102.

foil. Ill ; lines 15; size 10|-X6|; 7i X 3|,

AT-TAKDTSAT.

A work on scholastic theology, in which the unity and sanctity

of God are proved by philosophical discussion^ by ^i jib ^.x^sv^

jU)^.') ^_^ij>^svJI ^^cs^-c Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad al-Husaini

ad-Dam'ad, died, A.H. 1010, A.D. 1630. See for his life No. 70.

Beginning :

—

The author, in this work, in addition to philosophical discus-

sion, gives in places appropriate quotations from the Kur'an,
marked with a red line. Borders have been supplied with modern
paper. Coloured lines in the margin. The MS., as noted at the

end, was from a copy which had been copied from the original.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 103.

foil. 24; lines 27; size9^X5|; 6|X3.

NIBRAS AD-piYA'.

A treatise on the meaning of the word al-Bada' }ljyjJ^ by

jL«Io>.'I ^JkjuMsv.'l s.o:s^^
ij^-j'^^-

'^^^^ Muhammad Bakir bin Muham-

mad al-Husaini ad-Damad, died, A.H. 1040, A.D. 1630. See for

his life No. 70.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Rampur List, p. 323.

At the end of the work one fol. is added which contains a

philosophical discussion about the creation of the world. Foil.

1-9, 11-14 and 23-24 have been supplied in a different hand.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 104.

foil. 199 ; lines 15 ; size 10j X 5 ; 6| X 3^.

MAZHAR AN-NUR.

A work on scholastic theology by ^j ^jj' ^^-^^^^ ^j^. 1^/-:^'' j'^

jbl>,JI J.A.^^'1 4Jjl o^jlir Kamr ad-Din bin Muniballah bin

'"Inayatallah al-Husaini al-Aurangabadi. He was born jn A.M.

1123, A.D. 1711 at Aurangabad. He studied in India all branches

of learning and became a disciple of his father in the Nakshbandl

order. On the 20th Jumada I, A.H. 1174, A.D. 1760, he started

for Madina with bis two sons, Nur al-Huda and NCir 'All, and arrived

theie on the 17th phu'l Ka'da of the same year. From there he

proceeded on pilgrimage to Mecca, and arrived there on the 4th of

Dhu ' 1 Hi
j
ja. He then returned to his native land. He died on the

2nd Rabi' I, A.H. 1193, A.D. 1779. For details see Hada'ik al-

Hanafiya, p. 452.

Beginning :

—

The work is divided into 7 sections, each called ^^'1 ,
which

are again subdivided into chapters, called ^^^iil and hence the

book is named j^xll j^^.

The chapters are as follows :

—

ijb;^^ ^^ii;:.: ^wnL^i ^^ ^ ;iy^ J;^'' jk^^

fol. 22a. . ^r^^^ t^^^
„ 346. ^'Li-'l >I;1 Uji^^^y)) ^^l,»A''

75a. ^y>^^^ ^«^' ^"^*^-;'y^ ^^^] j^^l\

^, 99a. ^i^lr-i'l ^^^'^ ^^. ^l'-^' ;'y' ^ ^^J'^
>^^''

„ 1116. iiiUaJl 'iij^^j^s^^i^. ^' ^y^ <5.2^;lyi' ^^;^Uk.'l^^'l

^yLiJ) ^l^ W-! ct^.
^^' ;'y^' ^/-^".--''^rv^''

, 1686. ^^r' ''^^y
c/^.^''^''
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The author composed this work in A.H. 11 64-, A.D. 1750.
Many marginal notes on foil. l-6a. Slips of notes inserted between
foil. 3-5. Headings of chapters in red ink. Many borders have
been changed to thicker paper. Worm-eaten.

Written in ordinary Nasta'iik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No, 105,

foli. 160; line." 15; size 121x81; 8ix5i.

BAHR AL-MADHAHIB.

A work on scholastic theology by ^^_^yx<il) J]jS'ii\ L^lib^il ^^c

'Abd al-Wahhab al-Kudwa'i al-Kannauji. He was an eminent
scholar of his time and flourished during the reign of Farrukh Siyar
(A.H. 1124-1131, A.D. 1713-1719). He is also the author of Kitab
as-Salat (on jurisprudence) and Miftah as-Sarf (on grammar). He
received the title of Nawwab Mun'im Kljan from the Mogul Court.
See Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 454; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d.

Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 417.

Our copy is incomplete, both at the beginning and at the
end. It begins abiuptly as follows :

—

* J] .^^\ S^Cs^ 0-cly (Mj(jJL«
J

*li=^i'l
J
*jl^i) ^^^U|

The preface shows that the book was completed in A.H.
1125, A.D. 1713. The author dedicated this work to the Emperor
I'arrukh Siyar.

For copies see Berhn. Cat. No. 1851 and Rampur List, p. 284.
Fol. 1 contains the list of books which the author consulted in

composing this work.

The work is divided into (1) a prologue s.^s'iJ]
; (2) four sec-

tions ^^^Jiil, each subdivided into several chapters ; and (3) an

epilogue a^jI^x.'!.

Rubrics of the prologue and of the first section run as
follows :

—

fol 2a. ^Ail jjb Jjt.^v.^ ^{zy^y^

» 34a. 'dxlu^]]
J
l\^\ J^jfc) \_^st,j^^ Jj^l ^^]

The rubrics of all the other sections and of the epilogue are
omitted. Lacunae are numerous after fol. 114.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

I
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No. 106.

foil. 23; lines 22; size 9^ x 5^ ;
7 ' X 3^.

RrSALAT AL-KARABAGHI.

A short treatise on scholastic theology by ^^U. s^^.< ^^ >—A^^i

^_^JbUJI j^sv^'l ^_^ljl^a.'I Yusuf bin Muhmmad Jan al Karabaghlal-

Muhammad ash-Sliahi, died, about A.H. 1034, A.D. 1624. See

for his life No. 99, IV.

Beginning :

—

Many foil, are missing. Fol. 21 should come before fol. 20,

and fol. 11 should go after fol. 13. Occasional notes in the margin.

Injured by insects.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 13th century.

No. 107.

foil. 210; lines 17-25; size 8| X 4| ; 7 X 3i.

HASjHIYAT AL-KHAYALT.

Glosses on al-IOiayali's supercommentary on at-Taftazani's

commentary on Nasafl's treatise on theology, called al-'Aka'id an-

Nasafiya, by ^"^XiU>.Jl j^>'l ^^^ii ^j /rf.^^' ^^ ^ Mulla 'Abd al-

Hakim bin Shams ad-Din as-Siyalkuti, died, A.H. 1067, A.D.

1656. See No. 6.

A few foil, of the beginning are missing. It begins abruptly

as follows :

—

The author dedicated this work to the Emperor Shah Jahan,

A.H. 1037-1068, A.D. 1628-1658. This gloss is called Zubdat
al-Afkar.

For other glosses on al-Khayali's supercommentary see Haji

Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 225; and Berlin Cat. No. 1972.

For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 397-8; Gotha Cat.

No. 675; Bankipur Cat. p. 170; Hyderabad List, Fann Kalam,
No. 31 ; and Asiatic Society Cat, p. 25.
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Printed ID Constantinople, 1820 and 1841; Cairo, A.H. 1297,

A.D. 1880 ; lithographed at Dehli, 1870, and at Lucknow, 1891.

Fol. 196 and the lower part of foil. 44&, 466, 516, 1076, 1725

and 1856 are blank, but without any break in the MS. About two
lines at the bottom of foil. 1536 and 1546 are unreadable on account
of pasted paper. Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in different hands of Nastaiik. Not dated. C.

19th century.

No. 108.

foil. 144; lines 8; size 8ix5|; 5iX3.

KITAB AL-'ULUV.

A treatise about the locality of God on 'Arsh. The name of

the author is not mentioned in the text. On the title page, under
the name of the work {'Arsh al-'Ula), the author's name is given as

adh-I)hahab]. But a careful reading of the book itself shows that

it was not composed by adh-DhahabI, as on fol. 127a 'the author

of the treatise says :

—

al-Khatib in his history and adh-Dhahabi and others have praised

him—."
According to Haji Klialifa, Vol. V., p. 115, three persons had

written on the subject of the locality of God on 'Arsh. One of

them was Ibn abi Shaiba Muhammad bin 'Uthman, died, c. A.H.
235, A.D. 849. The second was Ibn Taimiya, died, A.H. 728, A.D.
1328 ; and the third was adh Dhahabi, died, A.H. 748, A.D. 1348.

As adh-Dhahabi, is quoted as an authority in the body of the text,

as mentioned above, it is evident that the book under consideration

is a composition of later date. The name of the author could not
be traced, but the following passage on fol. 104a:

—

shows that the writer of the book was a follower of al-Imam
Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Hanbal, died, A.H. 241, A.D. 855.

Beginning :

—

'iJi^ ^^^> ivi^J^'-. ^9- ) ^^*«'-') ic* *4/^ '^^ ^)' ic'^'" '^ i^-o-^sxil
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The MS. after praising God and invoking His blessings on the

Prophet, his descendants and companions, abruptly passes to the

subject matter, i.e. the Localisation of God on the 'Arsh, without

a preliminary discourse.

The work is divided into two chapters. The first chapter or

(J^ begins on fol. 2a as follows :
—

The second chapter, J^-^', commences on fol. 48a and runs thus :

—

The work ends with a quotation from tlie Ghunya of the most
eminent saint, Muhi ad-Din Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-Kadir bin

Abi Salih Musa al-Jili al-Baghdadi, died, A.H. 561, A.D. 1165

(see for his life No. 119) and the concluding words of the text are

as follows :

—

^jtiJi ^xc ijuixil )'I 'iJ]yLo (jjLel^ ]^^] 1 j^xi U ^jyi> t-^Aj |,iLJI ^y>c

LiJtiOvJI ijlkJi^
J

il>l^»
J

sJL<]J ^ L>Si s[J.3t.i] t x'x^ ^ <5.ic 4Jli) ^^-^j

Written in ordinary modern Naskh. The colophon runs

thus :

—

No. 109.

foil. 22; lines 21; size 7fX5; 4ix2i.

RISALA Fl ITHBAT AL-WAJIB.

(.x>.ck.i iJ\

A treatise proving the existence of God by j^su* jj^i-^' J^-
y!) ^hj^\ j^jt^l , ,j Jalal ad-Din Muhammad bin As'ad as-

16
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Sid'liki ad-Dawwani, died, A.H. 907, A.D. 151 or A.H. 908, A.D.
1502. See No. 99,1.

Beginning :

—

The author wrote two treatises on this subject, one is called

al-Kadima, and the other is known as al-Jadida. The former (i.e.

al-Kadima) constitutes the MS. under review. The author says in

the preface that he composed this treatise "in the two shortest

days of the summer. "
* a.jw^il .LI .^I ,^ , .j^^^j J vj^.^xv.i' Ss ,

•

See Haji Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 360.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 2328-30; Leyden Cat No.
1575; Caiseri No. 1834: Aya Sofia Cat. No. 2275; Nur Usma-
niya Cat. No. 2089; Cairo Cat Vol. VTT., p. 377; and Rampur
List, p. 301.

For commentaries .and supercommentaries on this treatise

see Hajl Khalifa, Vol III., p. 360.

Fol. 1 has been pasted over with thin paper. The outer
margins of foil. 2, 21 and 22, and the inner margin of all the other
foil, have been changed. It bears a forged seal of 'Alamgir.

Written in fine Naskh . Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 110.

foil. 36; lines 19; size 7^X4|; 5x21

SHARK RISALA ITHBAT AL-WAJIB.

A commentary on ad-Dawwani's treatise on Divine Existence,

called Risala fi Ithbat al-Wajib (see No. 109), by ^^^iisv.'! j.*sx-< H.-o

Mulla Muhammad al-Hanafi, died, about A.H. 900 A.D. 1494.

(see No. 59). Our copy is without a preface, and begins abruptly
as follows :

—

* jr ju-^;ji
^ ;^o.ji jUb.i ^

According to Huji Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 360 and Berlin Cat.

No. 2331, the work has a preface which begins thus :

—
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For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 2331-2.

Quotations from the text are preceded by a gap of about

f til of an incli, which the copyist intended to fill in with the word

i^'iy'i in red ink. The inner edge of each fol. is bordered with thick

paper. Fol. 3G contains notes from a work of as-Saiyid ash-Sharif

al-Jurjani, died, A.H. 810, A.D. 1413, on cause and effects. See
for his life No. 288.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

Polemical Works.

No, 111.

foil. 109; lines 22; size 9^x6; 7X3|.

AT-TAWplH AL-ANWAR LI DAF' SHUBH AL-A'WAR.

A polemical work, describing the doctrines of the Cahphateship,

etc., according to the Shi' a sect, by ^j s^^-< ^^i j^^ e/i^' f^-*

^v)y) ^_yLc Najm ad-Din I£hidr bin Muhammad bin 'Ali ar-Razi.

He was an eminent Shi' a scholar, and passed most of his life at

Mashhad. He flourished in A.H. 840, A.D. 1436. See Kashf al-

Hujub, p. 145; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab Litter. Vol.

II., p. 199.

The first foil, is missing. Our copy begins as follows :

—

J
^j^JLujI t->UXJLj Jiy^JI ^iil 4Jjl ^1 yiAiuil ^*i! J^«J^ v3v*J UI

The author says in the preface that in A.H. 839, A.D. 1435

when he arrived at the Zainiya Madrasa at Hilla, a friend (the

space for writing his name is blank) showed him a treatise by

Yusuf bin al-Makhzum al-Mansuri, in which the excellence and

leadership of the descendants of the Prophet were refuted. The
friend requested him to write a refutation of this work, and in

compliance with his request the author wrote the present treatise.

The quotations from the work of Yusuf begin with the word JCil,

and the refutations commence with the word ^'i—both these words

are in red ink. The author addresses Yusuf bin al-Makhzum in

very contemptuous terms, such as ^Isvi lyljl'
I j ^(.^1 ;y:i" J^ or

;y:))I Jl>". According to Kashf al-Hujub, p. 146, this work was

composed in A.H. 840, A.D. 1436.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 9668; and Bankipore Cat. p. 115.
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Our copy is defective and ends abruptly with quotations

from the oth chapter of Yiisuf's work.

Written in various hands of Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th

century.

No. 112.

foil. 157; lines 21 ; size 8X5| ; 6x3|.

AS-SAWARIM AL-MUHRIKA Fl DAF' AS-SAWA'IK
ALMUHRIKA.

A treatise in refutation of Ibn Hajar al-Haitaml's work on

the Sunn! doctrines of the Caliphate, called a.s-Sawa'ik al-Muhrika,

al-Kadi Nurallah bin as-Saiyid Sharif al-HusainI al Mar'ashi ash-

Shustari. He was born in A. H. 956, A. D. 1549. He left his native

place for India, and settled at Lahore, where he attracted the

notice of Hakim Abii'l Fath (d. A.H. 997, A.D. 1588), and
through his presentation to the Emperor Akbar (A.H 963-1014,

1556-1605) he was appointed Kadi of Lahore. He was flogged to

death in A.H. 1019, A.D. 1610 by order of the Emperor Jahangir

(A.H. 1014-1037, A.D. 1605-1628) for religious opinions which the

Emperor considered heterodox. He is regarded as ash-Shahid

ath-Thalith by the Shi'a sect, to Avhich he belonged, and is buried

at Agra. For details of his life see Ami al-Amil, p. 73 ; Rawdat
al-Jannat p. 222; Bada'uni, Muntakhab al-Tawarikh, Vol. III.,

p. 137 ; and Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. II., fol. 256.

Beginning :

—

Quotations from the original text are introduced with the

word i^^ , and the refutation commences with Jyl. This work is

mentioned in Ami al-Amil, p. 73 and in Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 223.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Dated A.H. 1237. Scribe J^^sv.^.

No. 113.

THE SAME.

foil. 66; lines 15; size 8X5^; 5X2|.

An incomplete copy of the work noticed above. It begins as

the preceding copy. Many foil, are missing. The words a'^j and
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Jyl are in md ink. Borders are supplied with a different kind of

paper. Coloured lines in the margin.
Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 114.

foil. 155; lines 19; size 12|X8; 9X4|.

MASA IB ANNAWASIB.

A work in refutation of Ashraf Mu'in ad-Din Mirza Makhdum
al-Hasam ash-JSlurazl's book, called an-Nawkid fi Radd ar-Rawafid,

by ^yLwj.^i.11 ^^iuc^r^^] ^^u^sv'l —aj^ sx^Jl ^) 41)1 \y ^-ili'l al-

Kadi Nurallah bin as-Sayid Sharif al-Husaini al-Mar'ashi ash-

ShQstari, died, A.H. 1019, A.D. 1610. For his life see No. 112.

Beginning :

—

^ y J5 .. ». > c/ . (if -

In this work the author has refuted all the arguments of an-

Nawakid fi Radd ar-Rawafid by Makhdum al-Hasani ash-Shirazi

against the Imamlya sect. See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 525.

The work is preceded by eight preliminary discourses, each
called a it'OjiJI. They have the following headings :

—

fol.
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From fol. 366. the refutation of the work an-Nawakid fi Radd
ar-Rawafid commences. The chapters, each of which is termed al-

Jund j>Asu')
,
are arranged as follows :

—

^]yjJ! u^^U U/J ^L'l ^U'] ,^i J^JII s'x^]

J.Jlf ^_J^ Ul'ilj ^; _j
ijjli ^.< ^}J\ J,^') ^

fol. 36&. l<y^c L:lsv^'I

j.*j ^I^O ^KLa-I ^^-Lc AjIiIx'I iiHi.. iiixflA. Ax.

,, 58&. 4Jjl J^j ^Vfj

This chapter i? subdivided into 15 sections, called as-Sufuf

(t—9j.iux'( ).

,_/ii»'j.JJl
^^ .A.1^ <U.A«,i U> iil^j i^bj ^^i f"^'y '^J'^''

fol. 93a. cul_yi..^.'I ^UjIsu^I ^I

This chapter is also subdivided into 33 sections, called at-

Tawa'if (^_ail^iaJI ).

fol. 144a. uujU-'I fj^ ^ lLlsx.^1 'I

This chapter is likewise subdivided into 7 sections, called

Rayat (ci^bl. ).

fol. 151a. C^jW^ *^"'rly^

For the life of the author of an-Nawakid fl Radd ar-Rawafid
(died, about A.H. 995, AD. 1587) see Brockelmann, Gesch. d.

Arab. Litter. Vol II., p. 442.

Passages from an-Nawakid are generally quoted with the words

j^j'l^iJI v«^.a.Lo Jlj' , and the refutation begins with the word Jy'.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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No. 115.

foil. 107 ; lines 31 ; size 121X7; 9[ X 4|-.

IHKAK AL-HAKK.

A polemical work directed against the Snnnl doctrinea of the

Caliphateship, Imamat, etc., by ._A>,^il ^.«*n ^\ ^Iil ;y ^-^^«i'

,x«,^.iJI ^^^1 ^-4--^' al-Ka4l Nurallahbin as-Sayid ash-Slia-

rif'al-Husaimal-Mar'ashlash-Shustarl, died, A.H. 1019, AD. 1010.

For his life see No, 112.

Beginning :

—

f •• r

The author says in the preface that he wrote the work in

refutation of Fadl bin Ruzbahan's book, called Ibtal N'ahj al-Batil,

itself written in refutation of Kashf al-Hakk wa Nahj as-Sidk by

Jamal ad-Din bin Yusuf bin 'Ali bin al Mutahhar al-Hilli, d. A.H.

726 A.D. 1326 (see for his life No. 87). The work was completed

in Agra, A.H, 1014, A.D. 1605. See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 27.

For copies see Rampur List, p. 281 ; Asiatic Society Cat. p.

23; and Bankipur Cat. p. 27.

Quotations from Kashf al-Hakk, and from Ibtal Nahj al-Batil,

and the author's own remarks begin with the words _fl.v.^^'I Jli"
,

4i)l Uik^ ,^^A'i^] Jli and Jyl respectively. The words JiJ' and

Jyl are in red ink. Passages quoted from Kashf al-Hakk and

Ibtal Nahj al-Batil. are given in full.

The first fol. has a beautiful ' Unwan at the begmnmg. Orold

and coloured lines in the margin. There are marginal glosses here

and there. The inner edge of each fol. has been supplied in

modern paper. The MS. is stained with damp. The title page

contains the names of several previous owners, which are obliterated.

Written in elegent Naskh. The Colophon runs thus :—

^ ^n
;

^.v*^-
,

^^'^ ^< pU^JI rj^-< j^^ ^- j^''
c:;-'^^' O-.^-^^'
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No. 116.

foil. 239 ; lines 17 ; size 10^ X 6^
; 6f x ^.

^s^2^ ^1 CLjU-^A «5u^ i^j via;]! 9*^:^ 9*j^

JALA' JALA' AN-NAZAR FT DAF^ SHUBHAT IBN HAJAR.

A work by an unknown author in refutation of those of the

views of Tbn Hajar al-HaitamI (sae for his life No. 44), expressed

in al-Fatawa al-Hadithlya, which are a refutation of the well-known

pantheistic doctrines of the Sufis.

Biginning :

—

The refutation is preceded by four prologues, s^s'i^ , which
run as follows :

—

fol. 4:1). ^..:>jOss\J| a^l sJ ^c/~^ f^LAj I'i^ \^j^^

,, la. aJ| ^I^jUx-vxJI J ic-'^-'" -^l J'-' ^ iuiUil *.^j>iUJI

„ 12&. \.ji^i^is\]] !<lyh i.} Uj Jl«._j (JijJL: 4ill ^Jl-^

„ 13a. aJI 4Jj) V i-kj^ .ixj U^ ^f-*"
''•V ^i;l ^^l ^ly 'L<^JiJ\

The work ends with an epilogue, iJ'i.
, which begins on fol.

2276. Fol. 124&is blank, with the remark c^t-^V' ^^F^-^- Our copy

is imperfect at the end, and the last line runs as follows :

—

Slightly worm-eaten. There are lacunae in foil. 3b-5a.

Written in bad Nasta'hk. Not dated. C 18th century
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Asceticism and Sufism.

No. 117.

foil. 9t7; lines 25; size 11 X 6^ ; 7|-X4i.

IHYA' 'ULUM AD-DIN.

A famous work on ethics by j./«(.^ ^1 ^^.^^'l ^^\ ^lUilJ is<.a.

^^J[)i.'I o>.;.si.^ ^_ ^.6.sv^ Hujjat al-Islam Zain ad-Din Abu Hamid

Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Ghazali, born, A.H. 450, A.D. 1059
and died, A.H. 505, A.D. 1111. See for his life No. 10.

Beginning :

—

The work is divided into four parts as follows :

—

fol. 26. cuMUxi) ^;

„ 1906. cyljUi) ^;

,, 4036. uij^UJ! ^;

,, 6296. uutjcs^iJ) ^j

Each part or ^j , is divided into ten books or \ Si^ which

are again subdivided into smaller chapters or ^^yj.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1679-1706; India Office Cat.

Nos. 602-10; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. Nos. 173-4; Cairo Cat. Vol II.,

p. 62: Vienna Cat. No. 1656; Leyden Cat No. 2146; Algiers Cat.

Nos. 554-8; Yeni Cat. Nos. 693-5; Rampur List, p. 325 ; Banki-
pur Cat. pp. 13-4; Hyderabad List, Fann Tasawwuf, Nos. 1-3;
and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 61. Also see Z.D.M.G., Vol. VII, p.

172; Carra de Vaux, C.R. Congres Sc Intern, des Catholiques,

1891; 2nd Sect., p. 209; Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie,
1858, p. 253 ; and Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 180.

It was printed at Bulak, A.H. 1289 ; Cairo, A.H. 1306, litho-

graphed, Lucknow, 1864. For other editions see Ellis, Cat. of

Arabic Books, Br. Mus. Vol. II., p. 220.

Muhammad bin Muhammad bin al-Husain al-Murtada, died,

A.H. 1205, A.D. 1790, wrote a commentary on the work in thir-

teen Vols, which were printed at Fez, A.H. 1302-4. For other

commentaries and abridgements see Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., pp. 180-

183.

Translated in Urdu under the title of Madhak al " Arifin, and
the translation is lithographed, Lucknow, A.H. 1331.

17
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The first two foil, are decorated with a beautiful ' Unwdn at

the beginning. A few foil, are missing after fol. 2. The heading

of each part or ^, \ is decorated, and the headings of books and

chapters are in gold and coloured ink. Gold and coloured lines

are round each page. The last fol. has been supplied in a modern
hand, and also some parts of foil. 915-916. From fol. 915 to the

end the MS. is slightly worm-eaten. Borders of many foil, have
been partly or wholly supplied in modern paper.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 118.

foil. 119; lines 9; size 8|x5i; 6x3i

~ SIRR AL-'ALAMAIN WA KASHF MA FI'D DARAIN.

A collection of precepts bearing on morals and religious

duties, compiled chiefly for rulers and kings, by ^j; .iUi'l isv^

^lyJI J.0.SUO J o«/>.sv^ jk^^La^ ^1 ^^.xfl Hujjat al-Islam Zain ad-Din

Abu Hamid Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Ghazali, died, A.H. 505,

A.D. 11 11. See for his life No. 10. Shah 'Abd al-'Aziz ad-Dehlavi

in his work Tuhfa-i Ithna 'Ashariya, p. 87, says that it is not the

work of Imam Ghazali, but is a spurious work.

Beginning :

—

^^j
^iUi'I iLsv^ iUiUJ) |JUiI j.Uil| ^Jl JU 'i^-iJ]

J J^^i) iJ
J

* J] (^'^'1 t

—

'y^ ^^ kcLt^

The chapters of the book are as follows :

—

fol. 2a. J I *Aac
J

.j;Jic lSU) J .IcI ^j^] 'illij]

„ 66. "^'l<ulJ^.

86. ^'1 iJi^i

,, 96. iXl^)
J

&iHsv.'l v«^jy ^ Ltjyi iilji^'I
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fol. 156. jsx^\
J t>5lj.i«.'l ^ '^^'^

,, 246. jxik^^i}] J]y. ^ ^j-=^^ '^''^

,, 27a. ^^] Jli) U .ILC'I Jo. ^^\^ IJ
J ijliJ] ^ 'i^l'a^

,, 326. ^i'l ^> 'i^^

„ 396. L^j.^] J Ji'U] ^ ^^1 ilti^

,, 436. ^y^^ *-:^'>*^^ ^j^^ ^'^

,^ 486. . uyl^yJki') ^ cuIjU,.^'! ^^^ji 'iJl'a^

„ 536. ;i^3in ^i ^^^1 -u^^

,, 57a. ^^'1 J ^^j^Jd!) cJl^^ J
jt^sv-') ^^ it'LiU

,, 64a. LjlLa*]) ^ Ljiiix'I^^lj^yi ^ lacI^JI
J

„ 71a. J.^] J ^] ^ mUl

„ 76a. ;U«-1'I J ^JyjJ>J] J
^.^^Ju^Lc])) ^i ^^.^1 iit^

,,
826. Libj,^(.a6.i) l^ijJ^ *^^'I^JLr ^ ^£,^' '^'^'^

,, 856. Lu^; ^1 ^^jlr J; ^ illi^

,, 886. 0Jb)il ^ ^^r-^' ^^fi-*

„ 97a. ^j/ ^ ^/>>) ^tS

„ 1016.

„ 107a.

„ Ilia.

Our copy after ^..^^livJI i/lSUil (fol. 13b) differs altogether

form that of the Berlin Catalogue, No. 5609 ; even the ending of

our copy does not tally with that of the Berlin copy. Our MS.
ends as follows :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5609* Cairo Cat. Vol, VII., pp.
231, 683 ; and Hyderabad List, Farn Tasawwuf, No. 25.

There are some additional foil, at the beginning. The first two
contain a discussion in Persian about the authorship of the work in

the handwriting of Munsh! Sadr ad-Din ; and the next three addi-

ct
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tional foil, contain the history of the transcription of the book by

^^iiljjsiJI J^^sv-^^^x^i jv^k^sv-* ^j) , who procured this copy from Egypt

with the help of ^^ULUL Ova^^I jokw .

On fol. 1 we find also a short note in Arabic about the author-

ship of the book.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :
—

,
jiJ) (.jt^^lib

,
flc ij^iil ^«/j>.ii/>.Jl s,s\.4il

,
,^ Lu.«, , ibU tijilj , 1 ail ii«<

Scribe j^^tsvi;(J^>^l ^Hi .

No. 119.

foil. 175; lines 21; size 11 XT^; 8^X4^.

AL-FATH AR-RABBANI WA,L FAID AS-SUBHANI.

A collection of homilies by ^-j ^'jUil jac j^sv«yl
^z-'^' l-T^'*

j!o.i.vn JUsv'I ,^^y^ -'^ ,_5-:' Muhi ad-Din Abu Muhammad

*Abd al-Kadir bin abi Salih Musa al-Jili al-Bagidadi. He was
born inA.H. 470, A.D." 1077, or A.H. 471, A.D. 1078. Fawat
al-Wafayat, Vol. II., p. 1, wrongly says that he was born in

AH. 491, A.D. 1097. He went to Baghdad inA.H. 488, A.D.

1095, and read with the eminent scholars of that citj^ He was a

most eminent Sufi doctor, and was the founder of the Kadiri order.

Ibn Rajab (No. 266), Vol. I., fol. 1376, on the authority of Ibn al-

Jawzi says that he died on the 8th, but according to others he died

on the 9th Jumada II, A.H, 561, A.D. 1165. Several scholars have

Avritten independently on the life of this great samt. Amongs'-

them the work of 'Ali bin Yusuf ash-Shattanaufi, known as

Bahjat al-Asrdr, lithographed, Cairo, A.H. 1304, is famous. For
details of his life see Mir'at alJanan, Vol. II., foil. 1886-1956

;

Tabakat al-Hanabila, Vol. I., foil. 1326-138; Safinat al-Awliya',

pp. 43-58
; Akhbar al-Akhyar, pp. 9-22 ; de Slane, Ibri Kiial-

likan, Vol. II., p. 172 ; and Brockelmann, Vol.1., p. 435.

Our copy is defective.
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It begins abruptly :

—

On fol. 3a another homily begins as follows :—

For copy see Berlin Cat. No. 3402. Printed at Bulak, A.H.

1281. . ,

The Heading of each homily is in red ink. There are occasional

marginal corrections. It is designated <!Li;^l>' ei^'Ji^.AU. From foil.

157-175 lacunae are numerous.

Written in Nasta- Ilk. Dated A.H. 1284, Scribe ^^. Oy^)

No. 120.

foil. 234 ; lines 17 ; size 12| X 9^ ; 7| X 4^.

TALBIS IBLIS.

A work of precepts and instruction for leading a religious life,

and thus saving ourselves from the " Devil's wiles," by ^^^>il JU^

^3^^'l ^.^^ ^, ^1. ^, ^.-yi ^ ^^^V:' 'Tamal ad-Din Abu'l

Faraj 'Abd ar-Rahman bin 'All bin Muhammad al-Jawzi. He was

born in Baghdad,' A.H. 508, A.D. 1114, or A.H. 510, A.D^ 1116

and belonged to a family (of Arabs) who traced their descent

from Caliph Abu Bakr. He died in A.H. 597, A.D. 1200. He is

the author of several works, and many writers place him next to

as-Suyuti (see No. 12) with regard to the number of books written.

For details of his life, see Ibn Khallikan, Vol I., p. 301 ;
Ithaf an-

Nubala', p. 288; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 287; and Brockelmann,

Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I., p. 499.

Beginning :

—

Mushm scholars in general have a violent prejudice against

this book, and have forbidden it to be read, because of the vindic-

tive spirit in which Ibn al-Jawzi speaks of Muhi ad Din Abu

Muhammad 'Abd al-Kadir bin Abi Salih Miisa al-Jlli al-Baghdadi,

died, A.H. 5(51, AD. 1165 (see No. 119).

Lithographed with Urdu translation, Dehli, A.H. 1323.
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There are lacunae on foil. 16, 2a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9a, 11a, 12a,

16a, 256, 32a, 69a, 233a. Fol. 8 is blank. Fol. 616 contains a note
in Persian by Sadr ad-Din on some passages of the work. A list

of all the chapters is added at the beginning. Fol. la bears the
name of Sadr ad-Din as the owner of the book. The last fol. also

contains a note by Sadr ad-Din to the effect that the book was
copied in A.H. 1307 at the cost of thirty rupees, and was compared
with the original copy by Maulavis Hasib ad-Din and Khadim
Husain.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Scribe j^j^,.'! ^>.r j.xw

No. 121.

foil. 415 ; lines 23 ; size 9| X 5|^
; 7X 4.

RAUDAT AL-'ULAMA'.

A collection of homilies and pious discourses, chiefly based
on the Kur'an and the Traditions. According to Haji Khalifa,

Vol. III., p. 505, and Berlin Cat. No. 8860 ^^xso ^^ ^-^ ^_s^r-'
^^_^i..o.A.'I ^^^^j.iyi ^^,ls:o.'l AbQ 'Ali Husain bin Yahya al-Bukha-

ri az-Zandavaisati al-Mubtaghi is the author of the book ; but
al-Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 93, says that Yahya bin 'Ali bin
'Abdallah az-Zahid az-Zandavaisati, a renowned jurist and the
author of Xazam al-Fikh, is the author. But the following
lines, giving the chain of the narrators of the book down to

the author, indicate that Abu'l Ha.san 'Ali bin Yaha bin
Muhammad azZandavaisati al Bukhari is the real author of the
book. They are written before the work commences, and are as

follows :

—

<^^ ... i^ji:^ J ^J ^J^**- ^ ^-J^l i-i^ 4Jjl 'L>~s^j ^jIj-si.]! ^^^wsxJI ...

^ ^.ft^sivyo ^ ^X; y) ^lL-1'1 ,y^A^ jJblJI ^UiM ^<-c!.cJ) ^j^i) U^x^I JO

^LtJ Ix^ ^ ^ ^-r--"^ ^ '^ ^' ^^; ^_S"^b}^^ J-^'I ^ ,J^

j-^ y] ^t^/i ixisd] ^] u^,.kiw! J:i jjiyi jjbtyi ^] jo i/u.^^^
^
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From the above quotation it is evident that the author flourished

before A.H. 508, A.D. IIU.

Beginning :

—

,

f •• > -/ • • '' ^ —

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 8860 ; and Rampur List

p. 344. The copy in the Rampur Library is an old one, dated

The MS is very defective. Some foil, are missing. The foil.

1-10 at the beainning of the MS. are very defective and have been

bordered with thick paper. Fol. 58 is placed after fol. 64. Bor-

ders of foil. 408-415 have been changed for modern paper, l^rom

the beginning up to fol. 195 it is in one hand, and the rest of the

MS is in a different hand. Headings of chapters m red mk. ihe

title page contains the list of some of the chapters of the work it

is erroneously stated on fol. \h in a later hand that al-Kadi Abu

Ishak is the author of the book. ^ , ,,, ^

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 122.

foil. 201 ; lines 27-31 ; size 10|X 7 ; 7iX 4|.

SHARH MIFTAH AL-GHAIB.

A commentary on Abu'l Ma'ali Muhammad bin Ishak bin

Muhammad al-KunawI's (d. A.H. 672, A.D. 1273) work on Sufism,

called Miftah al-Ghaib or Miftah Ghaib al-JamI wa'l Wajud, by

^i^I ^/iii' '^y-^ ^^. ^"-^^ ^;-:^J' ^j^-^ Shams ad-Din Muham-

mad bin Hamaza al-Fanarl al-Hanafi. He was born in Safar

A.H. 751, April A.D. 1350, studied in Asia Minor and Egypt,

became a Kadi at Brussa, made a pilgrimage in A.H. 833, A.D.

1430, and died soon after his return in A.H. 834, A.D. 1431.

See ash-Shaka'ik an-Nu'maniya Vol. I., p. 84; al-Fawa'id al-

Bahlya, p. 67 ; and BrockelmannGesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II.,

p. 233.

Beginning :

—
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For the chapters of the book see Bedin Cat. No. 3214. The
full title of the commentary is j^^-^L*,/! , Jj.2*JI ^sj

, v-i^'' -l>.,n^

jj.A.y)^ ^^su'l ^-.-^Jji ^I'ihyo ^jJi ^. See Haji Kjiallfa, Vol. VI.,

p. 26.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 3214-5.

The headings of chapters and the beginning of important
discussions are written in red ink. The last fol. is jDartlv damaged
b}'- the pasting of paper over it. There are occasional marginal
glosses. The inner edge of the pages is supplied in a different kind
of paper. An additional fol. at the beginning contains the life of

the commentator, but it is defective, the fol. haviiig been pasted
over with other paper. The title page also contain^s the lives of

the commentator and the author of the text, and a story about
al-Junaid.

Written in different hands of Naskh. The colophon runs
thus :

—

^AJa-ir< , JlAil _ o^«-/^M JjjtII X.j.iU.i) Sjio>; <iui'> A^i .. .
^c'lk.l\ Vy^^

<)bjJ)^ c , S.XC 4Jj) ^^^kz ^^c;>^(^'^i ^^__5J«.»L<iJ
! ^c^A^I 4Jjl ^^> ^.: ,-^J)

J..))

ti,-i 4Ju) «k^!; ^Irsxil 4JiiI .
^1.' --Jo.' A.^ , f^lc ajul S^ i3,:^i!> ,^ , ail

,^ > ^ ^ 1 > •• >—

i

^ • c^ ^

No. 123.

foil. 90 ; lines 17 ; size 8X 5| ; 5Jx 3.

8HARH HAYAKIL AN-NUR.

A commentary on Sliihab ad-Din Yahya (or Ahmad) bin Ha-
bash as-Suhrawardi's treatise on Sufism, called Hayakil an-Nur,

hy ,^iLjiI h^^\ ^.xA ^j s^s^^
l:/:.^-" (J^9- Jalal ad-Din Muham-

mad bin As'ad as-Siddiki ad-Dawwani.. died, A.H. 907, A.D. 1501.

For his life see No. 99.

Beginning :

—

* J\ ^Vx^^J] J-iLa J^l^ ^^ <5j^"^i ci5bN '^^^i ^.< '.:

The name of the commentator occurs on fol. 90a. Tlie work

was composed in A.H. 872, A.D. 1467, at Tabriz, and from the

preface it appears that it was d«=-dicated to Abu Sa'id Gurgan (tlie
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Timuride, d. A.H. sl^^, A D. 14()<S). For chapters see Vienna Cat.

No. 1895 (where the name of the commentator is wrongly given

as Jalal ad-Din Muhammad bin Mahmud a) 'Alawl).

For copies '^ee Gotha Cat. No. 9710; India Office Cat. No. 485
;

Derenbourg, No. 70/> ; Cairo Cat. Vol. VI., p. 99 ; Leyden Cat. Nos.

1504-5; Vienna Cat. No. 1895; Rampur List, p. 39G
;
Hyderabad

List, Fann Ilikmat, Xo. 02 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 82.

There were three different Sufis with the epithet of Suhra-

wardi. One was Diya 'ad-Din 'Abd al-Kadir bin ' Abdailah as-Suhra

wardi, the author of Addb al-Mundin, who was born in A.H. 491,

A.D. 1097, and died in A.H. 564, A.D. 1 108. Another was Shihab

ad-Din Yahya {or Ahmad) bin Habash bin Amirak as-Suhrawardi,

the author of Hikmat al-Ishrak, and many other works, who flour-

ished between A.H. 548-561, A.D. 1153-1165. He was suspected

of heresy bj' the orthodox scholars, and was put to death
;
he is

called Shaikh Maktiil. The third was Shihab ad-Din Abu Hafs

'Umar bin 'Abdailah as-Suhrawardi, the author of ' Aicdrif al-

Ma'arif. He was born in A.H. 539, A.D. 1144, and died in A.H.

032, AD. 1234. Suhraward is a little town near Zenjan in

Adharbaijan.
Passages of the original text are marked with red lines. Head-

ings of chapters are also in red ink. Much injured by insects and

many worm-eaten places are pasted over with thin paper. Borders

are supplied in a different kind of paper. On the top of the first

fol. is the name and seal of a previous owner of the book. Gold

and coloured lines are round each page.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 124.

foil. 123; lines 20-19; size 7|X5; 5i X 2|.

"J

AT-TARIKAT AL-MUHAMMADIYA.

A work on Ethics and Asceticism by ,c^»^'' i^_s^^ J^t er'
'^•*^-*

Muhammad bin Pir ' Ali al-Birkavi (Birgili). He was born in A.H.
929', A.D. 1523, and died in A.H. 981, A.D. 1573. For details see

al-*Ikd al-Manzum, p. 430; Journal Asiatique, Paris, 1828, II, p.

159 ; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 44<).

Beginning :

—

The work is divided into three sections, called l_;L;
, each

of which is subdivided into many chapters, called ^>-^. For
details see Berlin Cat. No 8836.

18
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For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 8836-7 ; Paris Cat.Nos. 1321-
2 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. II., p. 94, Vol. VII., p. 399 ; Yeni Cat. Xo. 715

;

Aya Sofia Cat. Nos. 1950-6; Algeirs Cat. Nos. 2484-93; Ibrahim
Pasha Cat. No. 772 ; Asiatic Society of Bengal Cat. p. 66 ; and
Rampur List, p. 351,

Printed, with the commentary called al-Hadikat an-Xadiya, in

Constantinople, A.H. 1290, A.D. 1873; and with the commentary
called al-Bankat al-Muhammadiya at Bulak, A.H. 1257, A.D. 1841.

Foil. 2- 55 have been supplied in a modern hand. The title

page contains a list of the abbreviations used in the book, and also
their equivalents. It also bears the name of the previous owner
of the book. Foil. 1 and 56-123 are stained by water. It bears
profuse notes on the margin. Two additional foil, have been added,
containing some quotations from the commentary on this work

ca,lled Lj>«.is\JI 'iiijhi'\ A.C ij^.'Ci,'! v_--ibLJI

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1050. Scribe ^ ^_^Jik,aA.

No. 125.

foil. 105 ; lines 21 ; size 8|^x 5i; 5|x 3|

RUH AR-RAH WA RAH AL ARWAH.

A commentary on a poetical work on Sufism. Both the text

and the commentary are by ^^ ^sJl .i ^jLcJI jjt
mp'^-'' v_c^^ j^-y-^

^':y.'x^]]
v_S-

^.tyX I

u^.
.^s^^] jjjl s^x^ Abu Bakr Muhi ad-Din 'Abd

al-Kadir bin Shaildi bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidarus al-Yamani al-Hindi.
He was born in AH. 978, A.D. 1570, at Ahmadabad. Gujarat.
He was an eminent siifl and scholar of his time, and died, A.H.
1038

, A.D. 1628. An autobiography of the author will be found
in his work an-Nur as-Safir (No. 173.) fol. 143a. See also at-Ta-
'likat as-Sanlya, p. 36; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 556 ;'»K]iulasat
al-Athar, Vol. II., p. 440; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab.
Litter. Vol. II., p. 419.

Beginning :

4Jjl ^^ Ssj Jyxj . ,L)>i) 4JJ J>>ASl.JI

C_xi-« _^.'! ^ivJt ^i l^li^i dsU.;! ^l! ^iij ^L; s-,^] &.'

J^
iiij^Ja'l ^___5-'l 'ij^J] 'Jt\y,<j X^]

J
'ihjj^', L,^iJl*^< JaL. »j < fyLyi}
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The first line of the poem is :

—

The commentary begins as follows :

—

See Berlin Cat. No. 9535.

The text is in red ink. Each verse commences with the word

fjyi. Foil. 73-876 contain the author's tables of spiritual guides.

Fol. 94 is a leaf from a work called ^/==<-^-'' ^»^'^ ^'' ^^ (see

No. 454) and should go after fol. 19 of that No. It is inserted in

this MS. by mistake. On the margin are copied occasionally

passages of the work omitted by the copyist at the time of

transcription. Slightly worm-eaten. The inner edge of each fol.

is supplied in modern paper.

Written in good Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 126.

foil. 346; lines 19; size 11|X6 ; 9X4.

MAJALIS AL-ABRAR.

A work on pious discourse by ^^^^^ ^-»^' Ahmad ar-Rumi

died, about AH. 1040, A.D. 1631.
" See Brockelmann, Gesch. d

Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 445.

Beginning :

—

The work is divided into 100 chapters, each of which is called

^JLsvJI (assembly), whence the book is named Majalis al-Ahrar

or " assemblies of pious men." For the chapters see Berlin Cat.

No. 8845.

Headings of chapters are in red ink. Foil. 3396, 340a, and

a part of fol. 3406 have been penned through with the remark

kli . The copyist omitted to write a passage of the text during

the transcription of fol. 342a. The omitted passage in the same

handwriting, is given on an interleaved fol. The readmg is foil.
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3406, 342a (to the 17th line), 3416, 341a, 342a, (from 18th line).

There are occasional marginal corrections. Foil. 2-4 contain a list

of the chapters.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus :

—

No. 127.

foil. 14; lines 19; size 9X6^; 5|X3^.

HUJJAT AL-WIDAD. .

A treatise on sufism by ^yJxH s^"^) sxz ,
'j.' j.^.! Auhad

ad-Din 'Abd al-Ahad an-Xuri. He was an imam in the Aya Sofia

mosque in Constantinople, had many disciples, and died in A.H.
1061, A.D. 1651. For details of his life see Khulasat al-AtJar,

Vol. 11., p. 269; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II.,

p. 445.

Beginning :

—

*
f-'' ^I^^L^y >•

^^'' C^^-; -'y )y^ ^7^--'' ^ ^•^''

The work is divided into three l_?1) or sections, which are

subdivided into the following J^.^' or chapters :

—

J^-ni Zj'ilj <SJvJ . J$0,AxJ L_.vil cUsv^ ^^J ^^'-^'' V'-^^'

tol.
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The fourth J..^ is wanting,

fol. 10a. ply I 'i^^ ^^ ^_5a^ 'ixs:uJ] clyl ^i^i^ll') »_jLkiI

,, 10a. j.l^*JI i-^s^^ Jji" 2;.J.JI

,, 11a. L^lysJ) (^yaiwl ijksv^ ^ ^.ii^JliJI cyiil

For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. VII., p. 583 , and Yani Cat.

No. 1624.

Headings of chapters are in red ink. Marginal notes here

and there. Fol. 14 contains some theological questions and
answers. From the Colophon it appears that it was composed in

A.H. 1033, and was dedicated to ^_^^)^i.^'A j^.\ , the spiritual guide

of the author.

Written in good Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 128.

foil. 7; lines 19 to 28; size 8x5| ; 7X 5^.

MIFTAH AS-SARA'IR WA KANZ ADH-DHAKHA'IR.

A treatise on sufism by ^cy^^< ij^^=^ i^-i
^*"="' (^-; r^ ^/"^^'"^^^

Abu Bakr bin Salim bin Ahniad bin Shaikhan Ba'alavi. He was
born in Mecca, A.H. 1016, A.D. 1607, and studied with his father

and with other eminent scholars of that sacred city. He died in

A.H. 1085. A.D. 1674. For details of his life see Khulasat al,

Athar, Vol.1., p. 80. The author of Ivhulasat al-Athar, Vol. I.-

p. 74, explains the word Ba'alavi as follows :

—

^"^^ ) >_?I-^' M^^ e/^
S.^ ^_ 4JjI J).i>- ^Jl ySb ^y'^ ^

^Jk*«-a.tj ^J;*-.^

'i^ij^] -ii^ii d.^^j 4JL)I ^ ri" ^w^iUs J I „; |^_^ic liSX^ ^] ^^l(^i 4JUl Sxi-C:
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Beginning :

—

viJbl . 4JliI (.iii^ Jlcl ;lJL«,il jlaii 1 j^.>
j^ji.] I L^i\ s^]J] Jdi s^s\!]

For copy see Hyderabad List, Fann Tasawwuf, No. 18. The
following note on the title page about the date of the author's

birth, the composition of the work, and the death of the author :
—

and a similar note in the colophon ;—

seem wrong, and written by some ignorant person. Because
the father of the author, Salim bin Ahmad bin Shaildian, accor-

ding to the author's own statement (cited in Kjiulasat al-Athar,

Vol. II., p. 200), was born on 27th Rabi' II, A.H. 995, A.D. 1587.

and died on Sunday, the 9th Dhti'l Ka'da A.H. 1046, A.D. 1636

(and not in A.H. 1040 as given by Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 407).

Therefore the date of birth of the author, A.H. 919, and the date of

his death, A.H. 992, as given in the notes, must be wrong. The
first fol. is supplied in a different hand. The title page contains

the names of two persons as owning the book.

Written in bad Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 129.

foil. 74; lines 16-19; size 8X5|; 6^X4.

RISALAT AL-MU'AWANAT VVA'L MOZAHARA.

A treatise on sufism relating specially to the rules of religious

life by ^^^^. kJ'^svi' ^>^=^' ^-: ^y^ ^j^. •^' '^ s\^\ as-Saiyid

'Abdallah bin 'Alavi bin Ahmad al-Haddad Ba'alavl. He was
born in A.H. 1044, A.D. I6a4, studied with al-Kadi Siihl bin

Ahmad Bahasan and with others. He came to Mecca and Madina
in A.H. 1079, A.D. 1668. He is the author of many works, and
died, A.H. 1132, A.D. 1719. For details of his life s^e Silk

ad-Durar, Vol. III., p. 91., and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab.

Litter. Vol. II., p. 407.
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Beginning :

—

j>,6^1 *jJU.il ^UaJI *»::^I
^ J^^: ^' ; j^t^^ ^i ^^'' j^^--^ V;

* ^-'' ^j/^j^-*-^! ^^li^ii ^y ^'^y oi^svJi o^ui ^^lyi 4I1

The work is divided into several chapters, each of which

begins with u-^jJ-c or ^i)l t^^j t-Xlc or ^_^-=^' ':>. ^J^-^ •

Printed in Egypt A.H. 1321.

The word ^^ is written in red ink. On the title page the

name of the grandfather of the author is given as Muhammad ; but

the correct name of his grandfather was Ahmad. See Silk ad-

Durar, Vol. III., p. 91, and Berlin Cat. No'. 10116. The title

page also contains the names of two previous owners of the book.

From the colophon it appears that the author wrote the work in

A.H. 1069.

Written in bad Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 130.

foil. 25, lines 18-21 ; size 7| X 5^ ;
6iX SJ

RISALAT ALMUDHAKARAT MA.' AL-IKHWAN WA'L MUHI
BBIN MIN AHL AL-AKHIRAT WA'D DiN.

A collection of homilies or pious discourses by 4jui syj:. j.w

!

jLcb jljvs'll s^sA J vc^^ c/^
as-Saiyid 'Abdallah bin '.41av"i bin

Ahmad al-Haddad Ba'alavl, died, AH . 1132, A.D. 1719. See for

his life No. 129.

Beginning :

—

411 J-AsJI - »J^^I f^^\ |>1>-JI O^J! (i.ulc U )'I UJ *lc i' (^itsVXw

In the preface the author exhorts all men to adopt piety.

This work seems to bo an abridgement of Minhaj al-'Abidin by
al-Ghazali.

Printed in Egypt in AH. 1319.

From the colophon it appears that the author finished this

book in A.H. 1068. The word J.^aJ is in red ink. The title page

bears the names of three previous owners of the book. ,

Written in bad Naskh. Dated A.H. 1117. Scribe 4JjI j^at .
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No. 131.

foil. 15 ; lines 23 ; size T^X o| ; 6i-X 4.

AL-KIBRIT AL-AHMAR.

A treatise on sufism by j^^-'' Ajus^^ ^^j ^ ^] ^j 4JjI syt

^^i*l\ e/"^^' ^-5^ 'Abdallah bin Abi Bakr bin Wajih ad-Din 'Abd

ar-Rahman al-'Alavi. On the title page 'Abdallah al-Haddad is

mentioned as the author ; but in my opinion this is not correct.

The full name of 'Abdallah al-Haddad is 'Abdallah bin 'Alavi bin

Ahmad al-Haddad Ba'alavi (See for his life No. 129), which is

quite different from the name quoted above from the colophon.

Beginning :
—

« J) uyUWI ^I^/l wiuQai ^ "^^y^^ ^ \y} 4Jl) ^a^svJ)

The treatise is divided into very small chapters, called J^^a*

,

as follows :

—

fol. 16. uu|jly«.JLj*.SjjisJI ^^jic &2.^1ai) i-J^lw ^ J^-OJ

^, 16. 1 JjU Jtc ^iJ-u, jk.,^ )'I ^^^X*j i) Ij.ib
_j
^^

,, 2a. >j.^Jtj svLoiM |Wv.AiJI 41)1 y^j^ _. >^*-" ^^

„ 2a. ^Uk'l
1

„ 2a. ^^^*iUiI o>x.u-) J 4jLi! j>->.; J^^Jai U n^II (J^ill jlilu;! j_l-oj

„ 26. jjkj>._y.vJ)
^^_^j J>-^*

„ 26. cjlj(ju«,i| y\s^ alx ^s]\ j.Jt j-.j.ilU) ^1 j.lc) ^y^

„ 26. ^^JsLJI ^^^Llal) ^j.«lil ci^UJLL ^ Jwai

„ 3a. ^j/'-'O-i^'l (J>.JtI *ib i^Uil j^/« i.^!.s:i.il Ji.^5

„ 36. s/-^*^' S:^''*^ ^ ^'^'

„ 36. ij;X^)U.'l ^^y"^. ^y* '^»y^] w-A^I^Is ^^ J
(J-aJ

,, 4a. <ui^^J' * ^^l] ^ ij^i

^^!] ll^yJ] /ylM^^ CjLIJvaJI ^9 *^i'j.i« '"-r^^ ij-^

„ 4a. ^j^L^flJI ^~Ji3-\S]
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t'ol. 4-h. ^._^iL'i Ac .< ^J^^I _- ^ ) j.^

,, on. ci^yiiL* i",.,ixr !$j.jt (J..^

„ 66. ^il Jl^-l'l ,^i J^^l^ J^i

„ 76. ^.^i-'l *—-^i"- iir»^ ^^j J"^»

., Sa cuLcUaJI s.'iyx.^ > i.^

„ 106. >LiuI|
J

>UaJI ^ ci^LUiil Jill ci^U^i^J ^ J^

„ 11a. ,^U.'I ^^; ^il/lcvJI >^, LM J^
„ 116. L>*-! ^ Jt^' J^ <^' ^r^J;^ j-^

,,116. ^.-'1 ^-"-^ ^Jl/'^^I J-^j l-^l J-^^

„ 12a. j>A:N.^i'l ^l'^ lh:i^ ^ Jy^

126. s^^Jt'^^il Jjil ij,jt^ ^^i J-n>

13a. <sj2jkii:svil |,l.c -< J.X^.ft.JI ^J.^ J,^

„ 14a. ^^U«*i) ^ J.^i

„ Ua. ^^^-*^' ^'*^
e;-*

^^*^ «-^
^-^^

Red colouved lines round each page. The title page contains

the names of several previous owners of the book.

Written in ordinary Naskh. The colophon runs thus :—

19
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No. 132.

foil. 212 ; lines 19; size lUx 7^; 7 X 4i

SUNAN AL-HUDA FT MUTABAAT AL-MUSTAFA.

A work on religious duties and observances, laying special

stress on following the customs and manners of the Prophet,

^ i»_5 J \_J, \_5 W^ > C/ C/' ^—5

' Abd an-Nabi bin Ahmad bin 'Abd al-Kuddus al-Hanafi an-

Nu'mani al-Ganguhi. He visited Mecca and ^Madlna several times,

and there studied the Traditions of the Prophet. He held the

Offiice of Sadr as-Sudur in the court of the Emperor Akbar (A.H.
963-1014; 1556-1605). He is said to have been arbitrary^ but
liberal. Blochmann in his translation of A'ln-i- Akbari, p. 546,

regarding the date of the death of this author, says " Badaoni
places his death in A.H. 991, (A.D. 1583), the Mirat in A.H. 992,

(A.p. 1584)." For details see Bada'tini, Vol. III., p. 79; Mir'at

al-Alam, No. 11, fol. 2626; Tarb al-Amathil, p. 245; and Darbar
Akbari, pp. 320-328.

Beginning :

—

From the preface it appears that the book was divided into a

'i^yi^ (prologue), three parts called ^l^»^ , and a h>.'AL. (epilogue)

;

and the three parts are subdivided into J>r«a» as follows :

—

Jl/>r^I ^/..=^ ^ 111!] ^'^^ > (_^Hi..i'! ^i 'Lcs'io.!]

fol. 2a. ' Ixh^l]^ jsybUaJI

J • •• > / •

5a.

5a. >.xl^ ;J.i ij»^s:v*.'! ^ijt,« i.j.JsvJ ^^ ^J.^
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fol. la. *j«i«j A-usv^ ^y9^i ij^- >_5^ u-^'

„ 76. ^^^

,,106. * isue'aJl ^f J-^j

,, 116, J^-^ ''^JJ ; ''•e^-H

,, 12a. Jl^-j <ub 4Jjl ^__^U <)L; >U.vJ')'Ij 2.'^' ' *^-?'^-' ^ '"'"^

L^a.l^ Jlc Aj*j.-vil ii^A-'O (J.o.xJ| JU h^jLJ]

,176. icjx'l

„ 19a. Jr^ *^ J ^-J JliA^))! J

19a. 'iX^\
J

v^'J^'U ^t.^.e:l'l ^ J..^

„ 20a. ^jJl^^-'l
J (J.«-^'I ^' ^-^fr^'l ^

(^*^i J^^^ J-^^

,
, 24a. v«,.-oiiyJl ^ ^^Jb ,3^^: (-« t>*-: ^ J-^

26a. J^-^* ''^* ; ^"-^^ J
sS.LJii

J
c_Oii

,, 26a. ^rV ^ ^^^'' ;
'^y^^^ ^^ ^» J-^

,, 276. o:jj J^I^

,, 316. e;^**^' r^^^
^^^^^ "^' S^>
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fol. 33a.

„ 3na.

,, 36a.

„ 3VYt.

„ 386.

„ 40&.

,, 42a.

,,
i2a.

„ 42a.

„ 46a.

>,
506.

,,
526.

„ 556.

„ 60a.

„ 676.

„ 676.

,. 686.

l-nj

<uJ'I^. Aiic (.I^vj^ J.^ f-'iiT*
'"-^

^ r*''-^
^4^

.J^SUJvamXI)
J y iiJ yy y

0-SU*A.6>v I

jUsj ^J J^.l'l t^'aiC') ^Ixi 'i»^A^ ^'H] Ij-jb j

JJLiiL'l ^ J.^»
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isjyii,^ lol^Lni ii',A.Lo J>JL^j ^j J^-^

j,£L*}\ ;^r-j.iail ^^i-^ i»_Aj(Jij ^ Jwaj

cijjkiL'i . ^yi iyL^ ^,j ^LaJi 1-jt.Aii

,, 174a SjJLoJ) l^xj «^ ^_^I diliJ^DI ^^ J>^

j» 175a. Jj-^J AJi' _j >'.^'^I J
^1j.ajI ^^>o-JI

_j
r-oLsu*..'!

^

,, 1806. UjIc x^Loil
J

is-,UsJI ^ii<io ^ J-^

>, 183a. >-:>J^'' ^j^^ ^ J-^

fol
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Beginning :

—

The ^Uj or cha])ters are tluis arranged :

—

fol. '2b. r^lir (jL>

5a.
^J.

146.

^'r- J^.

,, 5b. e^liuaJl ^U;

,, 8a. />>'l ^>^ ^i;^

,,106. 4I1I ijo ^jlij

,,
11a. ._s''^

•^l ^'^**"'
ti^'-i-;

,, 11&. >S>J^'l
; ^.V' W^

,, 136. ^JU-^r-! ^^'J;^

,,136. c:.L.^JI ^^Ij^

<^^-^;'' i^'

„ 156. ^3^^' I
^i'^ ^U-:

,,
16a. ^ct^-^'' ^'*'^* J^

,,
166. ^-^^-^ ^^

„ 20a. Ji^'i^/^iJl ^U,.

From the colophon it appears that Dara Shikuh wrote the

original work in A.H. 1065, A.D. 1654 (as stated above), and that

he was then forty-two years old. Many passages from the Kur'an

are cited in the book.' On the margin are written in red ink the

equivalent terms of Hindu phraseology. The top of fol 20a bears

the name of a previous owner of the book. The work concludes

on fol. 226. The remaining foil. 23-39 contain several prayers.
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miscellaneous notes on different shajras or lists of saints, in the

form of genealogical tables, etc.

Written in bad Naslch. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 134.

foil. 165; lines 16; size 8| X 4| ; ^^^.

RAWDAT AL-ANWAR Fl IPAH AL-MABDA' WA'L
MA'ASH WA'L MA'AD WA'L ASRAR.

A work on religious duties and observances, together with

some fundamental principles of sufism, by ^Js,^ j..>.sv.^ ^ J_^*^'-'' ^¥^

.^Lsi.j;Ail 'Abd ar-Rasul bin Muhammad Khan al-Bijapuri.

Beginning :

—

« Ji , ^'1 iivi. ^;u^j ^m Uxir o^ui Ail' ^..^ii

The work contains three parts, or c_;^-''
, eacli divided into

several chapters called ^^^] as follows :

—

fol. -Ih. J,^yi . Ux.il ^U.; ^i J^l'l ^.UJl

„ 36. ^\y^l\
J^. ^> JyJI J^il

,, 56. i_JOL.J! j cis^.ClJI i\JaJ ^Uj ^_jj i^j-*'-^' l)--^^''

106. A^'U. ^.
^j-jijl i^Ja^ ^f-w ^ ^UI J-^l

,, 13a. ^^Ul\ /i^L^l]

^Jl^JI ^jJl^ ^Ijail'l x\laJ Joo ^i ^^jU'! J..aiJ)

„ 166. f-^''^^';

^UcaJI
_,

>Ux.'! 'iM> J^. ^» ^-:'—JI J^i)

„ 186. ^4^1^-1 J
^c;^-^-'l ;

^¥^J'

2la.
r*''^^' >' ^l^^' i'^ J^ ^ cT*^^'

^•^•^'

,L.i.'l ^.
^'Ail ,l^r i>i ^U.; _^ ^-LvJI J.^iiJ|

., 226. ("^''^^L- .
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fol. 23a. v_^2>'L> ^ j^\ ^JUj i'^j'ti
^J^,

^JlIjJI J.^iii|

>, 256. ^oIjUxJI ^^_ ^ Jj)J] .^iL'

26b.

456. Tij^kJ] ^u!: ^i ^jUI J^Ail

o5a.
im'^*^-'' ^j^ u/^i-' ^ irwj'^l J..^^ii)

o9a. ^_y^J) ^.^.; ^J ^.UJl J^iJI

61a. ^jlki'J] ^^Uj ^ ^'*'^'' J-'.ai-'l

63a. .^Jt Jaj ^i ^Uil J^ib'l

65a. jLj^I ^,Uj ^i^^Uil J.^)

66a. ^Lc.3.J! ^^,Uj ^^^^i^r-cixr ^^-olsJI J.-ai!j|

68a. ,ila.UI Uj J ^ ^^5-*'^' J-^-"

696. kjj^'^ /-'^'' ^^^-: ^^^^^-^ t^Cvil J^Ail

71a. jI.JI

lib. OI^A-aJL* .•Jl*AJ Uo , ^.V^SVA.J!
• U7 - >^

806. eisblAxJI ^^iju ^i ^ill'l ^^]

81a.
. vtr^'l ^ J^^'l ^^j':-? ^ J;i" J^^'

86a. hU.^]
J

iiUill ^Uj ^ ^ll'l J.^2Ai)

886. ^.^^^'1
J ^j^l ^^Uj ^i ^.i^JaJ) J.^2aJI

90a. ^i|
^

^^iJ) Jjo ^ ^:)y) J.^i.'|

926. « . >L:svi.iL.l'| .

20

756. ^XiJi - -••'
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fol. 936. L^;U/1 ^i J.XJ ^ ^j^j'^H J^iil

946. L_;.llv.'l . iJ..'ua^j , ^^Jaxi) ^^'j;-: ^^J ^^^'\ ^..^SJi!]

„ 95a. ^,k^^^
J

v_^^X.'l
^. ^yjlW

J.y:
^i ^^'I'l J^^il

,, 101a. ,^:->-'' ^_5' S;"i^^'l J
iUsv^JI ^^(.j^; ^ ^Uit J..^il

„ IU3a, ifliUJl .

„ 1046. ^«(.i.^lL >lrV^I k'fi^L*^ ^^'.x.j ^^-j r*i-£ ^^-Jf-J^-" (J^-^-'I

„ 1066. ^J^^vi I . 1^1 ! ^^U.; ^J^^ ^_i^i 11'
I ^^s] 1

„ 1076 i-yU \ ^vl) U , Axi <s.i^ j>j1' U , -ljJLi.l!L'

Jiyi ^ Sij^W i
iij!;^'l J^Jr: ^ J^^'l J^ii'

,, 109a. ^: r,^ "J^A^ jw;V U
^.

,
, 1126. <j.jU.vc

^
^j^i I ^_^i I i^lsvi I ^^t.w ^^^i ^^_ji UJ ) J.^' I

,, 116a. ujyj«JI |^£ iLj^AJ! ^^Ia.; ^ i^i^^'Cl'I ^^kW

,, 1 20a. ^-: r-^-" ^j^yt-i ^^ '^•^'-:y'

J

(l—ioJuaj ^ * Xi]\ ^^Uj ^^j |^.^/«(.iu'| J..^iAJI

,, 1 2 5a. iHj^ria-'l ^^yt-*
,^_^

„ 1276. iflj.JLsvi| ^j^y^

,, 129a. a«j,]! ,LLivJI
" " y y J

,, 1326. ^)i)
^

j_y^il ^ i^s^JI ^^Ixj ^i ^^^ll'l J^Ail

,, 1346. .yityi ^yidl ^^Ix.; ^J j^LUI J.^JI

„ 1366.
li/.'^^''

"j JV"^' ^i/^i^ uy.-^'^' ^^^'
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>uyi . ^,x^Ji ^'xj ^3 ^^ ^^^^Ji J-^^'

fol. 189rt.
^,i^il^

141a. '—»^=^^'' ^ ^^t'^' >
*-^'*^''

1436 j^il
; L^^-^'l ^^^ ^.'-^ ^-^"^^' c^^'

„ 153a. JrV ;

155a. .Uii'l ;
is"3it'^-^l Ji^ ^'.^- cT*^''

-^'^^'

156a. ^ii: !!»..'
I J-u ^/^^ er"'^^' J-^^^'

15s6. ^cJL^^'I w^^ ^» w;.'^*^' J-^^''

„ 1606. ^y^^' '^^^
e;^^ ^' ,j^^n L^U.'I

Hila. UjU^ ; i>^'l ^^'1 ^i;^: ^ J^^' J-^''

1 63a. liLjU-
J

'L<\yii\ ^iil ^'^^ ^» ^''^^ J-^'

The first page has a beautiful ' Unwan at the beginning. Head-

ings of chapter in red ink. Double gold lines and coloured mar-

uiSs throughout. Here and there the meanings of Arabic words

are written in Persian.

Nine foil, have been annexed at the beginning of the Mb. Ut

these the first two contain a x^,^^ ,
or a genealogical table of the

spiritual guides of the author 'up to 'Ali bin Abi Talib, d. A H. 40,

A.D. 660. The next three contain a list of the chapters of the MS. ;

the sixth is blank ; the 7th and 8 th contain a prayer, accompanied

by the author's description in Persian of the way in which it

should be recited and its after-affect. The last fol. contains another

prayer.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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The Principle of Jurisprudence.

No. 135,

foil. 170; lines 13; size 8|x5|-; 5|x3.

AL-MANKHUL FI'L USUL.

A work on the principles of jurisprudence according to the
Shafi'i school

.
This work, in Ibn Khallikan Vol. II., p. 37, has

been attributed to j.*^v^ ^^j s^o.^^ >y^L^ y) ^sJ] k ^iD'l Ls^^

^^Ij^il Hujjat al-Islam Zain ad-Din Abu Hamid Muhammad bin

Muhammad al-Ghazali, died, A.H. 505, A.D. 1111 (for his life see

No. 10 ). But in my opinion the famous al-Ghazali is not the
author of it, for Ibn Hajar al-Haitami, in his work al-Khairat al-

Hisan fi Manakib an-Nu'man, p. 4, says :

/ tJyf J] )
^^\SJ] <Uc ^j U 4JjI S.^s^j isux^ .;l -;j>.4A^«^'I l-^h'] J>.s^j] ^

^^«-yi isvi. Jy^sx^ ^Ui')j.Jl ^ !>*''' dii'i ,^1 ^-c >lJ^j S,L< ^^£jjii Ai

^ijjj Uj Aaa^j j ^Jki^ jI —J,^ ^ A-'U^I ^,< .^i'-: '^-' A yit' ^r^i^J )

From this it is evident that the work is not the composition
of al-Ghazali. A certain Mahmud al-Ghazali, a Mu'tazalite, wrote
it. The author of Muntaha'l Kalam supports this, for he says

(p. 22):-

,^l;l L:>-^jki 8jj.i:.^j ^LaIwI J.itl ^ (Lsxili^
L-i^'j^

(*''^' "^y^ i
^:>~w i<-''y'^

The title-page contains the statement, cited from Ibn Ivjialli-

kan, Mir'at al-Jananetc. that al-Mankhul is the work of al-Gliazali-
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;.j,J}'I -.J jkic -Sivj y ^^, (^1 ^Xxy-lxil
. J -OlA^i <0

Beginning :

For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. Ilf., p. 267; and Bankipur
Cat. p. 708.

• Foil. 1-7, 1616-168 and I70rt contain big lacunae and foil.

UOa, 14G6, 149, loO. 152&, 153 and 154a have short ones
A list of the contents is given at the beginning. Headings in red
ink. Brockelmann, Gesch.'d. Arab Litter. Vol. I., p. 424, No. 52,
has named the book al-Manhul. It ends abruptly' as follows :

—

Written in a clear Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 136.

foil. 816; linos 17-21; size 9| X 5i
; ^hX^.

SHARH MUKHTASAR AL-MUNTAHA.

A commentary on Ibn Hajib's abridged work on the prin-

ciples of jurisprudence according to the Maliki school, entitled

Mukhtasar al-Muntaha, by ^'-si.'! ^xc j
j><,=^i

j ^^>^r'' ^>-
i^-:'^''

'^^-^

^^3t^luJ] ^^_j^J\ 'Adud ad-Din Abd ar-Rahman bin Ahmad bin

'Abd al-Ghaffar al-TjI ash-Shafi'I, died in A.H. 756, A.D. 1355.

See No. 99, III.

Beginning :

—

^ ,

Ibn Hajib first wrote Muntaha's Su'al wa'l Ami on the j)rin-

ciples of jurisprudence, and then abridged it, and name I it

Mukhtasar al-Muntaha.

According to Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 172, al-Iji composed
this commentary in A.H. 734.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 4375 ; Paris Cat. No. 801
;

India Office Cat. Nos. 299-301 ; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 724 ; Algiers

Cat. Nos. 966-7; Yeni Cat. Nos. 334-5; Rampur List, p. 276;

and Hyderabad list, Fann Usui, No. 11.

For other commentaries on the text and for glosses on our

commettary see Haji I^lialifa, Vol. VI
, pp. 70-179; and Berlin

Cat. No. 4378.
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It has been printed, with two supercommentaries and a glos-

sary, at Bulak, A.H. 1316.

In foil 1-136, 155-183 and 294-295, the text and the
commentary are introduced with the words J(j' and Jyl respec-

tively, and both these words are written in red ink. The rest of

the foil, generally contain blank ;^paces for these words. The
lower part of fol. 356 is blank and contains the remarks o^txx'l ,x^.^.

There are marginal corrections here and there. The inner edges of

the last two foil, are supplied in a different paper.

Written in different hands of Nasta'llk. C. 18th century.

No. 137.

foil .421; Hnes 27 ; size 1 1 X 6i ; 8^ X 5.

8HARH MUIiHTASAR AL-MUNTAHA.

A commentary on Ibn Hajib's abridged work on the prin-

ciples of jurisprudence, known as Mulditasar al-Muntha, by a^sv-o

iU,XJI 1 a.«,j.j ^.; Muhammad bin Yusuf al-Kirmanl. He was a

pupil of al-Iji, and died in A.H. 786, A.D. 1384. See Haji

Kjialifa, Vol. VI., p. 173.

Our copy begins with the chapter on r.<I as follows :

—

;^y^ ^' u~"^^ ^' ^J^ e/"'"^' cHl> u^ ;'-^^^'' uc' ^^-•''
^'*r*^''

r

This commentary is in three volumes, and is called an-Nukul
wa'r Rudud, or* according to some an-Nukud ica'r End/ud. The
commentator ia compiling this work took assistance from ten

other commentaries on the text, out of which the seven commen-
taries named below are said in the preface to be verj'^ famous
ones :

—

Cub^^xJI 5i\(.wi! ijlwJ) (.itt^i^l ^r^] i(\^^ -^j r-^JI ^.-0 UJI ^^ S'i

^ic^l ^j^^i . ^^'xd=^i\ ^i^'I ^^.j ;
^-^J-^'l ^^:A^^ J^*^ fr^A^^ i

See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 173 ;
and Berlin Cat. No.

4378/16.

The middle portion of the work is much worm-eaten, and is

pasted over with thin paper. The lower part of fol. 1066 is blank.
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Erroneously written on the title page j^s^\ c>^8-> iU,/ i^'^^ . The

space for writing the word <sJ^i> has not been filled in in many foil.

Written in Naskli. Not dated. C. 1 8th century.

No. 138.

foil. 137; lines 29-33; size 10^X6|; Six 5.

HASHIYA^^LA SHARH MUKHTASAR AL-MUNTAHA. *

A supercommentary on al-Iji's commentary (see No. 136) on
Ibn Hajib's work on the principle.s of jurisprudence called Mukh-
tasar al-Muntaha, by ^^^k-?^'' ^*^'

e/-'^''
'

—

^-^ ^^^^ ad- Din Ahmad

al-Abhari. He flourislied in the 9th century Hijra, and also wrote
a commentary on al-TjI's work on scholastic theology, called al-

Mawakif. See Berlin Cat. No. ISOl ; and Haji Khalifa, Vol. V[.,

p. 236.

Beginning :

—

The passages of the commentary and the supercommentary
are distinguished by a little space left blank for the word sJy,

It has not been filled in, however. The last fol. is a part of some
work on jurisprudence, bound in this MS. by mistake. The first

fol. bears the names and seals of previous owners of the book.
Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in cursive Nastailk. The colophon runs thus :
—

J>.,ii) ^_jJ.ii-' » .Ua.'I Ic 4JJ v3*s^Jl wlibyi i»_Cl/.JI t^,^jiJ l_;Uj:JI J

J_.l ^ (..i^iiil ^yi 'iU ^ fl^x.i] ^.::^», ^ 3.^x^1': ^.< pt^-fl ^j ^Hv*''I

No. 139.

foil. 155; lines 15; size lOJxe^; 5|X3i.

MINHIYAT MirSALLAM ATH-THUBUT.

Glosses by Muhibballah al-Biharl on his own work on the
principles of jurisprudence called Musallam ath-'Chubut. His full
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^;t^V' >^^'' ^^ e/'
^^ ^^^^ ^.^UJ! al-KadI Muhib-

ballah bin 'Abd ash-Shukiir al-Bihari. He was born in Karah, a

village in Bihar, India. He sat at the feet of distinguished
scholars of his time, such as Mawlana Kutb ad-Din ash-iShamsaba-
di and others, and became one of the most eminent 'Ulama' of his

age. He paid a visit to the Emperor 'Aiamgir, when the latter

was in the Deccan, which resulted in his being appointed Kadi of

Lucknow. He is the author of several works, and died in A.H.
1119, A.D. 1707. For details of his life see Subhat al-Marjan^

p. 76; Hada'ik al-Hanafiya. p. 431 ; Ma'athir al-Kiram, p. 211
;

the Ency. of Islam Vol. I., p. 717; and Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, 1913, Vol. IX., p. 295.

Beginning :
—

c) r^l\ *,i. UlJ A*.-; (.-<) lix'J . is\.=^ *i*J| J>«^ v_5"^-''
4JJ JasJI

f ^ • ^

The author in the preface enumerates the following books that

he consulted while composing the text :
—

vji-iiii Uil
_,

*i*.J) |j.JL j *^i L-^-Ui" ^^J) (J-^ *li i\UJis«.J| l^I
J

v>_^A.U.

* 8; JaA»-6.JI V S^S] »(J>Jt ^A> ^.^xa>J>^-e

For copies see Rampur List, p. 279.

The text is preceded by the word &Jy in red ink. Marginal

corrections occasionally. The lower edge of first three foil is sup-

plied in a different paper.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19tb centurv.
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No. 140,

foil. 308 ; lines 19 ; size 9| x 5^
; 7^ X 4^.

SHARK MUSALLAM ATH-THUBUT.

Vol. I.

The first volume uf the commentary on Muhibballah al-Biha-
ri's work on the principles of jurisprudence called Musallam ath-

Thubut, by ^.'W' ^i^^ ^^^'i ^ ^-i ^jJ\ ^l^ ^< Malla Nizam ad-

Din bin MuUa Kutb ad-Din as-Sahali. He was the third son of

Mulla Kutb ad-Din as-Sahali. He read with Hafiz Amanallah al-

Banarasi, a distinguished pupil of his father, all branches of learning.
He spent a considerable part of his life in teaching. At the end
of his life he became a disciple of Shah 'Abd ar-Razzak Bansavl.
He is considered the greatest scholar of his time, and was given
the title of Ustadh al-Hind. He died on the 9th Jumada I, A.H.
1161, AD. 1748. See Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p, 445; Subhat al-

Marjan, p. 94; Abjad al- Ulum, p. 911; Ma'athir al-Kiram,
p. 220 ; and Aghsan al-Arba'a, p. 5.

Our copy is defective both at the beginning and the end. It

begins abruptly as follows :
—

This commentary was named ^^^.^ sl]y» Fawa'id Uzma^.

For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 332- 33 ; and Rampur
List, p. 274.

This part contains the commentary on the - i/«vi«2^ - ij^\ li'^i^o

LJLj' Iflij^ and a portion of ilflj hli^
, and ends with the comment-

ary on the chapter i*.^ ^jis. ,xi }) 'L<^J^ ^^ SsJyl c ^.^\ i^^^ <5.xl>w^

tj^£ ^. The concluding words are :

—

Passages of the text are marked with red lines. Here and
there there are marginal corrections. The inner and the lower

edges of the first fol. are pasted over with thick paper.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

21
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No. 141.

foil. 245 ; lines 19 ; size GJX oi
; 7X4.

The same.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the commentary noticed above.

Beginning :~

w

f^^J^^\sy
This part contains in full the commentary on vX^laJI J^^^'' ,

concluding on fol, 244 with the commentary on the chapter called

*Lv ^ <5jJ-c 4t'! ^j-'-^ <s.'U'l ^i.s^ ^^,Lj ^ J^^i . The concluding words

are :

—

Then follows, on fol. 295^ an incomplete commentary on some
portion of &JU^ . It ends abruptly with following words :

—

Many foil, between 244 and 245 are missing. Passages of the

text are marked with red lines. From the beginning up to fol, 40

the MS. is stained with damp. Foil. 31-39 are much damaged.
The inner edge of the first and last foil, are bordered with thick

paper. The contents of fol. 1 are defective on account of holes

in the paper. Seven foil, are annexed The first two contain

some Arabic verse, the names of owners, and three seals of o.^s^.

^Jr The other foil, are pages of some work on Arabic Grammar

in Persian verse, with copioos marginal notes in Persian.

Written in ordinary Nasta' Ilk. Not dated. C 18th century.

No. 142.

foil. 300 ; lines 21 ; size lOf X 7^ ; 7| X ^.

SHARK MUSALLAM ATH-THUBUT.

Vol. I.

The first volume of the commentary on Muhibballah al-Biha-

ri's famous work on the principles of jurisprudence called Musall-
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am ath-rhubut by j
^^.iuJl ^^:oJI ^llai j o.*:s<-< ^J-*.'^ ^^ \^'^^ y)

^yUS] ysv>j Abu'l 'Aiyash 'Abd al-' All Muhammad bin Nizam ad-Din

known as Bahr al-'Ulum. He was born at Lucknow and was educa-
ted by his father. At the age of seventeen he received from his

father a Sanad of competency. He began to deliver lectures and
compose books. Unfortunately an event happened which forced

him to quit Lucknow. From there he went to 8hahjahanpur. He
next went to Rampur IState, where he remained for nearly five

years. But the rush of students to him was so great that, the
Nawwab was unable to meet their demands. Bahr al-'Ulum,

being dissatisfied with the Nawwab, left the place. At the request

of Munshi Sadr ad-Din, the ancestor of the presenter of the Buhar
Library to the Govt, of India, he came to Buhar, a village in

Burdwan, Bengal, and not improbably the Buhar Library was
founded by him. From Buhar he went to Madras, where he died

on the 12th Rajab, A.H. 1235, A.D. 1819. In Southern India he
is known as Malik al-'Uldmd', and in Northern India as Bahr al'

'Ulmn. See for his life Journal of Nadwa, April and June, 1907
;

Ency. of Islam Vol. I., p. 584; Journal Asiatic Society (New Series)

Vol. II., No. 10, 1911, p 694; and Agtsan al-Arba'a, pp.121— 127.

Beginning :
—

For copies see Rampur List, p. 277; Hyderabad List, Fann
Usui Fikh, No. 36 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 522.

Lithographed, Lucknow, 1878.

This volume contains the commentary on i.^j>aJI and on three

ui>i)lc-<
J
treating of ^.jlxJI . Passages of the text are marked with

red lines. A list of contents is added at the end. On the last

fol. of the list is noted in another hand ^^1^ ^^"^^ J^-ei'I ^ J^j.if

, a.i>^<.M ksxj . Marginal glosses here and there. This commentary

is calledui5^*-a.,il Jly Fawatih ar-Rahamut,a name which gives the

date of composition as A.H. 1180, A.D. 1766. In some catalogues

it is wrongly named o^*..=^yi Jly ^ Fawa'ih ar-Rahamut.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C.

19th century.

No. 143.

foil. 205 ; lines 27 ; size 10^ X 7^ ; 7| X 4|-.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second part of the work noticed above.
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Beginning :
—

This part is the commentary on j.^tiJl J^^I and the i/oU. .

Passages of the text are marked with red lines up to fol. 158b.

The rest are overlined in black ink. Foil. 167-174 have been
recently supplied. Marginal corrections numerous. The colophon
gives the date of composition as follows :

—

^] 8^j^ ^^^ j^i ^^•''l 4X1 v>AS?.J! ^Lv.iLi.1'1 ij^G uu^.2^^ s,^ e:,-vJL«G ^] .

The last fol. contains the remark :

—

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 144,

foil. 493 ; lines 7 ; size 81 X 6^ ; 6x4.

SHARK MUSALLAM ATH-THUBUT.

A commentary on Muhibballah al-Bihari's work on the prin-

ciples of jurisprudence. The name of the commentator is not
mentioned in the preface ; but according to Bankipur Cat. p. 438,

its author is e>^^ H^ Mulla Barkat and from the colophon it ap-

pears that he composed the work in A.H. 1233, A.D. 1817.
Beginning :

—

For another copy see Bankipur Cat. p. 438,

Passages of the original text are marked with red lines.

Foil. 3b, 106, 136, 20a, 2B6, 32a, 35a, 386, 486, 546, 61a, 64a,
676, 73a, 766, 796. 188a, 170a, 1806, 215a, 262a, 266a, 270a,
2766, 280a, 284a, 2R76, 2936, 295a, 302a, 30^a, 3096, 336a and
492a contain lacunae. Here and there there are marginal correc-
tions.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

I
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The Principle of Jurisprudence according to

Shi'a School.

No. 145.

foil. 26; lines 2); size 11X7; 8x4i.

AS-SAB' ASH-SHIDAD.

A work on the principles of jurisprudence according to the

Shi'a school by oUljJ) ^ix.«^I s^^^ ^ yb o^^s:^ Muhammad

Bakir bin Muhammad al-Husaini ad-Damad, died^ A.H. 1040,,

A.D. 1630. See for his life No. 70.

Beginning :

—

^^^}] |^*JI ^^1 ail Jj;^^. j.LoIrl'l
J ^^] yiy^] A}\ ^ jt^i"

It is divided into seven &i!.a^ or sections, each of which is sub-

divided into several chapters or J^-a.*, and an epilogue .uxsv.', as

follows :

—

fol. la. '^^ i}y^ ^4^ ; ^^^^ ^^^'^^l

^l;j| ^1= j.l^*i| i-1^ e:^iAll sii J^J ( I

)

aLJj ^ XiJL.Jl _cV^' f^^'' 45' ^^"^ ( ^ )

56.
.ilii)

8a. ^j' '^Ji-^'-i^^^'' (•^^"

JJ.C ^,'iJ] ^^cs^.0.11 ;^^-i.A.'l j^ ^j;I J-^ ( ' )

u^«J L^l |»i:sc'! ^,1 i.^jt ^ ^J^xJI ^ ;UJ1
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fol. 10a. L;Uri ^_^^ ^(^i) ^JI

12a. iuJ^il iiCiUJ!

,, 12a. y^^l ^j/* -^'--^: ^t.-:^^J"^'l

,, 13a. Itj^] uij'Jy«.J! ^__jA Ui!

14a. Sjijiyt L'UJl

14a. ^il iUJslJi j.4Ax>J^ ^,.::^^JiaJ)

^^Uil ^ l^rJjiaJ Jo^sxlil J.^HJ ,^1 J.^ (
r )

,,156. ^'I ^^J^*-^^-"

16a. cj^^iiJl

„ 17a. Jl y^^Lai) isv^ ^ UJoly^iLl Ui! ^I^-^^I

^Uil ^l^ y ;
^/jJI ^i J'i J^' ( ^

)

18a. LcU..2^l (J.j^^ ^J:^'<s^^ i^^^akj] ^^i

,, 186, L.jL^'1 iiUJI

^^Ic ^lUl'l ^UJL: ct-^-a.! j.2xi) jJL' J-<ai ( I

)

,,186. ^1 ^^J^JI s^^^;

s_Xi ^_suix;:il vi^ -^^ss-il s_::^Jic:sw Iiil ^ J^woi ( r
)

,, 206. ^LJu-'l IjJfc ^^_jibl-nj ej!.V>.i^
L-5'j^^''

21a, s.aSssJ . (Jy^ <*^J ^j(.*M,il <j.JUa-'!

^1 ^c ]yis6] u.jlisv..^)'! }l^ ^j;l Jwsi ( I )

,, 21a. v'^
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fol. 22a. /.Aixwi'l ^ 'irXiS 'JJ \j^1i\

-^ys) \,asv,>-wi (^̂1 >=^' (
f^

)

,226. ^'1 «Vi-^ ^.1 ^-^-J*^ V^^

23b ^^'^^ ^-^ ^ '''^•"

From the colophon it appears that it was composed in A.H.

Ht23, A.D. 1614. See also Kashf al-Hujub, p. 306. The word

J^i is written in red ink. Marginal glosses and corrections occa-

sionalh'. Fol. 266 contains some quotations from Baha' ad-Din

al-'Am"ili's work called Miftah al-Falah.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century. Scribe

I

No, 146.

foil. \Q^; hnes 19; size 8|-X5|; 6x3|.

SHARK ZUBDAT AL-USUL.

A commentary on Bahca' ad-Din al-'Amili's treatise on the

principles of jurisprudence called Zuhdat al-Usiil by ^^-:^JI ^'.-.*j^

Jhj.i',U-'l ^^a.)
,

,j Ji>a J^<,.sk^ Husam ad-Din Muhammad Salih bin
\^ J J li/- ^ • • •

Ahmad al-Mazandarani. He was one of the most eminent scholars

of the Shi'a sect of the 11th century Hijra. He was the son-in-

law of Mulla Muhammad Taki al-Majlisi, who died in AH. 1070,

A.D. 1659, and is the author of many works. See Nujum as-

Sama', p. 106; Sliudhur al-'lkyan, Vol. II., fol. 211 ; and Ami
al-Amil, p. 64.

Beginning :

—

* J I i'rJtiL; <J..'}n P _;r» J
JSr&I-ii lijUxi (^y^'' ,^*' ^-^^sxi'

See Berlin Cat., No. 4425 ; and also Kashf al-Hujub, pp. 303

and 336. Brockelmann. Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. II., p.

32'1 wrongly attributes Zuhdat al-Usul to Hasan bin Zain ad-Din

al-'Amili ash-Shami ash-Shahid, died, A.H. 1011, A.D. 1602.

For other commentaries see Kashf al-Hujub, pp 336 and 337.

The original text is quoted in full and is marked with red
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lines. The last half of the book contains marginal glosses mostly
written in Shikasta. The last fol. in another hand, has the date
of composition of this commentary in the following chronogram

^iScc^j ^ jXJl J ^j^ '-—^^^
f^'Py

^^® numerical value of which is

A.H. 1038. The first and last foil, bear the seals of Amjad 'All,

Wajid 'All and Sulaiman Jah.

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. ISth century.

No, 147.

foil. 245; lines 15; size 8X6; 5ix3i.

SHARH ZUBDAT AL USUL.

An incomplete commentary on Baha' ad-Din al-Amili's trea-

tise on the principles of jurisprudence. As the work is defective

both at the beginning and the end, the name of the commentator
could not be traced : but the passage on fol. 164a, u_fti.^JI l^l.^

^] ^o«.^xJl — ,Jl ^c i.liJi[A ^ AiJi ^lj indicates that the com-

mentator was a contemporary of the author, as the words AlJiJ j

indicate.

It begins abruptly on fol. 4 as follows :

—

* i'l ^lo.] A^ ,A> i^-',c.i' t_-j«jJl l}\i^' [^'xyj
,
,^ J»-^i')

This commentary is named on the title page -^x-^ Jj-^-'' 'Lc^^

^jy^^] 'ij'i/s. The first three foil, are misplaced. Fol. 1 should come

after fol. 10, and foil. 2 and 3 should come after fol. 12. The text

is distinguished from the commentary by red lines over it up to

fol. 88 and partly in foil. 206-208. The rest of the book is with-

out such differentiating line. In foil. 1 to 159 and foil. 184-245,

the headings of chapters and the beginnings of new discussions are

written in red ink. but in foil. 160-183 only a little space is usually

left blank. The outer edge of foil. 1-32, 201-245 and the inner-

edge of all the foil, are changed to thick paper. It ends abruptly

with the unfinished commentary on the chapter called ^lyi ^-^-U.'!

^xiixJI ^ jl^xA.i'l ^ , the concluding words being ^r^i-' ;Ia^I ^_ji)

-aJsjU l^^^U .^ C"'^^-' ^^ } ui^rs^V' ;• Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in Xasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18tb century.

I

I
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No. 148.

foil. 285; lines 21; size 9|X7^; 7X4|.

TANKlH AL-MARAM.

A supercommentary on al-Khalil bin al-Ghazi al-Kazvini's

commentary on Muhammad bin al-Hasan at-TusI's treatise called

' TJddai al-Vsul on the principles of jurisprudence according to the

Shi' a school by ^Hij^^ >.Jx^yi o.-.^^ ^^ y^\ ^^ 'Ali Asg^ar bin

Muhammad Yusuf al-Kazvini. He was a scholar of the Imamiya

sect. The introduction of the passages of the commentary, up to

fol. 128, with the expression 4JjI ao-^J, used for a living being, and

subsequently with «^ ^Ii! ^^'s or tj^ ^^^ applied to a deceased

person, indicates that 'Ali As^ar alKazvini wrote the beginning

of his supercommentary during the lifetime of the commentator

and the rest after the latter's death which took place in A.H. 1089,

A.D. 1678, and not circa A.H. 1070, A.D. 1659, as given by

Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter., Vol. I., p. 187. See Shu-

dhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. I., fol. 260, and Nujum as-Sama,' p. 101.

The date of completion of the supercommentary , according to the

colophon, is A.H. 1103, A.D. 1691. The supercommentator, then,

certainly flourished between some date anterior to A.H. 1089,

A.D. 1678, and A.H. 1103, A.D. 1691. He probably died in the

first quarter of the 1 2th century Hijra.

Beginning:

—

Passages of the commentary are introduced with the word

<jJy in red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 1 9 bh century.

No. 149.

foil. 283; lines 25-23; size 9 X 6| ;
6x3i.

AL-KAWANTN AL-MUHKAMA.

A work on the principles of jurisprudence according to the Shi'a

school by ^ii^svJI ^i'^-^^ ^^'1 i^-^l ^. j*-^'^'' y' Abu'l Kasim

22
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bin al-Hasan al-KummJ al-Chapiaki al-Jiiani. He was born at

Chaplak, a dependency of Kuram. His father was an inhabitant

of Gilan or Jilan. He studied under Aka Bakir Bahbahani (d.

A.H. 1205, A.D. 1790: vide Xujum as Sama,' p. 307), and is the

author of several useful works. He died soon after the death of

Aka Saiyid 'Ali at-Tabataba'i which occurred in A.H. 1231, A.D.

1815. See Nujum as-Sama', p. 340.

Beginning ;

—

^o 'isxi 'is^') J«jO UI p^f^-" J^-^' v_5''
^]sSb ^Sl] 41' 0-^sv.iI

The book is divided into a ^l<j.2-<, a f«ew i-r^'y' and a &^l^-

For details see Berhn Cat. No. 4424. According to Kashf al.

Hujub, p. 417, the author completed this book in A.H. 1205,

A.D. 1790.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 4424 ; and Hyderabad List,

Fann Usui, No. 41.

Foil. 110 and 111 are missing. Foil. 40, 41, 49-62, 282 and
283 have been recently replaced. The lower part of the last fol.

is defective. The inner edge of each fol. has been replaced with a

different kind of paper. The upper and lower edges of some foil.

at the end have also been changed to a different kind of paper.

Marginal corrections here and there. The first and last foil, bear

the seals of i^^r-o jx«, r-y-y^ >UJ.*-I i.,cHi^, dated A.H. 1274. Slightly

worm-eaten.
Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

Statutes of Law (al-Furu*).

Hanafis.

No. 150.

foil. 86; lines 19; size 8^X4^; 6x2|.

KHIZANAT AL-FIKH.

A treatise on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school

by ^j.ii»H>-*-' iU'iA.i ^..0.^.1 ^j o.4.rsi..tj ^j j.^ Li^J^-'r-' Abu'l Laith

Nasr' bin Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Fakih as-Samarkandi. He
was a pupil of Abu Ja'far al-HinduwanI, and was known as Imam
al-Huda. Biographers differ very much about the date of his

I
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death. In Madinat al-'Ulum, fol. 151, the author says that he
died on the Uth Jumada 11, A.H. 393, A.D. 1002. 'Ali Kari in

his Tabakat, fol. 1R06 (No. 256), says that his death took place at

Balkh in A.H. 37(i, A.D. 986 ; while in another of his books, the
commentary on ash-Shifa fl Hukuk al-Mustafa, he gives the date
as A.H. 373, A.D. 983. Haji KhaJifa, VolVlI., pp. 51, 428, gives

the date as A.H. 375, A.D. 895, and in the same volume, p. 365,
he gives it as A.H. 373, A.D. 983, while in Vol. III., p. 136 he
gives it as A.H. 383, A.D. 993. The last mentioned date is also

given by Fliigel in Die Classen, p. 303. In Taj at-Tarajim, edited
by Fliigel {Leipzig, 1862), the date of the death of our author
is given as A.H. 393, A.D. 1002. Al-Kafavi, in his work, I'lam
al-Akhyar (No. 255) fol. 146, gives A.H. 373, A.D. 983. See also

Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 180, and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 195.

Our author should not be confounded with another scholar

known as ^^i'ij^,.^] Jailsu'l t..i^xL'lj.jl^,^i. The latter died in A.H.

294, A.D. 906, and is known as al-Hafiz, while our author is

known as al-Fakih.

Beginning .

—

For chapters see Berlin Cat. No. 4444.

For copies see Paris Cat. No. 826 ; Berlin Cat. Nos. 4444-5
;

Aya Sofia Cat. No. 1148 ; and Cairo Cat. Vol. III., p. 43.

It has an ' Unwan on the first fol. Marginal notes occasionally.

Headings of chapters in red ink. A list of contents is added at the
beginning. The title-page bears the name of several previous
owners. Four foil, are added at the beginning, containing some
legal questions, words for amulets, and a few Arabic verses, etc.

The last fol. as well as the title-page contain the name and

seal of 4Jjl jv^U jyx^ i'Lii'l ^^^-rlj'. The MS. is stained with damp.

Worm-eaten places are generally patched with thin paper.
Written in good Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No 151,

foil. 357; lines 29-33 ; size 1UX7|; 8^X5.

AL-MABSUT.

A portion of a voluminous book on jurisprudence according to

the Hanafi school by J^^**. ^^1 ^j jy^^l ^j o><^sv.-o j^.y) <s^^'I ^^-v^AMU
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^^^»*s>y^] Shams al-A'imma Abu Bakr Muhammad bin Ahmad

bin Abi Sahl as-SarakhsI. He was born at Sarakhs in Kjiurasan
;

studied with Shams al-A'imma 'Abd al-'Aziz bin Ahmad al-

Halwani, and with the Shaikh al-Islam as-Sugidi. He dictated
the present book, up to Js^^^'! i_!b, to his students during his

imprisonment in a well at Uzjand. They used to assemble at the

top of the well, and wrote to his dictation. After regaining his

liberty he went to Farg^ana, where he completed the work in

fifteen volumes. Biographers differ very much with regard to the

date of his death. 'Ali al-Kari in his Tabakat, fol. 132a, says
that he died in A.H. 438, AD. 1046. Haji' Khalifa, Vol. V., p.

363, gives the date as A.H. 483 A.D. 1090, while Madinat al-

' Ulum, fol. 123a, suggests about A.H 590, A.D. 1106.. Fliigel, in

Die Classen, p. 304, says that he died in A.H. 490, A.D. 1096 or

in A.H. 500, A.D. 1106. See Taj at-Tarajim, pp. 38, 124; al-

Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 64; Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 205; and
BrockeJmann, Vol. I., p. 373.

Our copy begins with r-i^J^' ^^'-'^^ as follows :

—

^iUi'!^ , i^in ^j^^ ojfciyi J^l'l ;^)'l ^i! Ji ^KiJI ^[x(

For copies see Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 276-7 ; India
Office Cat. No. 204 ; Gotha Cat. No. 997 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. III.,

p. 109 ; Asiatic Society, Cat. p. IS (Vols. VI and VII) ; and
Rampur List, p. 245 (Vol. IV).

Printed in thirty vols., Egypt, A.H. 1324.

Our copy ends with the chapter called
J^*-' ^_^» ^^*?; ' v^.

A table of contents is added at the beginning in a modern hand.
Marginal corrections are numerous. The headings of chapters are

in red ink. The lower part of the first two foil, and a few foil,

at the end are somewhat damaged by damp. The lower part of

the whole MS. is stained with damp. In the colophon the copyist

mentions that he completed the transcription of the present

volume on the 19th Sha'ban, but does not mention the year.

Written in different hands of Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th

century.
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No. 152.

foil. 53 ; lines 19 ; size 8|-X4| ; 5|X2:^

JUMAL AL-AHKAM.

A treatise on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school on
legal ordinances applying to special cases^ or to particular classes

of persons, by ^^r^'' ^^iisliii j>'o.sx^ .j s-i>':^\ ^-.Ij^-'I y) Abu'l 'Abbas

Ahmad bin Muhammad an-Natifl at-Tabari. He was one of the

most eminent jurists of the Hanafi school, and died at Rai in

A.H. 446, A.D. 1054. See Taj at-Tarajim, p. G; Madinat al-

'Uliim, fol. 152a; al-Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 19; Hada'ik al-Hana-

fiya, p. 194; Fliigel, Die Classen, p. 302; and Brockelmann,
Vol. I., p. 372.

Beginning :

—

^]j liil i'Lo-Jl J^iij 'ii]^ .; -w,33.JI 01 ^^^) o>>*-<w> ^^^Uxil^jl Jl*

This work has been referred to as al-Ahkam by Haji Khalifa,

Vol. I., p. 176, and as Jumlat al-Ahkam by the same author in

Vol. II., p. 622. In Cairo Cat Vol. III., p. 3, it is called Ahkam
an-Natifi.

For copies see Br Mus. Suppl Cat. No. 275, II; and Cairo

Cat. Vol. III., p. 3.

It contains altogether 28 chapters as follows :

—

fol. 1.

i)
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fol. 386.

,, 396.

,, 406.

...
416.

,, 416.

., 426.

„ 44a.

„ 446.

„ 45a.

„ 46«.

„ 47a.

„ 49a.

,, 50a.

,, 50a.

„ 506.

„ 506.

.. 526.

^,in'b jU.u ^jJi ^K^i'

xj ,JL; vJ'-*-'-^ t^-"--"
^f^=^^

^tu-^jb ^a^> ^1 ,^^^

> xsJ] ^Ki

Foil. 47-50 should come after fol. 43, and foil. 51-52 after

fol. 40. It is stained with damp and much worm-eaten ; the worm-
eaten places are pasted over with paper. A list of contents is

given on the title-page. The title-page and last fol. bear the

names and seals of previous owners. The first fol. of some other

MS. is bound up with this volume at the beginning by mistake.

Written in good Naskh. Not dated. C. 16th century.

No. 153.

foil. 60 ; lines 19 ; size 81 X 4^
; 5| X 2|.

'UMDAT AL-FATAWA.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school by

.<U \,:y. "̂ >:>-'' ^^ ^J ,4,-C OvAiS\--e y ^i (Ui))) ^^lity.

Burhan al-A'imma Husam ad-Din Abu Muhammad 'Umar bin
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Abd al'Aziz as-Sadr ash-8hahid al-Bukharl. He was born in

A.H. 483, A.D. 1090; studied jurisprudence with his father, and
surpassed all the scholars of his time at Khurasan. From there

he went to Transoxians, and was much respected by the Sultan
and others. He fell into the hands of the Turks, when they took
Sultan Sanjar prisoner, and was killed at Samarkand in A.H. 536,

A.D. 11 41. His dead body was removed to Bukhara. He is recog-

nised as one of the most reliable authorities on jurisprudence
according to the Hanafi school. See Taj al-Tarajim, p. 34 ; al-

Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 60- al-Kamil, Vol. XI., p. 57 ; Fliigel, Die
Classen, p. 311 ; and Brockelmann, Gesch d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I.,

p. 374.

Beginning :

—

fol. U.

„ 2a.

„ 2b.

„ 36.

,,
4«.

„ 46.

,, 5a.

„ la.

„ 76.

„ 8a.

„ 9a.

„ 96.

,, 10a..

„ 106.

,, 106.

,, 11a.

., 116.

J ,jJi.U.: ixii.
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fol. 12a.

„ 126.

„ 13a.

,, 14a.

„ 15a.

„ 15&.

,, 16a.

„ 16&.

,, 17a.

„ 18a.

,, 18a.

,, 19a.

„ 196.

,, 20a.

„ 20a.

„ 21a.

„ 21a.

22a

„ 23a.

„ 236.

,, 24a.

>, 246.

,, 25a.

„ 256.

,, 256.

„ 266.

„ 28a.

,, 286.

„ 29a.

^•H
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fol. 296.



ol.
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Tahir bin Ahmad bin 'Abd ar-Rashid al-Bukhari, He studied

with his father and with other eminent jurists of his native town.

He was the greatest jurist in Transoxiana of his time, and died in

A.H. 542, A.D. 1 U7. See Taj at-Tarajim, p. 22; al-Fawa'id al-

Bahiya, p. 37; Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 221 ; and Brockelmann

,

Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol I., p. 374.

Beginning :

—

... J,^'J] ^Um ^^JI JU ^U^^] . ^yi j;,'U. aiij^-^il

This book is one of the most reliable works on jurisprudence

according to the Hanafi school. Haji Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 165,

says j-Ja-« j.^uc^e ^^Ui" yb i.e. " It is a famous, reliable book " and

al-Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 37, says sSf^< , ^Li*J] j.'ss yjiju^ ^ixi ^.ifc

^t^ijAJl jy'xc "it is a reliable work to scholars and a trustwoithy one
to jurists." The author first wrote two other books on jurispru-

dence, namely KJiizdnat al-Wdki'dtabnd A^isdb al-Faklh. Then on
the requests of his friends he wrote the present book in a concise

form, and hence it was named KJiuldsa. The author at the begin-

ning of each section has given a list of contents for the help of

those engaged in giving Fatwd.
For copies see India Office Cat No. 205 ; Yeni Cat. Nos 610-

2; Cairo Cat. Vol. III., p. 44; Rampur List, p. 191 ; and Hydera-
bad List, Fann Fikh No. 4.

Lithographed, Lucknow.
The beginning of our copy differs from that of India Office

Cat. No. 205. A list of contents is annexed at the beginning.

There is a beautiful ' Umvdn, and the first two pages are decorated.

Gold and coloured lines are throughout on the margin. Up to fol.

18 glosses are found in the margin. The borders throughout are

changed to different paper. The latter part of the MS. has been
damaged by insects and by the pasting of paper over the worm-
eaten places. Headings of chapters in red ink. vStained with
damp. The last fol. contains a note, which indicates that the book
was purchased on the 20th Dim'l Hijja, A.H. 1192, from a mer-
chant who had come to Calcutta from Dehli. There is a seal

above this note, but it has been defaced.

Written in fine Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

eT* K.J^'^ i Kif^^^^ } k—i-'i <U.*u »i>.I'l fjjj ^.< ^i v«ioJI
J

^j-v^LiJI
^ ^

^-* JJ] ^cS^^ ^ ^ ^^r^-'' ^r^^ ^'V '^^^' -^^'
e/--^^' JV
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« e/i-
J'^l

No. 155.

foil. 660; lines 27-31; size 10x5^; 7|x3f.

AL-FATAWAAT-TATARKHANIYA.
A work on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school.

According to Shams Siraj 'Afif, Tarikh Firuz Shahi, p. 392, this
work was composed by order of Khan A'zam Tatar Khan by a
number of 'Ulama' at Dehliin 30 volumes.

' The Khan was a Turk
by origin, and was found in a cradle, when Ghiyath ad-Din Tugtlak
(A.H. 720-725, A.D. 1320-1324) attacked Multan and Dibalpur.
and brought before the king, who named him Tatar Malik (the
King's booty). During the reign of Muhammad II bin Tugilak
(A.H. 725-752, A.D. 1324-1351) he distinguished himself in several
battles, and finally in the reign of Firuz Shah (A.H. 752-790, A.D.
1351-1388) he was given the title of Tatar Khan and other very
high honours. He made the pilgrimage, and died a few years
after the accession of Firuz Shah. The Klian also set the 'Ulama'
of Dehh to compile the extensive commentary on the Kur'an,
named Tafsir Tatar Kliani after his name. See Shams Siraj

, pp.
388-394. Haji Khalifa, Vol. 11.

, p. 90, sa^^s that the author of the
work under notice is 'Alim bin 'Ala' al-Hanafi.

Our copy is without the earlier parts of the book, and begins

with a portion of >(,U)'I (-jUi"; but the first fol. is too defective to

quote. Consequently I give the beginning of the 2nd fol. as
follows :

—

On fol. 8a a new chapter begins as follows :

—

^^jjl^ 'ij^l] ci5,-^ io Jy-l ru •^.^^^ ^'-Ve ^.1 L<j.Lxy< is^ ^Ic k>JUi| -'^ J

I
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The classification and arrangement are on the lines of al-Mar-
gilnani's famous work called al-Hidaya The names of the dififer-

ent works quoted as authorities are given in full, except that in

the case of Muhmud bin Ahmad bin Abd al-'Aziz al-Bukhari's
famous work al-MuhU, the letter ,^< is given as an abbieviation.

According to Haji Khalifa, Vol. 11., p. 90, the first chapter
of the complete book is on Knowledge. Sometimes the work is

designated Zad al-Mum/ir. Ibrahim bin Muhammad al-Halabi,
died, A.H. 956, A.D. 1549, has abridged the work.

For copies see Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 1199; and Rampur
List, p. 222.

The MS. is much worm eaten. The borders of several foil,

have been changed. The upper part of fol. 84 is defective on
account of paper pasted over it. The portion from beginning up
to the middle of fol. 133a is in one hand, and the rest is in another.
Headings of chapters in red ink. The last part of the hook is

named Kitab al-Fara'id. Coloured ruled margins throughout.
Written in Naskh. Xot dated. C. 17th century.

No. 156,

foil. 241; lines 19; size 10X7; 7i X 4i.

cub[5 J! j^^yA.

KHIZANAT AR-RAWAYAT.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school by

v^'^V' e/"**?"
>^^-^^°-' al-Kadi Chakan al-Hindi. He was an inhabi-

tant of Kiraw'in Gujarat, and died in A.H. 920, A.D. 1514. See
Hajl Khalifa. Vol. III., p. 135 ; and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab.
Litter. Vol II., p. 221.

Beginning:

—

r ^ ^ rr

For copies see Yeni Cat. Xo. 605
;
India Office Cat. No. 276

;

Rampur List, p. 190 ; and Hyderabad List, Fann Fikh, No. 93.

as-Saiyid 'Abd al-Latif has abridged this book, and named
it Muntakhab Khizanat ar-Rawayat. See Rampur List, p. 253.

Our copy is defective, and ends abruptly with the chapter

called ,^I v--- From the list of contents at the beginning of the

book it appears that more than half the work is missing. Some
portion of fol. 226 is also missing. The first fol. of the table of
contents annexed at the beginning, is placed upside down. One
fol. is added before the MS. which contains some legal questions
and lines in praise of the Imam Abu Hanifa an-Nu'man bin Thabit,
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died, A.H. 150. A.D. 767. Worm-eaten, but the damaged places

are mostly pasted over with paper.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 1 7th century.

No. 157.

foil. 156; lines 19; size 5|X3|; 4x2i.

MULTAKA'L ABHUR.

A well-known work on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi

school by j.1^1 *j^'.-;' ^-: J>o.sv-< ^j »^Kj) Ibrahim bin Muhammad

bin Ibrahim al-Halabi. He studied at Halab and Cairo, became
the Kliatib of the mosque of Sultan Muhammad at Constantinople,

and died in AH. 956, A.D. 1549. Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab
Litter. Vol. II., p. 432, has wrongly named him Muhammad bin

Ibrahim al-Halabl. See Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 376; and Haji

Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 102. Consult also Journal Asiatique, 1842,

II
, p. 225; Ibid., 1848, II., p. 1.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 4613-4 ; Gotha Cat. No. 1032
;

Munich Cat. Nos. 317-9; Paris Cat. Nos. 956-64; Algeirs Cat.

No. 1021; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 297; Cairo Cat. Vol. III.,

p. 135 ; Rampur List, p. 253 ; BankipurCat p. 710 ; and Hydera-

bad List, Fann Fikh, No. 75.

For commentaries and glosses see Haji Kjiallfa, Vol. VI., p.

103; and Berlin Cat. No. 4615

Printed at Constantinople, A.H. 1264. For other editions see

ElHs, Br. Mus. Cat. of printed Books, Vol. T., p. 731.

A French translation has been published by Sauvaire, Mar-

seille, 1882.

From the colophon it appears that it was completed at Cons-

tantinople, A.H. 929. Further it shows that it was copied from

the autograph copy of the author, dated A.H. 929. A table of

contents has been added in a recent hand at the beginning. It is

noted on the title-page that Sadr ad-Din Musavi obtained the ^IS.

from London for £] and included it in the Buhar Library, 22nd

Ramadan, A.H. 1311. A gold hne between two black lines through-

out in the margin. Headings of chapters in red ink. On the top

of fol. 16 there is a gold background for writing ^^*^y' ^'' ^-^

,j;^yi
, which has not been filled in, however.

Written in beautiful Nasta'llk. Not dated. C. 16th century.
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No. 158.

toll. 331; lines 25; size 11^X7; 7fX 4.

JAMr AR-RUMUZ.

A commentary on Sadr ash-Sharl'at al-Asgtar ' Ubaidallah

bin Mas' ud al-Hanafi's abridgement of the Wikaya, called an-

Nukaya, by ^JtA^^il'I ^^JL,l,^iv.'i j>4^su-c ^^'' ^-*-*^ Shams ad-Din

Muhammad al-Khurasani al-Kubistani. He came from Khurasan
to Kuhistan, where he remained for some time. From the latter

place he went to Bukhara, and settled there. There he attained

reputation as a jurist of high order^ and became a Mufti of that

place and of the entire Transoxiana. He was a pupil of Shaikh

al-Islam al-Haravi, and died, according to some, in A.H. 962,

A.D. 1554, and according to others about AH. ?i50, A.D. 154 3.

Mawla Msam ad-Din had a very poor opinion of al-Kuhistani, and
did not consider him to be a jurist of rank. According to him al-

Kuhistani was a "broker" of books. See 'Abd al-Hai al-Lakh-

navi, an-Nafi' al-Kabir, p. 119; Haji Khalifa Vol. IV., p. 374;

and Brockelmann, Gescht. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I., p. 377.

Beginning :

—

^li.a.5'1 jy< tJO^^'l f^Lsu'l isy^^-c
cJj-^' (^^*-*-? 'J^J^^

j^f^-' •^ 0.o.S».il

r
The author completed the commentary in A.H. 941.

For copies see Munich Cat. No. 284; Leyden Cat. No. 1808;

India Office Cat. No. 237 ; Berlin Cat. No. 4 563; Algeirs Cat. No.

1007; Yeni Cat. No. 382; Rampur List, p. 181 ; Hyderabad List,

Fann Fikh, No. 52; and Bankipur Cat. p. 155.

Printed, Calcutta, 1858, Constantinople, AH. 1289, and Kazan,
1890.

For other commentaries on an-Nukaya, which is also some-

times designated Mukhtasar al-Wikaya, see Haji Klialifa, Vol.

VI., p. .S73, and Berlin Cat.' No. 4563.

Haji Khalifa, has given two different dates for the death of

Sadr ash-Shari'at al-Asgtar (or ath-Thani) Ubaidallah bin Mas ud

al-Hanafi. In Vol. IL, p. 315, under the book Ta'dil al-'Ulvm,

and Vol. VI., p. 443, under the work Wishdh fVl Maani wa'l

Baydn, he says that Sadr ash Shari'at al-As^ar died in A.H 747
;

but in Vol. VI., p. 373, under the book an-Nukdya, and in the

same Vol., p. 460, under Wikdyat ar-Rawdya, it is said that he

died in A.H. 745. A.D. 1344. 'Ali al-Kari in his work al-Athmar
al-Janiya, fol. 108, says that he died in the eighties of the 7th
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century A.H. ajUJu*-
^ fj^^ j <-^ ^ viyU. The con'ecfc date of his

death is A.H. 747. See Fliigel, Die Klassen pp. 277 and 324;
Taj at-Tarajim, p. 118 and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 214.

The commentary under notice is not a very reliable book on
jurisprudence. As Radd al-Muhtar Vol. I., p. 72, says :

—

Passages of the original text are marked with red hnes. Double
red lines in the margin. Foil. 105, 1126 and the lower part of

fol. 112a are left blank.

Written in good Naskh. Dated A.H. 1105. Scribe j^^y! j«ac

No. 159.

foil. 401; lines 27 ;
size ll|Xo|; Hx*.

^U ^Alyl (j^^Ui

FATAWA [BRAHTM SHAHI.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school by

v^%?^'' f^^.
w-iiU' jv^rsv-* _; j..*^! ,J^'I

v'-ir*^ Shihab ad-Din

Ahmad bin Muhammad, known as Nizam al-Jilanl. He flourished
in the reign of ibrahim 'Adil Shah of Bijapur, A.H. 941-965. A.D.
1535-1557.

Our copy is the last part of the work, and begins abruptly as
follows ;

—

^ i.;Ur liX!] ^, ,_^j| ^^yi ^i ^u^ji

«
f^'>'' ^ ^^

It was composed from 160 works on jurisprudence, and was
dedicated to Ibrahim 'Adil Shah. See Haji Khalifa, Vol. I.,

p. 144.

For copies see Rampur List, p. 221
; and Hyderabad List,

Fann Fatawa, No. 27.

A table of contents is added at the beginning. The MS. is

defective at the end, there being a few foil, missing. Some borders

are supplied with a different kind of thick paper. Some portion of

the upper part of foil. 7-70 is stained with damp. In foil. 95a, 238,

2396 and 394a, the MS. is defective at the top on account of the

pasting of some paper over the text. Foil. 3876-388 are also a
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little damaged, and paper has been pasted over them. Foil. 14S-

160 and 176-189 are a little damaged by worms. The lower halves

of foil. 2086 and 268a and the whole of foil. 2686 and 269 are

blank. Lacunae are numerous. The ink of the last fol. (4016) is

a little faded, and the fol., being defective, has had paper pasted

over it. One fol. is added at the beginning, containing a jatv)a

in a modern hand.

Written in different ordinary hands of Nasta'lik. Not dated.

C. 18th century.

No. 160.

loll. 441; lines 23; size lOJ X o|
; 9ix3|.

THE SAME.

The same part of the work noticed above. A few foil, are

missing at the beginning It begins abruptly as follows :

—

This passage occurs in the previous copy on fol. 2, line 25.

Borders are supplied in thick paper. Headings in red ink. Foil.

435a, 436a, 437a, 4386, 439a, 440a and 441, being defective, have

had paper pasted over them. The latter half of the MS. is stained

with damp. The ink has faded on fol. 4406. An incomplete in-

dex of chapters in a modern hand is attached at the end.

Written in different hands of Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th

century.

No. 161.

foil. 165; lines 21; size 11|^X5; 7^X4.

AL-ASHBAH WA'N NAZA'IR.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school by

^rA^\ .^svi ^U c_j^^l ^xiilyl ^^ yji'^'s^^ e/ij
Zain al-'Abidin bin

Ibrahim, known as Ibn Nujaim al-Misri. He studied with Sharf

ad-Din al-Bulkini, and with several other jurists of high order.

He made the pilgrimage in A.H. 953, A.D. 1546. According to

al-Kawakib as-Sa'ira he died in A.H. 969, A.D. 1561 ;
but his son

Ahmed, in the preface to ar-Rasa'il az-Zainiya, p. 5, says that his

father died on Wednesday the 8th Rajab in A.H. 970, A.D. 1562.

The latter statement is corroborated by al-Hamavi in his commen-

tary on al-Ashbah (Calcutta edition), p. 741, where it is stated

that he died on the 8th Rajab, A.H. 970, A.D. 1562. For further

particulars see at-Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 55; and Brockelmann,

Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 310.

24
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Beginning :

—

•

The work is divided into seven sections, each called J. For
details see Berlin Cat. No. 4616.

For copies see Munich Cat. No. 323; Berlin Cat. Nos. 4616-
7; Leyden Cat. No. 1878: Paris Cat. Nos. 967-8; India Office
Cat. No. 272; Algeirs Cat. No. 1023; Aya sofi Cat. Nos. 1022-4;
Rampur List, p. 165, and Hyderabad List, Fann Fikh, No. 76.

For commentaries see Hajl Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 309 • and Berlin
Cat. No. 4619.

Printed, Calcutta, ls26. For other editions see Ellis, Vol.
IL, pp. 82 0-6.

It has a beautiful 'Unwdn at the beginning and the first two
pages are illuminated. Marginal glosses are numerous. Gold and
coloured lines in the margins. The title-page has several (^,c

aooJ. From the following colophon of our copy it appears that it

was composed in six months in A.H. 999. A.D. 1590 :

—

^3 I'y^ J^v| ^^jL^ ^^ ^jir^^^ J t:'—'' ^ *J^'< p'^'^^' J^

But evidently this is wrong. The copyist by mistake wrote

^«,^1'
J

^.wj instead of ^^^ ^ ^^^ ; as in other copies we find the

words ^j^*^-.
J

^'^J'

.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Dated A.H. 1058. Scribe .iLaxli^

No. 162.

foil. 153; lines 27; size 11| X 5^
; 8X4.

AL-FATAWA AL-HAMMADlYA.

A work on jurisprudence according to the HanafI school. From
the |)reface in the lithographed copy of the work it appears that

^;y'U-'I ^iuil ^U^ ^.] ^ij JU.'1^;I Abu'l Fath Rukn bin Husam

al-Mufti an-Naguri and his son ^jlJ Lii)^, Mawlana Da'ud, .jointly

compiled the work at Nahrwala, a city in Gujarat, where the duties

of giving fativd had been entrusted to them by the Chief Justice

of the plane, Hammad ad-Din Ahmad bin al-Kadi Akram. Con-

sequently it was named after him. In this preface a long list of

books quoted by the authors as authorities is mentioned. One
of them is Sbarh al-Wikava bv 'Ubaidallah bin Mas'ud alHana-
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fi, died, A.H, 747, A.D. 1346 (see No. 158) which fixes the date
of composition of al-Fatawa al-Hammadlya as later than that
work.

Our copy is defective, and begins with c ^j^'l ^[xi as follows :-

For copies see Rampur List, p. 222 ; and Hyderabad List,

Fann Fatawa. Nos. 18-19 It was lithographed in 2 vols., Calcutta,

A.H. 1241, A.D. 1825.

Erroneously written on the top of the first fol. -.^(IaJI \,_^sxlLc.

A list of all the chapters is annexed at the beginning in a modern
hand. The headings of chapters are in red ink ; names of books
quoted as authorities, are marked with a red line. Here and there

are marginal corrections Fol 153, much damaged, has a good
deal of paper pasted over it. Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in bad Nasta'lik. Not dated C. 1 8th century.

No. 163.

foil. 7 ; lines 19 ; size 7|-X 4| ;
5i x 3^.

NABDHAT TAWDIH FI SALAT AT-TASBIH.

A treatise on Salat Tasbih by ^^*-'' |»jj^'' ^-^ o^^-sa-^ Muham-

mad 'Abd al-'AzIm al-Makki, His life and the date of his death
are not known to me ; but as he quotes Ibn Nujaim al-Misri, died,

A.H. 970, A.D. 1562, he must have flourished after the lOth cen-

tury Hijra.

It begins abruptly as follows :
—

Worm-eaten.
Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 164.

foil. 313; lines 19; size 12iX6i; 8|X4i.

HASHIYA 'ALA SHARK AL-WIKAYA.

A supercommentary on Sadr ash-Sharfat al-Asg^ar 'Ubaidallah
bm Mas'ud al-Hanafi's commentary on Muhmud bin Sadr ash-

Shari* at a 1-A kbar 'Ahmad bin Ubaidallah al-Mahbubi ' s famous work
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on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school called al-Wikaya,

^y *^; v-^Lr?^-^-' ei-^^' e/^*^'
^V^Ji^ ad-Din al-*Alavi al-Gujarati.

He was born in A.H. 921, A.D. 1515, at Jabanir in Gujarat; and
studied with Mulla 'Imad at-Tarimi, one of the most eminent scholars

of his time in Gujarat. He became a disciple of ash-Shaikh Kadan,
and then of ash-Shaikh Muhammad Ghawth Guwalyarl (d. A.H.
970, A.D. 1562). He is the author of many books. According to

the biographers he died on Sunday, the 29th Safar, A.H. 998,
A.D. 1589 (see Safinat al-Awliya', p. 193; Subhat al-Marjan, p.

45, Abjad al-'Ulum, p. 896; and Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 388).

But I visited his tomb at Ahmadabad in a village called Sarkhis
and found the following chronogram written on his grave :

—

wliich gives the date of his demise as A.H. 1000, A.D. 1591.

Beginning;

—

For copies see Rampur List, p. 186; and Hyderabad List,

Kann Fikh, No. 55, where it is named Hashiya Alavi.

For other glosses see Berlin Cat. No. 4558 ; and Hajl Khalifa,

Vol. VL, p. 460.

Quotations from the commentary are introduced with the

word AJys in red ink. Fol. 3036 is left blank with the remark j^sn..^

OJtuJ'. Foil. 283-286 and 289 to the end are coloured paper.

Many foil, at the end have become brittle and defective. The title-

page and the last fol. bear the seals of Hamidallah. The upper
part of the borders are somewhat stained with damp. Slightly

worm-eaten.
Written in ordinary Nastaiik, Not dated. C. 1 sth century.

No. 165.

foil. 20; lines 15; size 7^X4|; 5X3^.

RISALAT AL-IHTIDA' Fl IKTIDA' AL-HANAFIYA
BISH SHAFriYA.

A treatise on the lawfulness of prayer of Hanafis after an
Imam of the Shafi'i sect by ^jj4^^ ^;^'^-^ ju.s^ t^^^^=^ ^. ^^ 'Ali

^
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bin Sultan Muhammad al-Kari al-HaravI, died, A.H. 1014, A.D.

1605. See for his life, No. 36.

Beginning :

—

* f" s/;'^^'
^^=^^ *^^^ ^-^ S/^'^''

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 2142-4 ; Munich Cat. No. 886;

and Cairo Cat Vol. VII., pp. 26 and 129.

The treatise is divided into fourteen chapters, each called

ij-^'l ,
as below :

—

fol. 2a. irLa^isu'l s-'^-=wj ^^ *jJ'l sj^j Lo))) LJI

„ 4a.. • ijjtsJI

„ 6a. iifcl/ ilj ^l^^

» 7a. ^ f^ w' ^ e/i^

„ 8a. tJJiJa-* ;y^ <'^l (^/^*-) ^_--ii^) ^ J.-a»

„ 86. 1^1 i.] ^1^5' I x^ 1 jilsxi) ^l_y-*

„ 9a. tijir 'Lcl^\ ,\^ &J si , J-nJ

,, 116. 'isJ\ 'is^ ^ 'ist,]4 ^.: 'iy\.^\ j^A.j.1' -' <JJI (tIj;' ^ J-^»

tja'i; ."i.rL.sv.J

(.A.j,it 4^^ <IL>I Lik^Uic ^*.: L_J,i:! J^^

-^iJ] ^' t.

13a.

14a.

n-
*^ J-=^^o

Ji^j _j!
^jLj'lsu>..'b ^b.-^i'l j^^
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fol. 15a. ifj.j».l, j>*.' sj>a.l, ^^si.!^

„ 19a. ^__^xiUxiL;

The word J^^sJ] is in red ink.

Written in Naskh, The colophon runs thus :

—

^jj*j,w
^

^.j>a^t Ai,«ljj^ ^:>..».c k^-'jLu.il ^^(.,av<n ^^i: -^ .^ixr «jLv.il j'JMaJI ^..JI

VI

No. 166.

foil. 72 ; lines 7 ; size 6| x ^ ; 4 x 2^.

AL-'IKD AL-FARID LI BAYAN AR-RAJIH MTN
AL-lvHILAF FT JAWAZ AT-TAKLTD.

A treatise on the extent to which private judgment may be

lawfully used in religious matters by ,^Ljy ;^^
^J^.
^^^ uo)l^^3] y)

j.^) ^iUi^-i.'I Abii'l Ikhlas Hasan bin 'Ammar al-Wafa'i asli-

Shurunbulali al-Misri. He was a professor at al-Azhar in Cairo,

and died, A.H. 1069, A.D. 1658. See at-Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 27
;

Khulasat al-Athar, Vol. IT., p. 28; al-Khitat at-Tawfikiya, Vol.

XII., p. 117; Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 415; and Brockelmann,
Vol. II., p. 313.

Beginning ;

—

« J) i^I ,Ai^ ^^'1 ^iXSt J.*c». -.ii' 4JJ S^sx!]

For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. III., p. SO; and Berlin Cat.

No. 5002,

From the colophon it appears to have been composed in A.H.
1064, A.D. 1653.

Written in Nasta'Iik. Xot dated. C. U)th centurv.
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No. 167.

foil. 335; lines 21 ; size ^X^\ 7X4.

RASA'lL AL-ARKAN.

A collection of four treatises on the four fundamental doc-

trines of Islam, treated according to the Hanafi school , by ^^^W >>>>£

^y.*JI jr^scuj jy^xu.'] ^i^i' ^llai .J jK^sv.^ 'Abd al-'Ali Muhammad bin

Nizam ad-Din known as Bahral-'Ulum, died, A.H. 1235, A.D. ISU).

For his life see No. 1 42.

Beginning :

—

This is the beginning of the general preface, but each treatise

has also a separate preface. The first treatise (foil. 2a- 187a) deals

with 'iyLc or prayer, and is called iyLa.'l ^ ,^'ji'l i.'L,,.'I. It begins

on fol. 2a as follows :

—

The second treatise (foil. 187a- 228a) deals with 'iyi\ or alms-

giving. It begins on fol 187a as below :
—

The third treatise (foil. 228a-272a) deals with ^^ or fasting.

It begins on fol. 228a :

—

The fourth treatise (foil. 2726-335a) is on -^ or pilgrimage.

It begins on fol. 2726 :

—

f
The book is also designated <u.:,i) I J^y^\.

For copies see Ram-

pur List, p. 196; and Hyderabad List, Fann Fikh, No 90.

Lithographed, Calcutta.

Foil 282a-301/j contain a few instructive stories illustrating

rites of pilgrimage Headings of chapters in red ink. Marginal

corrections numerous Written in two different hands. Foil. 176-
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186 are in one hand, and the rest in another. It was once com-
pared with the autograph copy of the author, as the following note
on the last page indicates :

—

Written in clear Naskh. Not. dated. C. 19th century.

No. 168.

foil. 259: lines 18; size 9x6; 7xH.

KITAB AL.FIKH.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school. The
name of the author could not be traced ; but in fol. 38a, al-Mul-

takat written by Abu'l Kasim Muhammad bin Yusuf as-Samar-

kandl al-Madani, who died, according to Haji Kjmlifa, Vol. VI., p.

107, in A.H. 556. A.D. 1160, is quoted as an authority. Conse-

quently the book was not composed before the sixth century

Hijra.

Beginning :

—

^Asj ^ aaj;J(j . (UJai . isixx^ , iju>.^ ^^^ c3^ L^US -^ (sJ,,<aA^I

« jt ci,ij'.y^ii
J ^Ax^v' ^-^ ^^•^^' ^t^iy ^^j^^'

Foil. 4a, 5a, 10a, lla. 12, 14a, contain lacunae. Much worm-
eaten and stained with damp. The lower half of fol. 26, the first

half of fol. 3b, two thirds of fol. 13a, and one third of fol. 146 are

blank. Headings of chapters in led ink. Marginal notes occasion-

ally. On the title-page it has been designated J>jL.-J' ^^.-jsuLU in

a modern hand. A few foil, at the beginning have become defec-

tive to some extent, and have paper pasted over them.

Written in different hands of bad Nasta'lik. Not dated. C.

18th centurv.

No. 169.

foil. 361; lines 23; size 9X5; 6|x3.4

MAJMU'AT AL-USUL.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Hanafi school.

The name of the author could not be traced. It begins abruptly

with ^dJJI LjUi" as follows :

—
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'
• ' . ^,,

The chapters of the work are arranged according to the usual

system in books on jurisprudence. The title given above is writ-

ten on the title-page, with the remark that it is the second volume

of the book. A list of contents is added at the beginning in a

different hand. The word J-^ill is written in red ink throughout

the book. Fol. 355 is bound upside down. Borders of many foil,

are partially pasted over with paper The foil. 496 and 50 are

defective. The MS. is also defective at the end. The four seals

of Hamidallah and the name of his son, Mahmud, and the name
of the latter' s grandson, Amin Ahmad, are on the title-page.

Written in good Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 170.

foil. 238; lines 23; size 9X5; 6|x3.

THE SAME.

Another volume of the book noticed above. This volume, as

stated on the title-page, is the fourth volume.

Beginning:

—

A list of contents is added at the beginning. The word J^-^l'l

is written in red ink throughout the book. Foil. 1216, 1226, 1266-

1526 contain lacunae Foil. 155-169 are in a different hand.

On the title-page the name and seal of Hamidallah and on

the last fol. the name of his son. Mahmud, are found.

Written in Xaskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

Shafi'is.

No. 171.

foil. 257; lines 11; size 7fX5; 4| X 2^.

MINHAJ AT-TALIBlN WA 'UDDAT AL-MUFTIN.

Vol. I.

The first volume of the well-known work on jurisprudence

according to the Shafi'i school by ^ ,^_si^i ^/^ y-^ c/--'^' .^.r^'*

^cjy^^ k-Jr-^ Muhi ad-Din Abu Zakariya Yahya bin Sharaf an-

25
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Nawawi. He was born in Muharram A.H. 031, A.D. 1233, at

Nawa, near Damascus. He came in A.H. 649, A.D. 1251, with

his father to Damascus, where he studied Hadith and other bran-

ches of learning. He made the pilgrimage with his father in A.H.

651, A.D. 1253. After the death of Abu Shama he was appointed

his successor at the Ashrafiya college of Hadith. He died on the

24th Rajab, A.H. 676, 22nd December, A.D. 1278. For details

see Subkl, Tabakat al-Kubra Vol. V., p. 165 ; at-Ta'lIkatas-Saniya.

p. 11; Ithaf an Nubala', p. 439; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. Xo. 355;

and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I., p. 394.

Beginning :

—

* J I j|j.rK.; <L2,3^J'I X <UjO w>^icv ^_5-J>il jl^^^il ^J) 4JJ^.»-sxJI

It is an abridgement of Abu'l Kasim 'Abd al-Karim bin

Muhammad ar-Rafi'i's (d. A.H. 623, A.D. 1226) work on jurispru-

dence called al-Muharrar.

For copies see Berhn Cat. No 4522
; Gotha Cat. No. 955

;

Munich Cat. No. 361 ; Brown, Hand List of Cambridge MSS. p.

223 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 705, and Hyderabad List, Fann Fikh, No. 6.

For commentaries see Haji Khalila, Vol. VI.. p. 204.

The text with a French translation has been published by
L.W.C. Van den Berg in three volumes, Bataivia 1S82-84, by
order of the Netherlands Government. It has also been printed

on the margin of Mugini al-Muhtaj in Egypt, A.H. 1308.

The volume ends with the chapter called i«Ai«..l^ ^ii' I ,^s ^^i,

and the concluding words are :

—

One or two foil, are missing after fol. I. It has a beautiful

Unwa7i at the beginning and the words i.'is!] J y-U-*-*-' '^'^ ^^'^

written in gold ink upon a blue ground in the middle of it. A gold

line between two black lines in the margin throughout. There
are copious marginal glosses up to fol. 147. The headings of

chapters are in red ink. Stained with damp.
Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 1 6th century.

No. 172.

foil. 238; lines 11; size 7| X 5 ; 4|x2i.

THE SAME. -

Vol. 11.

The second volume of the work noticed above. It begins

with the chapter on 'i^i.'x£ as follows :

—
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In foil. 17-40^ 114-161 the upper and lower margins have
been changed, and from foJ. 162 to end of the MS. the entire mar-
gins have been supplied in a different kind of paper. Stained
with damp. The ink of the foil, at the end of the .AIS. is some-
what faded. The colophon, which the copyist added after tran-
scribing the MS., is incomplete.

Written in the same hand and year as the first volume.

foil. 163

No. 173.

lines 21 ; ;ize 9iXo|; 6x3|.

SHARE AL-MUKADDAMA.
A commentary on 'Abdallah bin Abd ar- Rahman Ba Fadl al-

Hadraml's treatise on jurisprudence according to the Shafi'i school

^^y .^*-4-f^' ^^^^ ^-: ^' ^^. ^^'O ^. ^^=^\ xAhmad bin Muhammad
bin -All bin Hajar al-Haitaml, died, A.H. 973, A.D. 1565. See
for his life No. 44.

Beginning •.

—

i^*-^. ^.^c^^^ ^^> ^>J^! A.0.JO ^^yi \>y-'y^ i^^JUil V_JM 4JJ .Xa^l

.J\
Sxz ^ 4ijl ^c <J.iaiJI ^l<'}] 'Lcj^-i^ ^Ir IjLs^l U,i: ^1 I A^sxLal

* ^\ ^l^iL;
wTt

For chapters see Berlin Cat. No. 4635.
For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 4635; Rampui List, p. 211

;

and Hyderabad List, Fann Fikh, No. 38.

Printed in Egypt, A.H. 1301.
Passages of the text are marked with black lines. Marginal

glosses and corrections occasionally. Fol. 163 is inverted. On the

title-page, it is wrongly named ^Jti ^Ci^.^ . It bears the super-

scription of a previous owoer, dated A.H. 1201, but the name has
been scratched out. There are also quotations from Tanbih al-
Ghafilin about the classification of KMls. Two foil., added at
the beginning, contain some poems, etc. on the first additional

' \...^^s^ ^i #-si'' ^^'< k-jtii". Thefol. the work is named -p- . -*il
r-^'

last fol. contains a prayer in the persian language for removing the
effects of enchantment, and the name of a previous owner ol the
book, penned through Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in Naskh- Not dated. C. 17th centurv.
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No. 174.

foil. 263; lines 35; size 11^X7|; 8ix4|.

SHARH AL-IRSHAD.

A commentary on Isma'il bin Abi Bakr bin al-Mukri's (died,

A.H. 837, AD. 1433, but according to Haji Khalifa, Vol.' I., p. 256,

A.H. 836, A.D. 1432) work on jurisprudence according to the Sha-

fi'i school by i^_^^' v^^*-*-^-*-'' j^-=^ ^J'.
^^^ ^^^. >^^^^ ^J J^^-^I Ahmad

bin Muhammd bin 'Ali bin Hajar al-HaitamI al-Makki, died, A.H.
973, A.b. 1565. See for his life No. 44.

Beginning :

—

<)Ui^J) JUJ) .[y^>^] iJj^il (jti lC^^J' *! 5 ("^r^' li/'"'^*^'
^^ C^-

4JJ J-^sxi) ... ^^Lail)! ^^Jl^il ^i^ ^i ^:sA^
i^r:-'^'"

^^^ '^' '^ y^}

* J.]] «jI^^I (jksvj <)ljJ) (svi ^« (^>i,vi^! ,_c<>-"

The full title of the text is Irshad al-Ghavi ila Masalik al-Havi,

and it is an abridgement of 'Abd al-Ghaffar bin 'Abd al-KarIm al-

Kazvlni's (d. A.H. 665, A.D. 1266) work, called al-Havi as-Sagiir.

Ibn Hajar al-Haitami bases his commentary chiefly on the com-
mentaries of Shams ad-Din Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Mun'im al-Jau-

jari (d. A.H. 889, A.D. 14 84) and Muhammad bin Abi Sharif al-Muk-
addisi (d. A.H. 930, A.D, 1523). An autograph copy of the latter

is mentioned in Hyderabad List, Tann Fikh, No. 89. al-Haitami
also drew many useful points in his commentary from the writings

of Zakariya bin Muhammad al-Ansarl (d. A.H. 926, A.D. 1520).

It was composed in Mecca, which is called Umm al-Kura in the

book and was named Fath al-Jawad. It is in three volumes, but
the MS. under notice is only the first volume of the work, and

ends with the commentary on the last chapter of ^sv.,'1 i^Ui" . The
chapters are as follows :

—

^

fol. 8a.

V 62a.

„ 1676.

„ 195a.

„ 2I6&.

For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 305

h
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For other commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 256, and

Berlin Cat. Nos. 4514 and 4516.

Printed, Cairo, A.H. 1305.

Passages of the text are written in red ink. It is remarked

at the end that up to yUsi.il ujb (fol. 149a), the MS. had been

compared with a copy that had been compared with one corrected

by the commentator. From yUs«.'l <^li to the end it had been

collated with a copy which had been compared at Mecca with one

written during the life time of the author, and bearing many correc-

tions in his handwriting :

—

Jx ^j^^liJf Aii-«J ^^ir yUsxJI (_>b J] ^ Jul]
(J^]

^/c iJbU^ iJb

There are marginal corrections and glosses here and there.

Written in fine Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

^^Ic S.'iiJy -^«,a. ^ 4Jl)I ^y^. *—S;t-^-'i >)s?.il |j.Jb ^^ ^yo c'r^JI ^j

fiJ t<jl ^. OsAS^I ^: ^-ix Jsa..i'| JLj^* <L.js.-^^ J] ^YT^j.a.1 J 41)1 lJUc ,JiJ! Si

iijiXtKj lVj^j.^ ...k'.ij''l L_>.^«.JI ^ji.u.))| v_^jfcLyAiI ^^xiUxil ^^Jk.,i2ijil ^.cs^] ^]

* *jJLM.Ci| J I . is^JLail J.^1 Uxa..l,C i?^ ^^^iil SrS^il ^y< LIa-X^jJ
^

No. 175.

foil. 37- lines 17; size 8X5|;*5|x3|.

TAISIR AL-WUKUF 'ALA GHAWAMID AHKAM
AL-WUKUF.

A treatise on the intricate matters of bequest or legacy accord-

ing to the Shafi'i doctrines by ^J';W) ^G ^j j«>,sv« ^.j i >|yi Js>^

^^^jiaLi^'l ^j^'yJ) ^jlo«s^l 'Abd ar-Ra'iif bin Muhammad bin Taj al-

Arifin al-HaddadI al-Munawi ash-Shafi'i. He was born in Cairo

A.H. 952, A.D. 1545. He studied with his father and with other

eminent scholars of his time. He was a professor in the Madrasat
as-Sahhiya, and wrote many works. He died on 23rd Safar, A.H.
1031, 8th January 1322. For details see IGiulasat al-Athar, Vol.
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11., p. 412; al-Khitat al-Taufiklya, Vol. XVI., p. 50 ; Wiistenfeld,

Gescht. No. o53
; and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 305.

Beginning :

—

# ^i) v_^c &JI^«. ^.::^rJ I ^__5-Lxil 4JJ .3.-4.S3.JI

For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. III., p. 203. Haji Klialifa, Vol.

II., p. 486, mentions the name of this book without giving the
name of the author, and the beginning quoted there is quite dififei-

ent from the beginning of our MS. The preface in our copy show?;
that it i.s the third part of the work, and consequently the begin-
nings differ. The name of the author occurs on fol. 286, which ha^
also a lacuna.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 176.

foil. 124 ; lines 29 ; size 9| X 6^
; 7^ X 3^4 /s ^2 ' ' 2 ^ ^2-

(J|}t^«Jl .ur

KITAB AL-MIZAN.

A work on the reconciliation of the four orthodox schools of

jurisprudence by ,^l,xxiJ! j>*^) j t-s'Jfcyi sj^ v ^iil^Jf y) Abti'l

Muwahib 'Abd al-Wahhab bin Ahmad ash-Sh'rani. He was born
about the beginning of the 10th century Hijra, and resided at Cairo.

He was a Sufi of high order. Haji Khalifa assigns three different

dates to the death of as-Sha'rani. In Vol, I., p. 482, Vol. II., p.

22, he says that he died in A.H. 960, A.D. 1552 ; in Vol. IV., p. 37.

he gives the date as A.H. 973, A.D. 1565, and in Vol. VI., p. 285
as A.H. 976, A.D. 1568. The correct date is A.H. 973, A.D. 1565.

See al-K]iitat at-Tawfiklya, Vol. XIV., pp. 109-112 ; Brockelmann
Vol. II., p. 335 ; Huart, p. 380; Nicholson, p. 448 ; and Z.D.M.Ct
Vols. XX., p. 1, XXL, p. 271. An autobiography of the author
will be found in Lata'if al-Minan wa'l Akhlak.

Beginning :

—

It is also designated al-Mizan al-Kliidriya.

For chapters see Berlin Cat. No. 304 5

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 3045; Paris Cat. No. 814, Vien-

na Cat. No. 1793 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 324 ; Algeirs Cat. No.

1357 ; Yeni Cat. No. 583; Cairo Cat. Vol. III., pp.283, 383 ; and
Bankipur Cat. p. 729.

Printed Cairo, A.H. 1272, 1279, 1300, 1302, 1306.

The MS. is very defective, and some foil, are missing after

foil. 121 and 122 and many foil, after fol. 123. The first fol.

I
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is defective, as the middle portion of the title-page, where the name
of the MS. had been written in a big circle, has disappeared. The
illuminated heading has also partly disappeared. Gold-ruled and
coloured margins are found throughout. Foil. 27-30 contain some
diagrams, etc. The headings are in red ink. Foil 114-122, are

slightly worm-eaten under the text. Foil .306-38 contain notes in

the margin written by Sadr ad-Din, The inner edge of the MS. is

supplied in modern paper. Fol. 16 bears the seal of Muzaffar

Husain, son of Masih ad-Dawla, dated 1870. The last fol. bears

the seals of Muzaffar Husain and Muhammad Shah.

Written in minute Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th centurv.

No. 177.

foil. 215; lines 15; size 11|X8; 8X5|.

RAHMAT AL-UMMA FT IIvHTILAF AL-A'IMMA.

A work on those points of jurisprudence about which the four

orthodox Imams differ. Regarding the author of this book, Hajl

Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 351, says :

—

" Sadr ad-Din Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin 'Abd ar-Rahman
ad-Dimishki al-Utlimani (died A.H. '870, A.D. 145G). the Chief

Justice of the Province of Safad, is the author of this book, and

wrote it in A.H. 780 (A.D. 1378) ; but some people think that

Shaikh al-Islam Abu'l Hasan as-Sa'di composed it." Brockel-

mann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter, Vol. II., mentions this book in

two places. On p. 91 he says that Muhammad bin 'Abd ar-Rah-

man bin al- Husain al- Kurashi al-'Utlimam ash-Shaii I Sadr ad-Din

is the author of the book, and wrote it in A.H. 780, A.D. 1378,

at Safad. But on p. 97 he states that the book was composed

by Sadr ad-Din Muhammad bin 'Abd ar-Rahman ad-Dimishki.

For details see Z.D.M.G. Vol. XXXVIII., p. 669.

Beginning :

—

Ac , O.AS\'< ^}Si^<M ^b 4Jj! ^j ^
J! s^'iL^s^

4JJi r^'

S^sx^

For chapcers see Berlin Cat. No. 4864,

For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. III., p. 228 ; India Office Cat.

No, 288 ; Berlin Cat, No, 4864; Asiatic Society Cat. p. 14 ;
Ram-

pur List, p. 194 ; and Hyderabad List, Fann Fikh, No. 25.

Printed. Bulak, A.H. 1300, 1302, and also on the margin of

al-Mizanal-Kubra,'A.H. 1311, 1321.

The first page has a 'Unwan. There are gold and coloured
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lines in the margin throughout. The headings of chapters are in

red ink.

Written in clear Naskh. The colopho7i runs thus :

—

No, 178.

foil. 142; lines 15; size 9|Xn|; 7x4.

foil. 1-27. I.

MAWAHIB AL-FATTAH FT ADAB AN-NIKAH.

A treatise on ceremonies of marriage based entireW on the

Hadith (Traditions) of the Prophet by jk*,sv,< ^j o..«.sv.^ ^ji'^^ J^-?-

X'U-'l ^a'' Jama] ad-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Burri

al-Maliki.

Beginning :

—

Foil. 26- 8a are on the excellences and ceremonies of marriage.

The chapters begin from fol. 8a as follows :

—

fol. 8a. ~l5liJ| cjU^c.^ i J^DI J>.^iJl

„ 9a. - i'riiUJ) ljIjI ^ ^'^'' J-^i^'l

„ 146. ^^>il jj.^ ^ ^y\ J-^-^'l

„ 156. islt^il c^'^^ ^ ^^^^lixi] J^kii

„ 216. U>j.<<>X >IamJ.J) /j^a. ^« CI? J*, (^.i^ij'-a-l r^J _^J ^.^Jlsvi'

Slightly worm eaten.

Written in bad Naskh. Dated AH. 1200. Scribe o.ax*v ^.U<

foil. 29-73 II.

I
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KITAB AL-HUJJAT BILA JIDAL Fl JAWAZ
AL-JUMU'A BI ARBA'AT RUAL.

A treatise on the legality of a Friday prayer being held by

only four persons by ^Laiill sy<^\^, jo-^ ^^-i ^1 ^^
^J^. ^J''*^

Hasan

bin 'Abdallah bin 'Umar Bahamid al-Ansari. I could not find

any account of him in any work ; but from the perusal of his book

(fol 11 16) I gather that he lived in the vicinity of Ahmadabad, and

in A.H. 1279, A.D. 1862, went to the city to visit 'Abd ar-

Rahman bin Muiiammad bin 'Idrus az-Zahir al-'AlavI al-Mallbarl.

From foil. 81a and 1136 it appears tliat he began the book in

A.H. 1274, and completed ifc in A.H. 1279. Further, from the

preface it appears that he was a follower of al-Imam Shafi'i.

Beginning :

—

It is divided into a prologue, several chapters and an epilogue

as follows :

—

fol. 316. i^}\ Ij.i^I ^ji<sl\ y b j^JU3 4Jj! ip 'L<si^l]

„ 346. j-UJI i^ij .^ i*AA *j^aj>«J ^1 ^y v^J (J-^»

„ 38a,
li/i'^''' ^ ''^)}J^^^

'^^^ 'L^^Ji^J] Ajj

„ 40a. *.ji/>.svJ) i:sv.,aj lyjl ^ji^^^

496.
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fol. QSd. l^lsj^: ^.< ,^_^-^/^ ^ J^
„ 656. ^JaivJj J(.^ a^ 'Uj,j J„,a3

„ 666. ijJasxil J'.iw ijL^^.*Jl 'iyL^] J J,.^j

,, 686. ijt-osvJ! J-jUi? -'c i: j iuJli^

Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in bad Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

* I r At* &i^ J^i'l ^_i.;; I r ^y;i:iii ^j... jjiiJi ^.^i

foil. 74-110. III.

AL-KA8HSHAF LI BAYAN MA Fl 'ADAD AL-JUMU'A
MIN KHILAF.

Another treatise by the same author, and in it he seeks to prove
the legality of the Friday prayer being held even by only two men.

Beginning :

—

^:S'.} 41) J.^svil - ^sJi^] ^x!) '^^il lJoI 'SxAc U I'l Ui ^ic 1' Uj;

It is divided into chapters as follows :
—

.yl 'if^Xy^l] 'iyl^ ^C ^_x!] 'iyl^J jliu^l'l ^ i^^^i

„ 1036. Ix^x^] LM cXxxJl

I J! ^ji^j^svJI ..< iS.*b U.; tjyo y> ^-c ^ >L=^ U t-JO

„ 105a. '^Lxil Jy k_i>..'li.

Worm-eaten.

Written in bad Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

* I TAt* a«> J^D) ^w;^T4-i

fol. 82a.
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Foil. 1106 -114a contain opinions of different scholars on this

book. Foil. 1H6-142 contain poems of the same author, com-
posed on different occasionB. The first piece begins :

—

Some of the poems have a short introduction which gives the
date of composition. The last date mentioned is A.H. 1282.
Worm-eaten.

Written in bad Naskh. The colophon runs thus :—

Shi'as.

No. 179.

foil. 39; hnes 13; size 9| .< 6 ; 6x3|.

AL-MASA'IL.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Imamiya school

by ^(.J= ^;l ^. .^z ^j ^y^^\ ^j^ ^j ^^^^
e/^ .'-"^ u'- ^''

'All bin Ja'far bin Muhammad bin 'Ali bin al-Husain bin 'Ali bin
Abi Talib. He was the brother of Musa bin Ja'far, known as al-

Imam Musa Kazim (died, A.H. 180, A.D. 796), the seventh Imam
of the Shi' a sect. He resided in the vicinity of Madina. The
date of his death is not known. See Rijal Najjashi, p. 176 ; Munta-
ha'l Makal, p. 209 ; and Kashf al-Hujub, p. 510.

Beginning :

—

ri*^ y\ 1
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No. 180.

foil. 193 ; lines 29 ; size 9^X 7 ; 7i X 5.

TADHKIRAT AL-FUKAHA'.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Imamiya school by

^^IsJI^ia*.'! j^ ^^jlc 1^. (—9.«j.j 1^; ^J*»^ ij/--'^-" J^'*-?" Jamal ad-Din

Hasan bin Ytisuf bin 'Ali bin al-Mutahhar al-Hilli, died, A.H.
726, A.D. 1325. See for his life No. 87.

Beginning :

—

I

From the preface it appears that the work is divided into four

parts called ^y^^y'i^ each part containing several books, or ^ -Jr,

which again are sub-divided each into many chapters. Our copy
contains only two of the books of the first part, as follows :

—

fol. 16. '•i}.^\ ^^
,,716. iy^'l ^\jS

The author wrote the work at the request of his son Muham-
mad. See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 110.

For another copy see Asiatic Society List, Government Collec-

tion, 1903-1907, Nos. 174-76—a complete copy in three vols.

Very much worm-eaten. The headings of chapters and the

word i^l^^ are in red ink. Two-thirds of fol. 71a are blank, but

without causing any break in the MS, The first and last foil, have

seals of different owners. There are marginal corrections here and

there.

Written in fine Naskh. The date of transcription is given in

two places. In fol. 71a the copyist writes :

—

In fol. 145 we find the date of composition of that portion,

as well as the date of transcription and the name of the copyist,

as follows :

—
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Ujuil r-iuc ,M^tJ' SkV^^J ^--c \Si^s:,i ^^Uall Ail ^ 0.ASV/O L)^«- ^ 4Jl|! ^^.

^_^c 8^,*^ ;^'^ '—9.i-<a-<JI <L».i^L« ^iw.1 Ij>jt - l,ijj,..^ (jj..^^ lo.x>(.^ L_;U<Jl

* A.'^SVib <)ot,oJlA«,J . , .J>JLs.J , ti,>HJ A.i,w, >»*-i r-^
--^ • > Ci/" J ^y^ {^j

No 181.

foil. 209; lines 25; size 9^ X 5| : 7^X4^.

KANZ AL-FAWA'ID Fl HALL MUSHKILAT AL-KAWA'lt).

A commentary on Hasan bin Yusuf bin 'Ali bin al-Mutahhar
al-Hilli's treaties on jurisprudence according to the ^fa school
called Kawa'id al-Ahkam fl Ma'rifat al-Halal wa'l Haram by sy<^

v__^iJao.)) j^jj:
^^ ^i^l] 'Amid ad-Din bin 'Abd al-Muttalib. He was

the son of the sister of al-Hilli, died. A.H. 726, A.D. 1325. The
date of his death is not known. It probably took place at the
end of the 8th century Hijra. See Ami al-Amil, p. 56.

Beginning :-

—

j)j..^w-'' /jJrJs .^'] *ib)jJt> ^ jUiJI J.JkX«/ J$jl>.*J ^^) j_j«jJI 4JlI J>/>.sxiI

^9 ^lla.1'1 ^y'» \^{i^ JLc \ySii^ Ui AiJAil Ic c-jILL ^ &cU.a^ (i

<iLU2«>« iiixi ^ i.\'^iU.< ,J.iLw„« (4ji I_j^3>fv. .l^csJ)
J (JllsJI ii^x.x

^^o-c ^_ji!
^5-<Jr?- ^:^-^^^;'

fj
r'^j^il (J^Ij-«i »-^ij ^ ^JixAaj ...

Foil. 1, 2 and 209 are in a later hand. After fol. 208 some
foil, are missing. Quotations from the text are introduced with

the word <xJy, and the commentary with J j.i'1 . Both these words

are in red ink up to fol. 46 and after that only the word s^y» . There
are marginal corrections here and there. Foil. 152-156 are slightly

worm-eaten. Six lines at the top of fol. 207 have been recently
supplied. The title-page contains the seals of Aurangzib, Amjad
'All, and Sulaiman Jah. The last fol. bears the seals of the last

two persons. The title-page also has a Persian note, which runs
as follows :

—

*.^- ,^_jA£ ^^J;«AC>.
iC'^'"^

^.a-SV^ ^Jkiij ^^ll^.AJu]
J^\jJ

^^iJ6 \] k-fW .^I
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The commentary ends abruptly with the following lines :

—

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 16th century.

No. 182.

foil. 290; lines 23; size9^X6|; 6AX4J.

MAJMA' AL-FA'IDAT WA'L BURHAN FT SHARH
TRSHAD AL-ADHHAN.

A commentary on Hasan bin Yusuf al-Hilli's work on juris-

prudence according to the Imamlya school by ^^..s\y< ^.j j,^^!

^Ljjj>i)l Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Ardabill. He was a great jurist

of the ShI'a sect, and died, according to Ami al-Amil (p. 33) in

A.H. 992, A.D. 1584 and according^to others in A.H. 993, A.D.
1585, See Muntaha'l Makal, p. 4 ; Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 22 ; and
Kisas al-'Ulama'

,
p. 132.

Beginning :

—

* ^j) ^^^n wJi^kii . iy.^: ^^^.^ >^yi.

From Ami al-Amil, p. 33, it appears that the commentator
did not live to complete the book. See also Kashf al-Hujub, p.

4S9.

For other commentaries on Irshad al-Adhhan see Kashf al-

Hujub, pp. 320-21.

Our copy is the first part of the commentary, and comprises

the following parts :

—

fol. 1&. >!;l^i) v'-^

,,586. sy^J) ^^C^i

Quotations from the text are preceded by a gap of ajbout half
an inch, left blank for the word ^Ly ; but it has not been filled in.

The lower half of fol. olh and the whole of fol. 5Sa are blank, but

I
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without a break in the MS. Foil. 1-56 are in a modern hand. The
MS. bears two seals, one of Wajid 'Ali Shah, and another over-
laid with paper. I believe the latter to be the seal of Sulaiman Jah

Written in good Naskh. Xot dated. C. 18th century.

No. 183.

foil. 214; lines 27; >^izel2x6; 9X4.

MADARIK AL-AHKAM FT 8HARH SHARA'P
AL-ISLAM.

A commentary on Ja'far bin al-Hasan al-Hilli's famou^! workon jurisprudence according to the Imamiya school bv .,.>o.'' ^.Jl^Wl ^^.x^/l ^^.^.-I ^^'I ^,, ^ ^,_;; ^^ -J:-^ ^^^
.Sbams ad-Din Muhammad bin 'All bin al-Husain binAbl'l Hasan
al-Musavi al-Jab'I al-'Amili. He was born, A H 946 4 D 1539

Z^^A-^J^'^^^r'''^ ""^ ^^^ Shra sect, and wrote nianv works'

Jannat, p. 528
;
Ami al-Amil, p. 28

; and Xujum as-Sama', p 4

folio s"-°°^^^'
^^ incomplete, and begins with U^H] ^^di as

.u



i.;iyi



fol. 756.

209

„ 1026. ,AJ] ^>J.

,, 117a. JjJlil _;l^.ul

„ 124. ^'^^^' ^^J^

For copy see Berlin Cat No. 3531. The headings of chap-
ters are in red ink. Prayers are vocalised throughout. Gold and
coloured lines in the margin. There are marginal notes here and
there in very elegent Nasta'lik characters. Two foil, are added at

the end, containing among other matters some quotations from an-

other work of the author, called >^^<-'-!^ ^•?' • Tl^^ <^^t6 of compo-

sition of the work is given in the colophon, as follows :

—

*^ 1^ i,,,i^iCvil ,,:^il ^j).! ^
i XSLiJ'J j.^ 4JjI i^y^'-J ^_::--::r»

J.i»l Li! . Asvii sjsJLkj k 9_.'))! jjo ,_<•*'-*-' r^*^^ .j-^ i--«-<liv..n i.x^] ^^ p'jlil

Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in Xaskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 185.

foil. 164; lines 15-19; size 9| X 6 ; 6x3^.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the book noticed above. It begins as the

former copy does. Marginal notes are given from the beginning
to fol. 37a. The prayers quoted in the book are vocalised. Foil.

1636 and 164 contain prayers from another work.
Written in Nasta'lik except the prayers quoted, which are in

Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

^J JIV'I Viri /il^il J^l i^ZJyii^\ L'L^I !iJ>Jt jiy^ ^^ ^j:.--irJ ^

27
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No, 186.

foil. 32; lines 10; size 8x6; 5x2f.

R ISALA ITHNA ASHARIYA.

A treatise on cleanliness according to the Imamiya doctrines

by
,^_s^*^^ ^\UJi s^,^] JOT ^j ^^^x^^-sJI ^j j-ATsv.^ ^o.JI ^t^j Baha'

ad-Din Muhammad bin al-Husain bin 'Abd as-Samad al-HarithI al-

'Amili, d. A.H. 1030, A.D.' 1620. See for his life "No. 184.

Beginning :

—

a/UJ^I ^.
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Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

Scribe 4Jjf ^y >^_s-?''-^ ^ 'L,jLi.

No. 187.

foil. 54; lines 15; size 9X5|; <>X3i.

SHAR'AT AT-TASMIYA.

A treatise on the belief of the Imamiya sect that naming the

twelfth Imam during the period of his concealment is not lawful

bv jUIj.JI ^u-w-sJI jyAS^--o .J yL j>.^s\^ Muhammad Bakir bin

Muhammad al-Husaini ad-Damad, died, A.H. 1040, A.D. 1630.

See No. 70.

Beginning :
—

* J] JOJtLs;.]! ^*^ Ailjo)' IlN^^ .Xo-JU-'I v_m jUJ J>.^sv.'I

The treatise contains a question that people asked the author

about the legality of naming the 12th Imam, and his answer.

The question begins on fol. la as follows :
—

J,^so I Jl'ii] li))^^ ijkA«.j ^J (ii'^^ jLis'X'Mj ^>^^^ (jy t-* ^^^'^•'^^

. J iaj,^]! is^ixxi . , iii^l] i.t..^L> (Sxic 4JliI ^Ij-^-^ ^r^'^ ''^••^ UiU; ^
^1 Jxx-JI Li) Jj ^iJI ^^^ ^^:'' 'O^iJ J_yS4 i) ^1 ^IsvJ)

^.
Ji'-2=v^'I

The answer begins on fol. 2a as below :

—

I^Lsv^ ^o-^^ } J^icSU* ^J <)Ujic jUjI LHjI^iwT '5-'^-»>.0 AJj-o-^aaJ ^t
'"^-^i*--"

(^Li^ ,jx«L^J| U;;ljU ,c sUUJI ilr.^JI Axj^JI Lil ..>X.'! <J./^^L)

-?> ^ > r r '' c .

'

See also Kashf al-Hujub, p. 380.

In foil. 1-4 a few lines at the bottom are defective on account
of paper pasted over them. The colophon indicates that the

author composed the treatise in A.H. 1025, A.D. 1616. Marginal
corrections occasionally.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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No. 188.

foil. 297; lines 25; size 11]X7|-; 8ix5.

JAMr AL-MA'ARTF VVA'L AHKAM.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Imamiya schoi)i by

-ij.^3:v,l Lr. ji.^:s<,< ,
.J di I uNJ-r 'Abdallali bin Mubammed Rida ail-

Husaini. He was an eminent jurist of his time. He is the author

of .several books on jurisprudence. His father ^ Muhammad Rida,

was a contemporai y of ]\Iuhammad ])in al-Ha.san al-Hurr al-Amili.

died, A.H. 1099, AD. 1688. See Nujum as-Sama', p. 142; Ami
al-Amil, p. 64 ; and Kashf al-Hujub, p. 465.

Beginning :

—

This work is a ^up])lement to Tafsil Wasa'il asji-Shia by
Muhammad bin ^l-Hasan al Hurr al-Amili. For the latter work
see Kashf al-Hujub, p 135. Our copy is the first volume of the

work, and contains the following chapters :

—

fol



«j 'iixAJ l^ . ^^i,sx!]
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last part of his life he gave up that belief, and became an orthodox
Shi'a. Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. II., fol. 354, says that he died in

about AH. 1040, A.D. 1630; but this date must be wrong ; for

the author himself gives the date of the work under notice as A.H.
1090. AD. 1679. Brockelmann has fallen into confusion about
our author. In Vol. IT., p. 200, he says that he died about A.H
911, A.D. 1505 ; but in the same volume, p. 413, he says that he
died in A.H. 1106, A.D. 1694. The authentic accounts say that

he died soon aftcT A.H. 1090, A.D. 1679. See Nujum as-Sama',

p. 119; Ami al-Amil, p. 68; and Rieu. Vol. II., p. 830a.

Beginning :

—

* ^Jl ^l^^i'I , ^Ui) Ui
J^^

, ^iU)li ^;j.' ^bit ^,^] ASS s^^l]

From the preface it appears that he intended to write an
extensive work on religion, based on the Kur'an, the Traditions

of the Prophet, and the Sayings of the Imams, and to name it

'L3>.j> ^zi.1] .K^I ^i 'i.jt^Xul\ .w3.i*^
; but when he had finished one

volume, other matters engaged his mind and consequently he did

not complete the work. Afterwards he thought it best to write

the work in a concise form, and the outcome of that is the present

book. It is indicated in the preface that the author intended to

finish the larger work, if Providence should help him, and to write

it in such a manner that it would be a commentary on the

abridged work.

The book is divided into two parts. The first part is c::'IjLkx.'I ^
^^L.{y^\ ^ , and the second part is cijiiAiUJI ^ eul^^(jc'l J . Each

part contains six books and an epilogue <u3(_i. . The books are

sub-divided into small chapters called j-^lsuo, and hence the work

is called ^1^^.)'! ^^^. Our copy contains only the first part of the

work
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quotations from the Kur'an are marked with red lines. Numerous
marginal notes are supplied from the beginning to fol 796. The
latter part of the MS. has been injured by insects. The title-page

bears the seal of Muhammad 'Abbas, dated, A.H. 1248.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 190.

foil 232 ; lines 20 ; size si x 6 ; H X ^.

AL-MASABIH.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Shi' a school by

v__^iiUI -lj;^s\-'l ^Wsc'I J.O.SV..O .) Jii^-c _.; ^.->'^-* ^*^sx--o Si^i

^^ixil^svj.-: as-Saiyid Muhammad Mihdl bin Murtada bin Muham-

mad al-Hasani al-Husaini, known as Bahr al-'Uliim. He was born

at Karbala' in A.H. 1155, A.D. 1742. He first studied with his

father and with other eminent -Ulama , such as Yusuf al-Buhrani,

in his native land. He went to Naiaf for the same purpose, and

after staying there for some time, he returned to Karbala' ,
and

sat at the feet of Aka Muhammad Bakir al-Bahbahanl. He went

again toNajaf, and settled there. After the death of al-Bahbah-

ani, which took place in A.H. 1205, A.D. 1790, Muhammad Mihdi

was considered the greatest jurist in 'Irak. He was given the

title of Bahr al-'Ulum He died in A.H. 1212, A.D. 1797. For

details see Nujum aa-Sama,' p. 313; Muntaha'l Makal, p. 314;

and Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 138.

The first fol. of our copy is defective, and contains a few

sentfinces of the preface, beginning as follows :

—

^^< -^; jj.iUn
_,

^"LJ]
J

'iyk^!]
_j
iiJI

J 4JJ J^-».s>.lI

* iisvJO -,^11 ^
/iil

Fol 2a begins thus :

—

/>^3yl 4JL)I J.^ <^!>i, }]y^}] J jjkil _. ,su.il J c:j_j.s^J! ^_^'^^ >L*J)

Foil. 2-5 are defective in the middle. New chapters begin

with the word r-U.^.<, which is mostly written in red ink, or a

space is left blank for the word. Foil. 1-62, 75-106 are in a

modern hand. Fol. 195a has a lacuna. Several borders at the

end are supplied in modern paper. Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in Naskh. Not dated C. 18th century.
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No. 191.

foil. 294; lines 25; size 8| x 5| ; 6X3|.

ASH-SHARH AL-KABIR.

A commentary on Ja'far bin al- Hasan al-Hilll's work on iuiis-

prudence according to the Imamiya school, called al-Mulchta'^ar

an-Nafi , by ^JULUJa-'l ij;>^sv.'l wsxi) J.r o.*3^-* ,j J.- j>j.^il

as-Saiyid 'Ali bin Muhammad 'All al-Hasani al-Husaini at-Taba-
taba'I. He was born at Kazamain in A.H 1161, A.D. 1748, and
studied with Aka Muhammad 'Ali bin Aka Muhammad Bakir al-

Bahbahani and others. He wrote several works, and died in A.H.
1231, A.D. 1815. Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 409, wrongly gives the

name of the author's father as Muhammad instead of al-Hasan.
For details see Nujum as-Sama', p. 338 ; and Rawdat al-Jannat,

p. 414.

Our copy is the 2nd volume of the work, and contains four

parts. The first part deals with '"^y^, and begins on fol. la as

follows :

—

,.,.'rJtUai| SJ] . S.„js^^ AeJLL ^ Ic
,
-vJIjJ! ^«' 4JJ S^cs<.V

•il '-iyl^l] L^Ur

The second part deals with 'iyi\ . and begins on fol. 206/> as

follows ;
—

^aaJI . i'jLj-JI 'ikl ^st . 'iSyW c-^lvi"
,

j^^-Jlxil <^y 411 >>-».svil

The third part deals with ^^-*^, and begins 07i fol. 244«

as follows :

—

* ^'1 ^^^y L^y^ ^^^

The fourth part deals with ^yc
,
and begins on fol. 253a as

follows —

It was composed in A.H. 1192, A.D. 1778. This pommen-

tary is also called J-jifosib c f-i-'' ^Ka.1 ^Uj ^ J.jl^«.'l o^b;. The

text, al-Mukhtasar an-Nafi', is an abridgement by Ja'far bin al-
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Hasan al-Hilli (d. A.H. 67H, A.D. 1277) of his own work called
Shara'i' al-Tslam fi Masa'il al-Halalwa'l Harara, and was litho-
graphed Lucknow, A.H. 1301. This commentary also was litho-
graphed, Teheran, A.H. 1291. The text is overlined in red ink.
Foil. 26-32, 40-49 and 56-61 are slightly worm-eaten. A lacuna
occurs in fol. 26a. There are marginal corrections here and there.
The MS. is stained with damp from the beginm'ng up to fol. 202a.
There are marginal notes from the beginning up to fol. la.

Written in three different hands of Naskh. Not dated. C.
18ih century.

No. 192.

foil. 165; lines 12; size ()X4; 4|x 2^.

RLSALA PI'L FIKH.

A treatise on jurisprudence according to the Shl'a school
The name of the author could not be traced.

Beginning :--

It is divided into the followmg chapters :

—

fol. la.

,, 46a.

,, 54a.

„ 596.

S2a

,,
83 a.

„ 866,

„ 876.

„ 916.

,, 94a.

,,
966.

„ 976.

28

is;C.j.kJI
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fol. 101a.

„ 103a.

,,
1036.*

„ 1056.

,, 1086.

„ 1096.

,, 1106.

„ 112a.

„ 113a.

„ 114a.

„ 116a.

„ 1166.

,, 117a. '

,, I18a.

„ 1186.

„ 1196.

,, 1216.

„ 122a.

n 125a

„ 126a.

„ 1266. •

,, 127a.

„ 1276.

„ 129a.

„ 1326.

„ 149a.

„ 1556.

„ 1576.

., 160a.

• ••
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Some of these chapters are also sub-divided into several sec-

tions. There are lacunae in foil. 196, 53a, 5H, 128a, I29a, 1546

and 158rt.

Slightly worm-eaten. The title page bears the name and seal

of an owner, dated A.H. 1253.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C.

1 8th century.

No. 193.

foli. 152 ; lines 20 : size 1 1 X 7^ ; 9^ X H.

FIKH AR-RIDA.

A work on jurisprudence according to the Imamiya school,

[t is attributed to 'All ar-Rida. His full name was ^^s\'^ y) ^L*)'!

j,jiwa.'l ,i!.*..2^ J ^JilSL'! {g^^< |-j Lcjl ^^JLc al-Imam abu'l Hasan 'Ali

ar-Rida bin Musa al-Kazim bin Ja'far as-Sadik. He was born at

Madina in A.H. 153, A.D. 770 ; but according to some m A.H. 151,

A.D. 768. The caliph al-Mamun (A.H. 198-218, A.D. 813-833)

gave his daughter Umm Habib in marriage to Imam in A.H. 202,

A.D. 817. He died in A.H. 202, A.D. 817, or according to some in

A.H. 203, A.D. 818. He is the eighth Imam according to the

Shi'as. See Ibn Khallikan, Vol. I., p. 348; Tarlkh Guzlda, p.

206, and Safinat al-Awliya', p. 26. Shra scholars believe the work
to have been written by the Imam and the following passage in fol.

100a shows that it was the work of one of the Imams ^iyi f^^ v''-?

s.::^^'! J.iil rJiU.<= sv.i kj ^f^i U,<
J
s^ Jlh i< , Kashf al-Hujub, p.

510, mentions two works of the Imam under the head of J.j(.^^)

.

Sunni scholars regard both as spurious.

Beginning :

—

LsfJl (^.-^^-c .• ^^c 4iil o-jx Jyb j^'Ui) ^j 4JJ ^asvJI

* J I i^'iii.^ ^c '.-^^j] J
JioUc Jj: 41)1 osjAJl t« J^! ^^1 JyxJ L*)

The work is divided into the following chapters :
—

fol. 3a. iyLaJ] o>.jJ»Ij-< u-?'-;

,, 7a. (»^-'' ^.

„ Sa. Ji^') v'S

„ 9a. J^^'^ ^^



'ixiJi^! 1
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fol (jUa.

., 676.

,, 706.

3a.

,, 746.

>' si

„ 71a.
^-^^'

. ^-U^il .^.L

„ 7J6. e^V) , .x^ii ^-G

. 726.
^-^ '^^r^ v^^

,• 736. .
-^ ^r^^'i ^b

,, 75a.
^^^-^' ^^ol^-^i) Vt^

„ 756. ^^:^^' v-t^

„ 76a. e/:^*-" ^^

„ 76a.
^-'^^ ^<^.

'J ?,
'-^ > . .

" },

,, 766. ^^^' vQ

5, na. ^i;^*»^i

u^.
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fol. 77a. Vy-' ^'^

,, 776. ^^-'1 ^U

78a. cilw^))) ^ ^LI^l'l jj^-^ J
j<^>^^^ v^-

,, 786. e/^V ^"^

55 '5 /J •

55 ,5 c/^vy ^^

„ 79a.
e/-^'-*-" v-V

'5 5' ^ - • •

,, 796. i^c>>il Jjbl Lj ^-^L;

^:^jiyi ^ ^yi j^ ^u

•

^ ^Wl v(j

<Ijy.4.J! w 'Hy'xA.!] . ^"^iiil L_;L>

irUiiJl i_,«b

»5 '5
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fol. 90a. ^.sUiJ) ^>L>

,. 906. ^LiXil^^^l u.,b

,, 93a. ^UiJ) ^L-

„ 936. j^^^
M 94a. ^^^.'1 ^.(j

,, 95a. ,^^,.Juil (..i^.;^.^ t_j'o

,, 96a. olyiJ! c_;(j

„ 96a. ^^UaxJ! u^b

„ 966. ^il ^ c ji.i) L^U

,, 97a. JLcLsvso'I t_>(j

,, 976. Uj^!
^
^yi t_;'j

„ 98a. c_,|j))| t^L;

^^l«^ (aT^^ ''-? (•''^ ^ ^ *i' Jl-^ t-^
J r^yi ^l^w^ u>>L;

„ 100a. ..i^sj^J) Jjtl

l^isvA^I
^.

Ur ly.jfcj| JU' Ail -^ 4111 J^; ^ ^_^^ l^L;

1026.
-;

,, 103a. iu:UaI«,))| ^^i i-jLj

,, 1036. ^J^.JiyOJJ AaLc . ij^'^ fy-^ ij-^ i-j'j

,, 1046. i^y^ ^^ JUil' s^^ L« <_jO

„ 106a. S;tAX'I IM ^^:so i'

^
^^UjIM

^
^,j,iJ) ^ ^y^^ ]) U c^b

„ I09a. XjUxJI U^U j.;;b ^') ^LolM
^.

;^j.iJ) v^;

*Jj^so (.^ ^ AJkC •j^vxxJ bukii A«JJJ (,JLc 411 J}-*-s-. ,.'* <-_>b

„ 1106. O^JJ ^
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fol. Ilia. JdLi > alsvil 8^ ^« ljU

,, 112a. u/^-^' ^ jUl'iLwl'I i«jL;

,, 112&. '-^ '^^ '-*
J ^_f'^j'i '

—

^ ^U^^'I ^ ei3M!.Aj:JI k_;>(j

1176. J-^'l y.iLi' L^L;

From fol. 118a a new section begins as follows ;
—

It has the following chapters :—

fol. 120a. s){.^.M 'ijUi ^'o

1206. ^ iVJiX') ^ .^..»jt.Vv« tJ^ J

J,
i _ J.I.*. > y " > ^

., 123a. iJ^uJl ^Kj

127a. />^-<^' (^ ^^'^*^ ',y?^' ^ ^i^-" ^^•^ '0'^ ^^

1276. ^ rS«-»-'I ^_J^
s;(i.i:il v-j'o

1306. ^' J'^y Ir^-^ ^ ^-::^fiju»'l )J1 i_j>o

131a Lj)»-^J! ^ *JJ_y.^l
J

^^'! ^i^i

,, 134a. h^lxl]
J
u^^Uil ^Ki

,, 1 35a. byio.'^ ^li^

,,
1486. cubjj)

„ 149a. L«!.-wJiil

„ 1496. by I

,, 150a. 'icjlyJ)

,, 1516. ,.,L.>iI| 8.LAr

Some foil, are missing after foil. 1, 111, and U.S. Foil.

116-127 are not in proper ord^r. Fol. 123 should come after
fol. lis. fol. 118 after fol. 119, fol. 125 just after fol. 117. and fol.
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127 just after fol. 120. Foil. 1-35, 38, 40, 43 and 45 are of a

light turquoise colour. From the beginning up to fol. 94 the book

is in one hand, and the rest is in another. The borders have been

changed. The word c-sL; is written in red ink. The MS. is much
injured by insects, specially the last half. Sprinkled with vowel-

points. From the colophon it appears that it is only the first

volume of the work.

From the beginning to fol. Oa the MS. is in Nlm Shikasta ; the

rest is in good Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

X;' ..< J.^)'l ^^ Aii^LJii
J

iJJSS ^p'/i^l ^j ^ ^'^K^ 4JL)I uu'^Lc

No. 194.

foil. 419; lines 28; size 12x8; 8fX5.

foil. 1-411. -
I.

AZ-ZUHUR ALA KITAB AL-LUMA'.

A supercommentary on Jamal ad-Din al-Mutahhar bin 'Ali

bm ai-Hu.sain's commentarj-, called al-Luma' ila Kitab at-Tahrir,

on Yaliya bin al-Husain bin al-Kasim al-Hadi ila'l Hakk's work
on jurisprudence according to the Zaidiya school, called Kitab

at-Tahrir, by ^Uic -> j>.».js-!
i-j

o«>.ss.^ ^j j.«ua^l ^_ <—9.«jj ^d^' j*^^

Najm ad-Din Ytisuf bin Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Ahmad bin

'Uthman. He was a pupil of al-Hasan bin Muhammad an-Nahvi,

and died in A.H. 832, A.D. 1429. See Brockelmann. Vol. II., p.

113.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 4887, where only the first vol.

of the work has been noticed.

Foil. l-4a contain a prologue by the supercommentator, in

which the superiority of learning, the utility of jurisprudence,

and the things which are necessary for students are discussed.

On fol. 46 the supercommentary commences as follows :

—

29
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The work is divided into several volumes. The followino- are
the principle chapters of the first volume :

—

fol. Hb. ij^}] ^W
,, 58a. s^Lai! v^Ur

,^ 1526.
^

^i-J] ^lli

„ 1896. u--^' ^'^

,, 193a. ,U.^I ^s'di

„ 209a. ^^^il ^Lli

The fiist volume ends on fol. 2496. The colophon runs
thus :

—

)X^ 0>.*s^.'' f.l> 3..<r^ , iS^ , 4jj' ^^yf>J J^^'I f)^'^ __^ "J^"-'^'' (^

The second vohime begins on fol. 2526, and begins as

follows :

—

The following are the main chapters of this vohime :

—

fol. 2516. ^SaJI ^ili

„ 306a. jiUaJI UCi^

,, 3406. ^-likxll v_>^

,, 3456. aUyi L-'li;

„ 348a. 2^1 s^^ii

Foil. 250-25 la contain legal questions and answers according

to the Zaidiya school Foil. 2516^ 252a, 3176, 318a, 412, and
parts of foil. 251a and 412a are blank, but without causing any
break in the text. Foil. 85a, 1736, 281, 2826, 3086, 3266, 3536

and 3726 contain lacunae.

It ends abruptly in the middle of fol. 4116 with the following

lines :

—

aj_y^^ ^_^ jt^-j''' ^-*
(_s-^*-- '-r--^; .^J^ ^'W^ J^ ^

iu'CvJi ^ xJyJ

The lower part of fol. 4116 and about half of foil. 412a

contain quotations from the Traditions concerning burial-grounds.
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From the beginning to fol. 173a and foil. 176a and 177a have

double red lines in the margin. .Marginal corrections are nnmerons.

foil. 4i:!-418a. II.

This contains religious questions referred to the author of the

''upercommentary, and his answers to them.

Beginning :—
Js^^^ 'oJ-J.^ ^i£ 4Jjl .^l^- -UJ ^^-'1 ,^./ k ^. ^'^^H ^^ •>'^; (^^'

_w;:>.) J w_A*^_y-: --'^^ '^*J^' J-^"" ^^l^"- ^->'** '^•-: ^* ^^ ; ^y-^)

)

Foil. 4186 and 419a contain some religious poems?. The titU--

pase bears the name of a previous owner.

Written in different hands of YaraanI Na^kh. Dated A.H.

1098.

HISTORY.
General History.

No. 195.

foil. 249; hnes 15; size I2ix7f
; ^Y.^.

TARIKH DUWAL AL-ISLAM.

An abridged muslim Chronicle by ^/>.sv^ jjj ^j^ y) ^^.o.' U^'
jkibj.'! ^Ulc ^, jy^^^ ^j Shams ad-Din Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad

bin Ahmad bin Uthman adb-Dhahabi. He was born at Damascus
on the 3rd Rabi' II, A.H. 673, 7th October, 1274. He visited

different countries for the sake of study, was a teacher of

Traditions at Damascus, and wrote many useful works. His great

Tarikh al-Islam is in twenty volumes (according to Haji K]ialifa.

Vol. II., p. 131, in twelve volumes) : it is to be found, in odd

volumes, in various western and eastern libraries. Dr. Horovitz

in his work '
' Aus den Bibliotheken von Kairo, Damaskus and Kons-

tantinopel," p. 9, No. 5, gives the names of the different libra-

ries where these odd volumes are to be found. adh-Dhahabi

died on the 3rd Dhu'l Ka'da, A.H. 748, 5th February, A.D. 134S.

Haji K]ialifa, Vol. III., p. 239, wrongly says that adh-Dhahabi died

in A.H. 786. For details see Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. V., p. 216
;

Fawat al-Wafayat, Vol. II., p. 228; Madinat al-'Ulnm, fol. 65
;

Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. II ; Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 46 ; and

VViistenfeld. C4esch. No. 410.
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Beginning :

—

In this history events are narrated in chronological order,

covering the period from the 11th to the 744th year of the Hijra.

At first adh Dhahabi wrote events up to A.H. 715, A.D. 1315.

but subsequently he wrote a supplement and added to the original

work the accounts up to A.H. 744, A.D. 1343, but not to A.H.
740, A.D. 1339 as stated by Haji Khalifa. Vol. III., p. 239. See
also Orientalia, Vol. II., p. 381.

For copies see Cat. MSS. de la grande Mosquee de Tunis

No. 2916; Br Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 471; Vienna Cat. No. 809
Leyden Cat. Nos. 763-4; Rosen. Notices Sommaires No 165

Cairo Cat. Vol. V., p. 56; Rampur List, p. 636; Bankipur Cat.,

p. 268 ; and Hyderabad List, Fann Tarikh No. 11.

The headings, which give the year and also the name of the

Caliph, are in red ink. The Supplement begins from fol, 236a.

Fol. 235& is blank, but does not cause any break in the text.

Written in clear Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1298. Scribe

No, 196.

foil. 244 ; lines 19 ; size 14ix 10^
; 9^ x 6.

MIR' AT AL-JANAN WA 'IBRAT AL-YAKDiN

Vol. 1.

Annals of Islam from the beginning of the Hijra to A.H. 750

'Afif ad-Din Abu Muhammad ' Abdallah bin As ad bin 'Ali al-Yafi'i

ash-Sliafi'i. He was born about A.H. 698, A.D. 1298, at Yemen,
and studied at Aden. From A.H. 718., A.D. 1318, he resided

chiefly either at Mecca or at Madlna and in A.H 724, A D. 1324,
he made a journey to Jerusalem, Damascus and Cairo. He died

at Mecca in A.H. 767, A.D. 1365, or A.H. 768, A.D. J366. Haji
Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 167, erroneously says that he died in A H.
771, A.D. 1369. For details see Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. VI.. p.

103; Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 18; Nafahat al-Uns, p. 618; Safinat

al-Auliya','p. 68; Wiistenfeld, Gesch.' No. 429; Orient. Vol. II.,

p. 419 ; and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 176.

Beginning :
—

^y^>^sx^ yj ^iuul] (JJ.X-. ^jSJ] 4Jjl ^V>i ^] jiJiki] sj^H Jli
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* -.JI A^i^'L; j.^j,x<>.il 4Jjl j.Aa. J>>A.; U! ^^xjLiJL)

The full title of the work is hy^^ ^ ^^/'-^V' V^ •

(i/^-^^' ^'r-<

c/^^^' li^;^-*-*^*" c>*-! '^r* fiJ^ 3 ^J^^l^] J'j-^' u^l-<"
} e;^>'' ^'^'^^

Regarding the sources and other particulars of the book see
Berlin Cat. No. 9452, and Br. Mus. Supp. Cat. No. 473.

For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 706-7 ; Berlin Cat.
Nos. 9452-3; Vienna Cat. No. 812; Paris Cat. Nos. 1589-92;
Br. Mus. Cat. p. 426& ; Cat. des MSS. de la Grande Mosquee de
Tunis, Nos. 4913-14 ; Kopruluzadah Cat. No. 1144; Rampur List,

p. 646; Bankipur Cat. p. 695 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 58. See
also Haji Khalifa, Vol V., p. 481.

The headings are in red ink. Indexes—one of the year and
the other of biographical names—for both volumes are annexed at
the beginning in a different hand. The life of the author from
Nafahat al-Uns is also given in an annexed leaf. Marginal correc-
tions are found throughout the book with the following remarks
on the title-page :

—

^'J . ^

Lacunae of a word or two are numerous.
Written in a recent clear Naskh. The date of transcription i!4

given in the second volume.

No. 197.

foil. 348; lines 19; sizel4xl0|^; 9JxH.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

It bears marginal corrections. Lacunae of a word or two are
numerous.

Written in modern clear Nasldi. Dated A. H. 1307. Scribe
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Lives of the Prophets.

No. 198.

foil. 34S; lines 19; size 9|-x5^; 7ix3^.

KITAB BAD' AD-DUNYA WA KISAS AL-ANBIYA'.

x4 work on the creation of the world, and on the traditional

history of the prophets who preceded our Prophet Muhammad by
^^!.A«.i.'I 4Jj' aA£ ^j j.*sv.^ ^^•^=^'' yJ Abu'l Hasan Muhammad bin

'Abdallah al-Kisa'i. He flourished in the beginnincj of the 5th

century Hijra, and is also the author of a work called Aja'ib al-

Malakut. See Brockelmann, Vol.1., p. 350. He should not be
confounded with the famous grammarian Abu'l Hasan All bin
Hamaza al-Kisa'i, who died in A.H. 189, A.D. 804. This work is

mentioned in Haji Khalifa under two titles in Vol. II., p. 23,

under the title Bidd' ad-Dunyd, and in Vol. Til., p. 174, under,
KJialk ad-Dunyd.

Beginning :
—

* Jl G^Ai ji^il ^>^il ^^jJI Jss

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 1021-4; Paris Cat. Nos. 1 QU-
IT; Br. Mus. Cat. pp. 1696, 417a, 582a, 683a; Munich Cat. No.
444; Bodl. Cat. Vol II., p. 113; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 497;
India Ofifice Cat. No. 715; Cairo Cat. Vol. V.. p. 113 ; and Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Cat. p. 56. See also Hottinger, Promptuarii m
(Heidelberg, 1658), p. 209, and Lidzbarski Diss, pp. 20-5.

The upper parts of foil. 1-9, and the lower part of foil. 15.17
and 18 have been supplied in new paper, written on by a modern
scribe. Two entire leaves (foil. 20 and 338) have also been supphed
by a modern hand. Headings of chapters in red ink. Foil. 3 l 9-2 4

are bound upside down. Foil. 310-33 are disarranged The bor-

ders of many foil, have been changed. It is defective at the er.d.

Much worm-eaten. An index of names is added at the 'oeginning

in a modern hand.
Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th centurv.
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Early Caliphs.

No. 199.

loll. 176; lines 21 ; ^^ize lOX6i ; 8|X4|.

KLTAB AL-IMAMAT WA'S SIYASA.

A history of the early Caliphs by ^\ ,!*«.« ^j jujI ^\; ^^isa.^y:\

^>.juj.') ijj.xj Abti Muhammad ' Abdallah bin Muslim bin Kutaiba

adl-Dinawari He was bom e.ther at Bagdad, or at Kufa, in

A.H. 21.3, A.D. 828. For a long time he was Kadi at Dinawar,

and afterwards taught at Baghdad. He died in A.H. 270. A.D.

883, or AH. 271, A.D. 884, or A.H. 276, A.D. 889. The last date

is considered by Ibn Ivhallikan, Vol. f., p. 272, to be correct. For

details see Nuzhat al-AUbba', p. 272 ; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 72
;

and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 120

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 94:12 ; Br. Mus Cat. p. 581a ;

Paris Oat. No. 1566; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 519; Cairo Cat.

Vol. v., p. 13; and Cat. d. MSS. de la Grande Mosquee de

Tunis, No. :^i59. See also Z.D.M.G .
Vol XL., p. 309; Dozy,

Recherches sur I'histoire d'Espagne, 3rd edition, Vol. I., 21, and

Gayangos, Mohammadan, Dynasties, Vol. I., App. E.

For chapters see BerUn Cat. No. 9412. The first part of the

book is translated into Latin, and has been published by A. Peter-

son. Lundae, 1856, under the title Expositio de quatuor primis

Khalifis. See Ellis, Cat. of Printed Books, Br. Mus. Vol. T., p. 17.

Printed at Egypt AH. 1322.

The first 26 foil, have been recently added to the MS. The
borders of the old pari: of the ]\IS. have been recently changed.

Sprinkled with vowel-points. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in fine Nasta Ilk. Dated A.H 1154.

No. 200.
foil. 213 ; lines 25 ; size 10x6; 8 X 4-i

.

AL-IKTIFA' Fl FADL AL-ARABA'AT AL-KHULAFA'.

A work in praise of the virtues of the Companions of the

Prophet e.speeially of his <irst four successors, chiefly based on the
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Traditions, by ^_j*iLi.JI ^^i^' ^Loyl 4X1! j>>>r ^; .xSlL;! Ibrahim bin

'Abdallah al-Wassabi al-Yamani ash-Shafi'i. From a perusal of

the work it appears that he was an inhabitant of Yemen, and a

follower of the Shafi'i school. He flourished in the later half of

the 10th century, Hijra.

Becrinningj :

—

* Jl J.J ^ UJ iJjiSi]] JsJjSVA.') JojaSxJI 4I1 .^*-svJ)

The author gives in the preface his reason for compiling tl\e

book, as follows :

—

isl ^.^^1 ^^1 iUuaJI ^^l_^i^l ,^^*J K^'^^^ ^ ^^'^JI

Ai jA-aJtUI . isvxJtj I jI^^'I . •.lj>.Ju:)'L; i.jix^] L<yAJ: . '^y^-: .-s.

i-'I^^- j^^il A.vjka.(J »_f''^->c 4il' 7- t*^^ ^J^ ij^ji.!. A.vjL».I j^I

OJ.A**il
, }t>a. . (L^Xi^l'l A.21., Ac li^J.£ \, ^jS

,
,/o ^.JJ *jJi^ ,

Ai-« ^ fii-A-'l ^LvXJI ^^i) i^^jA^a^ J,^ bjlc aJ^Uj ^liliJI JLc J^-o*x'

# ^_^.vl ijjUj tf'l^

The book is divided into eight parts, each called a ^'S.f,

which again is sub-divided into several chapters. The first part

begins on fol. 26 as follows :

—

^asxXJI ^^ic iiulivJI ilx-Jii ^j 5L=>. '^J '^isuiL') \^{jS J^i'l l_>Lvj:JI

It ends on fol 39a, and the date of composition of this part

is given by the author as follows :

—
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J(j» <!U£ 4iil ^_^^) ^ys^\ jij_ ^] JjLai ^ ijjfsaJkJI ^^U^ ^yiil

Below this the copyist has made the following additional
remark :

—

J.jk.1 t^sxil ,it,c ^ii ,^c ^_r^'-^ t^ <J.s\-u*iil atXJb Jij ^ue cl R.J' (^1^

From fol. 39o the second part begins as follows :

—

J.^j ,^ '>U>. IajJ t-^Ij-^i) J^iiJI v-jW *_Jka-JI ^s^yJ] 4Jl)I *w»«j

AjkJ
^.

^J^ilJl ^__jic AJ.C 4111 ^j^; ejlJaiJI ^.] ,/^ i_>iil^ ^1 ^.iA^-Uil a<«I

It ends on fol. 96a, and the date of composition of this part is

given as below :

—

r^ ^_y4-^ ^-s^' <J'^ j^jLv ^J <'JJ^y> ^ Aji*^ ^I^ i.*^l^ JL« jdc 4jjl

From fol. 96a the third part commences as follows :

—

It ends on fol, 118a, as follows :
—

The copyist gives the date of transcription of this part as

follows :

—

* AiU.*«*J . ^x*J.*« . (JLX.W ^Ic >}-4-*^ J>3>.| ^J«^l f^-! ' »^-^

The fourth part begins on fol. 1 I8a, thus :
—

(j(j jii^ <ija«, <UJ ^ 8jLsi! Jlr AAc Mill ,^<-c; Ur ; ^Uac ^,*£ ^I

30
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It ends on fol. loZa, and the date of composition of this part
is given as below :

—

The date of transcription of this part is thus indicated :

—

The fifth part begins on foil. 153a, thus :

—

It ends on fol. 21 \a as follows :

—

* <UU*A«.J
^, j^.y^ ^ o;iij ^(r ; %.i?^ A^I (}J] ^~^, \ ^

The date of transcription is given as below :
—

The MS. ends here, and three more parts are wanting. In
the preface, fol. 2a, the author has mentioned the names of all the

eight parts which he would write in the book.

The remaining parts have been thus described :
-

There is a copy of the book noticed in Berlin Cat No. 8531/3

with the same title, but the beginning and the end are not quoted

therein. Lacunae are in fol 216, 33a, and 1876. Fol. 213 should

come next to fol. 189, and fol. 212 should go before fol. 211. The

MS. is in a very decayed condition. Some foil, are missing after

foil, o, 9 and 48, and blank foil, of modern paper have been inserted
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after those foil. The middle part of fol. 8 is much injured by insects.

Headings of chapters and the first names of traditionists are in

red ink. It is stained with damp. Many of the borders have thick

paper pasted over them. The different dates of transcription of

each part, which have been given above, are evidently as in the

MS. from which our copy was made.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 201.

foil. 70 ; lines 21 ; size 8|X 5^ ;
5i X 3

^UJaJl ikxO ^ ^ij ^U-Jl jj]yi.i s«iU*v|

IS'AF IKHWAN A8-SAFA' BI tSHARH TUHFAT
AZ-ZURAFA'.

A commentary on as-Suyuti's poetical accounts of the Caliph^^

by ^^_5->^i''l iT'^;'^*''' ^' '^^ c/^ fi-^ -i/^
y'^'-^' "^ c/-^'' ^^.s^^ J^y^

J.VI Abu Bakr Muhi ad-Din 'Abd al-Kadir bin Siiaikh bin

'Abdallah al-'Idrus al-Yamani al-Hindi, died, A.H. 1038, A.D.

1628. See No. 125.

Beginning :

—

The first couplet of the poem is :
—

The accounts of the Caliphs are brought down to al-Mus-.

tamsik Billah. This commentary is mentioned in Khulasat al-

Athar, Vol.' II., p. 442, but it has been designated there as Ithaf

Ikliwan a.s-vSafa' . The text is written in red ink. Marginal correc-

tions occasionally. All the inner edges, and some of the outer

edges are pasted over with modern paper. It was composed, as

stated at the end, in A.H. 1010, A.D. 1601.

Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1017. Scrib^^ j.-;! ^\ ^k y')

^_r^ iXo.:SV^
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'All and His Descendants.

No. 202.

foil. 216; lines 15; size 10fX6f; 7ix3f.

TADHKIRAT KHAWAS AL-UMMA FT M'RIFAT
AL-A'IMMA.

A history of the Caliph 'Ali bin Abi Talib, his family and the

twelve imams, by «

—

s^j*^] .^_^y ^ i_A«^j .iJa*.' I yj} ^^a'' iT'*-*^

^\y:sJ] ^} iaj.^ Shams ad-Din Abu'l Muzaffar Yusuf bin

Kuzughli, known as Sibt Ibn al-Jawazi. He was born in A.H.
582, A.D. 11S6, or A.H. 581, A.D. 1185. He lost his father soon
after his birth ; his maternal grandfather Ibn al-Jawzi brought
him up, and consequentlj^ he has been given the surname of Sibt

Ibn al-JawzI, i.e. the grandson of Ibn al-Jawzi. He studied at

Baghdad, and finally settled at Damascus, where he died in A.H.
654, A.D. 1257. For details see Ibn Khallikan, Vol. I., p. 302;
al-Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 96; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 340; and
Brockelmann, Vol. I,, p. 347. Wiistenfeld, and Brockelmann spell

^^y as Kizughlu, while Ibn Khallikan gives Kuzughli.

Beginning :

—

Scholars of the Sunni sect attach very little value to this

work, as it contains in some places (for instance fol. 40a) views

which are quite contrary to their belief. Thus adh-Dhahabi in

his work Mizan al-I' tidal, Vol. II., p. 624, concerning the author

says :

—

aJj t^^^i ^1 *J l_>J:(.s\j . s o i^Qj J.J il'slj Ltyxf (JJiJij AJkJol L<, cu(jICs\J|

^^! ^jtj •^^-oOO AjUjuu . ^JUw.o..aL.
J f^'l ^**' <^^--« \,£j-.! ,} > t__a.'j.--e

4Jjl A,6va>M D jJU> i_/W^-'l ^^-;' ia->^ uy^ (^^^ M? ^^
ii/i'^''' i_r^^'*

For copies see Leyden Cat. No. 791 and Rampur List, p. 633.

A copy of this work is also in the Bankipur Library.
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The woik is divided into twelve principal part^ as follows :
—

^ J.C .L<yi !i5'^^ _^, y:> ^i jjii ^.u!

lol. 1/y. &^^^ 4JU' r/ ^^^!Us ^1

36a. ajiJ^I/J ^i ^i^.'Uil ^Ijl'I

37'> .ii-ii ^r ^ir iiiu^yj ^i ^.yi ...LJI

„ 106^. ^il-il -uir.jJU^ ^ ^:L«JI L_j'.vJI

„ 1406. ^iU,il <uJlr ^,>>«..5^'iyj ^j ^LUI t^-U-'I

^, 178a.. 'i^Js'U . i.si.i^i>- ,^3 J r-ixc ^_jjlsv-'; t_>L>,i)

189a. ^H«*Jl ,4J;ir 'ijt^'i) y^^ ^f^ ^^ ' V^''

These chapters are also sub-divided into many smaller chap-

ter-;. A table of contents is annexed at the beginning. Some
additional foil, containing some biographical accounts of the author,

and quotanons from different sources describing the author as a

reliable one, have been added at the beginning. It is also men-

tioned that the copy has been transcribed from the copy in the

Bankipur Library.
^ On the top of the first fol. it is stated in

Persian tliat the cost of transcription was seventeen rupees,

Aw., aoiji ii-v* "^^ ep'
"-^^^^ lyj^-

J^^rginal corrections occa-

sionally. Headings in red ink. Foil. 28, 366, 726, 80-82a, 1006,

101a, 1656. 190a and 2016 contain marginal notes in Persian in

the handwriting of Saiyid Sadr ad-Din. In fol. 5a seven lines are

penned through ; also from the bottom of fol. 56 to fol. 7 the lines

are penned through except two and a half lines of fol. 76, There

are lacunae of a word or two in foil. 2a, 26a, 826, 926 1176, 119a,

1206, 1506, 151a, 154, 155a and 215. Fol. 2116 has a big lacuna.

It was compared in A.H. 1308.

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1307.
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No. 203.

foil. 3 + 1 ; lines 14; size 9|-X 6; fi|-x4.

AL-'UMDA.

A work on the virtues and excellences of 'Ali bin Abi Talib

and his descendants by ^ji ^^^ jJ ^su ^x.>M^s\:l fcjl it/'iS-i f^/yJi

*.k^Jl ^-3:^.'' ^^fJax'l j^.; u><Asv.< ^j ^^Ic ^ ^.w.sv,'I Shams ad-Dm

Abu'l Husain Yabya bin al-Hasan bin al-Husain bin 'All bin

Muhammad bin al-Bitrik al-Hilli ash-8iii'i. He was a reliable

scholar of the Imamiya Sect ; lived for some time at Bagiidad and
then at Wasit, and died at the age of seventy-seven at Hilla

in Sha'ban, A.H. 600, A.D. 1261. For details see Ami al-Amil

,

p. 73 ; Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. II., fol. 258 ; and Kashf al-Hujab,

p. 386.

Beginning :

—

The work is divided into the following chapters :

—

^iUil Axle ^^i ^j ^'-''" cJ"-^'''

(^'

ol. 13».
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fol. 446. ^^^jJLajJU. ^j ^.i^JdA. *Jy
^ ^^^^-1

J^-w^' ^^^« ^M^l fiic 'jJU ^,1 ^J ,;c^r lyiC^-'' ^k.,o.A.')

,, 50a. l^jiJU 4JJI

,, 566. ajkli.il Jail: ,H^JI

J, 616. r^ji'^ "y- '^'^ *_5^ "^^
t^'''' w)-^-^''

,, 806. *-:^i y^-^1 ^_f->•il ^,
i^y^^

J
jujI

<uir ^J^i (^J'-^ ^<-^^'' Jy >_5' "^^ .^^oLw..'l ^..OJiil

,, 85a. u--^'* ^j/'* (^^;^ i^v^AJ ^^^jj.'* ^i^Jl ^iU,'l

,, 946. -&J^. , 4Jlll <U2cu . <!l'^.w; . JUu! >
—^.sv.< ll.a.'

,. 112a. V^I^; 8;^.J ^H..«.JUxU 8jukiy^^^ »^
e/*^'' J-^-''

,,1166. .

&J i{li^)_^JiyJ ,_^>^ e*^^^^' J-^^'

„ 122a. -^ JU '--tjill v_>)yj'l ^^ ^ cV-^i^'l ^-^ ^i;^v'*^^' >*

1296. Aj;i'l /iJ^^J I J' j.J^'*^ ^:'J^'i

,,1316. ^4^1 j^>^-?' ; ^^>'-^:'

„ i39a. -^j"*

iO* ^J^ J ^*JL^ ^'y ^ vi/^'^^' >• ^r~-*^'' J-^''

„ 1466. (^.j^ ^. ^---^ e/-*

^Jljksoil ^iU.'l ajJLt AJy ^ e/^y^' j^^^^^ J-^^l

„ 1506. JJ^-* i" ^-^^ii^, i'

^ ij;'*^*
-^''
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fol. 153^ Ij^

156a. JijJJI k.jufit.i^

1605. <t.Ji;sv..'l k_>L; Jlc L-jyLCo
^

,^ 1705. y^Jali^^i^ r^j^ ^i^y^il
_j

^.iLs:v/I J.^i)

,, 1796. SJ.XJ
^ i,*JLe 4Jj! J^; ^^-<>\

^^ J^ <.H.-*il <JjJL: Ail ^ ^J/y^^I ^ ^.^i^liil J..^aJ|

,, 185a. _^^^^'
cr;' J-5^'

in2a. -iUil Aj.1c

,. 202a. <iuJLr 4I1! ciyl^i^

<)JI
J

i.Ac 4Jljl ^^•^„ 2165.

,. 274a.

,, 280a.

,, 282a.

,, 297a.

,, 3025.

,, 3185.

*HvA-'I (.fiJLr >!.w.ii) jsjj.«- * j'li^ ^s

,lL*il LjjJlc ii.s\JiXaw i^ ^'U.^ yiii J ij"^^

J'

»xLc 4Jjl Jj-"-^* ^^ i±?lj>^5'l ^^ ^^ii
^^_^ J^

In foil. 45-5, where the chapters are enumerated, it' is men-
tioned that the work contains :U chapters, but we find in the MS.
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36 chapters, as mentioned above. After the 36th chapter wliioli
IS on miscellaneous subjects connected with 'All bin Abi Talib
six more chapters are added by the author, as mentioned abo\ e.

In the preface the author has enumerated several reliable
works of Sunn! scholars, which he has quoted as authorities.
Before describing each virtue or excellence he mentions the natnes
of the books which he would cite as authorities. Headings and
names of works are in red ink

. Corrections are numerous
; but still

the book contains many mistakes. Foil. 176 and 256 are in a
different hand. In the colophon it is named ^j ^!} iij^ .

Written in modern Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 204.

foil. 107; lines 21; size 13X8i; 8x4^.

KITAB AL-YAKIN.

A work proving that 'Ali bin Abi Talib was particularly
ordamed'to be the head of the moslems next after the Prophet by
^^'' LTi'^ e/^ -^^ cr!>^ u'- ^^r* u/"?^ e/^-^' ^J r^'' y-

^^^-wsu'l Abu 'I Kasim Radi ad-Din 'All bin Musa bin Ja'far bin
Muhammad bin Ta'us al-'Alavial-Hasani, died. A.H. 664 A.D. 1265
For his life see No. 75.

'
'

Beginning :

—

* jjl <uJLc ^J

The full title of the book is ^il^l ajI= ^Ic Gil^^^ (^LsXjLU ^ex'l

^^ix^yj] 'ij^U See also Kashf al-Hujub,""p. 606. The work is

divided into 220 small chapters, in which the author proves from
ciifferent sources that 'Ali bin Abi Talib is the head of the mosleni
world.

From fol. 116 it appears that it was composed when the
author was passed 70 years of age.

Headings of chapters in red ink.

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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No. 205.

foil. 126; lines 18; size 12^X8; 8|X5.

AL-KASHKUL FT MA JARA 'ALA AL AR-RASUL.

A work on the circumstances that befell the descendants of

the Prophet, together with an account of the cause of ill-feeling

and dissension between the Sunni and the Imamiya sect, by
^^_^ju^J} ^_^ij;..*sJI ^o.aWI ^c ^ j^x=^ Haidar bin 'Ali al-'Ubaidi

al-HusainI ash-Shi'I. He was a contemporary of Muhammad bin
al Hasan bin Yusuf al-Mutahhar al-Hilll, died, A.H. 771, A.D.
1369, and is the author of Jami' al-Asrar, a work on sufism, Jami'
al-Haka'ik, and other works. The date of his death is not
known. See .Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. I., fol. 1276; and Kashf
al-Hujub, pp. 151 and 470.

Beginning :
—

e:.^oJii.5^j ^_;^Ak^l ^jJI sjUc ^^ ^iL^'I ^ jjj j>,*sJI

<£Xi:i
J L«uJi

J
LciAJi ^ hsk!] e^^u ^^ ^ ^jj^] y\ ^]

In this work the virtues of 'Ali bin Abi Talib and his de-
scendants have also been described. The Sunnis are referred to

by the word a^I«JI ,

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 206.

foil. 73 ; lines 9 ; size 9^X 6^
; 6|X 4|.

KTTAB AL-MUWADDA Fl'L KURBA.

A work describing the excellences of the Prophet and his

descendants, and enjoining every one to love them, by ^^ ,^_J^

^^b^JI j^_^ij;-«^l ^:JJI vV*^ 'Ali bin Shihab ad-Din al-Husaini

al-Hamadani. He was a sufi of a high order. He came to

Kashmir in A.H. 7S1, A.D. 1379, with a train of 700 followers,

and died in A.H. 786, A.D. 1385. For details see Nafahat, p. 518
;

Habib as-Siyar, Vol. HI., juz' 3, p. 87; Rieu, Pers. Cat. p. 447&

;

and l5rockelmann Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. IT., p. 221. Safinat-
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a. Awliya' p. 108 wrongly says that he died in A.H. 770, A.D-

1368.

Beginning:

—

« J] Aj^)j JjUaiil ^'-f"-

The author says in the preface that Muhammadan<^ are re-

quired to love the Prophet and his descendants, but that they

cannot love them unless they know their excellences. He wrote
the present work to make them known.

The work is divided into fourteen chapters, called ob^/*, as

follows :
-

fol. 3a. *«JlwD ijili.n^\

J J
96. ^H«JI ,^xlc ei^xj Jjfcl Jjl^j ,

J *.xi(lfl ij^l

,, 156. ^SLJI i,iXc -xIai^JI^jj^I JJLoJ ^ ilKjJI i'j^l

,, 196. J.:i^ J
jc Jd}\ l^^

J

,, 21rt. x))^

,, 26a. 4Jjl ^fUsI ^LL
^^\J

,, 31a. i.ilvJI <j.jJU ^j ^c J-iw ^^ cwL*]) isJ^yJi

„ 37a. ^^JUll ^^

„ 426. . C^l-JI -^

,, 46a. ycxUj'ill 'U^] S^Uii ^i «^UJI »o^JI

„ 50a. (.iUJI l^jJU iuLlJ JjLoJ ^.jV'^
^Jls».JI i'j^J)
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fol. 5 4a. U^ ^^^^. J-^I (JJ(.•^ai ^i ^cLljIjJI xj^aH

,, 63a. ^1L*JI U^Jjic tjiJJ ^ i^irU c:j»,j , (,xlil ui>y.J

The word ^^ at the beginning of each Tradition is written

in red ink. Foil. 66& and 70& have lacunae with the remark

J..,cill ^ u^^A written in red ink. The headings of chapters are

also in red ink.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 207.

foil. 173; lines 19; size 12fX7i; 8|x4|.

JAWAHIR AL-'AKDAIN.

A work on the importance of the two honours (the honour of

knowledge, and that of being descended from 'Ali bin Abi Talib),
I

by ^J^^-s^Jl ^^^x^sx'.] S-iy^] ^.J ^I i>>,c J [c WT.'^- ')_?* ^^/^^^^y}

^^_^Ui!) Abii'l Hasan 'Ali bin 'Abdallah bin Ahmad al-Hasani

as-Samhudi ash-Shafi'I. He was born at Samhud, a large village

in Upper Egypt. He studied at Cairo under Ibn Kutlubugha
and afterwards proceeded on a pilgrimage to Mecca, and from
there he went to Madina, where he settled. He was appointed
Shaikh al-Islam in that sacred city, and died there in A.H. 911,

A.D. 1505. His histories of Madina, Wafa' al-Wafa', and Khulasat
al-Wafa', are well-known books. For details see Brockelmann,
Vol. II., p. 173 ; and Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 507.

Beginning :

—

The work is divided into two parts. The first part (foil. l-5o;

deals with the excellences of knowledge and scholars, etc., and the
second part (foil. 54-173) describes the excellences and superiority

of the descendants of the Prophet. It was composed, as stated in

the colophon, in A.H. 897, A.D. 1492. The full title of the work is

^^_^.'! ^_^^x:\
J

j^lsv/l ^ix.'l * j,i: ^i'r^-" J-^'^ ^i^^^ ^^^^9^- See

Haj! Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 644.
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For copies see Leyden Cat. No. 2045; Paris Cat. No. 1977 ;

Derenbourg, No. 702 ; Aya Sofia Cat. No. 3171 ; and RampurList,
p. 668.

The lieadings are in red ink. Marginal corrections occa-

sionally. A list of contents and a short life of the author are an-

nexed at the beginning. A note in the handwriting of Sadr ad-
Din shows that the MS. was copied from another, preserved in the

Bankipur Library, in A.H. 1309.

Written in Nasta'llk. Scribe (*J|=-y v3..:t-.

No. 208.
foil. 229; lines 17 ; size 8| X 5J ; 6X3.

MIFTAH AN-NAJA' Fl MANAKIB AL AL-'ABA'.

A work on the virtues and excellences of tlie descendants of

the Prophet, chiefly based on the Traditions, together with a

short account of their birth and death, by iXJU* S^j ^.j .x^-^sv* 'j tJ;-*

^:ua.^jJ) ^Vsv-'I ^(.i,. Mirza Muhammad bin Rustam Mu'tamad

Khan al-Harithl al-Badakhslu. He belonged to an illustrious

family which served the Mogal Empire in various capacities. His
grandfather, Kubad Beg, a native of Kandahar, received the title

of Diyanat Khan from Aurangzib, and died in Dehli, A.H. 1083,

A.D. 1672. His father, Rustam, received from the same monarch
the title of Mu'tamad IDian, and fell in the Deccan war, A.H.
1117, A.D. 1705. Our author was a scholar of great reputation

and served Kutb ad-Din Shah 'Alam I (A.H. 1119-1124, A.D.
1707-1712). He is the author of a Persian history called Tarikh
Muhammadi, and several Arabic works, such as Tarajim al-Hufifaz

(see Nos. 252-53) and Tulifat al-Muhibbin bi Manakib al-Khul
afa' ar-Rashidin, mentioned in Rampur List, p. 668. See for his

life, Rieu, Persian Cat. p. 894.

Beginning :
—

The author in fol. 26 says that he saw a treatise on the virtues

of the descendants of the Prophet by Abu 'Uthman 'Amar bin
Bahr al-Jahiz (died, A.H. 255, A.D. 869) quoted in some work.
He copied this treatise at the beginning of his work with abbre-
viation of some of the words. It ends on fol. Qh as the author
s ays :

—
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From the preface it appears that the author began the work
in Ramadan, A.H. 1123, A.D. 1711, and tlie colophon indicates

that it was completed on the 7th Muharram, A.H. 1124, A.D 1712.

The work Is divided into five parts, which are sub-divided in-

to several chapters They are as follows ;

—

v.:^jjxi| Jjtl ^'U-^ ^J >U U J,x>_ ^ Jj^\ ljUI
k

fol. 7a. ,K->(-i ^» A^/iJl ^t^l ^

i^jLc jJuaJI ^Lc) . ^i^^^ii ^] yj ^^5 v.i^(jji v_jUf

23&. '''J^jJLa. ^j^Uj ^ dU jilj JJ ^ <Jji>aJ
J

<)Uxli^
J
*A«J ^ <Ua«I

26a. s^)LJ ry^ ,^ ^^^ J-^'

28a. <oUjj isy ^ (,i^Jlj;i| J.^1

28a. xjsifcU.^ ^ ^yi J^-oaJI

,^-.^« >Lw,i]| i'jo**/ ^-« (isojjjj ^^Sj^jLmJI jJ.-^2aJI

37a. t^^yic 4X1)

406. <iotj i)I L-jlyill .w ^ >U.U ^^Uj ^^LJ) J-oaJ)

15o.

17a.

AamAJ J;J *J«Jl^ ^aUI sLk'^/o

42a.

'^-^
S:?' ^ LSil A.^\
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i4a. <jJ ^^^.A-iJI J^ ^^ JiLxJI J,--aai|

45a. ^(-^ ^ iijUil cybi)') ^j^: ^<ils!J] J.^\

516. 8J0.-J iJJi^ ^ J^^ U ^^i JjD) ,^ai\

62a. ' (UjOuw ^yi^ ti^iLxfl J-oi.'!

<53a. AaIc ^ j-^ ^lyi J-oaJ)

65ft aaj^j ^yu j^^-<liv.J) Ji.,aai!

68a. A,Aij^^
^.
aa=w v'^f'.j ^y^^ |«<jL*/| J^-oiJI

73a. 'SJ^'-^j ^ J*^ ^LJI J^-,<3iJI

74fe. A*^ (3-^' (»*^ ^_5^-" Jy ^y^ ur*'^' J""^'

a:;lj^ ^< iajj _^; ^;^^^il
^

^Ciil J.^i

936. UjOjU ) a^l^l ^*j ,^i ^^yio^i
I J ^.i^Ol ! J.^iii 1

'^^l <t/^; »^.^/<i ^ ^^y^] ^^IJ] J-oi'I

1036. 4it^^;;I^^J
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fol. 1056

1066.

107a.

4JJ| ^_^; 9\ytiji] Usli ^UiJI Sjoj«> yj ^ ^Ul ^.fjj!

J.*.Lio *->LJI !jJb ^ jjJ.^ 4Jl|I Jj^; e^-ij L^ir

II 2«.

1U6.

115a.

1156

119fr.

121a.

122a.

12:^/;

1 266

276

Uic 4JJI ^; J^/-^-^'

Uir 41ll ^_^^; ^Uiil Jo-w, Xji'^ ^^ ^'j'^I (J^aaJi

i

Lyic 4ill ^^-i) y^sxi] 4Jl|I .Xat ^__^I
^

^^,*>«^l



^5» i^yi j.^'1

fol. 133a, t^ic 4Jjl ^^•^; ^^jj^sJI ^^^J ^^-«-=vJI

„ 136a. i^xc k]^y
^J^^. j ^^^-^ ^ ^^'Ax!] J.-^!

,j 142a. Hjr^Ui^ ^

,, 144-,^). x'xxfSi
J
sAc iy^JI ^j

^

'(

„ 1527>. ^^ir

,, 157fl. jK^I Jl

^-5^' "^y
e/^'-==^-" ^>V*^ ^w^'v*^^

i«i^it>il J-oaJI

,, 1656. aU> jkju i_^L« ^j l/ r^ ^^^LsxJ) J^-oiJI

,, 17 If/. Jii^a-^ i'^'* ^^JJ . *.AC 4Jj) ^-O) ijfJj'-''-^^''

'

J,
17 2a. '''^^^ Jt-s- J^'* y_s' r^ ^^LmJ) jj^^^aiiil

,, 178a. sic Aljl

From fol, 214 the advent of Injrim Mihdi is describe;! both
according* to Shi'a and fSunni belief. The headings are in r cl ink.

Marginal corrections and notes occasional!}'. The outer and inner

32
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borders up to fol. 13, and from fol. 14 to the end the edges of the

inner borders have been changed.

Written in fine Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

No. 209.

foil. 86; lines 17; size 9ix5|; 7^ X 4i.

NAFHAT AL-'ANBARIYA FT ANSAB AL KHAIR
AL-BARlYA.

A genealogical account of the descendants of the Prophet by

^^«^'I ^X'^^ ^y^:^^ J-i-^ y^) Abu Fudail Muhammad al-Ka/im al«

Musavi. From a perusal of the preface it appears that the author

was a descendant of Husain bin 'Ali, and the colophon shows
that he completed this book in A.H. 1074, A.D. 1663.

Beginning :

—

See also Kashf al-Hujub, p. 584.

It bears vow el -points. Important names are in red ink.
Marginal notes are to be found here and there. The title-page,

contain^, among other notes, a very brief account of Ahmad bin

All bin al-Husain, the author of a similar work, called 8tV«j:

,^lh ^) J I ^_^>*«J ^ k_^lLkll. Worm-eaten. It was compared in

A.H. 1244.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 210.

foil. 196; lines 17; size 9|X5i; 6f X3.

MANAKIB AHL AL-BAIT.

A work on the lives and virtues of the twelve Imaihs of the

Imamiya sect by ^<.iI^».iJ) i^/^^^ ^w-! ^*si^ I; t*-* ^^i \^_J^ J*^.^
Haid»r
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'All bin Mirza Muhammad bin al-Hasan ash-SIiirwani. He was
an Tmamiya scholar, and wrote several treatises and books. One
of his works, called Kitab al-Majalis is well-known. His father

Muhammad bin al-Hasan, known as Mulla Mlrza^ was a pupil of

Aka Husain bin Muhammad al-Khunsari, who died in A.H. 1098,

A.D. 1686. The date of his own death is not known. For details

see Nujum as-Samii' pp 109, 192-3
; Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. I.,

fol. 131 ; and Kashf al-Hujub, p. 556.

Beginning :
—

Jjy Lcl iJJljJI ^ , ^jt^ . ibIo-tJI ^ A^ L« jjlc 4X1 J^Asa..'!

The book is divided into a prologue and several chapters as

follows :
—

^^j LxjJi -.^» L-/*^
*-<<jJI i.j:-^v iji'

""-cUrsJl

fol. 2a. <)Uju J.jt;l . \^\y ^\ jj-oi

,, 36. AaA^ ^ Ajclc 4I1I uyiyUe

^Hwl ^ Axle ^I c:;>)^Lo i^'LA ^ ,^^^ J-^l

5a. -ilLJI U-jjJL; <)L<I ^ <UjI
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fol. 3 4a.

31a.

\2h.

476.

49o.

56a.

56fc

SSflr.

59a.

61fe.

fi5ri.

69a.

76'/,

^ AlJii ^ ^U'|/a^)!| ^ ^(X'l J,^|

iJulc 4Jl|I i:i>iy^

aa^ ^i 'ii^.i^\\ Ukj\ ^ycvc ^^liji j^Ji

^Uj 4lil ,.>ij f^auiuj
J
^UJ 4Jjl >w.^.^ ^

^.^f^; ^ ^'^' ;^^i" or* .»-^ e:!!y' J-^''

CI/'* ^y^) i c*^ '^ ^r^ ,^ji«Jl j^aII
I

Aiifi 4iil ^^lyi.^ <)ui) LUs-^IyL, ^ s^si^
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iJlxi]
, sSJl^i ^ ^_S^ J^"^ v_5' '*^

liT*'-'^^' l)-^ '

„ 866. t;^ 4il ci,)_yU f)j!ty}] iJ:U JiLii ^ ^Uil ^ijJ\

I

„ 90a. ^t^ '^' ^'^Jl-^
(ir^i-^^^^' J

,, 96a. ^-^"^^ '^' :.j]yLe ^u«.sxJ) J JU '^Uil

,, 986. aJ! ^ iJtjJLc .4I1I u:j)j.JLo jjLoJ) j.^s:\-^

,j 101a. Ail ^ (JuJlc 411! ui:>|^L^ rAj«>. J (<>*j.-^

., 102a. (UJU 4JjI ^')yl^ UJI

,, 1036. <^i^ 4iil cul^i-^ jI^svJI ^__jJU 1^1

., 1046. <)ub 4ii! cijI_^.U ^>jUI

^2.'<!aJI jjkw ^UJI ^Uil'l J..^(.^ ^^» ^c ^^^jtsuJI t_?W!

., 1046. ^}^ S^^
J 4Jj) cIjI^Lc ^^CmaJI ^^*w.-a-

V ^^^y-svil J Asv^svJI ,^^"^1 i>__^A..L£ JjaJuJ;

,, IO06. AjJ^ A-<H^ ^ 4At! ^]yLo Jlc

.. 107a. *^jJl£ 41)1 ,^_jLo IJJ.C ^ aL.^ j^aIc
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foi. 107?/. y^ ^5^'/"^

,, 1136. ^;J^
J V^ia^^^'

„ 1306. ^^^y\ ^^ ^i ^^U^yj
^_5» ^^Jtiil J..iiJ)

,, 187o. Lj.juo^i'j
^__^» i^^^Lsxil J..OAJI

,, 189a. LioUyj ^ ,^jUil J.^aiJ!

Marginal notes occasionally. Slightly worm-eaten. On the

top of the first fol. there are two seals and the name of Muzaffar
Husain bin Masih ad-Dawla.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 211,

foil. 544 ; lines 9; size 10|-X6i; 6x3f.

AL-MAJALIS AL-MUFJI'A.

A work to justify and recommend assemblies of mourning for

the descendants of the Prophet, specially for the martyrs of Kar-

bala' by ^.jb|A^JJI ^^^^ ;f^'^ <jo.*-JI ^^ ^^--^ ^^\ as-Saiyid Husain

bin as-Saiyid Dildar 'Ali an-Nasirabadi. He was born in A.H.
1211, A.D. 1796, and studied under his father and his eldest

brother, as-Saiyid Muhammad. He was given the surname of

Sa3;^id al-' Ulama", and passed his life at Lucknow. He is the au-

thor of many works, and died in A.H. 1271, A.D. 1854. For
details see Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. I., fol. 212 ; and the preface

of Kashf al-Hujub, p. 5.

Beginning :
—

See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 486
The work contains ten mukaddamdt , and eleven chapters, each
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called -JLsuJi. Foil. 1-209 are occupied by the mukaddamdt as

follows :

—

(-«.ia*JI iL>a..a^l »JJL .lar ^ixi ^^ J<^J^''
i^^-B^il

fol. (^h. Jc;^^^' SIjJlI^JI^

36a. ix>yi 8ciJ& cy^ Jjj v^-^' ''^^ ^^/^ '^^^J^^'

fol. 52a. >l^^-i^U .y Loxw )(

59a
'J

,j 79a. >UiJ| ly«^ ^^ s*,^[sx!\ LoAcJI

,, 115a. Aj*i\ *«-L^
J

„ 1446. ^UiLiil) AjJL;(j"

.y^\ IjJfc » a-jlb. .^ (til ^j^Ijl) ^J X.i^(jJI "L^jJuJ]

,, 148a. |.t3
(.y

^y^'i j^a*J\ ^Jl ^C-^iJI

„ 1595. ^5LJ) <)uJlc ^Ju«,s«,J| 4Jjl OJk£ ^I JyX^l

Half of fol. 209a, foil. 2096 and 210a are blank. From fol.

2106 tho work proper commences, and the chapters are as

follows

J^^J-i./* y^h
J

*»i^ ic^-''-" ^'j y*^ ^_s^ J^^' ,^^;.~L=--^I

fol. 2106. ^xJU ^'Lii ^ <)Jb'U^
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XJJt jjac ^^Ix: , (JlJU^. .^i ^J^. t^ >^^' J-^il

fol. 219a. -lUJI ^^ l::,^'! Jjtl

„ 230/^. |»*U ^jki-'I ci^li^ Jm_ ^ ^i^'Ll'l J^i-'l

„ 2406. >l^r^yi iUrli

26Sa. ,-^ ^^ ^-; ,3^-4 '-»-^ J^«^' J-^-'l

„ 288a. ^rt''^*^' '^l >•

„ 320a. A'xH]
J

iyL^l] J^'

,, 338a. Jj^l

„ 3666. Jj;ac ^.; ^l^.< ^^l. Jl^^l (_5' ^;^^^!-JI ^^isiJl

,, 376a. (_5^y '^>' ^-j^ J'j-^' ^ ^(.«*JI j^^LsvJI

,, 404a. ^ j^sf.]] ^i ^Jjs Jl_j.a^l ^ ^j^^^ ^j^Ass.a\\

c/^ w5^ e/-! U"--^ '^^'''> /"^ <-s' e^^'^'' ^^'
„ 4na. ^^i^i=^'

„ 429a. ^IM ^^: urj.j



fol. 4356.
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parts of foil. 9, 244-245 are pasted over with tliick paper. Be-
tween foil. 135 and 136 a slip of paper has been inserted, contain-

ing notes in Arabic and Persian. Marginal notes in Arabic and
Persian are numerous. Worm-eaten. On the last fol. a Persian

quotation from Bahr al-Asrar is g'ven, and this has led to the

book being erroneously named ' Bahr al-Asrar.' The follov, ing

remark J-^K.? J'^.y is found on the last fol. Double coloured

rules in the margin.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

No. 213.

foil. 130; lines 16; size 9X5^; 6]:X2|.

KITAB AL-MANAKIB.

A work on the virtues and excellences of 'All bin Abi Talib and
his descendants. It is incomplete both at the beginning and at

the end.

It begins abruptly on fol. 2a as follows :

—

v._^'li^ ^ . S3[k^ ^ iJjoi] ^ xUi"
J

AjUw) ^Uj ^ J^j))) J..OAJI

The other chapters of the work are as below :
—

fol. 5a. ^3 ^ 4til J^

,, 15a. slysx^ ^c
i^ls\.^'^\ v.?'^' ^^ ) **^^ ^;'j^ it)^-' ^c^o^'*^^"" t-i"''^^'''

26a. «'-:(^ ,.;^ '^ S'<^ ^c' 5

,, 31a. ^^y^i}\ ^^^i,^ ,

,, 326. |Jl*v ^.
&^c 4Jl)I
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fol. 37a. ^^«^'Ij

,, 42a. ^U.^))!^,^
l*^"--^

"Sj^ 4Jl)I _jU

„ 436. 'JJj^;^ 41JI ^ i-<il^JI Ai=;y J_u ^i^^WI J^iJI

_ „ 496. *jJj'
>^_^j e;'^.^' ^j'"'; u/^i^ ^^^ ^_J.^^tsvj| J.^1

tJ-r*"> cT* \^-^^' S^y*' ^'^^
ij-^. v_^ j-^ ^'-^^l J--aiil

,, 566. . i'^l^; i(\j.«.

,, 59a ,.,J^"lt-^l 5 ,
..>ia«-tai| .

e;^\? ^j^' e;*^^'
'^l

^i^'jrf v^ J-^ ,^^f-^(.s».il J,^l

,, 77a. uJ3j;Ui.l ^^^ <uJ
^
^^a-'l

,, 846. **1^ 4Jjl Jj"*; (..j'^J
^^ ^^- ^y*^ i;jjjL««i| J...aA.'!

,, 986. Ix^y!)
J

,, 1006. AjJ

LsJoli J.j(.JiJ ^.< 8j,jj j^^Uj ,^ ^i/^^^•'' J
^:L*i) J^woaJI

,, 116a. .j)^^)

^«*3xl! J>j(..^i |.>s i'j>>i ^j^ljo ^J ^j/^J^i ^ ijf'*'^' J-^aA.'I

,, 1226. ^ ^y^^] J

The MS. ends abruptly in the course of the 38th chapter as
follows :

—

* !^»-'
'r:' J
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An imperfect index is prefixed on foil. 1 to 3a. The last

chapter of the work according to fol. 3a is the 39th chapter, and
its heading is :

—

Many foil, are missing. Foil. 99, 1106 and 111 are blank.
Some parts of foil, 1086 and ] ICa are also blank. Worm-eaten.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C 18th century.

No. 214.

foil. 45 ; lines 15 ; size 10 K Bi
; 7^ X 3|.

KTTAB AL-MANAKIB.

A work on the excellences and virtues of 'Ali bin Abi Tahb and

his descendants by -.:^sv,'I .j j^^sv,* ^j ^^-sv.* ^j^su* Muhammad
bin Muhammad bin Muhammad bin al-Jawzi, In fol. 206 the

author quotes 'Unmudhaj al-Labib by as-Suyuti (died, AH. 911,

A.D. 1505), The work cannot be a composition of an earlier date.

Beginning :

—

iy^il J^Jii] 3.iXc (Ixjkj I'x^ Vx'i'i. . ^lUJI) ^isi lil^ib ^1 ^^_^ 4JU ^^svi!

J) ^lUJ)
J

There are marginal corrections.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C, 19th century.

Ghaznavis,

No. 215.

foil. 356; lines 11 ; size 11|X7; 8X4,

TARTliH AL-YAMINT.

A history of the first two Ghaznavide sovereigns, Subuktigin

and Mahmud, by ^^ij^'' ;4^^' '^^ ^-J 'J>a^sv^ j-^'> y^} Abu Nasr

Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Jabbar al-'Utbi. He was employed by
Yamin ad-Dawla Mahmud al-Ghaznavi, and held the appointment
of Sahib al-Band, or official intelligencer, in Ganj Rustak, while he

was writing this work. It was written about A,H. 411, A.D. 1020.

I
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He died, A.H. 427, A.D. 1036. For details see Wustenfeld Gesch.
No. 174 ; and Brockelmann, Vol I., p. 314.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Leyden Cat. Nos. 841-2; Berlin Cat. Nos.
9807-09; Munich Cat. No. 423; Pet. Ro.sen No. 34; Paris Cat
Nos 1894-5; ViennaCat. No. 947; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No 548-
Br Mus. Cat. pp. 152, 551 ; India Office Cat. No. 701 ; (Jairo
Cat. Vol. v., p. 176 ; and Rarapur List, p. 632.

Printed on the margins of al-Kamil at Cairo A H l->90 •

hthographed, Dehli, A.D. 1847 and at Lahore A.H. 1300.
It has been translated into Persian, and an English transla-

tion founded upon the Persian version was published by Rev.
James Reynolds for the Oriental Translation Fund, London 1 S.'58.

For further particulars see Hajl Khalifa, Vol. VI. p. 514 •

bitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie Vienna Vol XXIII
'

pp. 15-102
; Elliot, History of India, Vol. II., pp. 14-52

; Journal
Asiatic Society 1868, p. 424; Wiener Jahrbiicher, Vol LXX
Anz. Blatt, p. 83, and Vol. LXXI., Anz. Blatt.p. 25; and Notices
et Extraits, Vol. IV., pp. 325-411.

The first two pages are richly illuminated with a beautiful
Univan. Gold and coloured lines are throughout. Headings in
red ink. Vowels sparingly added. Fol. 3526 contains a la'cuna
ot about a line. The MS. proper ends on fol. 3526 as in the Berlin
copy, but four foil, are added, in which we notice, among other
matters, the lives of some scholars. The heading of fol. 353a runs
thus :

—

^^^^' ^^^^ *"^ ^^^ contain lacunae. The last part of the
MS. is stained with damp. The margin of the last fol. has been
changed.

Written in beautiful Naskli. Not dated. C .17th century.

Aiyubides.

No. 216.
foil. 159

; lines 13 ; size 9|-X 6 ; 6| x 3|.

AN-NAVADIR AS-SULTANIYA WA'L MAHASIN AL-
YUSUFTYA.

A history of Salah ad-Din Yusuf bin Aiyub (Saladin) A H
664-589, A.D. 1 169-1 193, by ^il, ^, ^.^. ^--^-..'1^1 ^li(I ./̂UJ
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^kisv.'! jbii ^^ilj <—?^*^il Baha' ad-Din Abu'l Mahasin Yusuf bin

Rafi' known as Ibn Shaddad al-Halabi. He was born on 10th

Ramadan^ A.H 539^ 6th March 1145. He lost his father when
he was a mere boy, and his maternal uncles, BanI Shaddad, brought
him up. He has consequently been given the surname of Ibn
Shaddad. He studied with several scholars of his time, and is

the author of useful works. He died in A.H. 632, A.D. 1234.

His autobiography will be found in Ibn Khallikan Vol. II., p. 526.

See also Abulfedae, Vol. IV., p. 40S ; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 318 ;

Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 316 ; and Z.D.M.G., Vol. VIII., p. 817.

A few foil, at the beginning are missing. Our copy begins

abruptly as follows :
—

^) J^i

The identity of the work has been established by comparing
the colophon with that of the Berlin copy, and also by compar-
ing passages of the work with quotations from it found in the

Kitab ar-Rawdatain fi Akhbar ad-Dawlatain.
For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 9812 ; and Leyden Cat. No. 820.

Edited with a French translation, by Baron Mac Guckin de
Slane, 1884. See Ellis, Vol. II., p. 814.

Lacunae are numerous. Headings in red ink.

The copy undei* notice is a recent one, made from a MS., dated

A.H. 1009.

Written in Nasldi. Not dated. C. 19th century.

History of Egypt,

No. 217.

foil. 82; lines 15; size 12fX7|; 7 X 4^.

Foil. l-70a. ^ I.

AL-FADA'IL AL-BAHIRA FT MAHASIN MISR WA'L
KAHIRA.

A history and topography of Egypt and Cairo by j..^U.^jI

^.^ii j-j(j ,jk.^.<i.il «.'UiJl ^^«,AJl'l j>AS\-o Abu Hamid Muhammad al-

Kudsi ash-Shafi'i, known as Ibn Zahir, He was born at Jerusalem
in A.H. 820, A.D. 1417, lived chiefly in Egypt, and died in A.H.
888, A.D. 1483. For details see Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 498

;

and Rieu, Suppl. Cat. No. 563. In India Office Cat. No. 718, the
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author has been wrongly named Ahmad bin Zuhairah, and it i3

mentioned there that he was a native of Mecca.

Beginning :
—

For copies see Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 563 ; Paris Cat. No.

1767; India Office Cat. No. 718: Gotha Cat. No. 1628; and

Asiatic Society Cat. p. 56.

For chapters see Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 563.

Marginal corrections occasionally. Headings in red charac-

ters. Lacunae of a word or two are in foil. 9, 10a, 11«, 166, 436

and 46a.

Foil. 70a-82. IT.

Another treatise containing a short account of Egypt
.

by

^cvlCJ! ._i».^^.: ^.j (^UJI ^i jjc^ 'Amar bin al-'Asbin Yusuf al-Kindl.

See Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 146.

Beginning :

—

„^a^ >UjLI (Uj ^ij^-i »tiL; jUj! JlLl jlL;))| xkiJli ^^ i^.c^ j Xx^c^^^j^,] l->[JS

sj_ ^1 U ^j>.^svj cul^siJI ^ ciji^fjkJI
J
J-AaJI ^ J.^ ^yc 4iil L^-ajL U j

X^il
J

JLxi! Jjbl j^^ j^Jtirji ^.
^jJ..,o..^i! -^yiA S^-^ ^iT*

^-^y ^'
f''^'

Marginal corrections occasionally. The beginning of a new
topic is in red ink. The following note appears on the last fol.

* <Uc 4Jl1I Ifi-c ^jMy>.!] J-*^l ^j/d'^' ;'^^

Both parts of the MS. are written in clear Nasta'lik. The

colophon runs thus :

—

j.^< v«<lsv,« ^ ^jSjU] J.Jl^ 1^5-*^'* '-r^'-^y ^'
4i/^^:

S^lvXlI
^

o^^'! J>.>r Osj;«> ^(.i^ Jaso LykiJ) 'ir^^D ^ i.J.Ji'l 0^ AjUjUj
^
yixr tf.i^
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No. 218.

foil. 83; lines 17; size 7|X5|; 5|X3i.

Jyt^i^j\ *jU*^ j^asuJl )AW^

JAWAHIR AL-BUHUR WA WAKAT AD DUHUR.

A legendary history of Egypt by ^,-^JI sLi » 0.^1j j ^t^^yJ

Ibrahim bin Wasif Sbah al-Misri. He flourished in the 6th
century of the Hijra. He is also the author of Zubad Mahasin
Mir'at az-Zaman (see No. 282) and Kitdb al-'Aja'ib al-Kahlr. the
great book of wonders. The date of his death is not known.
Hajl Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 641, Vol. IV., p. 186, and Vol. V., p. 114.

spells Wasif as Wasif. See also Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 335;
Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 373a. ; Z.D.M.G., Vol. VI., ^. 408 ; and
Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 687.

Beginning :- -

A^ ^as}^ Ujxw ^c ,li>w,.'l ^ 'iyi^A
J

^jukJUJ) (-_.•< juj j.x>.sx.'I

r ^"" •

For copies see Copenhagen Cat. p. 98 ; Gotha Cat. No. 1644
;

Paris Cat. No. 1819 ; and Vienna Cat. No. 919. See also Wiisten-
feld, Orient und Occident, Vol. I., pp. 326-340.

Printed in Egypt.
On the title-page the name of the author is given erroneously

as ^^_^AisaJI ^Xi.^\^ and the book has been named and described as

below :

—

It is stained with damp. The title-page bears the name of a

previous owner.
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Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :—

No. 219.

foil. 279 ; lines 37 ; size 13| x 7] ; 9f x 5|.

TARlliH HU8HAIBART.

A portion of a book defective both at the beginning and end.
It begins abruptly as follows ;

—

On fol. 16 the work runs thus :
—

^«.biD| .V^U^.1 JJ ^y^^^Ci^l] ^^.'1 Lu^J) ^svA,'! JiJL^'l J'J

Each article is headed with the expression iajcs^Jl^s^x' I iaiLs^-fl jLi

^ji;^As^] ^i.A]\
; but in fol. 776, instead of that, we read as follows :—

*erj"^^' >_5^ i^H
^-o-^s^'* -p^-'i-'l iaJwSU).]; ^so,Jl JaJLsJ) ^jJ^il J'J'

The passages quoted in Berlin Cat. No. 9738 tally with fol.

286. of our copy. At the beginning of the MS. topographical
descriptions of some important places in Egypt are to be found.

The following chapters are important :

—

fol. 776. ^ J^ ^ i^j.., ^;^

,, 181a. AJ.r 4jul .^, -i^^^l] ,Xj ->I AJIU. .(jw-

„ 2206. ^c 4i!l ^^; u^Uai^JI ^^.ox iilU. ^Ijj

In the first chapter, fol. 78a, where the author makes remarks
about the birth of the Prophet, as follows :

^^1 JU J
Uy^ ^^i-^iu Jj^I ^^; Jjj' Jyk ,lc J^m ^^,^ ^^ iL,:

^^ ^-J v^^^ii ^ cH^^I .'^1 ^ ^^j -i^ 41)' ^ A^l *J e^O.^

34
r - •
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we find a note in Persian on the margin which says that the
passage was copied from Abu'l Fath Muhammad bin Abi Bakr
Muhammad al-Ja'marl al-AndalusI's (died, A.H. 734, A.D. 1333)
work called 'Uyim al-Athar. From this we conclude that it was
written after the composition of that work.

The borders have been changed throughout. Several foil, are
missing, Headings of chapters are in red ink. Marginal correc-
tions occasionally. Worm-eaten at the end. Written in different
hands. Foil. 261-205, 275-27o and 279 are defective on account
of paper pasted over them. Gold ruled lines and coloured margins
throughout.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

Appendix to History.

No. 220.

foil. 2:^6; lines 16; size 12|x7f ; 9X4|.

KITAB AL-AWA'IL.

A work on innovations, new practices, customs, etc., associated

with the names of their respective originators, by ^^ ^J'•»^^ J^^f
^y.^*^] ,^^4 ^j .3.j^«, ^j Ji.^^ ^i 4i)t sxc Abu Hilal al-Hasan bin

' Abdallah bin Sahl bin Sa'id bin Yahya al-'Askari. He studied at

Baghdad, Basra and Isfahan, and died in A.H. 395, A.D. 1005.

See for his life Khizanat al-Adab, Vol. I., p. 97 ; Wiistenfeld,

Gesch. No. 157 ; and Brocklemann, Vol. I., p. 126.

Beginning :—
^1 ^AMSvil JlUfc y\ J(.i»'

• ,V_jj , u_>jl'l iSu ^J; ^Sl\ 4JJ J^sxJI

••
^

. r f vi.

"

i

cjiJI IcVit ^iz iuX^is^ Uji ^W _:>.L.« jLcl'l JjI^I ^ JI_^(j

The work is divided into ten chapters as follows :

—

c/-* r*^ -> ^-^ <^'^ J^ ^^^ /'^^'^ ^* «-^j^' '^^'

fol. 46. ;^«i'l euljJL:l
^ Jlxiill J.1^1

,, 27a. 'Lo^ >-:V^' ^^'*
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„ 47a. j»^ J ^ 4JliI ^^-^

fol. 656. I^c 4X1I ^;

„ 126a. r^-i"! ^

„ 1506. ^'-'^I
J.

„ 1946. ^xiS] ^^iu.^x«
^

,, 213a. fi^l]/^ ^i ^^\ l^UJ!

,, 2216. '^^
l*-?^' c;^

*-^^'-'
e/'*

^^"^ ^^ t-lj^l v'-V

„ 226a. ^^f^il J 4^tA.'! ^
For copies see Rampur List^ p. 645.

On the literature of awd'il see Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 490 ;

Gosche " Die Kitab al-i^wa'il, Festgabe zur 25-ten Versammlung
der Philologen,' ' Halle, 1867 ; Melanges, Asiatiques, Vol. I., p. 100

;

and Gotha Cat. No. 1551.

Fol. 3 should come before fol. 8. Headings in red ink. It

has been recently copied from one dated A.H. 1001. There are

marginal corrections.

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

Biography,

No. 221.

foil. 228; lines 15; size 12iX7|; 9^x5.

AT-TARiKH AS-SAGHIR.

A biographical dictionary of the Traditionists by 4JjI jjx ^I

,^_^-^*W) ^^itsoJ) J.xKt>^] ^j jy^s^^ Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin

Isma'il ai-Bukhari al-Ju'fi. He was born on 13th Shawwal, A.H.
194, 21st July A.D. 810 at Bukhara of an Iranian family. He
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performed the pilgrimage to Ka'ba when he was sixteen years of
age, and studied the Traditions at Mecca and Madina. He went
to Egypt and travelled in different Islamic countries with the same
object. He died on the 30th Ramadan, A.H. 256, 31st August,
A.D. 870. For details see Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. II

, pp. 2-19;
Ibn Khallikan, Vol. II., p. 28; Bustan al-ATuhaddithin, p. 100;
and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 157.

Beginning :
—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 9914; Rampur List, p. 623;
and Bankipur Cat., p. 81. See also Hajl Kjialifa, Vol. II.

, p. 117.

The headings of chapters and the word Ixiis:^ are in red ink.

Foil. 2, 3 and 49& contain lacunae of about a word or two. There
are marginal corrections Lithographed, Allahabad, A.H. 1324.

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 222.

foil. 222; lines 18-19; size 13X7|; 8|x4|.

?lJ;^/l Lie.

HILYAT AL-AWLIYA'.

Vol. I.

A biographical work containing the lives of Moslem saints,

and an account of their miraculous gifts, actions and sayings by

^l^SL^^] /y.sv«,l ^j cV.,.^1 1^ 4Jji JJ.; J j.!.:^! ^j^_^^! Abu Na'Im

Ahmad bin 'Abdallah bin Ahmad bin Ishak al-Isfihani. He was
born in Isfihan in Rajab, A.JS. 336, January, A.D. 947, or accor-

ding to some in A.H. 334, A.D. 945. He visited Basra, Kufa and
Naisabur for the study of the Traditions. He is the author of

many works, and died in A.H. 430, A.D. 1038. For details see

Ibn Khallikan, Vol. I., p. 27 ; Subki, Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. III.,

p. 7 ; Bustan al-Muhaddithin, p. 43 ; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 187
;

and Brockelmann. Vol. I., p. 362.

Beginning :

—
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Before commencing the lives, which begin on fol. 17i, the

author describes the characteristics which a saint ought to have,

and also gives the philology of the word '—s^-^' . The first life is

that of Abu Bakr, the first caliph of Islam.

For copies see Berhn Cat. Nos. 9973-4 ; Paris Cat. Nos. 2028-

9; Leyden Cat. No. 891; and Rag^ib Pasha Cat. Nos. 10()4-5.

See also Hajl Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 119.

Printed at Dayarat al Ma'arif, Hyderabad, Deccan.
There are occasional marginal corrections. The headings, the

first word of each name, and the word Ixi^^ are in red ink. The

last name in this volume is that of .^jJ\ ^j^ ^j 'is\.li:

.

Written in Naskli. Not dated, C. 19th century.

No. 223.

foil. 222 lines 19; size 13X7|; 8fX4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :-

„; 4ill ^xz Uj t.X'U |.j r-^-J^j' UjJ^ 'i,,^] Ji*»
J

iiwaJt Jjfi

c

From the following note on fol. 20a it appears that the first

volume of the work really ends on this fol. of the present volume :

—

Fol. 206 is blank but without causing any break in the MS.
From fol. 21a it begins as follows :

—

The first word of each name and the word (JoJ^a. are in red ink.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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No, 224.

foil. 224; lines 19; size 13x7|; 9x|.

THE SAME.

Vol. III.

The third volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

* 5"^' (•^••''•''^t'^' t^'* (J/H '^"^^ v.::--**^' JC* jLvjJI j-iju,.^] y:] jAitltj'

From the following note on fol. 1046 it appears that the second

volume of the work reallj^ ends there. It runs thus :

—

jUc »fiil Ah ij^^J ll!] ^j^svJ) iyiSj
J

lAsxl] ^ cr*'-'^' 6^'' v—S'V'^'

Fol. 120 is blank. Marginal corrections occasionally. The

word lijj^ and the first word of each name are in red ink.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 225.

foil. 219; lines 19; size 13x7f ; 9X4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. IV.

The fourth volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

There are lacunae in foil. 19a, 626-64, 66a, 67a, 69a, 71a, 90a

92a, 105 and 106a.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 226.

foil. 224; lines 19; size 13X7|; 9 X 4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. V.

The fifth volume of the work noticed above.
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Beginning :

—

... ^

.

I

_

,

*v'l.iw J 0>A^I Uj ^a*^ ..; 0^=^| I'x'J O-^a^I ^ jUjI Oac (.Jljjv^ '.^i.t ^b

.^!

Marginal corrections occasionally. The following note is found
onfol. 1576:—

aJj
^_f'y^^ ^jr^-'' ^A*^ ^' ''"*^; l)-^'^=^ ,^-! ^-c^' ;,Ui)I i^^^j >-::^-4>-Jl

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 227.

foil. 215; lines 19; size 13X7|; 9X4|-.

THE vSAME.

Vol. VI.

The sixth volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

* J] iXs-ki] jj ^^^ )y.y. -s. Si j\rJ') /j^^' /»'y^ ;»Jal3 Li AajIj

The lower part of fol. 26 is left blank, with the remark -i^sx,^

oiUV'. There is also a lacuna in the middle of fol. 1736, with

the remark ij.^^\ ^ ki^, Uifc. The book was compared in A.H.
1315. The colophon of the copy, from which our MS. Avas made,
runs thus

:

.! ^ j^sv./« J (tjy^I j.>>c J yM.cs\,-o tJkflsEvJI JLjjj i'^ii!

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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No. 228.

fol. 288; lines 17; size 9| x 6 i; 7X4|.

KITAB AL-ISTPAB Fl MA'RIFAT AL-ASHAB.

Vol. I., Parti.

A biographical work of the Companions of the Prophet by

^jJs^iiJl ,^i.M a') J>^' :> Jk^sx-o fJ 4Jl)) J-y: j.-; >_a^.^J r^^ _^jl Abu

•Umar Yusuf bin Abdallah bin Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Barr an-

Namarl al-Kurtubi He was born on the 24th Rabi' II, A.H. 368,

l^Oth November, A.D. 978, studied at Cordova, and became the

greatest authority on Traditions in ]\Iagirib. He travelled in the

west of Spain for some time, and finally settled at Denia, paying

occasional visits to Valencia and Jativa. He is the author of many
useful works, and died on the 29th Rabi' II, AH. 463, 3rd Febru-

ary \.T>. 1071 at Jativa. For details see Ibn Khallikan, Vol. 11.,

p. 518; Ibn Bashkual, No. 1386; Bustan al-Muhaddith!n, p. 69;

Itahaf an-Nubala', p. 442 ;
Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 207 ; Brockel-

mann, Vol. I., p. 367; and Goldziher, Zahir. p. 171.

It begins on fol. 36.

^.iJ^ AA^ * ^:s^« J ,i'< AjJx 'iA^ AA^ ^lil c-^- , ^r-«-*-'I r>-'I tUT
,
jl

The work is arranged alphabetically according to Ma^rabi
system and contains altogether 3500 biographical notices of the

Companions of the Prophet; see Hajl lOialifa, Vol. I., p. 276.

For copies see Madrid Cat. Nos. 511, 527 ; Brill-Houtsma Cat.

No. 195; Br. Mua Suppl. Cat. No. 623; Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p.

116; Aya Sofia Cat. Nos. 453-4; and Rampur List, p. 133.

It has been printed in Egypt, and also at Dayarat al-Ma'arif,

Hyderabad, Deccan.
Three foil, have been attached, containing the life of the

author from some biographical work. The early pages of the work
are devoted to such Traditions as prove the superiority of the

Companions of the Prophet over other Moslems, and similar matters

I
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connected with the Companions. Foil. 19-37a contain the ac-

count of the Prophet and his family. On fol. 376 the biography

of the Companions begins. Our copy i? divided into two vols, but

the first vol. is divided into two parts. The present MS. is the

first part of the 1st voi. The headings of chapters and the princi-

pal names dealt with in the book are in red ink. Marginal cor-

rections occasionally.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 229.

foil. 439; lines 17; size 9| X 6 ; 7X4.

THE SAME.

Vol. I., Part II.

The second part of the first volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

The headings of chapters and the first word of each biogra-

phical name are in red ink. Foil. 396, 243a, and some part of

fol. 3246, are blank. Marginal corrections o:?casionxlly . The colo-

phon runs thus :

—

jfj^/l 4iil >Uxi| Sj-Uj ^ uj.',Jiu*«l'I ^^-^ii^y 1^'J.i ^^ Jji)) >).s(.l) J^^i

Written in the same hand of Nas^di. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 230.

foil. 330; lines 19, size 13x7|; 9x4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. IT.

The second volume of the work noticed above.
It begins abruptly as follows :

—

* «r" t_f;'-^^' i;^'^' r^ ^y ^^ '•'''^^

The first name, on which a biography is given in this volume,

is that of *A«.W) ,^j ,^_/-.^«- As the 2nd part of the first volume

3 5
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ends with the names beginning with letter c , and the second

volume begins with names which have the letter ^ at the beginning,

some foil, must be missing. It is designated on the top of the

first fol. as (_jUj>I«-I i^^i^ilj jIa.. There are marginal corrections.

Lacunae are numerous.
Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 231.

foil. 306; lines 16; size 13x8; ^y.^.

KITAB AL-JAM' BAIN RIJAL AS-SAHIHAIN.

A biographical dictionary of those Traditionists whose names
are found in al-Bukhari's famous work called al-Jdmi'' as-Sahlh

and in Muslim al-Kushairi's work as-Sahih by ^^j l)..6.s\>« J..A2JI y)
^]j^iJi]] ^Ij (

—

i.jxj] ^^^SiJ) ^r ^jybti; Abu'l Fadl Muhammad
bin Tahir bin 'Ali al Makdisi, known as Ibn al-Kaisarani. He
was iDorn in 6th Shawwal, A.H. 448, 18th December, A.D. 1058
in Jerusalem. He came to Baghdad in A.H. 467, A.D. 1074, and
afterwards returned to his native land. From there he went on
pilgrimage to Mecca, and thence to Baghdad, where he died in

Rabf I, A.H. 507, August, A.D. 1113. For details see Ibn
Khallikan, Vol. II., p. 61 ; Yakut, Vol. IV., p. 601 ; and Brockel-

mann. Vol. I., p. 355.

Beginning:

—

In this work the author has collected the works of al-Kala-

badhl, died, A.H. 398, A.D. 1007, and Ahmad Ibn .Manjawaih,

died, A.H. 428, A.D. 1036, improving their arrangement and
adding something of his own. See also Haji Klialifa, Vol. T.,

p. 289.

Printed at Dayarat al-Ma'arif, Hyderabad, Deccan.
Names are arranged in alphabetical order. The first word

of each name is written in red ink.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. IPth century.
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No. 232.

foil. 160; lines 19; size 12|x7i-; 8|X4|.

AL-KASHIF FT MA'RIFAT ASMA' AR-RIJAL.

A biographical work on those Traditionists whose names
are found in the Six Canonical Books (al-Kutub as-Sitta) by

v_^-?*^'' ^J^'^^ li/^
^^=-' ^^. ^^^-< 4i)l cuc yj ^j^l ^...^ Shams ad-Din

Aba 'Abdallah Muhammad bin Ahmad bin 'Uthman adh-Dhahabi,
died, A.H. 748, A.D. 1348. For his life see No. 195

Beginning :

—

The copyist has put in red ink the initial letter of the name
of one or other of the Six Canonical Books at the top of the name
of each Traditionist in order to indicate in which of these books
the name is to be found. The work is based on Abu'l Hajjaj
alMizzI's work called Tahdhib al-Kamal, and according to Haji
lihalifa. Vol. V., p. 4, it was completed on the 20th Ramadan,
A.H. 720. Names are arranged alphabetically.

For copies see Casiri, No. 1779; Cairo Cat., Vol, I., p. 242;
Kopruluzadah Cat. Nos. 386-7; Bankipur Cat., p. 642-; and
Rampur List, p. 138.

Marginal corrections occasionally. Alphabetical heading;s in

red ink.

From a note at the end it appears that it was copied from a
copy preserved in the Bankipur Library, and that it was collated
by Mawlavis Hasib ad-Din and Ivhadim Husain in A.H. 1309.

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated Sawan 1299, Bengali era.

Scribe *j;-=>^'' ^j^.

No. 233.

foil. 147; lines 13; size 9| x 6 ; 7X3j.

AL-MU^JAM.

.A biographical work on the Traditionists by »jI
, .is) ^^

v_^-^'*'^-" e/^^-^^ e/-J
"^*^'

ti/^'^*-^'^
'^' '^ Shams ad-Din abCi 'Abdallah
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Muhammad bin Ahmad bin 'Uthman adh-Dhahabi, died, AH. li^,

A.b. 1348. See for his life No. 195.

Beginning :

—

In this work adh-Wiahabi deals with the Hves of those Tradi-

tionists from whom he studied the Traditions.

For copies see Cairo Cat., Vol. T., p. 252 ; and Rampur List,

p. 138. See also Hajl IQialifa, Vol. V., p. 628, where it is stated

that it is also called al-LatIf,

The names of the Traditionist are in alphabetical order and
are generally written in red ink. Lacunae are found occasionally.

Written in Nasldi. Not dated C. 19th century.

No. 234.

foil. 311; lines 19; size 13x8; 8|X4|.

TAHDHTB TAHDHTB AL-KAMAL ft MA'RIFAT
AR-RIJAL.

Vol. T.

A biographical work on the Traditionists by ^t^-^ ^U-^
iiil^W ^^.JiliLvv,*.]! r^:^ 1^-; J<.a.sv./e ..; Iz i s^^] J.,aA,'l yi] Shihab

ad-Din Abu'l Fadl Ahmad bin 'Ali bin Muhammad bin Hajar
al-'Askalani ash-Shafi'i. He was born at Ascalon in A.H. 773,

A.D. 1372, and travelled to different Islamic countries to study

Traditions. He is the author of many useful works, and died in

A.H. 852, A.D. 1449. Madinat al-'Ulum, fol. 64a, wrongly says

that he died in A.H. 858, A.D. 1454. For details of his life see

Bustan al-Muhaddithin, p. 113; Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 12; Ithaf

an-Nubala,' p. 193 ; al-Khitat al-Jadlda, Vol. VI., p. 37 ; Wiisten-

feld, Gesch. No. 487 ; and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 67.

Beginning :—

* iil JU.<JI y >ULv.'(j ^jki ^^l] 4JlI LX4.SV.J)

It is an abridgement of Yusuf bin 'Abd ar-Rahman al-Mizzi's

excellent work in thirteen volumes called Tahdhib al-Kamal fi

Asma' ar-Rijal, which itself is based upon 'Abd al-Ghani bin

'Abd al-Wahid bin SurCir al-Makdisi's (died, A.H. 600, A.D. 1203)

work called al-Kamal fi Asma' ar-Rijal. Haji Khalifa, Vol. V..

p. 240, concerning the work of al-Mizzi, remarks that,j4J.i' u^Li^i' yt

clkw ^\ ^% }'j iXL-o k_a..|^j J " ''it is a voluminous work, its like has
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not been composed, and it is supposed that such another could

not be composed."
For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 9930-1; Paris Cat. Nos.

2089-91; Bodl. Cat. Vol. [., 754; Cairo Cat. Vol. 1., p. 233; and
Rampur List, p. 137.

For other information and regarding other abridgements see

Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., pp. 240-44.

Printed at Dayarat al-Ma'arif , Hyderabad, Deccan, A.H 1327.

According to Hajl Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 241, this work is in six

volumes, but our copy has been bound in eight volumes. The
MS. under notice is the first of the eight. Each alphabetical

heading (i.e. the letter preceding the list of names commencing
with it) and the first word of the name of each Traditionist, are

in red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 235.

foil. 292; lines 19; size 13X8; 8| X 4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

The first name in this volume is 4Jul J>i.c ^\yi ^^ ^\ '^^iy, ^^-: ^iy^

^^^Lsi-x'J and the last is l-^jHJ) iiiai^^iw) ^^^<,y^\l\ ^;yi ^j ^»K . The

first word of the names of the Traditionists and the alphabetical
headings are in red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in Nas'xh. Not dated. C, 19th century.

No. 236.

foil. 292; lines 19; size 13x8; 8|X4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. III.

The third volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

f
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The first name in this volume is ^^_^j^^ ^i\ ^^ ^tj;, and the

last is ^^^Xa«j:^'I ^j^a. ^:> ,j^ ^j ^^)^k^ . Foil. 37-140 are in a

different hand. Marginal corrections here and there. The first

word of each name and the headings are in red ink.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 237.

foil. 291; lines 19; size 13x8; 8|X4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. IV.

The fourth volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

The first name is ^^_^,>ia«Jsv.JI^»«.£ ^_ i^^^^-^ and the last name is

L>?Llai«..'I
^^. j^ ^. *-'cisi ^_ (^/fi.A^ ^J j^ ^, 4Jjl JJ^ ^^ e/o-^V^' 'H^

^k>>J! *«,l2.')^j) , The headings and the first part of each name are

in red ink. Foil. 1-103 are in one hand, and the rest in another.

Half of fol. 181a and fol. 1816 are blank, with the remark -a^-c

O^Uj-'I. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 238.

foil. 294: lines 19; size 13x8; 8|X4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. V.

The fiftli volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

* <•'''
ifs*^-? i r^i^ ^*^ (J^^ J ^^ (S-VA4-W Sf

J
k__iukx^

The first name is c_C.'U ^j * x.f -> 4JjI <jj^ ^^j ur^-^y "^^

^ii'J] t_j(Jaiu') _^.;I ^^JL«..'I (Lniilj and the last isj^-cle
c/"^^'*"^ [j^-

J^^

^x^^J] ^i
^,j^i' ^^. ^J^-»>^ yj-\ 1—XiL« ,^-; . Marginal corrections occa-

sionally.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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No. 239.

foil. 291; lines 19; size 13X8; 8|X4f.

THE SAME.

Vol. VI.

^ The sixth volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

iJ^y.^ ^jji i*iJ>.o-i\ j^ ijOt^s^y) i^sJlsx.) iJ.y< J] (^f^-" ^^ ^

The first name is ^»t«j: ^I ^j j..^ ySb ^ ^yssl] Ju ^'y< j-^

and the last is *^'b ; ^^i, ^*«,sv.'I ^^ tXo.sv.--o . From the beginning to

fol. 211 the MS. is in one hand, and the rest in another. Lacunae
are in foil. 151 and 152. Half of fol. 211& is blank, but without
any break in the text.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 240.

foil. 284; lines 19; size 13x8; 8iX4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. VII.

The seventh volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

* ^il » 9-Ji^^^ JlUil v_::^csvli ^ iij^j^^. ii-ij^l v.:>ssv_ij t^yr^ LiJU c

The fiirst name is 4JuIja^yI j>«<i'l jjy'I j ^^S3.il ^j lV«.sv« and

the last is Siyi ^.\ j^_ ^j *j;ii>L>I ^ ^r'^-* •

The first part of the name of each Traditionist is in red ink.

From the beginning to fol. 204 the MS. is in one hand, and the rest

in another.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 241.

foil. 387; lines 21-19; size 13x8; 8| X 4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. VIII.

The eighth volume of the work noticed above.
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Beginning :
—

The first name is *axj^ ^^j 'iiX*^ ^: i^^Iaw^'I .j ^UJ.^ tj^:. j ^^^-^

^^_^«jm>.UI , and the last (in fol. 2276) is ^.: |h«Ui- ^^j > h.^yi ^j (^^^^

^L>JI ^^jJUl ^^t^ . From fol. 228a j^iX.'l l^U and from fol, 3556

}L».xl] Lj>lxS begin. From the beginning to fol. 227 the MS. is in one

hand, and the rest in another. From the colophon it appears that

al-Mizzi's work was completed in A.H. 712, and the book under

notice in A.H. 808, It runs thus :

—

O^A.) >if..l2ji^,-B JJ yJ'-^ ijUiLj'
J ^J^'-'SJ" '^'W ^^ ^) (_f'^ '>-*-? ^^^ >U.;^li'I ^^J

v^^vJbJ^JI ,^_^UxiI ^jp^-oJl J J>.>cl'l ^_jilliu*x.'l ^^ic ^ j.,*^sv.-«
^^;

^^r ^A

* sic
Jr"-*-^ ^I ^

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

No. 242.

toll. 102; lines 21; size SfXl^; CiX3.

AL-MUGHNI,

A biographical work on the Traditionists by ^^;
^itlL ^j j-*sv,<,

^^aJI ^^^ Muhammad bin Tahir bin 'All al-FatanI, died A.H.

986, A.D. 1578. See for his life No. 47.

Beginning :—

* Jl }l^J] *jdx.u ^jl ^.> J-^J ^J.il jUJ J^svil

The author when referring to his authorities uses abbrevia-

tions, which are explained on fol. 26. From the colophon it appe-
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ars that it was completed at Patau in Gujarat in A.H. 952, A.D.
1545. The border of the first fol. is somewhat damaged. Litho-
graphed on the margin of Takrib at-TahdhIb, Dehli, A.H. 1290.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 243.

foil. 207; lines 21; size 13x7|-; ^/X^.

MUKHTASAR TARIKH BAGHDAD.

An abridgement of al-I£hatib al-Bag]idadi's famous work on
the history of the learned men of Baghdad called Tarikh Baghdad,
or Tarikh Madinat as-Salam, by ^^..=^1 ^.:> j>..o.jsv.-« j> jy^-w.^ .^] ^j!

^^^^t^V' '^^^ ^^J. Abu'l Yumn Mas'ud bin Muhammad bin Ahmad

bin Hamid al-Bukhari. He was a Kadi and died in A.H. 461, A.D.
1068. SeeHaji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 120 ; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No.
209; but Brockelmann,Vol. I., p. 329, gives A.H. 491, A.D. 1098,
as the date of his death.

Beginning :

—

* J]

The original work is in fourteen volumes, and is considered a

reliable and very useful work of its kind. See Haji Khalifa, Vol.

II., p. 119 and Horovitz, Ausden Bibliotheken von Kairo, Damas-
kus and Konstantinople, p. 61.

For another copy see Berlin Cat. No. 9850.

This abridgement is in two parts. The first part ends on fol.

Ilia and the second part begins from fol. 1136 as follows :

—

(

jJb ^ ^ix))] 8J>4J '^^^y ^' ^'LwJ^il v-j^vi" *J;^il
^^^^J^^

4Jl)1 *«*^

_V,J

f

In the second part from fol. 203&, lives of learned and scho-

larly women commence with the following words :

—

Biographical names are in red ink. Foil. 1116-112 are blank,

but without causing any break in the text. Erroneously designated
on the title-page and on fol. l!3a as ;

—
36
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There are lacunae in foil. 16, 2a, 3a, 156, 20a, 21a, 286, 30a,
37a, 42a, 43, 446, 486, 51a, 53a, 54a, 58a, 61, 646, 65a, 66-71, 76a,

776, 78, 79, 856, 87a, 886, 95a, 976, 98a, 145 and 1966. Foil. 1-24
and 151-207 are in one hand, and the rest (foil. 25-150) in another.
A few lines at the bottom of fol. 836, and the important names in

foil. 1616-162 are written in purple ink. The colophon of the first

part shows that it was copied from an old copy, dated A.H. 7 42.

Written in a very modern hand of Naskh. Not dated. C.

19th century.

No. 244.

foil. 240; lines 19; size 13X8 ; 9X4|.

KITAB AL-ANSAE.

Vol. I.

A general biographical dictionary arranged according to ansah

by ^^_^iU/>.^) ^^_^xJL') cy^s:^.< ^j ^ij^-^ '^ <y*^ y) Abu Sa'd 'Abd al-

Karim bin Muhammad at-Tamimi as-Sam'ani. He was born at

Merv^ in A.H. 506, A.D. 1113, and made extensive journeys to

learn Traditions. He was a doctor of the sect of ash-Shafi'i, wrote
many useful works, and died in A.H. 562, A.D. 1167. See Ibn
Khallikan, Vol. I., p. 326 ; Subki, Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol. IV., p.

259; Badakhshi, Tadhkirat al-Huffaz, Vol. 11. , foil. 141-154; at-

Ta'llkat as-Sanlya, p. 10; Wiistenfeld Gesch. No. 254; Brockel-
niann, Vol. I., p. 329; Huart, History of Arabic Literature, p.

198 : and De Slane, Vol. IT., p.' 156.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Kopriiluzadah Cat. No. 1010;' Aya Sofia Cat.

Nos. 2976 ; 2980 ; Bashir A^a Cat. No. 445 ; and Rampur List,

p. 625. See also Hajl Ivhalifa, Vol. I., p. 456.

Reproduced in facsimile from the MS. in the Br. Mus. by
the Trustees of the Gibb Memorial, 1912.

The headings of chapters, and the first word of each name,
on which an article is written, are in red ink. The arrangement
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is alphabetical. Lacunae of about a word or two are numerous.

The first name in this volume is jc^^' ' ^"^ ^^® ^^^^ ^^ ^..^''^V'-

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated, C. 19th century.

No. 245.

foil. 225 ; lines and size as of the above copy.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

The volume comprises the names from ^Isv-bJI to ^_^u^sv.>'I

.

Lacunae of about a word and two are numerous.
Written in the same hand as the above. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 246.

foil. 240 ; lines and size as above.

THE SAME.

Vol. III.

The third volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

This volume contains names from ^.i(...ixss.i ! to ^_^J^
Lacunae

of about a word or two are numerous.
Written in another hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th cen-

tury.

No. 247.

foil. 229 ; lines and size as above.

THE SAME.

Vol. IV.

The fourth volume of the work noticed above.
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Beginning

* «•-''
(i;'-^'^'^-: >c^^ jI^x.; ilv ^_5^^^'

This volume comprises the names from ^^^ to ^^la^l.

Lacunae are numerous.
Written in the same hand as Vol. III. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 248.

foil. 220; lines and size as above.

THE SAME.

*Vol. V.

The fifth volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

This volume comprises the names from l-jU^II to ^^*- ' •

Lacunae are numerous.
Written in the same hand as Vol. 1. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 249.

foil. 209 ; lines and size as above.

THE SAME.

Vol. VL

The sixth volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

This volume contains the names from ^^iUi! to ^_j^-^'' • Lacu-

nae are numerous.
Written in the same hand as Vol. 1. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 250.

foil. 195; lines and size as above.

THE SAME.

Vol. VII.

The seventh volume of the work noticed above.
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Beginning :

—

« Xl) Jl li^Sil «j>JL i"jj>.^JI .x^s^i] ,
jUl) Saj -sJ3]

^ ^ . r- c • ^_5 .

This volume comprises the names from ^^^^^^^'I to ^^ja<k.'I.

Lacunae are numerous.
Written in the same hand as above. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 251.

foil. 201 ; lines and size as above.

THE SAME.

Vol. VIII.

The eighth volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

f . li/.. > f" ^ • v_5 ^ ty- J C"

This volume contains the names from ^jliJI -^^o ^j^'' . Lacu-

nae are ^ot so numerous as in the other volumes.

Written in the same hand as Vol. III. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 252.

foil. 326; lines 15; size 13X8; 8i-X4|.

TARAJIM AL-HUFFAZ.

Vol. I.

A biographical dictionary of Traditionists arranged alphabeti-

cally by ^Ai^cu-'l ^_jJ;^^''
^iJ^^

'^^^^^
f^) e/-

'"^^^'^ 'j-^'* Mirza

Muhammad bin Rustam Mutamad Khan al-Harithi al-Badakhshl.

See "for his life No. 208.

Beginning :
—

I

.,« , ^IC'I -^ '6jyi ^ J
i6lx^ ihS^ lUXwi

_j
<SJ),5.ij 4Jl)I .^*>iJ

lJ^J.^T^""
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Ajjj U v_i>.ij.JI i(;U; ^Uj J.V |i^|/-'l u^ ^ ^'^J^
*^'^'^^' ^J-^-! ^-^r^

t_jUJ)l| ^ (_>LJ)I)
^
^^_^iXiiyij vj:^»J;I ^) J oJli' ^^aj N^^ox XJjU jj/^a.

ilxj <)LiU AjJU ^ilXxil ^ 4Jl)I ^j^ JJ^V^' J
t_>ilkl| ^c L^l^sJ^I J^*«,J

I (—jlit, o fi jI^I v^^ 1^. J-":

It is chiefly based on as-Sam'anl's famous work Kitab al-An-

sab. The chapters are as follows :

—

fol
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82a, 86a, 94a, 104, 110?>, 1116, 116a, 1386, 144, 1836, 2026, 2736,

277a, 2886, 296a, 2976, 3236 cand 3256. The first word of each

name is written in red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Foil. 1-272 are in one hand, and the rest in another.

Written in Naskh. Not dated C. 19th century.

No. 253.

foil. 290; lines 15; size 13x8; 8iX4f.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

The chapters are as follows :
—

fol. la. >^) ^j^

,, 6a. ^Uil ^^
„ 10a. ^t^' ^j^

,. 11a. r^' '—'J^

12a. f"*^'
'

—

'j^

,, 196a. wj-j'^' *—i'^

„ 2036. ;'y' ^'^

,, 2096. >'"^^' ^'^

2206. ^—^^'
f^^' ^—i'^

„ 221a. ^^i-' ^'=-

Lacunae of a word or two are found in foil. 56, 276, 126a, 141a,

1536, 157a, 2l4a, 216c^ and 2386. Foil. 1-111, 1366-290 are in

one hand, and the rest (foil. 112-136a) in another. Foil. 242-289

contain three lists of names as follows :
—

The first list (foil. 242-265a) contains names according to ii^xi

with the following remark :

—
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The second list (foil. 2656- 284a) contains names according to

&XjmJ

The third list (foil. 2846-2896) contains names according to

L_^ui)'l
^
^Uii ^ i^^n ^i ^^U!\ v^^iU'i jic i-jUi)ii ujb

From the colophon it appears that the author completed this

work in A.H. 1146, and our copy was transcribed from his copy.

^Jvi" I ijl] 'ir^iti ^-c s 9.Jl'i JyJiJ <J.jl-<i

J Mf^v'' J
*-:^^"' '^*-«' iT^^^''' /•J'-i

^c 4JlI 0>^s>..')
_, 0>V' ^.<U^

^_s'^y^ ^j^ } ^'•*^-''
^' i^'^' li/'

.^^^'•"•* ^'

>Jk>

Written in Naskh. Our copy was transcribed at Lucknow
in A.H. 1314 as the following shows :

—

^)' ^__^«-^vUa.') Jjis^-'l ^c J^^'' (J-^etftJI ^ ^_f
jOl *J;lax.'l i>.o..^i! ^c ^Ls*.'!

* k_?*V *'»-^'^ iCjJ"^-^-'' lC'^'^'*
>^'*^^-'* (fJi^^^^-'

No, 254,

foil. 329; lines 19: size 12|X7|; 8|X4J.

AL-JAWAHIR AL-MUpi'A Fl TABAKAT AL-HANAFIYA.

A biographical work on the HanafI jurists by ^^i^'.' ^^^^'^

^^^,.aJ) ^_^^B-'I ^.A^suo >Uyi^jl ^j .jLc.'t Jar Muhi ad-Din 'Abd al-Kadir
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Abii' 1 Wafa' Muhammad al-Kurashi al-MJsri. He was born in A.H.
676, A.D. 1277, or according to ad-Durrar al-Kamina, Vol. I., fol.

3796, inSha'ban, A.H. 696, A.D. 1296 ; studied in Cairo and Mecca,
and died in A.H. 775, A.D. 1373. For details see al-Fawa'id al-
Bahiya, p. 42; Taj at-Tarajim, p. 28; Fliigel, Die Classen d.
Hanefitischen Recht., p. 335; Wiistenfeld Gesch. No. 436; and
Hrockelmann Vol. II., p. 80.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 10020; Yeni Ca^. No. 840;
and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 54. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol II

'

p. 648.

It has been printed at the Dayart al-Ma'arif press Hyderabad,
Deccan.

The first 12 foil, contain a prologue, which is divided into
three chapters, dealing respectively with the names of God, the
genealogy of the Prophet, and praise of al-Imam abu Hanifa an-
Nu'man bin Thabit. The book proper begins from fol. 13a. The
names are arranged alphabetically. The life of the author by
some one else is given on the last fol. The headings of chapters
and the first word of each name are in red ink. Lacunae are
found in foil. 3a, 136.

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1314.

No. 255
foil. 484; lines 19; size llXTJ; 9X5^.

ITAM AL-AKHYAR MIN FUKAHA' MADHHAB
AN-NU'MAN AL-MUKHTAR.

A biographical work on the Hanafi jurists in chronological

order by ^j--^' J"-^ ^'. ^y^>^^ Mahmud bin Sulaiman al-Kafavi.

He passed the early part of his life in the Madrasa of Murad
Ivhan at Barusah, and also visited other countries for the sake of
acquiring learning. He wrote the present work at the age of
^ixty, and died in A.H. 990, A.D. 1582. He dedicated the work
to Sultan Murad, son of Sultan Salim (A.H. 982-1003, A.D. 1574-
1595). For details see at-Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 9, and Hada'ik
al-Hanafiya, p. 387. We also get some autobiographical informa-
tion from different parts of this book. In Paris Cat. No. 2097, and
in Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 83, the author has been named Muham-
mad instead of Mahmud.

37
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Beginning :

—

* J] ^3^1 ^^i^ } j^>^-"-J i'^y^) J-^;! ^^^^^ 4JLI ^^sxl]

For copies see Paris Cat. No. 2097 ; and Berlin Cat. No. 10027.

The most important chapters of the book' are as follows :

—

,l!ji^DI Hrl i_j(Ii' ^J•^Ji (foil. 56- 8&). In this chapter the signifi-

cance of the words ^^1 and &^'ii are discussed.

;ljp.i)) ^ib) ^Ur ^IkL (foil. 86-25&). In this chapter, a

short account in chronological order of some of the Prophets is

found.

jUiL^'I ^^\ l_jU^I ^^ ;L^i)l ^iUl J6.] (foil. 25&-47a). In

this chapter accounts of the most important Companions of the

Prophet are given.

<)]y}\ ^^jiJo}ll\ ^^;U^))I ^ILcl iujli' (foil. 47a- 69a). In this chapter

the author deals with the lives of some of the Companions of the

Companions of the Prophet.

^ajJI J^Jtl J
\ Jbj^JI u_?Lsv..^)

J
^^jj.4xsw.'l A/>.j))l ijj.ii' (foil. 69a-

8.1a). It contains the lives of other Imams.
The biographical portion begins from fol. 81a, and runs on to

the end of the book. In some places there are quotations from
Persian works, such as Rashahat (fol. 3086) and Nafahat al-Uns
(fol. 309a). Lacunae are found in fol. 686, 1426 and i43a. The
names and headings of chapters are in red ink. At the beginning
is an index of names occurring in the text, in chronological order,

and there is another index at the end arranged alphabetically.

On the title-page is a note in Persian by Sadr ad-Din Ahmad,
mentioning where it was copied.

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1282. Scribe ^^.jJI

j>«.;

No. 256.

foil. 198 ; lines 15 ; size 9| X 6 ; 6| X 3|.

AL-ATHMAR AL-JANlYA^Fl ASMA' AL-HANAFlYA.

A biographical work on the Hanafl jurists by ^^^iai** ^. ^^J^

c)j^'^^ L_r/'^'
'^^^'"° '^^^ bi" Sultan Muhammad al-Kari al-Haravi,

died, A.H. 1014, A.D. 1605. See for his life No. 36.

Beginning :
—

* -J! <,U»J\ ^ oJ;)') i-J; al) 0.^svJ|
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For copy see Bankipur Cat. p. 466.

Foil. 1-436 are occupied with matters connected with al-Imam
Abu Hanifa. Foil. 436-44 give the account of al-Imam Zufar.
From fol. 45 the lives of the Hanafi jurists begin in alphabetical
order. In fol. 446 several lines in the body of the book, as well
as on the margin, are penned through. The MS. was copied by
tlie order of Saiyid Sadr ad-Din al-Buhari.

Written in two hands of Nasta'lik. Dated 1294, Bengali era

(A.D. 1885). Scribe ^^j^\ ^^ ^^.

No, 257.

foil. 212; lines 19; size 12|x8; 9X5.

d*>^l)l du-JUJi CLiliUi

TABAKAT ASH-SHAFI'lYAT AL-KUBRA.

Vol. I.

An extensive biographical work about Shafi'i scholars by
^_^iU«JI ^l^ii c3,xc ^j ^_^U ^i ujljbyi .>>£ ^i^!] ^13 j^ly] Abu Nsar

Taj ad-Din 'Abd al-Wahhab bin 'All bin 'Abd al-Kafi as-Subkl.
He was born at Subk, a village in Egypt, in A.H. 729, A.D. 1327,
studied under his father and others, and wrote many useful works.
He died in A.H. 771, A.D. 1370. For details see al-Khitat al-

Jadida, Vol. VII., p. 8; at-Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 81 ; Wiistenfeld
Gesch. No. 431; and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 89.

Beginning :
—

4Ja i>->.3:>.i| ^iUS 4JjI ^^l^w) J.ja1I (.ijJU*> JG>

Besides the above as-Subki has written two other biographical
works concerning Shafi'i scholars, the medium and the smaller
ones. See Haji Khalifa, Vol. TV., pp. 139, 142 ; and Madinat al-

'Ulum, fol. 73.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 10037 (fragment) ; Leyden Cat.
No. 807 ; Paris Cat. No. 2100-1 ; Casiri, No 1664 ; Aya Sofia Oat.
Nos. 3299-3301 ; Yeni Cat. Nos. 870-1

; Cairo Cat. Vol. V., p. 78
;

and Rampur List, p. 640.

Printed in six volumes in Egypt, A.H. 1324.

When our copy was examined it was found to consist of 452
foil.; but foil. 114-370 were pages of a Persian biography called
Hada'ik ash-Shu'ara' bound with the rest by mistake. These have
now been separately bound, and a description of the MS., it being
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too late to include in the Persian Catalogue, is given at the end of

this volume. A.bout two-thirds of fol. 1136 are blank, but
without any break in the MS. Lacunae are found in fol. 60& and
666, The headings of the chapters and the names are in red ink.

There are marginal corrections. The last name in this volume is

Written in two hands of Naskh. Dated A.H. 1317.

No, 258.

foil. 201 ; lines 19 ; size 1 2J X 8 ; 8| X 5.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

The headings of the chapters and the names are in red ink.

A list of the names is annexed at the beginning. There are mar-
ginal corrections. Foil. 99a, 164a^ 1706, 1876 and 189a contain

lacunae. Four lines at the bottom of fol. 47a, and two and half

lines at the top of fol. 476 have been penned through. The last

name in this volume is ^-fSvJa^lM t^-^ ^j iS^yi ^j j«A;a.l ^^j j^^sxil

.

Written in a very modern Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th cen-

tury.

No 259.

foil. 231; lines 15; sizel2|X8; 8|X4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. III.

The third volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

The headings of the chapters and the names are in red ink.

A list of names is added at the beginning. Lacunae are found in

foil. 206, 226, 30a, 64a, 676, 68a, 756, 1 27a, 146a, 153 and 200a.
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The last name in this volume is j>.^^ ^^. s^^^ ^j (»i^[^rjl ^-i Jj^**-'

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C, 19th century.

No. 260
foil. 240; lines 15; size 12|X8; 8ix4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. IV.

The fourth volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

The names are in red ink. A list of the names is added at

the beginning. Lacunae are found in foil. 18a, 266, SQa, 726,

1076, 2146, 2206 and 2306. Marginal corrections occasionally.

The last name in this volume is ^j ^.^^y) ^^^. j^^ ^j^. ^-^^f) ^. y^

Written in Xaskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 261.

foil. 245 ; lines 14 ; size 12| X 8 ; 8| X 5.

THE SAME.

Vol. V.

The fifth volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :—

The headings of the chapters and the name are in red ink.

Marginal corrections occasionally. A Hst of the names is added

at the beginning. Lacunae are found in foil. 406, 50a, 66a, 128a,

1326, 135a, 137a, 1386, 1716, 1776, 1836, 194a, 2176, 218a, and

2276. The last name in this volume is j^*iJ! c^ ^^J ^^--siJ! J>f

Written in Naskh. Not dated. G. 19th century.
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No. 262.

foil. 360 ; lines 14 ; size 12| X 8 ; 8| X 5.

THE SAME.

Vol. VI.

The sixth volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

The headings of the chapters and the names are in red ink.

Marginal corrections occasionally. Foil. 171-174 are written on a

different kind of paper. Lacunae are found in foil. 25a, 52a, 616,

65, 66&, 69a, 71&, 75a, 846, 88, 89a 94a, 986, 100a, 102a, 131a,

1556, 1596, 161a, 1656,169a, 2176, 2556, 2896, 312a, 345, 3556, and
3566. A list of the names is added at the beginning. The last

name in this volume is ^^j.=^
,

,-' .jJt!,-''
, r>

^•^^l
, f>

a*sv.^.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 263.

foil. 244; lines 15; size 12Jx8; 8|X4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. VII.

The seventh volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

<5.
• Aj jL)l!] -)

it/i'^'" S-'U-i^ «H:*^''' t./- li/^r'*^' '^^ J>«-=-l ^^, s-n^s^^

The names are in red ink. Fol. 1 is a little damaged. Mar-
ginal corrections occasionally. Lacunae are found in foil. 38a,

54a, 606, 100a, 1146, 1196, 153a, 176a, 2286, 229a and 230a.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

4JJ J.A.s\i| (_.^Ui;l| J wij|^isv.J) Ji^] lt>Jt) ^^Xuo >lr>-i^''l cuUaL *.;'.a*- J>i^
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No. 264.

foil. ! 69 ; lines 19 ; size 121 X 7| ; 9 x ^.

TABAKAT ASH-SHAFriYA.

A biographical work about the jurists of the Bhafi'i school by

Taki ad Din Abu Bakr bin Ahmad bin Muhammad, known as Ibn

•Kadi Shuhba ad-Dimishki. He was born in A.H. 779, A.D. 1377,

became the Chief Kadi of Damascus, and died in A.H. 850, A.D.

1446, or A.H. 851, A.D. 1447. See Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 51
;

and Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 486.

Beginning :

—

It deak with the lives of the jurists of the Shafi'i school from

the time of ash-Shafi'i to A.H. 840. The names are arranged in

an order which is both chronological and alphabetical.

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 10040 ; Br. Mus. Cat. pp. 178a,

5976 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 644 ; Gotha Cat. No. 1763 ;
Rosea

Notices No. 209 ; and Paris Cat. No. 2102. See also Hajl Khalifa,

Vol. IV.. p. 143.

For chapters see Berlin Cat. No. 10040.

Lacunae are numerous. The first word of each name is in

red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally. It was compared

in A.H. 1312.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 1 9th century. Scribe
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No. 265.

foil. 230; lines 19; size 13x7|; 8| X 4^-.

ci-siAASxJl CLilfl^Jr
•* • •

TABAKAT AL-HANBALlYA.

A biographical work dealing with the eminent scholars of the

Hanbali sect by }Uk'} (.Lo ^.jI .jj^sxJI .j j><^sv-« ^j Jw>..sv.-o .wsv.il y]

^_^UisvJ) Abu'l Husain Muhammad bin Muhammad bin al-Husain

Abu Ya'la al-Farra' al-Hanbali. He was born in A.H. 451. A.D.
1069, studied under his father and others, and became one of the

most eminent scholars of the Hanbali sect. He was murdered on
the night of 10th of Muharram, A.H. 526, A.D. 1131 on account
of his wealth. For details see Mir'at al-Janan, fol. 175&.

Beginning :
—

Ji-A.sryc ws»..'| y] Ji.i^^!] Si^st.^!] S^J) ^[^^] ^UJl t.iji>..=^ jJU ,.; »sxi|

For copy see Bankipur Cat. p. 463. See also Haji Kjialifa,

Vo). IV., p 135.

The biographies are preceded by a short introduction, in which
the special merits of al-Imam Abu 'Abdallah Ahmad bin Muham-
mad bin rianbal, with his genealogical table going back to the

Prophet Ibrahim are given. The work is divided into six chapters,

called c.jlaAL The names in the first two are arranged alphabe-

tically, and in the rest chronologically, as follows :

—

fol. 76. AJk^ 4JjI ,^) U^UI ^z ^jj ^^^ ^.J] ii2>k.'i

,, 146a, U^U! L_>lis\^l ^z ^jj ^^.0-^ ijJCvJl A.cJai!

171a. U/«Lc| L_jls?.^l ^^xjI.^ (^c ^c^; /w-*"*
^'^-^-^ iiJA^il

,, 2046. i^J^^-l^vJ! ^-' i^= ^^; ^^'^ ^*^y) ^^'i

,, 208a. ti/J;''^-!'-'^'' ^ t^^ ^-^ i_f;; e/*'*
'^'^^'^ ^L.'i

,, 221a. ^-M 4jul ^^.^; v3..'!yi L_j>L3a.,^I .St, 'i^j)L^!] ^jkki)

In this work the lives of the Hanbali scholars are dealt, with

up to A.H. 512, A.D. 1118, and the last name is ^^j l^ih cul^x')^'
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'is^d^
J-)

^^^) died, A.H, 512, On the title-page the work is desig-

nated (^U.^^j) laJlsdi iLUisv.il cisliivJs. Marginal corrections occasion-

ally. The first word of each name is written in red ink. It was
collated in A.H. 1312.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. ('. 19tli century. Scribe

No. 266.

foil. 215; hnes 19; size 9| X 6 ; 7x31.

TABAKAT AL-HANABILA.

Vol. I.

A biographical work dealing with the scholars of the Hanbali

sect by ^^^j ^; ^^^ ^, j^^l ^j ^^*^yi o<xc ^^-ailyl ^^^i) ^jj

^j|j,ij.JI ^_^Jl^') Zain ad-Dln Abu'l Faraj 'Abd ar-Rahman bin

Ahmad bin Hasan bin Rajab as-Salimi al-Bag^dadJ. He was born
in Rabr I, A.H. 709, August, A.D. 1309, at Baghdad, came with
bis father to Damascus where he became a preacher, and died in

Rajab, A.H. 795, May, A.D. 1393. See ad-Durar al-Kamina No.

271, Vol. r., fol. 34Sa ; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No, 447 ; and Broc-

kelmann, Vol. II,, p. 107.

Beginning :

—

I I

^jsii) ^.) ^..^i)
^.:j

^yji ^iu;i ^u^i ^^1 1 j(j ^ixxxDfAA.

It is a supplement to the Avork of Muhammad bin Abi Ya'la

al-Hanbali noticed in No. 265, and the lives are arranged in chrono-

logical order from A.H. 460 to A.H. 751. See Haji Khalifa, Vol,

IV., p. 135.

For copies see Kopruluzadah Cat. No. 11 15; and Bankipur
Cat. p. 465.

An index of names is annexed at the beginning. The first

word of each name is in red ink. Foil. 1-9 la are in one hand,
and the rest in another.

38
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Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

Scribe *j^^t-" ^^ '^^-

No. 267.

foil. 282; lines 15; size9|X6; 7^X4i.

foil. l-276a. THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second part of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

^>l^
ivi^-" ^_s^ " ^^h ^•^•^^'-e ^-ii^iy) Jait-sxil ^^wJ>2^il ^^Url.ASv.i) »A*-=».

Written in the same hand as the later part of the above.

foil. 2766-282a. i'x^!] i^lli.

KITAB AS-SUNNA.

A treatise on the fundamental principles of the Faith, as-

cribed to (J.J.X3-
i^j

jK,o.£sv.^ -J ^^i^l 4JjI O'^r j.;! Abu 'Abdallah Ahmad
bin Muhammad bin Hanbal. He was born in Baghdad, or accor-

ding to some in Merv in A.H. 164, A.D. 780. He was the founder
of the Hanbali school of jurisprudence. He died in A.H. 241,

A.D. 855. For details see Ibn Kliallikan, Vol. I., p. 16; Wiisten-

feld. Schaf. No. 13; and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 181.

Beginning :
—

^I^AJ^.<>.i) ^Ii>i*««.il ^^(.iu:i^JI '.i,Jkiwl *J;2^T-'' ii;'*-=^f-'' ^' (****?

* ^/I iJi^JI Jfi)I ^y^] »_j>ls<..rl , Jl*i| Jib I *,_^ibU.< «ijt. S.XC 4JliI ^^^j

Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in Nastaiik. The colophon runs thus :

—
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No. 268.

foil. 178; lines 19; size 12|x7|; 8|X4|.

BUGHYAT AL-WU'AT Fl TABAKAT AL LUCTVl'IN

WA'N NUHAT
A biographical dictionary of Arabic lexicographers and gram-

marians by L>./k;sv^ 1^.;
^iO jl J ^«-^'l ^y:

i^^^-" J^- J-^I y)

^iyi^] Abu'l Fadl Jalal ad Din 'Abd ar-Rahman bin Abi Bakr

bin Muhammad as-Suyuti, died, A.H. 911, A.D. 1505. For details

see No. 12.

Beginning :

—

As-Suytiti wrote three biographical dictionaries of lexicograph-

ers and grammarians. One is al-Kuhra, the biggest one, the second
al' Wustd, the middle-sized one, and the third as-Sughrd, the shortest

one. Our MS. is a copy of the last work, which was composed
in A.H. 871, A.D. 1466.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 10062 ; Vienna Cat. No. 1175
;

Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 649 ; Kopruluzadah Cat. No. 1117 ; Cairo

Cat. Vol. VI., p. 9 ; and Rampur List p. 626. See also Z. D. M. G,
Vol. XL., p. 310, and Rosen, Notices Sommaires, No. 215.

Printed in Egypt, A.H. 1326.

The headings of chapters and the first word of each name are in

red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally. The colophon shows
that the book was transcribed from a copy in the Bankipur Lib-
rary. It was collated in A.H. 1311.

Written in Nastaiik. Dated A.H. 1311.

No. 269,

foil. 265; lines 17; size 9iX6i; 7X4J.

ZAHR AR-RIYAp WA ZULAL AL-HIYAD.

A biographical work chiefly based on Ibn Khallikan's Wafayat

al-A'ydn by ^^^J^ ^^_^iy»*^] Jij>Ji ^j ^^c ^ ^^-^-^s^'l ^, ^^^ ^, ^j'^'^

^^•^..iiJ,] Hasan bin 'Ali bin al-Hasan bin 'All bin Shadkam al-Hus-

aini al-Madani ash-Shi'i. He was born in A.H. 940, A.D. 1533 and
was a pupil of Husain bin 'Abd as-Samad al-'Amili who died, A.H.
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984, A.D. 157 6. He visited Hyderabad. Deccan, and wrote a work
called al-Jawahir an-Nizamiya for Nizam Shah. The date of his

death is not known. See Ami al Amil, p. 38 ; Shudhur al-'Ikyan,

Vol. I., fol. 167; and Nujum as-Sama'
,
p. 41. Also a short bio-

graphy of the author is found in fol. 192a.

Beginning :

—

* aJ! Icjy) JjJ^-'l /j.^-^ lC'^'^ ds'^"^
'^^ "^"^ '^'^ ''*'

From the following passage in the preface it appears that the
author completed the book at Ahmadnagar in A.H. 992, A.D.
1584 :—

^h ^Jl yS^:
f.'
^C <tjU.*A«j . jjLkJ . ^taj' ij.*«- («_xJii >UjI ^fliJ

4Jl)l libl/s^ Xj ^.a^kU <J.x.U,j)) 4JjI Vj.J j.s3..o.i| ^ ii)Ul'| .c 'ii^J
iiJ

'iil

is!]

See Ka.shf al-Hujub, p. 305, although the opening lines of

our copy and the Kashf al-Hujub do not tally.

The chapters are as follows :
—

fol. 2a.

716.

926.

106a.

1066.

2116.

2166.

2246.

225a.

2256.

233a.

247a.

248a.

c/



oUifl
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(.^ JLc Ja^Jb jy.^^J] -.l.^/ui] ^^^xx^sx!^ f,y^*-^ Sadr ad-Din 'Ali

bin Ahmad bin Muhammad Ma' sum al-Husaini ash-Shirazi,

known as as-Saiyid 'Ali Khan, died, A.H. 1117, A.D. 1705. For

details see No. 72.

Beginning :

—

For copies sec Berlin Cat. No. 7418; Vienna Cat. No. 409;

Br. Mus. Cat. p. 601; Hyderabad List, Fann Tarajim, No. 50;

and Bankipur Cat. p. 357.

Printed in Egypt, A.H. 1324.

The work is divided into five chapters, each called ,^!iJI, and

was completed in A.H. 1082. A list of contents is annexed at the

beginning. The headings are in red ink. The title-page contains

the names of several persons who were once the owners of the

book. Two poems, one by 'L^jLJi\ l^yc ^__jAA^ ^JLjJI ^^-a-s^^r' ^-^^ <r^''

and the other in praise of the book under "notice, are annexed at

the beginning.

Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1153.

No. 271.

foil. 407; lines 19; size 13x7|; 8 X 4|.

AL-DURUR AL-KAMINA Fl A'YAN AL-MI'AT ATH-

THAMINA.

Vol. I.

A comprehensive biographical dictionary of the eminent

persons who flourished in the eight century Hijra by ^-:^^' *^U-^

^^x'il^] ^^'L»j<j] j^^ ^-^ ^>»-sv-* ^^> ^__5^ ^-J ^o-^l (J.iiiJI y) Shihab

ad-Din Abu'l Fadl Ahmad bin 'Ali bin Muhammad bin Hajar al-

'Askalani ash-Sh"afi'i^ died, A.H. 852, A.D. 1449. See for his life

No.' 234.

Beginning :

—
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For copies see Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 613 ; Paris Cat. No.
2077; Vienna Cat. No. 1172; Cairo Cat. Vol. V., p. 53; and
Rampur List, p. 635.

It was composed, according to Haji Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 217,
in A.H. 830, A.D. 1426.

The names are arranged alphabetically. Lacunae of about a
word or two are found in foil, la, 25a, 4 la, 676, 70a, 94, 116& and
3826. The first word of each name is in red ink. This volume is

divided into two parts. The first part ends on fol. 2136, with the

life of ^kijXjJJ] i__ft.«^.^ ^j So.^} ^^>, ij^^- The second part begins

on fol. 2156 with names beginning with the letter ^. The first

name in this part is ^^-Ljl^.^*/! JLc .j ^Jj^|r-j'
(V-? f-''-=^

•

Foil. 214, 215a are blank, but without causing any break in
the text. There are marginal corrections up to fol. 21.

Written in two hands of Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

* <Sj^\i| (U«J.iU.'I Sf^^J! ^^ I 9.1 )) I lXjo ^jJjLo . ,^J^«*J
J
^J^ ii**.

No. 272.

foil. 511 ; lines 19 ; size 13|X8; 9X5.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

The headings of chapters and the first word of each name are
in red ink. A list of names is added at the beginning. There
are marginal corrections. Short lacunae are numerous.

Written in modern Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 273.

foil. 197; lines 15; size 11X8; 9i X 4|.

yiUi ^pj-djl ;L^l ^j yUl jyJ\

AN-NUR AS-SAFIR Fl AKHBAR AL-KARN AL-'ASHIR.

Biographical accounts of the eminent persons of the tenth

century Hijra by i^^^^o-wJl juoIj^ ^j j.x.ii ^j ^m^ISJI Ci^ ^_^l\^^_^s>^ j^-y^'
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^<sxJ] ^xojJI Abu Bakr Muhi ad-Din 'Abd al-Kadir bin Shaikh

bin 'Abdallah al-'Idrus al-Yamani al-Hindi, died A.H. 1038, A.D.
1628. See for his life No. 125.

Beginning :

—

il^^ iJj] ^^') ^^tfl-'l lj«5) Jjl ^ i^'-'* ^^'^ ^'^j fip^' "^y^ ^^ ^^ ^4<i

For copies see Rampur List, p. 650 ; and Hyderabad List^

Fann Tarajim No. 910.

The accounts are given in chronological order. Foil. 2-10

contain a short account of the Prophet, and from fol. 1 la the bio-

graphy proper begins. In fol. 196a the author gives the date of

the composition of the book in the following words :

—

The headings are in red ink. Our MS. is dated A.H. 1093,

A.D. 1682, but that is the date of the copy from which our book

was transcribed.

Written in modern Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 274,

foil. 387 ; lines 17 ; size 12|x 7| ; 9i X 4|.

,^AsJLJl CLjbl^ ^ ^fl^lj J! jjj

RAWp AR-RIYAHIN FT HIKAYAT AS-SALIHIN.

A collection of anecdotes of Muhammadan saints by i—i^iAr

.^^sl:^] ^i'^) ^^i^ ^j ^*-' ^ 4JjI Jjx j..a.s:u«_^l ^^Jx'I Afif ad-Din

Abu Muhammad 'Abdallah bin As' ad bin 'Ali alYafi'i ash-Shafi'i,

died, A.H. 768, A.D. 1366. See for his life No. 196.

Beginning :

—

* ^-1 ^'->}^
3 Jp'l ^> J^^^^. ^y^y^-\ ^jj*.^'-k ^,j^-^^.\ ai ^.*^il
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It contains altogether five hundred anecdotes, and is also

named by the author in fol. 3a «-r'^l-'i'' ^as^j j JilyJl
^

^^;•J:*-'' *-ft>}->

^^l^))l fUj^]
J
,^^'-^f' ^^it^- ^i ,i=I^iu'I^. Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI.,

p. 329, erroneously says that the second title is given to an abstract

of the present book. For further particulars see Berlin Cat. No.
8803.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 8803 ; Leyden Cat. Nos. 892-3 ;

Paris Cat. No. 2040 ; India OfificeCat. No. 708 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. V.,

pp. 62 and 143 ; Rampur List, p. 344 ; Hyderabad List, Fann Tasa-
wwuf No. 73 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 64.

Printed at Bulak A.H. 1286; Cairo, A.H. 1307.

The words J..^i' and Lllrs^i) are in red ink. The first three

foil, bear marginal corrections.

Written in a quite modern Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 275.

foil. 161; lines 17; size 12^x7|; 9fX4|.

KHULASAT AL-MAFAKHIR FT MANAKIB ASH-

SHAIKB 'ABD AL-KADIR.

A biographical account of ash-Shaikh 'Abd al-Kadir al-Jllani

(see No. 119) by ^^_^*i^j^'' ,^_^^ ^^^ ^i>*«.' ^J 4Jl)I <j^ o-b.isu«yl ^J^i' '—H^

^^_^*iLL'l 'Afif ad-Din Abu Muhammad 'Abdallah bin As'ad bin

'Ali al-Yafi'i ash-Shafi'i, died, A.H. 768, A.D. 1366. See for his

life No. 196.

Beginning :

—

sS^yc UaJU«.i ^^ ^<r^-'' ^^ '^*^ '^J '^' ••• .^jJ^-J'^'-i-" ^^-i-oJ;-'' ,^^'^'

* f-' ^-^ ^^

. It is a supplement to Rawd ar-Riyahin No. 274, and contains

two hundred stories concerning Saiyidina 'Abd al-Kadir al-Jilani.

It is also designated ^^^)j^ ^b;l j ^^^'^ i ^^/'^^ ^-jJ^W

39
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For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 8804 ; India Office Cat. No. 708

II ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 63.

Printed at Egypt.

A note in another hand gives the date of transcription and
the name of the scribe as follows :—

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 276.

foil. 258; lines 11; size 8x5; 6^X31,

>t^^N| <iSV.^; yOASVX)

MUKHTASAR BAHJAT AL ASRAR.

An abridgement of 'Ali bin Ytisuf ash Shattanaufi's famous
book on the sayings and miracles of Muhi ad-Din abu Muhammad
'Abd al-Kadir bin Abi Salih Musa al-Jili al Baghdad!, known as

Bahjat al-Asrar, died, A.H. 561, A.D. 1165. See for his life No.
119. The name of the author of this abridgement could not be

traced as the first fol. is defective. Only *Jp-r-'l ^^'^-^^'l '^' j»^., an

ornamental ' Unwdn, and the word 41) exist in the first fol. It

commences on the 2nd fol. as follows :

—
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Shi'a Biography,

No. 277.

foil. 149; lines 17; size 8x4^; 6x3|.

KHULASAT AL AKWAL FT MA'RIFAT AR-RIJAL.

A biographical work on Imamlya scholars by ^^=- ^jl^^'^ J^-*-?-

lisvil ^yloa.'' j^-> ^^Lc ^^j 1 a.^^j ^j Jamal ad-Din Hasan bin Yusuf

bin 'All bin al-Mutahhar al-HillL died, A.H. 726, A.D. 1325. See

for his life No 87.

Beginning :

—

* J] j)0>A«,iI (Jjj>*w Jl iJ^Lvx Owi^ 4JJ J^sx.'l

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 9926-7 ; Paris Cat. No. 1108
;

and Bankipur Cat. p. 223. See also Kashf al-Hujub p. 206.

The work is divided into two parts and an epilogue. The
first part ends on fol. 104a, and the concluding words of the

colophon are as follows :

—

L!/"*^^'* u/- -^s^ ^^ ii/?:^'*^'*'-'''
^''^'' '^V 'i^^'' A'^- J.;^' ^Jr^-' (^

* I of iX.i.w yy^^ ^/« fiwJ'l ^.O^a-a^ ^bl ^^ ^Lvlx'l ^yi Sajsx^ ..;
^^^^i~li j1

The second part begins on fol. 1046, as follows:—

'if^f^ ^J Jly>^l i-rHiu ^y^y,.!] (.IjW ^y< ^_5^'--*^'' **«>'^-'' ^ liJ^

For details see Berlin Cat. No. 9926. The headings of chap-

ters and the first word of each name are in red ink. Foil. 2-37

are a little damaged on account of the pasting of paper over the

text. It bears marginal corrections. Stained with damp. The
work ends on fol. 14:9a. Fol. 1496 contains some biographical

information.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

J] --U2=uJ) ^^iXyC^yJ] JS») (^Lj (S.«AS.ii lS:>Siy»*3 ^^ Py )

* I or iXw \y;^ ^ jJ:Ji\ ^^.^^jiA. ^yo ^^/^*"" ^
^tjJl ^^^.Wsvi) ^yl
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^J>^I ^^J 4^ ^-< ^ ^^li^d

No. 278.

foil. 250; lines 19; size 13x8; 9x4|.

SHUDHUR AL-'IKYAN Fl TARAJIM AL A'YAN.

Vol I.

The first volume of biographical work on Shi'a scholars by

^)j.ii.XJI ^i^jLwjkiJI yXi t^Asv^ ^w'l J ^^^^ •,Lsa;I t^^i] as-Saiyid

i'jaz Hnsain bin as-Saiyid Muhammad Kuli an-Naisaburi al Kan-
turi. He was born at Meerat in AH. 1240, A.D. 1824, studied

with his father, made a pilgrimage to Karbala', and wrote some
useful works. He died in A.H. 1286, A.D. 1869. See the pre-

face of Kashf al-Hujub, p. 3 ; and Nujiim as Sama', p. 422,

Beginning :

—

*.2wLj ^J ^>^s^ oUi Ij,^ L>otJ . ^ULlil lijL^O ^]\ 4JU O'.a.SvJI

(.xc))! *^lp ^^^ e/'^^"'' M'^-^ sSxii>.uj ^LaJLuil

The names are arranged alphabetically. The first word of

each name is written in red ink. It has marginal corrections.

Lacunae are in foil. 86, 56a and 2246. It ends with the life of

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 279.

foil. 277; lines 19; size 13X8; 9x4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above.

Beginning :

—

SS ^ z^ ^J fLJLxJ]

• J) L'(.<,j'Hj"
J e/JI^^^ J

The first word of each name is written in red ink. Lacunae
are found in foil. 516, 896, 104a, 109a, 199, 200a, 201, 202, 203a
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and 2316, There are marginal corrections. From the colophon
it appears that in A.H. 1312 it was compared with the original

copy of the author.

Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th
century.

Cosmography and Geography.

No. 280.

foil. 139; lines 13; size 9^x6; 7x3|.

MU'JAM AL BULDAN.

A portion of the famous geography by -UJI :^x^ ^} ^-:^'' ^'^-^

^^ c^yl ^-^o.:sv.iI 4Jjl j>jkr jj '^j-^^ Shihab ad-Din Abu 'Abdallah

Yakut bin '.\bdallah al-Hamavi ar-Rumi. He was born in A.H.
574, A.D. 1178, or A.H. 575, A.D. 1179. He studied under al-

'Ukbari. He visited different countries of Islam, and died on
20th Ramadan, A.H. 626, 20th August. 1229. For details see Ibn
Khallikan, Vol. II., p. 349; Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 79; and
Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 310.

It begins abruptly as follows :

—

It contains only the account of the following places :

—

- ^^\yi] . ;lytl - ^,aJ| ^1 - ^^I -w-jH^I -^.^;l - ^;' - J^!;! -M

The whole work is edited by Wiistenfeld in 6 vols., Leipzig

1866-73. There is erroneously written on the title-page :

—

« |rswus.j| v_^;:^U ^_j-^-<..sJI cyyb ^_jir ^jJuJI <Uc

Names of places of which accounts are given are in red ink.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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No. 281,

foil. 359; lines 14; size 9fx6^; 6iX3i.

MABAHIJ AL-FIKAR WA MANAHIJ AL-'IBAR.

A cosmographical work by ^^^^i^^u ^j ft^^y) ^j^. ^a-su* ^^JO^i! Jt-*-?-

Llj-LyU I

—

'i^j*^] ,^_^>IX'! j'^y Jamal ad-Din Muhammad bin Ibrahim

bin Yahya al-Warrak al-Kutbi, known as al-Watwat. He was
born in Dhu'lHijja, A.H. 632, August 1235, and died in Ramadan
A.H. 718, November 1318. See Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 54;

and Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 361.

Beginning :

—

iJcsu j_) j^M' i^-i
J-o-sv^ ,.<-^*^' Ae^'^"- '=^'

^_r'''
»J;^-^'" '^>>«-'I i}yH

*
f-'^

~,^^^^] ^Ssc ^tjjkJI ^j ^ J^ j_j-<i>il 4JJ J.»>svil <U£ 4Jjl Ike ^j)jy^)

The work is divided into four volumes, each volume having
a separate preface. Our copy contains the first and second vol-

umes bound together. In Berlin Cat. only the second and fourth

volumes are mentioned. See Berlin Cat. Nos. 6045 and 6207.

The first volume begins on fol. 4a as follows :

—

This volume contains the following chapters :
—

fol. 5a. UlxibU ^ >UaJI rA^ iC>^ S<^ ^ J^^

„ 486. &lg:ji u^riy:Jiyj ^ Li^jaj:

„ 62a. . U.:Iy) ^^r^iil Jjti^/-^ ^ crlV

„ 836. 'Lyix}\ jS'i] ^i ^j^A^)

„ 11 la. ^'oj!
,
^iUiJ) ^ ^oL.i

„ 131a. (.'_yc))l
J

^>_y4.:;xil ^ ^jL*]

,, 140a.
'

U-U^jl ^ ii^I J^^ ^ ^^^i
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The second volume begins on fol. 1676 as below :

—

jj
. .. „ . '

For the chapters of this vohime see Berlin Cat. No. 6045.

Foil. 3556-359 contain lacunae.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 282.

foil. 246; lines 21; size 10^X51; 7iX5|.

foil. 1-83. I.

ZUBAD MAHASIN MIR'AT AZ-ZAMAN.

A work on cosmography describing among other things the

wonders of the world by ^j^a^\ sLi i_jL.^lj ^j (»J^[,r!' Ibrahim bin

Wasif Shah al-Misrl. See for his life No. 218.

Beginning :

—

,

For copy see Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 687.

In Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV^, p. 186, and in Br. Mus. Suppl.

Cat, No. 687 this work has been named 'Aja'ib ad-Dunya.
It is divided into three parts.

fol. la.

„ 166.

„ 54a.

Headings of chapters are in red ink. It has gold lines on the

margin and coloured paper. Worm-eaten.
Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

foil. 836-246. II.

Another work on cosmography.

The name of the author could not be traced.
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^_ J.Ai^l ^yACS\.-0 ^] j-JJ-JI JU-2W . ... ^l^V ^J^il S.Sli] l^ \^i J

Beginning :

—

* J] S^.cUl ,^^] jUjL) ^'.^3 \,^ L-jLvi" ^ -.3>.l^ (JLkJL;
, ,1, ,

It was composed in Jerusalem in A.H. 902, A.D. 1496, as the
following passage on fol. 140a indicates :

—

C^^ J ^^>^^ ^;k\ ^^ ^'^«-'' ^»Ji^*-'l ^^''^ ^^ sSi'i'il^^ uSJii
J

The last fol. contains the names of three previous owners.
Worm-eaten.

Written in Nasldi. Not dated. C. 16th century.

Logic.

No. 283.

foil. 197; lines 16-14; size 11x8; 9X5|.

KITAB AL-MAKULAT.

It is a translation of Aristotle's work on Logic. According to

Haji Klialifa, Vol. III., p. 96, this work deals with Logic, Physics,

Metaphysics and Ethics, the Logic portion covering eight books.

Ibn Abi Usaib-'a Vol. I., p. 262 says :—

* t—jUi" ^J (.^i^ ^JA.

But tho copy under notice contains only four books on Logic,

as below :

—

foil. 1-43. I.

KITAB KATlGHURAS.

A book on categories. This book according to Haji Ivjialifa,

Vol. III., p. 96 and Ibn al Kifti, p. 35 was translated from Greek
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by Abu Zaid Hunain bin Ishak al-'lbadl. He was the son of a

Christian apothecary at Hira and studied medicine under Yahya

bin Masawaih. He was a great physician and a great translator

of Greek works, and also a personal medical attendant of Caliph

al-Mutawakkii (A.H. 232-247, A.D. 847-861). He poisoned him-

self, because Bishop Theodosius excommunicated him, dying on

6th Safar A.H. 260, 30th November A.D. 873. For details see

Ibn Khallikan, Vol. I., p. 184 ; Ibn al-Kifti, Tarlkh al-Hukama',

p. 171 ; Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, Vol. I., p. 184 ;
Iktifa' al-Kunu', pp.

177, 213 ; Brockelm'ann, Gesch. d. Aarb. Litter. Vol. 1., p. 205

and Wijstenfeld, Arzte No. 69.

Beginning :

—

I ^f-osx *yij L_>LxXJ) IlXAi u^j^ ^_^^ y]aMj\ v_—>i jj^»Jl^ i—a.iJLi.1 Si

Al-Farabi wrote a commentary on it. See Haji Khalifa, Vol.

III., p. 96.

For copies see Derenbourg, No. 612-13; Rampur List, pp.
460-461

; and Bankipur Cat. p. 624.

It has been edited by J. T. Zenker, Lijjsiae 1846. See Ellis,

Cat. Arabic Books, Br. Mus. Vol. I., p. 313.

foil. 44-79. II.

KITAB BARMlNAS.

A book on interj)retation. This book was translated from
Greek into Syi'iac by Abu Zaid Hunain bin Ishak, d. A.H. 260,
A.D. 873, and from Syriac into Arabic by his son Ishak bin
Hunain. He was a friend of Kasim bin 'Ubaid wazir of the
Caliph al-Mu'tadid and was more of a philosopher than of a
physician. He died of paralysis on Rabi' I. A.H. 298 or 299,
November A.D. 910 or 911. For details of his life see Ibn Nadim,
p. 285

; Ibnal Kifti, p. 35; Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, Vol. I., p. 200; ibn
Khallikan, Vol. I., p. 70 ; Wustenfeld, " Arzte, No. 71 ; Z.D.M.G.
Vol. L. p. 393 ; Leclerc, Vol. I., p. 139; and Brockelmann, Vol. I.,

p. 206.

Beginning :

—
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For copies see Derenbourg, No. 612-13 ; Rampur List, p.

460 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 624.

Al-Farabi wrote a commentary on it. See Haji Khalifa, Vol.

III., p. 96. See also Ellis. Cat. Arabic Books, Br. Mus. Vol. I.,

p. 313.

foil. 80-149. III.

KITAB AL-KAYAS.

A book on prior analytica. According to Haji Khalifa, Vol.

III., p. 96 Theodoras (see for his life Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, Vol. I., p.

308) has translated this book into Arabic and al-Kindi has written

a commentary on it. Sec Ibn al-Kifti, p. 36.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Derenbourg, No. 612-13 ; Rampur List, pp.
460-461 : and Bankipur Cat. p. 624.

See also Ellis, Vol. I., p. 313.

foil. 150-197. IV.

<D^X'
A.r

KITAB AL-BURHAN.

A book on posterior analytica. This book was translated

first into Syriac by Ishak bin Hunain and then from Syriac

into Arabic by Abu Bishr Matta bin Yunus al-Kanna'i. The latter

was a Christian by religion and a translator of books into Arabic.

He died in A.H. 328, A.D. 940. See Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, Vol. I.,

p. 235 ; Ibn al-Kifti, pp. 36, and 323 ; Z.D.M.G. Vol. L., p. 398 :

and Analecta Orientalia ab Poeticam Aristoteleam, edited by
Margoliouth, Lipsiae, 1887.

Beginning :

—

(J
•^11 ^'^ii I J ^Kil .--0 <J.rI,» o«xJ

> fj
,ljb,J.JI ^'l^

.il ^ilM .Li}] Mi) ^O^
For copies see Derenbourg, No. 612-13 ; Rampur List, pp.

260 and 261 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 624.

Al-Farabi wrote a commentary on it. See Haji lOialifa, Vol.

III., p. 96. See also Ellis, Vol. I., p. 313.
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For further details of all these books sec Casiri, Vol. I.,

pp. 304-11. -v^ 1 ^ r\ in4.U

Written in ordinary clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th,

century.

No, 284.

foil. 324 ; lines 21 ; size 8|X5 ; 6x3.

KITAB ASH-SHIFA'.

Part of the portion on Logic of the famous work called ash-

Shifa by U^ ^ ail ^^ ^^ ^-^-'' ^^^ y) Abu 'All al-Husain bin

• Abdallah bin Sina (known in Europe as Avicenna). He was born

at Afsjina, near Buldiara, in A.H. 370, A.D. 980, and studied

philosophy and medicine in the chief town of his native province^

He is the greatest philosopher after al-Farabi, and is designated

by the titles of ^x^l ^\ and ^iUJI ^U^)
.

He died in A.H.

4'>8 AD 1037 For details of his life see Ibn Khallikan, Teheran

edition, Vol. I., p. 167 ; Ibn Abi Usaibl'ya, Vol. II., pp. 2-20
;
Ibn

al-Kifti pp. 414-26, Nama-i Danishwaran, pp. 53-83; Baron

Carra de Vaux's Avicenna, pp. 131-56 ; Ency. Britanmca (11th

edition) p. 62 ;
Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 452 ;

Wiistcnfeld, Arzte,

No. 128 ; and Leclerc, Vol. I., p. 466.
.

Ash-Shifa is divided into four parts, namely (1) Logic, {i)

Physics, (3) Mathematics and Astronomy and (4) Metaphysics.

Beginning :

—

From fol. 11a new chapter begins as follows :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5044; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 745 ;

Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 711 ; India Office Cat. No. 475 ;
Bodleian

Cat. p. 581, Cairo Cat. Vol. VI., p. 99; Yeni Cat. Nos. /70-5;

Rampur List, p. 397 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 390, and Asiatic Society

^^'

It has been lithographed in Teheran, A.H. 1303, and some

portions of Logic, Physics, and Metaphysics have V>een translated

into Latin by Dominicus Gundisalvus [Veneti'js, A.D. 1508). bee

Ellis, Vol. I., p. 595.

Some foil are missing after foil. 39, 109, 136, 240, 2/3 and
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292. Foil. 5a, 9a, 15a, 176, 216, 236, 286, 37a, 52a, 56, 646, 666,

756, 80a, 83a, 84a, 87a, 90a, 946, 986, 100a, 1036, 108a, 1116, 114a,

115a, 118a, 1206, 1226, 1246, 1266, 128a, 129a, 131a, 1336, 1376,

143a, 147a, 151a, 1536, 157a, 162a, 171a, 1776, 1796, 1826, 184a,

1866, 1906, 1956, 204a, 2066, 212a, 2136, 2196, 223a, 225a, 228a,

233a, 239a, 244a, 2466, 249a, 251a, 253a, 2556, 2596, 2646, 271a,

273a, 277a, 281a, 283a, 2856, 289a, 292a, 294a, 2966, 301a, 304,

3056, 3086, 3156, and 320 contain lacunae. Fol. 135 is defective

on account of paper pasted over it. From the beginning up to fol.

136 the MS. is in one hand, and the rest in another. Worm-eaten.
The middle of the 1st fol. is pasted over with thick paper.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 285.

foil. 165; lines 21 ; size 91x5 ; 6x3.

THE SAME.

Pare of the portion on Logic of the work noticed above. It

contains some chapters of Book I., Fann IV; and all the chapters

of Book I., Fann V.

Beginning :

—

* ^^'
r

Fann V. begins on fol. 246, thus :

—

^Cjfc^,.^J) ^j ^^j ^l^^\ 'iUsJ] ^ ^^A^] ^] ^^
J5^^^'

m'U]

* J] ^^ Jis. UjI (..fxi . ^jJai-eKil /«

Foil. 236 and 24a are blank, but without causing any break
in the text. Lacunae are in foil. 66, 96, 13a, 166, 196, 21a, 26a, 72a,

75a, 76a, 81a, 836, 86a, 916, 98a, 102a, and 106a. Borders of foil.

152-165 have been changed to thick paper. The first fol. is pasted
over with thin paper. Foil. 7-13 are much damaged by worms.
From the beginning up to fol. 23 the MS. is in one hand, and the

rest is in another. Worm-eaten.
Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No 286.

foil. 210, lines 17; size 9^x6; 6^X3.

THE SAME.

The same portion on Logic of the work noticed above.
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Beginning :

—

* J] lUai .^£ Uj) UjjJ ^ /j.lai*.il v<

Headings of chapters in red ink. There are marginal notes on
the earlier portion of the book. It has also marginal corrections.

Wrongly designated on the title page as j^L^ ^^I
ij-^y. • Stained

with damp.
Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1084. Scribe

^L^2svi rJi.^ AiJi
Ltf^-jij''^^ '^'^^

u"-
i_^J ,mj i^.a.^sv^«

No. ^87.

foil. 127 ; Hnes 25 ; size 9i X 5| ; 7 X ^.

THE SAME.

The second volume of the work noticed above.
Beginning :

—

* J] toKil*
^.J^ y^ } ^^_^xxh.l] cU-w.iI ^ culAxAkj'l ^ J^]I) hj]

This volume deals with physics, and contains eight Fann. For
details of chapters see Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 711. Some por-
tions of this volume (viz. Book II., Fann I., Makala 1, and 2, and
Fasl. 1 and 2 of Makala 3) have been translated in Latin by
Dominicus Gundisalvus {Venetijs, 1508). Fol. 366 and 556 contain
lacunae. Foil. 1 156, 1 16a are blank, but without causing any break
in the text. Fol. 796 contains marginal glosses. The lower halves
of foil. 986, 115a, 1206 are also blank, but without any consequent
break in the text. The headings of chapters are in red ink or
marked with red lines.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Foil. 115a contains
the name of the copyist and the date of transcription as follows :

—

ji-^ ^ ^.i^'lf) j^u^] ^^ ^.i^ili'l f,yi ^i j^UJ) ^^,^ ^_r4"^'

(Jjjjki OvAsv-* JU iyLail y 8jkAjG . 41)1 j.*j (aS 5,'y.j, ^l^sJ) is(.svJ) ^.j

^I ^_^^jyi V—iciJl 4JjI ^^ jij\ ^i ^c ^.>^it)(Jai) ^xiail ^^Jh^-o-?-! iil
j

* 4Jjl oUc J.i»l ^_fjy) cisl^^J) y] 4I1I 'i.o^j
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No. 288.

foil. 206: lines 17-25; size llixef; S X 3i.

LAWAMr AL-ASRAR Fl SHARK MATALI' AL-ANWAR.

A commentary on Mahmud bin Abi Bakr al-Urmavi's first part

or portion of Logic of the work called Matali' al-Anwar by ^^' t-^la^

^^ii-Csv-UI ^-.LII juksv.^ ^j s<,.:sx^ ajjl s^ y) Kutb ad-Din Abu 'Abdallah

Muhammad bin Muhammad ar-Razi at-Tahtanl. He was a pupil

of 'Adud ad-Din al-Tji, and became one of the most eminent
scholars of his time. In A.H. 763, A.D. 1361, he came to Damascus.
He is the author of several works, and died in A.H. 766, A.D. 1364.

As-Suyuti in his work Bughyat al-Wu'at (No. 268) fol. 1536, and
ad-Durur al-Kamina (No. 271) fol. 427a, have named him Mahmud
bin Muhammad ar-Razi. For details see Tabakat al-Kubra, Vol.

VI., p. 31 ; at-Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 53 ; Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III.,

Juz' I., p. 126 ; and Brockelmann, Vol II.', p. 209.

Our author should not be confounded with another scholar of

the same title, Kutb ad-Din, whose proper name was Mahmud bin

Mas'ud ash-Shirazi, died A.H. 710, A.D. 1310. (See also No. 320.)

Habib as-Siyar, again, has not made this mistake, but another in

supposing that there were tvv^o Kut ad-Din ash-Shirazis, one of them
being the pupil of at-Tusi, and the author of the commentary on
al-Kaniin, and the other the author,of the commentaries on al-Mif-

tah and Hikmat al-Ishrak, and has consequently mentioned a man
of the name in two places, see Vol. III., Juz' I., p. 67 and Vol. III.,

Juz' I., p. 112. These works are all the production of one man,
namely, Kutb ad-Din Mahmud bin Mas'iid ash-Shirazi.

Biographers of the Imamiya school think that Kutb ad-Din

ar-Razi belonged to their school. See Shudhtir al-'Ikyan, Vol. II.,

fol. 316 ; Muntaha'l Makal, p. 289 ; Ami al-Amil, p.' 70 and Kashf
al-Hujub, p. 353 (where the date of his death is wrongly given

A.H. 796, A.D. 1393); while others consider him to be a follower

of Shafa'i school.

Beginning :

—

* ^i| .—';'>»''' '

—

>J>^ u^^ -^ Sa^]

It was dedicated to Ghayath ad-Din Muhammad bin Khaja
Rashid ad-Din, the Vazir. Al-Urmavi divided his work into two
principal parts. The first part deals with Logic, and the second
with Metaphysics. Our commentary deaJs with the first part of

the book, and is divided as follows :

—
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fol. 66. ;^.^AiI t_jLJi) ^ J^m j.^J)

„ 70a. ^iS^xl] ^LJS] ^ ^^>-' |»-^J1

It is one of the most popular works in India and Persia.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5087 ; India Office Cat. No.

524 ;
Browne, Hand List of Cambridge Library, p. 109 ; Rampur

List, p. 458 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 382 ; and Hyderabad List, Fann
Mantik, No. 1.

For supercommentaries see Haji Kl:ialifa, Vol. V., p. 595, and

Berlin Cat. No. 5095.

It has been lithographed at Teheran.

Quotations from the text, and passages of the commentary,

are introduced with the words JlJ» and J^il respectively in red ink.

In some places the blank spaces intended for the words have not

been filled in. Fol. 194 is bound in reverse order. A portion of

fol. 416 is blank with the remarks at the top of the page ^U^

ik^^l ^liit i'lUf iijjl;. After fol. SO some foil, are missing. Fol.

81 is not a part of the work, but contains a note on some passages of

the book. Foil. 1476, 176a, and portions of foil. 1676, 171a, 173,

1756, are blank. The title-page and the last fol. contain some
prayers and prescriptions. Foil. 1-20 have been supplied recently.

There are marginal notes.

Written in different hands of Nasta'Iik. Not dated. C. 18th

century.

No, 289.

foil. 134; lines 17: size 8|X6; 5|X2|.

^
IkoJI ^ yi ijj^U

HASHIYA SHARK AL-MATALI'.

A supercommentary on Kutb ad-Din ar-Razi's commentary

(see No. 288) on Urmavi's work called Matali' al-Anwar by ^ ,^
JUysJl k—ajyi-i' J>WL; ^jj*^l) ^^^ ^^J >y^s^ 'All bin muhammad

bin 'All, known as as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani. He was born

in A.H. 740, A.D. 1339. He studied with Kutb ad-Din Muhammad
ar-Razi, Akmal ad-Din Muhammad bin Mahamud al-Babarti, and

with other eminent 'Ulama' of his time. He settled at Shiraz

and began to teach students. When Timur conquered Shiraz, he

much respected al-Jurjani, and included him among the scholars of

his court. A discussion took place between him and Sa'd ad-Din

at-Taftazani in which it is said that al-Jurjani overcame him. Al-

'Aini and those who followed him think that he died in A.H. 814,
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A.D. 1411, but other reliable authorities say that he died in A.H.

816, A.D. 1413. For details of his life see Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III.,

Juz' III., p. 89 ; Fawa'id al-Bahiya, p. 53 ; and Brockelmann, Vol.

II., p. 216. Ibn 'Arab Shah in his famous history of Timur
(Calcutta edition A.H. 1257) p. 266 has wrongly named al-Jurjani

as Muhammad instead of 'All.

Beginning :

—

*** •

« iil ^*.j^ * l^^> ^UJ) (_^(j ^^ L^lstyl] (_^UrJI

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 5089 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat.

No. 733 ; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 2496 ; India Office Cat. No. 525 ; Gotha
Cat. No. 1184 ; Paris Cat. No. 2390 ; Rampur List, p. 441 ; Asia-

tic Society Cat. p. 77 ; and Hyderabad List, Fann Mantik, No. 3.

Profuse marginal notes occur in the earlier portion. Foil. 1286-

134 are made defective by the pasting of paper over them.

The word iJyi is in red ink. Fol. 23 should come just after fol. 17

and fol. 18 should go after fol. 22. Two foil, are missing after

fol. 23. The MS. ends abruptly as follows :

—

* JjJ>.0 ^0>Ai U-i_^ ]y^^' '^' ^^ Jj..6.r».AJ) i^^Sj

Written on different kind of paper in two hands. Foil. 1-80,

97-104, and 134 arc in Nasta'lik, and the rest in Naskh.

Not dated. C. ISth century.

No, 290.

foil. 165 ; lines 17; size 8|X5|.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the supercommentary. It begins as the

preceding, one and ends as the Berlin copy does ; see No. 5089.

In foil. 66-68 the interlinear spaces are unusually large. Foil.

126-165 have been recently supplied. From the beginning up to

fol. 125 the commentary is overlined with either black or red ink,

and from fol. 126 up to the end the commentary is introduced

with the word sJyi in red ink. Marginal notes and corrections

occasionally.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 291.

foil. 67; lines 19 ; size 9X5j ; 6|-X2|.

HASHIYA SHARK AL-MATALP.

A supercommentary on Kntb ad-Din ar-Razi's commentary
(see No. 288) on Urmavi's Avork on Logic called Matali' al-Anwar.

It is defective both at the beginning and end, and the name of the

author cannot be found in the body of the text ; but according to

a note on the title-page its author was Da'ud. He flourished about

A.H. 850, A.D. 1446, and his surname was ash-Shirwani ; see Haji

Ivlialifa, Vol. v., page 595, and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 467.

Our copy deals with the latter part of the portion of Logic,

treating of affirmation j culibj-^, and begins abruptly as follows ':—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5090, Derenbourg, No. 643,

and Rampur List, p. 436.

Slightly worm-eaten. The inner edge is changed to different

kinds of paper. Spaces for insertion of the word *Jy in red ink are

not filled in. On the title-page it bears the seal and signature of

Muzaffar Husain, dated 1869. It ends abruptly as follows :

—

From the beginning up to fol. 50 the MS. is written in Naskb,

and the rest is in Nasta'lTk. Not dated. 0. 18th century.

No. 292.

foil. 94; hnes 17 ; size 8f X 5-| ; 6X3.

AJaSJ I

AL-KUTBT.

A commentary on 'All al-Katibi's treatise on logic called ash-

Shamsiya by ^^tlsviJI jcj'y' •^^^^^ ^^J. ^^o^^-^ ^jjI j-at y) j^j^'I <..^)=ts

Kutb ad-Din Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad bin Muhammad ar-Razi

at-Tahtam, died A.H. 766, A.D. 1364. For his life see No. 288.

Beginning :

—

41
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The full title of the commentary is -^j-^ ^'iyi)aiJ\ se.\yai] ji,isCi

iu*«.«>^l iJL^'I. According to Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 76 ; and

Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III., Juz' I., p. 126, the author dedicated it

to Wazir Ghayath ad-Din Muhammad bin Khaja Rashid (see for

his life Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III., Juz' I., p. 122).

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5258 ; India Office Cat. No.
503 ; GothaCat. No. 1186 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 99, III.; Casiri,

Vol. I., No. 180; Rampur List, p. 460; Hyderabad List, Fann
Mantik No. 5 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 79.

For other commentaries and supercommentaries see Hajl Kha-
lifa, Vol. IV., p. 76 and Berlin Cat. No. 5271.

Printed, Calcutta, A.H. 1259 ; Cairo, A.H. 1307 ; and litho-

graphed repeatedly in India.

The text (ash-Shamsiya) , with an English translation, has been
printed in the Bibhotheca Indica, 1854.

The text and the commentary are introduced with the words

Jlj" and Jyl respectively in red ink. Foil. 1-1 8a, 32, and 33a

contain marginal glosses. Fol. 88a is in another hand. Slightly

worm-eaten. On the title-page it has a seal, dated A.H. 1207.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 293.

foil. 110; lines 17-20 ; size 8^ X 5| ; 5|x3.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the work noticed above. It begins as the

preceding copy begins. Fol. 2a and half of fol. 2& are blank. The
MS. is a little injured by damp. The spaces for writing the words

Jtj" and Jyl in many foil, are blank.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 294.

foil. 217; hnes 17; size 8|X5J; 7x3|.

foil. 1-85. I.

MIR KUTBT.

A supercommentary on Kutb ad-Din ar-Razi's commentary

on al-Katibi's treatise oh Logic called ash-Shamsiya by .^^ ^^j-U

^[a.js>^] ^_suj^] Ja.^JL> c_j^jcJl JLc ^j j.*.sv-^ 'All bin Muhammad
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bin 'All known as as-Saiyitl ash-SharIf al-Jm-jani, d. A. FT. SIO, A.D.
1413. For his life see No. 289.

A few foil, are missing from the beginning. It begins abrupt-
ly as folllows :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5260 ; India Office Cat. Nos.
507-12

; Rampur List, p. 465 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 737.
Printed, Calcutta, A.H. 1261, and repeatedly lithographed, in

India.

For other glosses on the supercommentary see Haji Kjialifa.
Vol. IV., p. 76.

Passages of the commentary are introduced with the word iJ^'i

in red ink up to fol. 50, after that spaces for the insertion of the
said word are not filled in. It ends abruptly as follows :—

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century,

foil. 86-217. II.

AS-SA'DIYA.

A commentary on al-Katibi's treatise on Logic called ash-

Shamsiya by ^^iljtliUI^^r ^ j^*--^ ^^>n ^x^ Sa'd ad-Din Mas'ud

bin 'Umar at-faftazani, d. A.H. 792, A.D. 1389. See No. 398.

This manuscript is defective both at the beginning and end.
It begins abruptly as follows :

—

This work is described in No. 298. Foil. 1086-109 contain
lacunae.

Written in different hands of Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th
century.

No. 295,

foil. 75; fines 25-21 ; size 9^x6^; 7^X4J.

foil. l-43a. I.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA MIR KUTBI.

Annotations to Kutb ad-Din ar-Razi's commentary called al-

Kutbi (see No. 292), and to as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani's super-
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commentary on the same (see No. 294). The name of the anno-

tator is not mentioned in the body of the book, but by comparing

the beginning and the end of the MS. with those of the Berhn Copy

No. 5263, it is evident that the author is ,^_5aso ^j j^3:v-« ^j jU^

^^^.(iJl jic |..> 'Imad bin Muhammad bin Yahya bin 'All al-

Farisi. He flourished in the 9th century Hijra, and died c. A.H.

900, A.D. 1497. See Berhn Cat. No. 5263, and Haji Khalifa, Vol.

IV., p. 77.

Beginning :

—

d^'i .Kx.^^] iJ]
J

O-a-sV-o <)Li^«._; ^^[z Ji^i.^J | j
^JlxJ] L_M 411 0>.a.svi I

\Siy.^J\ lj-IlJ ,/« ^^1 Jlcl LiJlA^
J

cu)'U^ cuiij
J
S^yi^ i<^^ i-X)^\

^

J] ^jixii tJuM*.J* ^^' fif^t^^-^' Jy ^' hj^

The annotation deals only with some portion on uijh^^l^ of

the book.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5263 ; India Office Cat. No.
513 ; Rampur List, p. 438 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 77.

Our copy and the Berlin copy are without the preface, while

the India Office copy has it. On the title-page, the name of

the annotator is wrongly given as ^^^XxUI ^^^'1 ^Uc.

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1240. Scribe ^^Lc o.«.sv^.

foil. 436-75. II.

These are also glosses to the work of as-Sayid ash-Sharif and
to the commentary itself, but it deals with culojo>.,a!i only.

The name of the author is not known.
Beginning :

—

It is incomplete, and ends as follows :

—

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and tihikasta. Not dated. C.

18th century.
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No. 296.

foil. 164; lines 15; size ll|x6f; 6|x3|.

AL-HASHIYA ALA MlR KUTBl.

Annotations to Kutb ad-Din ar-RazI's commentaiy called al.

Kutbi (see No. 292), and to as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani's super-

commentary on the same (see No. 294, I) by ^^«-i ^j f^l^^^^ ^.^rlU

^^^li^D^^sil Muila 'Abdal-Hakim bin Shams ad-Din as-SiyalkutI,

died A.H. 1067, A.I). 1656. See No. 6.

Beginning :
—

Id

c

From the preface it appears that the author wrote this super-

commentary at the request of his son, but Dr. Loth in India Office

Cat. No. 518 says that he wrote these notes on the advice of his

father. It is an astonishing remark of the learned doctor. Most
probably he read the word ^h meaning son, as .i.i)^ meaning father.

It was dedicated to Shah Jahan, A,H. 1037-1069, A.D. 1628-1659.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5264 ; India Office Cat. Nos.

518-19 ; Rampur List, p. 437; and Bankipur Cat. p. 174.

Printed, Constantinople, A.H. 1259, lithographed, Dehli, 1870.

Quotations from the commentary and the supercommentary
are introduced by the word iJyi in red ink up to fol. 149. In the

rest of the MS. places for the insertion of the word iJy> are not

filled in. It is incomplete, and ends abruptly as follows :

—

^-<iJ ^cXixaJ) ci5j.j,l' aJLc t^y^J] i ^Lwil ^^5/-J ^^I
^ ^>

cULtl D

* ^(Ai.JI
,
J jjJul] Ai ,.,/< J»i>.U ^ib - sJUo*.])

, Ji]^:=^ ,
,» Ui"

v_5' fi*^' C*^ li/'*
'^^^^ ^^ J

^ua^.W ^^^Mj.^ ^>
Written in mixed Nasta'llk and Shikasta. Not dated. C.

19th century.

No. 297.

foil. 69; lines 26; size 8^X5; 6X2|.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA MIR KUTBI.

Annotations to as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani's supercom-

mentary on the same by c_l).^j..)M o*a. I Ahmad nl-A])iwardi.
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Beginning :

—

^jljiol'xi] (_^jO .JolitJ ItijjSv^iXJ ^'^^'^^'l k>>Aji^l ^IfQAil ^ljj»'l i_jLj

For copy see Paris Cat. No. 2378. Also see Haji Klialifa

Vol. IV., p. 77.

Spaces for the insertion of the word iJy in red ink have not
been filled in. All the borders have been changed. Much worm-
eaten. Wrongly designated on the title-page and last fol. as {.xmIs^

Written in ordinary Naskh. Dated A.H. 1014. Scribe ^^

No. 298.

foil. 155, lines 19; size 8iX4|; 6|X3.

AS-SA'ADIYA SHARK ASH-SHAMSIYA.

A commentary on al-Katibi's treatise on Logic called ash-

Shamsiya by ^^'^'so^\j^ ^j ty«,..«^ (vi^'' ^^'^^ ^^'^ ad-Din Mas'ud

bin 'Umar at-Taftazani, died A.H. 792, A.D. 1389. See for his

life No. 398.

Beginning :

—

• f ... - .. .
^

u,

.. ..
'*'

* ii) <UAv-6-<i.JI i.iUjy}] *^i ^ ^1 I ^J)Lk. ^ lUji

For copies see Berhn Cat. Nos. 5266-8, Derenbourg, Nos. 660,

669^ 670 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. VI., p. 63 ; Asiatic Society Cat. p. 78
;

and Rampur List, p. 451.

Lithographed, India.

Tlie hmer edge lias been supplied in different paper. The words

Jvi» and Jj^f] are in red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally. A
few pages at the beginning have marginal notes.

Written in Nasta'llk. Not dated, C. 18th century.
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No. 299.

foil. 61 ; lines 17; size 8|x5 ; 5^x2^.

SHARK TAHDHTB AL-MANTIK.

A commentary on the first part (treating of Logic) of Sa'd ad-
Din at-Taftazanl's work called Tahdhib al-Mantik wa'l Kalam by
^yLu^iJl ^^^i,r^l ^i^^isJ] 1 su^.i.11 sy^l] ^j 4JliI ^y ^_j-^^'^' al-Kadi

Nurallah bin as-Sayid ash-Siaarif al-HusainI al-Mar'ashI ash-Shustari,
died A.H. 1019, A.D. 1610. See for his life No. 112.

Beginning •

—

Sxj> U) >,3Ui| uJoLJl j>.«.so Sj^itjH ^HXl)
J

^iiaJI i ^j^fj

^(J>^I Xj-ib ^jXujy^] ^XK»*^\ k_oj^ J 4)jl ^_yj i^JJiil (Jyix)

For copy see Rampur List, p. 453.

The text is divided into two parts. Part one deals with logic,

and part two with scholastic theology. The first part became a

very popular work in India and Persia, and several scholars wrote
commentaries, supercommentaries, and glosses on the same. See

Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 479, and Berlin Cat. Nos. 5174-84.

Quotations from the text are introduced with sJy in red ink.

Marginal corrections occasionally. Marginal notes having at the

end the word aLc are numerous.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century. Scribe

No. 300.

foil. 64; lines 14; size 7^X5; 5X2|.

HASHIYA BADI' AL-MTZAN.

A supercommentary on 'Abdallah bin al-Haddad al-'Uthmani

at-Tulanbi's commentary on a compendium of Logic called Mizan

Mantik by Jjl.^ s.>^sx^ lU Mulla Muhammad Sadik. He was an

eminent scholar of the Uth century Hijra, passed a considerable

part of his life at Jahangir Nagar (Dacca), Bengal, with Shuja', the
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son of Emperor Shah Jahan (A.H. 1037-1069, A.D. 1628-1659).

The date of his death is not known. Sec Bankipur Cat. p. 442.

In Rampur List, p. 433, the name of the commentator is given as

'Abd al-Hadi bin Ilahdad al-Uthmani at-Tulbani, died A.H. 922.

Tulanbi, according to India Office Cat. No. 574, is from Tulanb
(Toolumba) in the Punjab.

Beginning :

—

.. . . ^ '*'

* ^i) iJlsvl) ^c 'idf^J] 'ishli.!] VxmJ6 ^j\ ^_^I jy'i sJJi

For other supercommentaries see Rampur List, p. 436.

Quotations from the commentary are introduced with the word
aJ^J> in red ink.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century. Scribe

No. 301.

foil. 402; hues 15; size ll|x6i; 61x2^.

SHARK SULLAM AL-'ULUM.

A commentary on Muhibballah al-Bihari's treatise on Logic

called Sullam al-'Uliim by o^^^sv.-* ^j -.^jjj j^^rsv.* Muhammad Firuz

bin Muhabbat. He flourished in the reign of Shah 'Alam (A.H.
1173-1221, A.D. 1759-1806). Tlie date of his death is not known.
See Bankipur Cat. p. 419.

Beginning :—

Tliis commentary is named Siraj Wahhaj, and is dedicated to

Shah 'Alam. The principal chapters are as follows :

—

fol. 86. LejJUI

,, 45«. cyljI^^AiLfl

,, 156a. uyCwj..^!

„ 4006. iJliJi

For copies see Rampur List, p. 456, and Bankipur Cat. p.
419.

It has a beautiful "U^uvdn at the beginning and gold and
coloured lines on the margin. Headings of chapters in red ink.

Passages of the original text are marked with red lines. There are
occasional marginal glosses up to fol. 2626. Parts of foil. 357, 362,
and 364rt are blank. At the end of the MS. the date"of transcrip-
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tion is given in two languages, viz. Pushtu and Arabic. Thi« "o^f

shows that it was copied in Kashmir, 17th Jumada 11, A.H. 1229.

Written in Naskh. Scribe ^/^ ^^h ^-^^I 4JjI ^^ iU

No. 302.

foil. 129 ; lines 21 ; size S| X 5^ ; 6|X 3.

SHARH SULLAM AL-'ULUM.

A commentary on Muhibballah al-Bihari's famous treatise on

Logic calledSullam al-'Ulum by ^i^^^^^'^ ^.^^ ^' ^"^
f/^''^^^'-

y^^XUI Bahr al-'Ulum 'Abd al-'Ali Muhammad bin Nizam al-Din

af-Lakhnavi, died, A.H. 1235, A.D. 1819. See for his life No. 142.

Beginning :

—

,

For copies see Bankipur Cat. p. 396, and Hyderabad List,

Fann Mantik, No. 11.

Lithographed in India.

Passages of the original text are generally marked ^Mth lines.

Stained with damp.
^ r„ m i. i^ ^^^^ a tt 1904

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Dated A.H. 1-04.

No. 303.

foil. 42 ; lines 27 ; size 9| X 6 ; 7|X 3f

.

TA'LIKAT 'ALA SHARK SULLAM AL-'ULUM.

Glosses on the commentary of Bahr al-'Ulum on al-Bihari's trea-

tise on Logic called Sullam al-'Ulum by the commentator (
^^Wl^^

^^i,XL'I ^isW ^Uii ^. ^^^ JU-'' ^ Bahr al-'Ulum 'Abd Al-'al!

Muhammad bin Nizam ad-Din al-Lakhnavi) himself. For his life

see No. 142.

Beginning :

—

^^^ ^/^^^'I ^-^- ^i-^-^ ''^^ ^- -^^'^ ^^-^ ^^ ^^"^' ^'

42
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For copy see Rampur List, p. 463.

Lithographed in India. Quotations from the commentary are

introduced with the word sJyi in red ink up to fol. 56, and in the
rest of the book spaces for the insertion of the word iJy are not
filled in. Much worm-eaten.

Written in bad character of Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th
century.

No. 304.

foil. 155; lines 17; size 9i X 6| ; 6^X3^.

SHARK SULLAM AL-'ULUM.

A commentary on Muhibballah al-Bihari's work on Logic called

SuJlam al-'Ulum by ^IjiiyJ] ^^^ly»J] j-^sv.^ ^^I ^j i JJil s-i>:s^^

Muhammad Ashraf bin Abi Muhammad al-'AbbasJ al-Barduwani,

From the preface it appears that he was an inhabitant of Barduwan*
Bengal, and a pupil of Muhammad Salih al-Lakhnavi. He flourished

in the reign of Kutb ad-i)in Muhammad Sliah (A.H. 1131-1161,

A.D. 1719-1748). He commenced this commentary in A.H. 1146,

A.D. 1733, and according to the Bankipur Cat. p. 418 it was com-
pleted in A.H. 1150, A.D. 1737.

Beginning :

—

T iy*' L^*"J ic'' cJ'-^r* UJ^^ ? WJ^^ /«*.JLxJI ||.vj<jJo ^«JL.iX/« l::,^^^'

The principal chapters are as follows ;

—

fol. 96. L«v>iJl

,, 24a. • hvy^i.!) ci>L-oj.U.<JI

,, 756. cijLajjk..^')

,, 1546. AjliJI
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For copy see Bankipur Cat. p. 417.

Passages of the original text are marked with red lines.

Lacunae are in foil. 906, 102a, 131&, 1376 and 1406. Foil. 120a,

147 and part of fol. 1466 are blank. There arc marginal glosses

up to fol. 11a. Marginal corrections occasionally.

The text is in Naskh and the commentary is in Nasta'lik.

Dated A.H. 1270. Scribe ^*^I ,„is!] ^.^^^.

No. 305.

foil. 104; lines 10; size 10X6i; 7^x3|.

SHARK SULLAM AL-'ULUM.

A commentary on Muhibballah al-Bihari's treatise on Logic

called Sullam al-'Ulum by JLjj.i-«JI ^^Juk-*sJl 4JliI Jj ^ ^^i^ .x»^l

Ahmad 'Ali bin Fathallah al-Husaini as-Sandili. He was born at

Sandila, a village in the vicinity of Lucknow, became a pupil of

Hamdallah and died, A.H. 1200, A.D. 1785. See Rampur List,

p. 456.

Beginning :

—

k»_£u*^J I j^jKJil I (jJix) S*-J Li)] ^J.^L ] ^Jls\Aj ^,i^:J,a.
J<^*"' <i/'

« J] *j.Ui| A^ ljW ^Jj LJ ^^ix^isxi] 4Jjl Jj ^J ^^£ .^^a..! I sus\.j.i)

The principal chapters are as follows :

—

fol. 9a. iLojJUl

,, 19a. ^]jy.^]

„ 546. ' ci>Ubj„Av.'I

„ 1026. iJliJI

For copies see Rampur List, p. 456.

For other commentaries see Journal Asiatic Society, 1913, Vol.

IX., p. 296.

Passages of the text are marked with red lines. Headings of

chapters in red ink. Fol. 1036 is blank, but without any gap in

the MS. as it ends on fol. 103a. Fol. 1 04a contains some notes on
a certain kind of syllogism. Occasional marginal notes are up to

fol. 26a. The title-page bears the seal of .^itj-J ^j;^«.j^^ jSSl^ s^s\^.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 306.

foil. 74 ; lines 13 ; size 9x7; 6^ X 41.

^aAxJI Ami ^ ySi iiJi>[s^

HASHIYA SHARH SULLAM AL-'ULUM.

A supercommentary on Hamdallah as-Sandill's commentary
on al-Bihari's treatise on Logic called Sullam al-'Ulum by .X4.s\^

^U^ J-wslj j-asx^ ^ ^LL J./JI ^j ^[^ , su^ ]\Iuhammad Sharif Khan

bin Akmal Kjian bin Muhammad Wasil Ivjian. He was a famous
physician at Dehli, and his ancestors were all renowned scholars

and physicians. He is the author of several works, and died, A.H.

1231, A.D. 1815. See Rampur List, p. 439.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Rampur List, p. 439.

The supercommentary deals with the portion on ciilijj.^^ of

Hamdallah. Slightly worm-eaten. From the beginning up to fol.

32 spaces for the insertion of the word <Uy in red ink have not been

filled in.

Written in different hands of Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1263.

No. 307.

foil. 26; lines 21; size 9x6^; 7^X5.

HASHIYA SHARH SULLAM AL-'ULUM.

A supercommentary on Hamdallah as-Sandili's commentary
on Muhibballah al-Bihari's treatise on Logic called Sullam al-'Ulum

by ^^iX>i'I JUixll ^jjJbUc lU Mulla 'Imad ad-Din al-'Uthmani

al-Labkani. He was borni at Labkan, a village in the province of

the Punjab. He studied with Mawlana 'Abd al-'Ali Bahr al-'Ulum.

The date of his death is not known. See Rampur List, p. 440 ; and

Bankipur Cat. p. 194.

Beginning :

—

« aJI iJ^-^SX^-M 4jLil ii..<>-ai.. i J J.XA^\ * ^^^-1 yfr^

For copies see Rampur List^ p. 440.

For other supercommentaries see Rampur List
, pp. 439-40.

This supercommentary deals with the portion on affirmations,

Ihs^'S of Hamdallah's commentary, which is itself knoMu in India
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as Hamdallah. Quotations from the text are introduced by the

woi'd sJy, and are marked with a red line up to fol. 12. Marginal

corrections occasionally.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. ISth century.

No. 308.

foil. 273; lines 17; size 12X7^; O^X 4|.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA SHARH AL-KADT.

A supercommentary on Kadi Mubarak's commentary on Muhib-
ballah al-Bihari's treatise on Logic called Sullam al-'Ulum by s^s<.y«

'J<l3 JailrsiJ i-_S.,x«.'l _i,l.<i.J t__5,acl ^y,a.S^^ . -J , "iJO.^ i>/>.svy« , -J ,
.w^wl

Muhammad Ahsan bin Muhammad Siddik bin Muhammad Ashraf

Pishawari, known as Hafiz Daraz. He spent his life in teaching

students, and wrote several works. He died in A.H. 1263, A.D.
1846. See Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 475.

Beginning- :

—

'i )j.Ai^
v_5^y^'^'" ^^J-*-^^^' 1*^'^

[J^.
' 0^ ^Asv.^ ^yAs}\ isl^

.).iwasx.«J) ,^*.; ^iil«*j kl$!.:ix..<i I^jMjx vj^^itj ^.^J (^iJUXi.^ ^ai.

For copies see Rampur List, p. 440.

The space for writing the word sJ^i in red ink has not been
filled in. Foil, are missing after fol. 195. On the title-page is

written :

—

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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No. 309.

foil. 66 ; lines 16 ; size 8| X 6 : 6|X 3A.

foil. 1-37. I.

HASHTYA HAMDALLAH.
A siipercommentary on some obscure passages of Hamdallah's

commentary on the second part of Muhibballah al-Bihari's treatise

on Logic called Sullam al-'Uliira. The author is not known.
Beginning :

—

Quotations from the text, commentary and the supercomment-

ary are introduced with t^i-^JI JU, --^l^I JVs and Jyl respect-

ively in red ink. It has marginal corrections. Many borders are

changed to modern paper.

Written in bad Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

foil. 38&-46. II.

all I (>«^ ji^li^

HASHIYA HAMDALLAH.

Another supercommentary on earlier portion of the said com-
mentary, Hamdallah, by an unknown author.

Beginning :

—

It ends abruptly on fol. 466 as follows :

—

* ^^Xj Ur XjUr ahAJI J~^].
v_f'

Borders are changed to different paper. On the title-page is

written J-* ^^i \^j. Worm-eaten.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

foil. 476-59a-. III.

Another commentary on the preface of al-Bihari's treatise on
Logic called Sullam al-'Ulum by an unknown author.
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Beginning :
—

Passages of the text are marked with a red h'ne. Borders are

changed to different paper. Worm-eaten.
Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C.

19th century.

foil. 606-66. IV.

R1«ALAT AL-JA'L.

A treatise on the meaning of the word ja'ala by ^/»^ -i^

Ghulam Husain. He was an Imamiya scholar, and was teacher of

Mawlana'Dildar 'All, who died in A.H. 1235, A.D. 1819. See Nu-
jum as-Sama', p. 346, and Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. I., fol. 267.

Beginning :

—

Borders are changed to modern paper. Worm-eaten. This

treatise comes to an end on fol. 65. Fol. 66 contains different

meanings of the word 0.*-=-.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Dated A.H. 1184.

Scribe ^-y^'y^' li/^.'^'*^
>y<^^^.

No. 310.

foil. 152; lines 20; size 8X6; 7X3^.

foil. 1-18. I.

AL-HASHIYA LI GHULAM YAHYA.

A supercommentary on the earlier portion of Mir Zahid al-

Haravi's commentary on Kutb ad-Din ar-RazI's treatise on Logic

called ar-Risala fi't Tasawwur wa't Tasdik by *svi ^. ^^^ y*>^

^ X^] ^j^jjJI Ghulam Yahya bin Najm ad-Din al-Bihari. He was

born in Bihar, studied with Baballah as-Sandili, became a disciple

of Shah Badr 'Alam. Also he went to Dehli, and took the order

of the Nakshbandiya sect from Mirza Mazhar Janjanan. After

some time he came to Lucknow where he used to teach students, and
enroll people in the order of .sufism. He died according to Tuhfat

al-A'yanfol. 48 in A.H. 1180, A.D. 1766, but according to Rampur
List, p. 442 in A.H. 1128, A.D. 1715.
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Beginning ;

—

« J] y^iSsJ]

This supercommentary is called j^a..yJI^ J.jJL'1 ^ jr^^-f^' >'y but

is generally known as given above. ^

For copies see Rampiir List, p. 442.

Lithographed in Cawnpore A.H. 1287, Muradabad A.H. 1310.

For other supercommentaries see Ranipur List, pp. 443-446.

For glosses on this supercommentary see Rampur List, p. 437.

Quotations from Mir Zahid's work are introduced with the word
sjyi in red ink.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C. 18th

century. Scribe ^^•" ^tAwa^ i>..o.;sv^

foil. 19-65. 11.

Annotations to Mir Zahid's supercommentary on Jalal ad-Din
ad-Dawwani's commentary on the earlier portion of the first part

(treating of logic) of Sa'd ad-Din at-Taftazani's work called Tahdhib

al-Mantik wa'l Kalam, by -^i^i^UI ^^^sh,^^ ^^ ^^_s^^'' e/"^ i^*'"^
^

Mulla Hasan bin Kadi Ghulam Mustafa al-Lakhnavi. He was a

pupil of Mulla Nizam ad-Din bin Mulla Kutb ad-Din ash-Shahid,

remained for some time at Dehli and then at Lucknow, but after-

wards during the time of Nawwab Faidallah Khan (died A.H. 1208,

A.D. 1793) he settled at Rampur, where he died in A.H. 1198, A.D.
1783. He is the author of many works, among which his comment-
ary on Sullam al-'Ulum is very well known in India. For his life

see Ahwal 'Ulama' Firangi Mahal, p. 24 ; Ag^san al-Arba'a, p. 8 ;

Athar al-Uwal, p. 10 ; and Akhbar as-Sanadid, p. 415.

Beginning :

—

^jjy,^3^i] ^^^^jt^JI J.J 8 1 ^i^^JI ^.ix.*.]! gJy i^'xJlj ^.o-sx!] *J

For copies see Rampur List, pp. 447-8.

Quotations from the supercommentary are introduced with the

word (t-J^i in red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally. It is

incomplete at the end. The concluding words are :

—

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C.

18th century.
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foil. 67-152. 111.

Annotations to Mir Zahid's supeicomraentary on ad-Dawwani's
commentary on the earlier portion of the first part of at-Taftazani's

work called Tahdhlb al-Mantik Ava'l Kalam by j>^:sx.-o ^ —T.'jyo
^_^

ili

Jy*^>y^ y^ch)^^ *-j|j Kadi Mubarak bin Muhammad Da'im al-

Faruki Gupamu'I. He was a contemporary of Hamdallah as-

Sandill. His commentary on Sullam al-'Ulum, a famous work in

Indian Madrasahs, was composed in A.H. 1143, A.D. 1730. Ac-
cording to Rampur List, p. 447, he died in A.H. 1162, A.D. 1748.

Our Kadi Mubarak Gupamu'i should not be confounded with
another Kadi Mubarak Gupamu'i. The latter was a pupil of Nizam
ad-Din Amaitahavi, and flourished in the reign of Emperor Akbar

;

al-Bada'uni has given his life in Muntakhab at-Tawarildi, Vol. III.,

p. 130. Also, there was a Shaikh Mubarak of Nagur, who was the

father of Abu'l Fa/J 'Allami and Abu'l Faid Faidi, and died in A.H.
1001, A.D. 1592.

'

Beginning :

—

For copies see Rampur List, p. 447.

Passages of the supercommentary are introduced with the word
AJy in red ink. Marginal and interlineary notes occur in the earlier

portion of the book.
Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C.

IStb century. Scribe j^j^oJI ^U.a^ ^^^s(^

No. 311.

foil. 13 ; Hues 9 : size S^ X 5i
; .5| X 3|.

MIZAN AL-MANTIK.

A short treatise on Logic. The author is not known.
Beginning :

—

* ^'i (jy.~::i3 uc''' "H^f-^ 'i.a-V.o.ii ^kx&j ixxxci.^*^ (S.il^( SJkJti

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 573, and Asiatic Society

Cat. p. 80.

Lithographed repeatedly with other treatisss on Logic in India ;

for instance in Cawnpore in 1862, 1881 and Luckaow in 1869. For
other editions see Ellis, Vol. I., p. 260.

43
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Marginal and interlinery notes are numerous. The word ^j-^
is written in red ink.

Written in Nastadik. Dated A.H. 1213. Scribe^^^ ^u^

Philosophy.

No. 312.

toll. 61 . lines 9 : size 9^X 6| : e^x 3|.

AKWAL AFLATUN.

A collection of philosophical sayings attributed to Plato,

Beginning :

—

J I W^;-)) Uli= J-i^i= ^'O i>^-<^il ^^IL ^ i^J^I ^ys^'I J^

The sayings are not arranged alphabetically. Each begins

with the word jtj". See Ibn Nadim, p. 246 ; Wenrich, De Auctorum
Graecorum versionibus et commentariis Syriacis, Arabicis, Lipsiae.

1842, pp. 119-122 ; and Casiri, Vol. II., p. 301. Some maxims of

Plato (in Arabic) are also noticed in Munich Cat. No. 651.

For copy see Br.,Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 721, I.

Written in ordinary Naskli. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 313.

foil. 161; lines 9 , size 9^X6; 7x4.

UraULUJIYA.

A work on metaphysics commonly attributed to Aristotle,

translated into Arabic by ^^--n«.sv./) l«^l) ^j 4JjI jvat ^-: ^.^^^ ^H^

'Abd al-Masih bin 'Abdallah bin Na'ima al-HimsI, and revised by

_.xiXll ^sx«,l ^j s^_yi2*J <—fl-^-^J ^jI Abu Yusuf Ya'kub bin Tshak al-

Kindi. The former flourished about A.H. 220, A.D. 835, and Avas

a translator of foreign works into Arabic during the reign of

Mu'tasim (A.H. 218-227, A.D. 833-842). ,See Ibn AblUsaibra, Vol.

I., p. 204 ; and Brockelmann, Ges(^h. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I., ]>.

203. The latter is known in the islamic world as <-?,*>' 1 1

—

9yJ^,

I*hilosopher of Arabia. He was born at Kufa, studied a.t Basra

and Ba.<^dad. and died about A.H. 250. A.D. 864. For details
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see 11)11 Abi Usaibi'a Vol. I., p. 20(> ; Ibn al-Kifti, p. ;J66
; Z.DM.G.

Vol. XXIV., p. 347 ; Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter.. Vol. f.,

p. 209 ; Fliigel, al-Kindi, genannt der Philosoph der Araber.

beginning :

—

If JLiii) ».it . Uai.5.1j.j) ixJliyxiO i^a!/...*^'! . 9y«JjJL'l >>>.jj(. Ii^lnv*^! »-jlvi

The ten books into vvhicli the work is divided begin on the

folios mentioned below :

—

BookI.,fol. 3a: Book II., fol. 21a ; Book III., fol. 37a; Book
IV., fol. 48a; Book V., fol. 506; Book VI., fol. 59a; Book VII..

fol 696 ; Book VIII., fol. 78a ; Book IX., fol. II16 ; and Book X.,

fol. 121a.

Ibn AbT Usaibra (Vol. I., p. 71) regardinf^ this work says :

—

It has been edited, with a Ger]nan translation, by Dieterici,

Leipzig, 1882-3. For other editions see Ellis, Cat. of Arabic Books,

(Br. Mus.) Vol. I., pp. 316-17. Also consult Transaction of Berlin

Congress, II., pp. 1-12; Z.D.M.G. Vol. XXXI., pp. 117-120 •

and Abhandl. d. Miinchener Akademie, 1862, pp. 1-12.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5121 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat.

No. 722; Paris Cat. No. 2347; Bibliotheca Sprenger. N'o. 741 and
Rampur List, p. 378.

Foil. 4a, 136, 165, 52a, 69a, 72a, 73a, 79, fi^db, 816, 82a, 83, 84.

85a, 86a, 87, 886, 89a, 90a, 916, 92a, 93a, 94a, 100a, 1016, 102,

104, 1056, 1066, and 115a contain lacunae. Titles of all th" books

except the first one are in red ink.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th centurv. Scribe

No. 314,

foil. 29 : lines 13 ; size 9i X 6i ; 7 X 3|.

RISALA ALIF AS-SUGJHRA.

A commentary on a philosophical treatise attributed to Aris-

totle by ,^v3x ^i
,^_sh^. Yahya bhi 'Adl. He was a pupil of Abu
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Nasar al-FarabI, (who di; d A.M. 339, A.D. 950), and was a recog-
nised authority on philosophy' dining his time. He died in A.H.
3«4, A.D. 974. See al-Fihrist, p. 264 : Ibn al-KiftI, p. 361 ; Ibn
Abi Usaibra Vol. T.. p. 235 : and Brockelmann. Vol. T., p. 207.

Beginnino; :-

^^*u^aJI ^f^xJUs^y^y] (-jLvi" ^ j<''*^' aIIq^Ij ^.Ovt ^j ,^-xssj .wflj

Ibn Abi Usaibia Vol. I,, p. 69 says that Aristotle wrote a

Avork in 12 chapters called (.aj«<yLLll:U i^lxi.

Aristotle's sayings and annotations are headed with Jt »

^y^^iLyh^j] and ^->£ ^j .^.^i J'-^ respectively. These words are

over-lined with red ink up to fol. 20& and then with black ink up
to the end.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C'. 19th century.

No. 315.

foil. 81; lines 22-23; size l()fx6; 7^X4.

KITAB AN-NAJAT.

A philosophical encyclopaedia by 411 j>>£ ^j ^x^j*:sx!\ ^__jJLc jj}

IL^ ^ Aba 'All al-Husain bin 'Abdallah bin Sina, died A.H. 428,

A.D. 1037. For his hfe see No. 284.

Beginning :

—

4Jl|I (Ujs^^ li.w J 4Jjl Jac j XAv>:svil JLr ^j| ,.^i.iJ\ ^iJui-JI Jti

This v\^ork is an abfidgemenb of the author's larger work on
the subject called ash-Shifa' see No. 284.

For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. VI., p. 105, and Yeni Cat. No.
777. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 303.

It has been printed at Rome in A.D. 1593 as an appendix to

al-Kanun. Foil. 66-77 have been numbered wrongly. They should

stand in the following order 66, 75, 76, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 67,

68 -and 77. Headings of chapters in red ink. Gold and black lines

on the borders.

Written in good Nasta'lik on gold sprinkled paper. • Dated
AH. 109H.
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No. 316.

foil. aO : lines 23 ; sizo lu / 7 : 7^-x4|.

SHARK KTTAB AN- NAJAT.

A commentary on Fbn Sina's philosophical work called an-

Najat. The name of the commentator is not mentioned in tin

preface. But from the colophon it appears that Fakhrad-Din an^

Naisaburi is the author of this commentary; and probably this

Fakhr ad-Din is Fakhr ad-Din Abu Abdallah Muhammad bin

'Umar ar-Razl, died A.H. 606, A.D. 1 2<i'.». For h.is life'^^e N^o. 317.

Tt begins abruptly ;is follows :

«_jjJi ^^Ikl] ,Uj)) JC* »X^iuJ! ... J.jii) f-*!^^ ,.^svj I 0>jJ JLjiJI Ijkjt ?fiy^

The present v^olume is the commentary on the portion on
Physics of Kitab an-Najat. and the chapters are as follows :

—

^r^r^ J-}^. ._s' Jy'' i-^^-'' ^^**^"
err-*

^--'••'' ^^'^^'

fol. I. ^Ui) IcVit

., 7a. ^jsdi 3' ^c-)'^/ >^s«.i) JCbji ^ (..i^Kiil J.-^aJI

... '
, ^7 ^ •' C

,, Ida. if.sv.'! ._i».j,xj ^i J^IM J.^JI

,, \2h. ^ib )' UxJ
J

ii,svJl *j.j *5j l-vjjj ^(j^J' J.,^pJ!

Xi'.su< iic ^,s«..l« LC ,.,1 .» ^.i^Jli'l L.^i.'!

,, left. 5rji

17/'. ijkJUKkff ^JLii. ^^Ic yt
^

,. 176- ^^J^



fol.
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_j)^l ^t. <UM>3JJ! |^_j Fiikhr ad-Din Abu Abdallah Muhammad bin

'Umar bin al-Husain ar-Razi. He was born on the 25th Ramadan,
A.H. 544, A.D. 1150, or, according to some, in A.H. 543, A.D.

1 149. He studied with his father I)iya' ad-Din 'Umar, a preacher

at Rai in his native land, and also with other scholars at Mara,f|ha.

He finally settled at Herat, and died there in A.H. 606, A.D. 1209.

i^r details see Subkl, Ta])akat al-Kubra, Vol. V., pp. 33-40 ; Ibn

Khallikan (Teheran edition) Vol. II., p. 48 ; Ibn Abi Usaibra,

Vol. II., pp. 23-30; Mir'at al-Janan, (No. 197) Vol. II., fol. 242&
;

!bn Kadi Shuhba, Tabakat ash-Shafi'iya, (No. 264) fol. 68a; Ibn
al-Kifti,*p. 291 ; Leclerc, Vol. II., p. 20 ; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No.

1*94, Arzte No. 200 : Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I.,

p. 506.

Beginning :

—

It is a commentary on all the three parts, namely, Logic,

Physics and Metaphysics, of the work. The Commentary on th"

l)ortion on Logic begins on fol. 26, physics on fol. 676, and Meta-

physics on fol. 164ff. The author wrote this commentary at thp

request of his pupil ^^^jj-^ i^il^^^a^^i^ ^^.: ^^'^-^; ^^^. i>^>^su<.

For copies see BerHn Cat. No. 5043 ; Derenbourg, No. 628
;

India Office Cat. No. 478 ; Vienna Cat. No. 1522 ; and Leyden Cat.

No. 1446. I have seen a very old copy of this book in the Rampur
Library. Extracts from the text have been given by Heneberg in

Abhandl. d. bair. Ak. XI., pp. 256-67.

Quotations from the original work are headed witli the word

^ixiJ) J(J' . and the commentary with the word ji^stS.}]
; both these

words being written in red ink. The headings of chapters are in red

ink. Gold and coloured lines throughout. Slightly worm-eaten.

On the ^itle-page it bears the signature of Hakim Muzaffar Husain,

son of Masih ad-Dawla, above the date, 15th January 1870.

Written in very fine Naskh. Dated A.H. 1097.

No. 318.

foil. 258; hues 15-20; size 9X5J: 6ix:'.

THE SAME.

A defective copy of the work noticed above. Its foil, are

wrongly arranged and some are missing. The second part of the

work cijU-xxkil (physics) begins on fol. 11, the third part cu'—jL-^ill

(metaphysics), which is the last part of the work, begins on fol.

116a while the first part •i-kUl (Logic) begins on fol. 1666. Foil



165-I66a contain a portion of the preface, and the first lirie of it

on fol. 1 65 runs as follows : - -

<^-lSi J^ JSJX.J U) jtr^j^i ^-SJLj; v^jia*j . j^aJ . v-£JU_j.Jb t-^iyj Jiil

Foil. 257-258 should come just after fol. H54. Some foil, are

missing after foil. 170 and 256.

Written in different hands of Nasta'lik. Not dated. H. I8th

century.

No. 319

foil. 494: lines 19; size 10| X 6| : 6x3^.

SHARH AL-T8HARAT WAT TANBlHAT.

A commentary on Ibn Sina's philosophical work called al-

Lsharat wa't Tanbihat b}^ ^j o.«."sv^ ^.; 3^-s^^< iji"^' jir^^ J^*?"^'
^^_^xiJiJ) ^^^yJi:i!] ^^^A^sxll Abu Ja'far Nasir ad-Din Muhammad bin

Muhammad bin si-Hasan at-Tusi ash-Shi'i. He was born at Tus in

A.H. 597, A.D. 1200, and neither in A.H. 607, A.D. 1210, as

supposed by Brockelmann in hi?, work Gesch. d. Arab. Litter. Vol.

I., p. 508, and bv Huart in Historj' of Arabic Literature, p. 321.

nor in A.H. 507. A.D. 1 113, as given by Rieu in his Cat. of Persian
MSS. Br. Mus. Vol. II.. p. 441. He was much respected by Hulaku
Khan, the Mongol Empeioi*. He built, at State expense, an obser-

vatory at Maragha. He died at Baghdad in A.H. 672, A.D. 1273.

and not in A.H. 692, A.D. 1292, rs given by Rieu in his Persian
Cat. Vol. II., p. 441 . For details of his life Fee Fawat al-Wafayat.
Vol. II., p. 186; Shudbur al-Ikyan, Vol. II., fol. 284 : Mnntaha'l
Makal, p. 291 ; Ami al-Amil, p. 68 : Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 505 :

Habib as-Siyar, Vols. II., Juz" 4. p. 80. III., Juz' I., p. 60 ; Browne.
Literary History of Persia. Vol. II., pp. 484-6 ; and also A History
of Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion, pp. 17-18.

Beginning :

—

^

Our copy comprises three separate parts bound together. The
first part (foil. 1-158) is on Logic ; the second part (foil. 159-315)
is on Physics : and the third part (foil. 316-493) is on Metaphysics.
The portion on Logic contains ten chapters, each called ^^xll

, anfl

the portions on Physics and Metaphysics are each divided into ten

1
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ciiapters, which arc called ia_*vil. The coniiiicntafy was coinpasrtl

at the request of at- Fu si's patron, who is styled in the book (fol. '26)

^ i^ ill jjjw ^UJoil)
J

>UXsv.'l 'ijSs JULJl s^U-^ J
sJjSi) v—^j ti^y ^r'J-?*^'

fiLaJiJlj . At-Tusi wrote this commentary in refutation of the coin-

mentary of Fakhr ad-Din ar-Razi, died, A.H. 600. A.D. 1209, w]nt

is designated in this work ^.U-jI J—iLaJI. Regarding this work

the author of Wafayat, p. 188, says :—

« ~^ Ji ySL \.y« ^ _ ^Ak \\XS^

This commentary is also designated ^ cyl^l—i)ll ci»lLCi^ J—=-

cyL^jjAJJiJl and was completed iu A.H. 644, A.D. 1246 (see Kashf al-

Hujub, p. 200). The text is described as the last work of fbn

Siaa, and the last three sections have been published with a French

translation by Mehren, 1891. It has been edited by Forget at

Leyde, 1892, under the title of Le Livre des theorhnes et des avertis-

sements. See Elhs, Cat. Vol. I., p. 670.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5049 ; Br. Mus. Supp. Cat. No.

723 : Levden Cat. No. 1452 ; India Office Cat. No. 480 ; Paris Cat.

No. 2366 : Petersburg Cat. Nos. 87-89 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. VI., p. 91;

Rampur List, pp. 394-95 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 388 ; and Hyderabad
List, Fann Hikmat, Nos. 23 and 25.

For glosses and other commentaries see Haji fvhalifji. Vol. I.,

p. :500 and BerUn Cat. No. 5054.

The portions of the commentary on the second and third parts

(Piiysics and Metaphysics) have been printed at Constantinople,

AH. 1290. and also Hthographed .it Lucknow, A.H. 1293.

The headings of cliapters are in red ink. Quotations from the

original text are introduced with <JU'y in red ink. Foil. 184-189

have been recently replaced. Foil. i59a, 316a and a part of foil.

158&, 3156 are blank, but without causing any break in the text.

Fo!. 493?; and a part of fol. 494« contain some different readings

in respect of some portion on Logic. Borders are ])artly pasted

over with modern paper. The title-page contains a seal which is

not legible, and bears the date A.H. 1161.

Written in beautiful Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

. .^\ ^:

+4
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No. 320.

toll. 278 ; lines 19-15; size 10 x 5 a
; 7ix3^.

foil. 1-247. I.

SHARH HIKMAT AL-ISHRAK.

A commentary on Shihab ad-Diii Yahya bin Habash as-Suhra-
wardi's (d. A.H. 587, A.D. 1191) philosophical treatise called Hik-

raat al-Tshrak by ^jl^juiJ! ^y.^..< ^^ j^^^sv.^ ^js!^ v_.^J2_j" Kutb ad-Din

Mahmud bin Mas'ud ash-ShirazI. He was born at Shiraz, A.H.
634, A.D. 1236 ; studied with Nasir ad-Din at-Tusi. and died at

Tabriz in A.H. 710. A.D. 1310.

He must not be confused with another celebrated scholar Kutb
ad-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad ar-Razi, the author of al-Kutbi
and many other works, (see No. 288). Our Shihab ad-Din as-

Suhrawardi is a different man from the author of the famous book
called 'Awarif al-Ma'arif, though the surnames are similar ; the
latter's full name is Shihab ad-Din Abu Hals 'Umar as-Suhrawardi
(died A.H. 632, A.D. 1234). For details of the life of the com-
mentator see ad-Durar al-Kamina, No. 272, Vol. II., fob 4276

;

at-Ta'likat as-Saniva, p. 53 : and Brookelmann, Gesch. d. Arab.
Litter. Vol. II., p. 211.

Beginning :

—

SA^^^ ^Ji'^'l'
ii-»-l ^^! ... ... lidlL.]

J
liJ^ J(i'

For copies see Paris Cat. No. 2349 ; Leyden Cat. Nos. 1499-
1501 ; Kopruluzadah Cat. No. 881 ; Rampur List, p. 395 ; Banki-
pur Cat. p. 384 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 81.

The first fol. is supplied in a different hand. Passages of the
original text are marked with a red line. The headings of chapters
are in red ink. Marginal glosses occur here and there. Worm-
eaten.

Written in ordinars- Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

toll. 24S/; 25 1. H.

Miscellaneous () not at ion.--.

These miscellaneous qu-^tations consist of six ^ij>.v-p..-/ (or the

glorification and praise of God) attributed to Shihab ad-i)"in as
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Suhiawaidl (see No. :i2(), 1.) : one prayer of Hasan bin Maiisur al-

Hallaj at the time of his murrler, and two other prayers, etc.. by

a8-Suhra^\ ardi.

Written mostly in Nasta-lik. Not dated. 0. 18th centm y.

foil. 2c,2h-2ona. HI.

RISALA ADAR SASAN DTHTM BAKHSH.

A treatise by Adar 8asan Dihim Bakhsh, known as Sasan !!.,

oil logic.

BegiiHiinji :—

In this treatise all the technical terms used in writing of Logic

are pure Persian. It is divided into three chapters each called

^J^„y^, an-d each of the first two chapters is subdivided into seven

rules, A-lajU, called J^^t'i. The third chapter is incomplete, and

ends abruptly. Below the Persian technical terms of logic, the

Arabic terms have been written in a different hand.

Written in Nasta'llk. Not dated. C. 17th century.

foil. 26o6-L'r»7f/. iV.

NAMA DADYAR.

A small treatise by Dadyar in definition of ^-i-?- -^ y^ -J--^ -i^i^

and ^L.c {joj-c- entirely in Persian.

Begrinning :
-

The Arabic terms, in this treatise also, are added by a different

hand below the Persian ones.

Written in Nasta'llk. The colophon runs thus :—
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foil. 257^ -HyMj. V.

RISALA DAH GUAI.

A treatise on ^_^>r ^'iy^'i^, with a description and division of

Ax^ (fol. 2586) and ^y> (fol. 2fiO^) by Dadyar.

Beginning :

—

Written in the same hand and year as the preceding MS.

foil. 2036-2656. VI.

RISALA AiUSHKlN BANU.

A treatise by a lady called .Mnshkin Banu on Logic entirely in

Persian.

Beijinning :—

It is mentioned in the last fol. that Mushkln Band was the

M ife of Dastan Sam,
(
^L- ^^'^«'^ )• who appointed his brother-in-law

called Sank ( <S>\^ ) Governor of Persia. Once when Dastan was

away from the capital his brother-in-law died. Mushkin Banii,

apprehending some political danger, if the death of the Governor
would become known to the public, wrote this treatise using in it

a> an illustration of affii-mative and negative propositions, the

following sentence :
" Dastan is wiso and Sank is not a speaker.

"

and sent the work to her husband. Dastan on receiving this trea-

tise came to know of the death of his brother-in-law. and adopted
tiie necessary measures to safeguard his kingdom.

Written in the same hand and year as parts IV and \^ above.

foil. 2666-272. VII.

RISALA DASTBUAI.

A treatise on physics and metaphysics entirely in Persian by

^Ujiiwl Fsfindiyar.
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Beginning :

—

Fol. 26(ja is blank. Fol. 273 contains Persian technical ternns

of Logic with tho Arabic equivalents.

The MS. bears among others the seals and signature o( j-su.^.<

rf.i.jJl _j..^v« J j-A.^^. The signature is dated 24th December 1869.

Written in the same hand and year as the above.

No 321.

foil. 82 : lines 12-9 ; size 7 X 4| ; 4^-x 2+.

SHARH HIDAYAT AL-HIKMA.

A commentary on al-Abhari's (d. A.H. 663, A.D. 1264) treatise

on philosophy called Hidayai al-Hikma by a.a.six. ^^si\ j^j^"^ *—t?i^

_<UeijJI sUi i_/,(a^
,

.j Mirak Shams ad-Din Muhammad bin Mubarak

Shah al-Bukhari. He flourished in the eighth century Hijra. See

Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 474 and Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab.

Litter. Vol. I., p. 464.

Beginning t

—

• «?" iijy^^
'^^ L_s^ S^-'r* ^^ i

cuUjiJkJal! ^J L<^'^-" /(-^-i^l

This commentary is only on physics and metaphysics.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 493 ; and Rampur List,

p. 396.

Our copy is without the preface that is found in the India

Office Cat. No. 493. Passages of the original work and the comment-

ary are headed with a space evidently left blank for writing the

words J(i" and Jyi. The line quoted by Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI., p.

474, as the beginning of the work under notice is from the author's

commentary on the Hikmat al-'Ain.

The last two foil. (81-82) are in a different hand. SHghtly

worm-eaten. On the title-page it bears a seal written on which is

lJ-sv^ua.^ j..a.sv^, dated A.H. 1139.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C. 17th

century.
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No 322.

toll. KiS : lines 21; size 7f X ; 5fx3.

SHARH HIDAYAT AL-HIKMA.

A commentary on al-Abhari's treatise on philosophy called

Hidayat al-Hikma by ^<.ijj|Jl ^^^'I ^i»^< ^_ ^^.^^^ Husian bin Mu'in

ad-Din al-Maibidhi. He was born at Mailndh, a village about ten
leagues from Yazd, was a distinguished scholar of his age and was
the author of several works. His commentary on Diwan 'Ali was
completed in A.H. 890, A.D. 1485. His poetical name was Man-
tiki. He died according to some in A.H. 904, A.D. 1498. Yahya
al-Kazvini in his work Lubb at-Tawarikh (Library copy No. 6)

fol. 106a says that Kadi Mir Husain Maibidhi was put to death by
order of Sliah Isma'il in A.H. 910, A.D. 1504 in Yazd; but the
author of Riyad al-' Ulama' says that his death took place in A.H.
912, A.D. 1506. See Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 258 ; Habib as-Siyar.

vol. Ill, Juz'4. p. 112: and Rieu, Persian Cat. vol.TTI, p. 1077.
Beginning :

—

The original text is divided into three parts, Logic, Physics

and Metaphysics, but the commentary deals with only the last two.

From the preface it appears that this book was the first work of

the Commentator. It was composed in A.H. 880, A.D. 1475. For
chapters see Berlin Cat. No. 5065.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5065 ; Paris Cat. No. 2363
;

Casiri, No. 704 ; Cairo Cat. Vol VI., p. 98 ; Yeni Cat. No. 769 ;

Algiers Cat. No. 1389 ; India Office Cat. No. 487 ; Asiatic Society-

Cat. p. 82 and Rampur List, p. 405.

For other commentaries on the text see Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI.,

l)p. 473-476 ; and Berhn Cat. Nos. 5067-5075.

It was printed in Calcutta and lithographed at Lucknow, A.H.

128L and at Cawnpore, 1880.

The passages of the original text are marked with red lines.

The pagination is wrong after, fol. 120. The next fol. has been

numbered 161 instead of 121, and the mistake is carried on through-

out the rest of the book. Marginal notes are given only on tlic

cjirlier portion of the work.
PV)!1. 167?<-168 contain a poem with the following heading :

—
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^1 ^y»^' r^y ^' *-''^'-^^' ,^/-^-'l Jl_y^l ^ ^J;—"^^ ifL>.Juai' SjJt.

« S^yXf UiJ] L_?l^I ^ A^^.; 4t|) _^^ -.^.v^il Ujjv- ^£ ^I ^J^^jl] ^l\

Beghiniiifj :

This poem contains 21 couplets.

Written in bad Nasta'lik. Not dated. (•. 19th century.

No. 323.

foil. 77: lines 17; size 111x7^: 8fX4|.

HASHTYA SHARK HIDAYAT AL-HJKMA.

A supercommentary on Maibidhi's commentary (see No. 322)

on Abhari's treatise on philosophy called Hidayat al-Hikma. The
name of the supercomraentator is not mentioned anywhere in the

work, but from notes on the title-page and horn the colophon it

appears that its author was JCsJ-iJI ^«.si^ ^^ 4Jj' ,-^-> Na.srallah

bin Muhammad al-Khalkhali.

Beginning :

—

Hajl fvhalifa. Vol. VI., p. 474, mentions this supercommentary,
but without quoting any passage from it. Quotations from al-

Maibidhi are introduced with the word Ajy in red ink. On the first

and last foil, are the seals and signatures of ^^—i. ^-s.^=^ .A-Ja^-e

<)i'.j.Jl ^*«w«, a well-known physician of Lucknow. with the date 2r)th

December, IS 69.

Written in oi-din^ry Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus :

—

jj
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No. 324.

foil. 13(t
: lines 22 ; size lOix ^ ; Sf x 4|.

foil. 1-112. I.

HASHIYA SHARK HIDAYAT AL-HIKMA.

A supercommentary on Sadr ad-Din ash-Shlrazi's commentary
on Abhari's treatise on philosophy called Hidayat al-Hikma by
^(^^'l^p^'l v_,Ja» 5U ^j ^^i^''l ^IJailU MuUa Nizam ad-Din bin MuDa

Kutb ad-Din as-Sahali, died A.H. 116L A.D. 1748. See No. 140.

Beginning :

—

.

For copies see Rampur List p. 384; Bankipur Cat. p. 171;

and Asiatic Society (Govt, collection) No. 305.

Quotations from the text are headed with the word iJ^s in red

ink. In many places the borders are partially or completely re-

placed with thick paper.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. The colophon runs

thus :

—

j^Wa^ J.*.^v^ ^^^'l*^' >^ *J^ _^ (^'1 ^tx;:sv.J| <XJ!jjJsi.J| ,^ ^^^jt, ]) Jj AAjJlsaj!

foil. 1136-130. II.

RISALA HAI'AT.

A Persian treatise on astronomy by ^_^s^..d^iil ,^ 'Ali al-Kiishji

(see for his life No. 452, T.).
^

Beginning :

—
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For further particulars of this Persian treatise see Rieu, Persian
Cat. Br. Mus. Vol. II., p. 458.

The headings of chapters, circles and diagrams are in red ink.

Written in the same manner as the above MS.

No. 325.

foil. 265 ; lines 21 ; size 9x5; Ox 2i.

SHARK HIKMAT AL-'AIN.

A commentary on Najm ad-Din 'All bin 'Umar al-KazvIni's

(d. A.H. 675, A.D. 1276) treatise on metaphysics and physics called

Hikmat al-"Ain by ^/^V ^^^ '—V^"*
kiJ^-

^*^-*
e/-^^

' ir^*^ '—'rJ^

^lirak Shams ad-Dln Muhammad bin Mubarak Shah al-Bukhart (see

Xo. 321).

Beginning :

—

Jl Aj.^iJI Jyixil cyl^j ,1:U jUuI Jk^:^ J>)0 Lot

The author says in the preface that he wrote this comment-
ary at the request of his students, and that he has included in the

^vork the entire glosses on the text by Kutl> ad-Din ash-Shirazi (died

A.H. 710, A.D. 1310), which he quotes with the words ixxJaUi ^^t\y^\

For copies see Berlin Cat. N-.x 5081 ; Paris Cat. Nos. 2384-5
;

Br. Mus. Cat. pp. 2096 ; 6276 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 726 ; India

Office Cat. No. 498 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 97 ; Rampur List, p.

395 ; Asiatic Society Cat. p. 81, and Bankipur Cat. p. 383.

For other commentaries and glosses see Haji Khalifa, Vol. III.,

p. 103., and Berlin Cat. No. 5086.

The commentary begins on fol. 66. The first five foil, contain

anonymous glosses on some portions of the metaphysics of Hikmat
al-'Ain ; and on fol. 6a are some prayers. The commentary includes

the whole text, the passages of which are marked with red line

throughout, except in foil. 1246- 13 2a, where black is used instead.

It has numerous marginal notes chiefly taken from the glosses on

this commentary by as-Saiyid Sharif al-Jurjani. A list of contents

is annexed at the end, but the page numbers are wrong. Gold and
coloured lines in the margins are up to fol. 225. It is wormeaten,

but carefully mended. Borders of many foil, are supplied with a

different kind of paper. It also bears two seals, one of which ha&

been purposely effaced. The other one bears the date A.H
1274.

Written in two hands : from beginning up to fol. 225 it is in

Naskb and the rest is in Nasta'lik. Some one, effacing the original

45
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date of transcript, has written A.H. 1018, but evidently the last

portion is in a quite recent hand : the first portion was copied
apparently in the 17th century.

No. 326.

foil. 24 9 lines 17-19; size 11X6^; 7|X4i.

HASHIYA SHARH HIKMAT AL-'AIN.

A supercommentary on ^Muhammad bin Mubarak »Shah al-Bu-

khari's commentary (see No. 325) on th<^ well-known treatise on

metaphysics and physics called Hikmat al-'Ain by *^L.i& ^^sxy^

ixA«.sv.'l Muhammad Hashim al-Husaim. He was a physician,

and the date of his death is not known. See Brockelmann, Gesch.

d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I., p. 467.

Beginning :

—

For other particulars of this work see India Office Cat. No. 501,

where this sup-TCommentary is called (^:*;«-'' ^-^ Tj-^ \^ e/^*"''
'—^•^•

In our copy the place for writing the name is left blank. Quota-

tions from the text and the commentary are headed with s.!y and

^j{^!] Jl's respectively. Foil. 3a, 56, 86, 9, 10a, 11a, 20, 2466 and

249a have lacunae. This supercommentary deals only with the

first AiliLo of the Hikmat al-'Ain. The first and last foil, bear seals,

but they have been obliterated.

For copy see India Office Cat. No. 501.

Written in two hands of Nassba'lik. Not dated. C. 18th

century.

No. 327.

foil. 218 : lines 21 ; size 13x8 ; 8x4i.

AL-UFUK AL-MUBIN.

A work on metaphysics by jUl.x'1 ^^^Ja-u-^isvil ^«js^.^
llt? r*'-^

j->.sv^

Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad al-Husaini ad-Damad, died A.H.
1040, A.D. 1630. For his life see No." 70.

Beginning :

—
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This work is divided into two parts, called i-^j-'O, each sub-

divided into sections called ^.si,..^. Each 'i»[^^ contains several

chapters, called J^-wai, which again (;omprise sub-choptcrs called

ci?'Jlj.ir, as the author says on fol. 26 :—

Our copy contains onlj^ the 1st, 5th and 6th sections, or

cyljl-*^, of the first part called i^r-^. They begin respectively on

foil. 26, 47a and 122a.

It is one of the most abstruse of works on philosophy.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 580, Rampur List, p. 379
;

and Bankipur Cat. p. 22. See also Kashf al-Hujub,
f).

55.

Foil. 576, 586, 59a, 62, 636, 646, 656, 66a, 676, 68-70a,'71a,

726, 736, 74a, 756, 77a, 786, 79, 80a, 816, 826, 836, 846, 866, 87a,

88-89a, 91-93a, 946, 96a, 97a, 98a, 99-1026, 106a-1086, 1756, 1826,

1886, 191, 193a, 195a, 196a, 198a, 199a and 2186 contain lacunae.

Written in ordinary Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 328.

foil. 195 ; lines 21 ; size 13 X 8 ; 12 X 4|.

AL-KABASAT.

A work on metaphysics by j'.<Ij>JI ^_^Ua«,s^'I j.*sv.« ^j j.jb ^.».sv^

Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad al-Husaini ad-Damad, died A.H.
1040, A.D. 1630. For his life see No.' 70.

Beginning :

—

Ji jj.cwy.« j.i' .,o.jjY^ ^ ^yo.'^o.i] j.A^i) ^a^yi j.a^iyi si] ^».sv.n

This work is divided into chapters, called cyC^iM, as follows :

—

fol. 2a. '^^f-j--' f^-^^^ : <±:^ssx.l\ cly! ,^"3 <ui J^^l ^t*ji>}l\

^J£) . ^JlL>>il ^i;-^^'^ ^.i^.J^J'-J^J p'y' *i' i^-*^-" v.r^'^'"

„ 206. ci>Ij.iL> j.oJail Jajuv ^^x. J^ji^l]

„ 45a. hs^j^\ SjJjkai! J-Jj>>^ ^ (J'^J^'^

„ 806. **Ji^' ^^i^^' ^=^ LiT* ^i^^-^^'V
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No. 330.

foil, 124; lines 15; size 1 1 X 6i
; 7 X 3^.

AL-IMADAT WA'T TASHRTKAT.

A work dwelling on the Eternal and the Accidental by ,Jtj >^sv^

oUIjJI ^^,'u*«>:sv^' I j>Asv.^ ^^j Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad al-

Husainl "ad-Damad, died A.H. 1040, A.D. 1630. For his life see

No. 70.

Beginning :—

The author wrote this work after composing al-Ufuk al-Mubin

and a s-Sirat al-Mustakim. It is also designated as-Sahifat al-Kami-

la, or as-Sahifat al-Malakutiya.

For copies see Rampur List, p. 379. See also Kashf al-Hujub,

p. 74.

The work is divided into a prologue and sev(>ral chapters,

called cuIjLo^, us follows :

—

k^i ^^^ ij^^^^ 3'^'^ (^ C:.NJ>rsv,'| >LsvJl

17a.

^ cV^DI J| l^ hjy^J] ^sv^O

,, 106a. ^^-^y ^^^'^

The fourth chapter is missing. It is noted on the title-page

that the composition of the treatise was commenced on the 4th

Dhu'l Ka'da A.H. 1012. Headings of chapters in red ink. There
are coloured marginal lines throughout, with occasional glosses.
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Tlie MS. is incomplete, as after fol. 1046, some foil, are missing.

Fol. 105 contains glosses on difficult passages of the book which
ought to have been placed after fol. 108. Foil. 109-1 16a contain

glosses collected by one Sultan Ahmad on obscure passages of the

text. From fol. 116& to the middle of fol. 1196, there are notes in

Persian by same Sultan Ahmad on J^^ ^ *J;X^ ^Ij^ .—jiiii. J>sv^

differences of opinion among philosophers and theologians regard-

ing cause and effect, and similar matters. From the latter half of

fol. 1196 uj) to the end are glosses on difficult passages of the book
composed by the author. The MS. is bordered with thick paper.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 331.

foil. 204 ; lines 23 ; size lOi X 6i
; 8X4^.

AL-ASFAR AL-ARBA'A.

A wo rkon metaphysics by ^Jijy/J] ^iSt\y] .j si,.s:^<
^Ji'^^^

y^-^

Sadr ad-Din Muhammad bin Ibrahim ash-Shirazi, known as Mulla
Sadra, a pupil of Mir Bakir Damad. He was a great philosopher

of his time, and was the author of many works. He died in A.H.
1050, A.D. 1640. See Nujum as-Sama', p. 87 : Rawdat al-Jannat,

p. 331. and also No. 91.

Beginning :

—

The work is divided into four parts, as the author says in the

preface :

—

* L>^-" ^' L>^^ '^^' *^-J c/'*
^^'^^ ^•'^' t'^'y'-? L>^'''- LJ^=^'' ^'' iy^^

The work is also designated ijJlaxJ) *[a*«))) J ijJU.w'! iU.CsJI.

For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. VI., p. 88 ; Rampur List, p. 379
;

and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 80.

Lithographed with marginal commentaries by al-Hadi bin-

Mahdi as-Sabzawari, Teheran, A.H. 1282, A.D. 1865.

Our copy comprises only the third part of the printed copy.

On the title-page the work is designated ;U«-I ^^i ^-^ ^j^\^\ ^k^]
jj.ssJL> ^sv,'! ^I ryssJ] ^^ ^JJIyb^ Luj^]. On the top of the first two
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pages the following lines in Persian are written in black ink on a

gold surface :

—

The MS. is very carefully transcribed. Gold and coloured

lines are on the margin throughout. Borders have been changed
into a different kind of paper. The first four pages are richly illu-

minated. Headings of chapters in gold ink. At the end two
pages are illuminated and the coloplion is writt^'U in gold ink. It is

transcribed from a copy which had been copied from one written

by the author himself. It bears different seals, among which are

those of Amjad 'Ali and Sulaiman Jah of Lucknow.
Written in l^eautiful Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

e/"
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237 ; Journal Asiatic Society, Vols. XXIII., p. 284, LXXI., part I.,

p. 136 ; and Tadhkira 'Ulama' Jawnpur, p. 131.

Beginning :

—

*

The author commenced to write this commentary from the
beginning of Rabr II, A.H. 1211 (A.D. 1796). and completed it on
the 21st Sbawwal, A.H. 1212 (A.D. 1797).

Lithographed at Husainl Press, Lucknovv. Passages of the
text are marked either with red or black lines. Marginal glosses

from the author, called i-i^^'x^, are occasional. At the end of the
work the author prays that the book may be beneficial to all his

students, and specially to his son, who is named ,^:j-'I ^^fX.<] ^^ ^.;I

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19t]i century.

No. 333.

foil. 159 : Hues 20 ; size lO^X 6| ; 7|X 3|.

AL-HASHIYA AL'ASH SHAMS AL-BAZIGHA.

A supercommentary on Mahmud al-Jawnpuri' s work on physics

called ash-Shams al-Bazi']ta by ^i.^.dJI ^^la,.^.* ^ Jii ^^-r'J ji ..v,.=^ii,«

MuUa Hasan bin Kadi Ghulam Mustafa al-Lakhnavi. died A.H.
1198, A.D. 1783. See for his life No! 310. II.

Beginning :
—

Ash-Shams al-Bazif^a, a very popular book in India, is a com-
mentary by Mahmud al-Jawnpurl on his work called al-Hikmat
al-Bali|^a. He wrote the preface to ash-Shams al-Bazigha on his

death-bed, as the following quotation indicates :

—

J^) ^w , IxkAsI] \x) Uo i±
,

^.^U^ . ,^ ],xxi ci?J^« lil Lij^J lx.\'i.'J> . K'.l
^ <_S -J ... w^ .

^—' • CV ^ • y •• •> V ^

Jx.;_^.'l (^,£>^!] ,3x4, j^i VI Jii'l L>;»^ia'l ^xj U u_.-..'Ua-< ^^--c ..::^xL<] ,

For copies see Rampur List. n. 3S6, and Bankipur Cat., j). 191.
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Quotations from ash-Slicams al-Bazigiia are introduced with the
word <jJy in red ink. Borders of foil. 137-142, 144-149 have been
partially pasted over with thick paper. The MS. is worm-eaten,
but serviceable. On the first fol. it has a seal of Saiyid Murtada.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 334.

foil. 169; lines 22 ; size 11|XS|; 9| X 5^.

AL-HASHIYA ALA SHARK SADRA.

A supercommentary on Sadr ad-Din ash-Shlrazi's commentary
on al-Abhari's treatise on philosophy called Hidayat al-Hikmat by
^jLJ]jcs<.x) j^^JiJ] ^j^I IkJ ^j jy^sv^ ^xJljy>z ^lx^!]y] Abij'l 'Aiyasfi

'Abd al-'Ali Muhammad bin Nizam ad-Din, known as Bahr al-

'Ulum, died A.H. 1235, A.D. 1819. See No. 142.
It begins abruptly as follows :

—

The overlined words are a quotation from Sadr .ad-Din's com-
mentary, and occur on p. 16 of the lithographed copy of the work
by the 'Alavi Press, A.H. 1262. The identity of its author can be
established by comparing passages from it with Bahr al-'Ulum's
marginal glosses on this commentary, published by 'Alavi Press.

For copies see Rampur List, p. 382.
Foil. 78a and 101 contain lacunae. The commentary is intro-

duced with the word <sJy, written in red ink, though in many places

the space for iJy is left blank. Worm-eaten places have been past-

ed over with paper.

Written in ordinary Nastalik, Not dated. C. 18th eenturv.

No. 335.

foil. 33 ; lines 28 or 27 ; size 10 X 6^
; 8X5.

AL-HASHIYA ALA SHARH SADRA.

A supercommentary on Sadr ad-Din ash-Shirazi's commentary
on al-Abhari's treatise on philosophy called Hidayat al-Hikmat by

46
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-bj^i^l ^i'Li ^<k3^-o
,

.J Jx) j).^s^ Muhammad A'lam bin Muhammad
Shakir as-Sandili. He was a pupil of MuUa Kamal ad-Dln as-

Sahali and Hamdallah as-Sandili, and died A.H. 1200, A.D. 1785.

See RampurList, p. 383, and Tadhkira 'Ulama' Hind, p. 180.

Beginning :

—

*J)

For copies see Rampur List, p. 383.

Our copy deals only with the first part, i.e., the physics sec-

tion of the commentary. Regarding the indentity of the author
nothing is written in the text, but by comparing passages of this

supercommentary with the marginal glosses of Muhammad A'lam
as-Sandili, published on the margin of the lithographed copy of

Sharh Sadra, the author's identity has been established. His name
is erroneously written on an additional page Us^ y_ tj'^^ ^ d.iJil.^.

Quotations from the commentary are headed with the word <it.iy in

red ink, or there is a blank space intended for it.

Written in two hands. From the beginning up to two-thirds
of fol. 21 it is in one hand, and the rest in another. Slightly

worm-eaten.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 336.

foil. 12 : lines 21 ; size 9 X 5i
; 6X31.

SHARK RISALA MUHAKKIK TUSl.

A commentary on a metaphysicg-l treatise ascribed to Nasir

ad-Din at-Tusi. The name of the commentator could not be traced.

It begins abruptly :

—

It is imperfect at the beginning and end. Quotations are in-

troduced with the word Al^i" in red ink.

Written in semi-Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 337.

foil. 404 . lines*:}! ; size 10^X6; 7x3|.

U^l (j^l JjL;

RASA'IL IKHWAN AS-SAFA.

A collection of the well-known philosophical treatises of the
Ikhwan as-Safa, or " Brothers of Purity", composed about A.H. 350,
A.D. 961. According to Hajl Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 460, the authors
were Abu Sulaiman Muhammad bin Nasr (according to Brockel-
mann, Vol. I., p. 213, Mushir) al-Busti, known as ai-Mukaddasi,
Abu'I Hasan 'Ali bin Harun as-Zanjani, Abu Ahmad an-Nahrjurl, al-

'Awfi, and Zaid bin Rifa'a. See also al-Kifti, pp. 82-8S ; Z.D.M.G.,
Vol. XIII. ,pp. 1-43

; Leclerc, Vol. I., p'. 393; Abh. d. Berl. Akad.
1858, p. 240 ; Brockelmann, Gesch d. Arab. Litter. Vol. I., pp.
213-14; Dieterici. Philosophic der Araber, pp. 141-151; and Ency.
of Islam, No. 25, p. 459.

It begins on fol. 46 :

—

*
f"" ijy^j^' ^-^^^.^ ^' v^r^*-^' c/i'^-" ^^'-^ v_s^ r^'^i '^ s^sxl]

The work is divided into four parts, and each contains several
abridged risalas or treatises, there being altogether fifty-one in the
whole volume.

Fol. l&-2a, synopsis of the fifty-one treatises. Fol. 2&-3, gist

of the fourteen treatises of the first part, i.e. ^^^itjyLUl!.

The first part contains the following treatises :

—

fol. 46. ,^aAkJ\^) ^ib ^ o^WI ^i eijU^t^il ^ ^l^T] iJl^yi

This, the first, treatise is published with some omissions " Die.
Abhandlungen der IchAvan es-Sefa in Auswahl ", Leijnig, 1883-6,
pp. 255-292, and translated in " Die Propaedeutik der Araber ",

pp. 1-22.

fol. 106. i^sMll ^ ^^^l^M \^ 'ixi^n ^iU;i

Partly printed in the "Auswahl", pp. 292-301, and trans-
lated in " Propaedeutik ", pp. 23-45.

fol. 146. ^ys^.x!] ^ c^tj^^bril ^^ ^i^^il iWI
Pubhshed in extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 113-124 ; and trans-

lated in " Propaedeutik ", pj;. 46-85.

fol. 226. ^^S-"-'' r^^
^' ^'i-^y ^^ ^-^^MI *^'^r^l

Published in "Auswahl", pp. 301-331; and translated in
" Propaedeutik ", pp. 100-153.
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fol. 356.
^*i;*-r- ^ '^^•^y ^^< 'i^As<.!] iiUyl

Published in extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 59-65
; and trans-

lated in " Propaedeutik ", pp. 86-99.

fol. 42&. Ajjo.*J| Ix^'x!) ^ cuU^b^'l ^^-0 i«.jL«,Jl iULvJI

Printed in " Auswahl ", pp. 331-344
; translated in " Propae-

deutik ", pp. 154-168.

fol. 466. Ix^UU ^I'x^J] ^ ^[x^IjJ] ^ l^l^l\ 1'L.JI

Extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 239-254 ; translation in the
" Logik und Psychologic der Araber ", pp. 1-18.

fol. 506. ijJUxil j.ib
^

^'U.^J| ^i d^lj^yi^ ii^Ui! L'U^I

Extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 225-239
; translation in " Logik

und Psychologic ", pp. 85-101.

fol. 536. jili-)'! ^^^1 J.yj
^J ^l^kj'i ^^ i*-Ui| iiUil

Extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 396-436
; translation in " Logik

und Psychologic ", pp. 102-173.

fol. 746. f'^i.sx!] (.^U-Jt-w
^_r'^'''

^*'^'

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 345-355
; translation in " Logik und

Psychologie ", pp. 19-32.

fol. 756. j^b^^r^iifj' ^^*^ ^ cuU^^b^'l -« r^c Ljlsvil i.!LuJ]

Text in "' Auswahl ", pp. 355-364
; translation in • Logik und

Psychologie ", pp. 33-43.

fol. 786. ^.xiUh ^f^* ^ c^'lx^b,il
^J^

^r^' ^*^-^'l ^-'^^.^'l

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 364-369 ; translation in " Logik und
Psychologie ", pp. 44-50.

fol. 806. ^^Vy' '^*'* ^ 7^^ IxKH] 'i!L.J]

Text in " Auswahl", pp. 369-376 ; translation in '• Logik und
Psychologie ", pp. 51-59. The twelfth and thirteenth treatises

of our copy have been mentioned as the twelfth treatise in the

Berlin Cat. No. 5035, aud for the thirteenth treatise that Catalogue

gives another treatise with the heading as follows :

—

<^

fol. 826. ^.j'>-i ^a^Vr-*' ^^''^ <J:^^ 'i^\j\ iiuyi

Text in " Auswahl", pp. 376-395 ; translation in " Logik und

Psychologic ", pp. 60-84. From fol. 826 the names of the treatises
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I

have been wrongly written in our copy, and the mistake continues

up to the end. The above treatise is named in our copy IxjUH aJL Jl

S;^^JK ^^^v'l ^ j^c, whereas it ought to be » ,^r L^jljf iJLJI

LJLl'l ^i^yiyi] ^i,^. In Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 708 the thirteenth

and fourteenth treatises have been given together as the thirteenth.

With the last treatise the first part, or J^)M ,^ii], of the book
ends on fol. 87a. From 886 the second part, or ^\ll] ^^ijil, begins.
The treatises of this part are as follows :

—

fol. 886. I'^^'b 45^^^''' ^'J-^ l^^^l] L'UJI

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 24-42
; translation in " Naturans-

chauung und Naturphilosophie der Araber ", 1861, pp. 1-23. In
our copy the treatise is wrongly named ^U^] i^ 'L^^l:k^l] UU^]

fol- 926. ^Uj]j >U.^J| ^^c l^^U] lll^J]

Extracts in " Auswahl, " pp. 97-J 13 ; translation in " Natur-
anschauung ", pp. 24-54.

Wrongly named jL^aJ) y^^iiH ^> j-^ &*.jL.il IfL^yi.

fol. 986. oUaJI^ ^yil ^i^^c I^jU.}] iJLwJ)

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 71-77 ; translation in " Naturans-

chauung ", pp. 55-65. Wrongly named ;L^1I ^i yuc i^LJI iiL^I

fol. 1006. hyUJ] 0] ^i ^ a^Uil UUJ]

Extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 77-97 ; translation in " Natur-

ansehauung ", pp. 66-94. Wrongly named ^i j^^ ijjajl iJL^)

tol. 1076.
^J;^'*'0-'' ^^^.<^ ^ /^'^ ix^(Ii) llUJ]

Extracts in "Auswahl", pp. 125-139; translation in " Na-
turanschauung ", pp. 95-140. WVongly named ^j^^ i«-llil 'iJUJt

fol. 1166. ixjoJai) IjJiU
,
j

, ,.r^*.j] iJLJ)

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 43-58
; translation in " Naturans-

chauung ", pp. 141-160. Wrongly named ^jJ^\ ^i ^^/^^ i/^l
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fol. 1216. 'r^'y' i
cuUiil ^^U^l ^ ^i;^^^ J

ijjl^il liUJ]

Extracts in " Auswahl", pp. 139-154 ; translation in " Natur-

anschauung", pp. 161-190. Wrongly named ^^j)r^^'^ j LjI^'I ^'W^

^l^sxJI .—s!.i.,cl J.

fol. 127&. ^v^^t^i ^ ci^ui^yj^svii uj'iJ _<^^--*^l
^.
^'^1 ^i-y

It contains an allegorical controversy between men and ani-

mals, printed in Calcutta, 1812, 1846, edited by my father Shams

al-' Ulama ' Mawlana Vilayat Husain in Calcutta, 1888 and by
Dieterici, 1879 ; and also translated by him in German, 1858.

Lithographed, Cawnpore, A.H. 1320. See " Auswahl ", pp. 155-

170 ; and the translation in " Naturanschauung ", pp. 191-216.

Wrongly named ^^svJI <^^^y ^ is')/^^ J
ijjitl'l 'iJL,J].

fol. 1696. j»>A»^i| u-^^p ^ (i/^-*^*-''
>•
^^'^l I'UJI

Extracts in ' Auswahl ", pp. 186-195 ; translation in " Die

Anthropologic der Araber ", 1871, pp. 1-19. Wrongly named i-'Lyi

fol. 1736. ^y^^^'\ ,.^^'^'1 ^> ti/;>^'l i ^^-JU' ^^U^'

Extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 196-211 ; translation in "Anthro-

pologie ", pp. 20-40. Wrongly named ^ e/^y^' ^ ^V "&S^J.\

fol. 1786. iLiJaii) ]aa>»^ ^ i^jj'^*^' >
^-'^'^''' -^''-^'l

Extracts in "Auswahl ", pp. 171-186 ; translation in " Anthro-

pologie ", pp. 64-98. Wrongly named ^JX'^^^ i
'L»^'^^^ <^'L.yi

fol. 1886. .Hii'^ (•'^ J-^i'l

Text in " Auswahl", pp. 454-475; translation in "Anthro-

pologic ", pp. 41-63. Wrongly named ^» ^^^^^ ,
i^jL^I .^'L^l

fol. 1926.
'^^^^'' ^'

Translation in " Anthropologic ", pp. 99-108. Wrongly named

^;"^'' ^> J-^^' ^^^ J^- ^ ^ir^^ i
'^*-^^' ^^'">^''"

1
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fol. 1956. ^^uj]

Translation in " Anthropologie ", pp. 109-119. Wrongly
named i'^j^il j ^^J\ i^x^ ^aU ^^i ^,j.^^] . '^l<'ll] iJLy).

fol. 200&. ^]^IS] l^l^
^

Translation in "Anthropologie", pp. 120-134. Wrongly

named ^>iU.^JI ^D) . cu|j,iJI ajjiU J ,.,.^*il . l^iX!) L'L 'I

fol. 2046. ^I'D'I , ui:^]! i>AU ^i ^^piiiJI 'ULyl]

Translation in •' Anthropologie ", pp. 135-158. Wrongly
named cz^LkUl ^^^LL) Jk^ i_jUjC'I IL^ ^^ ^^^^aH'I iJLJI.

fol. 2116. ^Uill L_-ii;i.l Jlc ^j ,^yJUJI
^ ^c^C^J) i^Jt^l

Translation in " Anthropologie ", pp. 159-221. Wrongly
named Liib^'l ci>jj_yc^^j| ^J^ ^_5^ ^j/^^i^''

^
^'^^^•'' i-L.,JI.

The second part, or ^^^itlJI ^iiJI, ends with this treatise on fol.

2276, and the third part, or (^i^Jliil ,...iiJI, begins on fol. 2286. Its

treatises are as follows :

—

fol. 2286. Kj^)y'^^

The text in " Auswahl ", pp. 437-446, translation in *' Die
Lehre von der Weltseele bei d. Ar.", 1873, pp. 1-10. Wrongly

named Ih^] J^y^\ ^'; ^^^ 'iyi'iK^] _jUJI ^ ^^^AiAi)
^

^(JLfl iit«JL

fol. 2296. ^iu^il ^I^^l

Extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 1-14 ; translation in " Welt-

seele ", pp. 11-27. Wrongly named ^^! ^ ^^y^l ^ ijJ(jLll lll^J]

fol. 2336. ji^i ^^C^il (JU) ^^) ^i ^yil'I ^ ixjUi) L'L^J)

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 446-454 ; translation in " Welt-

seele ", pp. 27-36. Wrongly named J>iU.'l ^ <^>^'' j ^jijiy) iiL^yi

fol. 2366. JyaxJ] J J^ixJI ^ ^^^iJj^il
J

iA«,/«L-b.il rfJLoJI
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Extracts in " Auswahl ", pp. 221-224
; translation in " Welt-

seele ", pp. 37-51. Wrongly named as ^ ^^J•-vi.>-'I ^ 'i^^^ls<}\ HUJ]

foi. 2406.
(i/'/^''

j;';^^'' ^ e^y^^^' ; ^^'-' i^^V'

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 475-492
; translation in " Weltseele",

pp. 52-69. Wrongly named ry^) LjiiU i ^^^lili] j 'L^jI^I ^'L/^I.

fol. 2457j. /i,-^] lxiil< ^i ^y^l ; L0L.JI &'l«^^'l

Text in " Auswahl "', pp. 493-507
; translation in " Welt-

seele '', pp. 70-84. Wrongly named c>*>.'I J t^^^^^ * 'itJ.^] ^'L J)

fol. 2496. i^xeJL ^.i^xx'I ^i ^^^J^^JI
J

ii^Ll'! iJL^,il

Text in " Auswahl '', pp. 507-523, translation in " Weltseele",

pp. 85-115. Wrongly named ir-^J^-?-' ^^^ ^ i^^^'-^^ } ^i^'l'I I'L^'!

fol. 2576. ciifeysvJI ^^*U^1 ii-xoi" ^^i i.,^-^^\ J
i*«,'.Ail iiU-JI

Text in "Auswahl", pp. 524-541; translation in "Welt-

seele ", pp. 116-136. Wrongly named ^ (^j-^-'-^-'l > i*«-Uil UUji)

fol. 2626. ^:^ylxJ] . JUil ^> ^^*j;lI|iLiUy)

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 541-576 ; translation in " Weltseele ",

pp. 137-174. Wrongly named ^^^jj) j o^.j.svJl ^ e;.r*i'^'
^'^''''•

fol. 2716. r^-yi ; ^^'^^-'l ^,» ^^jr*i'^l ,•
^-^^J' ^'UJI

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 577-592 ; translation in " Weltseele".

pp. 17-196. Wrongly named f)J] ^i i^y^J^ } ^-'^-^' i'L^'I

The third part, or ^ji^Ll'J *-*5iI, ends on fol. 2746, and the

fourth part, ^UI *-^ail, begins from fol. 2756. The treatises of this

part are as follows :

—

fol. 2756. cuGb^I , >hi)| ^ ^i,^*^;-'' } ^'-^I ^^;^'

Wrongly named '^i^'^ ^^ C^-J^^ ^^ v_5^ ^i/j-H'^' ^ ^4^^' ^'W'-

fol. 3066. 4Jjl ^Jl ^^JI ^L« ^i <^^*J;^I ^ ^J^^) ^^r^!
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\''rongly named tjy-^^ ^Ij'.'i'Cc) ^',>.> ^ i^y'--;'^^ j x'kJlx!] l'L>JI

fol. 3096. U-a/l ^\^:L] ciJ/'j'.cXc) ^^'.XJ _j» ^^;-*-!;^'l ^ ixjl^il iil^yi

Text in " Auswahl '\ pp. 592-609 ; abridged translation in

'•Philosophic der Araber in X. Jahrhundert", pp. 87-110. In our
copy the title of the treatise is not mentioned.

fol. 316&. Uixj ^^Jixj ^jU3
^

Text in "Auswahl", pp. 609-623. Wrongly named iJL^'l

fol. 3216. ^b^^y^^'^

This treatise in our copy begins without any name.

fol. 3346. iyJiil yi^ii
^

Wrongly named jUj! ^^') is^^j.'! h.Zi.i ^ ti/^'--;^'' ^ ^•v'-^' *.''-'^"-

fol. 3386. 4111 ^;i )ij^=s!] i-j^i ^ ^i/^^;^' j I'xAl!] lii^j!]

Wrongly named ^6L^jJl J'^^' ^*^ ^c' <^r*"y^' J
'^^'*^-*-" ^-^'-^-y'.

fol. 3496. t^iV^^,^'' J'^=-' ^Axr ^i
v:;^'^;^' ^ 'U^^il 'iii^y]

Wrongly named o'.v.U^JI clyl ixkyi ^ ^t/^*-';^'' ^ '^«--'^-'^'' ^-'--^-'l.

fol. 3596. cu'vwU^JI a!y! ixixi" ^_^j ^^v*/>.ixJI iJL^JI

Wrongly named ^iWI c>.-ai AJiAjji" ^ ^^^.^^ixJI m«.yi

fol. 3656. Jij^I J-^i ^^i" ^^i;_y.w.«^/l J
^SisJ] rJL^iJ

Text in " Auswahl ", pp. 15-23 ; translation in " Der Dar-

winismus im X. und XIX. Jahrhundert ", 1878, pp. 215-228.

Wrongly named J)j*J) ^,^,svaJI hjt^L* ^t ^^^»,iu') j jLsJI 'iJ^^ji\.

fol. 3676. Jl).*'l j_rs«.v*l| l.KSb[^ ^ ^^^<,.sxl] IxilU] Huy]

This treatise begins without any heading, and, in our copy, is

divided into two portions. The first portion begins on fol. 3676.

The second portion begins on fol. 3756. It has also a beautiful

' Unwan. Though in our copy there are fifty-two treatises, the work
contains only fifty-one. Our thirteenth has been divided into two

parts, and each has been given a separate number.

47
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For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 5035-42
; India Office Cat.

No. 474 ; Paris Cat. Nos. 2303-9 ; Munich Cat. No. 652 ; Pet.

Rosen. Cat. No. 194 ; Br. Mus. Sup]. Cat. No. 708 ; Rampur List,

p. 378 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 317 : and Hyderabad List, Fann Hikmat,

Nos. 1-4.

It has also })een printed at Bombay in four vols, in 1303-6.

For other editions see Ellis, Cat. Arabic Books, Br. Mus. Vol. I.,

p. 742.

Headings of chapters are in red ink. Gold ruled margins are

throughout. Headings of each treatise are beautifully ornamented,

and the name of the treatise is written in white ink on a gold sur-

face. The first two pages are richly illuminated and contain a list

of fifty-one treatises. After each treatise a fol. or part of a fol. is left

blank. Fol. 3746, though has a beautiful 'Unwan, has been penned

through, being a duplication of foil. 3756. Foil. 176, 366, 37a, 93a.

1256, 230a, 263a, 2736, 274a, and 283a, have lacunae.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. 15th century.

Mathematics and Astronomy.

No, 338.

fol. 75 ; hnes 15 ; size 8i X 6^
; 5J X 3 .

foil. 1-68. I.

ASH-SHAMSIYA.

A treatise on arithmetic by ^(.lai.'! ^^^jj^^as?.]! ^j o^s^.^ ^ ^--s^Jl

^^^JLAJ.JJI 7- .£))) al-Hasan bin Muhammad bin al-Husain an-Nizam

al-A'raj an-Nisabuii. He was a pupil of Nasir ad-Din at-Tusi, and

wrote several works. His commentary on at-Ta^hkirat an-NasIriya

was completed in A.H. 711, A.D. 1311. See Haji Khalifa, Vol. II.,

p. 269 ; and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 211.

Beginning :

—

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 748 ; Leyden Cat. No.

1032 ; and Bodleian Cat. Vol. II., p. 290.

The headings are in red ink. It has profuse marginal notes.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century. Scribe
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foil. 69-75. II.

AR-RISALA FI'L HISAB.

c-jL^JI ^^j iJUJi

An incomplete treatise on arithmetic. From the preface it

appears that it has been based on Baha' ad-Din al-'Amili'e (died

A.H. 1030, A.D. 1621) treatise on Arithmetic.

Beginning :

—

It is incomplete, and ends as follows :

—

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 339.

foil. 130; Hnes25; size 9^ X 5| ; 7^X3|.

SHARH ASH-SHAMSIYA.

A commentary on Nizam an-Nisaburi's treatise on arithmetic

called ash-Sl)amsiya (see No. 338, I.) by ^^avcsvv'I j jvo.su< ^^.,J^^ >^
^^XA.JJJ) 'Abd al--'Ali bin Muhammad bin al-Husain al-Barjandi.

He was a pupil of Man.sur bin Mu'in ad-Din al-Kashi and Saif ad-
Dln Ahmad at-Taftazani (the vShaikh al-Islam of Hirat, died A.H.
916, A.D. 1510). He is the author of many works. He was
alive in A.H. 930, A.D. 1523. See Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III., jiiz'

IV., p. 117 ; Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 12 ; and Rieu, Pers. Cat. Vol.
II., p. 453.

Beginning :

—

J^jUU! ^ i^]jJJL^\ j v,i^AlMJ) ^£ )ij\J\ J>^J)| O.Jk.)yi 4JJ S.1,^]

L« iX/,^ yj"^ 3 fy^^ L-js-il l_>UasJI JU y^l ^xw.i».J|

• •t... ^\ L-j^AwiAil <JjuM.«-<ixJL> Lcy'MyJ] ilLuJI ajJiaJI iL'LJI ^ ajJ w-a.-^
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For copy see Rampur List, p. 416.

Passages of the original text are marked with red hnes.
Coloured rules are on the margin throughout. It bears the seals of
Amjad 'Al! Shah, Sulaiman Jah and Wajid 'Ali Shah on the title-page
and last fol. Worm-eaten, but serviceable. In foil. 1206 the space
for figures is not filled in. In foil. 121-130 the borders have been
partial^ replaced by modern paper. Marginal corrections occasion-
ally. On tlie first fol. is found the name of Muzaffar Husain bin
Masih ad-Dawla as the owner.

Written in fine Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 340.

foil. 196 ; lines 19 ; size 10 X 6 :. GfX 3J.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the preceding work. It begins and ends as

the former. The text is marked with 'black lines. Headings of

chapters in red ink. The inner edge of each fol. has been changed
to a different kind of paper.

On the title-page the name of the author is wrongly given as

•Abd al-'Ali Bahr al-'Ulum. It has marginal corrections up to fol.

19. Foil. 20b, 2la, 33, 396, 406, 41, 846, 85a. 118a, and 183a

contain blank spaces for figures.

Written in Nasldi. Dated A.H. 1200.

No. 341,

foil. 86 ; hnes 27 : size 9X 4| ; 6X3.

MIFTAH AL-HUSSaIb FI 'ILM AL-HISAB.

A treatise on arithmetic by j^; J^*.'--*^ ^-j ^^-i*^'?- i:/--^'' ^^
^__^llil ii^.6.^^ Ghayath ad-Din Jamshid bin Mas'ud bin Mahmud
al-Kashi. He was an eminent mathematician and astronomer, and
helped Ulugh Beg in building the astronomical observatory com-
menced at Samarkand in A.H. 823, A.D. 1420. He died shortly

after that date. See Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III., Juz' III., p. 159
;

and Rieu, Persian Cat. p. 869 ; and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 211.

It is defective, and begins abruptly :

—

The work was dedicated to Ulugh Beg.
For copies see India Office Cat. No. 756, II ; Br. Mus. Cat. p.
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199 ;
Berlin Cat. No. 2992 ; Leyden Cat. No. 1036 ; Bankipur

Cat. p. 738 : and Rampur List, p. 418. See also Haii Khalifa,
Vol. VI., p. 12.

. -

The work is divided into a prologue and five sections called
i.Kho. The fifth section, or <jJu^, is wanting. It contains marginal
corrections, figures and tables. A list of contents is added at the
end. Between foil. 44-45, 73-74, and 74-75, leaves with notes
are inserted. Foil. 26-86 will come after fol. 7, foil. 8-25 after
fol. 86 ; and several roll, arc missing after fol. 80.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. loth century.

No. 342.

foil. 76; lines 15; size 7X3^; 4:^x2.

foil. 1-55. I.

SHARH ASHKAL AT-TA'STS.

A commentary on Muhammad bin Ashraf as-Samarkandi's

treatise on geometry called Ashkal at-Ta'sis by ^j ^^j^ ^^isl'i -)U>

v_s^4r '
^"^'j ^wT^"'-;

'—»^'*-*^'' -^«-2iu-c 8alah ad-Din Musa bin Muhammad,
known as Kadizada ar-Rumi. He lived at the Court of Ulu^
Beg in Samarkand, and helped him in building the observatory.
He died in A.H. 815, A.D. 1412. Dr. Rieu in his Suppl. Cat. No.
760 says that he died some time after A.H. 823, A.D. 1420. See
Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 212 (his father's name is there given as
Mahmud instead of Muhammad) ; Habib as Siyar, Vol. III., Juz'
III, p. 159, and Haji Khalifa. Vol. III., p. 559.

The MS. is defective, and begins abruptly as follows :

—

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 5943 ; Br. Mus. Cab., pp. 186a,
618a

;
Munich Cat. No. 849 ; Gotha Cat. No. 1498 ; Cairo Cat. Vol.

v., p. 196 ; and Rampur List, p. 415.
For supercommentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 322; and

Berlin Cat. No. 5943. See also Z.D.M.G., Vol. L., p. 169.
Passages of the text are marked either with red or black lines.

Marginal corrections numerous. Foil. 186 and 19a are somewhat
stained with ink. On the first fol. the name of the book is wrongly
written ^<L^ > ax^ .

Written in ordinary Naskh. Dated A.H. 1029.
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foil. 56-63. II.

KITAB AL-MUNAZAR.

A treatise describing the manner in which light is refracted on
entering the eye. The original treatise was written by Euclid, but

the present version is published by j^asv^ ^-j j.as:v^
e/i'^'' ^^r^j^-^y)

^^5*^-' v_5*"^^' ,^/*»^^ ^^. Abu Ja'far Nasir ad-Din Muhammad bin

Muliammad bin al-Hasan at-TusI ash-Shi'i, died A.H. 672, A.D.
1273. See for his life No. 319.

Beginning :

—

» J) ^u^i)
It is also designated Tahrir al-Munazar.
For copies see Berhn Cat. 6016 ; India Ofhce Cat. No. 743, II

;

Leyden Cat. No. 977 ; and Rampur List, p. 410. See also Haji
Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 159 ; and Wenrich, de auctor. Graecor. ver-

sionibus, p. 182.

It is stained with damp.
Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

foil. 64-76. III.

TASHRIH AL-AFLAK.

A treatise on astronomy by ^^U(.«JI ^^^'1 f^j Baha' ad-Din al-

'Amili. died A.H. 1030, A.D. 1621. For the life of the author see

No. 184 and for the book. No. 352, I.

It begins as the other copy does.

The headings and diagrams are in red ink. Stained with damp.
Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in good Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1225.

No. 343.

foil. 71; lines 21; size 11X7|; 7^X4^.

jLoXsvJl ^^1**>JI dittA^sv.^

MAJMU'AT AR-RASATL AL-HIKAMIYAH.

A collection of a few treatises on mathematical science by dif-

ferent authors.
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foil. l-Ha.
*

I.

TAHRTR KITAB AL-MUNAZAR.

An Arabic version of Euclid's optics by ^.^.sx^ ^jjJI^juoi »a«-^ yl

,^_jj4^'l ,^_j^^ia-'' ^^-*3aJI ^j ^*sv^ ^j Abu Ja'far Nasir ad-Din Muham-
mad bin Muhammad bin al-Hasan at-TusI ash-Shi'I, died A.H. ft72,

A.D. 1273. For his life see No. 319.
'

Beginning :

—

See No. 342, II.

It should have 64 figures altogether, but our copy is defective,
and ends abruptly as follows :

—

foil. 8a-86. II.

RISALA INIKAS ASH-SHUA'.

A treatise on the reflection of the rays of the sun by rA«.^ yi)

(..y*^-^'' i_5*^^'' i^^^' 1^-! ->-»-=s\,< ^j o.4.s\,« ^^::->-' rJ|-^> Abu Ja'far

Nasir ad-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad bin al-Hasan at-Tusi
ash-Shi'i, died A.H. f)72, A.D. 1273. See for his life No. 310.'

Beginning :

—

It contains three figures, and ends as follows :

—

^kju* vXa^U ^y* ^^ ^' '•v^y^ i^^*i '^ ' ''•^^^'l
J

^J^*.i'i\ ^Jl>

K^JJ'dj ^U^ixil ^j ^^ (^'.i. ^i^ J.- ^iy^,'l ^\'^ ^^x.. U^i^ j.^1^ Jxi
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For copy see Berlin Cat. No. 6020. See also Haji Khalifa,

Vol. III., p. 371 : and Kashf al-Hujub. p. 239.

foil. 9-19. III.

KITAB AL-MU'ATTYAT.

Another work of Euclid, translated by Ishak V)in Hunain (see

for his life No. 282, II.), revised by Thabit bin Kurra, aiid edited

by ^jo.^' I ^_^y^^'' f.t^-'^^ i^fJ ^^^^ ^J ^.y^v^ ^lixl J^^..^2J Ji*u^y) Abu

Ja'fair Nasir ad-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad bin al-Hasan at"

Tusi ash-Shi'i, died A.H. 672, A.D. 1273'. See for his life No. 319-

Abu'l Hasan Thabit bin Kurra as-Sabi was born in A.H. 221,

A.D. 836. He originally followed the trade of a money-changer at

Harran, but went to Baghdad to study science, and became one of

the most notable scholars of his age. His translations of foreign

books into Arabic are considered to be very accurate. He was

very well-versed also in the Syriack language. He has translated

and revised many book*, and his fifth book of the Cotiic Sections of

Apollonius of Perga has been translated into German by L. Nix,

Liejizig, 1889. He died in A.H. 288. A.D. 900. For details of

his life see al-Kifti. p. 115; Ibn Kjiallikan (Teheran edition) p. 107 ;

Ibn Abi Usaibi'a. Vol. I., p. 215 : Wiistenfeld, Arzte, No. 81 ;

ChAvolsohn. Die Ssabier. Vol. I., pp. 5t6-567; and Brockelmann,

Vol. I., p. 217.

Beginning :

—

. v>::.^(j <s.sn.U
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at-Tusi ash-Shri, died A.H. 672, A.I). 1273. See for the Jatter's

life'No. 319.

Beginning :

—

i*j.A.). iilii^ y& . <.::^A'J Asvi.,^1 ^'iy^^l^^'^ ii'^soU.il ii'r^'l ^UJ ^r^svJ

« ^.'! »—/^ S!] ilaiiiJI o^.'I ItLi yCUz UjI .

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5932 ; India Office Cat. No.

744, I. ; Leyden Cat. No. 987 ; Br. Mus. Cat., p. 623a ; and Ram-
pur List, p. 411. '

See also Hajl Klialifa, Vol. V.. p. 140; and Wenrich, p. 208.

foil. 24-27. V.

KITAB AL-MAFRUDAT.

Another mathematical treatise in the ver:^ion of Thabit bin

Kurra, died A.H. 288, A.D. 900, edited by ,_^^ia-M ^.^:i^,>^ Na.slr

ad-Din at-TQsl, died, A.H. 672, A.D. 1273. See for his life No. 319.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5939 ;' Paris Cat. No. 2467/4;
Cairo Cat. Vol. V., p. 200; Leyden Cat. No. 1029; and Rampur
List, p. 412.

See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 154 ; and Z.D.M.G., Vol. L..

p. 171.

foil. 28-3 2a. VI.

KITAB AL-MAIOIUDHAT.

A mathematical treatise of Archimedes on the principles of

geometry, in the version of Thabit bin Kurra, with the commen-
tary of Abu'l Hasan All bin Ahmad an-Nasavi, and edited by
^^_^yaJI ^.l^n^,^^i Nasir ad-Dln at-Tusi. died A.H. 672, A.D. 1273.

See for his life No. 319.

Beginning :

—

^il ':^^^^ ijLS>« tssc> .i.fisv..o./I

48
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For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5936 ; Leyden Cat. No. 982 ,

and Rampur List, p. 411. See also Haji Khalifa. Vol.. V., p. 144.

foil. 326-606. VII.

KITAB AL-KURAT WA'L USTUWANA.

Anotliei" mathematical treatise of Archimedes, according to the

version of 'Ihabit bin Kurra, died A.H. 288, A.D. 900, and Ishak
bin Hanain, died A.H. 298, A.D. 910 (see for his life No. 282, 11.)

and edited by .^_^^^ iji"^^ ji-^ Nasir ad-Din at-Tusi, died A.H.

672, A.D. 1273." For his life see No. 319.

Beginning :

—

^jSSi)=i.^2~^l\ Ail , Sa.^^^ Aj: JsJLaJl ^ SJasv«.J » 4Jl1' J>..wsvj J.ju J^I

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 5934 ; India Ofhce Cat. No. 743,

VI. ; Paris Cat. No. 2467/8 ; Leyden Cat. No. 1001 ; and Rampur
List, p. 411.

See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 140, and Z.D.xM.G, Vol. L.,

p. 172. At the end of this treatise we find another treatise (foil.

606-62a) by Archimedes. It is named yjj*«-<j ^ ^:yxJis\ il'Ul*

Beginning :

—

« J| JKlil i>Lj' ,J('^ 'iJ)\sl\ tJj«*^ ^^ jvwj.juii;! 'km.<

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 743, VI. ; and Berlin Cat.

No. 5934. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 50.

foil. 626-64. VIII.

RISALA FI TARBI' AD-DA' IRA.

A mathematical treatise by Jys^:\ ^j j^-«-sviI ^) ^^^"^^ v_5^ ^

^,^1 AbQ 'Ali al-Hasan bin al-Hasan bin al-Haitham al-Bisri.

He held a Government appointment in his native town, Basra,

with the title of Vazir. He was a great mathematician, and died

about A.H. 430, A.D. 1038.

Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 469, has named him Muhammad
bin ol-Hasan. For details see Ibn al-Kifti. p. 165 ; Ibn Abi Usai-

bi'a, Vol. TI., p. 90; Leclerc, Vol. I., p. 512; and Huart, p. 293.
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Beginning :

—

For copy see Berlin Cat. No. 5941,

foil. 646-70a. ' IX.

y
h^\^ Ik^l J^N'I X^L- ^b

KITAB MASAHAT AL-ASHKAL AL-BASITA

WA'L KURTYA.

A treatise on the mensuration of plain and spherical bodies in

the version of Band Musa (i.e. sons of Musa, viz. Muhammad,
Ahmad, and al-Hasan), and edited by ^_jwjijil ^^.j.'l .i^i Nasir ad-

Din at-Tusi, died A.H. 672, A.D. 1273." See for his life No. 319.

Beginning :
—
* .J) Jllii'l j>^; ^L'l ;|^-)'| J^l J^il ^IS^Us^

For copies see BerHn Cat. No. 5938 ; and Rampur List, p.
411. See also Hajl Khalifa. Vol. V., p. 150.

It ends in the middle of fol. 70a. The remaining of fol. 70a,

foil. 706 and 71a contain quotations from the writings of Bani
Musa, Kutb ad-Din Shirazi and Shams ad-Din Shaharzuri.

The title-page has also a quotation from the writings of Nasir
ad-Din at-Tusi. The headings and figures in the MS. are in red

ink. Many foil, are defective, as the paper, except foil. 24-27, has
become brittle. Marginal notes occasionally.

Written in minute Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 344.

foil. 124 ; lines 25 ; size 9 X 7^ ; 7^ X 4|-.

TAHRIR AL-MIJISTI.

An abridged version of the famous astronomical work of Pto-

lemy called al-Mijist by ^«*svi -; ^«.sx.-o _» j-Aax-o ^^jJI yx^ JmAy]

^^^y^] Abu Ja'far Nasir ad- Din Muhammad bin Muhammad bin

al-Hasan at-Tusi, died A.H. 672, A.D. 1273. For his life see No.
319.
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Beginning :

—

,

» J I hlc ^JS hlc
J

]j>j;.< J^i Ij-A.^ idUil 0.*.s\J|

For chapters, see Berlin Cat. No. 5655.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5655 ; Br. Mus. Cat. pp. 187,

620 and 745; India Office Cat. No. 741; Paris Cat. No. 2485;

Rosen, No. 188; Rampur List, p. 421 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 424.

See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 385 ; Kashf al-Hujub, p. 100
;

Wenrich, p. 228 ; and Ellis, Cat. Vol. II., p. 493.

Between foil. 82 and 83 one small leaf has been recently added.

Marginal corrections occasionally. The headings of chapters are in

red ink.

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 345.

foil. 386; lines 26: size 11 X6|; Sx3|.

SHARK TAHRIR AL-MIJISTl.

A commentary on Nasir ad-Din at-Tusrs work on astronomy

called Tahrir al-Mijisti by ^.^3>i.=>.,x') ^j;..«.sx.'I ^.j s^cs^^ ^i ^^IxJ] ji-j^

'Abd al-'AlJ bin Muhammad bin al-Husain al-Barjandi. See for

his life No. 339.

Beginning :

—

This commentary was completed in A.H. 921, A.D. 1515.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 742 ; Rampur List, p.

428 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 88.

For other commentaries see Hajl Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 386;
and Rampur List, p. 428.

Quotations from the text are introduced with &.'.y in red ink.

Double gold and coloured lines throughout. The first two pages are

illuminated with a beautiful 'Unwan. The first fifty foil, contain

figures : in the rest of the book the spaces for figures have not been
filled in. The headings are in red ink Borders are a little stained

with damp, and consequently in many places they have been pasted
over with' papers. Up to fol. 50, this copy has been compared with

some other copy, and contains marginal" corrections and notes.

These notes are in Nasta'llk character.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :- —
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No. 346.

foil. 170; line? 17; size 8X5| ; 6X4.

SHARH^TAHRIR AL-MIJISTI.

A commentary on Nasir ad-Din at-Tusi's work on astronomy
called Tahrlr al-Mijisti. The name of the commentator is not found
in the body of the work, but from a note on the title-page it ap-

pears that 4Ji)! i;.o-ox is its author. His full name is Jar I ^^ 4JjI JU-o^

ur>-^>^~*"^'' Jj-":.'— '
"^^

c/^
'Ismatallah bin A'zam bin 'Abd ar-RasQl

as-Saharanpuri. He was a scholar of great reputation in mathe-
matics and astronomy. He is the author of a commentary on
Tashrlh al-Aflak, and a commentary on Khulasat al-Hisab, which
he completed in A.H. 1086, A.D. 1675 and other works. The date
of his death is not known. See India OfRce Cat. No. 759; and
Rampur List, pp. 416, 427. Our 'Ismatallah should not be con-
founded with another 'Ismatallah Saharanpurl, the author of a
supercommentary on Sharh al-Jami, who died in A.H. 1039, A.D.
1629. See for. the latter Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 407, and Subhat
al-Majan, p. 52.

Beginning :

—

^iav-AS^-JI jir^'i V"^.«-f *.^tiw. h3,^ *y.xi) I !jm] ^Jj^^'

*' *—^"^n ^1 c:j>J)ii ^^^^^y] ^^y^-:^!] ^.J ^ASX^ J Jy^sx^

The text and the commentary are introduced with the letters

J and ^ respectively, being the abbreviations of JU and Jj.ai, in

red ink. Worm-eaten and pasted over with paper. It bears, among
others, the seals of Muhammad Shah. Figures are in red ink.

Written in ordinar}^ Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 347.

foil. 88 ; lines 25; size 9^X6; 6^X4^.

AZ-ZICH AL-MULAKHliHAS.
An astronomical treatise with copious astronomical tables.

The name of the author is not found in the body of the book, but
from a note on the title-page it appears that the author of the book
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was ,c'H^' J^ tif"^
J-iiiuJI ^^si\jij\ Athir ad-Din al-Mufaddal bin

'Umar al-Abhari, died A.H. 662, A.D. 1263, or A.H. 663, A.D.

1264 (for whose works see Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 464). But
from the preface it appears that this work is an abridgement of Zich

Shahi (for Zich Shah! see Haji KJialifa, Vol. III., p. 565), and its full

title is Jibcno..^JI^^_gXcj^yii».lJI -jyl (for Zich al-'Ala'i see Haji Khali-

fa, Vol. ill., p. 567). The commencing line of our work tallies with

the beginning of az-Zich ash-Shamil by Abu'l Wafa' Muhammad bin

Ahmad al-Buzjani. See Haji Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 565, and Paris

Cat. No. 2528. In the latter some passages are quoted from al-

Buzjani's work, but they differ greatly from our copy.

Beginning :

—

« Jl AjI*jO ,il!ii ^JLc ^ji.t\ , iJ^] y]y':> ^^_^JLc 4JJ 0>.6.s3.JI

For copies see Paris Cat. No. 2516, and Rampur List, p. 426.

Foil. 9-59a and 646-88 are occupied with astronomical tables.

It is defective at the end. The title-page contains some Persian

lines and notes on astronomical subjects. More than two-thirds of

fol. '86 and foil. 9a and 656 are blank, but without any consequent

gap in the text.

Written in an old 'Arab hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 13th

century.

No. 348.

foil. 96; lines 25; size ll|x7^; 9X4|.

AT-TAHFAT ASH-SHAHIYA.

A work on astronomy by -JjX^] J^x.«*^ ^j L)j.^ys\-« ^^iA^^ <^.^hj

Kutb ad-Din Mahmud binMas'Gd ash-Shirazi, died A.H. 710, A.D.
131*0. For his life see No. 320.

Beginning .

—

It was dedicated, as mentioned in the preface, to Amir Shah
Muhammad bin as-Sadr as-Sa'id Taj ad-Din Mu'tazz bin Tahir, and

consequently it was given the above name. See HajT Khalifa, Vol.

II., p. 229. The work consists of four sections, subdivided into

many chapters.

For copies see Paris Cat. No. 2516; Leyden Cat. No. 1105
;

Aya Sofia Cat. Nos. 2584-7 ; Kopruluzadah Cat. No. 928 ; Ram-
pur List, p. 421 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 106.

Our copy is incomplete and many foil, are missing. The head-

ings of chapters are in red ink. One fol. added at the end con-
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tains notes on planets. The first fol. l)oars the name and seals of

Muzaffar Hasain bin Masih ad-Dawla, dated 1869.

Written in ordanary Naskh. Not dated. C 19th century

No. 349.

foil. 4S ; lines 29 ; size 1 1 X 7| ; 8| X 4.

SHARH CHAGHMINT.

A commentary on Chagimini's treatise on astronomy called

al-Mulakhkhas by «^lj .^_^^'^j -

—

ijj^^ j^^sv.* ^,i
._s^y^ ^Ji'^'^ ^^-^

,e^jj^ Salah ad-Din Musa bin Muhammad, known as Kadizada ar-

Ruml, died A.H. 815, A.D. 1412. See for his life No. 342.

Beginning :

—

It was composed in A.H. 815, A.D. 1412, and was dedicated

to Mirza Ulugb Beg. See Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 113.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5675 ;
Munich Cat. No. 854

;

Paris Cat. No. 2503 ; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 190 ;
India Office Cat. No.

751 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 760 ; Leyden Cat. No. 1086 ; Casi-

ri, No. 953; Cairo Cat. Vol. V., pp. 223, 224; Vol. VII., p. 43;

Bankipur Cat. p. 405 ; and Rampur List, p. 427.

For other commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 113.

Lithographed in A.H. 1271 and also in A.H. 1290.

The text was translated by Rudloff and Hochheim (see

Z.D.M.G. Vol. XLVIL, p. 213;"^ and also ibid., Vol. XLVIII.,

p. 120).

Passages of the text are marked with red lines up to fol. 32,

and in the rest of the book with ^.. black line. Borders are changed

into modern paper. In foil. 39a, 406 and 41a, spaces for the inser-

tion of figures or diagrams are not filled in. Figures, whenever

they occur, are in red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in bad Nata'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 350.

foil. 103; lines 19; size8|X6; 7x4.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA SlIARH CHAGHMINT.

A supercommentary on Kadizada's commentary on Chag^-

mini's treatise on astronomy called al-Mulakhkhas, by ^^^Ufl j.ic
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^j>io^,Jl ^jj^sv.'! ^ cVa^s;:^^ ^j 'Ahd al-'Ali bin Muhammad bin al-

iiusain al-Barjandl. See for his life No. 339.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. 5677; Br. Mus. Snppl. Cat. No.
762; Cairo Cat. Vol. V., pp. 221 and 224; India Office Cat. No.
754; and Rampur List, p. 423. See also HajT Khalifa, Vol. VI.,

p. 114.

Lithographed on the margin of Sharh Chaghmini, A.H. 1271.
Quotations from the commentary are introduced with the word

^yi in red ink. Coloured ruled margins throughout. Marginal cor-

rections occaBionaily. Much injured by insects.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No, 351.

foil. 139; lines 32; size8x5|; 6^X3^.

AT-TAKMILA Fl SHARK AT-TADHKIRA.

A commentary on Nasir ad-Din at-Tusi's work on astronomy

called at-Tadhkira by ^^r— ^sx.'! j*^.:^.) ' s.„^sx.-q ^j-J"-" ^^,.^ Shams ad-

Dln Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Khidri. See No. 89.

Beginning :

—

^
-' ^i<KX.*.i(j <j,.u<k^ (.^^ jLv-r^,^ L^Uuv,-* d^L^^I ^X^ by^sv-^

Z ^ c^
From the colophon it appears that it was composed in A.H.

932, A.D. 1525.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 747 ; Yeni Cat. No. 791 :

and Bankipur Cat. p. 108.

For other commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 268.

Passages of the text are marked with red lines from the begin-

ning up to fol. 15a, and also in foil. 1356, 136a, 1386, and 139.

The earlier and the last parts are worm-eaten, and pasted over
with thin paper. Marginal corrections occasionally. Lacunae occur
in foil. 96, 24a, 326, 33a, 396, 40a, 49, 56a, 61, 636, 66a, 68a, 70a.

71a, 74a, 776, 806, 98a, 1026, 1056, Ilia, 114a, 116a, 1176, 1186,

120, 1226, 124a, 1276, 129a, 1306, 132a, 1336 and 1376.
.
From

the beginning up to fol. 16 borders are changed to different paper.
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Written in Naskh . The colophon runs thus :

—

No. 352.

foil. 79; lines 19; size 7^X41 ; 4 X If.

toll. 1-8. I.

TASHRlH AL-AFLAK.

A treatise on astronomy by i^ ^j ^j;^>^svJI ^j ^.o-sv^ ij/i^^' ^^-^

^_^U.') ^^jlsi.!) j«>-^l Baha' ad-Din Muhammad bin al-Husain bin

•Abd a.s-Samad al-Harithi al-^Amili, died A.H. 1030, A.D. 1621.

For his life see No. 184.

Beginning :

—

f •'

It consists of a prologue, 'L<jyi^, five chapters, J_^', and an
epilogue, ULi^.

Foi- copies see Berlin Cat. No.. 5703 ; India Office Cat. No,

1043, VI; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 244; Bankipur Cat. p. 107; Rampur
List, p. 422 : and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 88.

It was lithographed, with its commentary called at-Tasrih, at

Dehli in A.H. 1294 and in 1312.

The first page is illuminated. Gold and coloured margins

throughout. One or two foil, are missing after fol. 1. The head-

ings of chapters and the illustrations are in red ink. The borders

have beeu changed. The title-page bears the seal of 8hah 'Alam.

Written in fine Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century.

foil. 9-3 4a. IT.

KHULASAT AL-HISAB.

A treatise on arithmetic by <jj.^ ^^j x^svil ^j l^4k:sv-« ^/i'^' >'-4-J

^^^UJI ^^y^l Ly.,,^] Baha' ad-Din Muhammad bin al-Husain bin

'Abd as-Samad al-Harithi al-'Amih, died A.H. 1030, A.D. 1621.

For his life see No. 184.

Beginning :

—

* ^il JJ>£ <S-j.j(i ^asxj Jsxsxj^J) ^^ b u-.'kXo.so

49
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It consists of a prologue, 'L<s'i^, ten chapters, each called t_>b
,

and an epilogue, 'L^ii^.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5998 ; India Office Cat. No.
758; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 622; Cairo Cat. Vol. V., p. 180, Vol. VII.,

p. 89 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 219, and Rampur List, p. 413. See also

Kashf al-Hujub, p. 208.

Printed with a Persian commentary at Calcutta 1812, and also

in Constantinople A.H. 1268, and in Cairo A.H. 1299. Litho-
graphed repeatedly in India.

Transtated into French by ]\I. A. Marre, Rome, 1864.

Our copy is defective, and the chapters are found as follows :

—

The 7th chapter begins on fol. 126.

8th
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figures or diagrams are in red ink. The first page illuminated-

Grold ruled margins throughout. Borders are changed.

Written in fine Nasta'llk. Not dated. C. 17th century.

Astrology.

No. 353.

foil. 19; Hues 10; size S x ")i
: 5x2f.

KITAB ATH-THAMARA FI AHKAM AN-NUJUM.

A treatise containing one hundred sayings of Ptolemy on astro-

logy.

Beginning :

—

It gives the purport of the four books of Ptolemy, which he

wrote for his pupil Syro on astrology.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5874 ; and Pet. Rosen, No.

191/4. See also Z.D.M.G., Vol. L., p. 211; Hajl Khalifa, Vol.

II., p. 496 ; and al-Kifti, p. 98.

Joannes Hispalensis translated it from Arabic, and this was
printed by Erhardum ratdolt de Augusta : Venetijs, 1484. See

Ellis, Cat. of Printed Books, Vol. II., p. 493.

Each saying has a numerical letter or letters before it.

Written in very modern Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th cen-

tury.

Alchemy.

No. 354.

foil. 196; lines 29; size lliX6|; 10 X 4f

.

AL-BURHAN Fl ASRAR 'ILM AL-MIZAN.

A work on alchemy by ^<^ l~s(.Jl A.c j ^^^—J Aidamir

bin 'All al-Jildaki. He remained for a considerable time at

Damascus, and then went to Cairo. He is the author of several

books on alchemy. He died according to Brockelmann, Vol. II.,

p. 138, in A.H. 743, A.D. 1342, or in A.H. 762, A.D. 1360.
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Iktifa' al-Kunu\ p. 226, says that he died about A.H. 750, A.D.
1349. For his life see Leclero, Vol. II., p. 280 ; and S. de Sacy,
Notices et Extraits, Vol. IV., p. 108. In Brockelmann the author
is wrongly named 'All bin Aidmur bin 'Ali al-Jildaki.

Our copy is defective, and begins abruptly as follows :

—

* J) s.A»J6

Our copy is a part of the Vol. IV. For chapters see Berhn
Cat. No. 4185.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 4185; Paris Cat. No. 1355;
Pet. Rosen, No. 199; and Le3'den Cat. No. 1263.

The headings of chapters are in red ink. Double coloured
lines in the margin. It has marginal corrections. Foil. 25a, 356,

436, 466, 1556, 156, 157a, 158a, 1596 and 1886 contain diagrams.
Part of fol. 159a is blank. A few foil, are added at the beginning,
which contain, in Persian, the effects of the seven planets, and an
extract from Hadaik al-Anwar by Fakhr ad-Din Razi.

Written iii Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1257.

No. 355.

foil. 30 ; hues 13 ; size 11X7; 7 X 4i.

DAKA'IK AL-MIZAN Fl MAKADiR AL-AWZAN.

A treatise on alchemy by ^^^^'^jj^ ^^^^^'^-^^ ^--'^—^'''
'—»-'j^''

al-Mu'allif al-Jadid as-Sarukhani ar-Rumi. In Brockelmann this

author has been mentioned in two places. In Vol. II., page 233,

the author is said to have flourished in the 9th century, but on p.

448, in the 10th century Hijra. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. III.,

p. 234.

Beginning :

—

* Jl Ia^^SkI] j^iiliyO ^^_jJLc JUJI /jli^ ^J.}] 4JJ ^^4.^il

For copies see Cairo Cat . Vol. V., p. 393 ; and Pet. Rosen, No.
205/7.

Foil, are missing after foL 1. Borders of foil. 3, 5, 6, 12, 14,

15 and 28 are partially changed to modern paper. Marginal cor-

rections occasionally. Our copy is erroneously designated ^^*i

Written in two hands of Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th cen-

tury.
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No. 356.

foil. 40 ; lines 13 ; size lOJX 7 ; 7X4^.

AS-SIRR AR-RABBANI.

A treatise on alchemy by .^^ij^ ^^^ij^^ Joj.:sv.I i

—

sl'j,^'I al-

Muwallif al-Jadid as-Sarukhani ar-RumI ; see No. 355.

Beginning :

—

J! ^U^))I *-r,U3 ^ A3). -J-ij . c^"') 4JJ 0.-».svJ|

See Haji Khalifa, Vol. ill., p. 593.

It is divided into the following chapters :

—

fol. 36. ej^Kj /JbcvJl ,.,1-aJI
,

;i
.
J,DI iJUJI

9a.

13a.

176.

22a.

38a.

32a.

34a^

396.

The copyist after writing up to fol. 40 wrote the remaining

part of the book on the margins working backwards, till the book

was completed on the margin of fol. 38, which also contains the

remark o?^.'' fif^'^-

Marginal corrections occasionally. Names of chapters are also

written on the top borders in red ink. The name of the copyist

has been effaced purposely.

Written in Nastalik. Dated A.H. 1312.

l_>w«/Kj /JLx-wi
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Magic.

No. 357.

foil. 77; lines 14; size 9^ X 6 ;
6ix3i.

foil. l-59a. I.

KITAB AT-TILSM.

A treatise on magic. The name of the author could not be
traced.

Beginning :

—

JU ,^_^^j.J)^^)_yc^
(i;-^;^

iAjs^a. ^j\yi'] ^Loil^ritLL ,^.ji^.y) Jij"

j-^x^ ^-:>-* ^ JtJ' JUaJ) i>^r^ ^j j^.lo Ujv>.^ J{.f JU J ^_5«*jjc UjJo.

V^' *i^ e/"*^L^ f^ *'-'^-
e/i-! J ^-: ^r^2^J ^^J^ia ^^j ^,^1 Lfx'Ij

_j

Lacunae are in foil. 20a, 296 and i9a. The headings are in
red ink. It contains many pictures.

foil. 59&-77. II.

MANAFI' AL-AHJAR.

Another work on magic. The name of the author is not known.
Beginning :

—

L)Ui Lj«X»-=^ j^ l^^felssCi^] ] Ci-jJ!rJ t4J cCajijl)|. ((^(.a.-i'! (jLsS«Ju«.I

»it . uJ^i.^ ^.::^jJiJ ^ix^il iiJJi ^^ AjkJI ^U^si.j io.! !.x.^l.a. LosaJU (.xitii

Lacuna in fol. 70a. The headings are either ia bold black

character or in red ink. It has also many pictures of man, ani-

mals, etc.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th centur3^
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Interpretation of Dreams.

No. 358.

foil. 144; lines 21 ; size 9i-X6i
; 7^-X5|.

KITAB AT-TAHBTR FE 'ILM AT-TA'BTR.

A work on the interpretation of dreams. The author is not
known, but from the preface it appears that he ba.sed his book on
Abu Sa'd Nasr bin Ya'kub ad-Dinawarl's (c. A.H. 400, A.D. 1009)
work called Kitab al-Kadirl fi't Ta'bir.

Beginning :

—

The work on which it is based was composed for the Caliph
Kadirbillah Ahmad al-'Abbasi (A.H. .381-422. A.D. 991-1031) in

A.H. 397, A.D. 1006, and consequently it was named Kitab al-

Kadirl. See Haji Khalifa, Vol. Tl.. p. 312, Vol. IV., p. 486;
Paris Cat. No. 2745 ; and Pet. Rosen, No. 212. Our copy is divid-
ed into the following thirty chapters :

—

fol.

5a. " ,^Lo 4Jl)I h.^ ^ <_y^'^'' '~'-^^'

6a. 'sJj^J] hjj^ Li^'LiJI U^n

7a. f\s^!\j

1 Oa. ^^k^- '

J ,^^' I Ji.j^ ^' ^^'•ti^.i
I s^Ui

I

106. iJl^], ^^Uil'I hjj J.jp^ ^t^j)iM.!] tjUil

266. ^I^svil ^^ ^^.iu L« hjj ij-ij^"^ i^^' ^!^^ '-r^V

326. ^A.>^Ji
^ (>j1^! ^ ajJU
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„ 50&.

„ o7b.

„ 626.

„ 70rt.

,. 716.

,, 776.

,, 80a.

„ 846.

„ 906.

,, 98ffl.

,, 101«.

,, Ilia.

„ 113a.

„ 1176.

„ 120a.

^H/"4*-4 '-*
? ..-'r^J^'l ->r^ J-',!-^ o"

olivJI ^<J)

^(.i.J>«J) ^, I^jLu^I ^,-0

U-io^cJ , (.it .'.J I .

v_5
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fol. 124i'. '«^^^'*
; J^'*^' J'^^' .'

„ 1256. ^^^"
e;-^ u;^"^^' ^* ^t'*"-

„ 1 3 la. ';^ '
'y^ ^

i^^^svJ I
^.

„ 1326. ^)y^ }

„ 1386.
C*-^^'

; ci^Uoil
^

,, 141a. iJj.«/UiI
J

Ui.<i X-si-xsi^i ! J^^ J

The headings of chapters are in red ink. The first two foil,

are defective. Some foil, are missing at the end, and the MS. ends

abruptly as follows :

—

Written in old Arab Naskh. The date of transcription is

given on the title-page as follows :

—

*Xa>J! ^ vc"-^^ ^' ^' ri=A.'l <!LuL^ ,^_^J IJs-oI (jL) ^^'^' .^ji^ J'-'^i

^Jtiiil e>.wJI -i_^J J <S.i£ 4Jl1I (ix ^^_^4.i<I;) ^^JiiUxil ^j;U>r ^_ J^^] ^^jI

* <L>Ui(.x>J . ,.i(.4J' <S.Jk*« -iwl'l *>J* ,.,-< ,.rJr*^*JI •

Mechanics.

No. 359.

foil. 234 ; hnes 21 ; size 9^ X 6 ; 6^- X 3|-.

KITAB AL-HIYAL.

A work on clepsydrae (water-clocks), magical drinking glasses

and hydraulic instruments of all kinds. Unfortunately only a part

of the author's name has survived the eating of worms. The

50
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words are ^^j Jjj**.-' ^jj^jJIyl ^^y'' ^i>^-> Badi' az-Zaman Abfi'l 'Izz

bin Isma'il bin. But in Rampur List, p. 414, the work is called

.tlL ij 1

—

ijjxj] 'icLJ] ui5))l ^j ^ aILm and Abu Bakr al-Mu'izz bin

Isma'il bin ar-Razzaz al-Jawzi is quoted there as its Author. The

Paris Cat. No. 2477 calls it *J|i'Ujkil ^ixi and gives Abu'l 'Izz Isma'il

al-Jazari as its author. It appears from the following quotation

from the preface that the author flourished about A.H. 570, A.D.

1174. The quotation (fol. 2a) is:—

<j.jj! ^_^l«o^ J'l ^^_^JLr (^' J ^ 41)1 at^jl |JJ;I Jl ^J y^ ;'j^ |Hi^j e/^>^' l'*

For further details see Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 494.

Beginning :

—

^^; Jx«.*.«-!
^i^: >*^' r^'

^^z^'*)-' t-^^
Jt-^^I ,j^j ^^1 Jt^'

ci5lcL«.U iijviui^Jl cy)*!'! ^<uilA.^fiI cul^^svi! ^^i J^^' l_jL»-*I

In fol. '2b the author gives the name of an-Nasir li Din Allah

(A.H. 575-622, A.D. 1180-1225) as the reigning caliph of the time.

It is evident from fol. 26 that the book is divided into the

following sections :—

^]yu}\ ^^^Jisi.«j 9^j ^\j] J.AC ^ ^^^ ^^'^^^

>,.,e^JL jv.,aaJU j>^LJo
^ ^ti;'-!' iJ"*-^ ^^_y' v«i^-'t-i''l Pj"^-"

It is a curious book, but unfortunately many foil, are rnissing,

and the following chapters only are now extant :

—
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fo]. 2b. J^j yix ^) -aJuj^

UjlLfc U^j
^-r--?-^" ^0^'<

e/"*"^-^ J-?^'' J-^'

<*-*.'« » S.nj .oSj isy^ .jfc(.ii ip„c (.Jb^LIj .

jLa."| ^ ci^iiTll ^^.^! sJ^iJ ^ ^yi J^Jl

e:^s^*^" ^^L'l i.»-«.ail AaAjJ" ^^j j^^^Lsa.)! J,^l

ajJ »._^-dij ^JJI ^^aJI ixAji"^ ^^jLJI i.)-^I

„ 126. Li^f] J^£ ^ i(\^^|

,, 15a. (jo^j Ui fi-4^-5

i-J;J4 ^^l)^] J^ y^^ Jj^'l py^^' j^'* ^^^ JJM\

„ 36a. J,?-^ ^_^' (»*^^i J ^^'^i uubL/ vT^ <i(J^'«

,, 36a. LaUx^ ^ 'i^y^] yt}J\o 'Lk^^ J^i!| J>-Afti)

„ 376. >UI uy5)I J^c 'LikyS ^ ^^] J.aji.1]

,, 386. ^l] J^a^I. L->Ij^^^ i^y*^

„ 396. JU^JI J^c Lij^ ^i ^UJI J-aiJI
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fol. 4:5a.

„ 46a.

„ 476.

„ 486.

„ 50a.

,, 51a.

,, 51a.

,, 53a.

„ 536.

„ 546.

,, 56a.

}>
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fol. 626. itjSsxJ] Sj ^^aj >U X^taA^

<)^xj JjUil ^^il Ix^i s.L< Axi ^_^itl/l ^^^^^Civil JjCixJI

„ 636. ^^;^1^ ^il ^ei,:

,

,, 64a. ^>.^kJ|

^^i| *-^'di^ . dijkj J.^(.sv.i| ^u>>i| ijLoi" AJi/o JU.J . Lajc.'l

,. 656. e^^
656. (.aUjt-<

J
^_:>vi.ki) 5!^>^^lysi!.l3 <ja^ ^ J^ii) J.^aJI

,, 666. ^i/JH^^*^^'
uJ^su< ijAjjJ" ^ ^fj^^l J-oiil

-i 1 i.*v,a.ij . iJ.) J^^Lsvi ! ^ J'i I ^x/>.i S,\^ *JIjo • ^'L<3jJ.i

,, 68a. i^S-^'

,, 68a. UUx-<
J
ui^^ilyitii AA^ ^ J^J)! (J.oi..')

„ 69a. v»5^^'

706. tij^}^-^'
«'' (»'^'^i ; *f^'

J'-^t^sJI ^o-l] ix^ sl^

71a. lalix^
J

i^yi U ^ e^-^lai I 'ij^jSil^ 'Lk^^ Jj'i 1 J.^ I

,, 716. ^r^^^l

„ 736. ^^.^) J-i^
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fol. 776. f^^ ^^-iJ^yt , ^.i^ilii! c^iJl ^^^^Uil Jx^I

„ 806. ^^Uj jr

„ 83a. ^ ;(^=^ ^-;;^

'

„ 85a. ^^^
^i/(-<'J ^

„ 90a. ^^ji^^'. c^'l-^^'
'.yi ^^' ^^ tJyi ^^J"^'

i^-* ciT*^^^' J-^^'

916. e;!;*^^^-; /^'^-'^r^y ^•'^j-^^f-V ^-?^^' w* t*"^' J-^^''

„ 926. ^w.^lyil X;ly ^ifc^. ^Uil ^^ Li^'liJI JXixJI

„ 94a. J^j^y y^ } ^}y-^ ^^j'^l ^^ ^}J^ J-^^'

,, 96a. ' c^'U^I ^y *-'' y^} e^M' ^j-i-'
e/'*.'^'-^'

^^^'

ySb . JS^ ,^ jUJ) f-»ri cu))^! ,^i ^^^/olsxJl C_yJ^JI

„ 100a. ^j.*^ ^-^^—
Ji^

„ 100a. A^IJ^ ^A^^ ^j^lL* ^1

„ 1016. ljb,.o.2 <)C;|j.j^^ ^.I 2^^r

„ 103a. '

—

'y^^ «^j-^^

,, 106a. JjiJI ^j;J=t.J ^i ^-^J

„ 107a. ^.)^) li/Jj^^^' J-^^ ^V^ ^* C:^'' J-^'

„ 1076. ^'^
^J^
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fol. 1086. ^-Uil ^N ^Ji

„ 1096. ^]j^< ^i) ^ ,io

^wl l^Awai iiiL^ J^c ixaji ^__^»^,^5 ^j'^s^J) J^ai.'!

,, 1136. ;_y=sv'« ,^y \^'-'^-" J-*^ *J:^^ ^ ^^-"^ v.i-JtAJI J.^aiJI

yiJail uijj..^ *j) ^laj^^^ 111 J,^c <^'j^^ t^''-' J-^^l

,, 1146. 'iyH] jy

„ 115a. ^^j^jjil J.^ 'ixkJ ^) ^^uc
,

^.^Livil .J..^2JiJ]

,, 1166. ij'Hj JL.-^' j^'l

„ 1166. xU*^ ^ Ajj^^^ribUi 'ik.^ ^ J^))t J^-^'I

„ 1176. ^^iJ ^,^JI . ^'1 ,Lk^ J^c ^i ^^iai) JwoiJI

,, 1186. i^ts:\.ii| j^ i3:?.L^.^^3KiI J./>,clxAji^ ;^:i^

,, 119a. AJ^ J.r^

,, 119a. tjt>(.U^ ^ «;^vc^,3>Ll3 ia^ ^ J^J'I J^ail

„ 1206. >Uil Hi J^ liJiiS ^'» ^^\ J-^il

„ 121a. (^/^^' J-*^ ^^ ^ ui^JUil J^iiiil
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fol. 124a. L_>!j^su5>i) ^ yL.^]] ^J^c i-ySLif ^ ^]^l\ ^j.^1]

„ 1246. W-' v-Zr^^'! .

„ 126&. c^'^^l^n J*r iuAji ^; ^;Lv.'l J^JI

is.i^ ,—s^,*j fjU^!^ ^,tS^J.i ^it_j JjDI c^Jiil ^^^;lyl Jx^-'I

djilj ^^i) *«.sJw^ y&j , J^JkiJb ijij-.Uw.A) uulcLu ^^

,, 129a. J^-^'

„ 129a. &*^il ^^Kii ^i JjD) J^Jf

,, 1306. v"'^-* l)"*'^ h^^ i_5-*^^'' l)-^-"

,, 131a. ^j>^ t Tfsv.;

„ 1346. iuHj J^-oi

,, 1346. «l.ix^^ s3jy.^yb^i2 'ik.^ ^ J^'il J^il

,, 135a. Jjjl.ij,il ^^^ }

„ 136a. <5.J u-Zj^siJI
^

„ 1386. ^^^jJLai

» 1386. (JbU^
J

iij^^')^ibtJ6 ii^ ^i J^i'l J^il

^_J^svJI
J J.sj,i)^ jyl) J.^c 'ixsui ^ ^(-^1 J-^i-'l

„ 139a. ^y ^il W
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" ^^"^'- »^^*^^ A3;^^yta= ii.^ ^j J^J!) J,^]

,, U4/>. ^Jl JjJiLv^ 'i^^^ sjii ^(^^ j^ ^(^1 uUiail

" ^^•^''- i-^^ Jj^j ^il p^flii v[;^)

" l-^'-«- »^i*^
} ^^/lybtii a^ ^i J^yi J.^1]

„ 152a. u^l^ h]y^] J^ iuAj^r ^i ^yi J^iJI

„ 1576. ii'^- J^ ^ii ^^iij^ ^\yul] ^_;JLsu* ^
„ 1576. .UbUx^

^ j^^yj JTi^JlyfeOi iU^^ J^JI) J.^1

1496.

1506.

15 8a.

159a. ^;I^)J^ AaAj/^ i.^/aj) J.^aiJ|

51
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fol. 161a. AJ^J J^ ^1 (^=J>i^ «^^> ti/r J^

„ 161a. liblx,^ »^y^'l^ritUo iA.>c ^ Jji'l (J-oiil

,, 162a. *jJ=^^'' J^^ h^^ ^ ^'^' J^Ril

*ji3J J^j sji^ ysi . ^^^^ Py'^^^Lt/* u/"
' lI-^-^-''

,, 167a. ^:;J^ ^''
C^^-: > •r^J/^'

,, 167a. UoUju* j 'i^y^]\ jS!i)si IsL^ ^ J^Jl) J^^ail

„ 1676. ,»-:>^'l »>-^ J'*^ ^Ji^ ^ ^^j^'^^' J.^^A'1

80..> ^ JU' ^lli: ys,
^,

^^_^iliJI c^iJI ^ ^;L*I1 J.CiJt

„ 170a. ^J^" Jr^

170a. tjbUiJixi
^
^l^]] hy.^ rSi-^ '^^ ^ J^i'l J-iAil

„ 170a. iJ^y^JI J*c ijjij/ ^ ^Llfl J.^aAil

1706. Uyxi^
J

^liiJI ^_j-J»..: J^ 'f-ys^ ^ i,.i^Cii| J.,^1

^oJ» (jjkJo ^^j J^j yii>j (^'"^^ Py^^^ fj^ ^^^ J.<^')

,, 1726. e/i^-^' v_5'' f'^'^i J

,, 173a. (jtUx.^ ^ 8\^J)yb(iD ^^ ^^ J^DI J.,^1

,, 173a. hljii] l^jJ
^
j^^^I^) J^ a.>.aj;^^ ^_5->'-^' J-^^aiJI

^jJ» '» v_-Okwaj ijJ^i»^ r^i^ UJ^'O J-a-L (J.i^ ei"*^- ^_?*
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fol. 174a. (^^^ ^^ *«Aftij . i~y^) ij)jt s^i.'i ^aj ^_^:^l^

,, 174a. UUx^
J '•ijf^] jiillo 'isL^ ^ J^))) J^^Ail

,, 175a. >U.'I ijlj-^ J^ Liji ^i >_5^'^J' J^Ail

,, 177a. ^^jj..^i ^1 p.iAj
^

„ 177a. (JbU*.^ ^ x^l^-^iIyt)lJo Ik^ ^ Jjll) J^il

„ 1776. L^I/xJI

,, 179a. ^^J j.s:vi^ ^UL ^.
^J;U J^ ^ (..i^JlAil 2^_^iJI

,, 179a. ^^}-^* J' ,*«*«^i ^ ^^^-^ ^^>'' ^/^^/^ ^'-'^

179&. UUj^^
j (J^.'-!^'

JJ;^'«^r^'-i= *-^ j_5* Jj^' J.^JI

„ 180a. *^'^>>^ J^ ^iV ^' ..s^"^^'
J-^i-'

(!U«1. ^Ic ylis rk.^9 .jlsJI dlic J^wiailij ^ 1 suk/

„ 182a. ^r^ ^JI

,, 182a. IjbUiu*
^ ^^2)| js;^^^,ifc(.ii Xa.^ ^i J^jl"! J.^aiil

„ 1836. ^ly.^^ ^^iaiil J^ ^ij;^ ^ ^^'-^^' J^ii!

,, 185a. ^^^'' ^' j^eij
_j ^y^ ^^ i-_^JI ^_j<-^

^c

185a. UUxA) ^ 8;^waJIyt(i3 iiuo ^ J^))! J-^ii)

,, 1956. i^jLijL'o jic *JH*il
J

fc_J>JLIsx^ yt) ,^^jLJ) py>-'!
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For copies see Paris Cat. No. 2477, and Rampur List, p. 414.

The contents of foil. 56-57& up to the words !5lix.^^jl^ JjjjI^^UJi

are a duplicate of a passage in foil. 50-516. Foil. 26a, 30, 33, 43,

44, 52, 133, 186 and 188- 192a are blank. Lacunae occur in foil.

6, 736, 74a, 75, 83a, 84a, 85a, 86, 92, 93a, 95a, 986, 103, 1236,

183a, 1926-197, 199a, 2006 and 2026. Foil. 376, 132a and 204a

are a little defective, as a few words in them are pasted over with

a different kind of paper. About half of fol. 103 has been torn off.

It contains numerous illustrations in coloured ink. Borders

are changed throughout. It ends on fol. 205a. Fol. 2056 explains

the marks used in the work in the corresponding letters of the

alphabet. Fol. 206 contains a quotation in iPersian with the head-

ing ^jUj y^ ij^.^^ j>^\iy^i e:,-^j ^^^a. s^i ^^^^x^h v»::^A,^. Foil. 207-

234 have quotations from some astronomical work with the head-

ing.

This portion also contains illustrations in coloured ink. The
]\IS. is copied by some unscholarly man, and is not very accurate.

On the title-page it has been named

It also contains lives of Ibn Jubair, and Ibn Haiyan Sufi in

Persian in the handwriting of Saiyid Sadr ad-Din Ahmad al-Musavi

and two seals. In the last fol. it is also named ^^t) ^1.=^ ^^is^ ij^^j^-

and we also find the following note :

—

^^|j ^cr'>^. '^^ ^ i^AsJI l:>-JjJJ>j pW^^ c:^jiy^ AJLi. ^_5^^ idsx^ i

—

'^yi>

Written in two hands of Nasta'lik, Not dated. C. 18th cen-

tury.

Medicine.

No. 360.

foil. 121; Unes 25; size 13^X81; 8^X5^.

KULLIYAT AL-KANUN.

The first part of the famous work called al-Kanun fi't Tibb on

systems of medicine by Vxx^ ^j 4JjI o>ac ^ ^^i^.*'^^^ ,_5^ y) ^^^ 'Ali
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al-Husain bin 'Abdallah bin Sina, died A.H. 428, A.D. 1037. For
his life see No. 284.

Beginning :

—

For chapters see Berhn Cat. No. 6269.

For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 777-8 ; Berhn Cat. Nos.
6269-71 ; Br. Mus. Cat. pp. 221, 632, 744; Gotha Cat. No. 1911 ;

Cairo Cat. Vol. VI., p. 27 , Nur Osmaniya Cat. No. 3568 ; Kup-
raluzadah Cat. No. 976; Rampur List, p. 490; Asiatic Society-

Cat, p. 85 ; and 'Azimu'd-Din Ahmad, (Bankipur) Cat. p. 38.

For commentaries see Haji KjiaUfa. Vol. IV., p. 496; and
Berlin Cat. No. 6281.

Foi different editions and translations see Ellis, Cat. of Arabic
Books in the Br. Mus. Vol. I., pp. 664-94.

Foil. 1-8, lla-12a and 186-236 are full of notes in small char-
acter. Marginal corrections occapionally. Borders have been
changed to a different kind of paper. The headings of chapters
are in red letters. The first and last foil, bear two seals. Worm-
eaten.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 361.

foil. 487; lines 25; size 8x4|; 6|-X2^.

SHARK AL-ASBAB WA'L 'ALAMAT.

A commentary on Muhammad bin 'Ali as-Samarkandi's trea-

tise on the symptoms, causes, and treatment of diseases called al-

Asbab wa'l 'Alamat by ^'^j^) (^yc ^ ^^j^^ e/^^' ij^^j-'
Burhan

ad-Din Nafis bin 'Iwad al-Kirmanl. He was a physician in the
Court of Ulugt Beg Mirza (A.H. 850-853, A.D. 1447-1449), and
was considered one of the best physicians of his time. See Habib
as-Siyar, Vol. III., Juz' III., p. 159; Wiistenfeld, Arzte, p.* 106

;

and Brockelmann Vol. II., p. 213,

Beginning :

—

^^ J^ 4Jl)) ^]jijisij\ ^\J SxJ
J

^^ltJ]<^j 41) J^-o^l

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 787 ; Berhn Cat. No.
6291; Vienna Cat. No. 1461; Gotha Cat. No. 1955; Rampur List,
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p. 483; Hyderabad List Fann Tibb, No. 24; Bankipur Cat. p.

429 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 84.

Printed, Calcutta, 1836, and repeatedly lithographed in India.

Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 270, says that it was completed in

A.H. 827, A.D. 1423 at Samarkand.
Passages of the original work are either marked with a red

line, or are written in red ink. Foil. 2-9 are in a modern hand.
Marginal corrections occasionally. The inner edge of each fol. has
been changed to modern paper. Stained with damp. On the first

fol. it is falsely stated in Persian that the book was copied during
the life-time of the author. The first fol. also bears a seal.

Written in Naskli. Dated A.H. 1088.

No. 362.

foil. 110; Hnes 1 1 ; size 9| X 6 ; 7|^ X 4.

10(>Jl itilJtoJ^ «osv.«

MAJMA' AL-MANAFP AL-BADANIYA.

An abridgement of Yusuf bin Isma'il al-Baghdadi's (d. A.H.
710, A.D. 1310) work on simple medicaments called Ma la Yasa'u

at-Tabib Jahlahu by ^j^,iii I ^^^i^QaiiH ,^£ ^j jjIj Da'ud bin 'Umar al-

Antaki, known as ad-Darlr or the blind. He was born at Antioch,
lived at Damascus and Cairo, and died in A.H. 1008, A.D. 1599.

Hajl Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 260, says that he died in A.H. 1005, A.D.
1596. For details see Khulasat al-Athar, Vol. II., p. 140 ; Leclerc,

Vol. II., p. 303 ; and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 364.

Beginning :

—

jjlj ^jJt ^Ui'I 'is^l JfOxi jotj . ^JliJ! IJi!] juj s^s^!]

Ma la Yasa'u at-Tabib Jahlahu is itself an abridgement of Ibn
Baitar's (d. A.H. 643, A.D. 1248) work known as Jami' Mufridat
al-Adviya wa'l Aghdhiya, or Mufridat Ibn Baitar, on simple me-
dicaments. For the former work see Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p.

353, and for the latter work see Haji Khalifa, Vols. II., p. 576 and
VI., p. 34.

For copies see Leyden Cat. No. 1364 where the book is called

Jami' al-Manafi' al-Badanlya; Azimu'd-Din, Cat. p. 150; and
Rampur List, p. 495.
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The MS. is divided into two parts. Each contains twenty

chapters, and an epilogue. The first part deals with simple drugs

specially connected with particular limbs, and the second part des-

cribes medicines which are not specified for one hmb. In the

nineteenth chapter of the second part drugs beneficial to children

are described. The epilogue contains general useful matter.

The chapters are as follows :

—

fol.
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fol. 63a. i^j pl-«>»^'-? V^l yj^ u-^AJ U SjUI ^ (UjU.

,, 63&. j^^^flAsvJ) lol^Ov* ^^> (J^wai

„ 646. J.«^JI ajjJI ^i J-ai

„ 656. i(ji!y) Jjk^ ^ ^^

„ 66a. i.to;.ix<Ki) ^1^1 ^ J-^»

,, 67a. wk^' t^-»J ^* uUa*

,, 67a. ^-^^^1 c^^ J"^

67a. ^j^' ^Uici)) ij-jjl
^_y

,^_j^-ix*JI l-jW)

„ 72a. cijU^slJI ^» J_,1'I u.>Un

„ SOo. -J^tki'^. ^iiil Jjj4w ^» ^^'•^•'' V^'t

„ 81a. JU-^I tt:^ ^» ^^^1 S^^'I

,, 84a. -V^! ^Ui^l wJ* C^y ^''^^'

856. ci>lx6.svil ^ ^j^^i^S] t—?U)I

,, 866. -^y JjJ-=^ ,_^* ^jLv.JI v'-^''

88a. Jj^U^) J
cut^l_^t^il ^ J;^))| ^ ^U,i) u.5'"V

906. i*^' t'^^ J
ci?L^l^^I ,^ (^'*'-^^' V^V

93a. "-rV?^' * ^'^^^ *^j^' ,__c'
^^'^l 't'V

„ 95a. ^j^^ j;y^' .? z^j^^ ^•'J'^' >_j».^'*^' v^y

„ 97a. fT^^I ^ L^-' ^''j' ^j^^ ^jtsJI v^^l

976. ^-J^W' } (>-f-^l ^''j' ^»r^ v_f^'^'
^'^-^

„ 986. ^i;^^^l *^';' <JJ^ ^^^^•' ^^''

„ 99a. ;WI^ L^jI ^y^^^ C^^' V^-'

,, 996. L-^JWI 1^ iij^l ^j^ j^^/o'.sa./I v'-^JI

,, 100a. ^.^^^ ^ vy^J' J )y^j^^ oy ^y^ ^^l^I M^^'
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fol. 1016. (
J^-^-^l ^*-'' ^^Ij'^

e/^-^' ^» )y^ t?^^'
^'^'

104a. >^r" Lvf'^ ^^' ^"' ^^ (a;^
^'" ^'W

„ 104a. ^y^i*-^''^ (^^ t'''^'* \Sf^ ^Uil vV

„ 106a. J>i-^^! ^^ V^-!'^^' ;
;'-^'l

^ (y^^ )

„ 107a. ^^T*- ^''y ; O*'^^ ^' ^''^^^

The headings of chapters and names of medicines are in red

ink. There is a gap of a word or two in fol. 44a. The copyist

had omitted the heading of the 19th chapter.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. I9th century.

No. 363.

foil. 310; lines 21; size 81X5^: 6X3|.

KITAB AT-TIBB.

A work on medicine. The name of the author could not be

traced.

Beginning :

—

Uii jj^, ^ _|_ _|_ -|_ _)_ ^JL v-^" ^_j-3 J^ aj>.a.so ^X^^ ^l^JI J^ J-kSvJI

jC^jii ^u ^^c '^j^ uJ^jj j.ixj + + + -!- c^'i * ^^ v-^'y r

+ + + jL^yi ^!y Aj ^iJ) ^_^ki) ^£ ;ljJL^I ^^; ^ ^iU

* J I U^'l^iil C^^4J ^ v_^/t.sv*J| ;y^«J ^UXJI lift)

In fol. 136 the author quotes Khalid al-Azhari, the comment-
ator of at-Tawdih. According to Hajl Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 413,

that commentary was composed in A.H. 890, A.D. 1485. The
book under notice must have been written after that date.

The author before dealing with the subject-matter of the book
describes concisely the attributes of a physician, and the other

branches of learning besides medicine which it is necessary for him
to know, as follows :

—

52
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Beginning :

—

From the preface it appears that it was commenced in A.H.
1060. A.D. IG.IO, and not completed in that yea;, as is said in

India Office Cat. No. 554.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5321 ; India Office Cat. No. 554
;

Rampur List, p. 674; and Bankipur Cat. p. 17.

Passages of the original text are marked with red lines. There
are profuse marginal notes up to fol. 466 and in the rest the notes

are scanty. The first two foil, have })een recently changed. The
inner edge is changed throughout to a different kind of paper. The
outer edge is also changed in the latter part of the book.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 365.

foil. 103; lines 21; size 10 X 5^
; 7|-X3^.

foil. 1-48. I.

AL-ABHATH AL-BAKIYA.

Another commentary on as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani's trea-

tise on the rules of debate by ^_^ajj^l ^H-i)) ciy: ^i ,,^^'1 SJf

^^jkij^'l 'Abd al-Baki bin Ghawth al-Islam as-Siddlki al-Jawn-

purl, died A.H. 1086, A.D. 1675. See No. 364.

Beginning :

—

J^%» w>JO UI sIjI iJ ^cJ^ "^^ st-lar! U-' ^U )) ..< L

t-jbill ^ ci^y Ui ^\ ^yu.i^l ^iU2! o^c ^.j ^^'' >^

* ^Jl ^I U.^ '^iXc u^.Ci"!
J

Lilj' [^x» j]ai] f^]

This commentary was written according to the promise the

author made in the first commentary.
For copy see Bankipur Cat. p. 18.

Passages of the original text are marked with a black line.

Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in bad Nastalik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

Scribe 4iil ^ .jJs.
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foil. 49-103. II.

AL-ADAB AL-BAKTYA.

Another copy of the work noticed in No. 364. It begins in

the same manner as the previous copy does. Foil. 49-52a are in

one hand, and the rest in another. Passages of the text are marked
with black lines. Slightly worm-eaten. The title-page has seals

of two owners—one is dated A.H. 1135.

Written in bad Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1100.

No. 366.

foil. 109; lines 15-19; size 6^x31; ^%^.
foil. 1-32. I.

8HARH AL-ADAB AL-'ADUDIYA.

A commentary on al-Iji's treatise on the rules of debate by

-j>L>.->Jl
.
.x^isJ] , ,j j^su< , ,j ^U.'I j.ja: 'Abd al-'Ali bin Muham-

mad bin al-Husain al-Barjandl.

See for his life No. 339.

Beginning :

—

See Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 210.

In the colophon we find the date of composition, from the

chronogram V.^^-^ ol'i' J^, to be A.H. 930, A.D. 1523.

Marginal glosses occasionally. The inner and top edges of the

MS. are changed. Worm-eaten.
Written in Nasta'lik. Not. dated. C. 18th century.

foil. 33-109. 11.

AL-ADAB AL-BAKIYA FI SHARK AL-ADAB

ASH-SHARlFlYA.

jlAfiJI jjl C.

Another copy of the work noticed in No. 364. The beginning

is as that of the other copy. Worm-eaten.
Written in minute ^asta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 367.

foil. 34: lines 19; size 7 X 4| ; 5^x2|.

foil. 1-13. T.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA SHARH AR-RISALAT AL-'ADUDIYA.

A supercommentary on Muhammad al-Hanafl's commentary
on Adud ad-Din al-Iji's treatise on the rules of debate called Adab
al-Bahth. The name of the supercommentator is not known, but

the followmg passage in the preface, i-Jo^'I i.J^ y,^'x!\ _,Li ^1 JLc!

^:L>.aj'l, indicates that the author of the supercommentary was a con-

temporary of the commentator, Muhammad al-Hanafi at-Tabrizi,
died in A.H. 900, A.D. 1497.

Beginning :

—

f •• "^ -

See Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 210, and Berlin Cat. No. 5308.
Quotations from Hanafi's commentary are introduced with sJy

in red ink. Marginal glosses occasionally.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C.
19th century.

foil. 14&-34. II.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA SHARK AR-RISALAT AL-'ADUDIYA.

Another supercommentary on al-Hanafi's commentary on al-

Iji's treatise on the rules of debate by j...so« ,xhJ]y] ,j^ ^j^'IjLc

^-^•"'^;^' ^^i^^^ ^^. y:^^ ^^) ^J 'Imad ad-Din Mir Abu'l Fath

Muhammad bin Amin, known as Taj as-Sa'idi al-Ardabili. Accord-
ing to Berlin Cat. No. 5277, he flourished in A.H. 850, A.D. 1446,
and died about A.H. 875, A.D. 1470; but according to Brockel-
mann, Vol. II., p. 208, he died in A.H. 950, A.D. 1543.

Beginning :

—
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For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5298 ; Gotha Cat. No. 2811/3 ;

Pet. Rosen, No. 197 ; and Cairo Cat. Vol. VII., p. 138. See also

Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 210.

Marginal corrections occasionally. Fol. 14a is blank. The
colophon ends as follows :

—

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Not dated. C.

19th century.

Lexicography,

No. 368.

folk 484; lines 27; size 14-|x8; 10X5.

SHAMS AL-'ULUM.

An Arabic dictionary by ^yi.^^1] c>j^^ ^^j (n^y^'^
Nashwan bin

Sa'id al-Himyari. He was a descendent of an ancient royal family

of Yemen, and was a poet and philologist of some repute. He
made himself master of several fortresses at Yemen, and was re-

garded as their King. His al-Kasidat al-Himyariya was edited

with a German translation by Alfred von Kremer under the title

Die Himjarische Kasideh. Herausgegeben und iibersetzt, Leipzig,

1865, and was translated into English by W. F. Prideaux under the

name of The Lay of the Himyarites, Sehore, 1879. He died in A.H.
573, A.D. 1117.

For details see Yakut. Vol. III., p. 366; Bugtyat al-Wu'at,

p. 403; Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 300; and Huart, History of

Arabic Literature, p. 7 71.

Beginning :

—

* JI *jJi*iI ^^Jl.iJI *j0-ail ^:a.iy) 4JJ ^^:s\!]

This valuable dictionary is of great value to those engaged in

the study of South Arabian antiquities. D. H. Mliller has correct-

ed, by the help of this book, the spelling of the proper names which
occur in the Himyarite odes. See Z.D.M.G., Vol. XXIX., pp.
620-8; Sitzungsberichte der K. Akademie, 1877, Vol. LXXXVI.,
p. 171 ; and D. H. Mliller, Siidarabische Studien, p. 143.

Also see Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 74, and India Office Cat.

No. 998.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 6963-4 ; Derenbourg, Nos. 34
;

and 603 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 858 ; Cairo Cat. Vol IV., p.

175 ; and Rampur List p. 511.
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Extracts from the Arabic text with German Introduction and
Notes have been edited by 'Azimu'd-Din Ahmad and published by
the Trustees of the Gibb Memorial in 1917.

The first fol. has a beautiful 'Unwdn. Double coloured lines
are throughout in the margin. The outer edges in foil. 41-56, are
changed to different kind of paper. A few foil, at the beginning
and also at the end are a little worm-eaten. Fol. 162 contains
lacunae. The headings and words of explanation are in red ink.

Written in Nasta'Iik. Dated A.H. 1082.

No. 369.

foil. 212 ; lines 29 ; size 11x7; 9i X 5i.

AN-NIHAYA Fl GHARIB AL-HADlTH WA'L ATHAR.,

Vol. I.

A dictionary of the rare words of Tradition arranged alphaljet-

ically by Jasv.* ^ j>,.6.:sv,« -yX'l ^^^jI ^j <—T.Ly, ^j[x^]y] ^jJI ^^:^.<

k_r;>W j^^^^ u- ^jt^' ^_s->^J^'' Majd ad-Din Abu's Sa'adat

Mubarak bin Abi'l Karam Muhammad bin Muhammad ash-Shai-
banl, known as Ibn al-Athir al-Jazari, died A.H. 606, A.D. 1209.
See for his life No. 26.

Beginning:

—

n i
. , J. ,,

For other particulars of the book see Berlin Cat. No. 1650 and
Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 322, and Vol. VI., p. 403.

For copies see Berlin Cat., No. 1650; India Office Cat. No.
999

;
Br. Mus. Cat. p. 641 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 445 ; Rampur

List, p. 131 ; Bankipur Cat, p. 825 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 51.
Lithographed at Teheran, A.H. 1269, and printed at Cairo

A.H. 1308.

The headings of chapters are in bold character. The w^ords
of which explanations and meanings are given are noted on the
margin in red ink. Coloured lines are on the margin. It has a
hea^utiiul 'Uiiwdn at the beginning. Vocalised throughout. This
volume extends from s)*^]) > j^a. to >^I ^ >LfI

, t^^ . On the title-

page and last fol. are written the names of different owners. Mar-
ginal corrections occasionally. On the top of each fol. the follow-
ing expression is written j^'US^ <J.i'so,^ 4JJ i^^j .

Written in a beautiful Naskh. Dated A.H. 1020. Scribe ^^t
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No. 370.

foil. 320 ; lines 31 ; size U^X 7^ ; 8|x 4|.

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work noticed above. It begins

with >iyl *—>,a^ and ends with ^UU j^-i. . Double red coloured

lines a.re on the margin of each page, except the first two foil.

The headings are in red character. Marginal corrections occasion-

ally. Words requiring explanation are written on the margin in

red ink. The expression ^^'^ j x'ils^.x^ 4JJ . slSj is written at the top

of each fol. The name of the i ailj is on the first and last foil.

Vocalised throughout.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 371.

foil. 227 ; lines 20 ; size lOX 6|- ; 7 X 3|.

AL-MUGHRIB Fl TARTiB AL-]\IU'RIB.

A dictionary of rare words occurring in legal books by JLaJl^I

: .kJI JLc ^j ^i^l J.XC ^Jj-cti Abu'l Fath Nasir bin 'Abd as-Saiyid

bin 'All al-Mutarrizi. He was born at Kliawarizm in A.H, 538,

A.D. 1143, or according to Taj at-Tarajim fi Tabakat al-Hanafiya,

p. 58, in A.H. 536, A.D. 1141. He studied with his father and
others. He taught Hanafite jurispiudence and the dogmas of the

Mu'tazilitc school. In A.H. 601, A.D. 1204, he came to Ba.^dad,
and died in his native land in A.H. 610, A.D. 1213. As-SuyutI

in his Bughyat al-Wu'at, p. 402, says that he was a pupil of az-

Zamald.shari. This statement, I think, cannot be correct, because

az-Zamakhshari died in A.H. 538, A.D. 1143, the year in which
al-MutarrizI was born. The fact of al-MutarrizI being commonly
considered the successor of az-Zamakjishari, owing to his vast

erudition in philological matters, led as-Suyati, probably, to be-

lieve that he was a pupil of that Great Master. For further details

of his Hfe seelbn Khallikan, Vol. II., p. 280 ; al-Fawa'id al-Bahiya,

p. 91 ; Flugel, Die Class, der Hanefit. Richt. p. 319 ; and Brockel-

mann, Vol. I., p. 293.
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Beginning :

—

«= ^W ^]\ ^i LUi'l j)o^ ^ J^JI Jy^^ J^i^ ^i ^ s^^^i
^

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 69Gf) ; Br. Mus. Cat. pp. 2296,
(U16; Leyden Cat. No. 77; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 864

; Cairo
Cat. Vol. IV., p. 189; India Office Cat. No. 1001

; Asiatic Society
Cat. p. 51 ; and Rampur List, p. 518. See also Hail Khalifa
Vol. v., p. 048.

.

J -

Printed at Dayarat al-Ma'arif, Hyderabad. Deccan.

Fol. 1176 is blank with the remark ^Xxx'Lxsv^ . The head-
ings are in red character. The latter part is^much injured bv
insects. Borders have been recently changed. From the begin-
ning up to fol. 45 is in one hand, and the rest in another.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 372,

foil. 592; lines 31 : size 10^X0: 8X41.

AL-KAMUS.

A well-known Arabic dictionary by ^j v>^.su< ^^^\ o.su« jtLb^;!

v^r^^-^'j^Ti^'' v^rjLrf^^'' ^^^K^s*-*
^j\ ^^^> Abu Tahir Majd ad-Din Muham-

mad bin Ya'kub bin i^Iuhammad ash-Shirazi al-Firuzabadi. He
was born at Kazrun near Shiraz in A.H. 729, A.D. 1329 , studied
first at Shiraz and later on in Wasit and Baghdad. He visited
Constantinople, Avhere he was much ' honoured by Sultan Murad
Khan (A.H. 761-792, A.D. 1360-1389). He died in "a.H. 817
A.D. 1414, or A.H. 816, A.D. 1413. For details see Bugiyat al-
Wu'at, p. 117; at-Ta'likat as-Saniya, p. 96; Taj al-'Arus, Vol. I.,

p. 13; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 464; and Brockelmann, Vol II
'

p. 181.

Beginning :

—

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 1005 ; Berlin Cat. No
6972

;
Paris Cat. Nos. 4263-4277 ;. Br. .^[us. Suppl. Cat. No. 874

;

Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., p. 177 ; and Rampur List, p. 513.
For commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 492 • and Ber-

lin Cat. No. 6976.

Printed in two vols., Calcutta., 1817 ; Bulak A.H. 1289, 1301-
3 ; Cairo, A.H. 1281

; lithographed, Lucknow. 1885 ; and Bombav
A.H. 1272. See also Ellis, Cat. Vol. II.. pp. 275-78.

The first fol. contains a beautiful ' Umcan . Gold ruled margins

53
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throughout. The words forming the subjects of the articles are

written either in red or in bold black letters. The first and last

foil, contain the signature and seal of Muzaffar Husain bin Masih
ad-Dawla. Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. . C. 17th century.

No. 373.

foil. 217; lines 29; size 9| X 5^ : 7x31.

THE SAME.

An incomplete copy of the work noticed abo^e. It begins as

the preceding one and ends with the word « k^^ . Foil . are miss-

ing after foil. 1, 7, 178, 181 and 212. Wrongly designated on the

title-page ^^ ^_^ ^ ^^^lil'l ^^Lc ^^M^yolj . On the title-page

and last fol. it bears the forged seals of Ahmad Shah, dated A.H.
1162. The first fol. is illuminated and has an 'Unwdn at the

beginning. Double gold ruled margins throughout. Paper is

sprinkled with gold. Each letter given as the heading before the

words that begin with it is inscribed in white ink on a gold surface,

and has also flowers in gold all around it. The ink has faded

somewhat in the middle of foil. 1376, 138 and 139. Foil. 26-7

and half of foil. 1846-185 contain vowel points, and the rest are

sprinkled with vowel-marks. On the colophon it is wrongly written

by some cunning bookseller of Lucknow ,i*-^l>'|^ uuUs:u.x*,!l J j.j

Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in fine Na«!kh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

Etymology.

No, 374.

foil. 124; lines 25; size UiXGi; 8^X3|.

<iA)viJ| 2^ VAX

SHARK ASH-S:HAFIYA.

A commentary on Ibn Hajib's well-known work on etymology

called ash-Shafiya by -.j^jjIsJI i a.<*^j ^j ^a».sx!] ^j j*>a=sI ^s^Ls^i

Fakhr ad-Din Ahmad bin al-Hasan bin Yusuf al-Jarabardi. He
was an eminent scholar at Tabriz, and spent almost all his life in

teaching students. He died in A.H. 746, A.D. 1345. See.Bug^-
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yat al-Wu'at, p. 131 ; Habib as-Siyar. Vol. TTT., Jiiz' T.. p. 131 ;

and Brockelmann, Vol. II., }). 193.

Beginning :

—

* Jl

In tlie preface the author dedicated this work to Muhainmad
bin Taj ad-Din 'Ali as-Savi, the vazir.

For copies see Br. Mus. Cat. p. 2346 ; St. Petersburg Cat. No.

173 ; Berlin Cat. No. 6605 ; Vienna Cat. No. 182 ; India Office Cat.

No. 949; Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., p. 8; Vol. VII., p. 648; Rampur
List, p. 524 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 149; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 39.

For other commentaries, etc., see Hajl Khalifa, Vol. IV., p.

4; and Berlin Cat. No. 6612.

Printed, C'alcutta, A.H. 1262; lithographed, Teheran, A.H.

1271; Dehli, 1870; Lucknow, A.H. 1262; and Lahore, A.H. 1304.

Quotations from the original text are introduced with the word
<5wy in red ink. The complete text is also copied in minute charac-

ters at the top of each page. Marginal corrections and notes

occasionally. Foil. 1-9 are recently replaced. Foil. 123-124 are

somewhat damaged. Names of several owners on the title-page.

Written in ordina-ry Na^ta'lik. Not dated. C. ISth century.

Scribe j.^tj^i ^i'[«,o«lj <S/>.isx^.

No. 375.

foil. 370; lines 11; size 8iX4i
; 5fX2^.

SHARH ASH-SHAFIYA.

A commentary on Ibn Hajib's work on etymology called ash-

Shafiya by ^^a>.^iJL'I J-c S^\ ^ la«.tjJI j>js. 'Abd al-Basit bin Rustam

'All al-KannawjI. He was born in A.H. 1159, A.D. 1746, studied

all branches of learning with his father, and wrote several works.

He died in A.H. 1223, A.D. 1808. For details see Hada'ik al-

Hanafiya, p. 464 ; and Abjad al-'Ulum, p. 933.

Beginning :
—

k«-Uil 0.>,r: ...... Jy^AJ J.XJ
J i^^yi /jJli^ ^^^^ 4JJ J~Asv.iI

jiiii ^^ ^xj ^''^^ ^^^
^^^.r•^^^'^*••^' «^^^ i^- ^^ r^; e/"'

* ^i| iSj^li cuialvJI ^.^^i ^^ cuUi'I ij^/, ic^ tjy-vswo ^^/^ ^-oU.
^
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This commentary was composed in A.H. 1204. and was chro-

nologically named ix^U^-'i >lAJi, as the author says AxJUx.')>lAi; ^(S* U^

&j s.)ii^^^> <)Lsx'LL' liv^v!.!). Passages of the original text are marked with

red lines. There are coloured ruled margins throughout except

in foil. 2416 and 2tSa. Foil. 249-256 are misarranged. The correct

order is 248, 253, 251, 252, 249, 250, 256, 255, 254. Borders of

foil. 366-370 are .supplied Avith modern paper. Marginal correc-

tions and notes occasionally. vSlightly worm-eaten. In the colo-

phon also the author gives A.H. 1204 as the date of the composi-

tion of the work.

Written in bad Nasta-llk. Not dated C. 19th century.

No. 376.

foil. 84; lines 13: size 7iX4|: 4ax2f.

SHARK TASRIF AZ-ZANJANI.

A commentary on az-Zanjani"s treatise on the inflexion of

verbs by ^_jil-,uA,l') ^,*; ^j jyi^.*^ ^^/A-^ "^-^^ Sa'd ad-Din Mas'ud bin

'Umar at-taftazani. d. A.H. 792, A.D. 1389. See for his life No.
398. Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 283, wrongly names the commenta-
tor Sa'daJlah bin Mas-ud bia 'Umar at-Taftazani.

Beginning :
—

^' ^LJS\ ^< ^IKi) (_>iU ^ ^^^IjH; ^jy\ iU

It is the first work of at-Taftazani. who completed it in A.H.

737, A.D. 1336, when his age was sixteen. The text is sometimes

designated al-Tzzi from the surname of the author Tzz ad-Dln.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 6617-8; Br. Mus, Cat. p.

235a: Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., p. 7, Vol. VII., p. 218; and Rampur
List, p. 523.

For othctr commentaries, etc.. see Berlin Cat. No. 6627 ; and
Haji Khalifa, X^ol. IV., p. 208.

Printed, Constantinople A.H. 1253 ; lithographed, Teheran,

A.H. 1285.

The Manuscript is defective at the end. Passages of the text

are marked with a red line : sprinkled with vowel points. Mar-
ginal corrections and glosses occasionally. The inner edge of all

the foil, has been recently changed.
Written in bad Naskh . Not dated. C. 18th century.-
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No. 377.

foil. 200; lines 17-21; size 10x0] : 7y:4|.

SHARH USUL AKBART.

A cominoiitary by ^oul^Jl'l ,^k ^j ^^I ^c 'AJi Akbar bin

Ali al-ilahabadi on his own work on etymology called al-UsOl al-

Akbariya. He is the author of another work on etymology known
as Fusul Akbari, and died A.H. 1091. A.D. 1680. See Rieu, Per-

sian Cat. Vol. II., p. 522& ; r^nd Bil)liotheca Sprenger, Xo. 1009.

Beginning :-

—

ij'jii Aio AS] sJ.sxl\ . c-^b^J/l Iz .J ^\ Ic ..'! l^^^^.w.'I h^h

;f
•• i -^

For copies see Rampiir List, p. 523 : and Asiatic Society
Cat. p. 42.

The headings of chapters are in red ink. Marginal corrections

occasionally. Passages of the original text are either written in

red ink or marked with red lines. On the title-page it is wrongly

named ij'j^ k«_iiJu:x< ^^^^i;j ^^'1^,^^
<_f^'-i^' J^-"^' T ^•

Written in Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus :

—

Uxxi LijUsv.UI J..*/! ^. iJ^i.o.J) Jy^\ {.i^i^,^ ^i:^
"Hy^'''^ 'i,^4^ ^ Li/i^'-*'-' j

"^IMj uu^-iii^ J.^ISL'! ^^-'yi^ J-i'Ui) JU..') ^; ,c;>^) ^i-^^ J-.4.SVXC ^Gi'l ^ila.)

No. 378.

foil. 48; lines 14; size 9| X ; 0|X4.

SHARK AL-LAMIYA.

A commentary on Ibn Malik's al-Lamiya, a poetical treatise

on etymology rhyming in the letter J , called also Abniyat al-Af'al.
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The name of the commentator is not known. From the preface it

appears that the work is an abridgement by the commentator of

his own more extensive commentary.
Beginning :

—

C:^ii^ ^c'i^'' ^^J JkJjX^I ^JS>,^i) J.J;SI.AiI 0-JjA>SV.il 41) ^^S\J!

JU.2^ ^'v^Jli 1 j,.^,'! A£ i Jlxi)'I hlA isU^v^J) iu^iUI i'j>j;.^Jl vi;^>jw^

fJl'y^'S] 'irJ'^j <)i.vJaw -- ^,< 4Jj) (U^' i^it^ ^j 4JjI l>>x j ^^^.3:^^
i^r-^""

See also Haji Kjialifa, Vol. V., p. 290, and Iktifa' al-Kunu',

p. 301.

All the verses and five lines at the beginning are written in

bold Naskh. Fol. 2 contains on the margin an extract from a

medical work. The verses are vocalised. The headings are in red

characters. The inner edge of each fol. is changed. It is stained

with damp.
Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

Syntax.

No. 379.

foil. 346 ; lines 27 ; size 9^ X 5| ; 6|-X 4.

SHARK AL-KAFIYA.

A commentary on Ibn Hajib's well-known woi'k on syntax

called al-Kafiya by ^l>(jJ^Z«,))| ^^^-^ ^j j^sx^
i^^^'' ^^-^J R^4i ^d-

Din Muhammad bin al-Hasan al-Ustrabadi. He was an eminent
scholar of the Imamiya sect, and died in A.H. 686, A.D. 1287. See
Ami al-Amil, p. 61 fand Shudhur aJ-'Ikyan, Vol. II., fol. 96.

Beginning :

—

; J 1 0>x.: Llsvj ^I c <iu )'
I o:.JU. ^i^l I 4JJ s^csJ )

Haji Kjialifa, Vol. V., page 7, says that it was composed in

A.H. 683. See also Kashf al-Hujub, p. 348.

For copies see Berhn Cat. Nos. 6562-3 ; Munich Cat. No. 715
;

India Office Cat. Nos. 912-6; Derenbourg, Nos. IS and 19; Ram-
])ur List. p. 545 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 405 ; and Asiatic Society Cat.

p. 41.
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For other coiniiicntaiies, etc., see HrijI Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 0.

Printed, Constantinople, A.H. 1275 : 1 it ho<rrn plied, Teheran,

A.H. 1275, and Lueknow, 18()4.

The first part ends on folio 140/>. and the second jiart begins

as follows :

—

Foil. 1-7, 3.37-340. and 343-346 are recently replaced. The
original text is in red ink, and is ])receded hy the A\ord <^'y. Mar-
ginal notes and corrections here and there.

Foil. 8-184 are in one hand, and foil. 185-330 in another.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 16th century.

No. 380.

foil. 133 ; lines 10 ; size 8i X 5| ; 61 X 4.

AL-WAFIYA FT SHARK AL-KAFIYA.

A commentary on Ibn'Hajib's famous work on syntax called

al-Kafiya by -.JbLI^vi'l jiLiJJi ..» j>.«;sv-o ^j ^,^^^,'1 j^^^-^s^^ y) ,^>>'' ^^j

Rukn ad-Din Abu ^[uhammad al-Hasan bin Muhammad bin Sharaf-

shah al-Astrabadl. He was born about A.H. 640, A.D. 1242, and

died according to Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 304, in A.H. 713, A.D.

1313, according to Buryat al-Wu'at, p. 228, in A.H. 715, A.D.

1315 or A.H. 718, A.D. 1318, and according to Haji Klialifa, Vol.

v., p. 7, in A.H. 717, A.D. 1317. For his life see Bug^yat al-Wu'at,

p. 228.

Our copy is defective, and begins abruptly as follows :

—

lUr ^^X. ^1 ^j^] ^^ ^ >L"^ib e^jb'X'I W ^' ^i-^-' %r^ >'^^^

* ^Jl

The commentator wrote three different commenlaries on al-

Kafiya. One of them was pretty big, another was a middle-sized

work called al-Wafiya, which became very popular, and the thn-d

was a small one. Our manuscript is a copy of the second.

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 6565; Munich Cat. No. 710;

India Office Cat. No. 917 ; LeydenCat. No. 185 ; Derenbourg, Cat.

No. 95; Paris Cat. No. 4037; Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., p. 120; and

Rampur List, p. 545.

For supercommentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. V.. p. 7.
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Passagos of the text are introduced with <J.j.J' and are marked
with black lines. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in different bad hands of Nasta'lik. Though it is

dated A.H. 1087, yet from the handwriting it is evident that the
transcription of the manuscript is of a later date. In my opinion

it was copied in the 19th century. Scribe Ic
,
,Ui,<,

No. SSL
toll. 249 ; lines 23 ; size Si X 5J ; 6 X 4.

SHARH AL-KAFIYA.

A commentary on Ibn Hajib's work on syntax called al-Kafiya

**y ^^^^j^-^'^ !il^^^ ^j j.*3^,<: ^j (,Jjit,[,jI ^jo^'I ^Lar 'Isam ad-Din

Ibrahim bin Muhammad bin -Arabsbali al-Tsfira'ini. died. A.H-
944. A.D. 1537. ' See his life in No. 5.

Beginning :
—

For copies see Derenbourg, No. 17: and RampurList. p. 544.
See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 10.

Printed, Constantinople, A.H. 1256.

The original text is written in red ink. Slightly Avorm-eaten.

At the end it bears the seal and signature of s\.^ 'il-Jii!) ,^-^tJ'

^l^ 4Jjl ^<'.:=.. Several seals on the title-page have been effaced.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :
—

y • ... ^_5 ,j_fcy . . i>__5 ^ f^j:: j

No. 382.

foil. 332 ; lines 19 ; size 8| X 5 ;

5i X 2|.

GHAYAT AT-TAHKlK.

A commentary on Ibn Hajib's work on syntax called al-Kafi-

ya by .p^o-'l ^'kJ -J >j,.'! »jw.n3 ^.) i^-:'-^'
,^-^ ?^^fi ad-Din bin Na^ir ad-
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Dill bill Nizam ad-Din. His grandfather emigrated from Ghaznin
to Dehli, and then to Jawnpur. His father married the daughter
of Kadi Shihab ad-Din ad-Dawlatal)adi. and the issue of this

marriage was three sons, Safi ad-Din (our autlior), Falchr ad-Dln.
and RadI ad-Dln. SafJ ad-Din studied with his maternal grand-
father, and wrote several works, such as Dastur al-Mubtidi, Hall
Tarkib Kafiya, and others. He came in search of a spiritual guide
to Radawli, and became a disciple of Saiyid Ashraf Jalianjiir Sam-
nani, died, A.H. SO.S. A.D. 1405. He died in the 9th centur3' Hijra.
See Banki])ur Cat. p. 490 ; Tadhkira Ulama^ Hind, p. 90 : and
Haji Klialifa Vo]. A'., p. is.

Beginning :-

* J] ^ Liix.il l^jfl: [xAc *.i] -J..' I 41) ^^svJI

For copies see Rampur List, }>. 551 ; Bankipur Cat. p. 490
;

and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 43.

Lithographed in Dehli, 1888.
Passages of the text are marked with red lines. The first page

has a 'Unican. Gold and coloured lines on each page. Foil. 1-14
have been partially replaced. :\[arginal notes occasionally. Slight-
ly worm-eaten. It has a seal at the end.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

AXJC

oUJl Ooj: (Jl

-f J
i^- fi/

ti/" w?ji,<
e/T.>

isX.

,A*J| 4Jl)I
v-5'

tASLSV

C/^"' (^^
/ 4I1I M

No. 383.

foil. 217; lines 17; sizel4x8i; 7| X 4^.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the work noticed above. Some foil, are miss-
ing from the beginning. It begins abruptly as follows :

—

f.!y's ksi^ ixl'tSi.! ' iL).:s:'Jl . ^5l'L; (L; jJ^aA^o '.,=^.4..' I . <ws\il (^aa/ x.^.

f"
JaAJ

Passages of the text are marked either with red or black lines.

Foil. 476-48, 00, 149 and 150 are blank, and foil. 1486 is par-
tially blank. Lacunae are in foil. 406, 47a, 1406-148a.

Written indifferent hands of Xasta'lik. Dated 1298, Bengalee

era. Scribe ^jo^^-'Ijo:: ^x^.

54
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No. 384.

toll. 176 ; lines 21 ; size 8| x 5 ; 6^ X 2|.

AL-HASHIYA ALA SHARH AL-JAMl.

A siipercommentary on al-Jaml's commentary on Ibn Hajib's

famous work on Arabic syntax called al-Kafiya, by ^^.^^y) ^^i'^-^ /•^-'^

^^^jJlyi^l'I >il^jy ^ji Jasv^ ^j -Isam ad-Din Ibrahim bin Muhammad
bin 'Arabshah al-Isfara'Ini, died, A.H. 944, A.D. 1537. For his

life see Xo. 5.

Beginning :

—

« J\ ( f^-J'sx^ uJv-'l-^'* t^JLJ (jjUfc L>

(f

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 6579 ; India Office Cat. No.
932 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 952, II ; Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., p. 44;

Rampur List, p. 534; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 40.

For other commentaries and glosses see Haji Klialifa, Vol. V.,

pp. 6-20 and Berlin Cat. No. 6583.

Printed at Constantinople, A.H. 1235 ; Calcutta, A.H. 1233
;

lithographed, Lucknow, A.H. 1265. 1282; and Kazan, A.H. 1307.

After fol. 1 some foil, are missing, and the MS. is also imper-

fect at the end. Quotations from the commentary are introduced

with the word iJy in red ink. Double coloured and gold hnes

are throughout the MS. It has a beautiful ' Vnwan at the beginning.

The inner edge of the MS. has been replaced with a different kind

of paper. Slightly worm-eaten. ]\Iarginal corrections and notes

here and there.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 385.

foil. 240; lines 19; size 7| X 4-i- ; 5i-X2l.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the work noticed above. It is without the

preface, and begins abruptly as follows :

—

Foil. 1. 71, 77. 127 and 137 have been recently replaced.

b>om the beginning up to fol. 86, with the exception of the recently

supplied foil., it is in one hand, and the rest is in another.

Quotations from the commentary commence with the word ^-'y m
led ink, or witli a little ga]) between the commentary and super-
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commentary, wliich the copyist did not fill in with the wordrfJy.

Foil. 43-49 should come next to fol. 40 and foil. 41-42 after fol.

49. Some foil, are missing after foil. 21 and 23. The earlier por-

tion is nine}) injured by insects, and it is defective at the end.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. IHtli century.

No. 386,

foil. 156: lines 17; size 1(){ X Oi
; 8X4.

THE SA.AIE.

Another copy of the work noticed above.

It begins as No. 384 begins. Coloured lines throughout.

Slightly worm-eaten. It is defective at the end.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 387.

foil. 14(i ; Hues 22 ; size 8-i X 5 ; 7 X 3^-.

AL-HASHIYA ALA SHARE AL-JAMI.

A supercommentarj' on al-Jami's famous commentary on Ibn

Hajib's well-known work on syntax called al-Kafiya by ^-:>>JI <^^
^:;)^s^il ^^1 Wajih ad-Din al-'AlavIal-Gujaratl, died, A.H. 1000,

A.D. 1591. See No. 1G4.

Beginning :

—

« Jl ^.^]]

For copies see Rampur List, p. 535.

The first 16 foil, are recent. Quotations from al-Jami's com-

mentary are introduced with i^yi in red ink, but in some cases the

space for the word is left blank. Marginal corrections occasion-

ally.

Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1005.
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No. 388.

fo]!. 261; lilies 23 ; ^ize llix6i; 8X4.

AL-HASHIYA ALA SHARH AL-JAMI.

A supercommentary on aJ-Jami's commentary on Ibn Hajib's

work on Arabic syntax called al-Kafiya by ^xii ^j ^i^'^ J'—»-^

jiiJi ^^i—«A-> Janial ad-Din bin Shaikh Nasir ad-Din. He was a

Mufti of Dehli. According to Bankipur Cat. p. 180, he died in

A.H, 984, A.D. 1576; but this date cannot be right, for from
the preface of the book it appears that he composed it in A.H.
1019, A.D. 1610.

Beginning :—

For copies see Rampur List, p. 535 : and Bankipur Cat. p.

180.

Lithographed, Lucknow, A.H. 1295.

Quotations from the commentary are introduced with s^^y in

red ink. In some foil, the space for the word is blank. On the

title-page are the seal and signature of ^Nluzaffar Husain bin ^Nlasih

ad-Dawla, dated 1870.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1253.

No. 389.

toll. 58; lines 23 ; size 61x4^ ; 5^X3|.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA SHARH AL-JAMT.

A supercommentary on the earlier portion of al-Jami's com-
mentary on Ibn Hajib's work on syntax called al-Kafiya. The
name of the supercommentator is not known, but on the title-page

is written ^^^^^ ^i^ s.yM,lA. ujUXfi I^Jb.

Beginning :

—

^L*iitj ^UlvJI^jt ^f.^iL'1 , ^^r^ • iC^*-- li/'^^^-*"*
^' J)..*-SV-'I ^^I JUl

* ^il

Quotations from al-Jami are headed witii sJy in red ink. MS.

stained with damj). ^Marginal corrections occasionally. One fol.
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annexed at the end, explains some grannnatieal points. Slightly
\\(M'in-eaten.

Written in Shikasta. Not dated. C. 1 7th century.

No. 390.

foil. .'}-ll)
: lines 19 : size S^ x 4f : o.i x :].

AL-HASHIYA ALA HASHIYAT AL-JAMI.

Annotations on 'Abd al-Ghafur al-Lari's supercommentary on
al-Jami's eomraentary on Tbn Hajilvs work on syntax called al-

Kafiya by ^'j^^U^l ^^>'l ^^^^ ^, ^^.^^j) ^^^ ^ ^j^^u^^ 'Abd ab
Hakim bin Shams ad-Dln as-Sivalkuti, died, A.H. 1067 A D 16-56
See No. 6.

"

"
"

"

One or two foil, are missing from the beginning. It begins
abruptly as follows :

—

For copies see India Office Cat. Nos. 930-31
; Rampur List

p. 535 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 39.

This annotation with the supercommentary of al-LarJ was
lithographed at Lucknow in 1S85.

Quotations from the supercommentary are introduced with the
word sJy in red ink. Foil. 25-64 have been recently replaced.
It is worm-oaten, especially the beginning and last portions.

Written in Naskh
. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 391.

foil. 67 ; lines 22 ; size T^X 4 ;
5i x 1|.

HASHIYAT AL-MUWASHSHAH.

A su])ercommentary on al-Khabisi's commentary on Ibn Hajib's
Avork on syntax called al-Kafiya. The author is not mentioned.

Beginning :
—
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The author says in the preface that the commentary of aJ-

Khabisi was much used by students, but that the language of the

work was abstruse. Consequently he wrote the present supercom-

mentary, dedicating it to Da'ud bin Muhammad al-Kasim. The

beginning of our work is identical with the beginnmg of the com-

mentary by al-Barkal'i ^^_^*iJ>JI. See Haji Kliallfa. Egyptian

edition, Vol. II., p. 122.

For other supercommentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 8.

Quotations from the commentary are introduced with the word
s^y's in red ink. Marginal corrections occasionally. Foil, are miss-

ing after foil. 21, 23 and 33. It is defective at the end. Fol.

67a contains some Arabic lines and the figure of an amulet. The

inner edge of each fol. is supplied in modern paper.

Written in bad Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 392.

foil. 175; lines 15; size 7|X-1:|; of X 2i.

HALL TARKIB KAFIYA.

A work giving chiefly a grammatical analysis of Ibn Hajib's

work called al-Kafiya by ^^^ly^yi ^J;^^ j>^sv.^ Muhammad Husain

Kukilu'I.

Beginning :

—

^j^,»*.^ ^-o-sv.^ ^_5^*^' ^' ^^ ji^^ J^^ ...••• ..fJ^-'-^-'Mj -^ 0>*sv'

The analysis' begins on fol. 4a as follows :

—

r
For another copy se3 Rampur List, p. 538.

Passages of the text are marked with a red line. ^Marginal

notes on a few pages at the beginning.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 1 8th century.
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No. 393.

foil. l.SO: lines 23: size IQi^XfiJ; 7x t.|.

SHARK AL-LUBAB.

A commentary on Isfara'inl's work on syntax called al-Lubab.
The commentar}'^ begins without a preface. In Berlin Cat. No.
6667 and India Office Cat. No. 898, where this commentary is

described, the author's name is also not given. But the date of

composition, A.H. 735, A.D. 1334, given at the end of the MS.,
tallies with the date of composition of al-'Ubab, a commentary
on the same work by Nukrakar, which according to Haji I£]iallfa,

Vol. v., p. 303, was composed in A.H. 735, A D. 1334." This lead^

me to think that the commentary under notice is a copy of that

which Haji Khalifa calls al-'Ubab, and attributes to Nukrakar.
His full name is Jamal ad-Din -Abdallah bin Muhammad al-Husai-

ni. He was a native of Naishabijr, but settled at Aleppo, where
he taught in the Asadiya College. Subsequently he went to Dam-
ascus, and from there to Cairo, where he died in A.H. 776, A.D.
1374. See for his life Bu'^tyat ai-Wu'at, p. 287. and Rieu, Br.

Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 967.

Beginning :
—

* J] <5j^ ^«*sv^' j.iy.ii ^j^i oj" ^\\j]

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 6667 ; and India Office Cat. No.
898.

For other commentaries see Haji Khahfa, Vol. V., p 303 :

Berlin Cat. No. 6668; and Br. Mus'. Suppl. Cat. No. 967.

Some foil, are missing after fol. 1. The text is marked with a
red line. Foil. 10-15 are in a different hand. Marginal correc-

tions occasionally. The inner edges of each fol. and also the outer
edges of foil. 121-136 are supplied in modern paper. The MS. on
the title-page and the last page is wrongly said to be the work of

ar-RazI. On the title-page some grammatical problems connected

with the Vv^ords 4JjI 4.*«.j are given from the writings of ^luhammad
bin Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Isfara'ini, died, A.H. 684, A.D. 1285,
the author of al-Lubab. It also bears the name of an owner, dated
A.H. 966. Stained with damp.

Written in fine Naskh. Not dated. C. 15th centurv.
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No. 394,

foil. 104 : lines 7 : .size 9J X of ; 6| X 3|.

AL-IRSHAD.

A treatise on syntax by ^^jj-lj^^ (^-i e/-"^'
^j^'^-^ ^/-^ ct/:-^-'' V^r^

-.jLj'JL'.Jv'I Shiliab ad-Din bin Shams ad-Din bin 'Umar az-Zawali

ad-Dawlatabadi. He was born at Dawlata,bad in the Deccan. His
early days were passed in his native land, but the fame of some
eminent Ulaiiia' of Delili induced him to visit that town. There

he remained under the able instruction of ^lawlana 'Abd al-

?riuktadir and Mawlana Khajigi. When Tamerlane swooped down
upon India, ad-Dawlatabadi with his master Mawlana Kjiajigi went
to Kalpi, and stayed there for a long time. But afterwards ad-

Dawlatabadi v.ent to Jaunpiir. where he was received Avith honour
by Sultan Ibrahim Sharki (A.H. 80(^-844, x\.D. 1400-1440), who
appointed him Kadi al-Kudat (Chief Justice) of Jaunpur, and con-

ferred upon him the title of Malik al-'UIamd' (King of the learned).

He lived here till his last da^-. and died (according to Tadhkira
'Ulama'-i-Jaunpur, p. 36) in A.H. 842, A.D 1438, or (according to

Akhbar al-Akhyar, p. 176) in A.H. 848, A.D. 1444, or (according

to M'athir al-Kiram, p. 189, and Subhat al-Marjan, p. 39) in A.H.
849, A.D. 1445. See also Abjad al--Uiam p. 893 • Hada'ik al-

Hanafiya, p. 319 : and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 220.

Beginning •

—

jyi 4Jj! JUc , S.JL.iI Jj-«J;i ^^: J
-•'

i^_s-^ri J S-^^^ ^^ ^ ^>».svi|

f > • -

For copies see Leyden Cat. No. 232 ; India Office Cat. Nos.
974-5 ; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 242 ; Eampur List, p. 528 ; and Asiatic

Society Cat. p. 38. See also Haji I£]ialifa, Vol. I., p. 255.

Foil, are missing after fol. 103, JMarginal glosses are numerous.
Worm-eaten and pasted with thick paper in many places.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.
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No. 395.

foil. 174; lines 29; size 11x7^-; SX43.

MANHAJ AL-AIASALIK ILA ALFTYA IBN MALTK.

A commentary on Ibn Malik's metrical treatise on grammar

called al-Alflya by ^^^U^l o^:su« ^^ j.^*.! j^Ux-'I ^jI ^^^i' ^^_^ TakI

ad-Din Abu'l 'Abbas Ahmad bin Muhammad ash-Shiimumii. He
was born according to Brocicelmann, Vol. II., p. 82, in A.H. 787,

A.D. 1385 but according to Buryat al-Wu'at, p. 163, in A.H. 801,

A.D. 1398, at Alexandria ; studied in Cairo, where at the end of his

life he became a professor ; and died in A.H. 872, A.D. 1468. See

Bug^yat al-Wu'at. pp. 163-67; and Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 82.

Beginning :

—

;l iJd] 'I >^il^J] ^^4^.9-1 (UAci j>j
J

o«.it-^ ^jI *jaJI ^^Is. ^J>J

The real name of the text is 'L^^-hJ), but it is commonly known

by the name Li.')'f, as it contains altogether a thousand hnes ; in

them all the rules of syntax have been given.

For copies see Derenbourg, No. 11; Paris Oat. No. 4100;

Munich Cat. No. 724 ; Rampur List, p. 540 ; and Asiatic Society

Cat. p. 46. In the Paris, .Alunich and Rampur catalogues the

author has been named Nur ad-Din 'Ali bin Muhammad al-Ush-

muni. Al-Ushmuni also wrote a commentary on the text (it was
printed at Cairo in 4 vols, A.H. 1294) ; but from the beginning,

quoted in the Paris and Munich catalogues, it appears that our

copy is identical with the copies in those two libraries ; and the

author of our commentary is certainly ash-Shumunnl. See Haji

Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 409.

For other commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. I., p. 409 ;

and Berlin Cat. No. 6663.

The original text is in red ink. Marginal glosses and correc-

tions occasionally. Foil. 52-60, and 165-174 are partially pasted

over with thin paper. It bears the seals of Amjad 'Ali and Wajid
'Ali, and the names of several owners. Two foil, are annexed that,

among other matters, contain a list of the chapters and a short life

of the author.

55
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Written in fine Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

Ko. 396.

foil. 123; lines 9; size 8^x6 ; 5^X^.

TANKTH AN-NAHV.

A treatise on syntax by ^^j.i^«.3X/'l ^^i^^^ ^^j^t,JL ^ jujI L-Ja::

,'oJjj.X-M 'Azmatallah bin Shams ad-Dln al-Hasani al-Kurniyari.

He was an inhabitant of Kurniyar, a village of Surat. He was a

pupil of 'Abd al-Malik Zada.

Beginning :

—

.^ w** tf-^'
''^)'^ J^ ' ^-^^^ 'Ly^yA <u«ij ^Js. L-^Ji' ^.

From the preface it appears that the work is an abridgement

of Mi'raj an-Nahv, a work on syntax, by 'Abad al-Malik Zada.

The main sections of the work are as follows :

—

fol. 2a. j^i) LiJ (>;UJ) ^ix^il ^c Jul aJUJI^^I JU

„ 2&. i-l^i) ^' Jjj^'l ^^'
„ 99a. .il^l ^' .^^^-'1 ^^=^'f

„ 103a. ij:iv.u'l

The last three sections are sub-divided into several chapters.

Marginal and interlineary notes occasionally up to fol. 68. The
headings of chapters are in red 'ink. Slightly worm-eaten. The
inner edges of foil. 1-49, and 105-123 are pasted over with modern
paper.

Written in ordinary Nasta' Ilk. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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Rhetoric.

No. 397.

foil. 230; lines 27; size 10|X6^; 7^X4.

SHARK MIFTAH AL-'ULUM.

A commentary on the third part, which deals with rhetoric,

of as-Sakkakl's work called Mitahal-'Ulum by ^j j^„>.^x^ ^j ^^_^

^La^s^i) t_ju^'! ojj^JO »

—

fjj».J} ^^Ic 'All bm Muhammad bin 'All,

known as as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani, died, A.H. 816. A.D.
1413. See for his life No. 289.

Beginning :

—

Haji Kjialifa, Vol. VI., p. 17, says that al-Jurjani completed
the work in the middle of the month of Shawwal, A.H. 803 (A.D.

1400), at Transoxiana, and named it al-Misbah.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 7229-3o"; Vienna Cat. No. 236
;

Leyden Cat. No. 299; Paris Cat. No. 4419; Derenbourg, Nos. 63,

206-8; Rampur List, p. 565, and Bankipur Cat. p. 384.

For supercommentaries see Berlin' Cat. No. 7237.

Printed, Constantinople, A.H. 1241.

The first two foil, are in a modern hand. Slightly worm-
eaten. Passages of the text are introduced with the word JLJ in

red ink. There are marginal glosses throughout the book, but in

the earlier part much more than in the later part. Lacunae are in

foil. 1185, 119a, and 228. On the title-page and last fob, among
other names and seals, we notice the seals of Amjad 'All Shah,

Wajid 'Ail tShah, and Sulaiman Jah.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 398.

foil. 322; lines 24; size 11^X8; S^o.

KHIZANAT AL-ADAB WA GHAYAT AL-ARAB.

A rhetorical poem in praise of the Prophet in the measure and
rhyme of the famous poem, al-Burda, accompanied by a copious

commentary flesigned to serve as a complete exposition of the art

of rhetoric. Both the poem and the commentary are by |^«,!.s^^l ^jI
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^Ai^i! ^;Oti'i ^^^^'' Asv^ ^.:b ^jj^J] ^L ^J ^^^;) ^.O.I ^Ji5

Abu'l ^Mahasin TakI ad-Din Abu Bakr bin All, known as Ibn Hijjat

al-HamavI al-Kadiri al-Hanafl. He was born at Hamat in A.H.
767, A.D. 1366, but according to Iktifa' al-Kunu", p. 282, in A.H.
777, A.D. 1375. He first practised the manual craft of button-
maker : hence his surname is al-Azrari. At a later period he
devoted himself to study, and visited Mosul, Damascus, and Cairo.

He is the author of many works, and died in A.H. 837, A.D. 1434.

For details see Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 15 ; and Huart, History
of Arabic Literature, j). 324.

A few foil, are missing at the beginning. It begins abruptly

as follows :

—

The first couplet of the poem is :

—

J, L*JI ,J» ^:y J I ^ ^"Lf^ i.—cl^

The poem is also designated by the names i-y~»-i'^^. and^<j ^) *JO>iJ>

and contains altogether 143 couplets. The colophon indicates that

the commentary was completed in A.H. 826, A.D. 1423. See Haji

Khalifa, Vol. 11., p. 34.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 7361-4 ; Paris Cat. Nos. 3213-
7 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 985, I ; Derenbourg, Nos. 294, 436

;

Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., pp. 135, 147; and Rampur List, p. 585.

Printed, Calcutta. A.H. 1230. Bulak. A.H. 1273, 1291, and
Cairo, A.H. 1304.

The first four foil, are defective. Quotations from different

authors are generally written in red ink. The names of figures

described in the text are also written in red ink on the margin.

Stained with damp. Double coloured lines throughout.

Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1081.

No. 399.

foil. 89; Hues 17; size 10^X5|; 7X3^.

:\iuivht"asar al-ma'Ani.

An abbreviated commentary on al-KazvIni's treatise on rhetoric

called Talkhis al-Miftah by ^^_^i);(AAUI j<yz ^j jy^A«,.« ^^jj»-'I j^«- Sa'd

ad-Din ]Mas'ud bin 'Umar at-Taftazani. He was born in A.H. 722,
.A.D. 1322, but according to Buglayat al-Wu'at, p. 391, in A.H.



712, A.D._]312, at Taftazan in Kjmrasaii ; studied with Adud
ad-Din al-ljl and Kutl) ad-Din ar-Razi, and bocamo a professor at

Sarakhs. When Timur. after the conquest of Khawarizni. ])(\ard

of his great scholarshij) and learning, lie summoned him to his

Court, and consequently he came to the Emperor, who showered
honours on him. He died, according to Buryat al-Wu'at, p. 39

L

in A.H. 791, A.I). 1.3S9, and according to Habih ;is-Siyar, Vol. JIJ.,

Juz' 3, p. 88 in A.H. 797, A.D. 1394. Most of the Arabic bio-

graphers such as 'Abd al-Hai in al-Fawa'id al Bahiya, p. 56
;

al-Kafavi, in Idam al-Akhyar, fol. 376, Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 309
;

and Madinat al-'Ulum, fol. 426, say that he had died in A.H. 792,

A.D. 1390. Scholars also differ very much as to whether at-Tafta-

zani was a Hanafi or a Shafi'i in his views. Zain al-'Abidlii bin

Ibrahim bin Nujaim al-Hanafi, the author of Bahr ar-Ra'ik. in the

preface of Path al-Ghaffar fi Sharh al-^Iinar, says that he was a

Hanafi ; and this statement is supported by at-Tahtavi at the

end of his commentary on ad-Durr al-Mukhtar. "Ali al-Kari, in

his Tabakat al-Hanafiya, fol. 1 226, also shared the same notion

concerning at-Taftazani, though he confounded his name with his

father's, for he has named him 'Uniar bin Mas'ud Sa'd ad-Din
at-Taftazani. Others rightly considered him to be a Sliafi'i ; for

instance al-Kafavi in his work I'lam al-Akhyar, fol. 3756, as-Suyuti

in Bugiyat al-Wu'at, p. 391, and Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 444.

Also see Habib as-Sivar, Vol. III., Juz' 3, p. 87, and Brockelmann,
Vol. II., p. 215.

'

Beginning :

—

At-Taftazani wrote two commentaries on Talkhis al-^Iiftah.

The first was the elaborate commentary known as al-Mutaiuwal,

and the second was the concise one known as al-Muhhtasar, popular-

ly called MiiJchtasar al-Ma'dm. The MS. under notice is the second

commentary. It is a matter of great gratification that scholars

should have paid special attention to the writings of at-Taftazani

;

and with regard to most of his works they have found out the

dates on which they were commenced or finished. As that he com-

pleted Sharh az-Zanjani in Sha'ban, A.H. 738, A.D. 1337, when
his age was 16 years; al-Mutaicival at Hirat in A.H. 748, A.D.

1347; al-AIuJchtasar at G]iujdan, A.H. 756, A.D. 1355; i^arh ar-

Risdlat ash-Shamsiya at IMazarjam in A.H. 757, A.D. 1356 ; ai-

Talvili at Gulistan wa Turkistan in A.H. 758 ; A.D. 1357 ;
8harh al-

'Akd' id an-Nasafiya in 8h3i'ha,n,A.}i. 768, A.D. 1366; Hdshiya'Ala
Sharh MuWasar al-Usvl in A.H. 770 ; A.D. 1368 : Bisalat al-

Irshdd at Kliawarizm in A.H. 774 : A.D. 1372 ; Makdsid al-Kaldm
and its commentary at Samarkand in D_hu'l Ka'da, A.H. 784, A.D.
1382 ; TaJidhlh al-Mantik wal Kaldm at Samarkand in Rajab,
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A.H. 789, A.D. 1387
;
^harli al-Mijtdh at Samarkand in Shawwal,

A.H. 789, A.D. 1387. He began the work al-Fatdwd al-Hanajlya

at Hirat, A.H. 769, A.D. 1367 ; Miftah al-Fikh at Sarakhs in A.H.

772, A.D. 1370 ; i^iarh Talkhls al-Jdmi' al-Kabir at Sarakhs in A.H.

786, A.D. 1384: Shcirh al-Kashshdf in Rabi' II. A.H. 789, A.D.

1387. See I^lam al-Akhyar fol. 376: Rawdat al-Jannat. p. 309;

and Madinat al-'Ulum, fol. 42a.

For copies see Berhn Cat. Nos. 7206-7 ; Leyden Cat. Nos.

307-8: Munich Cat. No. 863 ; Derenbourg, Nos. 211, 231; India

Office Cat. Nos. 877-85 : Paris Cat. Nos. 4398-4405 ; Rampur List,

p. 568 : Bankipur Cat. p. 736, and A.siatic Society Cat. p. 74.

For supercommentaries and glosses see Haji KJialifa. Vol. II.,

p. 408 ; and Berlin Cat. Nos. 7208-7215.

Printed, Calcutta, with an English preface by Lumsden, 1813
;

Constantinople, A.H. 1301: Egypt, 1860: and repeatedly litho-

graphed in India.

Passages of the original text are marked with a red line. Foil.

1, 68-71, 78-81 have been recently .supplied. Foil. 666 is blank,

but without any consequent gap in the text. The MS. has marginal

notes and vowel-points occasionally. It is defective at the end.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 400.

foil. 89 ; lines 17 ; size 8|^X 5i
; Gj^X 3.

HASHIYA MUI£HTASAR AL-,MA'ANI.

A supercommentary on at-Taftazanl's abbreviated comment-
ary called IMukhtasar al-Ma'an! (see No. 399) on al-Kazvinl's trea-

tise on rhetoric called Talkhi.s al-Miftah by ^^, J^a-I ^;--'^'" »—^^
jjj!.sv.'b * j.^xJI JI-.UaxJI

,
,.o/I j.x^ ,j jy^s\^

,
..' ^^.rsvj Saif ad-Din

Ahmad bin Yahya bin Muhammad bin Sa'd ad-Din at-TaftazanI,

known as al Hafid. He was a great-grandson of at-Taftazani. and

was appointed Sjiaikh al-Islam, and remained in Kliurasan for

about thirty years. He died, according to Haji Klialifa, Vol. II..

p. 409, in' A.H. 906, A.D. 1500, but according to at-Ta'likat

as-Sanij^a, p. 55, in A.H. 916. A.D. 1510. See also Habib as-Siyar,

Vol. III.. Juz', III., p. 343. and Brockelmann, Vol. II.. p. 218.

The name of his father was Yahya, son of 3Iuhammad : and not

Muhammad son of Yahya as given by Ahlwardt in Berlin Cat.

No." 7211.
..

_

.
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Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 7211 ; Leyden Cat. No. 309;

Paris Cat. Nos. 4406-7 ; Derenbourg, Nos. 265-9 ; and Rampur
List, p. 562.

For otluM- commentaries, etc., see Haji Kliallfa, Vol. II.,

p. 40S.

Printed in Calcutta, A.H. 1280.

Quotations from the commentary are introduced with the word

i^.^i in red ink. The manuscript is worm-eaten, specially at the

end. The inner edge of all the foil, is supplied in modern paper.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 401.

foil. 90 ; lines 17 ; size 8^X4^; o^x2i.

AL-HASHIYA 'ALA HiSHIYAT AL-KHATAT.

Annotations on al-Khata^i's supercommentary on at-Taftaza-

ni's commentary called Mukhtasar al-:\la'anl on al-Kazvini's work

on rhetoric called Talkhis al-Miftah by ^.^JIl^V
er^

'^' '^•^' u/'-'^'r^

joJI ix--..sJ! ^w.:- Najm ad-Din 'Abdallah bin Shihab ad-Din

Husain al-HusainI al-Yazdi. He was a scholar of the Imamiya

sect, and died, according to Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 215, and

Khulasat al-Atliar, Vol. III., p. 40, in A.H. 1015, A.D. 1606 but

according to Kaslif al-Hujub, p. 343, in A.H. 1069, A.D. 165S.

I think the latter date is wrong, as from the colophon it appears

that the author completed this work (at a college called i-,;^!

hj^'xJ] Lo^'l in Shiraz) in A.H. 972 (A.D. 1564) not in A.H.

962, as mentioned by HajI Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 40S. and Kaslif

al-Hujub. p. 173. It is not Ukely that he lived for 97 years after

being' crrown up enough to finish such a learned work. The date

\ H 1069 A D. 1658. is the date of the death of the author's son

(called Muila Hasan -All), and that may have caused the confusion.

See Nujum as-Sama\ p. 23, Shudhur al-Ikyan, Vol. I., fol, 364,

and Ami al-Amil, p. 49.
.

A few foil, at the beginning are missmg. and our copy begms

abruptly as follows :

—

• J) ]ycsi ^-^'^ ^y l^^ t^ ^l"' ^^' *-^-^^-' ^y.
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For copies soe Berlin Cat. No. 7210; Munich Cat. No. 684;
and Rampur List, p. 560.

Marginal lines in red ink only up to fol. 40. The supercom-
nientary is introduced with the Avord i^yi in red ink. It bears mar-
ginal corrections. The latter portion is much Avorm-eaten and
consequently defective. The colophon of the book runs thus :

—

^oyJ) ^sl] v'U-^
^J^.

^' ^'•c
^<r^-:^' ^.) y^~ ^^ J^'^-'' r°^^ J--^-l

:Ljui u«\u>i)j)o>J Ail.6«x*«,J « Jix>K«/ . i./i^-''
*^**' <^^^-^ iC*^ ,./'* r«^

f-;^*"
'^

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated A.M. 1090. Scribe ^^z^J] ^_>c

No. 402.

foil. 273 ; lines 20; size S^Xof ;
6iX4.

HASHIYAT AL-MUTAWWAL.

A superconimentary on at-Taftazani's larger and earlier com-
mentary (named al-Mutawwal) on al-Kazvini's treatise on rhetoric

called Talkhis al-Miftah by ^(.iijl ^.a^svai y^^'nUl j.asuo ^j ^_c^^ iv*"^

Hasan Chalapl bin Muhammad Shah bin Muhammad al-Fanarl. died,

A.H. 886, A.D. 1481.
"

See for his hfe No. 97.

Beginning .

—

*^^] ^\ ^l\ ^p\ J^\ ^y^^ ^
^J!^'! ^y^^^ ^W) *-'y

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 7203; Leyden Cat. No. 301;
India Office Cat. Nos. 865-872 ; Derenbourg, No. 212 ; Asiatic Socie-

ty Cat. p. 73; Hyderabad List, Fann Balagiat Nos. 11. 13; and
Rampur List, p. 562.

Fjr other supercommentaries see Haji Klialifa \'ol. II., p.

404. and Berlin Cat. No. 7205.

Printed Constantinople, 1854.

Quotations from al-Mutawwal are marked with black lines up

to fob 20. Afterwards either a small gap, or the word s^y'i in red

ink, is found before them. The manuscript contains marginal notes

and corrections. It properly ends on fol. 263a. Fol. 263& con-

tains some prayers. Foil. 264-273 contain passages and cjuota-
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tions cited in the ])0(.k, witJi the mefiniiigs of difficuh word.s.

Slightly worm-eaten. Two additional foil, at tlie beginning contain

some theological questions, etc.

Written in different hands of mixed Nastalik and tShikasta.

Not dated. C. 10th centiirv.

No. 403.

foil. 23s : lines 24; size lO^XO-i; Hj X 4.

HASHIYAT AL-MUTAWWAL.

A supercommentary on at-Taftazani's larger and earlier com-
mentary called al-Miitawwal on al-KazvInl's treatise on rhetoric

called Talkhis al-Miftah by ^^SJlx^) ^^jJI ^^^Jl ^j *j;i^isv.JI j>r iu

Mulla 'Abd al-Hakim bin Shams ad-Din as-Siyalkuti, died, A.H.
1067, A.D. 1656. ' See for his life No. 6.

It is defective, and begins abruptly as follows :

—

For copies .see India Office Cat. No. S76. Derenbourg, No. 233

and Bankipur Cat. p. 176.

For other supercommentaries see Haji Khalifa. Vol. 11.. p. 404.

Printed, Constantinople, A.H. 1227," 1241.

On the first fol. it is wrongly designated <jj;jtj^il j.jly i^l^ .

There are double coloured margins. Quotations from al-Muta^wal
are introduced by &iys in red ink. It is Avorm-eaten, slightly in the

first part, but rather heavily towards the end. The worm-eaten
places are pasted over with papers.

Written in Nasta'iik. From the colophon it appears that it

was copied in the 43rd year of Aurangzib's reign.

No. 404.

foil. 312; lines 14; size 7|X4|; 5X21. -

HASHIYAT AL-MUTAWWAL.
A supercommentary on at-Taftazani's earlier and larger com-

mentary on al-Kazvmi's treatise on rhetoric called TalkhLs al-

56
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^liftah. It is defective at both the beginning and the end, and
the name of the superconimentator is not known.

It begins abruptly as follows :

—

Later on. commenting on the passages of al-Mutawwal, it runs
as follows :

—

The spaces for JU and Jyl are mostly blank up to fol. 128
;

after that tJiose words are written in red ink before the commentary

and the supercommentary respectively. Wrongly designated LJi'^^i^

J^^y^jx^ on the first fol. Portions of foil. 264a, 264&, 2656>

294a, 298a, and 2986 are blank. Slightly worm-eaten. Borders
on the inner edge are supplied in a different paper.

Written in different hands of Naskii- Not dated. C. 18th
century.

No. 405.

foil. 123 ; lines 17 ; size 6^X41 ; 4ix2|:.

UKUD AD-DURAR Fl HALL ABYAT AL-MUTAWWAL

WA'L MUKHTASAR.

A work explaining the verses cited in at-Taftazani's two com-

mentaries called al-Mutawwal and al-Mukhtasar by ^j ^ir^-=^

^^^U.'! ^^_^L<JI ^Jji(..a. ^j ^j^J;^^ {^.'^^ ^^-^ Husain bin Shihab ad-Din

Husain bin Jandar ash-Shami al-'Amill. He was an eminent poet,

travelled a good deal in pursuit of learning, and died. A.H. 1076,

A.D. 1665. See Khulasat al-Athar. Vol. 11., ]). 90.

Beginning :—

•

* <-^' ^_^iU«i) J,it) irLjkil ^Ij.-: ^lyj >U«< ^ fiisl ^/< b

For copies see Rampur List, p. 566 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 483.

Lithographed, Teheran, A.H. 1269.

Verses are cpioted with the Avord J(i in red ink, and the expla-

nation begins with the word Jy) . Fol. 41 is defective owing to

tlie pasting over of paper. Slightly worm-eaten. Marginal notes
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occasionally. Erroneously named ^^'' sn>)^Ji on the title-page

and in the colophon.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C 1 8th century.

Proverbs and Maxims.

No. 406.

foil. 127; Hnes 15, size7^X5|; 5X4.

ZUBDAT AL-AKHBAR WA 'UDDAT AL-AKHYAR.

A work on general maxims and admonitions based on the

Traditions of the Prophet. The name of the collector could not be
traced.

Beginning :

—

Jlc ^J.^^.ii^ LJ>lXi |j.*j iwi-*^-'' /t^' r^LbJI ^J^aJ) J.A.,ai) 4ijl

^ UAc>.,i»J JCx^i'l^ Jaclj..a.j) ^^i ''JtjSi] ^xl^ ^,'1 j,j,v., ^c LDj^y^ JsUJI

The aphorisms, arranged alphabetically, are grouped into chap-
ters as below :

—

fol. lb. ,^n^b

„ 4:1a. sUJ) i-jO

,, 49a. iUi) s^t-!

,, 516. >1>J| (—;!-;

,, 53a. ^^' V^

,, 536. ^IsJl ^^L

,, 546. itivJ) ^b

,,
5oa. * JUil t-^'j

„ 556. >iyl 4.>b

„ 576. • ,]y}] L^b

,, 606. jUil u.>b



jUJI
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at-Taiuimi. He was an Imamiya scliolai', and a contemporary
of ash-Sharif al-Murtada, died, A.H. 436 A. D. 1044. See Rawdat
al-Jannat, j). 464.

Hoginhing :—

-

» J] i.hjs SJU. ^I ^^j^. ^)'^^ r'^' ^ ^^.A-isvil

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 8661-2 ; Paris Cat. No.
2582/14 ; and India Office Cat. No. 162.

- Lithographed, Bombay, A.H. 1280, A.D. 1864.

For otlier editions and a translation see EUis, Cat. of the

Printed Books, Br. Mu.":^. Vol. I., p. 232.

The first fol. has a 'Vnirdn recently added. Gold-ruled mar-
gins throughout. The headings of chapters are in red ink. From
the beginning up to fol. 247 the paper is coloured. Borders of

several foil, at the beginning and end have been changed into a

different kind of paper. A few foil, at the end are a little damaged
by insects. It is defective, and ends abruptly as follows :

—

The last two lines at the end have been effaced by some
mischievous person in order to conceal the name of the owner of

the book.

Written in fine Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 408.
foil. 135; lines 7; size 9|X5|; 7^X4.

THE SAME.

Another, but a defective copy of the work noticed above. It

commences with the Sayings which begin with the word ^j-*'^, as

follows :
—

After fol. 76 many foil, are missing. Fol. 77 abruptly begin-

ning Yi'ith the letter ^ as folloAvs :

—

Also aftei' fol. 134, some foil, are missing.

The first two foil, are richly illuminated, and have two *Unwdns,
Vocalised throughout. At the end of each apothegm, there is a

mark in gold. It contains a Turkish interlineary translation from
the beginning up to fol. 130«. Doubled gold rule and coloured

line throughout.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Not dated. C. loth century.
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No. 409.
foil. 24, lines 3 ; size S^X 5| ; 5X 2f

.

JOaaC* LllslJlS

KALIMAT MAKNUNA.

A collection of one hundred .sayings attributed to 'Ali bin

Abi Talib, died, A.H. 40, A.D. 661,"^ and some Traditions of the

Prophet, both with a paraphrase in Persian distichs.

It begins with a Persian couplet as follows :

—

The hundred aphorisms of 'All bin Abl Talib are also

designated kiy^iye iJlx 'LM *jU and Js. ^lli" -« \ ^'lis J.i' ^-i^^.'c

^^^Ua jl ^j . The first person who collected these hundred

proverbs, according to Iktifa' al-Kunu', p. 356, was j-^v-l y^}

isLLJl; \ J^rXAJl (J-jJ^'l ^-^^
^J^.

L^.-^isv-o ^isi] JO|i:^ Abu Ishak Rashid

ad-Din Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Jalll, known as al-Watwat. He
was a native of Balldi. He served as chief secretary under

Atsiz (A.H. 535-551 A.D. 1140-1156) and his son Il-Arsalan

(A.H. 551-568, A.D. 1156-1172). He died in A.H. 578, A.D.

1182. See Hablb as-Siyar, Vol. II., Juz' IV, pp. 169, 174;

Hammer, Redekiinste, p. 119; Sprenger, Oude Cat. p. 541; and

Rieu, Persian Cat. Br. Mus. p. 553a. But from Ghurar al-Hikam

of Amid! (No. 407) fol. 2, it appears that Abii 'Uthman al-Jahiz,

died, c. A.H. 3.55. A.D. 869, collected the hundred sayings of 'All

bin Abl Talib. See also Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 465.

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 138; Br. Mus. Cat.

p. 511 ; Asiatic Society Cat. p. 67 ; and Rampur List, p. 350.

Printed at Bulak, A.H. 1255. For other editions and transla-

tions see Iktifa' al-Kunu', p. 356 and Edwards (E.), Cat. Persian

Printed Books, Br. Mus. p. 107.

The MS. under notice contains altogether 133 aphorisms. In

my opinion two distinct treatises, viz. one containing the hundred
sayings of 'All, and another treatise with the forty select Tradi-

tions of the Prophet, were put together by some one, and given the

above-mentioned name iij.jj:^ c^UJ^ ; because in fol. \h we find the

remark AjJx ail I ^^^-e ib^Ala^aJI ^jy-vi' ^..i^c>U.)'l v^ii-^ '' the Tradi-

tions of the Prophet ended ", and on fol. \a we find the expression

,iUJI sAc ^_^c Jli" 'Ah, peace be on him, has said." Someone,

most probably a bookseller of Lucknow. in order to deceive the

purchaser of MSS. has combined the two works, and named it

ii^JX* ^Us. Some foil, are missing, and consequently instead of
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140 apliorism8 we have only 133. Fol. 23 contains a colophon in

Persian, misplaced. Fol. 13 should come before fol. Ih, which is a

separate fol. that has been pasted on the opposite side of fol. la.

We notice also the following couplet on fol. 16 :—

This indicates that the Persian paraphrase, as far as the 40

Traditions are concerned, was made by JamI, whose full name was
Nur ad-Din 'Abd ar-Rahman bin Ahmad al-Jami, whereas nothing

is said there about the paraph raser of the 100 proverbs, but ac-

cording to Rieu, p. 553a Watwat is the author of the translation.

Al-Jami was born in A.H 817, A.D. 1414 ; spent most of his

life in Hirat, and died there in A.H. 898, A.D. 1492. For details

of his life see Daulat Shah, p. 483; Majma' al-Fusaha', Vol. II.,

p. 11 ; Rieu, Persian Cat. Br. Mus. p. 17a ; and Browne, Persian

Literature Under Tartar Dominion, pp. 507-548.

The translation of these Traditions was made in A.H. 886,

as the same fol. lb says :

—

For copies see Rieu, Persian Cat. Br. Mus. Vol. I. p. 17 ; Vol.

II., p. 828a, I; Ethe, Bodl. Cat. No. 894, 20, No. 895, 14; and
Ethe, India Office Library Cat. No. 1357, 2.

Borders are changed into modern paper. It is a splendid copy,

and represents a very fine specimen of calligraphy. Arabic texts

are written in gold letters in Nasldi character, and three aphorisms
go generally to each page. The Persian translation is written below
each aphorism in a beautiful minute Nasta'lik character. Not
dated. C. 16th century.

No. 410.

foil. 163 ; lines 25 ; size 8i X 5 ; 6 X 3i.

MAJMA' AL-AMTHAL.

A thesaurus of Arabian proverbs, arranged in alphabetical

order, hy jyiA^^sJ) ^Jl^jkJI .y^^) ^ ty6.s<.^ ^i js^-s^l iJ-Jisd) y) Abu'l

Fadl Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Maidani an-Naisabiiri.

He was a pupil of Abu'l Hasan 'All bin Ahmad al-WahidI, and was
the author of several works. He died at Nishabur, A.H. 548, A.D,
1124. For details see Nuzhat al-Alibba', p. 466 ; Ibn Khallikan,

Vol. I., p. 48; Buryat al-Wu'at, p. 155 ; and Brockelmann. Vol.

L, p, 289.
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Beginning :

—

C
c/'

f"
^I^iill

J JWIuf'

For copies rsee Berlin Cat. No. 8670 ; Leyden Ccat. No. 385
;

Paris Cat. Nos. 3958-63: Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., p. 300; Br. Mus,
.Suppl. Cat. No. 997; Munich Cat. No. 643; Pet. Rosen, Cat. No.
163; Rampur List, p. 613; and Bankipur Cat. p. 797. In Ley-
den Catalogue the opening lines differ from ours to some extent.

According to Haji Khalifa, Vol. V., p. 391, the work contains

six thousand and odd proverbs.

Printed at Bulak, A.H. 1284; Cairo A. H. 1310; lithographed,

Teheran, A.H. 1290. G. W. Freytag edited the book with a Latin
translation in 3 volumes, Bonn, 1838-43.

The MS. under notice contains the first fourteen bab ending
with the letter o?. The headings of chapters and proverbs are in

red ink. Slightly worm-eaten. On the title-page and last fol. it

has several seals, among which we notice the seal of ati: ^^Lc ^-=^.1^.

Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1108. Scribe ^j j^s^^

Prose.

No. 411.

foil. 207 ; Hnes 20 ; size 9| X 6^
;
7^ X 4.

AL-'IKD AL-FARID.

A portion of the famous collection of saying, anecdotes, and

extracts in prose and verse by aj) j-ac .t j^^su* ^.j Jaa.1^^ y) Abu

Umar Ahmad bin Muhammad bin 'Abdrabbih, He was born at

Cordova in A.H. 246, A.D. 860. He suffered from paralysis for

some time. He was the poet laureate of 'Abd ar-Rahman III.

(A.H. 300-350, A.D. 912-961), and died in A.H. 328, A.D. 940.

See Ibn KhaUikan, Vol. I., p. 34 ; Yatima, Vol. I., pp. 412-436;
Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 107 ; and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 154.

Beginning :

—

u>«.<kSv-< Ajjki ^^Iz Xyi^])^ .xJUil LJM 4JJ J^s:\i) ^.=>-j^^ ia/"*^^^'
'*^' f^

^Ur |j>ib >3.«..; l/c| ^x*A,^| AjLsx^I. .i.a>lJail ^XAxla.'l i>i] ^^^c
j

^jJ.w^4.J) jjk«.

f^'
\^^U

J
^-isxijy

_j
jUlsxil ;L>^I ^ >Ut«^)
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For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 8818 ; Gotha Cat. Nos. 2121-

23 ; Vienna Cat. No. 357 ; Munich Cat. No. 594 ; Paris Cat. Nos.

3287-91, Casiri. No. 723 ; and Kopriiluzada Cat. Nos. 1339-41.

See also Haji Khalifa. Vol. IV., p. 232.

Printed at Cairo in three volumes, A.H. 1293, A.D. 1302.

In our copy, as the words ^tiafl lj>'SS are to be found in red

ink in the preface, it has been erroneously named >Uifl ujUi" Kitah

al-Kina\ But the Avords ought to be read stiiil l-jUI" (a book which

1 have composed) in place of ^lijiil L^Ui". See printed copy of the

book, Vol. II.. p. 248.

No doubt there are two abridgments of this work, one by

Abu Ishak Ibrahim bin 'Abd ar-Rahman al-Wadyashi al-Kaisi,

died, c. A.H. 570, A.D. 1174, and the other by Jamal ad-Din Abu'l

Fadl Muhammad bin Mukarram al-Ansari al-Khazraji, the author

of Lisan al-'Arab. died A.H. 711, AD. 1311 ; but the present copy

is indisputably neither of those abridgments. In this copy some

chapters of the original book have been added by some cunning

bookseller of Lucknow, but in a Avrong order and under the strange

name mentioned above, in order to deceive the purchasers of MS8.
Such practice is common in Lucknow.

In ends with the following line :

—

In the printed copy of the book this line is found in the chap-

ter called i-jtir L-sU^ ^ Jj'^'^^
which occurs on page 248 of the

second volume.
Lacuna, in fol. 46a. The heading of chapters are in red ink.

Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 412.

foil. 162; lines 17; size 12iX7^; 8ix4|.

RASA'IL IBN AL-'AMID.

A collection of letters by Ibn al-'Amid. His full name was

ja**J! ^^l> Abu'l Fadl Muhammad bin al-Amid Abi 'Abdallah al-

Husain bin ^.luhammad al-Katib, known as Ibn al-'Amid. He was
appointed Vizir of Rukn ad-DawIa Abu 'Ali al-Husainbin Buwaih
ad-Dailami, the father of Aclud ad-Dav/la, in A.H. 328, A.D. 939

;

surpassed in philology and epistolary composition all his contem-
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poraries, and consequently he was called al-Jahiz ath-Thani, the

second Jahiz. Ibn Khallikan {Teheran edition) Vol. II., p. 169.

says : «^i*«J' j^-j'-: ^-i.-^oJ^.s>- » oj^sJI jjjij LUXJI ^^si^is:,, '• the art of letter-

writing commenced with 'Abd al-Hamid and ended with Ibn al-

'Amld." For Abd al-Hamid (died! A.H. 132, A.D. 749), vide Ibn
Khallikan, Teheran edition, Vol. I., p. 332. Ibnal-'Amid belonged
to the Imamlya sect, and died in A.H. 300, A.D. 970, qr according

to some in A.H. 359, A.D. 969. For details of his life see Yatlraa.

Vol. I., p. 140 ; Vol. II., p. 283 ; Vol. III., p. 280 : Ibn Khallikan.

Vol. II., p. 169; Shudhural-'Ikyan Vol. I., fol. 154 : Ami al-Amil.

p. 63; and Nicholson, p. 267.

Beginning :

—

i^aW (JjUj,^) ^^J:JUl J] li^XiSi kllu^j L^i^i sS^s^s jLsuwJ 4Jj! xj>*.:;

See also Kashf al-Hujub, p. 291 ; and Haji Kliallfa. Vol. III.,

p. 460.

Our copy is very inaccurate. The heading of letters and names
of addressees are in red ink.

Written in a very recent hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 10th

century.

No. 413.

foil. 15G; lines 29; size 11|X7; O^xS.

foil. 1-90. T.

NAHJ AL-BALAGHA.

The speeches and select sayings of the Caliph 'Ali bin AV)i

Talib, collected and arranged by ri^-i-" ^^*^^2=J) ^j ^.acsv/* ^-^sv.-'! yl

^--^I (_J4^'(j Abu'l Hasan Muhammad bin al-Husain. known as

ash-Sharif ar-Radi. He was born in A.H. 359. A.D. 969. He
was a poet of high order, and was appointed Nakib at Baghdad,

in place of his father and during his life-time, in A.H. 3S0. A.D.

990. He made pilgrimage several times, and died in A.H. 400.

A.D. 1015. For details of his life see Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 575
;

Muntaha'l Makal, p. 271 ; and Kisas al-'Ulama'. p. 197.

Beginning :

—

f"
*jlb .^ l3U-« . iiUxii U.S.J .>asv..'I J-*^ ^_f^-'' 4Jl)I J'*.=>- wV*j L'<
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The work is considered an authentic and very rehable hook
by the Imamiya sect. See Kashf al-Hujnb, p. 595. But its

authorship by 'Ali bin Abi Tahb is considered doubtful by Sunnis,
and some consider ash-Sharif ar-RadI to be the real author of the

book. See Hajl Khalifa, Vol. VI.^ p. 406; and Shah 'Abd al-

'Aziz ad-Dehlavi, Tuhfa Ithna 'Ashariya, p. 119.

Brockelniann, Vol. T., p. 404, has confounded our author and
his brother as-Saiyid al-Murtada, died, A.H. 436, A.D. 1044 (see

for his life No. 426), and has attributed the prescjnt book to the

latter.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 8664-5: Pai^s (-at. No. 2423 :

and Bankipur Cat, p. 833.

For commentaries see Kashf al-Hujub, pp. 357-9
; and Haj

Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 407.

It has been repeatedly lithographed in India.

Our copy is divided into two parts ; the first part ends on foK

486, the second part begins on fol. 496 and ends on fol. 906.

Marginal corrections are numerous. The beginning of each speech
and epistle is in rd or coloured ink, or in bold characters in black
ink. Sprinkled with vowel points. On the title-page are the names
of several owners. Double coloured lines throughout.

Written in Naskh. The colophon of the 2nd part runs thus :

—

foil. 916-156. II.

a\

ILAM NAHJ AL-BALAGHA.

A commentary to ash-Sharif ar-Radi's preceding book called

Nahj al-Balagta by ^__^Uaw,sw'I ,.^IJJI ^^ ^^_^U 'Ali bin an-Nasir al-

Husaini. He was a contemporary of ash-gharif ar-Radi (died, A.H.
406, A.D. 1015), and his commentary is regarded as the most
ancient and reliable one. See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 53.

Beginning :

—

* J)
r

Coloured lines throughout the book. The words ^)i,^\\ <ub JU
are generally written in coloured ink.

Written in the same hand of Naskh as the preceding ^IS.

Dated A.H. 1076. Scribe ^^4^'' ^__J'^
^J "^a^' ^^ j^r^i-
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No. 414.

foil. lOS : lines 11 ; size lU X 7^' : i4x4|.

MAKAMAT AL-HARlRl.

The well-known mahamai or adventures of Abu Zaid of Sarnj

by ^_cjij^^ lX«.:sv^ ^j ^^J.£ i^ *.«,(j:.'I j«.sv^ yi) Abu Muhammad al-

Kasim bin 'Ali bin Muhammad al-Harlri. He was born at Basra

in A.H. 446, A.D. 1054. At the suggestion of Anushirwan bin

Khalid. who served as Minister under the Caliph Mustarshid Billah

(A.H. 512-529, A.D. 1118-1135) and under Sultan Mas'ud. the

Seljuk (A.H. 527-547, A.D. 1133-1152), al-Hariri undertook to

write this work on the model of the Makamat by Badr az-Zaman
al-Hamadham, died, A.H. 398, A.D. lOoV. All critics agree that

al-Hariri has surpassed al-Hamadhani in point of exquisite style

and in variety of thoughts. Az-Zamakhshari has the following

lines in praise of this book :

—

I swear by God and His marvels,

Bj" the pilgrims' rite and their shrine :

Hariri's " assemblies " are worthy
To be written in gold each line.

Al-Ha.rirl died in A.H. 516. A.D. 1122. or according to some
in A.H. 515, A.D. 1121. He is the author of several other works,

such as Durrat al-Ghauwas fi Auham al-Khawass, Mulhat al-I'rab.

etc. For details of his life see Ibn I£hallikan, Vol. I., p. 458
;

Xuzhat al-Alibba' p. 453 ; Bughvat al-Wu'at, p. 378 : Brockelmann.
Vol. I., p. 276; and Nicholson."^p. 329.

Beginning :

—

* AjjJJI

The two lines quoted at the beginning are written erroneously

by the copyist. Probably he meant to copy the commentary of

ash-Shirishi, died, A.H. 619, A.D. 1222, but subsequently changed
his niind, and copied the Makamat.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 8538 : Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No.
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1006 ; Vienna Cat. No. 'Ml; India Office Cat. No. 808 ;
Paris Cat.

No8. .'i024-393r> : Asiatic Society Cat. p. 71; and Ram pur List,

p. 61S.

For commentaries see U. Khalifa, Vol. \'I..pp. oS-(la
;
and

Berlin Cat. Nos. 8540-8548.

Printed. Calcutta, 1809-14, and litliogra])hed repeatedly ni

India. For other editions and a translation see Fllis Cat. Vol I.,

pp. 829-832 ; and Iktifa' al-Kunu', p. 283.

In our copy tho Makamat ends on fol. 16(>«. and m toll. 1B66-

l(i8a are found two short treatises called ^ui^ ^'L,; ond ^iJa^ ^'^

by al-Hariri. The first treatise begins on fol. 1666 as follows :—

^' ^; J-jij^^ ^^^ ^'. r^^'' '^^^y f^^^'
'*'^' "-"^^ ^^^^^"

The second treatise begins on fol. 1 67a as below :

—

m J\ ^il: ^-J^i^ ^^>1 ,_5^i-'l ^^;^ ^_5^ ; '^i^^ *-^^ •*•'
J

These two treatises are also found in Br. :\Ius. Sup pi. Cat. No .

1006, and in the Munich Cat. No. 554. In India Office Cat. No.

808 only the first treatise is mentioned.

Vocalised throughout. The headings are in bold characters

Double coloured marginal lines throughout. It has a beautiful

*Unwdn at the beginning.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 415.

foil. 94; hnes 17-19; size 11 X 7^ ; 8x4.

DURRAT AL-(JHAWWAS FI AUHAM AL-1vHAWAS8.

A treatise on solecisms by vi.*3:v,< ^j ^^ ^ |»*vU.'I »3^^su« y)

^y.^l Abu Muhammad al-Kasim bin 'Ali bin Muhammad al-

Hariri, died, A.H. 516, A.D. 1122. See for his life No. 414.

Beginning :

—

* Jl >-i;lj.xi! wJJlV: ^S^ ^ ^-xil aij! ^^ ^-: ^-^i ^j^^^ ^/^^

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 6503; Paris Cat. No. 3994;

Leyden Cat. No. 69 ; and Rampur List, p. 585.

For commentaries see Hajl lv]iallfa, Vol. III., p. 205: and

Berlin Cat. No. 6506.
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Printed at Leipzig. 1871 and at Cairo, A.H. 1273. See also

Ellis, Cat. Vol. II., p. 829.

Written in a very recent hand of Nasta'Iik. Not dated. C.

lOtli century.

No. 416.

foil. 563: lines 19: size 13x7f :
8|X4i.

rabT- al-abrar wa nusus al-akhyar.

A collection of sayings of illustrious persons and anecdotes

by g^y^uAx^'J] ji^ ^i d^o.s:<^ **«UJI y] Abu'l Kasim Mahmud bin

'Umar az-Zamakhshari. died. A.H. 538. A.D. 1143. See for his life

Xo. 2.

Beginning :—

-

C--Ua^_^.; 80U: /I J.«.s\.w-I ^jS] ^I) 0^-vsvi) Jj-x.'I SsJ\y]\ ASi Js/.svil

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 8351 : Br. Mns. Cat. pp. 334a,

513a; Gotha Cat. No. 2133; Leyden Cat. No. 470; Cairo Cat.

Vol. IV.. p. 255 : and Rampur List, p. 593.

Printed at Cairo A.H. 1292.

An abridgment of this work by Muhammad bin Kasim bin

Ya'kub has been described in No. 421.

The work is divided into 98 chapters, a list of which is

annexed at the beginning. The headings of some chapters and
many proper names are in red ink. Marginal corrections numer-

ous. The book was copied from a copy which was dated A.H.

702. The title-page contains a note in the hand-writing of Saiyid

Sadr ad-Din, which indicates that the MS. Avas added to the

Buhar Librarj^ in A.H. 1308, and that it was copied at Lucknow
at the cost of seventy rupees. The last fol. contains also another

note in the same hand-writing which shows that comparing it with

the original copy was completed on the 1st Ramadan, A.H. 1310.

Written in clear Nasldi. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 417.

foil. 309; lines 23: .size 13| X 8| ; 10Jx5|.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the work noticed above. It begins as the

preceding one l^egins, except that the first sentence ^*^iyi juj t>«.acJ)
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Jjjc'I is not found in tliis copy. It ends also as the former one

ends. .Marginal corrections and notes occasionally. Some parts

of the first 14 foil, are in a recent hand. Gold ruled and coloured

margins throughout. Tt has a beautiful 'Umcan at the beginning.

The iieadings of chapters are in red ink. Sprinkled with vowel-

points. Borders of many foil, have been changed to a different

kind of paper. Foil. 365-369 are worm-eaten at the middle and
have been mended.

Written in Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus :
—

No. 418.

foil. 157 : hues 14 ; size 9|X 6 ; 6^X31.

AL-FALAK AD-DA'IR 'ALA'L MATHAL AS-SA'IR.

A criticism of Ibn al-Athir al-Jazari's famous work (see No.
2ti, p. 27) on the art of literary composition in prose and verse

called al-Mathal as-Sa'ir fi Adab al-Katib wa'sh Sha'ir by ^jJly:

^j>sv.'I ^1 j^b w_j^^x.^'I 4Jjl 'iySb ^j s^^] jAc 'Izz ad-Dl)i 'Abd al-

Hamld bin Hibatallah known as Ibn Abi'l Hadld. He was born
in Madina in A.H. 586, A.D. 1190, and is the author of several

works. He died in Baghdad. A.H. 655, A.D. 1257. See for

his life Fawat al-Wafayat, Vol. I., p. 317 ; De Slane, Transla-
ti{m of Ibu Kliallikan, Vol. III., p. 543 ; Rawdat al-Jannat,

p. 422; and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 282
Beginning :

—

For copy see Leyden Cat. No. 318. See also Hajl Kliallfa,

Vol. IV., p. 464.

Printed at Bombay. A.H. 1309.

The text begins with J(J», and the criticism with Jyl, both in

red ink. Our copy is not very accurate.
Wiitten in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19t]i centurv.
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No. 419.

fo]]. 173: lines 14: size 9| X 6 ; «iix'H.

KAHWAT AL-INSHA".

A collection of letters and documents Avritten at the command
of a Sultan of Egyi^t by ^J^ e;^ ^^ r^' e/->'' ^-' ^r^^^^^ ^'
^Axsv-H ^;oU'I ^^*^il &sv^"^b i-J^^,Jl Abu"l Mahasin TakI ad-

Din Abu Bakr bin 'Ali, known as Ibn Hiija al-Hamav! al-Kadiri
al-Hanafi, died, A.H. 837. A.D. 1434. See for b'is life No. 398.

Beginning :

—

* .'1
* r

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. .S644
; Leyden Cat. No. 353

;

Paris Cat. No. 4438 : Algiers Cat. No. 1828 : Browne, Cambridge
Hand List, p. 158; Cairo Cat. Vol. JV., p. 292; and Rarapur
List, p. 611. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 588.

The heading of each letter is in red ink. A few foil, at the
end are stained with damp.

Written in Naskli. Not dated. C. lOtli century.

No. 420.

foil. 149: lines 12; .size 7| X 4f : 5X3.

ASAS AL-IKTIBAS.

A collection of passages from the Kur'an and Traditions, and
of proverbs and selected j)ieces in poetry and prose, by ^^jj^'I jUiuLl

^^Ja*w.sJI ,^r^.s>-' ^'^if ^J^.
Ikhtiyar ad-Din bin Ghayath ad-Din al-

Husaini. He studied at Herat, became a Kadi there, and died in

A.H. 928, A.D. 1522. For details see Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III.,

Juz' IIT, p. 347 ; and Brockelmarm, Vol. IT., p. 193.'

Beginning :

—

tUifik.) ...... (Jy^ 0-*-; « >—^^'' ^-^^'y' ^--ei^SV.*-'
^

(»4^-''l »—^'^*-,a-

For full description see Vienna Cat. No. 346. The author

completed this work in A.H. 897, A.D. 1492. See Haji Kjialifa,

Vol. ]., p. 364 ; and Iktifa' al-Kunir p. 337.
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For co]>ie.s see Gotlia Cat. No. 2825 ; Vienna Cat. Xos. 3-40-7 :

Algiers Cat. No. 1359,, ; Cairo Cat., Vol. IV., p. 2»)2. VII., pp. 113

and 164.

Printed in Ccnistantinople, A.H. 1299.

The contents of the work are described in foil. ~h'\2h. The
headings of chapters are in red ink. ^Marginal corrections occa-

sionally. Sprinkled with voAvel-points. On the title-page tht

work is designated cuiUl^l tjLW ^» ,^Luji'l ^^L,l.

Wi'itten in oich'nary Naskh. "Not dated. C. 19tli ('(Mitnry.

JNo. 421.

foil. 3 IS: lines 16-19; size .SX5.i : 6x3.

PvAW I ) AL-AKH YAK

.

An abridgment of az-Zamakhshari's Rabr al-Abrar u a Nu-su.-?

al-Aldiyar (see No. 416) or- sayings and anecdotes by ^ji^'^ »^,^'^

i_;yyu ^j *«,L« ..; j^s^,« MuliT ad-Din ]\Inhammad bin Kasim bin

Ya^kub. He was born at Amasiya, and studied Avith his father and

others. He served as a professor in several colleges, and is the

author of several works. He died in A.H. 940, A.D. 1533. See

ash-Shaka'il: an-Nu'maniya, Vol. I., p. 634: and Haji Klialifa.

Vol. TIL, pp. 344 and 484. In ash-ShakaMk an-Nu maniya, Vol.

I., p. 637, the work has l^een named Rawdat al-Aklibar.

Our copy is defective both at the beginning and end. and

begins abruptly as follows :

—

The work is divided into fifty .sections, each called <.^.j. It

Avas dedicated to Sultan Sulaiman I, son of Sultan Salim (A.H.

926-974, A.D. 1520-1566). and was completed in A.H. 926. A.D.

1519.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 8357; Munich Cat. No. 600:

Gotha Cat. No. 2134-; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 513; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat.

No. 1136; Pet. Rosen, No. 105; and Cairo Cat. Vol. IV.. p. 20s.

Printed at Cajro, A.H. 1292 and A.H. 1307.

In our copy "a folio or two are missing from the beginning
;

and a few must' be also at the end. because the last section here

begins on fol. 312. The lieadings are written in bold character.-

either in red or black ink, but in bold type. Many foil, are missing.

Fol. 206 should come after fol. 195 'and fol. 196 after fol. 205.
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All the borders of the inner edge are supplied in thick paper.

Worm-eaten.
Written in good Naskh. Not dated. C. 16tli century.

No. 422.

toll. 220 ; lines 25 ; size T^X <) : 6x 31,

.••^- y^ ..li

KITAB AL-MURASALAT.

A collection of miscellaneous letters written by j-x£ iJiLsk.yi y)
^^^jJi ^_ y^*jl 0-- ^- ^^^ ^. e/^^^

' xAbu'l Wajaha Abd ar-Rah-

man bin Isa bin 31urshid al-'Umari al-Murshidi. He was born in

Mecca, A.H. 975, A.D. 1567, studied with the 'Ulama" of that

sacred country, and became in A.H. 990, A.D. 1582, a teacher

of Muhammad Pasha. In A.H. 1020. A.D. 1611, he became the

Imam of the Hanafi sect at Haram. and in A.H. 1027, A.D. 1617,

a professor at Sulaimaniya College. He was put to death by order

of ash-Sharif Ahmad bin Abd al-Muttalib in A.H. 1037, A.D. 1628.

For details of his life and works see the autobiographical matter
in foil. 1256-126, and 190 of the work under notice. Also see

Khula.sat al-Athar, Vol. II., p. 369.; Brockelmann, Vol. 11., p. 380
;

and Iktifa' al-Kunfr, p. 309.

Beginning :

—

j.j:'I ^\cV i^iixii j^ii'i ^^>^' ^ 3S ^ks^ J! ^^^ 4ill /t^""**^^

J)J ^; j>>A3A,< .; i^A-^ J'^-i^ |__cJ^-^^i'I LiD^^ dUl^iJl

* J! s>AJiA.'l i'o.su U) . , a.ii'1 Sju yAc 'x'J] J.C J i^d ,

In this book we also find many letters addressed to the author
by eminent persons such as the Sliarif of Mecca, the Shaikh al-

Islam of Constantinople, and others. Some of the letters are dated
at the beginning. The lower parts of foil. 466 and 1316 are blank,

without causing any break in the text. Foil. 1616, 1646, 1806,

contain letters dated A.H. 1036. The fly-k^af contains several seals

and names of previous owners. The ^IS. ends ar)ruptly on fol. 220
as follows :

—

^-c^iVi ^jJ.«)'i t^a.i^\ Ua^j>„£ 'S^^ i.'L.*-u*j , ^jjjtAwj , ^w.j ^(i; ^« ^>

« is'jsJL^flJI y-^yi S;y^*'l ii^j^JI ^I ^^^-'1 ;^^UJ) ^jx ^Uil)

Written in Naskli. Not dated. C. 17tli centur}-.
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No. 423.

foil. :^N: lilies 21; i?ize8X5; 5ix3.

KITAB AL-MURASALAT.

A collection of letters addressed to Abu Bakr iVIiihi ad-Din 'Abd
al-Kadir bin Shaikli bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidrus al-YamanI al-Hindi,

die<X A.H. 1038, A.D. 1628. The name of the writer of the letter

i«! generally noted on the margin in red ink. A few foil, are miss-

ing at the beginning. It begins abruptly as follows :

—

It contains about 24 letters, and t!ie first (which is defective)

was written by Jj^HI s^^\ ^ JU, died in A.H. 1012, A.D. 1603.

8ee Berlin Cat. No. 8633. Most of the foil, are pasted over with

thin paper. The last fol. bears three seals.

Written in Xaskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 424.

foil. 62; hues 19; size 11X6; 8iX4|.

AL-MAKAMAT AL-HINDIYA.

A work on the lines of al-Hariri"s al-Makamat by ^j^.j^. y-)

^y.*i) J^jjrL; ^-v.^«< Abu Bakr bin ^luhsin Ba'bud al-'Alavi. It

appears (from the work itself) that the writer remained for a con-

siderable time in India. The chronogram at the end indicates that

tlie book was completed in A.H. 1128, A.D. 1715.

15eginning :—

w.^JLsvJ)
J

^'LaJI (.^Jk^lsv.* ^ )i\'yxi ix^ ^j^] Jjt^ ^->^' 4I1 tV^sxJI''''
^ '

.

'j"
In this work the adventures of Abii'z Zafar al-Hindi as-Saiyah

^U,Ji ^o>if I _aJa'I y\ in fifty assemblies, exclusively Indian, are

.-uppo.sed to be narrated by an-Nasir bin Fattah. Lithographed at

Matba' al-'Ulum Press in A.H. 1264.

The headings of Makamas are in red ink. Double coloured lines

throughout. Slightly worm-eaten. Foil. 16-18 are a little de-

fective on account of the pasting of paper over the text.

Written in two different hands of Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th

century.
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No, 425,

fo]1.2:}0: lilies 17-25: f-ize 11X6|; SfrX 4i,

HADA 'IK AL-ADAB.

AcoUectioii of selected pieces in poetry and prose l)y ^i-^'' >—'^
jLi.s}) ^^jJ.*-'? ^-....sv^n .i ,^4,^.1 ^j j.^s^il .>.:s:vil ^:l Sltaraf ad-Din

Abu'l Hasan al-Husain bin Ahmad bin al-Husain al-'Alami al-

Kuraishi. It appears from marginal notes on foil. 2a. 1076 and
ioSrt that the author had three sons, born in A.H. 1212 (A.D.

1797), 1220 (A.D. 1805), and 1 223 (A.D. 180S) respectively. Conse-

qviently there is no doubt that the author flourished at the begin-

ning of the 13th century Hijra.

Beginning :

—

(^tj« ^s^ e;'»V ^i^^-y ^^'•' i^r" J „^-^^\ 'iX^ ,.,•»' l^-^-;^

^ •• ^ y »-^ •• > •• y

The work is divided into two ])arts. Part I (foil. 4- 147a) con-

tains the poetical portion, and part II (foil. 1476-230) the prose

portion. The latter portion has a separate preface, beginning as

follows :

—

* ^Jl UiUx; ^LmJ)'! .^.(m Aa-X;^ <^dJo ~'->Ct

The full title of the work is given on the title-page as v'->^-^

ityjo^M ^^HslJ] g>i\yAj '-ij^'iJ] ujiyill, but in the preface to the prose

portion it is named i-.«IjI'I \^[xi. The first fol. has a beautiful

'Umvdn: coloured ruled margins are throughout the book. Tlie

headings of poems and chapters are in red ink. Xamcs of several

owners are on the title-page.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :
—

t sJI I f^A ^Ic .^^i; A) ^v) *w( ^i: iV >'>-'

(jT-'
Ji , , . , f^j^'

I

(JUaiJl ^jJiaJ -J^vw; S^^.Xx: ,u..w.
.• .:/^^

«-_-Ui'l

f c^r. e;'
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Poetry.

No. 426.

foil. li>2. lines 10: size 12,^X7^ : 7Vx4J.

DIWAN ALi.

The dlwaii of -Aii bin Abi Talib, the son-in-law of the Prophet.

died, A.H. 40, A.D. 660. According to some authorities ^«taJI^I

,^yjl ^-iL; ^^j*J\ ^^^^1 ^-J ^^ ^'^^"'l IN'"^^^"^ '-^^^ ^^"^ ^^^-

Husain, known as as-Saiyid al-Murtada. a descendant of 'AH bin

Abl Taiib, is the collector of these poems. Brockelmann, Vol. I.,

p. 40*5, Huart, p. 253, and others, on the authority of Mustaklm

Zada assert that he is the real author of the drwmi and that it is

wrongly attributed to 'AH bin Abi Talib. (As-Saiyid al-Murtada

was born in A.H. 355, A.D. 966, and died at Ba<|^dad in A.H.

436. A.D. 1044. He is the author of several v/orks. For details

of his life see Ibn Khallikan, Vol. I., p. 365 : Rawdat al-Jannat,

p 383: Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. I., foil. 435-163; and Rijal

Xajjashi, p. 192.) Authors of the Inicamlya sect differ very much

with regard to the authorship of the Dliran. Kashf al-Hujub wa'l

Astar p. 215. says: "Some consider that 'Ali bin Abi Talib al-

Kirwani is the author of this dlwdn. Al-Hnrr al-'Amili mentions

it in the list of books by unknown authors. Al-Majlisi in his

Bihar al-Anwar thinks that it is difficult to believe that the whole

diwan is the production of 'Ali bin Abi Talib although many of

the poems of the diwan are (known to be) the composition of the

Imam • for thev are quoted (as his) in various reliable books. Ibn

Shahr Ashub (died, A.H. 588, A.D. 1192) in his work Ma'alim al-

'Ulama' thinks that 'Ali bin Ahmad al-Fanjukirdi (died, A.H. 513,

A.D. 1119) is the collector of the diwan; while an-Najjashi

includes it in the works of 'Abd al-'Aziz bin Yahya al-Jaliidi."

In my opinion Abu'l Hasan (or Husain) Kutb ad-Din Said bin

Hibatallah bin al-Hasan ar-Rawandi is the compiler of the diwan.

In compiling it he consulted 'Ali bin Ahmad al-Fanjukirdi's book

called Sulv/at ash-Shi' a, which contains about two hundred coup-

lets of 'Ali bin Abi Talib, and also other poetical collections, his-

tories. ,and biographies of different authors, and wherever he found

})oetical compositions, which he thought were the production of

•Ali, he collected them, naming his book jL-*.^\ ^^ Jj.5xJl ;Iyl

J^^! ^.^.. Sec Kashfal-Hujub, p. 68. Ar-Rawandi a reliable

Ituamiya author, wrote about thirty books. He died in A.H. 573,
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A.D. 1177. For details of his life see Shudhur al-'Ikvan, Vol. 1,

fol. 305; Rawdal al-Jannat. p. 301: Muntaha'l Makal, p. 148:

and Ami al-Amil, p. 55.

The poems are arranged alphabetically, and the preface

begins as follows :

—

r- > • • • ^

The first two lines of the diwan are :

—

A[y father, Shams al-'Ulama' Mawlana Vilayat Husain (tlie late

Head Mawlavi, Calcutta Madrasa, who was born in A.H. 1263. A.D.

1846, and died in A.H. 1340, A.D. 1922 on the plain of 'Arafat in

Mecca on the da.y of Hajj, while engaged in devotion repeating

lahbaik) has written a Persian Commentary of the first half of this

diwan (printed in Calcutta, A.H. 1307).

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 7508 ; Paris Cat. No. 3082 :

and Rampur List, p. 588. See also Brockelmann. Vol. I., p. 43 :

and Haji Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 297.

Printed, Leyden. 1745 ; Bulak, A.H. 1251 ; Cairo. A.H. 1276.

1311 ; lithographed repeatedly in India. See Ellis. Cat. of the Br.

Mus. Vol. I., p. 231.

All the borders have been recently supplied. It has a beauti-

ful 'Unwdn at the beginning. Coloured and gold lines throughout.

The headings are either in gold or in coloured ink. There is

an interlineary Persian translation in coloured ink. Sprinkled

with vowel-points.

Written in very fine Nasta'lik. Wrongly dated A.H. 742.

C. Kith century. Scribe ^yij^^ J^^'^
d^sx.<.

No. 427.

foil. 103: line 9; size 10ix7; 7X4^.

THE SAME.

Another copy of the work noticed above.

It begins as the previous one begins. This copy is written

carefully with all vowel-points. There is an interlineary Persian

translation in red ink. The headings of poems are illuminated.

Each page at the beginning of a Kasida is adorned with artisti-

cally-drawn flowers and leaves in gold and coloured ink. All the

borders have been changed to modern papers. It has a beautiful
' Umcdn at the beginning. Coloured and gold lines throughout. At

the end of the MS. we notice a seal, but it can not be decij^hered.

Written in beautiful Naskh. Dated A.H. 1100.
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No. 428.

foil. 125: lilies 17: size 13XS: lOX4i.

DlWAN AL-BUR'T.

A collection of religious poems by ^_^'^V '^»-*-' ^^•i (»J:-=v" ^^"

'Abd ar-Rahim bin Ahmad al-Bur'I. He was an inhabitant of

Yaman, and his verses are full of mystic and religious feeling. He
flourished about A.H. 450, A.D. 1058. See Ahhvardt. Verzeiehniss

No. 251 ; and Brockelmann, Vol. T., p. 259.

Beginning :

—

»X*J ^ li/i*"^*
^'^ (•'^ (J^*«i'l *>>J^a. t_,^.'^l -^sl] ASi ^A^svJt

The first couplet of the poems :

—

The book is divided into two parts. The first part contains

poems in praise of the Prophet, and runs from foil. 2a to 69rt.

These poems are called cub^jki.'! c/A^i.^. The colophon of this part.

folT 696, is as follows :

—

%,y>M^ ^^yk,J| *J;^r" >^^ ^t*^ cub^>,ii| Sli-^il] ^,< A.' J^
J
U J

f
The second part commences from foL 70«. and contains coup-

lets in praise of God, and on other religious matters. The first

line of this part begins as follows :•

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 7616-7
; Gotha Cat. No. 223U

;

and Paris Cat. Nos. 3113-5. See also Casiri, No. 336; and India

Office Cat. No. 827.

Repeatedly printed in Cairo, such as in A.H. 1288. 1303.

1310, and lithographed, Bombay, A.H. 1291.

The headings of poems are in red ink. Sprinkled with vowel-

points.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th centurv.
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No. 429.

foil. 385 ; lines 25 : size lU-X 7 : SX4|.

SHARH LAMiYAT AL-AJAM.

An exhaustive commentary on at-Tugira'i's Kasida rhyming

in the letter J, commonly known as Lamiyat al-'Ajam, by ^^^1 ^iL^*?

jiiUJI >>iuaJI OojI ^^ C!>4^ U^l ^jI Salah ad-Din Abii's Safa

Khalil bin Aibak as-Safadi ash-Shafi-i. He was born in A.H. 696.

A.D. 1296, or A.H. 697, A.D. 1297 in Safad in Palestine, studied

at Damascus, and became a Government Secretary there, at

Cairo and Aleppo. Later on he became ivakll bait al-mal, the

Director of the Treasury at Damascus, and died in A.H. 764, A.D.

1362 (not in A.H. 749, A.D. 1348, as mentioned by Haji I£halifa.

Vol. I., p. 401). For details of his life see ad-Durrar al-Kamina

(No. 272) Vol. II., fol. 251; Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III., Juz' 11.,

p. 9; Orientalia, Vol. II., p. 413; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. No. 423;

Hoogvliet Divers. vScript. loci, pp. 152-S : and Brockelmami,

Vol. II., p. 31.

Beginning :—
^

This commentary is called ^
,2:oJl 'is^'i 7' JL . For at-Tuqhra'i and the poem see the MS.

fol. 4a ; De Slane's translation of Ibn I£hallikan, Vol. I., p. 462, and

Nicholson's Literary History of the Arabs, p. 326.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 7660 ; Vienna Cat. No. 466
;

Paris Cat. No. 3119 ; Leyden Cat. No. 568 ; Br. Mus. Cat. p. 286
;

Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. Nos. 1054-5 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., p. 288
;

Bankipur Cat. p. 498 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 129.

For other commentaries seeHajI Klialifa, Vol. V., p. 292 ; and

Berlin Cat. Nos. 7658-7673.

Printed in 2 Vols, Cairo, A.H, 1290 and 1305.

Our MS. is incomplete, tlie last couplet explained being the

following :

—

The couplets are written in red ink. The title-page contains

the names and seals of several owners, and among them we notice

the seal of Wajid 'Ali Shah. 0;i the first fol. are also seals of

Amjad -Ali Shah and Sulaiman Jab.

Written in Naskh. Not date<i. C. 16th century.
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No. 430.

foil. 85; lines 26; size 11X6: 8X3^.

DIWAN IBN HAJAR AL-'ASKALANT.

A diwan by ^ o^*.su-o ^_ ^^_^ ^ j.^^) J.JistJ] y] ^_^^}] ^l^
^^^i)'<Jj] ^M.^]^^s^^ Shihab ad-t)In Abu'l FadI Ahmad bin 'Ali bin

Muhammad bin Hajar al-'Askalani ash-Shafi'I, died A.H. 852, A.D.
1448. See for his life No. 2S4.

Beginning :

—

^s^l J.JirJ] yj] j^jj>il ^l^-ii ilAii!] ^_^l> ^Ul'I -iA^J) jLi'

I

" ' '-

# ^^ ,
(ULc 4tl' ^.^ ^'^^^ T-^-o-: v_5*-'''^'' ^_j->^«"«J^)^r^p^ ^^1

Seven piems in praise of the Prophet have been placed at the
beginning. Other poems, arranged alphabetically, follow. The
following lines on fol. 8a clearly indicate the arrangement of the
poems :

—

vX^LaiJi' ^^s'ii sI^lU !Usv.'! J'fu^ , iJU3 jUjI <)v«.^; JdI'xS] jlxL] )j>XJt

The beginning quoted in Berlin Cat. No. 7901 occurs in fol. 7

of our copy.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 7901-03; Derenbourg, Nos.
345/2, 444 : Paris Cat. No. 3219; and Cairo Cat. Vol. IV., p. 232.

Printed, Biilak, A.H. 1301.

The first fol. has a beautiful -Unwan. Double coloured lines

on tlie margin. The headings of poems are in red ink with a short
note on the subject-matter of the poem and on the occasion of its

composition. All the borders have been changed to modern paper.
Worm-eaten.

Written in Naskh . Dated AH. 1034.

No. 431,

foil. 224; lines 21; sizel2x7|; 6ix3.

AL-MANH AL-MAKKIYA Fl SHARK AL-KASlDAT
AL-HAMZIYA.

A commentary on ai-Busiri's ode in praise of the Prophet
rJiyming in >I by ,^] ^J^J]^:^^ ^. ^b ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^\ Ahmad

59
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bin Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Hajar al-Haitami al-Makki, died A.H.
973, A.b. 1565. See for his life No. 44.

Beginning :

—

* ^J) jlii^JI Vsvrl . >Lsv.o.a.Jl(I

f
The full title of the ode is i^_^>.iil -jUJI J ^.W-'' Js.3o;.,aaJl, and

it is also entitled jc/*^'' ^' (unnn al-Kura, the mother of cities, a

surname applied to ^lecca). The commentary was first named

iuXoJI -iJI, and then it was called \cj^^ ^' >U=^' (c*^'' J^-i-'' : it was

composed in A.H. 966, A.D. 1558. See Haji Khalifa. Vol. IV., p.

557.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 7830 ; Leyden Cat. No. 725
;

Paris Cat. No. 3197 ; India Office Cat. No. 824 : Derenbourg, No.
315 ; Algiers Cat. No. 1852 ; and Bankipur Cat. p. 795.

For other commentaries see HajT Klialifa, Vol. IV.. p. 557.

Printed, Cairo, A.H. 1303, 1307^

The poems are written in red ink on the margin. Annotated
words are also written in red ink. Borders have been changed to a

diiTerent paper. Worm-eaten, but legible. On the title-page it is

noted that the MS. was presented by I£huda Bakhs]j Ivlian to Saiyid

Sadr ad-Din Ahmad in A.H. 1307.

Written in Naskh. The colophon, which is in another hand,

says that the copy was transcribed in A.H. 1113 by j^sv^-o ^i ajj' sxz

Jlj^ix'l
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The first couplet is :

—

* Foil. 1 -3 contain an account of the poet. The poems are
in red ink, and vocalised here and there. Marginal corrections
occasionally. From the colophon it appears that the author wrote
the commentary in one sitting on Friday, the 1 2th Shav.wal. A.H.
1015 (A.D. 1606). The full title of the work as given in the colo-

phon is :

—

The inner edge of each fol. is changed to modern paper.
Written in clear Naskh . Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 433.

foil. 27 ; lines 21 ; size 81 X 5^- ; 5| x 3i.

SHARK AL-KASIDAT AN-NUNlYA.

A commentary on Abu Bakr bin 'Abdallah al-Aidrus's (died

A.H. 909, A.D. 1503) poem rhyming in the letter ^ by j^,y)

Bakr Muhi ad-Din 'Abd Al-Kadir bin Shaikh bin -Abdallah al-

'Aidrus ?J-Yamani al-Hindi, died in A.H. 1038, A.D. 1628, For
his life see No. 125.

Beginning :

—

The first couplet of the poem is :

—

From the colophon it appears that the commentary was com-
pleted in A.H. 999, A.D. 1590.

For copy see Berlin Cat. No. 4012.
Poems are written in red ink. There are marginal corrections.

The inner edge of each fol. is changed to modern paper.
Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.
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No. 434,

foil. 92; lines 13; size O^Xoi; 6|X3i.

JAWAHIR AL-WAKKAD Fl" SHARK BANAT SU'AD.

A commentary on Ka'b bin Zuhair's famous poem Banat Sirad

by J}.f,^] ^jj^^ ^.^Loii'I fri^^y) ^ ^_j^ ^J^.
>3..«.^v<> ^^ J«,a-a.l Ahmad

bin Muhammad bin 'Ali bin Ibrahim al-Ansari al-Yamani ash-

Shirwani. His great-grandfather, Ibrahim, was an inhabitant of

Hamadan and a minister of Nadir Shah. But ovving to the murder
of his son 'All better known as ^luhammf.d 'Ali Khan, by
that tyrant, he and all his relatives fled from Persia. Ibrahim
went to Najaf, and settled there. Mirza Muhammad Hasan, the

other son of Ibrahim, came to India, and settled at Benares. Mirza

Muhammad Taki (our author's father) settled at Shirwan, changf-

ing his name to Muhammad. After some time, when- he came to

know that his uncle Mirza Muhammad Hasan was alive, and resid-

ing at Benares he came to that city ; but before his arrival the uncle

died. Muhammad being disappointed at the news of the death of

his uncle, and at the discourteous treatment of his cousins, went

to Lucknow. Here the Xawwab Asif ad-Dawla showered royal

favours on him. After staying for some time at Lucknov,^ he

started for his home at Shirwan. But when he arrived at Hudaida,

he married the daughter of Fakhr at-Tujjar as-Saiyid Haidar al-

Bagtdadi, and the issue of this marriage was our author. His early

days-w^ere passed at Hudaida, where he studied the different branches

of learning. Subsequently he came to Calcutta, and by the pat-

ronage of some European Orientalists he was appointed an in-

structor of Arabic literature in the College of Fort William. After

some time he resigned the appointment, and went to Lucknow
(during the time of Nawwab Ghazi ad-Din Haidar). The Nawwab
was much pleased with him, and he ])assed very happy days there.

Here he married the daughter of Saiyid Isma'il : and Muhammad
'Abbas, poetically known as Raf'at, was born in A.H. 1241, A.D.

1825. Ahmad ash-Shirwani, after the death of the Nawwab, visited

different cities and countries, such as Cawnpur, Benares, Hydera-

bad, Blmpal; and died in A.H. 1256, A.D. 1840 at Puna. He is

the author of many works, among whicli the follo^^ing are well

known:—'Ujb al-'Ujab, printed, Calcutta 1813 ; Nafhat al-Yaman.

printed, Calcutta 1811 ; Hadikat al-Afrah li Izahat al-Atrah,

printed, Calcutta, A.H. 1229; al-Manakib al Haidariya, litho-

graphed, Lucknow, A.H. 1235 ; Manhaj al-Bayan ash-Shafi fl 'Tlmai

al-'Urud wa'lKawafi, printed Calcutta, A.H. 1250 ; Bahr an-Nafa'is,

and Taj' al- IkbaJ li Tarikli Mulk Bhupal.
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He belonged to the Imamiya sect. His son ]Muhaininad -Abba.i
settled at Bliupal, and his descendants are still there. See Siibh-
i-Gulshan, p. IMO

; and Sham'-i-Anjuman, p. 182 ; Jawad Sabat in

his work al-BarahIn as-Sabatiya, p. 3, has given a very uncharitable
account of the author.

Beginning on fol. 176 as follows :

—

^i^i]^\ ,Xitlrj) ^J ^C ^J J>^S\.^ ^_ Jy^^] J.XJ UI J^^j^i] UjU

ii/- w5^ /••3>' u^yW ... ^^-^ v^-"^^' ^^ Jy-: ^s'hj^-^ ^j-i''

L::.^itx.-i.^_y«;^J) xj>,j;.^ttJUi ^_^f-^I^^I ^_^ib^.^i| ^j^AamJ) Jr^yl i_<ry^*-')

r
For other commentaries on Banat Su'ad see Berlin Cat. Nos.

7490-750.5 ; and Hiiji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 521.

The author completed the work in A.H. 1233, as the following
chronogram on fol. Sa indicates :

—

j,iJ^J] Jy isjU ^^ J^^ls^ vlkAv^il ^^^Jl l_vit ^j,J= 0)Ij ^^! ^UxJ J

Printed in Calcutta, A.H. 1231.
^"

Foil. 1-3 contain the poem Banat Su'ad, and foil. 4-16, appre-
ciations of the commentary by contemporary 'Ulama' in the Persian
and Arabic languages. Their names are as follows :

—

^^_^*X:UJI ^c ^^^ v_ryj"*-'' e;:.^-' J^~^ 4Jj) ^ac y]

fol. 36.

"

^^4^.'!

„ 76. ^j!j.>,J) ^tjiUk'I ^c o.«.sv^ v_ry>^'

Fol. 17a. is blank, but Avithout causing am^ break in the text.
Fol. 176 has a beautiful 'Univan at the beginning. Gold and
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coloured lines on tlie margin of each page. The original poem is

in bold black character.

Written in clear Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1231 ? Scribe jjJl

-! k
^

No. 435.

foil. 202 ; lines 15 ; size lOf X 5^
; 8 X ^.

DIWAN AL-WAZIR.

The diwan of ^_>iisxiiJI ^^ibj-^'l ^^^I.>>^iA.v-'l J-c jy\ j,.; Js- y\^
^j;yb Wazir 'All bin Anwar 'All as-Sandili as-Siddiki. poetically

known as al-Wazn\ From a perusal of the work it appears that

the author was a pupil of ash-Shaikh Ahmad bin Muhammad al-

Yamani ash-Shirwani, and that his father, Anwar 'Ali, Avas in the
employment of Nawwab Siddik Hasan Klian at Bhupal in A.H.
1293, A.D. 1876. Ahmad asli-Shirwani mentions the author in

the preface to his commentary on Banat Su'ad (No. 434, fol. 18a).

The date of his death is not known.
Beginning :

—

sl5>*y e/"'-
^'^*'-

e/""
'^^' J uJ-^*^""

'*-^ ^'^^ 4JJ S^is\]]

The most interesting feature of the work is that it contains

poems in praise of some Europeans, such as j^^-* (fol. 10a)

Jyy^y ji^ ^j;.<I (fol. 66a) ^^^\^i (foil. 67a and 134aj ij^iy. ji^^ j^/^^

(foil. 856 and 135a) and ^^^dL< jLk>^ (fol. 163a). It contains also

poems in praise of the following scholars of Bengal :

—

foil. 26a, 1316. ^^_^[c jsxs^ s.<,.s^^ ^c_y^yJ)

,, 46a, 1456. jy^L. >^^s\^ Siu.!]

,, 476, 676, 160a. o-asx^
t-Ty^-*-"

,, 63a.
"

jUjI ^J^'^' ^a;^^
lJ^^^-*-''

„ 646, 113a, 136a. Jiiil ^U^) j^iJu!)

„ 656. y.A>.] ^j<}l^ J..6.2D./* j^y^-ft-'i

„ 70a, 130a. j^^ s^^] ~,^!\ ia^t^'l ^^^y-o-!^

„ 946, 1 02a, 1446. e/^-^' ^'^'
sZ-^V""

., 1046. vXCil* L^a.^^-^ JsL^Sil -.i(>
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Verses of the Kasida are written in bold characters with

vowel-points. Only foil. 1 and 2 of the commentary ai^e in Naskh.
Foi. 26 has a lacuna. Slightly worm-eaten.

Written in Nasta'iik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

foil. 436-46a. II.

KASIDAT AL-FARAZDAK.

The poem by ^^xytJl^. j^i-^J) L«.^^.r ^j y^'li ^, ^Uit Hammam
bin Ghalib bin Sa'sa'a, known as al-Farazdak. He was born at

Basra in A.H. 20, A.D. 641. He was a great supporter of the

descendants of the Prophet, and died in A.H. 110, A.D. 728. For

details of his life see Ibn KhaUikan (Teheran edition), Vol. II.

p. 333; al-Agtani, Vol. VIII., pp. 186-197; XIX, pp. 2-52

Khizanat al-Adab, Vol. I., p. 105; Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 53

and Nicholson, p. 242.

Beginning .

—

JlaJI Sj i.i:^j(^il ^aJI Jj-w; ^-i>-i-: 'i^y^ ^, L i^^^ <-/—i^"- '^^

From Berlin Cat. No. 9671, 78a it appears that this poem
should contain 27 verses; but our copy contains 31.

For copies see Berhn Cat. N. 9671, 78cr ; and Paris Cat No.

1203/6.

Lithographed at Teheran, A.H. 1275.

Vocalised throughout. The Kasida is followed by two
satirical couplets of al-Farazdak on Hisham. The latter ordered

the poet to be imprisoned after hearing the panegyric.

Written in Naskh in the same j-ear as the preceding MS.

foU. 46a-51. III.

The above foil, contain three poems of 'Ali bin Abi Talib,

died A.H. 40, A.D. 660.

The first poem begins on fol. 46«. as follows :

—

The second poem begins on fol. 486 as follows :

—

The third begins on fol. 506 as below :

—
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Poems are vocalised, and are found in the priju^'d copy of

Diwan 'All.

Written in Naskh in the sam(^ year.

foil. o2-67«. IV.

SHARH BANAT SU'AD.

A commentary on Ka'b bin Zuhair's Bajiat Su'ad \)y 4JjI ^xc

v_^j>jJail ^^iltl*il ^c ^^.] 'Abdallah bin 'All al-Akkashi at-Tablb.

See No. 436, 1.

Beginning :

—

For other commentaries on the poem, see Berhn Cat. Nos.

7486-7505, and Haji Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 521. The meaning in

Persian has also been given of the last 8 couplets, fol. 676 is blank.

Verses are written in large Naskh character with vowel-

points. The commentary is in Nasta'lik. Written in the same
year.

foil. 686-72.'
.

V.

LAMIYAT AL-'AJAM.

A poem in imitation of ash-Shanfara's splendid ode called

Lamiyat al-'Arab, rhyming in J, by i^^rsu-o ^j ^^Lz ^j ^x^.^.s^.!) J.^*«>I^i

^'UiiaJI ^L^.s,^l'I Abii Isma'il al-Husain bin -Ali bin Muhammad
ai-Isfihani at-Tu^ra'i. He was of Persian origin, and w^as born

in A.H. 455, A.D. 1061, at Ispahan. His surname, at-Tugtra'i, is

derived from the royal signature (tugtra) that he used to indite

over the State papers. He served Sultan Mas'ud, the Saljukide,

as his minister, in his capital Mosul. • He was put to death in A.H.

513, A.D. 1119, or according to some in A.H. 514, A.D. 1120, or

A.H. 518, A.D. 1124. For details of his life see Ibn lijiallikan,

Teheran edition, pp. 175-178; Clouston, Arabian Poetry, pp. 433-

435; Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 247: and Nicholson, p. 326. See

also No. 429. The two last books name him al-Hasan instead of

al-Husain.

Beginning :

—

It was composed in Baghdad in A.H. 505, A.D. 1111, and is an
elegy on the misfortune of the times.

60
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For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 7656; Paris Cat. Nos. 1620-7;
Leyden Cat. No. 565; Rampur List, p.' 610; and Asiatic Society
Cat. p. 129.

'

For commentaries see Berlin Cat. Nos. 7658-7673. and Haii
Khalifa, Vol. V.. p. 292.

Translated into Latin by Golias in 1769, and into English by
Carlyle. The latter translation was published in Clouston. Arabian
Poetry, pp. 468-472.

It was printed with a short commentary in Nafhat al-Yaman,
Hooghly, 1841. For other editions see Ellis'^, Cat. pp". 697-699 and
Iktifa' al-Kunti', p. 274.

The name of the author is erroneously given on fol. 686 as

^^^k'L) ,j.^.<iJ I ,^1^^"^ I . Marginal and interlineary notes in Nasta'-

llk character are numerous. Vocalised throughout.
Written in the same hand of Naskh as the previous one. '

foil. 726- VI.

^^,^ I -r ^-^

AL-KASIDAT AL-LAMIYA.
Another poem rhyming in the letter J by tiu^'l y)

^^k^\] ^y,] ^.; Jjii. Salah ad-Din Abu's Safa Khalil bin Aibak

a.s-Safadi, died A.H. 764 A.D. 1362. See for his life No. 429.
Beginning :

—

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 7972/4, where the author's
name is erroneously given as ^Muhammad bin Bahran al-Bisri
as-Sa^di, died C. A.H. 1050, A.D. 1640 ; and Asiatic Society Cat.

p. 129.

Printed in Nafhat al-Yaman, p. 240.

In our cop3' the name of the author by mistake is given as
Jamal ad-Din Muhammad bin Bahran as-Safadi at-Tam!mi.
Vocalised throughout.

Written in the same hand of Naskh as the previous one.

foil. 77«-8l6 VII.

AL-KASIDAT AN-NUNIYA.
A poem rhyming in. the letter ^ by o.^su<. ^j ^^JLr IkJl y)

jX^I Abu'l Fath 'Ali bin Muhammad al-Bustl. He was born in
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A H. 300, A.D. 971, at Bust in Sijistaii. He served Subuktagin

for some time, and died at Buldiara during the reign of the cele-

brated Mahmud the Ghaznavide in A.H. 400, A.D. 1009, or accord-

ing to some in A.H. 401. A.D. 1010. For details of his life see

Yatima, Vol. IV., pp. 204-31; Ibn Khallikan (Teheran edition),

Vol. I., p. 392 and Brookelmann. Vol. I., p. 251.

Beginning :—

^l^J^ jy^i} u^^^- ji:^ ^^.; ) J—^' ^^^^ 45' ^y ^''^^J

For copies see Derenbourg, No. 167: India Office Cat. No.

1038; Berlin Cat. No. 7591: Vienna Cat. No. 457; Leyden Cat.

No 554 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. pp. 123 and 129.

Printed at Mosul, 1S63, by Clement Joseph David m his work

Tanzih al-Albab f! Hada'ik al-Adab. pp. 23-32.

Vocalised throughout. It has interlineary notes, and a verse

Persian translation on the margin.

Written in the same hand of Naskh as the previous one.

foil. 816-856. VIII.

AL-KASlDAT AL-LAMIYA.

Another poem rhyming in J by^,Xj ^i ^j J.x^^\ ^i^'^ '

—

>j-^

:y^\ ^.aj] Sharaf ad-Din Isma'il bin" Abi Bakr al-Mukri al-

Yamani. He was born in A.H. 755, A.D. 1354, at Abyat Husain

in the district of Surdad in Yaman. He first became a professor

at the College called al-Mujahidlya at Ta'izz, and then at Nizamiya

College at Zabid. He acted as a judge for some time in the latter

town, and died in A.H. 837, A.H. 1433. See Brockelmann, Vol.

TT.. p. 190.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 7897 ; and Asiatic Society

Cat. p. 129.

Included in his Poetical Works called .Majmu' al Kadi (litho-

graphed. Bombay, A.H. 1305) pp. 58-60; and also in Nafhat al-

Yaman, pp. 237-240.

Vocalised throughout.

Written in the same hand as the previous one.
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foil. 856-88. IX.

AL-KASIDAT AT-TANTARANIYA.

A poem in praise of the famous Nizam al-Mulk (died A.H.

485, A.D. 1092) by ^il^ikJl ^]-^jJ] sxc ^, ^^] ^^i y) ^p.'I ^j^
Mu'in ad-Din AbO Nasr Ahmad bin -Abd ar-Razzak at-Tantarani.
He was a professor in the Nizamiya College at Bagidad. The
date of his death is not known to me. See Dawlatshah, Tadhkira
Shu'ara', p. 27; Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 252 and De Sacy, Chres-
tomathie Arabe, Vol. II., p. 495.

Beginning :

—

JL; jUJLiL: .i^b s> JUil ^J^ ^

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 7622 ; Br. Mus. Snppl. Cat.

No. 1030/ f; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 129. See also Haji
Khalifa, Vol. IV., p. 541.

Printed with a French translation by De Sacy in his work
called al-Anis al-Mufid, Vol. II., pp. 158-162; and also with a
commentary at Teheran, A.H. 1273. See Ellis, Cat. Vol. II., p. 88.

The name of the author is erroneously given as ,.r-'>J)
e/:>

^^i]jk'x.^. Vocalised throughout and containing profuse glosses.

Written in the same hand of Naskh as the previous one.

foil. 896-2 14a.

}

X.

AL-KASA'ID AL- ASHR.

The ten well-known ancient poems l)y ten poets, namely
Imru' al-Kais bin Hujr, fol. 896 ; Tarafa bin al-'Abd, fol. lOOrt

;

Zuhair bin Abi Sulma, fol. 116a; Labid bin Rabi'a, fol. 127a;
'Amr bin Kulthum, fol. 1506; 'Antra bin Shaddad, fol. 163a;
Harith bin HiUiza. fol. 175a; ^A.bid bin al-Abras, fol. 1916: an-

Nabi^a, fol. 198a : and al-A'sha, fol. 2056.

The last four poems have the commentary of at-Tabrizi, and
the rest of them have notes from at-Tabrizi, az-Zawzani, etc.

Foil. 104-111 are without any notes. The poems are generally

vocalised. Notes and the commentary are in Nasta'lik character,

except in foil. 168-182, in which they are in nim Shikasta. In
foil. 174a-181 the poems are also in Nasta'lik character. Foil.

134-177 are somewhat worm-eaten.
Written in the same hand of Naskh as the previous one.
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toll. L>U?--232a. XI.

SHARK LAMlYAT AL-'AJAM.

A eommentaiy on at-Tiigtra'fs Lamiyat al-'Aja,m. The name

of the commentator is not known. It appears that in this book

he has abridged the commentary of Kama! ad-Din Muhammad bin

Musa ad-Damirl. died A.H. 808. A.D. 1405.

Beginning :

—

* J) iciU'L .JyJ2.k\\ ^.d _j^^.^ J
i^Laid I Jti juj ^^sxW

For other commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. V, p. 292 and

Berlin Cat. Nos. 7G58-7673.

Verses are vocahsed and are written in large Naskh character.

The commentary from foil. 214&-2266 is in Nasta'llk, and from

foil. 227-232a in nim Shikasta.

Written in the same hand as the previous one.

foil. 2326-24.5a. XII.

SHARK LAMIYAT AL-'ARAB.

A commentary on ash-Shanfara's Lamiyat al-'Arab. The

name of the author could not be traced, as our copy is without

any preface. After the first couplet of ash-Shanfara the com-

mentary begins abruptly as follows :

—

* ^^' J-!^' J^^ Ji-y^ f^-i^yo *^y ^^^^^i

For other commentaries see Baji Klialifa, Vol. V., p. 295 and

Berlin Cat. Nos. 7469-747

L

The verses^ are in Naskh character and vocalised. The

commentary is written in nIm Shikasta, except foil. 243-245«,

Avhich are in Nasta'llk.

Written in the same year as the previous one.

foil. 2456-2406. XIII.

KASlDAT AN-NABIGHA.

A poem by ^^jJJ) iijtiJI an-Nabi^a adh-Dhubyanl. His

full name was ib'^U^ ^j dW. a^^I y^} Abu Umama Ziyad bin

Mu'aviya, and he belonged to the tribe of Dhubyan. He lived at
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the Courts of Hira and Ghassan during the latter half of the first

century before the Prophet. His death took place before Islam
was promulgated in A.D. 604. See for details Agtani, Vol. IX..

pp. 162-176; Ahlwardt, Bemerkungen, pp. 36-50: Brockelmann.
Vol. I., p. 22: Nicholson, pp. 121-123: and Iktifa' al-Kunir.

p. 27.

He should not be confounded with another an-Nabig]ia, who
had the epithet of al-Ja'di and whose proper name was Abu Laila

Hassan bin Kais. He died in A.H. 61, A.D. 680. nor with the an-

Nabigta of Bani-Shaiban, 'Abdallah bin al-Muk]iarik, whose
patrons were 'Abd al-Malik and Walld.

Beginning :

—

For another copy see Berlin Cat. No. 7456/4.

His dlivan was published with a French translation by Deren.
bourg in Paris A.D. 1869.

Written in Naskh in the same year as the previous one.

foil. 2496-25 la. XIV.

.y:

AZ-ZAHRIYA.

A poem' on the spring season by ^^_^s«.>.«.]| ob; ^^j ^j;J^ Rabr bin

Ziyad al-'AbsI, and an answer to it by ^^_^m^k\] jI^ j jj^L: 'Antra

bin Shaddad al-'AbsI. The former belonged to the tribe of 'Abs,

and was a contemporary of 'Antra, a hero of the same tribe, Avho

died in A.D. 615. For the latter see Agiani, Vol. VII., pp. 148-

153, Ahlwardt, pp. 50-57 ; Goldziher, Der Arabische Held 'Antra

in der geographischen Nomenklatur, Globus LXIV, pp. 65-67 : and
Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 22, and Iktifa' al-Kunu', p. 27.

Beginning :

—

The answer begins :

—

Poems of -Antra are published by Iskandar Abkarius in his

book called Munyat an-Nafsi fi Ash'ar 'Antra al-'Abs] at Bairut,

1864, and his diwan was printed at Bairut, 1888.

The verses are vocalised. The answer ends as follows :

—

Written in the same hand of Naskh as the previous ode.
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foil. 2516-2776. XV.

These foil, contain six poems in praise of 'All bin Abi Talib.

died A.H. 40, A.D. 660, without any author's name. The first

couplet of each poem runs as follows :
—

fol. 2516. Ir=il -y^) ^j^^ '' ^^' ^-^^^-^^

„ 255a. ^I;I j'-

—

^^ j—^-^ J^' ^^;'

„ 2566. ^S—-iJ\ ^>; ^—^^ ^'^-^ .<

^j^^^>
c^:**^' e/-^- U*^ i^f*'

„ 259a. urj^^-:^^' r^^ ^' U_y_^ ^^^y

,, 262a. ^j}=^ ^^\y

„ 2676. J-4-^, ^-'^ tyc ^'

The heading of each poem is .il-^'I t^^ i.^^i JU", except that

the 5th poem has the heading ^^.^-^^^ _^y. ; A^*^^ '^^^^ s.^^^ JU

Vocalised throughout.

Written in the same hand of Naskh as the previous one.

foil. 2786-295a. XVI.

KASA'ID IBN AL-FARip.

Seven poems of Ibn al-Farid. His full name was ^«-tiiil ^jl

<>,tJdI ^.j^ ^^^.^l ^'-^ Abu'l Kasim Sliaraf ad-Din 'Umar bin al-

Farid. He was born'at Cairo A.H. 576, A.D. 1181. He lived for

a long time at Mecca, and Avas the greatest mystic poet of the

Arabs. He died in A.H. 632, A.D. 1235. See Brockelmann, Vol.

T., p. 262, and Nicholson, pp. 394-398.

The first poem begins :

—

Uli^< ^;1 ^so ^;^ J.I
Uil ^iy}U oy. ^-^<i I

These poems are found in his diwdn printed in Bairut, A.D.

1860, 1874 and 1887. For other editions see Iktifa'al-Kimu', p. 279.
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Vocalised throughout.

Written in the same hand of Xaskh as the previous one.

foil. 295a-300. XVII.

KASA'ID AL-BIKRT.

Three poems of ^Muhammad al-Bikri in praise of the Prophet.

From the preface it appears that ?\Iuhammad as-Siddiki learned of

these poems in A.H. 957. when he was on a journey to visit the

sacred tomb of the Prophet, and that he recited there.

The poems begin as follows :

—

fol. 29oa. v._^_3:ua-« J,

—

^] , c_-j.—^jyo ,,4^ *

„ 297a, Sic

i^-cso)' >J jJ) i.xiJo ^I CUJ-.' ^ -yiw I

/ • r • 5

„ 298&. ^—^Ji-o
O;^-') ^—*-iJ pi '—^-5^*^

J

Vocalised throughout. Worm-eaten.
Written in the same hand of X^asldi as the previous one.

toll. 300-3066. XVIII.

KASlDAT IBX AL-FARIp.

A poem by Ibn al-Farid. died A.H. 632. A.D. 1235. See for

his life No. 436 XVI.
Beginning :

—

Vocalised throughout. Foil. 30-1-306 contain notes.

Written in the same hand as the previous one.

foil. 307-321. XIX.

" •• • *•

AL-KASIDAT AL-BADT'IYA.

A poem in praise of the Prophet, and at the same time

illustrating the rhetorical figures ci^lju^xj by J^woaJI y) ,^^'' ^_y^
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,_^-*xxLJ) ^;Lk') ^^l] ajI^
ijl yij*J^ ^^ Safi ad-Din Abu'l Fadl

'Abd al-AzIz l)in Saraya al-Hilli at-Ta'i as-SinbisI. He was born
on the 5th Rabr II. A.H. 677, 27th August, 1278. He went to
Egypt in A.H. 726, A.D. 1326, and wrote a poem in praise of al-
^[ahk an-Nasir. He died at Bagdad in A.H. 750 A D 1349 or
according to o.s-Safadi in A.H. 752, A.D. 1351, or accordincr' to
some m A.H. 757, A.D. 1356. For details see Fawat al-Wafayat
p. 356; Orient. Vol. I]., p. 293; Brockelmann. Vol. II p 159
and Huart, p. 323. , t'-

Beginning :

—

It contains altogether 145 couplets and they deal with 151
rhetorical figures. It is also designated Kafiyat al-Badi'iya. See
Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 33.

For copies see Berlin Cat. Nos. 7349-52; Derenbourg, Nos.
240, 390

;
Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 985, II ; and Cairo Cat. Vol.

IV., pp 147, 212.

Vocalised, but foil. 320-321 are without any vowel-points,
l^oll. 307a-308a contain copious notes. The figure illustrated by
each couplet is noted in red ink at the top of the couplet.

Written in the same hand of Naskh, except foil 320-3 '>!

which are in Nasta'lik.

foil. 322-359. XX.
These foil, contain several poems. The first poem foil 3->'>-

325, is incomplete at the beginning and end. The first line of thispoem is as follows :

—

^y) I J ^ i_l^ ^J U JL>- s, hS ^;^_^. ^\ ^j

V Tj^fJ: ^A^^^^^
contain different poems by al-Mutanabbi, diedA.H 354, A.D. 965. These poems are found in his diuwi. See

printed copy of the dlwan, Hooghly edition, 1841, p. 153. The
last poem in our MS. ends abruptly with the following line c:.jUy
t^i^L, ^-^i ;j^|. Foil. 326-327 are blank. Fol. 336 contains
glosses. The poems are generally vocalised.

Written in Naskh in the same year as the previous one.

61
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Fables and Tales.

No. 437.

9ix5|,foil. 192; lines 23 ; size 12x9|

SIRAT 'ANTRA.

Vol. I.

The life and adventures of 'Antra bin Shaddad al-'AbsI (see

for his life No. 436, XIV.) the authorship of which is ascribed to

the great philologist ^_^.^i'I i .^.s ^.j lSU\ >yyc oo;**« y) Abu Sa'Id

'Abd al-Mahk bin Kuraib al-Asma'i. The latter was born at

Basra in A.H. 122, A.D. 739, or A.H. 123, A.D. 740. He came to

Baghdad during the reign of Harun ar-Rashid (A.H. 170-193,
A.D. 786-809) and was considered as one of the highest author-
ities on philological matters connected with the Arabic languages.

He died in A.H. 216, A.D. 831. Some say that his death took
place in A.H. 214, or 215, or 217. For details see Ibn Kliallikan,

Vol. I., p. 313 ; Nuzhatal-Alibba'; pp. 150-172 ; Bughyat al-Wu'at

;

p. 313; Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 104; and Abh. zur Arab. Philo-

logie, Part I., p. 136.

The learned scholars of Islam think that al-Asma'i was not the
author of the book, that it was a production of a much later date.

For other particulars about the work see Lane, An Account of

the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptian, 1895, Ch. XXIII,
pp. 420-432; Journal Asiatique, 1838, p. 383; Huart, History of

Arabic Literature, p. 403 ; Wiistenfeld, Gesch. der Arab. Arzte,

No. 172; Thorbecke's Antrah {Leipzig, 1867), p. 31; Clouston,
Arabian Poetry, pp. 172-176, 436-439; Brockelmann, Vol. II., p.

62 ; and Von Kremer, Kulturgesch. Vol. II., pp. 358 and 478.

Beginning:- ^ ^^^,, ^ ..j^^j, ;..,^ ^,^^j, ^jl^j, ^ ^^j|* jU*iI
J

/j.iivJI ^JLL Instil u_>>JUi

It has two recensions. The original one is called Hijdziya
(Arabian), and is in thirty-two volumes, published in Cairo, A.H.
1286, 1307. The other is called Shainlya (Syrian), and is an
abridgment by some learned men of Syria, and was published in

ten volumes, Bairut, A.H. 1871. Terrick Hamilton translated

some portion of the latter version in 1819-20. See Ellis, Cat. of

the Printed Books, Br. Mus. Vol. I., p. 283.

For copies see Vienna Cat. No. 783; Berlin Cat. Nos. 9123-

35 ; Browne, Hand List, p. 100 ; Br. Mus. Cat. pp. 319-324, 663-

615, 697 ; Paris Cat. No. 3688 : Munich Cat. No. 620 ; andLeyden
Cat. No. 2562.
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Marginal corrections occasionally. The words ,cj|^''jL« and

similar words are in red ink. Foil. 187-192 are in a different hand,

and in small characters. On the title-page the name of 4iil m.c

J->y ^j^-?-j^ indicates that he was once the owner of the book. The
name of the book and the volume are written in Hebrew character
on the binding.

Written in clear Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 438.

foil. 200; lines 23-25; size llfx7|;- 91x51,

THE SAME.

Vol. II.

The second volume of the work.
Beginning :

—

Marginal corrections occasionally. Foil. 1-16 are a little

stained with damp.
Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 439.

foil. 201 ; lines 25 ; size 12 X 8|- ;
9i X 6.

THE SAME.

Vol. III.

The third volume.
Beginning :--

J I .(jJL'l >}'^it j'irl ^i
J.

.J.

Fol. 192 has been recently supplied in a different hand. The
lower part of fol. 192& is blank, but without causing any break in

the text. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 440.
foil. 200 ; lines 25 ; size 11|- x 8i

; 9iX 6.

THE SAME.

Vol. IV.
The fourth volume.
Beginning :

—
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Marginal corrections occasionalh\ Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 441.

foil. 201; lines 24; size 12^X81; 9|X6.

THE SAME.

Vol. V.

The fifth vokime.
Beginning :

—

]Marginal corrections occasionally. In fol. 18&, 118a slips of

paper are added which contain, in a quite modern hand, poems,
etc., to fill up omissions made by the copyist. Between foil. 174

and 175 tAvo foil, have been added in a modern hand. The last

fol. is also in a very modern hand.

Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 442.

foil. 200; lines 24, size 121x8^

THE SAME.

Vol. VI.

9^X6.

The sixth volume.
Beginning :

—

A slip of paper in a modern hand has beemadded between foil.

10 and 11.

Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No, 443.

foil. 198; lines 26; size 12X8i; 9^X6^.

THE SAME.

Vol. VII.

The seventh volume.
Beginning :

—

^' ui^J^i^U iil'iJl uJJj ^ ^wou:!
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Foil. 1 and 2 are in a quite modern hand. Foil, 3-32 are in

one hand, and the rest in another.

Wrongly written on the cover *yi ji.^.

Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th
century.

No. 444.

foil. 200; lines 23; size 121x8^; 9^X6.

THE SAME.

Vol. VIII.
The eighth volume.
Beginning :

—

* J] ijy^ J^a] h 'i^LL. JacI ^j )j^ ^ J

Foil. 199-200 are in a different hand.
Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th

century.

No. 445.

foil. 202; lines 23; size 11|X8|; 9iX6.

THE SAME.

Vol. IX.
The ninth volume.
Beginning :

—

* ^^ "Hri ^'^^ i<^ *^^' O^lr^^l ^'^ J.asvaJ| 0>Jk.».:svJ) jUjI ^^)

Slightly worm-eaten. Wrongly written on the cover Skst jJ-c...

Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th centur3^

No. 446.

foil. 200; hnes 23; size llfXS; 9^X6.

THE SAME.

Vol. X.
The tenth volume.
Beginning :

—

Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in the same hand of Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th

centurv.
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No, 447.

foil. 181; lines 23; size 12x8; 9^X6.

THE SAME.

Vol. XI.
The eleventh volume.
Beginning :

—

Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in the same hand of Naskh. The colophon runs

thus :

—

^Irsvil ^t^^^-^ t-^-ui ..,'< fJUo i(^i is:v«^,iil JJiAJb hlxi ^ P^J^^^ it) J

Miscellaneous.

No. 448.

foil. 60 ; lines 18 ; size QiX 6 ; 6|X 4.

foil. 1-1 6a. I.

AL-ARBA'UN 'AN AL-ARBA'IN Fl FADA'IL 'ALT

AMIR AL-3iIU'iVnNlN.

A collection of forty Traditions from forty Traditionists in

praise of 'All bin Abi Talib by ^ 4JjI ^x)^ ^j ^^ ^^^1 v«^sai^

^JLfl e^yb ^j i^y-""-^'^ t^->.
^^-"^^ Muntajab ad-Din 'Ali bin 'Ubaidal-

lah bin al-Hasan bin al-Husain bin Babuya al-Kummi. He was

an eminent jurist of the Imamiya sect, and deeply versed in the

knowledge of Tradition. His work, al-Fihrist, which he wrote as

a supplement to Muhammad bin al-Hasan at-Tiisi's (died A.H.

458, A.D. 1065 or A.H. 460, A.D. 1067) work called Fihrist Kutub
ash-Shi'a, is a very autlioritative work among Imamiya scholars.

He was sixth in descent from 'Ali bin al-Husain bin Babuya al-

Kummi, known as ash-Shaikh as-Saduk, died A.H. 381, A.D. 991.

The date of his death is not known. For his life see Muntaha'l

Makal, p. 219; Ami al-Amil, p. 54; and Shudhur al-'Ikyan. Vol.

I., fol. 242.
"

"
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Beginning :

—

^ • > vif -v vi;
- y

For copy see Berlin Cat. No. 1549. See also Kashf al-Hujub,

p. 34.
'

Traditions are numbered in red inl<;. It has a beautiful

'Unwan e.t the beginning, and gold-ruled and coloured lines on the

margin.
Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

foil. 166-60. II.

JHUHASABAT AN-NAFS AL-LAWWAMA

.

A treatise on admonition and chastisement of the soul by

^*j^i..Cl .^.su'l J A' . f> *j>^lt-'' Ibrahim bin 'All bin al-Hasan al-

Kaf'aml. He was an eminent scholar of the Imamiya sect, and
the author of many works, such as al-Junnat al-Wakiya, al-Balad al-

Amin etc. The former book was written in A.H. 895, A.D. 1489.

The date of his death is not known. For details see Rawdat al-

Jannat. p. 6; Ami al-Amil. p. 5; and Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. I.,

fol. S.
'

Beginning :

—

The full title of the work is r-^^' '4-^ij j iUI^L'l ^^j^kxl) h^l:s^^

'L<\y'xl\. Each admonition is headed by the words .^j-^^ ^. in red

ink. See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 490,

It has a beautiful 'Unwan at the beginning. Gold-ruled and
coloured lines on the margin. The following note at the top of fol.

166 indicates that the transcriber of this copy was the author
himself ; but in my opinion the note Avas added by some " ingeni-

ous " person in order to enhance the viilue of the MS.

There are marginal notes. The latter part of the MS. is some-
what damaged by insects.
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Written in the same hand of Naskh as the preceding copy.

Not dated. C. 17th century.

No. 449.

foil. 175; lines 8; size 9fX7i: 7|^X3|.

foil. l-16a. I.

USUL AD-DIN.

A treatise on the fundamental principles of Islam and the

religious duties of a Moslem attributed to t^yi ^_j-^ ^"'^'' yJ -'-°)''

^jLo-'I Ji*^ ^, ^iillJl ic'^^y^ ^. al-Imam Abu'l Hasan 'Ali ar-Rida

bin Musa al-Kazim bin Ja'far as-Sadik, died A.H. 202, A.D. 817.

See for his life No. 193.

Beginning :

—

^. ^ic J.W1 J.UDI ^il ^.i^^ Ikil^i] ^^U) ^] ]jjj ;. ^^Ik'l

^^'jkl] , j,\r^] J
J^sxil ^ jjjr^^AJ) j,^ ^i:^^ {ji'^'^ Jr^' -•''''

C::*-^ (^'

i,co.» J.? *.cL!aJI (^^^.-vA-o . JLjJI ^JJy!<-^ j <J.cii^ ^^^c 4jj| is\.^ u_^i',? j^i«*il
_j

* J) 4til i'l <iil )'
^^1 Jsjl^i: ^^_^&^ oo^yJI

See Kashf al-Hujub, p, 49.

It has an interlineary Persian translation in Nasta'lik character

in red ink. Slightly worm-eaten. Fol. 16a contains two seals.

Fol. 166 has quotations from Rawdat al-Ahbab.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

foil. 17-416. II.

AR-RISALAT ADH-DHAHABlYA.

A treatise on medicine attributed to Li^'I ^^r ^.^l y) ^Ulll

^tiLa!) jkx^ ^j ^JiUJI j^j.^ ^^-1 al-Imam Abu'l Hasan 'All ar-Rida

bin Musa al-Kazim bin Ja'far as-Sadik, died A.H. 202. A.D. 817.

See No. 193. '
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Beginning :

—

J^h ^il^-'l U^c uyi ^^^- ^^-: ^^ ^= -^^i ^' ^^-^-I ^''^'

^ix^==vJI ^.^- ^.: ^^ ^^. c;-'--'' ^' ^--; ^-1 u5^y' .^^''

J.uj '

J-?^ • "r
•^'

^i/'
^' ^'^^'^

c^^'
+ + + '^'^'^ 'j^- v_f>-=^'

^•*>"'

This treatise was written for the use of CaHph al-Mamun, and

dwells upon the daily necessities of life and the means to preserve

health. See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 225 ; Muntaha'l Makal, p. 268 ;
and

Berlin Cat. Xo. 6238. "

. , ,

It has a Persian interhneary translation in Nasta'lik character

in red ink. Marginal corrections numerous. Pol. 42a contains a

few words in praise of Shah Safi, and a seal dated. A.H. 1263.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

foil. 43-143. HI.

AL-FAWA'D AR-RADAVIYA Fl SHARK AR-RISALAT
ADH-DHAHABIYA.

A commentary on al-Imam "Ali bin Musa's treatise noticed

above by ^Ll^sxil ^o^^^JI ^^-«.su'l ^j ^^..sx^ Muhammad bin al-

Hasan al-Mashhadi al-Kliurasanl. From the colophon it appears

that it was written in A.H. 1217. Consequently the author must

have flourished in the first half of the 13th century Hijra.

Beginning :

—

JL«Lsv..'l ^Jy^^J] ^_^-sviI ^^^sv.^ _^iA'l <Jj; .^!] ji^ik!) Jyii,) ^^L<\

* ^JI

The text is generally written in red ink, except a few pages

at the end Avhich are written in black ink. Borders have been

changed to modern paper. The last fol. bears a seal, and contains

a prayer attributed to al-Imam 'Ali ar-Rida.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

62
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foil. U4-155. IV.

SIRAJ AL-'IBAD.

A treatise on jurisprudence according to the Shi'a school in

the Persian language. The author is not known. Shaikh Murtada
al-Ansari has revised the translation.

Beginning :

—

^^J; j! O.-w.! ^j^^^k:<y< ^j SS ^iUJI U^aIc ^c
^. ^.^.sv^o ^U l::-^^^

^^a^la*.
'-r''"''-?-

>Ui*i! St] rlaXJ O-^v*.! JLxjJI 7^\t^i (^A-wj„« <s/ c .»» ^l^-<

* -il* ^-1

From fol. 156, another part of the treatise begins with a new
heading as follows :

—

4JL)t iixJ
J

j^jfJbtkiJ) 6.1] , S^s:^.< ^ic 4Jjl ^--c , ^^'^-^n V; ^II ^.-^srvw't

foil. 168-175. V.

TARJUMAT AS-SALAT.

A treatise on prayers according to Shi'a doctrine. In this

treatise those Arabic texts which are recited in prayers have been
translated into Persian. The name of the translator is not known.

Beginning :

—

^ J ^ J '^ ^ ^j J *-j "^ •

From fol. 171 a list of grievous sins is given. Our copy is

defective, and ends abruptly as follows :

—

* ^^ ^i) f-
^-y- ;- >' ^

^iL; cuUai- t.J Jj'o y^i^
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The Arabic texts are in Naskh characters and are marked

with red lines. The Persian portion is in Nasta'llk. Not dated.

C. 19th century.

No. 450.

foil. 120; lines 28-30; size 8 X 5f ; 6x3|.

foil. 1-78. I-

SHARH AL-FAWA'ID.

A commentary on a treatise on scholastic theology called al-

Fawa'id. Both the text and the commentary are by ^^:
^^^1

^Lu^^] ^}y) ^J ^iJJI ^^Jj Ahmad bin Zain ad-Din bin Ibrahim al-

Ahsa'i. He was an inhabitant of Ahsa, in Persia; remained for

some time also at Yazd, and from the latter place came to Kirman

Shah at the request of Muhammad 'All, the heir-apparent of Fath

'All Shah Kachar. He settled finally at Karbala', but died at

Madina. The year A.H. 1241 (A.D. 1825) is written on the tablet

of his grave as the date of his death. He is the author of many

books and treatises. For details see Nujum as-Sama', p. 367 ;
and

Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol I., fol. 44.

Beginning :

—

The work is divided into 12 chapters, each called 'i^iliJ) as

follows :

—

fol. 2h. iuJUU) ;tJjil| Jj^iiyj ^i ^i^jil! 'isilkl]

46. '^^^^y *'^'*'* ^^""^ ^ Ajj !•>''! JSviJUJI

„ 96. L>^"^'

15a. a^l ^» J^id] ^i:i ^\ 'ijJi^\ ^'>
'^^)J^

»^'^l

,, 34a. ^*^' ^r^y'

j^b .^«^J! J^^I >Uil Jy U Ail ^] 'Uj>U] 'ijlkn

„ 376. ^'' L^;' ^^' ^i-^''
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fol. 43a. ^» i'l >^y. ^ f^^ *^*j j/^^ ^ v^*" ^^ 'iJ^^^l] 'isilkJ]

,, 516. r^xM ^ ^^ acIjoI ^ ilxAj

,, 576. ^^LAil'l ^ J(.«i]') ^wj.^ ^^U? ^ yiis. ^_^jt.sv.J| »ji(i.Jl

,, 69a. /j^^'' ^y^ kJ^. ^ ^^^ ^xJlKl Jij>j(i.i|

The text and the commentary begin with the words vj:^i' and

J^il respectively in red ink. The text is also overlined in red ink.

Slightly worm-eaten, foil. 23-32 being somewhat more damaged.
From the colophon it appears that the book was composed in

A.H. 1233, and that our copy had been compared with the original.

Written in mixed Nasta'lik and Shikasta. Dated A.H. 1240.

foil. 80-120. II.

c>4^l ift^l cj^'"**;

RASA'IL ASH-SHAII£H AHMAD.

A collection of small treatises by the same author. In these

treatises he has answered different questions of scholastic theology.

The question begins with jLi", and the answer with Jy'. The

treatises are named as follows :

—

foil. 80a. ^^m jjk^n Jj^Dlll^J] (1)

Beginning :

—

Jt^}IJ J.iaJI ^iAs. 4Jjl (.^*« 'L,..aj>}\ Jjtl ^^yii^ jU*]) U 4JjI i-^^ J'J

« JI I;)^ Lli^L*^ ^ U;y GI Jyl y^'^] Jiil'I i^\lil\ ^yi
,

foil. 806-86. ^5^^') 411) s^ AJj^il JiU^ ^]y^ (2)

Beginning :

—

foil. 866-876. iiU))I xjUJ) ^^_ JiU^ ;^I^^ (3) .
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Beginning :

—

foil. 876-89«. ^Oy t)^'^'« v'^-^ (4)

Beginning :

—

J,
I

j^

* ^i) Uj ^,
%i j._yii) ^i Jib. ^1^ ^.< jU^J) ^^ ^1 JU ^I^^li)

foil. 89a-9l5. Aa^I ^^•J^^i*^^ JjU^ u.?)^:^ (5)

Beginning :

—

J.A:a.I ,
J fiijl^ w^v^w-i') »-.>U.2^ , r^ f^' i^'* ^^^ *>'

,
p'-u*^-)') ^'^1 , ,.*; .jj

* «•'' (J^-J^AM^ L_>I^ii(j ^^^11

foil, dlh-dib. .
* ^^AJJaSiI ^Ic ^AC j;U,< L_;l^^ (6)

Beginning :

—

V J>A^I \/.^J] J,J,jt.J! J^2j,} J,ji,; t-ot ^Lo.J(,*Jl i_JM 4JJ O^sJI

^
^j ^iLsu.J| ^xu*svJ) J.AC ^-^il (JjL*.^ s-''*-^ (7)

foil. 91&-99&. ^^Uji"! ^M^]^L^.

Beginning :

—
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foil. 99&-101&. t^f^/*^' '-'^ <J'-^"' "^'-^^ (^)

Beginning :

—

I

At the end of this treatise the author explains eight questions

of scholastic theology and each explanation is called isj^jLaJI.

foil. 1016-1026. ^j-^yi ^it^; (9)

Beginning :

—

foil. 1026-103a. ^__j>lUs^.l| ^^v*svi|^.:l^«.i) J/U^ t^l_^.s. (10)

Beginning :

—

foil. 103a-120a. . J:.'UJI ^^j l_.'I^^ (11)

Beginning :

—

Fol. 1206 contains a prescription for preparing ink. A few
lines at the bottom of fol. 1206 are unreadable on account of the
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pasting over of thick paper in order to conceal the name of the

owner of the book. Questions are overlined in red ink, and begin

with Jtj' ; the answers begin Avith Jy'. Both the words arc-

written in red ink. Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in the same hand and the same year as above.

No. 451.

foil. 78; lines II to 12 ; size 7iX5i-; 5X3J.

foil. 1-69. I.

AR-RISALAT AS-SA'DIYA.

A short treatise on scholastic theology according to the Shl'a

school by ^^^^LsvJl^^JaJI -; ^^Ic ^j i—a-^j-^. ^^ t^^"*^ c:/-'^'''
<^^^^ Jamal

ad-Din Hasan bin Yiisuf bin 'All bin al-Mutahhar al-Hilll, died

A.H. 726, A.D. 1325. For his life see Nos. 87.

Beginning :

—

* J) xoUc M ^ A-vw ik^-Ij ''^^' J^^ J.«aa,wi) 4i) J>.*svJ|

The author dedicated the treatise to Khajah Sa'd ad-Din, and
hence he named it as-Sa'dlya.

Written in ordinary Naskh- Dated 11th Rabi' I, A.H. 12S7.

foil. 7lh-18. II.

RISALA FT LAFZ HAWL.

A treatise to disprove the belief that the salat or prayer would
be annulled, if a man should use the word ta'dld with the words

bihawl illdh by ^rj^'I ^_^ ^.IjJj sx^] ^ ^^.^sv^ ^^^1 fij^l ^^UaL>

Sultan al-Ulma'* as-Saiyid Muhammad bin as-Saiyid Dildar 'All

ash-Shi'i. He was born on the 17th Safar A.H. 1199 (A.D. 1784)

at Lucknow, and studied all the branches of Arabic learning with

his father. The scholars of the Imamiya sect of the time gave

him the title of Sultan al-'Ulamd\ king of scholars. He wrote

many works, and died, A.H. 1235, A.D. 1819. For details see

Kashf al-Hujub, p. 4; Shudhur al-'Ikyan, Vol. I., fol. 267; and
Nujum as-Sama' p. 346.
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Beginning :

—

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. The colophon runs thus :

—

.^ iAjJali) A>j^*JI L'Ls^*JI
_j

ilAji*il lajjA}] /J[^i] aj,it) e:^Aj ^'

.fl^lM ^W ii-'o!^i);Ij J (JlxiUU 4I1I , Sc] LJ>1^ ,.>If^< 5Uix.'I , .IkL i_>Ua.

• Jbl fAO <J.i«- SJk*cjJ r I ^^Jvi; Ji ^^ 4Jjl AiU ^^.-w-=^ J-*^

No. 452.

foil. 259 ; lines 27 ; size 10x6^; GJ X 4.

foil. 1-252. I.

SHARH TAJRID Al-'AKA'ID.

A commentary by ^^_^^J:.y'il] ^^^x^c -j J-c ^:^1 ^Uc 'Ala' ad-

Din 'Ali bin Muhammad al-Kushji upon the well-known work of

scholastic theology entitled Tajrid al-Kalam of Nasir ad-Din
Muhammad bin Muhammad at-Tusi, died A.H. 672, A.D. 1273.

AI-Kushji first studied in Samarkand and then proceeded to Kirman,
where he carried on his studies under the best masters. When he
returned to Samarkand, Ulugh Beg employed him for the comple-
tion of his great astronomical work. After the death of that
prince, he returned to Tabriz. From there he went to Constan-
tinople to Sultan Muhammad II, carrjdng a friendly missive from
Uzun Hasan the Ak Kuyunlu, ruler of Tabriz. The Sultan re-

ceived him with great honour, and asked him to stay in his

country. Al-Kushji accepted the offer, and said that he would
come back to Constantinople after delivering the reply of the
Sultan to the ruler of Tabriz. He fulfilled his promise, and came
back to Constantinople. The Sultan received him with much
greater honours than before, and at last he was appointed the
Principal of the Aya Sufiya College on a salary of 200 dirhams per
day. He died in A.H. 879, A.D. 1474. The surname al-Kushji
•' the falconer " is, according to ash-Shaka'ik an-Nu'maniya,
]). 250, derived from his father's office. He was in charge of the
hawks of Ulugh Beg. Some say that he was a great favourite of

UIu|^ Beg, who, while hunting, used to entrust him with his

hawk, and hence his surname is al-Kiishji.

For details of his hfe see ash-Shaka'ik an-Nu'maniya, Vol. I.,
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p. 249 ; Habib as-Siyar, Vol. Ill, Jiiz' 3, p. 160 ; Scheref Nameh,
edited by Veliaminof, Vol. II., p. 123 ; and Brockelraann, Gesch,

d. Arab. Litter. Vol. II., p. 234.

Beginning :

—

The work has been dedicated to Sultan Mugtith ad-Din Abu
Sa'id Giirgan.

The work is divided into six chapters, s^Vi^, as follows :

—

1196. sjIsi^
J

^iLail cuLvjI ^ ^j^Hj^Vi ^,^'iJ]

145a. »^-^i^l ^' tiiy' .>.^JI

2436. (^]jc3]jjit]ysJ] ^ ^^^' J^^lfl^'l

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 1763 ; India Office Cat. Nos.

409-16; Vienna Cat. No. 1535; Rampur List, p. 306; Bankipur

Cat. p. 407 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 26.

For supercommentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., pp. 200-

203.

It has been lithographed, Tehran, A.H. 1284, A.D. 1867.

Foil, of the MS. are not in proper order. Foil. 13 and 14

should come after fol. 164, fol. 165 next to fol. 11. The original

text is written in red ink. It contains profuse marginal notes.

Worm-eaten but serviceable. Our copy is void of the preface of

the commentator, which we get in the lithographed copy.

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 899.

foil. 2526-2596. 11.

A treatise by J^J^JI ^i'J^" ^i\ Zain ad-Din ad-Dallal.

Bieginning :

—

In this treatise the author has mentioned twelve questions on

different branches of learning and their answers. The questions

are as follows :

—

63
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fol. 253a, A^^\ (JU ^i ^^i^jDI l^x^l]

2536. ci^.:o.s:vil Jy^] |»1^>^» (^^\ ,,

254a. AiAJl J^^l |»ic ^ i^UliJI „

254&. js^h3 Aa ^ <u^I^!) „

255a. ^iUJI ^ _^i 'L^l^!] „

255b. e;^' (^ ^ 'L>.^1».!] „

256a. <^lrcm ^ ^i &xjL«.'I „

256a. ^^iJI |»lx ^J iUa'I „

2576. ^^^^^ C^ ^^^ ^-'-'^'' „

258a. ^-^i=^'
C^' t_5' ^^r^^*-" „

2596. LA;0>i4il J^^ x^xJI Ljlsvil .,

The treatise ends abruptly with the heading of the 11th ques-

tion. The lower half of fol. 2566 and fol. 257a are blank. This

treatise has been dedicated to ^> xt^it^aw ^j ,^wj.j ,^i.'l ^j| ^^LLU

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 16th century.

No. 453.

foil. 91 ; lines 21 ; size 81 x o| ; 5| X 3 J.

foil. 1-27. 1.

AD-DURR ATH-THAMiN FT BAYAN AL-MUHIMM MIN
'ULUM AD-DIN.

A treatise on theology by ^^ ^ ^jlai) v>>>£
ti/^'^''

^^^^-^ /-^j-)'

.i.i^l ^_j^JI ^t^^}J;>:>^] 4X11 jsAT ^^ Abu Bakr Muhi ad-Din 'Abd al-

Kadir bin Shaikh bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidarus al-Yamani al-Hindi,

died A.H. 1038, A.D. 1628. See No. 125.

Beginning :

—

^y^sx^ Ujyy^ ^c ^iUJl
J

»y^i|
J

'iiL^jj J.i ^lui) ^ 4JJ J^sJl
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It is divided into four chapters as follows :

—

fol. 2&. is^fi*il ^ J^i!) t^lj.il

46. ^il^iJI c>.cly f,^^\ J-XJ ^ v_j^'^^' '-r^'-V

„ 14a. ^^y^^^i]

„ 23a. ^yj^' i_s' e^y *^^^'

For a copy see Berlin Cat. No. 1844.

The colophon indicates that the book was composed on 25th

mu'l Ka'ada, A.H. 944. The headings are in red character.

Marginal corrections occasionally. The inner edges of each fol.

are changed to modern paper.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 17th century.

foil. 28-91. II.

'IKD AL-LA'AL BI FADA'IL AL-AL.

A work on the excellences and virtues of the descendants of the

Prophet, with short accounts of them, by ^/J;^'-^^) ^^ ^i'^^ ^^"^^j^y.^

jJl^JI ,^y^l o^ji;^*-'' -^^ '^
e/"! f^ -^^^ Bakr Muhi ad-Din 'Abd

al-Kadir bin Shaikh bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidarus al-Yamanl al-Hindl,

died A.H. 1038, A.D. 1628. See No. 125.

Beginning :

—

wijUJl
J

j.jJUJl ^(.ftsv.-: ^_r^iJl -^Hi^' J' u^^ k_r'^^'
^ Ov».s:«.JI

The work is divided into the following chapters :

—

fol. 296. ^^y) -^'j J;^l p^'

„ 296. (.i*" ^ -i^jJLc atil ^_^ ^^*J'1 *^^ 4^^

„ 326. |»*«^ ^^^-'j^ (»i^' ^ f*^ ^J^ l.i^:=JI tjL>

356. J-x-'i-'l ItiA ^^» <f^y:^k (JL*" J *iJ^ 4Jjl
^^_J^

<5^U J u->L>
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fol. 366. ^lixt ^UJI) v^r

,, 37a. j»*j^'«]/ (Ja^ ^c l}]si} 4.*j(jj^j.<ajL v_jL>

„ 38&. ^-^Hs^^' iJ-^^ |»itjjtj ^^ J
ajIsx^I ^[^I t-*U

,, 396. ^^^ J i>«'^ > ^^J^sxlil L->L>

,, 40. 5l;Jb)il i^Ki ^^yj ^ ^IjJ] ^ii)

I

alul ajUc ^^ Xi|j ^jU^ ^ t.i^(j;JI ,^'i]]

,, 746. ^-^^J;^^' (J^^ f)yi>y^] aaIj)^ i»«.JLe <s.Jj.«m
^

^Marginal corrections occasionally. The inner edge of each foL
is changed to modern paper.

Written in the same hand of Naskh, as No. 1. The colophon
runs thus :

—

c_M 4Jl1 ^AS\iI J
^^,^<f |^^a«1«aaJ| ^^ j-r^ S^'xc 4JliI ^_^A£ jJ_y./J| (J^-o-il J..6jsv^

No. 454.

foil. 45 ; lines 21 ; size 8| x 5| ;
5ix 31.

foil. 1-3.
^

I.

AL-I'TIKADIYA.

The early portion of the work called ad-Durr Ath-Thamin

(noticed as No. 453) by 4Jj1 ^xc ^ j^z |^^«oti'I sj^ j^.>^' ^^_r^^^ j^y^

^j>V v_?^^' ^^;'H*^' Abu Bakr Muhi ad-Din 'Abd al-Kadir bin

Shaikh bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidarus al-Yamani al-Hindl, died A.H.
1038, A.D. 1628. See for his life No. 125.

Beginning :

—

.
J, •

^
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foil. 4-18. II.

SIDK AL-WAFA' BI HAKK AL-IKHA'.

A biography of Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Hadrami Bajahir

(died A.H. 1001, A.D. 1593) by ^y-Ji ^. ;JWIj^ ^>'I ,_^sv^ j^.y)

jkVI ^us!] i^^.jojx.') 4Jl)I iX>£ ^ Abu Bakr Muhii ad-Dlri 'Abd al-

Kadir bin Shaikh bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidarus al-YamanI al-Hindl,

died A.H. 1038, A.D. 1628. See No. 125.

Beginning :

—

For a copy see Berlin Cat. No. 10139.

foil. 19-31. III.

RISALA Fl MANAKIB AL-BUKHARl.

A treatise on the virtues and excellences of Abu 'Abdallah

Muhammad bin Isma'il al-Bukharl by otaJI j>j^c ^ijyJ] ^_^isv^yo j-j

^_o.i^II ,^_jj^'l ^^jjsyi^i 4iil om: ^j ijJi ^j Abu Bakr Muhi ad-Din

'Abd al-Kadir bin Shaikh bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidarus al-Yamani

al-Hindi, "died A.H. 1038, A.D, 1028. See for his life No. 125.

Beginning :

—

* <^l {£ji;^^^ i MX^i^^ y^ *'*' [j^ ^y\^^ ^^^\ 4JJ iX^sJI

Fol. 20 of this MS. is bound by mistake as fol. 94 in MS.

No. 125. Foil. 24-31 contain poems of contemporary scholars in

praise of 'Abd al-Kadir al-'Aidarus. In the colophon the treatise

is designated .jlsx»J) -xs<.^ ^^i. j_r;^V ^'

foil. 32-45. IV.

RISALA FI MANAKIB AL-BUKHARI.

A treatise on the short life of al-Bukhari. From the colophon

(fol. 446) it appears that Ahmad bin 'Ali bin Muhammad al-
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Baskarl al-Maliki al-Makk! is the author of the book. From fol.

43a it appears that he was a pupil of Abu Bakr Muhi ad-Din 'Abd al-

Kadir bin iShaikh bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidarus al-Yamani al-Hindidied
A.H. 1038, A.D. 1628. and studied al-Bukhari with al-'Aidariis in

A.H. 1006, A.D. 1597.

Beginning :

—

The treatise proper ends in the middle of fol. 43a. The rest

gives a list of some of the works of al-'Aidarus, with the date of

his birth. The inner edge of each fol. is changed to a different

paper. Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in Naskh. The colophon runs thus :

—

^•^cl ^,AJ) ^.
Lvij.^^. Li,i^ ,^5-^-'' ^^_5<•'t<>JI ^cr^-^-^l u^^^sv^* ^.; ^^\s ^_

* ^xJUi] i-ij jSj >y^^) J
Ui-«*A> LLn^ )j^La. i-iUs] ^ i.J]y)

No. 455.

foil. 128; lines 15; size 8^X6; 6X4.

foil. 1-1 15a. I.

AL-IBTIHAJ BFL KALAM 'ALA'L ISRA' WA'L
MI'RAJ.

A book on the ascension of the Prophet through the seven

stages of heaven into the presence of God by LX->-a..l ^^j j^j^sv^ ^^jy!) ^i
^^^Ux.'l (^_^JjiJI j^_^i-c ^j Najm ad-Dln Muhammad bin Ahmad bin 'Al

al-Ghiti ash-Shafi'i. He died in A.H. 98
1 , A.D. 1573. For his life

see Brockelmann, Vol. II., p. 338.

Beginning :

—

<'
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For copies see Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 257, Vol. VII., p. 513;
Berlin Cat. No. 2603 ; and Rampur List, p. 281.

In foil. 6-14 and 24-41 the ink has corroded on the paper
in Bome places.

Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1047.

foil. 1156-128. II.

RISALA FI LAILAT AN-NISF "mIN SHA'BAN.

A treatise on the dignity of the night of the middle of Sha'ban

by ,^_^UI) jc;^*-"^-^' >>^-^^-°
i^->

^^'^ Salim bin Muhammad as-Sanhuri

al-Malikl. He was born at Sanhur, and came to Egypt when he

was eleven years of age. He studied with Muhammad bin Ahmad
al-Ghiti and other eminent scholars of his time. He is the author
of many works. He died on Tuesday, the 3rd Jumada II., A.H.
1015 (A.D. 1606). See Khulasat al-Athar Vol. II., p. 204, and
Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Arab. Litter, Vol. II., p. 84.

Beginning :

—

*.A„as3.J U ]jjt ^jy^iX^J] Jl«, j.Ul') jj-i.il Jtj'

The preface shows that this treatise is an abridgment of al-

Ghiti 's work. The treatise is divided into the following chapters :

—

fol. 116a.
{J-^:*-^ ^^-* k—A-^iil aJUJ >U«-I ^^» >L^ U i_-lj

3^ 1186. {ipi*^ ^< t 9..vaiil aJjJ J«jC.>ai i^J ^UwU l-jL)

„ 1236- ij-h^ 1^^ k_j!.^iimjj >(j^) ^ fL^ U Ljb

Written in Naskh . The colophon runs thus :

—

No. 456.

foil. 61; lines 19; size 11x6^; 7^X3f.

jiuyi

MAJMU'AT AR-RASA'IL.

A collection of several treatises by different authors.
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foil. 1-46. I.

KITAB AL-WASA'IL ILA MA'RIFAT AL-AWA'IL.

A collection of miscellaneous information relating to the

origin of things and to the persons who originated them by J^aJI y)
^L^j^.'l 0.^^ ^jy.; ^jj ^ ^^^Jl ^^ ^.oJ) J^^ Abu'lFadl Jalal

ad-Din 'Abd ar~Rahman bin Abi Bakr bin IVluhammad as-Suytiti,
died A.H. 911, A.D. 1505. See No. 12.

Beginning

Jl^.ii^I *J ^.^Ai Jji'I 4JJ ^.«.isvJ!

As-Suyuti has abridged in this work the Kitab al-Awa'il by
Abu Hilal al-Hasan bin Abdallah al-'Askari, died A.H. 395, A.D.
1005. See No. 220.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 9369; Munich Cat. No. 467:
and Leyden Cat. Nos. 851, 2409. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. Vl.,

p. 435.

For chapters see Berlin Cat. No. 9369.

foil. 47-53a. II.

RESALA FI, HAYAT AN-NABI.

A treatise in which the contradictory meanings of the two
Traditions with regard to the Prophet being alive in the grave have
been reconciled l)y ^%j^il ^jjJI J^^ Jalal ad-Din as-SuyutI, died

A.H. 911, A.D. 1505. See No. 12.

Beginning :

—

^u>J4A*ul Ji u'r

,
g^C ^XmjJ 0.:vI ^Aa

jj.iI ^jLj ^^ir ^iUu ^ 4JJ J^ASvil

xiJI

This treatise has been named in other catalogues Inbah al-

Adhkiya' li Hayat al-Anbiya'.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 2533/4 ; India Office Cat. No.
178 ;

and Cairo Cat. Vol. I., p. 273. See also Haji Khalifa Vol. I.,

p. 443.

Fol. 536 contains quotations from Siraj al-Wahhaj, A work
on jurisprudence, and a description of the work called al-Hidava.
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foil. 54- 5 7a. III.

AL-FIKH AL-AKBAR.

A Avork on the principles of the Muhammadan faith ascribed to

al-Imam Abu Hanifa an-Nu'man bin Thabit, died A.H. 150, A.D.

767. For details of his life see Ibn Khallikan, Vol. II., p. 294;

and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 169.

Beginning :

—

oUIciil ..^^U sx:^/^) J-^' ^; ^^^^r^' ''^^'' h'^ f^^' J*^

For copies see Berhn Cat. No. 1923 ; Munich Cat. No. 889
;

Paris Cat. Nos. 1122/6, 1229/30; Lej^den Cat. No. 1975; and

Cairo Cat. Vol. II., p. 36.

For commentaries see Haji Kjialifa, Vol. IV., p. 457.

Lithographed with Urdu interlineary translation at Dehli,

A.H. 1289. For other editions see Ellis, Cat. Vol. II., p. 440.

foil. 57a-59. IV.

BAD' AL-AMALI.

A metrical compendium of the principles of the Faith by

^UyiJl ^__5-ijJ'' ^j;'-*^^
^J^.
^~ ^i^^ ^l;"-

Siraj ad-Din 'All bin

Uthman al-Ushi al-Farghani. He flourished in A.H. 569, A.D.

1173. See Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 429; and ZDMC4, Vol. XVI
p. 685.

Beginning :

—

J( xxl]
J

jiSxi] u_i».^^. fJ (_^-"^«>''' ^^"^ uX'(-« 'Si^

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 828, II ; Berhn Cat.

No. 2407 ; Vienna Cat. No. 469 ; and Paris Cat. No. 3204/7.

Printed by Peter von Bohlen, 1849. For other editions see

Ellis, Cat. Vol. I., p. 260.

Foil. 59-61 contain the following four poems ^—Foil. 59a-596,

the famous poem in praise of al-Imam Zain al-'Abidin, which al-

Farazdak recited in the presence of the Caliph Hisham bin 'Abd

al-Mahk.'

64
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Beginning :

—

nIS 41)1 oIac rJ;-=- ..ji) IcVAu-

For other particulars of this poem see No. 436, II.

Foil. 596-60a, nine couplets by Muhi ad-Din Abu Muhammad
'Abd al-Kadir bin Abi Salih Musa al-Jili al-Ba^dadi, died A.H. 561,
A.D. 1165 (see No. 119), with the following heading in Persian:

—

The first couplet is :—

i^S AJ cii^ <it_JJ)| b

Foil. 60a-61, two poems in praise of the Prophet without the
author's name. These two poems are generally attributed to
Hassan bin Thabit al-Ansari died A.H. 54, A.D. 673.

The first poem begins :

—

The second poem begins on fol. 606 as follows :

—

Aj ,j .xi.. (Uiv^J I ^^Ala.,^^,il^ ^^^' ^}^ ^ r
iL;

All the MS. is in one hand. It is much injured by insects.

Marginal corrections occasionally. On the fly-leaf is a note, in

another hand, w^iich indicates that the jMS. was copied by Mulla
Sadik, a pupil of Bahr al-'Ulum.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 457.

foil. 46; lines 21 ; size 8+X5^; 5iX3|.

JL dO^^S^iO

MAJMU'AT AR-RASATL.

A collection of four small treatises, of which three are on

sufism, and one is a commentary on ^^_^j^^ ^J by ^^oJI ^^s\.^yjy]

^^V ^^^^ ^rj;^^' -alil j,xc ^j^ vi/'J;'^^^''
^¥- Abu Bakr Muhi

ad-Din 'Abd al-Kadir bin Shaikh bin 'Abdallah al-'Aidarus al-

Yamani al-Hindi, died A.H. 1038, A.D. 1628. See for his Hfe
No. 125.
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foil. 1-9. I.

AL-MAKALAT AN-NAFI'A WA'R RISALAT AL-JAMI'A.

A treatise on sufism.

Beginning :

—

From the preface it appears that the author wrote this treatise

for some of his relatives and friends. They are named as below :

—

i.ijikj]
J

^s'x^i] ^^_^^jyJ] jUjI -li j^j L_5ljty! ^xc -iJj] Jl^l J-^l J

L>.ASv.>c (Usiail i^lUil ^j oUJI vi.Ar L«^xi| o.iyi
J M,J^^^ C-CIaJI j>r rfjJiaJl

^jyl] o«ib!).'I JUJI i-<ibtil^^Ai:JI ^^JI
J
^iUsvJI oUJ) j^^iUlI ^Uil| ^^jI

/iiy^il i3.ij.il
J ciT^'*'**"'^' '

t <*^r^ ic?''-^ (t^JUi) ^.o>s:i^I J <.X^ »>-fc^u«

For a copy see Berhn Cat. No. 8848.

On the margins here and there are either corrections or pas-

sages omitted at the time of copying.

Written in ordinary Naskh.' Not dated. C. 18th century.

foil. 10&-24. II.

AL-KAWL AL-JAMI' FI BAYAN AL-'ILM AN-NAFI'.

Another treatise on sufism.

Beginning :

—

iil^^sJI
_j

^__jiil iJdi A.; w_ai:Ki) iilLail ^ ,UiL) SixJ] 4JJ ^.^.sxil

* ^il
r

In this treatise the author explains the Tradition *lx-'I ^.^JJs

^JL*^ J.i ic «^jy as meaning that ^^^^^ (X^, or sufism, is obliga-

tory on all. The work ends abruptly as follows :

—

^ji J UAiJ>a.l /« ij-xiiij is^]J] 'ks.yi:s<!Lt ^^UJ5'.ui jJUh.til ^^1 ,^_5-"^-=»-
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See Berlin Cat. No. 9535/28.
Written in the same hand and same year as above.

foil. 25-36a. HI.

BUGHYAT AL-.AIUSTAFID BI SHARE TUHFAT
AL-MURTD.

A commentary on Tuhfat al-Murid, a poem on sufism by the
commentator's father.

Beginning :

—

The first line of the poem is :

—

^S c ^.< d i.il s'i'i »I_y. «- L.
_j

The commentary on this first line begins :

—

It ends abruptly on fol. 36 with the commentary on the
following lines :

—

The concluding words of the commentary are :

—

* (U.Xsw i\Aiyo J t_/(iyl >li Ui

See Beriin Cat. No. 9535/14.
Written in the same hand and the same year as above.

foil. 37-46. IV.

AL-FATH AL-KUDSI FI TAFSiR AYAT AL-KURSI.

A commentary on the verses of the Kur'an known as ,^_j«'r^') h)

.

Beginning :

—

^z ^Jl«.il! j^^j^l ^ A/ilc^ m,^jj ^^^i jy^j ^j.Jl eJ^Ji So-sxl]

The book was dedicated to h tjj-* <-jIj.i-'l
^

^'tx-'l ,i-M,Ls\.< lii'V
cr-'^'t^/*'*-*^- The verses of the Kur'an are in red ink. The sentence
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alibi ^ ^I jujLjjW! ^^ wi^Ji-^il ^^ v^":,'-^' '^i' j^-**^' '
written on the

title-page of this treatise, indicates that the book was copied from

a copy which had been made during the Hfe-time of the author.

Written in tlie same hand and in the same year as above.

No. 458.

foil. 43 ; lines 13; size 6iX4; 4^X2.

,foll. 1-28. I.

KITAB AT-TAHSTN WA SiFAT AL-'ARIFlN.

A treatise on retreat for pious meditation by J>^^l ^isl) JU^

T,^p] l^l\ ^j.-))l J.4» ^^J vX^s*.^ ^i Jamal ad-Dln Ahmad bin

Muhammad bin Fahd al-Asadi al-Hilli ash-Shi'i. He was born in

A.H. 752, A.D. 1351, and served for some time as a professor in a

college at Hilla. He was the author of many works, and died in

A.H.'^ 841, A.D. 1437. For details see Ami al-Amil. p. 33;

Muntaha'l' Makal, p. 39 ; Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 20 ;
and Kaslif

al-Hujub, p. 101.

Beginning :

—

^

* J! '^I^^^JI ^£ j*4i^» »^^*^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^^3^11

It is divided into three chapters, each called ^^kiiJl as

follows :

—

fol. 2a. ^^y ;^-^^ ^* J>-^' ^^^^'

5a. ^(>'^^l ^» '^'^^l ^' L^^' u^iaail

Gold and coloured lines throughout on the margin. Headings

in red character. Slightly worm-eaten. Marginal notes occa-

sionally. The title-page bears a seal.

Written in fine Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

foil. 29-41. II.

RISALA DAR ADAB HAJJ.

A treatise on the rites and ceremonies of pilgrimage in the

Persian language by ^^^IsvJI ^_^^ ^y^U ^, ^^s3 ^^^sv.^ Muhammad
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Taki bin Maksiid 'Ali al-Majlisi. He was a celebrated Shi 'a

author, and died in A.H. 1070, A.D. 1659. See Rawdat al-Jannat,

p. 129.

Beginning :

—

.^.it(ia/I aJI j S/>.s^ Asii^ jxL. ^^^^ 8^-aJI ^ j^^IWl i-jm 4Jj Jm».s*.JI

* f^' f^ '^''^' ^'"- ''"^ "^3'
^^*' *^^-^* ^'"^ '^ ^

Slightly worm-eaten. Foil. 42 and 43 give an account of

Arabic and Persian weights in the Persian language.

Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 18th century.

No. 459.

foil. 59; lines 17-19; size 0Jx6i; 6|-X4|.

HADA'IK DHAT BAHJA.

A work on miscellaneous topics by J.i»t-«.-'-» ^^x^JI ^*2c».--o

Muhammad, known as al-'Akil. In fol. 15a the author gives a

quotation from the writing of Mirza Muhammad bin Mu'tamad

Khan, the author of Tarikh Muhammadi, which was composed in

A.H. 1190 ; consequently it is evident that the book under notice

could not have been written earlier than A.H. 1190, A.D. 1776.

Beginning :

—

^^1^^ ^J>JI ^j^I .yi ^^^ *Jj^l ^^^^ ^^^ v; ^ ^*^il

JJI i^j^'j^JI ^*il ijy^ ^^J |KjJ>^ ^-4 *,fw.ii) ^^ ^yAAjj ^
-^yi t« -C (J.JU.JI (J.i»t,*JL) ^ifX.^i| S^s^^ (JJw6»ak.i

JtfjwJii . (S,i^il^

hyii^ r^f 'L^{^ Lji.; |^^.mjJlH , i^^jj^JU iUlA.^
ij^'j^'^

liU ^' Si

^ ^^ ^jy ^^^^ JlytOiJI ^^ ^UJl

^\:y^=o, tfWj.*-wi I^XaJU ^'!^ 'i3^y ^yC; l^I uii^Uiii U^!_,I ^^
r •

The work is divided into ten chapters, each called Xibj.su' I, as

follows :

—

fol. 1. tf-'l JJk«.sv,vJ) ^ ixA«A.vil
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fol. 26. )'^5w) j^AS^^J) ^J;^Jo ^^I

„ 106. hAj*-^^ ;l^«'i'l ^*J ^» ixynil!] S,hs^\

J, 12a. i^xSJui i^:j]lli] i^io .^i (SjuwUi) (XJUk^xvil

J,
14a. jLawVL; I 0.1-^11 Jl^2^1 ^^» i".iiUl) X.aj,>^I

Foil, are missing after foil. 12, 51 and 57. Foil. 21 should be
placed after fol. 27, and fol. 13 should come before fol. 20. There
are corrections and deletions.

Written in various hands of nim Shikasta. Not dated. C.

19th century.

No. 460.

foil. 19; lines 17; size 9^x6i; 7ix4|.

foil. 1-1 2a. I.

AL-KASlDA.

A poem. The author is not known.

Beginning :

—

From the colophon it appears that it contains 361 couplets.

Foil. 126-13a contain five other short poems.

foil. 13a- 17a. II.

AL-FARAJ MIN BA'D ASH-SHIDDA.

A treatise on Geomancy {J-^J^ f^)- The author is not
known.
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It begins abruptly :

—

* ^i| ilX*i .«XC <LUu ^^J| (XJIaXj . J^y) C_>r^ ..I ..Jb .

Headings in red character,

foil. 176-19. III.

AD-DA'VAT AT-TAIYIBA.

A poem with the above title.

Beginning :

—

Double coloured marginal lines throughout the book.
Written in one hand of Naskh. The colophon of the first

piece runs thus :

—

No. 461.

foil. 69; lines 19; size 9^ X 6 ; 6^X31.

foil. 1-40. I.

SHARH TAHDHlB AL-MANTIK.

A commentary on the first part of Sa'd ad-Din at-Taftazani's

work called Tahdhib al-Mantik wa'l Kalam, treating of Logic, by

L^'^JH^' v^j-^-J;^^' 1^^*"-=^
e/^."^-"'' ^^r^ ^j-'. '^' ^.^ ii/i*.'^' f^^ Najm ad-

Din 'Abdallah bin Shihab ad-Din Husain al-Husaini al-Yazdi, died

A.H. 1015, A.D. 1606. See for his life No. 401.

Beginning :

—

* ^!] j,X<i) rXil-J Irljy) d.Uy^x!] SfJ J^l Sa^^J <^'S^i] JSj] 4jLlkXs.SvJ| S.lJi

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 547 ; Cairo Cat. Vol. VI.,

pp. 79 and 82 ; Br. Mus. Suppl. Cat. No. 735 ; Rampur List,

p. 452 ; and Asiatic Society Cat. p. 79.

For other commentaries see Haji Khalifa, Vol. II., p. 479,

Printed, Calcutta, A.H. 1243 ; and repeatedly lithographed in

India. See Ellis, Cat. Vol. II., p. 53.
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The text is quoted fully in the upper margin in Nasta'lik char-

acters, and is marked with red lines. Quotations from the text

in the body of the commentary begin with s^y'i. It has marginal

glosses and corrections.

Written in Nasta'lik. Dated A.H. 1226.

foil. 41-58. II.

AL-ADAB AR-RASHIDIYA^ Fl SHARK AL-ADAB
ASH-SHARIFIYA.

A commentary on as-Saiyid ash-Sharif al-Jurjani's treatise on

the Sciences of Controversy called al-Adab ash-Sharifiya by

\ys6y^\ lUo.sv.') sis. -J ^ik^^ c^.^^' Mf^ wU-^r'l <^ 'Abd ar-Rashid

Bin ash-Shaikh Mustafa bin 'Abd al-Hamid al-Jawnfuri. He was a

pupil of Fadlallah al-Jawnpuri, and a contemporary of Mulla

Muhmud al-Jawnpuri. After completing his education, he first

engaged himself in teaching students, and then he gave up this

occupation, and devotedly engaged in studying works on sufisra,

specially the books of Muhi ad-Din al-'Arabi. Shah Jahan (A.H.

1037-1069, A.D. 1628-1659), having heard of his reputation,

summoned him to his Court ; but he did not accept the invitation,

and passed his life in his native country, Avhere he died in A.H.

1083, A.D. 1672. He is the author of Zad as-Salikin, a com-
mentary on Ibn al-'Arabi 's work called Asrar al-Khilwa ; of a com-
mentary on Mukhtasar al-Adudi ; and of a Persian commentary
on Ibn Hajib's work called al-Kanya. His poetical name was
Shamsi. The author of Hada'ik al-Hanafiya, p. 408, wrongly gives

the date of his death as A.H. 1055, A.D. 1645.

For details see Subhat al-Marjan, p. 66 ; Ma'athir al-Kiram,

p. 203 ; Abjad al-'UlQm, p. 903 and Tadhkira 'Ulama' Jawnpur,

pp. 49 and 61.

Beginning :

—

For copies see India Office Cat. No. 558 ; and Rampur List,

pp. 674 and 675.

Printed, Calcutta, A.H. 1233, and lithographed A.H. 1263.

The text is marked with a red line up to fol. 43, and after

that with a black line. It has marginal glosses. The name of

the copyist has been purposely effaced.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

Go
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foil. 596-63. III.

cr
SHARE RISALAT AL-j\IUNAZARA.

An anonymous commentary on an anonymous treatise on the

Science of Controversy.

Beginning .*

—

L^
,JUJ 4ijl J )t-^. kX6.:SV.I] eX''^^i) J J

^jH] ^c Ujai3 LvLli.

The text is written in red ink. Marginal glosses are numer-

Ja^ib i3vc'.sxil Jt^

ous.

Written in Nasta'llk. Not dated. C. 19th century,

foil. 64-69a. IV.

BANAT SU'AD.

The well-known poem recited before the Prophet by ^^^^i"

,^JL, ^^I ^ jx!t\ ^) Ka'b bin Zuhair bin Abi Sulma. For parti-

culars of author and poem see Presidency College Magazine, Xo. 3,

Vol. VI., May, 1920, pp. 107-116, where there is an article by myself.

Beginning :

—

Foil. 64a and 696 contain the history of the poem. Marginal

and interlineary notes, mostly written in Persian, are numerous.

The poem is vocalised.

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No, 462.

foil. 192 ; hues 29 ; size 9| X 6 ; 8X 4i.

foil. 1-9. I.

^k-.;l; ^!!lsl ,^1; ^^ ^^^ ^i dlJU

RISALA FI JAM' BAIN RA'YAI AFLATUN WA ARASTU.

A metaphysical treatise by ^^^^rt -> iXftSVAl ^J 0^a.SV.-< f^XJ yJ

^l;Ull Abu Nasr Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Tarkhan al-

Farabi. He was of Turkish origin, and was born at Farab in

Mawara'annahr (Transoxiana) . He is the greatest philosopher
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in Islam, and is designated as Mu'allira ath-'rhani. He died in A.H.
339, A.D. 950. For details of his life see Ibn Abi Usaibi'a, Vol.

II., pp. 134-45; Ibn al-Kiftl, p. 277; and Brockelmann, Vol. I.,

p. 210.

Beginning :

—

For a copy see Berlin Cat. No. 5033.

Edited bv Dieterici in Alfarabi's Philosophische Abhandlungen,

pp. 1-33 in 1890. See Ellis, Cat. Vol. II., p. 239.

Marginal corrections occasionally. Fol. 9 contains the names
of a few works by different philosophers. Foil. 10-116 are a por-

tion of some theosophical work. This treatise on the margin has

been named iJ^iyo jl;«'l.

foil. 116-206. II.

RISALAT AL-KUNAVT.

A treatise on metaphysics by (.>«.s\x) ^^^,'U*II ^1 ^.^t^iljjw^

-y^aJI ^ys^Ji j^ Sadr ad-Din Abu'l Ma'all Muhammad bin Ishak

al-Kunavi. He was a pupil of Ibn al-'Arabi, and died in A.H,
672, A.D. 1273. For his life see Nafahat, p. 645 ; Habib as-Siyar,

Vol. III., Juz' I, p. 66 ; and Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 449.

Beginning :

—

In Berlin Cat. No. 3274, the treatise is called isv..^iuJ) ilL^Jl

^^)!I ,—JUxi^I , ^.jk«,
^

jlij)l| ^^jY^i'O ^. In our copy it has been

named sXJl^ ^^^^yls y>,.^'> Acw!j.s:v.j sS ^y^y> iji^^j'^-^ f^ <j.il«M, Haji

Khalifa, Vol. VI., p. 8, has named it cuLsjLftx).

For a copy see Berlin Cat. No. 3274.

foil. 206-3 la. III.

RISALAT AT-TUSI.

A treatise addressed to Sadr ad-Din al-Kunavi in response to

the preceding treatise by ^_^w^!afl ^^3xa> ^^j^^'I r^-^i Nasir ad-Din

Muhammad at-Tusi, died A.H. 672, A.D. 1273. See No. 319.
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Beginning :

—

,

In our copy it is named i-^'^f ^'J i^^^*^ liT-*^' ^^r^^ A^'^iw <jJl*«^\

For a copy see Leyden Cat. No. 1523. See also Hajl Khalifa,

Vol. III., p. 449.

foil. 31a-39a. IV.

RISALAT AL-KUNAVI.

A treatise addressed to Nasir ad-Din at-TusI in response to

the preceding work by ^y^j-'^^
c3-^*^' li/-)

^-"^^^ ^^*-»-" j-i' li/^'^'
;^^^

Sadr ad-Dln Abu'l Ma'ali Muhammad bin Ishak al-Kunavi, died
A.H. 672, A.D. 1273. See No." 462, II.

Beginning :

—

rfJj.A.J' 'jl_^-a^
uX?"b'^' (J"^^'^' clT?

c>-.s.sv.^
li/i^-''

''^'^ •••«.. /»'-'«^l tfJj*^''

^Jk3«./o »j;iw. 4JUl . JLJ»!.j iA«-»(.AiI iiUb *xJa«o ^ Jjksi.JkJ ^ >Uj . ixcj) i.>oo

The treatise is supplemented by another treatise (foil. 32-39)

which is called u^LijUj).

Beginning :

—

For a copy see Leyden Cat. No. 1523.

foil. 39-5J&. V.

RISALA FI ITHBAT AL-WAJIB.

A treatise to prove the existence of God by j«>.s^^ ^^id^] J%>>

v_?-*'j'^' v_5^--'^"^'' '^*^*^' [j^. Jalai ad-Din Muhaijimad bin As'ad as-

Siddiki ad-Dawwani, died A.H. 907, A.D. 1501. See No. 99, I.
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Beginning :

—

Ad-DawwanI wrote two treatises on the subject. One is

called ar-Risalat al-Kadima (noticed in No. 109), and the other
is called ar-Risalat al-Jadida. The MS. under notice is a copy of

the second treatise, though it is named differently.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 2335; India Office Cat. No.
468, II ; Leyden Cat. No. 1577. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. III.,

p. 360.

On the margin of fol. 39a this treatise is Avrongly attributed to
al-Muhakkik at-TusI.

foil. 516-62&. VI.

RISALA FT ITHBAT AL-WAJIB.

Another treatise on the same subject by ad-Dawwani (see for
his life No. 99, I) noticed in No. 109.

Beginning :

—

foil. 626-736. VII.

RISALA Fl ITHBAT AL-WAJIB.

Another treatise on the same subject by j.*sv^ M/i'^-" ;^-^ 'i^

^^')\;^^ ;y<^^ ^^:^'' ^''^if ji^ fj^.
Mir Sadr ad-Din Muhammad bin

Mir Ghayath ad-Din Mansur ash-Shirazi, died A.H. 903, A.D.
1497. See for his life No. 88.

Beginning :

—

* J] ^i-«^JI >l.^i)I aJ ^st )I| Jli) ail

For a copy see India Office Cat. No. 468. I. See also Haji
Khalifa, Vol. III., p. 361.
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foil. 73&-88. VIII.

RISALA FI ITHBAT AL-WAJIB.

Another treatise on the same subject by ^..^isxJI J'_a:su«

Muhammad al-Khidri. Probably his full name was Shams ad-
Din Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Khidri. See Xo. 89.

Beginning :

—

^_^jJ.£ *^y>*^
*^_r^'' J^-^^>^-"^ (SjU^

J
cisItvJb ^^.si-y! > a.lj cyLu'l ^_^j sJImj

After this treatise, which is completed on foil. 886, the
copyist began another treatise, but only eight lines of it have been
copied.

foil. 89a-105. IX.

A philosophical treatise. On the margin of fol. 89a it has
been attributed to ad-Dawwani, died A.H 907, A.D. 1501. See
for his life No. 09, I.

Beginning :

—

ijilj
li^

^^^'
f^ J^! ^' rW J

See No. 463, V., where this treatise is designated 'Ain al-

Hikma.

foil. 1066-192. X.

An incomplete work on Logic, stated on the margin of fol.

1066 to include an abridgment of Aristotle's cuilyij) '^'\j^.

It begins abruptly as follows :

—

^Ia*«^l ^.^i" t.^.(>,.vaj ^^ja/I JIjum'I (^^^.fijjiJj (JyiJI !t>A. ^^ (>9t«-"
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The abridgment ends on fol. 11G6. From fol. 1 17a another

portion begins, and in the margin is noted ^^lix^ljU <^UJ ]jJt>. It

begins abruptly :

—

This portion ends on fol. 127a as follows :

—

>Lici(.^ L_>U;;JI )j>iti U'x/sJii i^-^." ^JU.*!) (^^j^iiiJ ^-^<iiij! ti-^Jb .

From fol. 1276 another portion begins with the heading

aj.LyiiI LjLxi' ;I ^J *J(JU. It ends on fol. 1686, and another

portion with the heading ^^^jJLLUa**,^)' t^^yy^ ^^^ 't^ begins then.

Fol. 106a is blank, but without causing any gap in the text.

It is worm-eaten, and the last portion is stained with damp.
Marginal corrections occasionally.

Written in different hands of Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 18th

century.

No. 463.

foil. 88 ; lines 23 ; size 8 x H ; 6x3.

foil. l-5a. I.

TAHRIR UKLIDAS.

A portion of EucHd's geometry as edited by ^iJ>Jl ji^ijA^^jJ

^^^w^Jail ^,A«.3a,il ^j .Xa.3X/« ^-j ,3./ksv/« Abu Ja'far Nasir ad-Din Muham-

mad bin Muhammad bin al-Hasan at-Tusi, died A.H. 672, A.D.
1273. See for his life No. 319.

Beginning :

—

The MS. contains only the first five propositions of the first

book.

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5918 ; Munich Cat. No. 848
;

Paris Cat. No. 2465 ; India Office Cat. No. 736 ; Br. Mus. Cat. p.

618; Hyderabad List, Fann Riyadi, No. I ; Bankipur Cat. p. 108
;

and Rampur List, p. 409. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol. 11., p.
213 ; Kashf al-Hujub, p. 98, and Wenrich, de Auctor. Graecor.
Versionibus, p. 185.
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Repeatedly printed in India and Europe. See Ellis, Cat. Vol.

I., p. 515.

Written in ordinary Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.
Foil. 56-6 are blank. Foil. 7-9a are selections from Mir

Bakir Damad's philosophical work called al-Kabasat, see No. 328.

Fol. 96 is blank.

foil. 10-22a. II.

'AIN AL-HIKMAT.

A metaphysical treatise by an unknown author.

Beginning :

—

aJ)
j ^^.Ji ^J.i >J>..; e.x^ i^t^-" (Ji*.<-" ^^-^-^ ^sv.i«A«.iI jUU iXo-svil

'*' - ... ,-

« d^A^^sx!) ^^*-; Uj-j^v , i^x>Lcu^!i

It bears annotations on the margin. Spaces for the insertion

of headings have not been filled in.

Written in semi-Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

foil. 226-25. III.

RISALAT AL-FALSAFA.

An incomplete philosophical treatise by an unknown author.

Beginning :

—

O^iyi ^c »^Xi) jjS.^ liJliS ^ i..i^iso,JI i L'U^^ «J>4i ^.j^lkJI Ajjir
^

* z}\ laxw.J.i)

It ends abruptly as follows :

—

t*iU. b; cjU^JI ^ \:J^i}\ jAy».\] ^^_riUJ)) ^^ cy ^.C ^1 Jyl J

Written in semi-Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.
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foil. 266-32. IV.

RISALA Fl BAYAN AL-MAHIYAT WA'L HUWAIYAT.

A treatise on philosophy ascribed to ^'j^-"' i^i^-" J^ Jalal

ad-Din ad-Dawwani. His full name is Jalal ad-Din Muhammad
bin As'ad as-Siddiki ad-Dawwani, died A.H. 907, A.D. 1501. See
for his life No. 99, I.

It is imperfect, and begins abruptly as follows :

—

« J.JI (Lvj^ib fSx^l^
^'-^^*»^J } *^J~^

- ^J^Ui l^'x^ J.Xi UjkiJ ^^.iil ^yyo'i]

See India Office Cat. No. 593, II.

There are lacunae on every fol. Slightly worm-eaten.
Written in Naskh. Not dated. C. 19th century.

The colophon says :

—

foil. 33-54. V.

i ^ !'

'AIN AL-HIKMAT.

Another metaphysical treatise ascribed to ^^_^iKj>.'l ^^S] Jil^.

Jalal ad-Din ad-Dawwani. See for his life No. 99, 1.

Beginning :

—

There are lacunae on foil. 33a, 35a, 36a, 38a, 40a, 416, 43a,

446, 456, 48a, 506 and 5 la. Marginal corrections and notes
occasionally. Worm-eaten. See No. 462, XI.

Written in Naskh. Dated A.H. 1242.

foil. 55-77. VI.

RISALA Fl 'ILM MA BA'D AT-TAB lYA.

Another imperfect metaphysical work : the author's name is

not known.

66
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It begins abruptly as follows :

—

It is
I

imperfect both at the beginning and end.

Written in semi-Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

foil. 786-88. VII.

RISALA JUZ' LA YATAJAZZA.

A treatise on the indivisible atom by 41)1 ^._^3a^ ^_s^^^

.^<L^/ jy^JiJ) jjkc ^.; al-Kadi Muhibballab bin 'Abd ash-Shukur

al-Bihari, died A.H. 1119, A.D. 1707. See No. 139.

Beginning •

—

For a copy see India Office Cat. No. 581, IX.

Headings of chapters in red ink. It is imperfect, and ends

abruptly as follows :

—

Worm-eaten.
Written in semi-Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th century.

No. 464,

foil. 399 ; lines 23 ; size UfX 7| ; 7X 4i.

foil. 1-349. I.

HALL AL-MUJIZ.

A commentary on Ibn an-Nafis's compendium of medicine,

abridged from al-Kanun of Ibn Sina, called al-Mujiz by ^^i^-' J^
^^^poiill t>A;sv..<« J.J lus\^ Jamal ad-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad

ai-Aksara'i. He died C. A.H. 770, A.D. 1339. See al-Fawa'id

al-Bahiya. p. 79 ; and Berlin Cat. No. 6281.

f
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Beginning :

—

For a copy see Leyden Cat. No. 1322.

For other commentaries on al-Mujiz see Haji Khalifa, Vol.

VI., p. 252, and Berlin Cat. No. 6281.

Lithographed, Lucknow 1877.

It has a beautiful 'Umvdn all the beginning, and the first two
pages are illuminated. Foil 1196, 1796 and 3056 also contain

beautiful 'Umcaii'^. Double gold and coloured lines on the margin.

Quotations from the text &re written in red ink, and are intro-

duced with the word J(J» in gold ink. The commentary begins

with Jyl, which has also been written in gold ink. Foil. 2036 has

a blank space, which has not been filled in with a diagram.

Written in beautiful Naskh. In the colophon it is said that it

was copied in A.H. 885, but in my opinion it is a transcript of the

11th century Hijra.

foil. 350-371. II.

AL-KANUNJA.

A compendium of medicine abridged from al-Kanun of Ibn

Sina by ,^^ix^s^^\ j^^ _; j.<.s\^ ^^ j^^^^rsv^ Mahmud bin Muhammad

bin 'Umar al-Chagtmini, died A.H. 745. A.D. 1344. See Brockel-

mann, Vol. II., p. 213.

Beginning :

—

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 6293 ; India Office Cat. No.
791 ; 'Azim's (Bankipur) Cat. p. 108. See also Haji Khalifa, Vol.

IV., p. 495.

Printed in Calcutta, 1827, and lithographed, Bombay, A.H.
1298.

Written in the same hand as the above.

foil. 372-393. III.

KITAB AL-TIBB.

A work on medicine without the author's name.
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Beginning :

—

<L<^'iy< ^^Ic il^xCU^ l^'x^ t^-uivAJ) LJ^J! jjLaJ) i^iljL ^jt (UaL Jy£.]yi

Written in the same hand as the above,

foil. 394-3955. IV.

RISALA AWZAN.

A Persian treatise explaining Arabic weights in Persian by

^]y£j^ jitlh Tahir Mutahhar al-Ghazali.

Beginning :—

i»Uj ^^jJJaaJo Lil u::^s«-| xjUil ,^_5Ai2 ^ -^i^^o Ai" ^<^'>;1 -J^ iij-i: ^oU

* ^il <)kAi(.xil ,jl/«r^ ^JliJUb JJtXAj J^(JJ i)U«ijJ

The treatise has been dedicated to Sultan Ghivath ad-Din,
Foil. 396-399 are blank.

Written in the same hand as the above.

Besides the above four works, which are written on the

central portion of the pages, there are three other treatises

written on the margin of the book, each margin containing fifty

lines 1^ inches long. Thej'^ are as follows :

—

foil. 3-305 (margins) I.

SHARH AL-FUSUL AL-TLAKIYA.

A commentary on Muhammad bin Yusuf al-Ilaki's compen-
dium of medicine, itself an abridgment of the theoretical portion

of Avicenna's al-Kanun. As it is defective at the beginning, the

name of the commentator could not be traced.

The preface begins abruptly on fol. 3a as follows :

—
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The beginning of the commentary (on fol. 3a) is

^^^u ^ ^^iL Jyi «^i.i ^j! ^jLc ^y) ^^i ^i ju-

H^l Aj \^x^iXJ ij^ii' ^^ ^ J} <J~2k.»U I L< A^».J J . JitywOJ >^V*

c

For names of other commentaries sec Hajl Khalifa, Vol. IV.,

p. 4;U, and Berlin Cat. No. 6284.

Passages of the original work are written in red ink. Head-
ings of chapters in gold ink. The margins on foil. 1, 2, 2956 and
298a are blank. The writing on the first 21 foil, has been
rendered defective by the cutting away of the edges by the binder.

Written in the same hand as the above.

foil. 306-377 (Margin). II.

AT-TALVlH ILA ASRAR AT-TANKTH.

A work on medicine by^.^i ^^jI ^j j.*sx-o ^j i^^sx^
e/^"^'

j^'

jJLsusvil Fakhr ad-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Abi Nasr

al-Khujandi. He flourished in the 8th century Hijra. See 'Azim's

(Bankipur) Cat. p. 100.

Beginning :

—

From the preface it appears that a scholar abridged al-Kanun

and named his work al-Maknun. It in turn was abridged by al-

Khujandi, and to this abridgment was given the name ^ii^) ^'ixi

^^^aXJI. He "again abridged the j^«J^, and to this last was given

the title at-Talvih, -j.UiI.

For copies see Paris Cat. No. 2941, and -Azim (Bankipur) Cat.

p. 100.

Written in the same hand as the above.
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foil. 378-399 (Margin). III.

SHARH RISALA ADAB AL-BAHTH.

A commentary on Shams ad-Din Muhammad bin Ashraf as-

Samarkandi's treatise on dialectics by ^^J:^=^
^^•!

u>^«.-^^ <^-»'^'' J'"*^

^^^^'I JI^^I Kamal ad-Din Mas'ud bin Husain ash-ShirwanI

ar-Bumi. He was a philosopher and theologian of some repute,

and taught at the Madrasah of Hirat, where he died in A.H. 905,

A.D. 1499. See Habib as-Siyar, Vol. III., Juz'. 3, p. 340, and
Brockelmann, Vol. I., p. 468.

Beginning :

—

^l^^/J] ^U>S) JG* kXflJ J.*J ^ ^^^JUil i_j; 4JJ 0^.6.33.11

*
tf-'' *^ li/* t^-*

^^ "i-i^'e^] ...... ^_j>Jsi^^A.*«.i! j^i^'I * *-UiI ^f^i^^ I'i^y^

For copies see Berlin Cat. No. 5275; Munich Cat. No. 664;
Paris Cat. No. 2351/2 ; and Cairo Cat. Vol. II., pp. 272, 273.

For other commentaries and glosses see Haji Khalifa, Vol. I.,

p. 207 and Berlin Cat. Nos. 5274-5292.

Passages of the original work in red ink. In the last 16 foil,

the writing on the margin is more or less defective on caccount of

paper pasted over the text. The whole border of each fol. is

changed to a modern paper.

The earlier half of the MS. is stained with damp. Double
coloured and gold lines on the margins with two beautiful

'Unwdns.
Written in the same hand as the above.

No. 465.

foil. 48 ; lines 25; size lliX7|; 9X5|.

foil. l-7a I
'

AL-'ALAM ASH-SHAmKH FI MA'RIFAT AL-MANSUKH
MIN AS-SUNNAT WA'N NASIIOI.

A treatise on the abrogating and abrogated texts in the Tradi-

tions by ^/iJ^ /j. ^jI ^I ^i^:^'! 4Jj) j^c yi] Abu 'Abdallah ai-

Husain bin Abi Bakr an-Narili. From the colophon of an other
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work of the author, noticed in No. 405, II, it appears that he

flourished in the 10th century. Hijra.

Beginning :

—

foil. 76-48. II.

TANBIH AL-LABIB FI SHARH MA fADAMMANAHU
KITAB AL-HIDAYA MIN AL-GHARIB.

A work explaining the rare words that occur in Burhan ad-

Din 'All bin Abi Bakr al-Mar^inani's famous work on Hanafi

Jurisprudence called al-Hidaya by the same author.

Beginning :—

Headings of chapters in bold character. The words, which

have been commented on, are in red ink. The colophon, which

gives the date of composition, runs as follows :

—

* ytUail 'ijs^] ^^ ^^^ ^'^^
<J^^'' ^f J^ u^y^'' i^'*^'j'>^

A note on the last fol. indicates that the MS. was compared

in the month of Shawwal, A.H. 1106 with the one which was copied

from a very defective text.

Written in Xaskh. Dated A.H. 1106. Scribe ^L- ^^ j^j^

^jUsv.'! /3-svwl ^JJ 4JjI ^c j^J.

No, 466.

foil. 153; lines 19; size SiX5|, 5|x3|.

foil. 1-100. I.

1£HULASAT AL-AKWAL FI MA'RIFAT AR-RIJAL.

A biographical dictionary of Imamiya scholars by ^j>'I JU^
JlsJl t^ia^'' ^^. ^^^ ^\ <-^yi ^j\ (j^=^ Jamal ad-Din Hasan bin
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Yusuf bin 'Ali bin al-Mutahhar al-Hilli, died A.H. 726, A.D. 1325.
See for his life No. 87.

Beginning :

—

* iil jLifi) J>ja«/ ^] jsjUc j.,i^ 4jij j..«.sJ)

This is another copy of the work noticed as No. 277. There
are marginal notes. The first word of each name is written in
red ink. It has seals of Amjad 'All Shah, Sulaiman Jah, and
others. Three foil, are added at the beginning of the MS. giving
some biographical information, regarding other authors, etc.

Written in Nasta'llk. Not dated. C. 17th century.

foil. 10l6-104a. II.

AL-WAJIZA.

A treatise on the science of Tradition by o^.o.sv-<
^ri'^-" >'«•?

v^_5^^^'' K^/^^ j.*wa]I o.j£ ^.; ^^^jX^sxH j^j Baha' ad-Din Muhammad

bin al-Husain bin 'Abd as-Samad al-Harithi al-'Amili, died A.H.
1030, A.D. 1621. See for his life No. 184.

Beginning :

—

^jJU-il ^jksvJI L_>Uxi i^j^l^ (.^Xl«-2w ajI^jkJI Sc Lo^^ ..•«-^'^ j()jowJtj

^^ uj-^' i
'^^y^-^ ^~ h.}j^ ^^^ ^ (j/^^*^' ^. 3 J^y' -^1 i<^ }

See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 599. ^

Written in Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 17th century. Scribe

foil. 1056-153. III.

SHARE AL-BIDAYAFI ILM AD-DIRAYA.

A treatise on the science of Tradition and a commentary on

it, both text and commentary being by j>a^) ^^j .^_Js. ^ ^^j^^ ^^i\

^ll'I j-x^^'l ^^^,«(..iJI ^^WI ^^«.xsvJ) Zain ad-Din bin 'All bin

Ahmad al-Jab'i al-'Amili ash-Shami, known as ash-Shahid ath-
Thani. He was born in A.H. 911, A.D. 1505; he studied with
his father and other renowned scholars of the time, and was put
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to death in A.H. 966, A.D. 1558. He is considered as ^U.') ^^^)

(the second martyr) by Imaraiya scholars. The first martyr

according to them is Shams ad-Din Muhammad bin Makki al-

'Amill, who was put to death in A.H. 788, A.D. 1384. For.

details (^f our autlior^s life see Rawdat al-Jannat, pp. 288-299;

Kisas al-'Ulama', p. 32-49; Ami al-Amil, p. 14: and Muntaha'l

Makal, p. 141.

Beginning :

—

* ^-1 hy^ } ^i';^'' r^ ^' '^>-^' cr^'i' ^^ ^^ r^^'
^^"^-^

See Kashf al-Hujub, p. 326.

The passages of the text are marked with red Imes. Marginal

corrections occasionally. Slightly worm-eaten. On the last fol.

are the seals of Amjad 'All and Sulaiman Jah.

Written in Nasia'lik. Dated A.H. 1052. Scribe ^==v^

Supplement.

No. I,

foil. 258 ; lines 21 ; size 12|X8 ; 8X4^.

HADA'IK ASH-SHU ARA.

A biography of Persian poets, ancient and modern, with speci-

mens of their compositions by^j^^l *->. j^lsxxjl ^_^^j^I
^')J^

Mirza

Amir Beg, poetically known as Amir. From foil. 6 and 336 it

appears that in A.H. 1211, A.D. 1796, the author was at Benares

in the service of Nawwab Sa'adat 'All [Chan Bahadur, and, when

the latter came to Lucknow and took charge of the city, he came

with him. In Lucknow he met with the great poets there,

amongst them being Mirza Muhammad Katil, who died in A.H.

1233. A.D. 1817.

Beginning :

—

This biographical work is the fruit of forty-eight years labour,

which the author completed in A.H. 1262, A.D. 1845. In writing

67
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this work he consulted fifty-eight tadhkiras procured from the

hbrary of Amjad 'Ali Shah, King of Oude (A.H. 1258-1263, A.D.
i842-1846) by the help of Zafar ad-Dawla Fath 'Ali Klian, Kaptan.
Foil. 66-8a contain the names of these tadhkiras. The preface

(foil. 26-56) also contains three poems in praise of Amjad -Ali Shah,
Wajid 'All Shah, the heir-apparent, and Mirza Muhammad JaAAad

'All, known as Jarnail Sahib, the second son of the King.

On the top of the 1st fol. are the following couplets showing
that the lives of 2609 poets are contained in the book. They run
thus :

—

: J,il !Sw>-i <j:^i^'J J^f^tAJ i»ti^'^ Kil^i^ jl*-M,] SS Irxil LC^lf^^ j)j>JO <S.*.ki

The work is divided as follows :

—

c^j!-^ ' JaLsiJb (.ibt/j.^ i_»«xi^ ^ jlls\.> Atbjs^ c_X) . r*u

foil. 96-2386. x^j/ v-::--j^' Ir*-i.JI .v)j^ t^cy'^
, r'

*^

2386-2586.
vj;'/^^ j e;'-^'^^^ S^^^^' 1rS\.-. '.^"

L:ijU..:aj . *.,cly^ , jilj ^1 <!!,»..J <—^i 1 ^*«'

Wanting. culibu) ^ 5iy\

^«-;U ^b^ OI^AJb ^Uj Alio ^l^ijb

L- • ^ •• > •• y .... .• ^ ^^_5

,, f^y^' ^y^*^ '6jyiM\ ^^ ^i^-^' y^^.

On fol. 10a it is stated that the complete work is a volumin-

ous one, and contains 848 foil. Headings and the names in red

ink. Marginal corrections occasionally. Half of fol. 242a, foil.

2426, and 243a are blank.

Written in two hands of Nasta'lik. Not dated. C. 19th

century.
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The figures against the books refer to the pages of the Catalogue. The bold

figures indicate the places where complete copies or a considerable portion of the

books under notice are described. The thin figures refer only to short extract or

incidental mention.

410, 412. ... ... AxAjyiJI L_>!J5)I ^jM. ^ LjjtV' v'^-^'

413. ... ... ... ... v.i^.six'1 L_>IoI

513. ... ... iuAj -iJl LjlJiDI ^jJj. ^ h^iJLj'.] c>?loiM

410, 51.3. ... ... ... ... l^ij-u^l v''^^"

137. ... ... ... ... , ,jjo ^'1 ^lo!

506, 508. ... ... ... ...
^_s-7^'' k^

502. ... ... ^1/*^''^ >|/-^''^ (.^^ ^'-fj^^'

127. ..." ... ... JJsU'I .<i Jtkjl

421,422. ... .. ... ... JUii'l LJ.J

235. ... • ... ... >U^il J^^ ^t,SVJ|

12. ... ... ... Jj^^ r^^ ^' J^-^^'^

290. ... ... LiisvJI ;L«-I J iuisJ! «Ujj'I

338, ... ... ... ... '^ir=-ry^

20. ... ... ... ,^_s*y^
^lsd;^'J\

127. ... ... ... ..." j,^.'l jLi^l

173. ... ... ... ^^liil ^H^l or ^tl^vi

72. ... ... ,[J^]j ^i'oilS^j U^,^] Jl^l

129. ... ... ... ...^^>il ^y^ >'^)

363. ... ... ... ... .^tiuail J_^^]

69. ... ... ... ... (JjtXw, ^b> iju:0)

486. ... f^yj\^ri^}^ JiUli ^ ^^^;))l ^C ^yu^^]

44. ... ... ... ... ^yO,j^]

93. ... ... ... ... ^<t<* , r->>XJ>'yj {^- y
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437.

132.

206.

196.

191.

456, 457.

405.

51, 54.

272.

513.

515.

235.

358.

185.

421.

488.

305.

69.

78.

500.

289.

451.

98.

466.

354, 356,

75.

338.

231.

339.

... itj ^

iUj,))r^^3i or ^(^j^n

... ... , j*iULi'lM ^wjL,I

jlaa^i)! i».

jli;iail iisu r- r<*^-! >U.-^'I

... >^j jlxix;^) ^UjJJI v._^ibj^ fl^a ^^ jix^^] Jlr)

irilxf' -^J ^il^l

i^i) ^_ilJ^) SJ^Jkic
J cJ^^f-'

llrl

357. ^JUk^il ji)')

... ^^^^Jy^

uTJ*.^1
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433.

231.

466.

504.

113, 282, 286

.260.

3, 7, 63.

72.

350, 461, 473

106.

476.

266, 504.

81.

188.

53.

357.

468, 470, 473,

15, 461.

258.

437.

118.

468.

230.

42.

230.

436.

469.

435.

387.

>U>i))l 'iyx^ >lj^J))l !iUi!

514.

tr,>^I jK.I
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138. ... ... ... LoM>.a=vJl iw r»"'f

508. ... ... '^i W' *Aso ^ f^j joaxaw-v'I *xij

299, 416, 437. ... ... ... »Uyi hJo

77,487. ... ... ... ... ^^i)! jlx'l

394. ... ... ... JjjsJi t-jiii' = *xriix'i

394. ... ... ... Jxs».il vli^= ^Hij

132, 306. ... ... ... ... jlf^^l is.^-:

180. ... ... ijJLL^Gtiil ^(JLaJI ^=ixi(.^^^L)UJI

468. ... ... Jlj_y«J v«XU ^;G ^i JUilM ^Ci

416. ... ... ...ijois^.'! cyUjjkL ! fr^\j^^ ^^'

227. ... ... ... ... ^5U1'I ^ij\3

281. ... ... ... ... ^^^^>.
^.f'

265. ... ... ... ... ^^'-^^i-^^ ^;'-^

227. ... ... ... ... ^"' Jy ;^/-'

267. ... ... ... ••• ji^^ fi)^'^

245,510. ... ... ... ... ^s^^^ ^ifi

281. ... ... ... ... f>ii^^ iLs^ JriA'i

260. ... ... ... ... ^Ja^) ^J;Ci

114. ... ... ^^^lyLfl ill J ^3 ^^!^sv.il hJ."'

28. ... ...
(jy*^J

I ^.A^yU.I^ J^-^)' I '^:^'^

100,104. ... ... ... ^iui) j^^^rsG = o..>u*/i o>j^^;

99, 101, 102, 103, 104, 496. ... ... ^iUil ^j^<s6

391. ... ... ... t^i^-' c^ Lj^'^'-i^^S^^'

225. ... ... ... ... jij^'^^^

519. ... ... ... ... ^_^j^iSj\ jjj^

322. ... -»JaSJI=iuA<*.4-iJl XJUufll -^ -i J ikslaxJI .^.^Li'! rJ rs^j

374, 375. ... ... yiUJ) ^\xi=jis\JJ] ^^IXi^^i^.^'i

3 79. ... ... ... ... ^AM^svft.' I ».; rso

9,15,130. ... ... ... ... ij^ r^liii] ik^'^

31. ... ;.. ... ... jis^^) 'iji.^'^
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382 • • • • • • • • • • • • *J^'-«*''
'

AAisvxJ I

245. ... ... •^; ^^iJ-i:lriI >UliL.'I w-i»'-^ lif^^^^'
''^^

508. ... ... ... •.. 'Hj^^ *^^=^

370, 384. ... ... Hjir^'^^ h^'^^ = ^s*"J^ V^*^'

43. ... ... ... ^r^iJlj ^r^I Jl^^ ^Z'^''

236. ... ... '^^^
"'^f^ ^ '^^' o»'^ ^'^

204. ... ... ... ••• ^V"^'' V^*^

46. ... ... ••• ,_r^-^
uuLc^^l ij^S^

47. ... ... .•• ^» y4^^ "^^y-^y^^-^ ''^*^'^

370,384. ... ... ^^^ 'i4^\^=iijy^^\''^/^^

245,285. ... ... ... ..- J=(i^'' je-]/

490. ... ... •.. •.. XyL^I i->u2k.rJ

150. ... ••• ... ^ij^^ ^^^^ ^"^^

32. ... ... .-• ^:-J^rXJl^ ^-r^-^p^

374,381,385. ... ... ... ^^^"^ ^.j^

385. ... ... ... ... ^.j-^^

183. ... ... ... ... (.j^'' Jj'^

34 ... ... ... ... uyLvjjiucL' I

X02. ^-svJfciUL' c>^,fsll \ ^jSi. Ic 'iij.^s3S\ L^t^sJI ^_^ lhjLojLJL'I

103. ici]/^-^^ '^i ^^^ ' Tr^ ^^ 'Lj-^stl I &Jwilsvi I ^j.b u::>LikUiL' I

329. ... ... ^y^ ' >- t:-"^ ^^ c:^t2JjU^

I

43. ... ... ... ... f^^^ ^^^} •^."*-^

509. ... ... ^«-w>>2Jl J^iJI =^^T^'I ij'^rx*«-ft3

3,7,63. ... ... J-O^'l ;'y' == ^^'-^Ji^^'L^"^'

180. ... ... ... ... ^"^^p^j":^

13. ... ... ... t*JOLflJI^rA*-=»j-^*«A>

9. ... ... ... Ill' y). ^)y*^ yXMjo

9, ... ... ... rJjvx'-ix'l *A)l.=^ ;^ ^_C^^ rJj^'^AJ

15. ... ... ... ...I* ^ r^iMtjJ] ^XvaAJ

212; ... ... ... 'i*xuJ] J>jL-j ij-ir^



v_:>j)') 'ii]yis.^=jJJ_ ^) *^>w
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18. ... ... «L^lsvJI */cl^^=^^^««,tJ.aL x^lys^-'I ^<-7^

242. ... ... ... ... -i-itiisx-'l
i^,«'-^

112. ... ... ... ... ^.^X^
' ^< -7>-

183. ... ... ... ... ji-^y (^'-^

38,274. ... ... ... ^;lioJi: ^jjsv^l ^Isw''

40. ... ... ... ^JsywU Yxk^l *A)(.si..'l

209. ... ... ... ... _5-^ e*'"^

212. ... ... ... ^l^i'^ «—j;'-^ii
er*'-^

406. ... ... ... Lji)'!^ h}'^-^ c:j\jjSlrO ^<[c:^

406. ... ... iui^x'l *Jt.Xft.'l **suo=iuij>.x' ^Jli^:l ^<''~i-

122, 516, 517.... ... ^I_,o.i' ^-^^lyi ^U^'l ^'' iL'L>;=V0J4^l

128. ... ... ^fSi-a. ^1 uisl^jji ^j ^j^^^ ^^-^ '^-^

274. ... ... ... ^^^j^^u^^v^'l JU; ^: ^^J

173. ... ... ... ^IS:^1'I iU^ or ^is:^i'i J.^

487. ... ... ... ... ^'y i^-J^'

484. ... ... ... JjUJI ^xj_ ^\y^

494. ... ... ...
e/^;'^' t>^ J'^*^ s^'_y"?-

494. ... ... ^iUsJI i^^svJI yl j;i-^«^ L^^)^^

493. ... ... ... ^-iT^ jJ^j'Lw^ l-jL.^

492. ... ... ...^^kihsJ] Jdi] sxc JjU^ l^«I^.j^

493. ... ...
,

^ilrsvx'l , ,Js^sv.JI SiS :lll-^^ e_;L.:a>

493. ... ... ^JuLfiil J-c O.J.C J.jL«.< v'^-?-

18. ... ... ... ... ^./<Lsv.il x^ly:^

264. ... ... ... ^jibjy.]] ^[j, J
j^so.!] jrSt>]y^

244. ... ... ... ^Jl c^^i-'L

288. ... ... Aj.it.isu'1 c:.-t2>J= J AAx^JI^Jll^su'l

300. ... ... ... ... ^UoL'I^^lj^'l

468. ... ... jUu< oi^iO ^j-i ^ j(jyi^rJt)l^.a^

80. ... ... jrxk.^] .Ji^sJ] ^Lcj =fj;i,^<a/'

68
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79, 83, 86. ... ... ^^XJI ^ysJ) >LcJ==^'I ^^JsJ]

7, ... ... ^^_^lksAJ J.J jiXil ^lyl ^^_^ AjcilsJI

6. ... ... ^yiJL^ J,j^] j]yi] ^ic hJLl^!\

5. ... ... .La*if J.J -^ilJI ^\lyl ^Jlr LJlls^'l

327. ... ... ... ^'j^' Ci'^ LJiLa.

100. ... ... ^I^j.ii AJilsxJl sjoj^n LJilsJl

100. ... ... -•,I^j«i.iJ h\s^] iij.jo>svJI LJiLsi-il

429. ... ... ^J^XJUaJL' ^^^tsvi! hJiU^ 'iiJLlsx!]

439. ... ... ^^yxU ^iOaivJI LJ:U ^Ic LJiLcs./!

^^_^.i!.9J ijJils(.it LjiilsJ! ^c hjyiti]y!\ ixi:t.s\.'l J.r; LJ:!.sv-'I

337. ... ... ... ... uJiLx^

336. ^-^ilJ LJWl AjJbtsu'I ^Jx Lj^ibiyi LJitsvil ^_^U Lj^lsu'I

103,105. ... ... ...Uli ^ i*jjJiJI AjJlLsi.') -U L^lsvil

334. ... ... ... ... 4Jjl J..*.^ 'liJiL:^

113. ... ... ... ijJbtiiitiu'l hJiLiSil]

101. ... ... ^^^xJl -- yji [c jJiAxJ] iiJiLi^

119. ... ... ... ^^ii^l ^Ijjso'I LJ:U

326. ... ... ... r^y. ^35! J ^} 'ikJiLx.

428. ... ... j^^jJI JUsvJ ^^^Isdl --^.j: _^£ Ljiils^'I

428. ... ... ,^_^y iailsv/ ^_^^lsvJI ^^ri^ ^c ixiilsJI

426. ... ... ^Ua*L' ^^'*(-s<.il ^r-^ ^J^ AjJ;ls».il

427. ... ... ^H>A.'I <iu^y
^^s^'^''

-^'-^ ^^ AjJilsvil

383. ... ... ... ,
.A^x.,^ -.- ,.^ -Lc .JOk^(.s».. 1

354. ... ... ...^x*JI h).^:^ ^ ,wic ^^-^ ajJcCso'I

413. ... ... h^.Ji*J) &JL« Jl ^ ,i: -Ix iu-ilsv/l

332. ... I

332. ^^_yiOJUI ^jjJ) jL*,' ^_^il ^JL- --^^ ^^£ AjJiLskJI

361. ... ... ^^y^*-'! rSVJ./ I (J,.r -.. r-i ^.Jg l);jww(.SV.'I
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114 . ••• ••• *^^'^'' '^^'•«*^'
X" J"*^

isJi^A.

333. ... ... ••• ^^ii-'l
r.^-^ -^^ *^^^'

437. ... ... ... Jj-eVl^r^s^ ^ ixilsJl

159. ... ... y^Wy^^ -^J^ J^ ^^^^'

319 ... ...^U^U^'^b.!!^^^*-^^

321. ... ... ... ^ljy^(^^'' r^^'^
114. ... ... ...^_,^>Jaid.' .-i^'^-' r/-^

'^'^

109. ... ... .
•

• ^f^' -^^'^-'' r ^^' ''"^^

110 ... ... ... ^^\j^ k_j».i»l^Jl -^r^ L;^(.^

187 ... ... ••• ^.'^y T-'"^ —^'^ ii^-^t-^

351 ... ... JCsxisvJJ iuXsvil Lbit ^^.-^ LjiiL^

352. . ... ^'U-'I ^:^''' -'-Ja^ ^' ^-^^' ^:- -^^ r-"^
*^^

360. ... ... '•• i^jW ^-^'' J^ ^^^'

188. ... ... .•• ••• ^y"^ *^^"

335. "... ... ... ^^^. ^^i.' i>-it^'l

441 ... ... ... itf^r-^^''-' J^^'' '^b^-^

440. ... ... ... ^f^^'^ ^y^ '
'^'^^

429. ... ... ." ••• J*'y^^
Ajjit^

325. ... ... ^c*^;^^' ^^^'.'^ w?^^
AJj^t^il

325. ... ... itfj>-^^^^ v^j^^^*^ w?*^
Lj^tjs*..''

323. ... ... ^^^^M-jtali ^^laJ'^,x--o ^^U ij^^Ls^'l

196. ... ... ... .•• 7^-^' ^>^ '

lo. ... ... ... >••

201. ... ... J^*.' i>«J;bi**»il -^y^^ J'^-r" ^-! ^^^-''

140. ... ... ••• ••• '^''^V' ^^
460. ... ... «rXu--^l ^'**^' *^'^^^ s\*aJ) c_>lji)l Jhj'^.=-

388. ... ... ... ... ;'y^' J^^'^^

510 ... ... ... ... is<.4J ci:I«3 ^ij'j.=>-

219, 529. ... ... ... ••. ^'.;*^' J^''^^
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468.

138.

58.

58.

60, 62, 63.

137, 318.

360.

349, 353, 354.

358.

412.

425.

430.

345.

522.

268.

22.

334.

404.

114.

471.

435.

181.

170.

179.

40.

179.

433.

36.

168.

307, 527.

...
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385. ... ... ... ... v'(->«.svil i^H^

178. ... ... ... ... .^,llkl\ 'L^^jL

305. ... '^^^jLcJUaj: ^x^S\ > Jlx^ ^j^lsiJl 'LoiijL

244. ... ... ... ... >uyu.^ni.

230. .... ... ^Ljki))| (^^.^^ (jJ^Jl >^j=Uijj| ji^

156. ... ...
^J ^^^'^^ \_^Jill^ » ^l^svil >^-'^J;i^

11. ... ... "p.'. *))«' >f^-^'= ^^•^'^^'' ''^•"

4S8, 500. ... ... ^^^J) ^^yb ^^ ^.fjl ^U-: ^i ^xJ.'l;^II

437.' ... ... ... ... ,Ui.JI .^Jl

11. ... ... ^xlixi! ^U) J;Ui ^i ^Jiiil;^]!

452, 453. ... ... ... (^l_ysxJI ^tibjl ^ c^'^^!' ^sjj

302. ... ... iLl.< 'JJ I iJUi I ^Lcl ^ iU liJ I ;;
j.'

)

90. ... ... ... ...r^^l .^.J r^i J.O

425.

'X"-

.«. ... ... ... .J'Ij^JI <^xu.j

89. . ; . ... ... f^il^jj] ,ju*l Ir J

59. ... ... ... ... LjS^sd^JI >Lcj

80. ... ... ... ,xi..^'l ^Jiy:s^] >'j:J

79,83,86. ... ... ... ^^/) ^i:^s.il >lr

J

65. ... ... ... ... j;)!j>J| S^ ^(xj

85. ... ... ... ^j^^j jj s^lj-i^ ^'^^

78. ... ... ... ... ^Ul »J:IjO >CcO

89. ..". ... ... ...v.^JjiJI JU; >lcj

87. ... ... .... ... fS\«, >Lct>

90. ... ... ... ... ^b^ ,L'j

80. ... ... ... ... cyU^il Ao
82. ... .... ... ... JJlI ^ ^Icj

84. ... ... ... ... ^U^ flxj

79. ... ... ... }UJ\
J
^U^l >Uj

89. ... ... ... ... _j^ ^(xj

78.' ... ... ... ... -ix,^] ,u^\
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89

81.

89.

85.

81. .

93.

83.

79.

512.

388.

63, 64, 65.

88.

227.

463.

465.

350, 461, 473.

470.

454, 457.

199.

184.

518.

122, 516, 517.

121, 122,517.

517.

509.

347.

437.

339.

375.

188.

•^; Ji£)l| CL>^kl] ^IXJ,JI

...M^J^^

A.O
i'^r^y*

'*J^' ^j-*j;^*^'
c:/-* Jy^'';'y'

.JJ

... ... >li^SV*JI J(

... ... ^=w l_^ljl «J JL'l^b,

... iji^^XJ »i^>^ j^Ui/l.M( Jill AJLuN

JI;Uiui' jLivDI iu'U.

... j^jk^l k__iJ! iL'L»;(

... ctjuiw'l ujixjtil a-'Lk<

A«jj.il'l aJI^'I = ^_^l^jl' .
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524. ... ... .-. ••• e/'j^
^''^;

521. ... ... ••• 'ky^^ ) '^^'^^ i^k'.
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. ,

,

... _ uscJki I ..^Asi>«

... ... -J>.lA)JI x,:^XSSU<

... ... -JlJtaJ I r-^Xs^^

... ... . . . (
-Y*-^'*-'

' t-^V^sx^

<xj,-<il ^ iJJa.^«,JJl jKJc]') Ai^Lw.^

... ... ... cuysjJ I ^I.w^

36, 37, 39. ^ ^S>UjUj<

kill ^txA/* f^T^ "^^ i3y.4.<i.Jl ^ J^saaJI ^aj ^i.>-^Ji" ^LyOA)

uf;
UAL'
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74. ... ... ... jXK^] s^ixJ] -,-Lx.ia^

74. ... ... ... jX)SI] ssx^J] —U„av«

318,319,321. ... ... ... .lyl'I ^JOa^

446. hyxL< ^US = w^U ^1 ^j ^c ^K ^^ ^Ih Ji L^yk<

437, 440, 441, 442. ... ... ... J^il

117. ... ... ... ... ;>'I..^

34. ... ... ... ... lU] ^iU^

461. ... ... ... ... yjlxJI 'U.«

142. ... ... ... 'iM^Jl
J
iJ.UJl

214. ... ... ...A*^n ^Ki-I ^ La.iX.'| ^.^2lx>*

275. ... ... ... ... ,^itiU ^^^]
309. ... ... ... hj>lr^ ^iJ:^] ^^^
309. ... ... ... ^^*^'t uyyW ^!j.U'I ,s.^

434. ... ... ... ... ^,'1^1,*^

376. ... ... ... ... ^LL^]

416. L^fXA^ ^' ^^'

280. ...^ ... ... ... ^_^jj:iai ^ii.o.'i

194. ... ... ... ... -.tI;SV.JI j^ii'*

213. ... ... ... ... *.3)j^] -JvT^tj!.-*

84. ... ... ... ... yisvAU ,jjLa-<

515, 516. ... ... ... irr^r^'' *'''*"J
^^ c:jLc_j(Ju.'I

318. ... ... ••• ^y*.'I ^(li-^ = ^UaJI

372. ... ... t_>UsJI JLc ^ L_.-l-«*^il --(lib*

141 . ... ... ... JIJ^^ I yii . y U,' I ^(IJL*

lis. ... ... ... ... ^j^] ^UA^

435. ... ... ... ... ,j[^] ^iik^

135.

245. ... ... >U*,'I J I v^'LU ^i >ls.l'I ^Ua.

438. ... ... ... ... ^liii'I^Cj^

167, 208. ... ... ... ... ^iUil ^Oa^

I
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406. ... Ljii'l
J

AJjJi'l ^i>IO^i^ ^1a = ;^iaJH ^^^^ ci^lj,^^

377. ... ••• ••• •••
^U^JI

515. ... ... ... ••• ^cyy^'

^O /. ••• ••• ••• r*

378 ... ... SyW tJjA-Jo ^ ^^jjj^JmI i'ti^

KQB ^^^ ... ... L»^LsJI ilLyi ^.
ixiUJI L'tcJI

452. ... ... .'• ^JI^«^' u/^jr^l e-'^"!
^^^-^

452, 459. ... ... ... u^^^=^''
^^^-^

459.

192.

182.

ibjJL*.'! i^UlijJI

jjt.^*,'/
,

K-Uij^
84. ... ... ... ... ^^-^*-' (^

525. ... ••. ••• ••• ^t/j-J^'

152 ... ... ... ••• t—'l.^i'l Aa^Lo

g-T ... ,,, ... iLcKLfl ^LAJk^v-wOii CuliJskJU^'I

383. ... ... ... ^'' ^ u^aiJ^il

133. ... ^Lskx«JI j>uiJI
; ^4r'' f^-^'

=
H"'^'^

cijU^aI-*

90. ... ... ••• ••• caUwLiJi

10. ... ... • y (./^ c/'j r

66, 89. ... I* ^j/i^'^' ri^' ^'-^'^ or ^^^xU-^'I^^I u:j>U.LL<>

506 ... ... ••• "*' ^lafi'I ii^_j.-^ cuLa^U^

374. ... .... ... Jslla^'I \-jlxi =jJ3Ujl

390. ... ... ... ••• ;t^^i" e^^i-*

257, 258, 260. ... ... v^LuJI ^^ = ^^^
250. ... ^-^^-ifV' J-^^ v_^"lUlI L-jlIi" = v-:^Jr^l J-^' L_^<»IL«

468. ... ... ... ... Aj>jasvJI t ^jLu/I

106. ... ... ... ^J^\j^) ^D ^UJI

337. ... ... ... .•• «H;'y^'' •w^.-^iJ"*
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183. ... ... ... ^UJ)
,
^.U^'I ^ ^Li,

244. ... ... ... ..." >'iiyi >u^

299,345. ... ... ... ... J.^:il ^Li,

183,188. ...^ ... ... Ll^yi LU^ or L^Uyi

48. ... ... ... lsX^ cuLc^^i

181, 504, 527. ... ... "... AiJii) ^^ hj^^n

349,350,351,852,361. ... ... ... i^] h)s:t

136. ... ... ... ... ,y.'l J^Ujt

106. ... ... ... ... ^y^''

241. ... ... ... ... ^jijJI ^^li/
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471

473

11

228

304

Numbers in parenthesis are Hijra dates. Coming after a man's name they
relate to obituary dates if preceded by " d'\ to the time about which he lived if
preceded by " c " {Circa), or in the case of Sovereign to the beginning and end of
his reign. Coming after tlic title of a work tliey relate to the date of its compo-
sition. The letter a is short for ahu, b for ibn and dash (-) stands for the definite
article al.

'Abbas I. (Shah) of Persia (9S5-i038) .. .. _^ g-g
'Abbas II. (Shah) of Persia (1052-1077) .. .. 103 213
'Abdallah, ,sc/7'6e .. .. .. .. __ j^o

Abdallah b. 'Abd -Rahman Bafadl -Hadrami .

.

.

.

295

,, ,, 'Alavi b. Ahmad -Haddad Ba'alavi (d. 1132) .. ., 144
Risalat al-Mu'awanat (1069) .. 142
Risulal al-Mii'Uiakarat (XQC-i^) .. 143

,, 'Al! -'Akkashi-Tabib.

nl-Kharidat al -Jarlda

Shark Banat Su'ad

„ As'ad b. 'All -Yafi'T (d. 767) .

.

Mir^af al-Janan

Rawd ar-Riyah'm

Khulasat al-Mafakhir .

.

, _ 3Q5
,, ,, a. Bakr b. 'Abd -Rahman -'Alavi

al-Kihrit al-Ahmar .. .. _ 144
-Haddad v. 'Abdallah b. 'AlavI b. Ahmad -Haddad Ba'alavi.
b. -Haddad -'Uthmani -Tulanbi .. ., .. 307

,, ,, Husain -HusainT -Yazdi (d. lOlJ) .. .. _ 44Q

al-Hashiya 'Ala Hashiyat al-Khtai (973) . . 439

Shark Tahdhib al-Mantik .

.

. . .512

,, ,, Ja'far b. -Husain -Kummi.

Kurb al-Isnad

n Jurjis Nawfal

,, b. Karamallah, scribe. .

.

Kutb Shah (1020-1083)

,, b. Muhammad -All -BaglidadI, scribe

»» 1. ., Xukrakar -HusainT (d. 776).

Shark al-Lubcih {735) .. . .. 431

" .' ,, Rid a -Hnsaini.

Jami' al-Ma'arif wal. Ahkam . . . . 212

,, ,, Muldiarik u. -Xabiglia -SJiaibani.

,, Muslim b. Kutaiba -DInawari (d. 276).

Kitab al-Imamat iva's Siyasa .

.

. . 231

48

483

64

72

466
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•Abdalalh b. 'Umar -Baidavl (d. 685) .

.

,

,

4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 34, 112

Anwar at-Tanzil . . .

,

. . 3

,, -YazdT r. 'Abdallah b. Husain -Husaini -YazdT.

'Abd -Ahad (Aiihad -Din) -Xilri (d. 1061).

Hujjat al-Widad {1033} .. ..140

,, -'All Bahr -'Ulum v. 'Abd -'All Mubammad b. Nizam -Din Bahr

-'Ulum.

,, 'AH b. Jum'at -'ArusT -Huwaizi.

Nur ath-Thakalain .. .. ..10
., -'AIT b. Muhammad b. -Husain -Barjandi.

Shark ash-Shamsiya . . .

.

. . 371

Sharh Tahrir al-Mijisti . . .. 380

al-Hashiya 'Ala Shark Chaghmini . . 383

Shark al-Adab al-' Adudlya {930) .. .. 412

,, -'All Muhammad b. Nizam -Din Bahr -'Ulum (d. 123.5) . . 3.32, 372

Shark MusaUmn ath-Thubvt .. ..162
Ra-sa'il al-Arkan .. .. .. 19!

Shark Sidlam al-' Ulum .

.

. . 329

Ta'nkat 'Ala Shark Sullam al-' Ulum . . 329

al-Hashiya 'Ala Shark Sadra .

.

. . .Sfil

,, 'AH b. Muhsin, scnftfi .. .. .. .. .. !?07"

,, -'Azlm b. 'Abd -Kavi -MuncUiiri (d. G.j6).

Kitab al-Targhib iva't Tarhib .

.

. . 32

,, -'Aziz b. 'Abd -Samad, scribe . . .

.

.

.

190

,, ,, (Shams -A'imma) b. Ahmad -HalwanI or -Halwa'i (d. 448 or

452 or 456) .. .. .. .. ..172

,, ,, b. Saraya -Sinblsl (d. 750).

al-Kastdai al-Badi'iya .

.

.. .. 480

„ Shah -Dihlavr(b, 11.59, d. 1239) .. .. 9, 15, 13^

,, ,, b. Yahya -Jaliidl .. .. .. ..461

,, -Bak! b. Ghawth -Islam -SiddikI -Javvnpurl (d. 1086).

al-Adab al-Baklya .. .. 410,412

al-Abhath al-Baklya .. .. ..411

h. 'Abd -Barr v. Yvisuf b. 'Abdallah b, 'Abd -Barr -Kurtubi.

'Abd -Basit b. Rustam 'AH -Kannawjl (d. 1223).

Shark ash-SJiafiya ( 1 204

)

.

.

..419

., -Ghafur b. 'Abd -Karim -Kazvini (d. 665).

al-Havt as-Saghlr . . .

.

. . 196

-Lari (d. 912) .. .. .. .. ..429

,, -QhanT, scribe .. .. .. .. .. ..33
b. 'Abd -Wahid b. Surur -Makdisi (d. 600).

al-Kamal ft Asma' ar-Rijal . , . . 276

,, -Hadlb. Ilahdad-'Uthmani-TulbanI (d. 922) ..328

,, -Sudi -YamanT .. .. .. .. •. 466

,, -Hai Mawlavi " ,. .. .. .. ... 3



• Abd -Hakuu b. Shams -Din -«iyalkutl (d. 1007).

al-Hathiua 'Ala Anwar at-Tanzil.

.

. . U

Hushiyat al-Jihayall .. .. ..II!)

al-Hushiya 'Ala Mir Kutbi .. .. 112.3

id-Ha^iya ' Ala Hashiyat al-Jairil .. 429

Hash_iyat al-Mutawwal .. ..441
,, -Haruid b. Hibatallah b. a. -HadTd (d. G55).

(d-Falak ad-Da'ir . . .

.

. . 455

,, -Hamid b. Yal.iya -Katib (d. 132) .. .. .. .. 450

,. -Kadir (Diya' -Din) b. 'Abdullah -SuhravvardI (d. '>6i).

Adah al-Murldln .. .. ..137

,, ,, b. Muhammad -Kurashi -MisrI (d. 775).

al-Jawahir al-MiKJYa .

.

.

.

2S8

,, ,, (MuhT -Dm) b. a. Salih Musa -Jlli -Baglidadi (d. .")(Jl) . . 121,

133, 30.3, 300, 50(i

Awrad Uabu' .. .. .. 'Jl

al-Fath ar-Rabbanl ,

.

.

.

'

. .
' 132

b. Shaikh b. 'Abdallah -'Aidariis (d. 1038) . . 459, .302, 509

Ruh ar-Eah wa Rah al-Arwah .

.

. . 138

Is'af Ikhwan as-SafcV {\0\^)) .. .. 23-3

an-Nur as-Safir jl Akhbar nl-Karn al-'Ashir

(1012) .. .. .. ..303
Path al-Jawad {H)\b] .. .. ..466
Sharh al-Ka.fidat an-Nunlya (999) . . 4G7

ad-Durr ath-Thamin [M'^) .. .. 498

'Ikd al-La'al bi Fada'il al-Al .

.

. . 499

al-Vtikadiya .

.

.

.

.. 500

Sidkal-Wa/a' .. .. ..501
Risala fl Manakib al-Bulchari .. ..501

aUMakalat an-Nafi'a .

.

.

.

. . 507

al-Kawl al-Jami' .

.

.

.

. 507

Buryat al-Mustafld .

.

.

.

. . 508

al-Fath nl-Kudal .. .

.

. . 508

,, -Karim b. "Abd -Malik Tapni, scri6e .. .. .. ... 425

,, ,, ,, Muhammad -Rafi'i (d. 623).

al-Muharrar .

.

.

.

. . 194

,, ,, ,, ,, -Tamlml -Sam'anT (d. 562) .. 113,286

Kitab al'Ansab .. .

.

. . 282

,, -Latif -Saiyid.

Muntakhab Khizanat ar-Rawayat,

.

. . 181

,, -Malik (65-86) .. .. .. .. .. ..478
b. Kuraib-Asma'i (d. 216) .. .. .. 482,483

„ ,, a. -Ma'ali -Juwaini Imam -Haramain (d. 478) .. ..10
,, ,, Zada .. .. .. .. .. .. 434

,, -Masih b. Abdallah -Himsl.

Utjifdujiya . . .. .. .. 338
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' Abd Muhammad b. Sultan 'Ali -Badakhshi.

Jami' at-Tafaslr (1057)

,, -Mukfcadir Mawlana

,, -Nabi, scribe

,, ,, b. Ahmad -Gangiihi (d. 991).

Sunan alHiidd

b. 'Abd Rabbih v. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. 'Abd Rabbih.

«Abd-Rahim,sm6e .. .. .. 134,263,275,291

,, „ b. 'Abd -Karim -$afipurT

,, ,, ,, Ahmad -Bur' I (c. 450).

Dlwan al-Bur'l

,j ,, ,, ,, b. 'Uthman -Shafi'i, scrt6e ..

,, ,, ,, Fath Muhammad -Lahurl, scn6e

,, ,, Klian Klianan (d. 1036)

,, ,, b. Mir Muhammad -Biikharl, scribe

„ -Rahman III (300-350)

,, ('Adud -Din) b. Ahmad -Iji (d. 756) .

.

113, 114, 158,

al-' Aka'id al-'Adiid'iya

Shark Mukhtasar al-Muntaha

b. Ahmad -Jami (d. 898) .. .. 426,

b. Rajab -Baglidadi (d. 795).

Tabakat al-Hanabila .

.

,, ,, ,, 'Ali b. -Jawzi (d. 597)

Talbls Iblls

,, a. Bakr -Suyut! (d. 911)

al-Itkan fi 'Ulitin aJ-Kiir'an

al-Jami' as-Saghir

Jami' al-Jawami'

al-Khasais al-Kubra .

.

aUFauz al-'Azhn

al-Budur as-Safira

Kitab al-Barzak]i

Shark as-Sudur

Bughyat al-Wu'at

Kitab al-Wasa'il

Riaala fi Hayat an-Nahl

,, „ ,, 'Isa -'Umarl -Murshidi (d. 1037).

Kitab al-Mnrasalut

»t ,, ,, Muhammad b. 'Aidariis -Zahir -Mallbari

>• M -Murshidi

„ -Rashid b. Mustafa -Jawnpiiri (d. 1083).

al-Adab ar-Raahidlya .

.

Zdd as-Salikln

Shark Asrar nl-Khilwa.

.

Sfiark Mukh^tamr al-' Adudi

8, 9

432

339

146

295, 297, 298,425

469

463

393

440

46

424

448

109, 110. Ill,

159, 412, 413, 437

112

157

427, 428, 429, 447

47, 1

43, 133, 260

297

32, 236

133

, 416

12

40

40

40

41

42

42

43

299

504

504

458

201

302

513

51

513

513
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Shark al-Kafiya .

.

.

.

.

.

bl'-i

'Abd -Rasul b. Muhammad Khan -Bijapurl.

Rawdal al-Anwar .. .. .. loi

,, -RaTif „ Muhammad -Munawi (d. 1031).

Taialr al- Wukuf .

.

.

,

.

.

1 97

„ -Razzak „ 'AIT -LahijI (d. c. 1060).

at-Ta'Ukat 'Ala'l Hanhiyat al-EJiidriya .. 102

,, -Wahhab ,, Ahmad -Sha'arSni (d. 973).

Kitab al-Mizan .

.

.

.

.

.

1 98

,, 'Ali-SubkT (d. 771).

Tahakat ash-Shafi'lyat al-kubra .. .. 291

,, ,, ,, Ibrahim -Zanjani .. .. .. .. 420

,, ,, -KudwaT -KannaujT.

Bahr al-Marlhuhih ( 1 125) .

.

.

.

1 18

Kitah as-Salat .

.

.. ..118
Miftah as-Sarf .. .. ..118

,, -Wahid b. Mir Dad, «cri6e .. .. .. .. ..184

,, ,, ,, Muhammad -Amidi .. .. .. .. 440

Ghurar al-Hikam .

.

.

.

.

.

444

-Abhari v. -Mufaddal b. 'Umar -Abharl.

'Abid b. -Abras . . . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

476

Abkarius Iskandar . . . . . . .

.

,

.

.

.

478

Adar Sasan Dihim Bakh^.
Risala Adar Saaan .

,

.

.

. . 347

Adud -Dawla (367-372) .

.

. . .

.

.

.

. . 449

-Din -Iji V. 'Abd -Rahman ('Adud -Din; b. Aiimad -Iji.

Ahmad, acn'be .. .. .. .. .. ..25
b. 'Abdallah -Isfihani (d. 430).

Hilyat al-Awliya .. .. ..268
,, 'Abd Mul.iammad b. Sultan 'Ali -Badakh^i

Jdtni' at-Tafasir .

.

.

.

..8,9
,, -Mun'im -Shirishi (d. 619) .. .. ..452

„ ,. -Muttalib -Sharif (d. 1039) .. .. ..458

,, ,, -Razzak -TantaranT.

al-Kasidat at Tantaranlya .

.

. . 476

-Abiwardi.
alrHashiya 'Ala Mir Kutbl .

.

. • 325

b. Ahmad -Sharji -Zabidi (d. 893).

Kitab al-Fawa'id .

,

.

.

. . 59

,, Akram -Kadi . . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 186

,, 'All b. -Husain.
'Umdat at-Talib .. .. ..250

'All b. Fathallah -Sandili (d. 1200).

Shark Sullam al-' Uliim .. .. 331

b. 'All b. Muhammad -Baskarl . . .

.

.

.

. . 502

Risala f'l Manakib al-Biikhar'i (1008) . . 501
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Ahmad b. 'Ali b. Muhammad b. Hajar -'Afskalam (d. 852).



509

Ahmad b. IVIuharamad -NatilT (d. 440).

Jinnal ol-Ahhom

Nizam -Jilan?.
,, »» »i •

Fatawa Ibrahim Shahi

-Shumunni (d. 872).

Manhaj al- MasTilik ...

b. 'Uniar-Ivliafaji (d. 1069).

al-Hashiya 'Ala Anwar nt-Tan?M..

Shark adli-ShUa

,,
Musa -KliayalT .

.

a. Ahmad -Nahrjuri .

.

Ahmad -Riirai (d. e. 1040).

17-.

184

433

110

36H

.. 130

.. 41o

(ifi, 76, 41

«

. . 4-5-T

Majcilis a'-Abrur

b. Salah -Mahallati, .v-nfee

,, Shah (1162-1185)

Muhammad, scribe

'',

-Shirwanl".. Ahmad b. Muhammad h. 'AH -YamanT -SL,irvvam

,, Tabataba'T

(Saif -Din) -TaftazanI v. Ahmad b. Yahya Hafid -Taftazani

.

][ b. 'Ubaidallah -MahbubT Sadr -SharT'a -Akbar (c. 630)
.

.

,, Yahya Hafid -Taftazani (d. 916) ••

^

•

Hashiya Mulchiamr al-Ma'ani

,, Zain -'Abidin-Misri ..

„ ,, -DTn-Ihsa'i (d. 1241).

Shark al-Fawa' id il-2^-^)

ar-Rasa'il . .

,, ,, Zuhaira

Aidamir ,, 'AIT -Jildaki (d.c. 750)

al-Burhan ft Asrar 'Ilm al-Mlzan

-'Aidariis v. 'Abd -Kadir b. Shaikh b. 'Abdallah -'Aidarus.

-'Aini V. Mahmiid b. Ahmad -'Aini.

Akbar Emperor (963-1014) .

.

• •

Akbar II (1221-1253) .. •• ••
.

••

Akbar Shahjahan Abadi Chishti .

.

AWu ChalabI Yusuf b. Junaid -Tiikat! (d. 905)

-'^kil.
Hada'ik Dhat Bak/a .

.

-Aksara'i v. Muhammad b. Muhammad -Aksarai.

a. -'Ala', «cri6e

' Alam -Din Bulkini

.x^ - A -u nnRQ i ii Q^ -^0 7-' 110,122,160,205,245
'Alamgir Aurangzib (1069-1119) •• ^'' <-»ii-''

>

'AH b. 'Abdallah -Samhudi (d. 911).

Jawahir al-'Akdain(S91) ••

Wafa' al- Wafa'

Khiilamt al-Wafa'

72

387,

46, 124, 146,

132

187

371

438

185

491

492

263

404

404

337

8

370

109

510

12

444

244

244

244
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•AH b. 'Abdallah -Shadhili (d, 654).

Hizh al-Barr al-Kcihlr .

.

Hizb al-Lutf

„ „ 'Abd -'AIT -MrsT(d. 1033) ..

„ ,, Ahmad -Fanjukirdi (d, 513)

,, ,, ,, -Kusairi, scribe ..

,, ,, ,. -Nasavi

,, ,, ,, -ShirazT -Saiyid 'Air K|ian -Madaiii (d. 1117).

Riyad as-SaUkin

Anwar ar-Babi'

Sulafat al-'Asr (1082) . .

Shark al-Irshad

Tiraz al-Lughat

Kitab Alnvdl as-Sihaba

„ „ „ -WahidI (d. 4G8)

,, ,, Aidamur b. 'AIT -Jildaki v. Aidamir b. AlT -Jildaki.

,, Akbar b. 'AlT -IlahbadT (d, 1091).

Sharh UfuI Akbarl

al-XJnd al-Afcbariya

Fusul Akbar'i

,, (a. -Hasan) -'AlavT

,, Asgbar b. jNIuhammad Yiisuf -Kazvinl.

Tank'ih al-Muraw (1103)

„ b. Bakir -Bara Mawla, scribe

,, ,, a. Bakr -MarghTnanT (d. 593)

,, ,, Hamza -Kisa'T (d. 189)

,, ,, a. -Haram b. -Nafis -KurashT (d. 687)

,, ,, Hariin -ZanjanT .

.

.

.

,, Hasan Khan Masih -Dawla

,, b. Hilal -Jaza'irT

,, ,, -Husain -Saij'id -Murtada (d. 436) ..

D'lwUn 'All .

.

«, ., ,, Zain -'Abidin (d. 94)

as-Sahlfat al-Kamila .

.
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Durrat al-Q}iawwa« . . 462, 453

Midhiat al-Prah .

.

. . . . 452

fir-R\talat as-Slniya .

.

. . . . 463

ar-Riaalat ash Shiniyu .

.

. . . . 453

a. Kasim b. -Hasan Chaplaki.
al-Kawanin al-Muhkama . . . . 169

Kasim -TabasI, scribe . . . . . . .

.

. . . . 108

„ b. 'Ubaid wazir .. .. ' .. .. ..313
-KatibI V. 'All b. 'Umar -KatibI -Kazvlni.

-Kazim -Imam v. Miisa b. Ja'far -Imam -Kazim.

-Kazvlnl t'. Muhammad b. 'Abd -Rahman -Kazvlnl Ivhatib Diraa^k.
-Kbablsl (Muhammad b. a. Bakr, c. 700) . . .

.

. . 429, 430

Khadira Husain Mawlavl .. .. .. ..3,134,264,275

-Khafarl v. Mul.iammad b. Alimad -Isjiidrl.

Ivhairallah Muhandis Sahuranpiiri .

,

. . . . 404

Ivhair, -Din -Jawnpiiri (d. o. 1243).

Nakd al-Jawdhir .

.

. . . . 359

Khajigf Mawlana . . . . . . .

.

. . . . 432

KJialid -Azharl (Khalidb. 'Abdallah -Azharl, d. 905) .. .. ..409
Ivlialifa Isma'Il Tatti, scribe . . . . .

.

. . . . 18G

Khain b. Aibak -SafadI (d. 704) . . . . .

.

. . . . 481

SJiarh Lamlyat al-'Aj'am .. .. 464

olrKasldat al-Lamiya . . . . . . 474

-Khalll b. -Ohazi -Kazvlnl (d. 1089) .. .. .. ..169
Khalilallah a. Hamid . . .. .. .. .. ..113
-Khalkhali (Husain, d. 1014) .. .. .. .. ..114
b. Kliallikan (Ahmad b. Mal.iamraad, c. 681) .

.

. . 2, 299

Khan A'zam Tatar Khan . . . . .

.

. . . . 180

b. -Kha^shab v. Muhammad b. Ahmad -.Jawzi.

Khata'i (d. 901) .. .. .. .. .. ..439
-Khatlb -Baghdad) (Ahmad b. 'All, d. 463) . . .

.

. . 120, 281

Khatlb Dimishk v. Muhammad b. 'Abd -Rahman -Kazvlnl Kliatib Dimiahk.

-Khayali (Ahmad b. Musa, d. 860) .. .. ,. ..119
Khidr b. Muhammad -Razi (c. 840).

at-Tawdih al-Anwar (S40) . . . . 123

Ivbidrl L'. Muhammad b. Ahmad -Khidri.
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Kliuda Bakbsh Klian Bahadur

-Kindt V. Ya'kub b. Ishak -Kindf.

-Kisa'i r. 'All b. Hamza -Kisa'f.

., V. Muhammad b. 'AbdallSh -Kisa'i.

Kremer, Alfred

Kubad Beg (Diyanat Khan, d. 1083)

-Kuhistani v. Muhammad -Khurasan! -Kuhistani.

-Kulaini v. Muhammad b. Ya'knb -KulainT.

Kumuki Hafiz.

al-Hashiya 'Ala Sharh al-Jaml

-Kiishjr V. 'All b. Muhammad -KushjT.

Kutb -Din Balditiyar (d. 633)

,, ,. -Rawandi r. Sa'id b. Hibatallah -RSwandi.

,, ,. -Razi V. Muhammad b. Muhammad -RSzT Kutb -Din

,, ,, -Shamaaba-IT . . . . . .

"*

,, ,, -Shu-azI V. Mahmud b, Mas'iid -ShTrazT.

,, Shah Ibrahim (957-989)

Labid b. Rabi'a

a. Laith -Samrkandi v. Nasr b. Muhammad -I'akih.

Lane, E. W.
Lees, W. N.

Loth, Otto .

.

Lumsden, Matthew

Lutfallah, acrtfte

Mahbub 'Ali b. 'InayatallSh, scribe

iMahdi -Imam

Mahmvid

,, b. Ahmad -'Aini (d. 855).

' Umdat al-Kari

,, ,, -Bukhari

,, a. Bakr -Urmavi (d. 682)

-Ghaznavi (388-421)

-Jawnpuri Mulla (d. 1002)

b, Mas' lid -ShIrSzT (d 710)

Shark Hikrnat al-Iahrak

at-Ttihfal ash-Shahlya

,, ,, Muhammad -Chaghminl (d. 745)

al-Kanunja . .

». ,j t, -Razi V. Muhammad b. Muhammad -Razi.

,, ,, Sulaimau -Kafavi (d. 990).

I'latn cU-Akhyar

,, ,, 'Umar -Zaraakhrfjari (d. 538)

al-Kashahaf (528)

Rabl' al-Abrar

-ilaibidhi v. Husain b. Mu'in -Din -Maibidhi.

b. MSja (Muhammad b. Yazid, d. 273)

294 46 G

.. 414

245, 288

428

88

IGO
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Majd -Din -Firu/abadl c. Muliaiamad b. Ya'kiib -FuuzabiXdl.

-MajlisI V. Muhammad Bakir b. Mul.iammad Taki -MajIisT.

-MakdisI r. Muhammad b. Tahir -Makdi.sl b. -KaisarauF.

MakhdiiiTi -Hnaain v. A^raf ^lu'Ia -Din "Mli-zn Malihduia -ShlrazT.

b. Mfilik V. Muhammad b. 'Abdallah b. Malik.

-Malik -Naair (Nasir Nasir -Din Hasan, Mamluk Sultan, 748-752) . . 481

Malik -'LTIama' v. 'Abd -'AIT Mu'iammad b. Ni/.arn -Din Bahr 'Ulum.

r. Shihab-DVp. b. Shams -D~n -Dawlat.ibadT.

-Mamun (1<j8-218) .. .. .. .. 219, 48«

-Mansur (136-158) .. .. .. ,, ..13
IMansur b. Mu'Tn -Din -Ka^i . . . . . . .

.

. . 371

MantikT v. Husain b. Mu'in -Din -Maibidhi.

MargLinanI v. 'All h. a. Bakr -Mari:hlnanl.

Margoliouth, D. C. .. .. .. .. .. 5,314

Marre.M. A. .. .. .. .. ..386
Maslh -Dawla 'Air Hasan Khan .. .. .. .. .. 101

Mas'ud b Husain -Shirwanl (d. 9,05).

Shark Risala Adah Bahth . . . . 526

,, Mavvdud .. .. .. .. .. .. 2G

,, ,, Muhammad -Bul<harl (d. 4G1).

Mulfhiascir Tar'ikh BaijhdS.d .. ..281

,, I. Saljuk (.310-551) .. .. .. .. ..473
b. 'Umar -TaftaznnI (d. 792) . . 110, 319, 327, 33(3, 337, 420, 438,

139,441, 512

aa-Sa'aiya Shark ash-Shamtiya (757) 323, 326, 437

Shark Tasrlf az-Zanjani {131) .. 420,437

Mukhtamr al-Ma'anl {irid) .. .. 436

al-Mutarvwal (748) . . . • . . 437

at-Talvih (758) . . . ., . . 437

Shark al-'Aka'id an-Nasufiya {IQS) .. 437

Haahiya 'Ala Shark Mukhtatar al-Uml (770) 437

Risalat al-Irshad (774) . . . . . . 437

Makasid al-Kalam (7S4) .. .. 437

Takdhib al Mantik wa'l Kalam (7S9) . . 437

Shark al-Miftak {18Q) .. .. ..438
al-Fatav:a al-Hanafiya .

.

. . 438

Miftah aUFikh .. .. . . 438

Shark Talkhis al Jamr al-Kablr .

.

. . 438

Shark al-Kaskshaf .. .. . . 438

Matta b. Yunu3 -Kanna'I (d. 328) .. .. .. .. 314

Matthews, A. N. .. .. .. .. .. ..33
Mazhar 'AH, scrt6e .. .. .. .. .. .. 338

Mehren, A. F. M. .. .. .. .. .. .. 345

Mikdad b. 'Abdallah -Hilll.

Kanz al-'Ir/an .. .. ..19
Shark Xahj al-Mustarshrdln (792).

.

. . 19
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MTr Bakir -Daniad v. Muhammad liakir b. Muhammad -HusaanT -Damad.

,, ^Husain -.Nraibidhi r. Husain b. Mu'in -Dui -Maibidhi.

., Sadr -Din -ShTrazi v. Muhammad b. Mir OJiiyath -Din Mansiir ShirazT.

,, Zahid V. Muhammad Zahid Mir b. Muhammad Aslam -HarawF.

^Hrak Shams -Din -Bukharl v. Muhammad b. MnhSrak Shah -BukharT.

M'rza Jan HabTballah -ShTrSzi (d. 994).

Hashiya Mirza Jati 'Alu'l Hashiyat nl-h/tdtma l()'i

Minhiyat Aln'l HusMyat al-Kadhna . . 104

-MizzI V. Yiisuf b. 'Abd -RalimSn -3IizzT.

-Mii'allif Jad'd -SarukhanT.
Daka'ik alMizan .. . .. 3SS

ns-Sirr at- nabbnni .. .. 389

Mu'allim -Thim v. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. TarkhSn -Farabi.

Mu'azzam Husain -MawlavT .. .. .. .. ,.471
Afubarak Kadi Gupamu'T . . . . .

.

. . 337

b. Muhammad b. -AfchTr (d. 606).

Jami' al- U^ul .

.

. . . . 2G

an-Nihaya .. .. ..41.5

,, ,, ,, Da'im Gupamu'T (d. 1162) .. ., . 333

al-Hcishiyn 'Ala' I Hashiyat m-Zahidh/a (1143) 337

,, Sa'id -Shu'aib, 3c>i6e .. .. .. 30"

Shaikh Nagurl (d. 1001) .. .. .. ..337
-Mudabi^i (Hasan b. 'Air -Mudabi^r, d. 1170) .. .. ..46
-Mufaddal b. 'Umar -Abharl (d. (162) . . 349, 350. 351 , 302. 3G1 , 382

Mughith -Din a. Sa'Id Gilrgan (855-872) . . .

.

.

.

. . 497

-Muhakkik -Hilll v. Ja'far b. -Hasan -HiilT.

,, -TusT t'. Muhammad b. Muhammad -TusT.

Muhammad II ('Uthmanli Sultan, 85.5-880) .

.

.

.

182. 490

Muhammad, scribe ... . . .

.

. . 124

'Abbas .. .. .. ... .. ..21.5

,, ,, Mirza, scribe . . . . . . .

.

. . 257

,, "Raf'at" .. .. .. 468,469

,, b. 'Abdallih -Himyarl -Kummi . . .

.

. . 48

,, ,, ., -Khatlb -TabrizT . . .. .. ..34
Miahkat al-31asabih (ISl) .. 33.34

,, ,, , -Kisa'I.

Kitab Baa ad-Dunya . . . . . . 230

,, b. Malik (d. 072) .. .. 421,422,433

,, 'Abd -'AzTm -MakkT.

Xabdhat Tawdih .. .. ..187
,, b. 'Abd -Hai, scribe . . . . .

.

528, 529

,, ,, ,, -Jabbar -'Utbl (d. 427).

Tarikh al-Yamln't {411) .. .. 260

,, ,. -Jain -Watwit (d. 578) .. .. .. 440

,, ,, ., -Karlm, scribe .. .. .. .. 271

'Abd-Majfd .. .. .. .. - «
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Muhammad, b. 'Abd Mun'im -JaujarT (d. 889) .. .. .. l'.)i

,, 'Abd -Rahman, ticribe . . • . •

.

. .
4(i

b. 'Abd -Rahman -DimishkT (d. 870) .. .. .. 19(»

,, ,, ,. -KazvTnT Khatib -Dimi^k (d. 739) +3r,, 438, 439.

440. 441

,, ,, ,, Kurashf .. •• .. .. 19{>

,, ,. „ -Saldiavi (d. 902) .. .. . . 3f.

,, 'Ahid, scribe .. •• •• •• .. 351

,, b. Ahmad -BilzjanT . . . • • • • . . . 38-

„ -Dhababi (d. 748) .. .. .. 44, 12i». 2;K.

Tarlkh. Duunl al-Islam . . . . 227

al-Kashif . . . . . . . .
27.'">

al'Mu'jam . . . . . . • • 27'

,, -Ghitl (d, 981).

al-Ibtihaj .. .. •• ..502

,, ,, ,, -JawzT b. -Khash^ab (c. ()50).

nd-Durr an-Nazlm .

.

.

.

..11
,, ,, ,. -KhidrT.

Haiihiyat al-Khidrl .. .. ..101

at-Takmila ft Shark at-Tadhkirn . . 384

Risala fl Ithbat cd-Wajib .. . . .5lK

,,- -Ramll (d. 1004) .. .. .. ..7
„ ,, ,, -Saralthsl.

al-Mabaut . . . . .

.

..171

,, Ahsan b. Muhammad Siddik Hafiz Daraz.

al-Hashiya ' Ala Sharli al-Kadi .. .. 333

'Akil.

Hada'ik Dhat Bahja .. .. ..510

A'latn b. Muhammad Shakir -Sandlli (d. 1200).

al-Hashiya 'Ala Shark Sadra . . . . 361

•All .. ..' .. .. .. ..162

,, .. .. .. .. .. .. 491

,, scribe .. .. .. .. 324,418

,, ,, b. Aka Muhammad Bakir Bahbahani (c. 1205) .. .. 210

b. 'All b. -'Arab! MuhT -Din (d. G38) .. .. ..513

,, ,, ,, b. Babuya -Kummi (d. 381) .. .. . . k"

Mania Yahduruhul Fak'ih .. .. 51

,, ,, ,, -Hushaibarf.

Tarlkh Hushaibarl . . .

.

• • 205

«• ,, ,, -IlisaT.

alrMujll Mir'at al-Munjl (fi'.)^) . . • 107

Masalik al-Afham .

.

.

.

108

an-Nur al-Munjill .

.

.

.

. • 108

,, ,, -Jab'I 'Amiir (d. 1009).

Madarik al-Afham (998) .

.

. . 207

AH Khan . . . . .

.

•

.

. .
46s

74
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MiiHainmad b. 'Air -Samarkand! (c. 619)

,, ,, ,, -Shirazi, scribe

,, 'All -TabatabaT

,, 'Alim Kadi

b. -'Amid -KStib (d. 360).

Rasa il Ibn al-' Amid ..

,, ,, Amm Taj -Sa-idT -ArdabilT (d. c. 875).

al-Hashiya 'Ala Shark al-Adudlya

,

,

Aminallah -Mawlavl .

.

b. As'ad -DawwanI (d. 908) . . 100, 103, 104, 113, 122,

Sharh al-'Akd'id al-Adudiya (905)

Bisala fl Itljhut al-Wajib {al-Kadlma)

Shark Hayahil an-Nftr (872)

Risala fl Ithbdt al-Wdjib {al-Jadida)

Risala fl Bayan al-Mahiyat

'A in al-Hikma

,, AsJjraf b. a. .Mi^hamraad -Bardawanl.

Skarh Sidlam al-' Uluin ( 1 loO)

,, b. Aahraf -Sarnarkandi (c. 690) . .

,, 'Aekarl MawlSna

,, b. Bahran

Bakif -BahbahSni Aka (d. 1205)

,, -Imam (d. 113)

,, ,, -MajlisV II. Muhammad Bakir b. Muhammad Tak'

-

,, ,, b. Muhammad -HusainT -Damad (d. 1040)

Shark Saklfat al-Kamila

at-Takvlmdt

at-Takdisdt .

.

Nibras ad-Diya'

as-Sab' ash-Shiddd

Shar'ai at-Tasmiya

al'Ufuk al-Mubtn

al-Kabasat .

.

as-Sircit al-Muslakim .

.

al-Imadat waH Ta^rikat

,, ,, ,. Taki-MajlisT (d. 1110)

,, b. a. Bakr -MadanT, 5cri6e

-BikrT.

al-Kat^a'id

b. Dildar 'AIT, Sultan -'Ulama' (d. 1235) . .

Risala fi Lafz Haivl

,, Fi'ruz b. Muhabba .

Shark Sullam al-' Ulum

,, Ghawth Guwalyari (d. 970)

,, b. 0|iiyath -Din Manefir -ShirtTzT ?•. Muhammad b. Mir

-Din Mansur -Shrazi".

405

386

469

404

449
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Aintftb

Muhammad Ohiyath b. Nu'man Beg -Harithu scribe

,, Hadi Husain

,, Haidar 'All

„ b. Hamza •Fanari (d. 834).
'-

Shark Miflah al-Qhaib

,, ,, ,, -Hanafi -'Aintab {d. 1111)

,, -Hanafi v. Muhammad b. Hamza -Hanafi -

„ -TabrlzT (d. c. 900)

Shark al-Him aUHasln

Skarh Riaala Ithbat al-Wajib

,, b. -Hasan b. -Haithain Bisrr v. -Hasan b
-Bisri.

,, ,, -Hasan -Hurr -'Ainiii (d 10!*9)

,, ,, ,, -Mashhadi.

al-Fawa' id ar-Radaviya (1211)

,, ,, ,, Mulla MIrza

,, -Mutahhar Hill! (d. 771)

,, Hasan Pishawarl v. Mui.iammad Ahsan b. Muhammad ^iddlk

Pi^awari Hafiz Daraz.

b. -Hasan -TusI (d. 458 or 4G0X . . .. .. 16

al-Istibsar .

.

Tahdhib ul-Ahkam

Misbah al-Miithajjid al-Kablr

' Uddat al- Usui

Fihrist Kutub ash-Skl'a

„ ,, ,, -Ustrabadi (d. U86).

Shark ol-Kafiya (683) .

.

,, Hashim -Husaini.

Hashiya Shark Hikniat al-'Ain

,, Husain Akbarl, scribe

,, ,, -AurangabadT (d US."))..

.

.

250

.

.

205

. . 470

. . i3o

.

.

63

..413

. . 62

.

.

122

Hasan b. -Haitham

212,461

.. 489

.. 251

.. 204

,, known as Ghulam Husain, scribe

(Baha' -Din) b. -Husain -Harithi -*AmilI (d

Miftah al-Falah (\025)

Risala Itkna ' Ashariya

Taahrlh al Aflak

iChulasat al-Hisab

al - Wajiza . .

Husain Mirza

,, -Miisavl, scribe

h. -Husain -Sharif -Radl (d. 406)

Nahj al-Bala'jha

Ibrahim .

.

b. Ibrahim -Nu'manI

„ ,, -ShirazI Sadr -Din (d. 1050)

al-Aajar al-Arha'a

I0;J0)

100,

18, 20

51,64

51

74

169

486

. 422

.. 354

.. 421

. . 359

.. 52

.. 352

19, 167, 168, 391

.. 208

.. 210

374, 385

.. 385

.. 628

.. 468

.. 335

.. 451

.. 450

.. 206

14

102, 103, 352, 361

. . 358
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Muhammad b. Ibrahim -Watwat (d. 718).

Mabahij al-Fikar .. .. .. 310

,, Idrls-Shafi'f (d. 204) .. .. .. ..201
,, 'Isa-Tirmidhl (d. 279) .. .. .. 22,27,29

Shamai' an-\'abi .. .. , .. 21

,, Ishak -Kunavl (d. 672).

Risalat al-K'inavl . . .

.

516, 51*>

,, Isma'Il -Bulvharl (d. 256) . . . . 27, 29, 31, 38, 39, 274, 501

at-Turlkh a.jSnglitr .

.

.

.

. . 267

Jawad 'All Mirza . . . . .

.

.

.

. . 530

-Jawnpuri . . . . .

.

.

.

. . 46

Kasim b. Ibrahim, scri6e .. .. ,. ..15
,, ,, Muhammad Husain, .sc/' (7)6 .. .. ..68

b. Kasun b. Ya'kab(d. 940) .. .. ,. " ..464
Raw(l al-Akhyar ({)26) . . .. ..467

Kiatil Mirza (d. 1233).. .. .. .. ..529
Kazim Musavi.

Nafhat al-' Anbarhja (loli) .. .. 250

Khair -Din Jawnpuri (d. c. 1213).

NakdalJaivahir (1212) .. ..359
b. -Khatib (d. 991).

Hashiya Sh'irh al-Aka'id al-Jalaliya .. 114

-Khidvl V. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Khidri.

-Kburasani -Kuhistani (d. 950 or 962).

Jaml- ar-Rumuz (QW) .. .. .. 183

Kudsi b. Zahir (d. 888).

al-Fadail alBahira .

.'

. . . . 262

Mahdi b. Murtada -Hasani (d. 1212).

al-Maf-abih .. .. ,. ..215
b. Mahmiid -'AlawT .. .. .. .. 137

-Babarti (d. 786) .. .. .. ..319
,, Makki-'Amili (d. 786) .. .. .. 19,529

-Mawlavi . . . . .

.

.

,

. . 4711

b. Mir Ghiyath -Dm Mausur -Shiraz (d. 903) .

.

. . 101

al-Hashiyat al Jadidat a-^Sadariya . . 100

Risala f'l Ithhat al-Wajih .. .. 517

b. Mir Mahdl Mashhadi, scribe . . .

.

.

.

. . 55

Miabah -Din, scribe . . .

.

.

.

336, 337

b. Mubarak Shah -Bulih Sri .. .. .. .. 364

Shark Hidayat al-Hikma .

.

. . 349

Shark Hikmal al' Ain .. .. .. 353

,, Muhammad -Akaara'i (d. c. 770).

Hall alMujit .

.

.

.

. . 522

,, -Ba^dadi -Shaikh -Mufld (d. 413).

Kifayat al-Athar . . .

.

. . 53

,, ,, -Burri -Maliki.

Mawahib al-Fattah .. .. ... JOO
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Muliamraad \<. Jluljainmad -Farra' -Hanball (d. 520) .

.

Tabakat al-Hanbalh/a . .

-OhazrilT (d. 505)

Tafair Siirat Ywul
IhyTi^ 'UlSitn ad-Din

Sirr al-'Alamain

al-Mankh,~il

-Isfara'fnT (d. G84)

,, ,, ,, -Ja'marl (d. 734)

,. ,. -JawzT.

K'i'.ab ul-Manakib

„ ,. .. b. Jazarl (d. 83?)

al-Hlsi^ al Hann (791) .

.

Miftah al-Hii^n al-Hasln (831)

,, ,, ,,
-Jaz&Ti, scribe

,, ,) !> -Klmjandi.

at-Talv'ih

„ ,, ,, -Murtada(d. 1205)

-RaziKutb-Din (d. 766) .

297

296

60, 143

9

129

130

156

431

266

260

GO

61

311

525

129

319, 322, 323, 325, 335.

345, 346, 431,437

Latoanii' ul-Asrar .

.

.

.

. . 318

al-Kutbl . . .

.

. . . . 321

b. Tarldian -FarabT (d. 339) 313, 314, 315, 340

Risala fi Jam^ Bain Ra'yai Aflatun wa Arastu 514

-TusT XasTr -Din (d. 672) . . 99, 100, 101, 103, 104,

318,345,346,362,370,380,381,384,516

Sharh al-Isharat (644) .

.
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Muhammad Nakl, scrj6e .. .. .. .. ..77
b. Nasr -Bust" -MukaddasT .. .. .. .,363

,, Ni'matallah -LakhnavT .. .. ., .. 469

PSsha .. .. .. .. .. .. 45S

\ ,, b. Pir 'All -Birkav) (d. 981).

at-Tarlkat al-Muhainumdh.ja .. .. 137

,, Rafi', scribe .. .. .. .. Ifi7

,, Rakim Sahibzada .. .. .. .. ..Hi
,, -Rami! v. Muhammad b. Ahmad -RamlT.

b. Rashid -Din Khaja, vazTr of a. Sa'ul (d. 736) . . 318, 322

,, Rashid Kadi -K!udat . . .. .. ,. .. 470

Rida .. .. .. .. .. ..212

,, b. Ridwan b. Minucbihr .. .. .. 343

„ Sadik b. Haji Muhammad, scribe .

.

.

.

. . 52

,, ,, Khan " Alditar " .. .. .. 469,470

,, Safdar 'Air Khan Bahadur .. .. .. ..331
Sajid .. .. .. 470,471

,, b. Salama -Kuda'I (d. 454) .. .. .. .. 444

„ Salih b. Ahmad -^lazandaranT.

Sharh Ziibdat al-Vsul {\m^) .. ..167
,. -Misrl.

Tarjuma Majma' al-Bahrain .

.

. . 150

Salih -LakhnavT .. .. .. .. ..330
ShahofDehll (1131-1161) .. .. 75,199,330,381

,, Sharif b. 'Abd -'AzTz, sc;i&e .. .. .. .. 317

,, ,, Haravl, scribe . . .

.

.

.

. . 68

Khan b. Akmal Khan (d. 1231).

Hashiya Sharh Sullnm al-' Ulum .

.

. . 332

b. a. Sharif -MukaddisT (d. 930) .. .. ..196

,, -ShirwanT .. .. •• .. .. 468

-Siddlk! .. .. .. .. ..480

,, b. Sulaiman -Jazull (d. 870).

Dalffil al-Khairal .

.

.

.

. . 63

,, a. Su'ud -Jamal -Misrr, scnfte .. .. .. .. 109

b, Tahir -Fatan! (d. 986).

Tadhlcirat al-Mawdu^at .

.

. . 46

ol-Mughm . . .

.

.

.

. . 280

,, ,, ,, -MakdisJ b. -Kaisarani (d. 507).

al Jam' Bain Rijal as-SaMhain .. .. 274

,, ,, Taj -Din 'All -Savl .. .. .. .419
Taki b. Maksiid 'Ah -MajlisI (d. li)70).

Rlsala dar Adab Hajj . . .

.

. . 509

„ MIrza .. .. .. .. .. 46S

II. b. Tughlak (725-752) .. .. .. ..180

„ b. 'Uraar -RazT Fakhr -Din .. .. 94,341,345,388

SharJi ' Uyun al-Hikma

.

. . 342
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Muhammad b. 'Uthman I), a. Shaibn (d. c 23"))

,, Warith, «crt6e

b. Ya'kub -Ffriiznbadi (d. 817).

al-KomuH

-KulainT (d. 328)

,, ,. a. Ya'lat". Mvihaminad b. Ariilianimad -Faria' -Hanhall.

,, ,, Yusuf -IlakI (c. 400)

,, ,, -KirmanI (d. 786).

Shark MuMHafar al-MuufaJiu

,, ,, ,, -SamarkandT (d. 556) ..

,, Zahid MTr b. Muliammad A slum -HarawT (d. 1 ID

Hashiya SJicirh alMax-ukif

,, Zamau b. Muliamraad Shi'fl', scribe

,, ,, -Tabriz!, .scribe

Muhibballah, scribe

h. 'Abd -Shukiir -Bilmrl (d. 1119)

.. 120

.. 41!>

.. 417

14, 51,.55

. . .524

.. 1.58

. . 192

:J35. 336, 3:J7

..no
79

. . 462

. . 2()

161, 162, 164, 328, 329,

3.30. .331, 332, 3.33, 334

Minhiyat MusaUaiii ath- ^VV nhut .

.

Risala Juz" la Yataj'azza

MuM -Din 'Abd -Kadir -Jilani v. 'Abd -Kadir (MnliT -DTn) b. a. Saliii Musa
-Jill -Baghdad!.

,, ,, -'Arab! v. Muhammad b. 'Al! -'Arab! Muh! -D!n.

,, ,. -Jilan! v. 'Abd -Kadir (Muh! -Din) b. a. Salili JMnsa JTIT -Baghdadi

, Makk! b. 'Abd -Kadir

Muhsin -KashT v. Muhammad b. Murtada -KajJii.

Mu*!n -D!n Muhammad a. Nasr (Akbar IE, 1221-1253)

,, ,, ^antarani ,.

-Mu'izz b. Isma'!l -Raz!

Kitab al'Hiyal

Mujahid -D!n Ka'imaz

b. -Mukr! v, Isma'!! b. a. Bakr b. Mukr!.

-Muktafibillah (530-555)

Mulla 'Abd -Hakfm v. 'Abd -Hak!m b. Shams -Din -Siyalkut!.

,, Bakir Damad v. Muhammad Bak!r b. Muhammad -HuaainT -Damad

,, Hasan v. Hasan b. Ghulara Mustafa -Lakhnavi.

,, 'Imad -Din -Labkan! v. 'Imnd -Din -LabkanT.

,, Kama! -Din -Sahali (d. 1175)

1.59

J 25

8

476

394

393

26

94. 97

302

,, Mahmud -Jawnpiiri (d. 1062) .. .. .. 360,410,513

,, MIrza V. Muhammad b. -Hasan Mulli MIrza.

,, Muhsin -Kashi v. Muhammad b. Murtada -Kashi.

,, Nizam -Din v. Nizam -Din Mulla b. Mulla Kutb -Din -Sahali.

,, ^adra v. Muhammad h. Ibrahim -Shirazi Sadr -Din.

Miiller, D. H. .. .. .. .. .. ..414

Mun'im KhBn Nawwab .

.

.

.

. . .

.

..118

Muntajab -Din -Kummi v. 'All b. 'UbaidallSh -Kummi Muntajab -Din.
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Murad I. 'Uthmanll Sultan (761-792)

,. IIT, ,, ,, (982-1003)

,. IV, ,, ., (1032-1049) ..

Muitada -Anaarl

,, Sai3Md

^Tilsa b. Ja'far -Imam Kaziin (d. 183)

Du'cC al-Jawfthan ax-Saghir

,, ,. Muliammad KacUzada -RilmT (d. 815).

Shark Ashkal at-Ta^sls

Sharh Chaghmini (815)

., Yusuf -Mazandarani. .scrz'fte

Mushkin Banu.
Risala Mushkin Banu . .

Muslim b. -Hajjaj -Kushairl (d. 261)

Mustafa b. FathallSh -HamavT, scribe

Mustakim Zada

Mustamsik Billah

Mustarshid ., (512-529)

•Mu'tadid ('Abbaside Caliph, 279-289)

-Mutahhar b. 'Al! b. -Husain

b. -Mutahhar -Hilli v. Hasan b. Yusuf 1j. -IVkitahhar -Hilli.

-Mutanabbi (a. Taij-ib Ahmad b. -Husain j d. 354)

Mu'fcasim ('Abbaside Caliph, 218-227)

-Mutawakkil ( .. .. 232-247)

Mutawakkil b. Harun

Muzaffar Husain b. MasTl.i -Dawla .

.

57, 102, 199,

349

-Nabigha -DhubyanT (Ziyad b. Mu'aviya, d. A. D. 604)

-Ja'di (a. Laila Hassan b. Kais, d. Gl)

,. Shaibanl ('Abdallah b. -MuWiarik)

Nadir Shah ( 1 1 48-1 100)

I.. -Nafis V. 'AIT b. a. Haram b. -XafTs -Kura^ii (d. 687).

XafTs b. 'Iwad -Kirmani
Sharh al-Asbab wa'l ' Alamat

Najaf 'All -MawlavT ..

a. -NajTb a. -Khair (d. 5G3)

-NajjashI (Ahmad b. 'AIT, d. 405)

-NaFafr ("Umar b. Muhammad -NasafT, d. 537)

Nasa'T (Ahmad b. 'AIT -Nasa'., d. 303)

Xashwan b. Fa'Td -Himj^ari (d. 573).

Shams al-^ Ulvm

Nasir b. 'Abd -Saiyid -MutarrizT (d. 010).

ul-Mughrih . .

-Nasir b. FattSh .

.

. .

Nasir -Din -BaidavT i'. •Abdallah b. -Umar -BaidavT.

NaaTr ,, -TusI v. Muhammad b. Muhammad -TusT NasIr -Din.

417

289

7

490

361

49, 203

80, 86

373

383

205

348

29, 30, 31, 274

130

461

235

452

313

225

481

338

313

67

210, 254, 321, 343,

, 351, 383, 418,428

476, 477

. . 478

. . 478

. . 468

406

471

98

461

119

27, 29

. 414

. 416

. 459
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Na3ir Husain Shams -'Ulama'

,, li. DInallah (575-622)

Naslr Mahmud b. Muhammad -Jilanl, scribe

a. Nasr -FarabI v. Muhammad b. Muhammad \>. Tarkhan -Farabi.

,, ,, b. Hasan.
al-Fawa'id al-Khakaniya

,, ,. -Husainx

Nasr a. -Laith -Hafiz -Samarkand! (d. 294) . .

,, b. Muhammad -Fakih a. Laith -Samarkand!.

Khizanat al -Fikh

,, ,, Ya'kub -Dinawari (c. 400)

Nasrallah b. Muhammad b. -Athir (d. 637) .

.

,, ,, ,, -KImllthal!.

Hashiya Shark Hidayat al-Hikma

-Nawaw! '•. Yaliya b. Sharaf -Nawawi.

Ni'mat b. Kararaallah, serine

Nix, L.

-Nizam -A'raj v. -Hasan b, Mul.iammad -Nizam -A'raj.

NizSm -D!n Amaitahv!

„ MuUa b. Mulla Kutb -D!n -Sahali (d. 1161)

Shark Musallam ath-Tkubut

Haskiya Shark Hidayat al-Hikma

,, -Jilani V. Ahmad b. Mul.iammad Nizam -Jilani.

,, -Mulk(d. 485) ..

,, -N!saburi v. -Hasan b. Muhammad -Nizam -A'raj.

„ Shah of Ahmadnagar (896-914) .

.

.

.

.

b. Nujaim -Misrl v. Zain -' Sbidin b. Ibrah!m b. Nujaim -Misri.

Nukrakar v. 'Abdallah b. Muhammad Nukrakar -Husaini.

-Nu'man v. a. Hanifa -Nu'man b. Tliabit.

Nur 'All

Niirallah b. -Saiyid Sharif -Husain! -Shustari (d. 1019).

as-Sawarim al-Muhrika

Mufo'ib an-Nawaaib . .

Ikkakal-Hakk (1014) ..

Shark Tahdhlb al-Mantik

Nur -Hakk Mawlav! . .

,, -Huda

Plato

Prideux.W. F

Ptolemy

Rab!' b. Ziyad -'Abs!

Radi Din ,

.

,, -Ustrabad! r. Muhammad b. -Hasan -Ustrabad!.

b. Rajab v. 'Abd -Rahman b. Ahmad b. Rajab -Baghdad!.

Ramadan 'All, scribe .

.

Rasi31 Bakhsh, ,, ..

75

.. 51

.. 394

.. 132

.. 112

18

.. 171

.. 170

.. 391

27, 455

.. 351

.. 211

. . 376

.. 337

.. 336

.. 161

.. 352

10, 476

.. 300

117

124

125

127

327

13

117

338

414

379, 387

478

425

424

133
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'Umar -Taftazanl.

Ratan Singh Hushyar Jang

Rawandi v. Sa'id b. Hibatallah -Rawandi.

-Razi V. Muhammad b. Muhammad -Razi Kutb -Din,

,, V. „ ,, 'Umar -Razi Fakhr -Din.

Ridaji b. Muhammad, scribe

Rudloff

Rukn b. Husam -Naguri.
al- Fatawa al-Hammadlya

,, -Din Dailami (320-366)

Sa'adat 'AIT Klian Bahadur Nawwab
Sa'dallah b. Mas'ud b 'Umar -Taftazanl

Sacy V. Silvestre De Sacy.

Sa'd -Din .

.

, , , , Kliaj a

,, ,, -Taftazanl v. Mas'ud b

Sadik b. Ahmad

,, MuUa, scribe

Sadr -Din Ahmad -Musavi . . 98, 131, 134, 163, 182, 199, 203, -237, 245,

290,291,295,404,454
,, ,, -Kunavi v. Muliammad b. Ishak -Kiinavi.

„ ,, -Shirazi v. Muhammad b. Ibrahim -Shirazi Sadr -Din.

-Sadr -Shahid -Bukhari v. 'Umar b. 'Abd -'Aziz -Sadr -Shahid -Bukhari.

Sadr -Shari'a -Akbar v. Ahmad b. 'Ubaidallah -Mahbiibi Sadr -Shari'a -Akbar.

,, ,, -Asgliar (or -Tliani) v. 'Ubaidallah b. Mas'ud Sadr -Shari'a

- Asghar.

-Safadi v. Khalil b. Aibak Safadi.

Safi -Din b. Nasir -Din

Ghayat at-Tdhklk

Dastiir al-Mubtadl

Hall Tarkib Kafiya

Safi b. Muhammad Amin -Sani, scribe

-Saghani v. Hasan b. Muhammad -Saghani -Hindi.

Sahl b. Ahmad Bahasan

Sa'id b. 'Ali -Haddadi, scribe

a. Sa'id Gurgan Mughith -Din Giirgan (855-872)

Sa'id b. Hibatallah -Rawandi (d. 573)

Saif -Din Ahmad -Abhari.
Hashiya 'Ala Sharh Muhhtasar al-Muntaha

„ „ ,, -Taftazani (d. 916)

-Saiyid 'Ali Klian .Madani v. 'Ali b. Ahmad -Shirazi -Saiyid 'Ali Khan

-Madani.

Saiyid ,, -Tabataba'i v. 'Ali b. Muhammad 'Ali -Tabataba'i.

-Saiyid Bakir -Damad v. Muhammad Bakir b. Muhammad -HusainI -Damad.

„ -Murtada v. 'Ali b. Husain -Saiyid -Murtada.

Saiyid ,, Khulasat 'Ulama'

•Saiyid -Sharif -Jurjani v. 'Ali b. Muhammad -Jurjani.

200

60

383

186

51

529

420

101

495

84

506

263,

466

425

424

425

425

112

142

527

497

461

159

371

170
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Sajjad V. Zain -'Abidin.

-Sakhaviv. Muhammad b. 'Abd -Rahman -Saktiavi.

-Saki b. Muhammad Araln, scrt6e .. .. .. ..114
-SakkSkI (Yfisuf b. a. Bakr -SakkakI, d. 62fi) .

,

.

.

. , 435

Salah -Din -Safadi v. Khali! b. Aibak -Safadi.

.. Yusuf b. Aiyiib (564-589) .. .. .. ..261
Salim b. Ahmad Ba'alavi (d. 1085) .. .. .. .,142

Miftah as-Sara'ir .

.

.

.

. . 141

,, ,, Muhammad -Sanhuri (d. 1015).

Risala fl Lailat an-Nisf min Sha'ban . . 50.3

Salman -Farisi (d. 33) .. .. .. .. .. ..81
-Sam'ani v. 'Abd -Karim b. Muhammad -Tamimv -Sara'anl.

Sanjar Sultan (b. Malik Shah, 511-552) .. .. .. ..175
Sasan II .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

. . 347

Sauvaire .. .. .. •• •• •• ..182
b. Shaddad -HalabI v. Yiiauf b. Rafi' b. Shaddad -Halabi.

-Shadhill v. 'AH b. 'Abdallah -Shadhili.

b. Shadkam -Madam v. Hasan b. 'AU b. Shadkana -MadanT.

-Shafi'i -Imam v. Muhammad b. IdrTs -Shofi'I.

Shah 'Alam I. Kutb -Din (1119-1124) .. .. .. ..245

,, 11.(1173-1221) .. .. .. .. 8,328,385

,, Jahan (1037-1069) .. .. .. 6,110,119,325,328,513

Shah Muhammad .

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 382

-ShahicJ -Tiani v. Zain -Din b, 'All -Shami -Shahid -Tiani.

Shahrukh Mirza (son of Timur, 807-850) . . .

.

.

.

.

.

5

Shaiklj -Islam -Haravi .

.

.

.

.

.

. • . . 183

,, -Suglidi .. .. .. .. ..172

-Shaikh -Maktiil v. Yahya b. Haba^h -Suhrawardi.

Shaikh Mubarak Nagurl .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 337

-Shaikh -Mufid v. Muhammad b. Muhammad -Baghdad! -Shaikh -Muf id.

Shaikh -Saduk v. Muhammad b. 'All b. Babiiya -KummT.

,, -SiwasI .. .. .. .. .. .. 144

,j -Ra'Ts V. -Husain b. 'Abdallah b. Sina.

,, -Ta'ifa v. Muhammad b. -Hasan -TusT.

Shaikhzada (Muhammad b. Mustafa, d. 950) .

.

.

.

.. 4

a. Shama ('Abd -Rahman b. Isma'il, d. 665) .

.

.. . . 194

Shams -A'imma -Halwani v. 'Abd -'Aziz h. Ahmad -Halwani.

,, ,, -Sarakhsi v. Muhammad b. Ahmad -Saralihsi.

,, -Din -Kuhistanl v. Muhammad -Khurasan! -Kuhistani.

,, ,, Nawwab -Majlis -'All .. .. .. .. 508

,, ,, Shaharzuri .. .. .. .. .. 379

Shams! v. 'Abd -Rajhid b. Mustafa -Jawnpuri.

-Shanfara .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

473, 477

b. Shhar A^ub (Muhammad b. 'AH, d. 588) .

.

.

.

. . 461

Sharaf -Din -'Alam! v. Husain b. Ahmad -'Alami.

,, -Bulkin! .. .. .. .. .. ..185
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Sharif Khan Hakim v. Muhammad Sharif Klian b. Akmal Klian.

-Sharif -Murtada v. 'All b. -Husain -Saiyid -Murtada.

,, -Radi V. Muhammad b. Husain -Sharif -Radi.

Shihab -Din b. Shams -Din -Dawlatabadi (d. 848) .

.

.

.

. . 425

al-Irshad .

.

.

.

.

.

, . 432

,, ,, -Suhravvardi v. 'Umar b. Muhammad -Suhrawardi.

.' ., ,, V. Yahya b. Habash -Suhrawardi.

-Shiri^i (Ahmad b. 'Abd -Mun'im -Shirishi, d. 619) .

.

.

.

. . 452

-Shirwani v. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. 'Alil-Yamani -Shirwani.

Shuja' (Muhammad Shah) second son of Shahjahan (d. 1070) .

.

, . 327
-Shumunni v. Ahmad b. Muhammad -Shumunni.

-Shurunbulali v. Hasan b. -'Ammar -Wafa'i -Shurunbulali.

Sibt b. -Jawzi v. Yusuf b. Kuzughli Sibt b. -Jawzi.

Siddik Hasan Khan Nawwab (d. 1307) .. .. .. .. 470

Silvestre De Sacy .

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

,

. . 476

b. Sina v. -Husain b. 'Abdallah b. Sina.

-Sinbisi v. 'Abd -'Aziz b. Saraya -Sinbisi.

Subhan Kuli Muhammad Bahadur Khan .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 112

-Subki V. 'Abd -Wahhab b. 'Ali -Subki

Subuktigin (366-387) . . .

.

. . .

.

.

.

260, 475

-Suhrawardi v. 'Abd -Kadir b. 'Abdallah -Suhrawradi.

,, f. 'Umar b. Muhammad -Suhrawardi.

,, V. Yahya b. Habash -Suhrawardi.

Sulaimnn I, (Uthmanli Sultan, 926-974) .. .. .. .. 457

Jah (Nasir -Din Haidar, King of Oude, 1243-1253) . . 5, 52, 71, 168,

205, 359, 372, 435, 464, 528, 529

Sultan Ahmad . . .

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

, . 358

Husain Baikara (873-911) .. ., .. ., 5

,, -'Ulama' v. Muhammad b. Dildar 'Ali Sultan -'Ulama'.

-Suyiiti v. 'Abd -Rahman b. a. Bakr -Suyuti.

Syro .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 387

-Tabataba'i v. 'Ali b. Muhammad 'Ali -Tabataba'i.

-Tabrizi (Yahya b. 'Ali -TabrizI, d. 502) .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 476

-Taftazani v. Mas'udb. 'Umar -TaftazanT.

Tahir b. Ahmad -Bukhari (d. 542).

Khulasat al-Fatawa .

.

.

.

. . 178

, , Mutahhar -Ghazali.

Biaala Awzan .

.

.

.

. . 524

-Tahtavi (Ahmad b. 'Abd -Rahim, d. 1302) .. .. .. ..437
b. Taimiya (Ahmad b. 'Abd -Halim, d. 728) .

.

.

.

. , 120

Taiyiballah, «cri6e .. .. .. .. .. ..411
-Taiyibi v. Husain b. 'Abdallah -Taiyibi.

Taj -Din -Hanaki .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..112
,, ,, b. Wali Muhammad -Husaini, scribe ., .. .. 327

Tajammul Husain, scribe .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 496

Taj -Sa'id -Ardabili v. Muhammad b. Amin Taj -Sa'id -Ardabili.

• Taki -Din -Hamavi v. a. Bakr b. 'Ali b. Hijja -Hamavi.
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Yahya b. Ahmad -Ruwaitl, scribe

,, ,, 'All Zandavaisati

,1 ,, Habash -Suhrawardi .. .. ,, _ j3q

,, ,, Hasan b. -Bitrik -Hilli (d. GOO).

al-' Umda
„ ,, -Husain -HadI ila'I Hakk (d. 298).

.

,, ,, Masawaih (d. 243)

„ ,, Sharaf -Nawawi (d. 676)

Minhaj at-Talibln

,, ,, Zakariya

Ya'kub b. Ishak -Kindl (d. 250).'

Vthulujiya .

.

Yakut b. 'Abdallah -RumI (d. 620).

Mu'jam al-Buldan

-Musta'simi (d. 698)

a. Ya'la v. Muhammad b. Muhammad -Farra' -Hanball
Yusuf b. 'Abdallah b. 'Abd -Barr -Kurtubl (d. 463).

Kitab al-IstVab

,, 'Abd -Rahman -MizzT (d. 742)

,, „ Ahmad Najm -Din (d. 832).

az-ZuhUr 'Ala Kitab al-Luma

,, ,, Aiyub Salah -Din (Saladin, 564-589)

,, ., a. Bakr -Sakkaki (d. 626)

,, -Buhrani

,, b. Ibrahim -KaJTjrl

,, Isma'Il -BaghdadI (d. 710)

,. ,, Jahanshah .

.

,, Kuzughll Sibt b. -Jawzi (d. 054).
,

Tadhkiral KJiawas al- Umma
,. , , -Makhzilra -Mansuri

,, ,, Muhammad Jan Karabaghl (d. c. 1034)

al-Hashiyat al-Khankahlya (999)

Risalat al-Karabaghl

,, ,, Rafi' b. Shaddad HalabI (d. 632).

an Nawadir as-Sultaniya

a. Zafar -Hindi -Saiyah

Zahid -Haravl v. Muhammad Zahid Mir b. Muhammad Aslam -Haravl
b. Zahir v. Muhammad -Kudsl b. Zahlr.

Zaid b. Rifa'a

Zain -'Abidin v. 'Ali b. -Husain Zain -'Abidln.

M .• b. Ibrahim b. Nujaira -Misri (d. 970)

al-Ashbah wa'n Naxa'ir (969)

,, -Din b. 'Ali -ShamI -Shahid -Thani (966).

Shark al-Bidaya

,, -Dallal

Zakariya b. Muhammad -Ansarl td. 926)

.. 451

.. 134

137, 346

.. 238

.. 225

.. 313

.. 45

.. 193

7

.. 338

.. 309

.. 66

.. 272

276, 280

.. 225

.. 261

.. 435

.. 215

16

.. 406

.. 498

.. 236

123, 124

.. 114

.. 113

.. 119

.. 261

.. 459

.. 363

187, 437

.. 185

.. 528

.. 497

. •. 1 96
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-Zamakhsharl v. Mal.imud b. 'Umar -Zamakii^iarl.

-ZanjSnT v. 'Abd -WahhSb b. Ibrahim -ZanjanT.
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Al-ICutbi by Kutb ad-Din ar-Razi (d. 766) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

321

Mir Kutbi by al-Jurjani (d, 816) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

322

As-Sa'diya by at-Taftazani (d. 792) .

.

. . .

.

.

.

323

Al-Hashiya 'Ala Mir Kutbi by 'Imad al-Farisi (d. c. 900) .

.

,

.

324

,, ,, ,, by as-Siyalkuti (d. 1067) .. .. ..325
,, ,, ,, ,, by Ahmad al-AbiwardI .. .. .. 325

As-Sa'diya by at-Taftazani (d. 792) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

326

Sharh Tahdhibal-Mantik by Nurallah ash-Shustari (1019) .. ..327
Hashija Badi' al-]Mizan by Mulla Muhammad Sadik . . .

.

.

.

327

Sharh Sullam al-'Ulum by Muliammad FIriiz . . .

.

.

.

328

,, by 'Abd al-'AliBahr al-'Ulum (d. 1235) 329

Ta'likat 'Ala Sharh Sullam al-'Ulum by ,, ,, ,, ,, .. 329

Sharh Sullam al-'Ulum by Muhammad Ashraf al-Barduwani (1150) .. 330

by Ahmad 'AH as-Sandili (dj 1200) .. ..331
Ha.^iya Sharh Sullam al-'Ulum by Muhammad Sharif Klian (d. 1231) . . 332

,, ,, ,, ,, by Mulls 'Imad ad-Din al-Labkani .. 332

Al-Hashiya 'Ala Sharh al-Kadi by Hafiz Daraz (d. 1263) .

.

.

.

333

Hashiya Hamdallah .

.

. . . . .

.

.

.

. . 334

Risalat al-Ja'] by Ghulam Husain .

.

. . .

.

.

.

335

Al-Ha.shiya by Qhulam Yahya (d. 1180) .. .. .. ..335

Ala'l Ha^iyat az-Zahidiya by Mulla Hasan (d. 1198) .

.

336

,, by Kadi Mubarak Gupamu'i (d. 1162) .. .. .. 337

MizSn al-Mantik .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

• • • • 337

Philosophy.

Akwal Aflatun

Utlilujiya by Aristotle

338

338
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Hi?Sla Alif a3-Sug.1ira hy Ynliyn liin 'Adl fd. :]C<i)

Kitab an-Najnt by Tbn Sina (d. 428)

Sharli Kitab an-Najat

,, 'Uyun al-Hikma by Fakhr ad-T)Tn ar Ra/J (d. 60fi)

,, al-Isbarat wa't Tanl)ibat }>v NasTr ad-DIn at-Tiis7 ((544)

HiUmat al-Ishrak l)y Kutb ad Dm ash-ShTra/J (d. 710)

Risala liy Adar Sasan .

.

Nama by Dadyar

Risala Dah Giiai by .,

,, by Mushkin Baiifi

,, Dastbuai by Isfindiyar

Shar'ii Hidayafc al-Hikma ))y MTrak Shims ad-DTri

by al-Maibidhi (^SO)

Hashiya Sharli Hidayat al-Hikma by al-KhalkbalT

by JVTnllp Nizam ad-DIn (d. 11 fil

Risala Hai'at. by al-KiishjT (d. 879)

Sharli Hikmat al-'Ain by Mirak Shams ad-Dm

Haghij'a Sharli Hikmat al-'Ain by Muhammad Hashim

Al-Ufuk al-MubTn by as-Saiyid BSkir ad-Damad (d. 1040)

Al-Kabasat by .

.

,

,

, , .

.

As-Sirat al-Mustakim by ,, ,. ,,

Al-Imadat wa't Tashrikat by ,, ,, ,, .

.

Al-Asfar al-Arba'a by Sadr ad-Dln ash-ShTrazT (d. 1050)

N£iVd al-Jawahir by Kliair ad-DTn Jawnporl (1212)

Al-Hashiya 'Al'ash Shams al-Bazi^Iia by Mails Hasan (d. 1198)

,, 'Ala Sharh Sadra by ' Abd al 'AIT Bahr al-'Ulura (d. 1

., by Muhammad A'lam (d. 1200)

Sharh Risala Muhakkik Tiisi

Rasa'il Ikhwan as-Safa

235)

:i40

.'{41

:{42

344

346

347

347

348

348

348

349

350

351

352

35?

353

354

354

355

356

357

358

359

360

361

362

362

363

Mathematics and Astronomy.

Ash-Shamsiya by an-Nizam al-A'raj an Nisaburi .. .. •• 370

Ar-Risala fi'l Hisab by Baha' ad-DIn al-'Amili (d. li'SO) .. •• 371

Sharh ash-Shamsij'a by «Abd al-' All al-Barjandi .. .. ..371

Miftah al-Hisab by Ghiyath ad-DIn Jamshaid al-KS,;ihI . . •

.

372

Sharh Ashkal at-Ta'sTs by Kadlzada ar-RumI (d. 815) .

.

.

.

373

Kitab al-Munazar by Nasir ad-DIn at-Tiisi (d. t)72) . . .

.

.

.

374

Tashrih al-Aflak by Baha' ad-DIn al-' Amih (d. 1030) .

.

.

.

374

Majmu'at ar-Rasa'il al-Hikamlya . . .

.

.

.

.

.

374

Tahrir Kitab al-Munazar by NasTr ad-DIn at-Tiisi (d. 072) .

.

375

Risala In'ikas ash-Shu' a' by ,, ,, ,, .. .. 375

Kitab al-Mu'atiyat by ,. .. ,, .. .. 376

,, al-Kurat al-Mutaharrika by ,. ., ,, .. .. 376

„ al-MafriJdat by ,, ,, ,, .. .. 377

„ al-Maldmdhat by ,, ,, ,, .. ,, 377

,, al-Kurat wa'l Ustuwana b} ,, ,, ,, .. .. 378

77 •
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Risala fi Tarbl' ad-Da'ira by Ibn al-Haithara (d. c. 430) .

.

.

.

378

Kitab Masahat al-Ashkal al-BasTta wa'l Kuriya by Nasir ad-DIn

at-Tusi (d. 672) . . . . .

.

.

.

.

.

379

Tahrir al Mijisti by Naair ad-DIn at-Tusi {d. 672) .

.

.

.

.

.

379

Sharh Tahrlr al-MijistI by 'Abd al 'All al-Barjandi ., .. .. 380

,, ,, ,, by 'Israatallah as-Saharanpuri ,, ., 381

Az-Zlcij al-Mulakhlchas .. .. ., .. .. 381

At-Tuhfat ash-Shahiya by Kutb nd-Din ash-ShirazT (d. 710) .

.

.

.

382

Sharh ChaghminI by Kadizada ar-Rumi (815) .

.

.

.

.

.

383

Al-Hashiya 'Ala Sharh Chaghmini by 'Abd al-'Ali al-Barjandi .. .. 383

At-Takmila fi Sharh at-Tadhkira by al-Khidri .

.

.

.

.

.

384

Ta^rlh al-Aflak by Baha' ad-Din al-'Amili (d. 1030) .. .. 385

Khulfisat al-Hisab by ,, ,, ,, .. ,. .. 385

Risala 'lira Hisab by al-Kiishji (879) . . .

.

,

.

.

.

386

Astrology.

Kitab ath-Tiamara by Ptnlemy 387

Alchemy.

Al-Burhan fi Asrar 'Ilm al-Mizan by al-Jildaki (d. c. 743)

Daka'ik al-Mizan bj' as-Sari3khani

As-Sirr ar-Rabbani by ,,

387

388

389

Kitab at-Tilsm

Manafi* al-Ahjar

Magic.

390

390

Kitab al-Tahbir

Interpretation of Dreams.

391

Mechanics .

Kitab al-Hiyal by IsmS'il al-Jazari 393

Medicine.

KuUiyat al-Kanian by Ibn SIna (d. 428)

Sharh al-Asbab wa'l 'Alainat by Nafis al-Kirmani (827)

Majraa' al-Manafi' al-Badaniya by al-Antaki (d. 1008)

Kitab at-Tibb

404

405

406

409

Dialectics.

Al-Adab al Bakiya by 'Abd al-BakI al-Jawnpuri (d. 1086)

Al-Abhath al-BSkiya by ,, ,, ,,

Sharh al-Adab al-'Adudiya by 'Abd al-'AlI al-Barjandi

Al-Hashiya 'Ala Sharh ar-Risalat al-'Adudiya

410,412

.. 411

.. 412

.. 413

by Taj as -Sa'idi al -Ardabili

(d. 950) U3
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Lexioooraphy.

Shamd al-'Ulum by NashwSn al-Himyari (d. 573) .

.

• • .
. 414

An-Nihaya by Ibn al-AthIr al-Jazarl (d. fiOG) .

.

• • • • 4^5

Al-Mughrib by Nasir al-MutarrizI (d. 610)

Al-l^amus by Majd ad-Dm ai-Firuz6badi (d. 817) . • • • .
. 41

Etymology.

Sharh asli-Shafiya by al-JarabardI (d. 746) .

.

by 'Abd al-Basit al-KannawjI (d. 1223) .. ..419

„ Tasrif az-Zanjnniby at-Taftaz5ni (737) - •• .. 4^u

,, Usui Akbari by 'All Akbar (d. 1091) .. .. •• •• *21

, al-Lamiya

Provehbs and Maxims.

416

418

421

Syntax.

Sharh al-Kafiya by Radi ad-Din al-Ustrabadl (683) .

.

. • .
.

422

Al-Wafiya fl Sharl.i al Kafiya by Rukn ad-Din al-Ustrabadi (d. 7 13) • • 423

Sharh al-Kafiya by al-Isfara'ini (d. 944) .

.

•

.

• • .
.

424

Ghayat at-Tahkik by Safi ad Din .. • •• ..424

Al-Hashiya 'Ala Sharh al-Jnmi by al-Isfara'ini (d. 944) .

.

.
.

426

by Wajih ad-Din al-Gujarati (d. 1000) .. 427

by Jamal ad-Din (1019) .. ..428

by Hafiz Kumaki .. •• ..428

by a8-Siyalkuti(d. 1067) •• ..429

Ha^iyat al-Muwash&hali

Hall Tarkib Kafiya by KukUii') . .

Sharh al-Lubab by Nukrakar (735)

Al-Ir^ad by Shihab ad-DIn ad-Davvlatabadi (d. 842)..

Manhaj al-Masalik by ash-Shumunni (d. 872)

Tankih an-Nahv by 'Azmatallah

429

430

431

432

433

434

435

Rhbtobic.

Sharh Miftah al 'Ulum by al-Jurjnni (803)

Khizanat al-\dab by Ibn Hijjat al Hatiiavi (826) . . •
• .

.
43y

Mukhtasar al-Ma'ani by at-Tafbazani (756) .. •• ..436

Harfiiya Mukhtasar al-Ma'ani by al-Hafid (d. 916) . . •
• .

.
438

Al-Hashiya 'Ala Hashiyat al-Khata'i by 'Abdallah al-Yazdi (972) .
. 439

Hashiyat al-Mutawwal by Hasan Chalabi (d. 886) .. .. ..440

„ by as -SiyalkutI (d. 1076) .. •• ..441
..441

'Ukud ad-Durar by Husain al-'Auiili (d. 1076) . . • • .
. 442

443Zubdat al-Aldibar

Ghurar al-Hikam by al-Amidi

Kalimat Maknuna .

.

.

.

• • • • • • • • ^'*^

Majroa' ai-Amthal by al-Maidani (d. 548) .. ' .. -• ..44/
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Prose.

Al-'Ikd al-Farld by Ibn 'Abdrabbili (d. 328)

Rasa'il by Ibn al-'Amid (d. 360)

Nahj al-Balagha by ash-Sharlf ar-Ra;!! (d. 406)

I'lara Nahj al-Balasrha by 'Ali bin an-Nasir

Al-Makamat by al Hariri (d. 5i6)

Durrat al-Ghawwas by ,,

RabI' al-Abrar by az-Zamakhshari {d. 5;)8)

Al-Falak ad-Da'ir by Ibn Abi'l Hadid (d. 655)

Kahwat al Insha' by Ibn Hijjat al-Haraavi (d. 837)

Asas al-Iktibns by Ilihtiyar ad-Di"n (897)

Rawd al-Akhyar by Muhammad bin Kasim (926j

Kitab al-Murasalat by 'Abd ar-Rahman al-Muivsdiidi (d

Al-Makamat al-Hind ya by Abu Bakr al-'Alavi (11-8)

Hada'ik al-Adab'by Sharaf ad Din al-'AlamI

1037)

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

465

456

456

457

458

159

459

460

Poetry.

Ad-Diwan by 'All bin Abi T4hb (d. 40)

,, by 'Abd ar-Rahim al-Bur'i

Sharh Lamiyat al-'Ajam by as-SafadI (d. 761)

Ad-Diwan by Ibn Hajar al-'Askalani (d. 852)

Al-Manh al Makkiya bj' Ibn Hajar al-Haitami (d. 973)

Fath al-Javvad by al-'Aidarus (d. 1038)

Sharh al-Kasidat an-NunTya by ,, (999)

Jawahir al-Wakkad by Ahmad ash-ShirwanI (1233)

Ad-Diwan by Wazir 'AIT as-Sandili

Majmu'at al-Ash'ar

Al-Kliarldat al Jarida by 'Abdaliah al-'Akkashi

Al-KasTda by al-Farazdak (d. 110)

Sharh Banat Su'ad by 'Abdaliah al-'Akkashi

Lamiyat al-'Ajam by at-Tiighra'i (d. 513)

Al-Kasidat al-Lamiya by as-Safadi (d. 764)

,, an-Nuniya by al-Busti (d. 400)

al-LSmiya by Ibn al-Mukr; (d 837)

,, at-Tantaraniya b\- af-Tantaranl

Al-Kasa'id al-'Ashr

Sharli Lamiyat al-'Ajam .

.

,, ,, al-'Arab

Al-Kasida by an-NSbi^a (d. A. D. 604)

Az-Zahriya by Rabi' b. Ziyad al-'Absi

Al-Kasa'id by Ibn al-Farid (d. 632) .

.

,

,

by al-Bikri

Al-Kasida by Ibn alFarid (d. 632)

Al-Kasidat al-Badi'iya by Ibn Sariiya (d. 750)

461

463

464

465

465

466

407

468

470

471

471

472

473

473

474

474

475

476

476

477

477

477

478

479

480

480

480
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Fables and Talks.

SIrat 'Antra iH>

Al-I'tikadi3'a

Sidk al-Wafa'

Risala ff Manakib al-Bukhari

MiSCELLANliOUS.

Al-Arba'un -an al Arba'In by Muntajab ad-DIn al Kuminl

Muhasabat an Nafs al-Lawwama by Ibrahim al-Kaf ami

Usui ad-Din by al-Iniam 'All ar-Rida (d. 202)

Ar-Risalat adh Dhaliabiya by ,, .,

Al-Fawa'id ar-Radaviya by Mnliamniad bin al Hasan al-Ma^hhadi

Sii-aj al-'Ibad

Tarjumat as-Salat

Sharh al-Fawa'id by Ahmad al AlisaT (d. 1241)

Ar-Rasa'ii by ,, ,, ,.

Ar-Risalat as-Sa'diya by Ibn al Mutahhar al-Hilli (d. 720)

Risala fl Lafz Hawl by as-Saiyid Muhammad bin Dildar 'All

SharV Tairid al-'Aka'id by al-KushjI (d. 879)

Ar Risala by Zain ad-Din ad-Dallal

Ad-Durr ath-TLamin by al-'Aidariis (944)

«Ikd al-La'al bi Fada'il al Al by ,, (d. 1038).

.

by „ „ ..

by „ „ ..

by „ „ ..

,, ,, ,, ,, by Ahmad bin 'All al-Baskarl (1008)

Al-Ibtihaj bi'l Kalara "Ala'l Isra' wa'l Mi'raj by Najm ad-Din al-;^iti (d. 98

Risala fi Lailat an-Nisf min Sha'ban by as-Sanhurl (d. 101.5)

Majmu'at ar-Rasa'il

Kitab al-Wasa'il ila Ma'rifat al-Awa'il by aaSuyiiti (d. 911)

Risala fi Hayat an-Nabi by ,, ,,

Al-Fikh al-Akbar by al-Imam Abu Hanlfa (d. 150)

Bad' al-Amalr by Siraj ad-Din al-Ushi

Majmu'at ar-Rasa'il .

.

Al-Makalat an-Nafi'a by al-'Aidarus (d. 1038) .

.

Al-Kawl al-Jami' by ,, ,, ....
Bughyat al-Mustafid by ,, ,,

Al-Fath al-Kudsi by

Kitab at-Tahsin by Ibn Fahd al-Hilli

Risala dar Adab Hajj by al-Majlisi (d. 1070)

Hada'ik Dhat Bahja by al-' Akil

Al-Kasida . .

Al-Faraj min ba'd a.sh-Shidda

Ad-Da' vat at-Taiyiba

Sharh Tahdhib al-Mantik by -Abdallah al-Yazdi (d. 1015)

Al-Adab ar-Ra^idiya bj' 'Abd ar-RashId al Jawnpuri (d. 1038) .

.

Sharh Risalat al-Munazara

Banat S\i'atl by Ka'b bin Zuhair.

.
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Risala fi Jam' bain Ra'yai Aflatun wa Arstu by al-Farabl (d. 339)

Risalat al-Kunavf by Sadr ad-Din al-Kunavi (d. 672) .

.

,, at-Tusi by Nasir ad-DIn at-TusI (d. 672)

,, al-Kianavi by Sadr ad-Din al Kiinavi (d. 672) .

.

Risala fi Ithbat al-VVajib by ad-Dawvvani (d. 907)

,, ,, ,, ,, by Mir Sadr ad-Din ash-Shirazi (d. 903)

,, ,, ,, ,, by al-KJiidri

Tahrir Uklidas by Nasir ad-DIn at-Tusi (d. 672)

'Ain al-Hikraa

Risalat al-Falsafa

Risala fi Bayan al-Mahiyat wa'l Huwaiyat by ad-Daww ani (d. 907)

'Ain al-Hikma by ,, ,,

Risala fi 'lira ma Ba'd at-Tab'iya

,, Juz' la Yatajazza by Muhibballah al-Bihari (d. 1119)

Hall al-Mujiz by al-Aksara'i (d. c. 77i')

Al-Kanunja by Mahiniid al-Cha^mini (d. 745)

Kitab at-Tibb

Risala Awzan by Tahir Mutahhar Ghazali .

.

Sharh al Fuaiil al-Ilakiya

At-TalviJi ila Asrar al-Tankih by al-KJiujandi

Sharh Risala Adab al-Bahth by ash-Shirwani (d. 905)

Al-'Alam ash-Shamikh by an-Narili

Tanbih al-Labib by ., (939) .

.

Kliulasat al-Akwal by Ibn al-Mutahhar al-HiJli (d. 726

Al-Wajiza by Baha' ad-Din al-'Amill (d. 1030)

Sharh al-Bidaya by Zain ad-Din al ' Araili (d. 966)

516

516

515

516

)16, 517

517

518

519

520

520

521

521

521

522

522

523

523

524

524

525

526

526

527

527

528

528

Supplement,

Hada'ik a^-Shirara by Amir Beg '• Amir " (1262) 529



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Page 2, line 1. Read i^wr'an. for Kur'an.

Read Na»lr ad -Din for Nasir ad -Din.

Read ,, ,, for ,, ,,

Read Escuria for Eacuria.

Read al -Isfara'inl for IsfraTni.

Read 'Ulama^ for 'Ulama.

Read {A.H. 1173-1221, A.D.. 1739-lSOO) for (A.H. 1173-

1202. A.D. 1759-1788).

Read Yusuf for Yuauf.

Head Muhammad Bakir bin Muhammad Tnkl al -MajliMi for

Mul.iammad bin Muliammad at -Taki al -Majlisi.

Read ctL" .iUx for ^d}\ «^Llc

Read Tabakat al -Kubra, Vol. IV for Tabakat al -KubrS,

Vol. V.
»

Read ^[sj^il Ji for U.iJl _ _i

Read Majd ad -Din for Maj dad -Dm.

Read an -Nasal for an -Nisa'I.

Read ,, for ,,

Read Tadhkirat al -Huffaz for Tadhkirafc al -Huffaz.

Read Tabakat al -Kubra for Tabakat al -Kubra.

Read Suyuti for Suyuti.

Read 'Abd ar -Rahman for 'Abd ar -Raliman.

Read Nasta'lik for Nasta'lik.

Read AZ -ZA WAJIR for AR -ZAWAJIR.
Read Nur as -Safir for Nur as -Saflr.

Read 'Abd ar -Rah%m for 'Abd ar -Rahim.

Read Khan 'Azam, for Klian 'Azam.

Read Athbar al -Akh^yar for Akhbar al -Akhyar.

Road at -Ta'likat as -San'iya for at -T'allkat as -SanTya.

Read Fihrist Tual for Fihrast Tiisi.

Read an -Nu'm,an for a -Nu'man

Read as -Sadiik for as -Sadiik.

Read Ya'kub for Ya'kub.

Read Imamite for Imamite.

Read ot^,>JI for ^l^si

Bead an -Nubald' for an -Nubala'.

Read Tamerlane for Tamariane.

Read Hdjl Khalifa for Hajl Khalifa.

Read ^\d'\ for ^IjT

Read also for alss.

2,
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Page liG, line 30. Read al -Aivliya' for al -Awlya'.

„ 72, ,. 8. Read KuO) Shah for IJutub Shah.

,, ,, 12. Read (4.H. ^OS.^-^OW) for A.H. I(tsr)-|(»80.

,, 8'i, ,, 12. Read see for set.

„ 85, ,. 16. Read j^^-t for Jy:

,, 86. ,, 20. Read <//e for qhe.

,. 88, ,, 31. Ready.^^'! fory;-^*.!

„ 93, ,, 10. Read ^H for .L}\

99, ,, 28. Read KavA/ ffli-ff*</;i') for Kashf al-Hujab.

,, 100, ,, 8. Read (r^it/a^li ad -Dirt for frhayath ad -DTn.

,. ,, ,, 19. Read Bayazid for Bayazid.

,, ,, ,, 24. Read hin life No. 99, I for his hfd No. 98.

,, 101, ,, 9. Read Ghiyath ad Din for Ghayath ad -DTn.

,, 102, ,, 4. Read .4/-X^!V/rjj/a for Al -KidrTya.

• ,, 103. , 4. Read '.4to7 Hashiynt Al -Khidriya for ATI Hashiyat Al

-Kidriya.

,, 104, .. 32. Read See No. 92 for see No. 93.

,, 106, ,, 8. Read as -Saiyid for as -Sayid.

,, 107, ,, 31. Read oZ -/ft.9n'7 for al-Ihsa'I.

,. 108, ,, 1. Read ,, for

,, ,, ,, 18. Read /»ia»ilya for Imamiya.

,, 114, ,, 8. Road iSa/iifesofia for Sahibzada

,, 120, ,, r.. Read iiLLoill for ^Ijiuoil

,, 122, ,. 1. Read 5idc??A-i for Siddik).

., Read A.D. 1501 for A.D. 151.

,, ,, ,, 13. Read Oasm for Caisiri.

,, 123, ,, 7. Read his life No. 2S9 for his life No. 288.

,, 125, ,, 11. Read o.* -'?m'y!d for as -Sayid.

,, 127, „ 7. Read ,, for

,, ,, ,, 16. Read Jama? ad -Dm Hasan bin YHsuf for Jamal ad -Dm bin

Yusuf.

„ 132, ,, 16. Read WA'L for WA,L.

,, 135, ,, 28. Read Hamza for Hamaza.

,, 137, ,, 17. Read 'Umar bin Muhammad ior 'Umar bin 'Abdallah.

,, 141. ,, 22. Read KJiulasat al-Athar for Khulasat al, Athar.

,, 150, ,, 19. Read ink for nk.

,, 155, ,, 30. Read a/^er-e^ec? for after- affect.

„ 160, ,, 3. Read Bihar for Bihar.

,, 183, ,, 5. Read a? -^s^ar for al -Asghar.

,, ,, ,, 36. Rgad. lyi«Zia^ for Wish ah.

,, 185, ,, 34. Read Ahmad for Ahmed.

., 187, ,, 36. Read .4/!??irad 6m 'C76aidaZ/a/i for 'Ahmad bin Ubaidallah.

„ 188, „ 2. Read^tysX" ^>tJ' ^ri^'lA^j for ^|^s^i| ^^IaJ) ^j>x'f

,, 194, ,, 17. Read firotiine for Brown.
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Page 327, line 30. Read Mlzan for Mizan.

,, 343, ,, 24. Read Haneberg for Heneberg.

Read Nasta'lik for Nasta'lik.

Read AjjJaflJt ^^Jit^sJt for iujJaflJL) |_^!^-'

Read -jAL~»-'t Jrt^oJI for ^A5i,«^t Jrf,>^

Read 4.s -Sirat for Sirat.

Read .4 work on for A wo rkon.

Read al -Hadl bin Mahdl for al -Had! bin -Mandi.

Read Qhiyath for Ghayath.

Read No. 283, II for No. 282, II.

Read ,, ,, ,, for ,, ,, ,,

Read Paris Cat. No. 252S for Paris Cat. No, 2516.

Read At -Tuhfat for At -Tahfat.

Read Ibn Jabir for Ibn Jubair.

Read Nishwan for Nashwan.

Read as -Savl for as -Savi.

Read al -Ilahabadi for al -IlShabadi.

Read al -Isfara'ini for al -Isfra'Ini.

Read Bughyat al -Wu'at for Bughyat al -Wu'at.

Read Tanklh for Tankih.

Read 'Abd al -Malik for 'Abad al -Malik.

Read Miftah for Mitah.

Read al -Bohr for Bahr. %
Read al -Hasan for al -Husain.

Read Qhiyath for Ghayath.

Read al -Akhbar for al -'Aldibar.

Read al -'Aidarus for al -'AidrQs.

Read w'.iiil J«'^^ for ^bJII jT-tcVs^

Read al -Adab for al -Adab.

Read 'Aidarus for 'Aidriis.

Read ,, for ,,

Read ,, for ,,

Read Printed in Calcutta, A.H. 1231 ? for Printed in Calcutta,

A.H. 1231.

Read 'Akkashi for Akkashl.

Read Ooliua for Golias.

Read Bahran for Bahran.

Read Subuktigin for Subuktagin.

Read Muhaminad b. 'All bin al-Husain for 'All bin al -Husam.

Read aa -Siraj al -Wahhaj, a work on for Siraj al -Wahhaj, A
work on.

Read al -Mu'allim ath -Thani for Mu'alliin ath -Tiiani.

Read Qhiyath for Ghayath.

344,
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Page 521, line 27. Read See No. 462, IX, for Seo No. 462, XI.

530, ,, 23. Read lLJ( ^^tykf for ^ iLaJt ^f^'

„ 533, „ 20. Read ^l^t ^t for jStyt ^su

„ 548, „ 22. Read ^_^xiJ\ ^(iiu) ^^J. for ,_^f ^(iu, ^ y^

Printed at the Baptist Mission Press. Calcutta.
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